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WESTERN INDOLOGY AND THE

BY

JUAN ROGER RIVIERE

: I

=3

ferr

1 ]

First of all I have to apologize for writing about Purana in
this review as it may seem presumptuous to present an essay on
this subject done by an occidental Indologist in a highly specialis-
ed Review published in Banaras, the very holy and sacred city of
India. There is no other place in the world, in my opinion,
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where there are more possibilities to study the sacred text of the

religious Sastras of the Hindus and I think that every occidental

searcher into the Indian Tradition, has to study first the

teaching of the pandits of the holy KasI, to understand the deep

sense of the Scriptures.

For these reasons, I do not intend to write an "original"

study on Purana. My aim will be only to present here how
Western Indology considers the value and study of Pur5na
and to precise which are the points that need, in my opinion,

to be studied and investigated by our Indian colleagues who may
be considered as the first and the best specialists on this matter.

I think that there is not any occidental University chair

where students can hear now that Pwran& is "a collection of

non-sense stories" and "old stupidities" full of "religious

superstitions". Fortunately this time is over, and there is

more respect for religious traditions and, above all, more scientific

doubts on the unknown matter in the wide field of Indology.

Western scientific people are now used to deal with religious,

linguistic and traditional problems ; the study of the great

myths has been icnewed by the psychological schools of Freud,

Adler and above all that of Jung. On my part, I say to my
students that we have to see, behind strange forms and old

conceits, the eternal archetypes of Humanity, and that they

have at least to be always very respectful before unknown

religious forms and traditional scriptures.

For us, Western Indologists, ^urtittas are a series of very
hard and serious problems. First of all, there are few transla-

tions (I mean critical and good translations in English), and I

think that one of the most urgent tasks of your Society would
be the critical edition of the great Puranic texts (Mah&puraya
and Upapura$a), I know it is a work quite difficult and I suggest
that it could begin with a good and nearly complete resume of

the texts, a kind of analytical study of the Purina, giving a

concise but very clear exposition of the adhySya and skandha ;

I know that the resume of the Psdma Pur, for example, with
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its 600 adhyfyae, would mean an enormous work, but I think i fc

is indispensable to do it sooner or later.

Just, to carry out this work, we also need to prepare

systematic studies of the contents of the PurZna to

afterwards the great conceits inclosed in them : Cosmology*
Creadon of the Universe, traditions on the ava3ra, problem of

death and post-mortem life (especially in the Cf-firu^a P&r&pa,
fa its vttarekJunJa), evolution of the Uiakti, details on the cult

etc. It could begin by the study of the paAaJid2ak7ta^at in a

systematic way, of each rwffxw, for example. We know that

the purpose of Pur&m is to develop and unfold the secret sense
of T

rt&. The official western teaching of Indology has given,
till the present times, a very materialistic signification to the
Veda teaching. I am sutc that the puranic interpretations and
commentaries would bring to the west, new lights on this matter.

UK occidental science accepts only the material sense of

these texts aiul depreciates the allegorical, moral, psychological,

religious and spiritual interpretations that Indian Tradition

keeps and maintains in its holy scriptures. The knowledge of
the puranic interpretations of the Holy Sruti will be very useful
for the sincere western investigators in Indology.

The question of a primitive PuranaeathkitZ is very interest-

ing; it is
said^

that it was divided into four mittatamTtitaa or six

Ranaftdrtfcmfta Mnfttfa. This problem is essential for the study
of the origins of the actual puranic texts ; abont this point there
are

^several
western theories ; some of them think about an

original and single text of which the Brahma Pw, the Siva JPvr,
the Aff*i pWt with the JBaHw*$a could show the moat approxi-
mated form. Others speak of separate works of different schools
and of in oral tradition former to the written transcription of
ttfe trdition. It would be very interesting to study part of the
SJfthbtnHwmmioD. In many Pra*, we see the squire*** or his BOO, the &nrf Ugrtirma*, who acts as

afrpr; * may indicate perhaps that at first they were
which were systematized Inter. Which is the impor-
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tance of the KBliatriya element in the elaboration of the Puratta ?

The dialogues held in the Naimisas forest may show a royal

viz. ksfiatriya participation in this elaboration.

For my part, I was always very interested in the tantric

side of Hinduism ;
I use, of course, the Word '-Tantra" in the

sense of a sastra following the Purana
;
as the Kularnava Tantra

says, -if Purana was given for the Dvapara yuga t the Tantra

belongs to the Kali yuga. We know the encylopedic character of

the Tantras ; they are not only the basis of popular Hindu

practices, but the depository of esoteric believes and practices,

We find in these holy Scriptures a description of the Supreme

Being, the creation and destruction of the universe, classification

of creatures, the origin and worship of Gods, different worlds and

hells, psychology of the human body, various forms of spiritual

training, medicine, science, etc.

The question is now to find which are the connections

between Purftna and Pantra. I do not know any comparative

study on this matter and I think it would be very useful, for the

western Indology, to have good material on this matter.

I fear that this article will defraud the readers of this

Review ; it consists only of a series of questions and problems

on the Purana and nothing else. Notwithstanding, I consider

that is all a western Indologist can do on this matter when he

writes in a specialised Review of India
;
he has to ask to his

Hindu colleagues, who know better than any occidental scaicher,

the texts and commentaries of the Sastras, to prepare the

material for future theories and synthesis that could be useful

for the teaching of Indology in Western Universities.
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The PurSnas constitute important sources for the politic&l

and cultural history of India, embodying as they do particulars

about every aspect of life religious, philosophical, social,

political and personal. They were meant especially for the

wonien and the Sudras and represented the Veda for the laity.

As the PurSnas were intended to cater to the needs of the

common man, it was the endeavour of the writers of the Purarias

to present the material in a way that would appeal to him and

would be appreciated and understood by him. It is to be

observed in this connection that the aims and ideals of the

writers of the Puranas and the ways and means employed by
them to achieve these objectives were quite distinct from those of

the modern historians and writers of cultural treatises. AH

great events that added to the cultural content of India figure in

the Puranas, and the main aim of the writers of the Fuiaijas

was to preserve for posteiity the important contributions of

eminent personages, to perpetuate the principles propounded by
illustrious thinkers and to present the entire material so as to

appear ever fresh to the readers so that they may constantly

place those ideals before them. Allegory was the device fre-

quently resorted to by the Puranas in order to make a popular
appeal and to preserve the tradition.

Derived from the terminology of Greek rhetoric, allegory,
which "means primarily a series of metaphors" and is "used also

in explaining a work of literature", has a rather narrow range.
1

In its wider sense allegory represents the meaning put by the

reader on a piece of writing which he finds to be more or less

in need of interpretation. Such an interpretation is jusified

only in those cases where the author had a secret meaning in



mind. Allegorical interpretation, fm tlwr, t
I

>i * :* ,: * M:l; cm *

conception which is rolatiw. uiul * ulwluti ntnl wfa It JM*

nothing to do with the actual truth. 11 HM.V U n.ib-tl th I lh

tendency to allegorise arises from tin: iisitur1 il^iu- s
| i),.

*

some idea or truth which has come to l M;**'l*l us M>

There are, again, several stories or vim-wit.* i i:nr.l l;U

which are absurd if taken litumlly, H w*M i^H;iUvly h^ itu-

wise to reject the entire story on ntruiiut i*i ^cli i.|,j.,m.nl

abaurdities, but one should try to look iUii;|Mr IH yuml Ua- Ittnnl

meftning to extract the wisdom of the unctrnt ,. Th* i.\[>Iaun-

tions offered by KumSrilu in hi fintr*vdrtika* nUi

episodes like the polyiunlroiia iniiniugi' of lUi- ranH^vii.^ Iit

adultery with Ahulyii, etc. ilhislr:it<; Ihw n^|k.ci ! I In* IKHHI.

Allegory is said to be the child of tut rpnttti nunr

than the one which prodnccid mytUnIo^y. Ivvtn Urluy it is activu

because there is the neud of rwulinjj u m-w nu-nttiit^ iulu Ibc

sacred tradition in order to protect it fi'orji the vitiitr of itscriticit.

The conception of ViiHtpuru.liu i cxpluinuil now itt it-nu* ol

social solidarity, and Natayana-Sti\5 us buirtuiiilatianUm. The

gods and goddesses having three, four, five lieails, nn<l four,

eight, sixteen hands are interpreted to bu tliviiir, immenscrty
more powerful than man with the usual number. Go'ls never

wink their eyes, -their feet never touch the cnriU to dh&tingutb
them from human beings Thoxigh gods utul {*uit(t**B.sci 1mve many
heads and hands, VirS^ alone lias u thousand legs {*fift<frif</Mft<f;~-.

evideatly the, aggregate of all living beings. None feel* A
monstrosity in the gods having unusual number of tteud* and
hands ; Vishnu's constant or four months' slcqi ia only Yog ;

but a Kumbhakarna's sleep, Baku's gluttony, arc all monstro-
sities with & moral aim even as miraculous Icgcud*.

In order to find out allegorical meaning we have to divo
deep trad go beyond the surface meaning, ,\H great work* of
Indian art and literature", as aptly put by the late Dr.
Suktfaankar, -...are..,infused with the idea of panetr*tingbehma the phenomena to Che.eom of things, and they
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but so many pulsating reflexes of one and the same central

impulse towards seeing unity in diversity, towards achieving

one gigantic all-embracing synthesis."
8

They have thus nn inner

and deeper meaning, and the Puranas are no exception. We
shall deal with the allegories in the Puranas under four broad

headings : (i) natural phenomena ; (ii) origin of the castes ; (iii)

stones of the epics; and (iv) KartavTrya Arjuna .and Parnguiama.

(i) Natural phenomena, : We begin the allegories connected
with natural phenomena with reference to the story of the

descent of the Ganga which is too well known to need any
recapitulation here. Bhagiratha of the solar dynasty is said to
have biought down the Ganga from the Himalayas through his

penance and had to propitiate Siva. The story seems to refer

to directing the course of the Gariga from the Himalayas to the

eastern regions to water and fertilise the tract. It involved the
efforts of four generations of the rulers of the Ayodhya dynasty,
viz. Sagara, Arhsuman, Dillpa and Bhagiratha. The penance of

Bhaglratha at Gokarna in the Himalayas represents his efforts

to turn the flow of the stream or glacier in the Himalayas in a

particular direction through the valleys. Of the seven streams

Bhagiratha guided one eastwards. In order to chasten the

proud and elated Ganga Lord Siva is said to have completely
held her in his matted locks. This indicates the disappearance
of the stream in the dense forests of the Mt. Kailasa region
which could not be traced. BhagTratba's further penance and

propitiation of Siva represents his thorough search through the

thick forests and then finally the blocking of the outlet to the

valleys which led to the disappearance of the stream, resulted

in the flow of the stream in the desired direction. In the further

progress of the Ganga through the plains after she had negotiated,
the Himalayas, king Jahnu is said to have drunk the river as it

overflowed his asrama and submerged his sacrificial mandapa.
This indicates the diversion of the stream in another direction

;

and this was stopped after Bhagiratha pacified Jahnu and the

stream began to flow through the channel prepared by BhagTratha
who carried the stream up ta the eastern sea. This magnificent
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achievement of Bhaglratha represents one of the greatest

irrigation works in the world more than a thousand miles in

length.

As king Brihadasva, father of KuvalSsva of the solar

dynasty, who ruled about twenty-two generations prior to the

famous Kartnvlrya Arjuna* (to whom reference has been made
later in this article), according to traditional history, prepared

to go to forest after crowning his son, Uttanka, who resided in

Marubhumi in the Rajputana desert, requested him not to resort

to tapavana without first accounting for the monsler Dhundhu.
Brlhadasv.t assigned the task of killing Dhundhu to his son,

Kuvalasva, who later came to be known as Dhudhumara after

his achieving this feat. KuvaJasva is said to have destroyed
the subterranean quarters of the Asura and put an end to his

fiery home. The description in the Barivamsa (I. 11) shows that
near Uttanka's hermitage there was a sandy sea in the marshy
land, and the monster Dhuudhu at the interval of each year
showered fire and dust all round. Kuvalasva first cleared the
land of its marsh by digging deep ditches near the sea, and then

dug the sandy sea in ordsr to locate the monster which was
nothing else but a volcanic pit towards the west. The prince
extinguished the pit by the flow of subterranean water. The
story suggests, according to Pargiter, "that the southern part of
the Rajputaca desert was still a very sandy sea",

6 and it was
gradually retreating. This was the famous sea towards the
south of the Rajputana desert in the Yedic period, into which
Sowed the Vcdic river Sarasvatl. This legend also indicates
tbrt Kuvalaava vanquished the Asuras and the aborigines fo the
western *nd southern regioas of Rajputana and spread the
Aryan culture in these lands.

The Ihird natural phenomenon that we are dealing
the emergence of the Ko^u (and Kerala) ou
account of the arrow

tion byZ
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innumerable Kshatriyas, Parasurarna was banished by Kasyapa
from the earth, and consequently was left with no footing on

the earth. Tn order to have some land for himself he demanded

it of the sea which the latter ignored. Enraged at this insult,

Parasurama shot an arrow (or his famous axe) at the ocean,

and it retreated exposing the land up to the point covered by
the arrow (or axe). The land thus recovered extended from
the Sahya mountains to the sea, covering the entire west coast.

Later on, Parasurama colonised the land by bringing

Brahmanas, either from the north or other parts of India or

from outside, or by reviving dead corpses. This story, no

doubt, shows that Parasurama was the first coloniser of the

tract between the western ghats and the sea, but it also refers

to the natural phenomenon of the land coming out of the sea

due to some seismic disturbances. So far as Kerala is concern-

ed, where also the ParasurSrna tradition persists, it has been

shown, from geological evidence, "that there was first a raising
of the Kerala coast as represented by the eastern border of

our present backwater tract. ...after the coast line became
thus defined, the backwater was formed with a new coast line

farther to the west of the ancient shore line. The one or the

other of these phenomena may be described as a reclamation

of Kerala from the sea." 7 In common with the legends all

over the world associating heroes with natural phenomena,
Parasurama came to be credited with this achievement.

(ii) Origin of the castes : The origin of the castes through
the different limbs of the Purusha, as mentioned in Purusha-

siikta,
8 has been repeated in several Puranas. This has been

allegorically interpreted as implying a scheme of social

stratification based on the principle of the division of labour. 9

Thus, the Brahmanas, created from the mouth, the seat of

speech, enact the part of preceptors of humanity, while the

Kshatriyas, produced from arms, the symbol of valour and

Strength, are entrusted with the protection of people through
"arms". Born through thighs, the Vaisyas provide food to

the people, and the Sudras, coining from feet, are servants
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(footmen) of the three higher varnas. Thus the whole social

organisation is symbolically represented as one cosmic being
with its different limbs playing the roles of the different classes

of social order.

(iii) Stories of the epics : As the stories of the Maha-
I7i3rata and the Ramayava form the subject-matter of the

Puranas and also because the Maliabhsrata. styles itself a Puiana,
we may as -well consider the allegorical significance of these.

There is no doubt that they convey deeper meanings beyond
what is apparent or the surface meaning. To turn to the

MaftabJiarata first : In the huge forest of different interpretations

of the epic story, in their enthusiasm to unravel the mystery o

the MahabJiarata and discover its hidden meaning most of the

scholars miss the plain meaning that the MaJiabhSrata is a

history (itihasa), as it claims to be, of the Kuru princes, of

their dissentions, loss of kingdom and victory.
10 Reference can

be made here only to a few important interpretations of the

story of the MahabJiarata.

According to Joseph Dahlmann, the MaJiabharata, which
"was composed with the avowed and exclusive object of ex-

pouning all the different aspects of Hindu Law, in the widest

sense of the term, not omitting even its hisiorical and archaic

features and oddities",
11 welded together the pre-existing narra-

tive and didactic elements artificially with a view to popularising
DharmasSstra among the masses. The Pandavas and Kauravas

represent personifications of Dharma and Adharma and there

is no a-utbenticity for the feud between them, Ludwig, however,
on the basis of a nature-myth, took the MahabJiarata to be the
seasonal myth in which the PSndavs symbolised the seasons
with. Draupadl, their common spouse, as the dark earth (krishnSj

possessed alternately by the five seasons. The Bharata war
represented, the straggle between the sun and the darkness of

night. A similar interpretation is also put by Lachhmi Dhar,1*

who points out the solar character of the Pandavas, while the

Kauravas are said to be princes of darkness. The marriage of
was but the epic version of the Vedic solar mytti
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of the marriage of Ushas with the sun, while the Bharata war

represents the slaying of the dragon of darkness and the

triumph of Ushas. The vastraTiarana episode here means that

the forces of darkness try to snatch away dawn by pulling her

morning tresses from her solar husband, Lassen took the dramatis

personcte of the epic to be not ordinary human beings but rather
historical conditions or circumstances. Pandu (lit. white), thus,
was originally the name of royal family of the "white" race
which had migrated to India from the north and which was later
known as Arjuua (lit. white). 13 There is also a view that the
Bharata war represents but thi struggle fof the victory of the

principle of Aryo-Dravidian synthesis over orthodox Aryanism,
the Pandavas standing for the former, and the Kauravas for

the latter, principle. Thadani takes "the MaJiabharata as the

symbolisation of the six systems of Hindu philosophy which
meet in the region of mind.11

According to him, the whole story
of the MahabTiarata is "but an account of the connection and.

conflict between the different systems of Hindu Philosophy and

religion." Further, ". ..the... conflict...between principal VedSnta

and principal Sankhya, or Vaishnavism on the one hand and
Buddhism and Jainism on the other,... is tfie- subject-matter

of the great 'battle' of Kurukshetra." He presses into service

the "ancient method of Letter-a nalys is" to solve the mystery
of [the MctliabJiarata and to reveal its real meaning. Robert

Shafer opens his Ethnography of India with the sentence : "The

Great Epic of India is essentially the story of native rebellion

against Aryan exploitation."
15

According to Dr. Sukthankar, whose posthumous publica-
tion f On tlw Meaning of' tlie Ma.liabltarata, recently published,

represents the essence of his life-long study of the JttaftabJtarata,

the historical interpretation (i. e,, the realistic account of the

fratricial war) is but the meaning of the Mahab7iarctta on the

mundane plane. He dives deep into the 2lfa.7tabharata and carries

us to ethical and metaphysical planes, where the MahabJiarata.

story assumes quite an important significance. The ethical

plane views the Bharata vvar as a conflict between the principles
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of Dharma and Adharma, between good and evil, between

justice and injustice, iu which the contending parties are

regarded as incarnations of Devas and Asuras, and the war ends

in the victory of Dharma. The projection of the story on to 4

cosmic background shows the Bharata war "as a mere phase iu

cosmic evolution." 18
Here, rj Krishna is the avatgra or

incarnation of Vishnu-NSr5yana, while Arjuna is that of Indra,

On the ethico-psychologicol plane, "the epic aims at impressing

upon the reader or rather the listener the paramountacy of

moral values.
1 '17 On the transcendental or metaphysical plane,

however, which carries us beyond Dharma and Adharma, the

war is fought not only in Kurukshetra, but also in our mind,
between the higher self and the lower self of man, symbolised
by the family of cousins fighting for the sovereignty of the

kingdom over the body. Hcie we aie face to face with the

deep mysteries of life. The super-man (Aijuna) under the

guidance of the Super-Self iri Krishna) emerges successful,

in this conflict, after destroying his ignoiance embodied in his

illegitimate desires and passions etc., by the sword of knowledge,
In this interpretation, rl Krishna is the Paramatman (Super-

Self) while Arjuna is the Jlvatman (individual self). Though
the symbolism is not applicable in all particulars, nor is there
the harmonisation of all the doctrines of the epic both in ethicg
and philosophy, there is no doubt that this metaphysical inter-

pretation leads us to the deeper meaning of the MaJiabharata,

The case of the Jtemai/aiKi is similar to that of the
Mahabharnta. Most of the scholars accept the historical basis
for the R&mZyana that it represents the adventures of the

piince of AyodnyS though the marvellous and the mira*
culous have been mixed up with the nucleus to a large extent.

Though Jacob! takes the SamSyaya as the blending of two
distinct elements, history and allegoiy, viz,

(i) palace intrigue
and banishment, and (ii; the abduction of Slta and the killing
of Ravano, it is evident that the entiie Hamayana is a complete
unit. The -RSwSysna has been taken as representing the

of the south,
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To refer to some of the allegorical interpretations, we

find that though Lassen takes it as an allegorical representation

of the Aryan conquest of the south, he accepts DSsaratlu

Rama as a historical personage, transported later into' the

ranks of gods, STta then being turned into daughter of the

earth, a deified furrow.18 According to Weber, the characters

of the Ramayana are not historical persons but merely

personifications of certain occurrences and situations. Slta

represents Aryan husbandry which has to be protected by

RSma, (Tialabhrtt =) the plough-bearer, against the attacks of

the predatory aborigines represented as inimical demons

and giants, and friendly monkeys (who were strikingly ugly).
19

Wheelar regards the war between Rama and Ravana as but

a poetic version of the conflict between Brahmanism and

Buddhism. 80 As stated earlier, Jacobi takes the Rama story

as result of the blending of History and allegory. He takes

Rama's conflict with Ravana as a new version of the Indra-

Vritra myth of the Rig-veda, Rma being equated with Indra.

STta is the goddess of agriculture in the Riff-veda, and Hanumat,
the chief ally of Rama in the Hamayaita, is colled *Maruti',

son of the Maruts, reminiscent of Indra 's association with

Mamts, the storm-gods." Accordiug to some, the Ramaywta
exhibits the progress of Aryan plough husbandry among
the mountains and the fastnesses of central and southern

India and the perils of the agricultural settlers from non-

ploughing nomadic hunting tribes.83

In idealising the hero as the paragon of virtue, his adver-

saries have been portrayed as embodiments of sin and vice.

The Ramayana, has thus an obvious allegorical significance

and suggestiveness as indicated iu the Mohamudgara of Samkara-

charya, according to which the soul (Rama) after crossing

moha (in the form of forest), and killing r&ga (passion) and

dveslia (hatred) (symbolising the Rakshasas) shines resplendently

united with santi (peace) (in the form of Slta).*
3 There is

also another inter-pretation which equates the Ramayana with

the Arthapartchaka doctrine of the Vaishnavas, stating Rama
3
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to be the God, Lakshrnana, the soul, seeking God's grace

(Saran5,,ati) as the metms {^aya} and attainment (prSpte) of

God as the goal (pM^. It may, however, be remarked here,

that to stretch this idea of allegory and symbolism too tar

ami to tiy to see symbolism in every character and incident

in the Banwjana would be absurd and would also be far from

the intention of Valmlki himself.
24 '

(iv) Kfutavfrya Arjuna and Parasurama : Finally we

turn to Arjuna and Parasurama. The story of the Bbrigu-

Haihnya conflict and the parts played by Parastirama and

Arjuna therein are well known to the students of the PurSnas.

Before offering an explanation of the story, a very brief account

is given here in order to refresh memory and to facilitate

appreciation of the new interpretation put on the story :

Bhargavas, who dwelt in the lower N armada valley, were

priests of Krittivlrya of the Haihaya branch of the Ysdavas of

the lunar dynasty, who bestowed great wealth on them. His

successors, however, ill-treated the Bhargavas, who fled into

Madhyadela. Aurva Bichlka among them contracted matrimonial

alliance with the Kshatriya roynl house o Kanyakubja and a

sou Jamadagni was born to him. Arjuna, son of Kritavirya*

was n great conquerer and a sainrat, who became Sahasrabahu

through the favour of Dattati-ej-a. Capturing Mahishmatf frorri

the Kivrkotaka Nagas, Arjuna defeated Ravana of Lank5-,

brought him to MahishmatT and later released him. Arjuna
molested Jnmadagni ami forcibly carried away his celestial

cow, Kflrniulhemi. Latur, Arjuna's sons killed Jamadagni.
Parnluramn, son of Jamadagni, who was away at the tim,
killcl Aruinn und his suns, oiul in retaliation rid the earth of

the Kshutriyus twenty-one ti

i

In the F<?die A,j*, the present writer had given a brief

explanation of the Bbrigu-Haiknyn relations on the basis of the

interpretation af Shri Karanilikar. On account of the importance
of the subject, it is deemed necessity to deal with in some
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Haihayas, scions of the Yadava family of the lunar

dynasty, were great warriors, and Bhrigus, though belonging to

the priestly class, were great navigators, expert mariners, and

enterprising tradesmen who controlled the trade between India

'and the western world, acting as intermediaries between Indians

and the foreigners such as the Assyrians. They had amassed

great wealth by helping foreigners at the cost of indigenous

population. MahishmatI on the Narniada was a great trading

centre which was the focus of the routes running north and

south, and hence was the coveted prize by ancient rulers.

Karkotaka Nagas seized it from the Haihayas, but Kritavlrya

recovered it. In order to secure the allegiance of the Bhrigus
and to alienate them from the Nagas, Asuras, etc. Kritavlrya

bestowed wealth on them. Arjuna, son of Kritavlrya, was a

great warrior and spread the Haihaya sway far and wide. He
wanted the trade and commerce of India to be tinder the control

of Aryans, and did not like that the Bhrigus, who were the

agents of the foreigners, should prosper at the cost of the

common man, and this was the main reason of the Bhrigu-

Haihaya conflict. Haihayas in his time were in need of money
presumably for continuing their military operations, and they

demanded the return of the wealth from the Bhrigus. On their

refusal, Haihayas pursued the Bhrigus and recovered the

wealth buried by them. Bhrigus ran helter-skelter for safety,

and one of them, Aurva (who, according to the PurSftas

was so named because he was brought up by his mother in

secret in her thighs-wrMS-through the fear of the pursuing

Haihayas) was probably brought up outside India in Ur. This

supposition receives confirmation from the names of Aurva's

son Richika, who appears to have been connected with Eredb.

in Ur, possibly as ruler. In order to counter the attacks of the

Haihayas, the Bbrigus thought of entering into marital relations

with the ruling families. Richlka approached GMhi for the

harid of his daughter, with a view to open new trade-routes

through Sindh which formed part of GSdhi's kingdom as indi-

cated by his appellation Saindhavayana, and successfully
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fulfilled the condition precedent prescribed by Gadhi, in order

to test Richlka's capacity for trade, of supplying a thousand

horses. Richika could supply the requisite number because

Ur in those days dominated over horse-producing regions. A
son Jamadagni was born to him, and Parasurama was born

to Jamadagni,

Meanwhile, Arjuna mude alliance with the Atris, rivals

of the Bhrigus, and sought the help of Dattatreya, who made
him invincible in war. Datta made him SahasrabShu, i. e.

possessing thousand ships. With these ships Arjuna became

Anupapati, invaded Lanka, and defeated Ravana through
naval manoeuvres ; Ravana was brought a captive to MahishmatT
and released later. Arjuna ruled righteously and his police
system was so efficient that nothing was said to be lost in his

kingdom, and whatever was lost was made over to the owner

by the king. In order to test the efficacy of incendiary arrows,

Arjuna selected a solitary spot ; but as ill luck would have it,

one sage Apava had his hermitage in the locality and one of the
arrows discharged by Arjuna burnt that hermitage.

Parasurama, as the leader of the opposition against the
Hfcihayas, carried a ruthless war and entirely eliminated the

Haihayas from the Narmada valley. He periodically continued.

his operations of liquidating the population in the Narmada
valley in order to blot out the traces of his ruthless wars and,

wipe out the memory of the popular ruler Arjuna. This is

represented in the PurSnas as Parasurama's killing the
KshaUiyas twenty-one times. On the ruins of the Haihaya
occupations in the Narmada valley, Parasurama founded new
cities and also colonised the region known as Aparanta in the
west coast, where SurpSraka became a great trading centre.

It is possible, as urged by Pargiter, that the account as
handed dowa by the PurSnas, is "largely Brahmanical",

87 or
to put it more correctly, a version under the BhSrgava influ-

The fact that barring his relations with the Bhrigus
is uniformly praised in all accounts shows that despite

manipulations, the greatness of Arjuna could not
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The Agni-purana. is one of the most interesting paurS&io

works, for instead of confining itself to a few set topics or even

to the propagation of a definite sectarian theology and philoso-

phy, it has essayed the ambitious task of giving in a nut-shell

all knowledge, temporal as well as spiritual, lower as well as

higher ; and considering the limitations imposed by the space

available to it, which in the edition with us1 conies to about 8OO

pages, it has succeeded well enough in its objective. Its treat-

ment of political thought and practice, with which we deal here,

covers twenty-five chapters and, though to a certain extent

wonting in originality, does not lack features which make it

on interesting and useful study. Twenty of these chapters,

have been asciibed to Puphkara, and five to Rama ; and the two
sections are in some icspects complementary. It may even be
that the Ramaniti is an addition by some political pandit who had
thoroughly studied Kaufilya's ArtJiasdstta (and even more than

thut the Hfniaura of Kamandaka) and was eager to supply what
had been left out by Pnshkara. We shall have more to say
about this in the lines that follow.

Pushkata's first chapter* deals with fajyablwaheka or royal
consecration. From the constitutional point of view, the most

important features of the ceremony, as described in the Agni-

puratta tire the rrccltinration of non-injury to all, release of

prisoners, and the besprinkling of the ruler not only by the two
aanStya cf the highest castes, the Brahmana and the Kshatriya,
but also by two others, one a Vaisya and the other a udra.
Thus the ruler could, till then, claim to be the choice of all his

people, the Sutlras included, and was expected to look af tec the
welfare of everyone. Even dumb creatures and captives were
not outside the sphere of his mercy. For the rest, there was
plenty in the ceremony to give it sanctity as well as Solemnity
in the eyes of *H. Earth of all types sanctified the ruler's body,
experts in the four Vcdas and the PuroMtct besprinkled him, the
******

tyrcg^
50 ib* T yal fifo* (paf^and7ia) and putting the

1- Wt hr. u**d t)M GHrvmafdala-yranaumSlt edition

Mar, C1*U, 1957.
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crown on his head (mukuta-bandha). The ceremony appropriately

ended with honour done to all and a royal procession along the

rajapatTia (the main thoroughfare of the city).

The second chapter
1 contains the mantras used at the time

of the coronation and is on the whole more useful for religious

than political thought of the period. Far more important than

it, from our viewpoint, is the third chapter* giving a succinct

account of the following assistants (jSakayas) of the king :

(1) SenZpati He was to be Kshatriya or a Brahmana.3

(2) PratiTiarct (Royal Chamberlain) He had to be from a

noble family and to be well versed in diplomacy. The
dauvarikas (door-keepers) mentioned a few lines later

probably were the Pratihara'a assistants.

(3) JSandhwigraMka As the minister concerned with sandM

(peace) and vigraha (war), he was naturally expected
to be proficient in these matters.

(4) Duta He was the king's envoy and was expected to

be strong but soft-spoken.
4

(5) 2&iadgadharin Literally the word means a "sword-

bearer." His being described as rabsJiakcP shows that
he was the King's body-guard .

(6) Dlicvn.adliyaksha This officer was expected to know
about jewels and precious articles and must therefore

have been in charge of the royal treasury,
7

(7) AntahpuradhydkaTia was in charge of the inner apart"

ments, i. e. t the royal harem. He had to be a man well-

advanced in years and was assisted by women of fifty

years and over and men seventy years old.

1. Chapter 219 of the Purdna.
1. Chapter 220 of the PurUna,
3. of. Mataya, 215-10.

4. For his classification as
pftj^l^ (one with full powera), $RR$ (wfth a

limited objective), and STW^K* (messenger), sea chapter 141 of the text).

5.
<si^p=ii<t KSRF; sqr^.

6. Called IsfSJRST in Antiquities of Chamba, No 25.

7. Can be compared with. Kautilyan

4
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(8) GajadliyakgJia, i. e. Superintendent in charge of

elephants. He was assisted by G-ajarokotB (mahawats),

(9) Bayadhyakalia, i. e, t Superintendent in charge of

the Cavalry.

(10) Sarat7ii, the Charioteer, may have been also in charge

of the royal chariots.

(11) DurgadTiyalcsJia, literally means an officer in charge

of a fort. But the central durgadhyaksJia might have

been charaged with the general supervision of forts,

of which there could have been many in a State

under the immediate supervision of other officers.

(12) Suda&liyak&ha was in charge of the royal kitchen.

(13) Tambuladliarin or TambnladJiarinl had the duty of

keeping betel leaves ready for the ruler.

(14) Vaidya, the Royal Physician.

(15) Sthapati, the Royal Architect.

(16) AstracJiarya, the Professor teaching the use of various

arms.

(17) LeMalca, a scribe.

(18) SdbTiasad*, i. e., members of the Royal Court. They
were expected to be proficient in dliarma, a fact which

indicates the judicial functions of the raja-eabha.

(19) A loyal person in charge of the anudv&ra, probably a

back-door.

We are further told that these officers were to be tested by

means of various upadlias (temptations) and appointed according

to their character and merit ; and the royal supervision over

them was not to cease even thereafter, for spies disguised as

traders, mantrilcas, astrologers, physicians, and ascetics were to

look after their activities and of also the people whose affairs

they managed. But this spying was used not merely to punish

the, disaffected but also to find out defects in one's administra*-

tion and to remove it. Foreigners were given the right of

seeking political asylum ; but their doings were closely super-
vised.
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The above account, it can be observed easily, deviates

a good deal from that found in Kautilya's Arthasastra. The

sahayas in the Agni-purana significantly enough they are not

called (ZrtTias do not include the Samtzharta, Prasasta, Prade8fyat

Paura-vy8vaJiariJea, Ifarmdntika, MantripanshadadJiyaJesha and

a good many other officers mentioned by Kautilya, probably
either because the Kautilyan nomenclature had fallen into

disuse or perhaps on accsunt of the compiler's ignorance of

administrative details. To us the first alternative seems to be

nearer the truth. There is no place for a Mantri-parishad, a

MantripariaTiadadJiyaksJia,
or even some other adtyalwM, in our

later-day polity. Nor can we square the account of the Purana

with that in the Sitkra-nltisara, the Ministerial of which was in

use neither in our ancient nor early medieval period of history.

Disagreement with it being therefore no defect, we believe that

the account of the king's assistants (sahayas) in the Agni-purana

is not only reliable but in some ways indicative of the time

and region where it was compiled.

The fourth chapter* is entitled "anujlvi-vrittam," i, e., the

Kautilyan ArtliaSagtra, V, 4 and V, 5. The compiler's use of

the 'tfamandaklyfrnltisara also is indicated by the following

extracts :

JKZmandaTca Agni-pwrZva

(a) Fijanannapi net bruyad JVa TcBiped-vacJianam r&jtio

bJiartuh Jcafiiptvottaratft
vacha.li anuktilain priyam vadet

(b) Chtliyakarma
dw mantraftcha rajtia ywTicJihravitam _guhyatft

na Wart-aT}. eampraTsaSayet na tdloke pratsaSayet

(c) VesatoaalianuTearmm rafoasoTia na tatlaa Tcaryam

no. Tcuryat ptithivzpateh
vefaMaBhBvichegfyitam

(d) Str&UB-taddwsib'hi'h papaiJi antakpuracharadhyafafo

vairidutair-nira'kritaih

1. The absence of the STEqST for infantry should be indioative of the

comparative insignificance of this arm -when the Purajia was oompoeed. For

eome other officers see Chapter 228.

2. Chapter 821 of the Purana.
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ekartJiaoliarya'Samgliatam satftttargam na vrajed bhrityo

mmsa.rga.nt cTia vivarjayet

It is unnecessary, perhaps to give more extracts to prove

the indebtedness of the one to the other,

The fifth chapter
1 takes up rather unaccountably the topic

of durga'aanniveSa, i. e. the foundation of (new) forts. But of the

twenty-five verses of the chapter only three have any relevancy

to the topic. The first three verses deal with janapada, the

excellence of which lay in being :

(a) largely inhabited by Vaisyas and udras, and only to

a limited extent by Biahmanas,

(b) independent of mousoons,

(c) provided with plenty of food and water,

(d) free from carnivorous animals and thieves, and

(e) strong enough not to be invaded and conquered by the

armies of an enemy.

Obviously, statesmen preferred then as now industrious

cultivators in the countryside to men seeking white-collar jobs,

and they had confidence also in their loyalty and capacity to

defend themselves, in case the territory was invaded by any

enemy.

The description of the janapada is based on Kautilya's

ArthasSstrct, VI, 1 and V, II, 1
, and is probably equally true of

the conditions preceding as well as following the Christian era.

The account of the various types of forts, as djicmu (desert), maJfi,

nartt, varfalia, ambu, and giri, however, differs from that of

Kautftya as well as Kamandaka, who leave out maTit and nara,

these two perhaps not being regarded as durga or inaccessible.

The remaining nineteen verses deal with a number of miscella-

neous topics,

The next chapter, entitled, Bajadfiarma*, begins with some
administrative details, which carry the subject further, after the

1. Chapter B22 of the PuSrna.

3. Chapter 823 of the
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parenthesis provide by the fifth chaper. The State was divided

into VisJiaya* ; these into groups of 100 villages ; and these

again into group$ of 10 villages. The last unit consisted of one

village. The heads of these various groups were provided with

bJioffa ( jagirs or salary), in accordance with the work that they

performed. It was the duty of the head of a village to put down
disorder within his own jurisdiction, but if he could not do so,

he appealed for assistance to the officer in charge of the next

division.

We are further told that it was the king's duty to look

well after his people. "What is the use of the sacrifices and

penance of one whose people are not well-protected. To him

whose people are well looked after, even his home is like heaven ;

the home of the ruler (on the other hand) who does not do so is

hell. "The people are as afraid of royal favourites and thieves

as a lovely lady of rogues. They are devoured by them and

specially by the kayaathas (scribes). Potected from the fear

arising from them, the people really become the praja {off-spring)

of the ruler."

Details of some fines and cesses have also been given in

this chapter. The ruler was a trustee of the property of minors.

"If one attempted to take away, during their life-time, the

property of chaste women, widows, and women who were ill, the

ruler was to regard such kinsmen as thieves and pnnish them

accordingly."

It is enjoined that a ruler should not have any tax from

BrShmana. But workers, skilled as well as unskilled, were to

work once a month for the ruler.

The seventh chapter
1

partly deals with the behaviour of

women. The rest of it consists of recipes for the production of

scented oil, cosmetics and the like, though they need not have

formed part of a political discourse. More relevant than it is

the eighth chapter* which deals with the following topics :

1, Chapter 234 of the P*M* 2- Ohapte* 226 of the
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(a) Mqjaputras (Princes) who, we are told, should be

educated well, given good company, and trained in

administrative work.

(b) Vices and faults which a rulei should not have.

(c) Gaining control over the bureaucracy as well as his

people, -urban as well as rural-

(d) Vanquishing of external enemies, classified as kv&ya.

(of one's own family), anantara (an adjoining ruler), and

lefitrima (artificial).

(e) Saptanga-rayya of which the ruler is said to be the mula

(root).

e] MantraitS (taking counsel) which covjld be with many
advisers separately, but the final policy based on which

had to be decided by the ruler himself.

() Four vi^yas, trayi, dandavidya, anv'iksWM, andartfavidyS.

(g) Some general instructions regarding a ruler's conduct,

As the number of verses devoted to these topics totals only

thirty, their treatment is necessarily sketchy.

The ninth chapter
1 which deals with upfyas (various

means used in statecraft) is introduced with four very good
verses about the place of will and destiny in a man's life, the

last of which states, "One gets a good crop, in due course, as a
result of a combination of cultivation and rain. Let a man

perform his religious duties and also put in effort ; let him

neither be lazy nor dependent on fate". The operation of fate

is not ruled out, but a writer who could say that "adverse fate

could be onset by a man's effort" was surely no fatalist,

Of the ttjpSycw the AgnirpurSita. has seven, the three

additional ones, besides the usual sama. dana, bheda and danda

being xndfyff, uptktha. and indrajafa* Daprfci, or force was to be
used only when the other methods failed ; and even then to be

1. Chapter 226 of the Purina

2, The olwuSfiwrtiott comes from the
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nsed with proper care, for danda, though the most effective

of controlling the world, could destory one who used it impro-

perly. , .

The chapter ends with the statement that the king \vaS

like the Sun because of his prowess, like the Moon on account

of giving pleasure to the people, like Air because of pervading
the whole world through his spies, like Yarna as he put an end

to offences, like Fire for the reason that he burnt the people
who had bad propensities, like Kubera on account of the gifts-

he gave to Brahmanas, like Varuna as he showered money, like

Parthiva because of his patience and forgiveness, and like Hari-

on account of the protection he gave by means of his utsalia, and-

mantra Safctis etc.

The tenth chapter
1 deals in the main with danda, in the

sense of fines and punishments, imposed for various offences.

The fines of 250, 500, and 1,000 pjtnas were known respectively
as pratMma-sdhaga, madhyama-sahasa and uttamasakasa, we give

below illustrations of some fines.
8

Incidentally we have here

also an account of weights and measures.3 Of officers this

chapter mentions the amaiya, pratfvivakct, raahfradhikrita, and

dandika, thus supplementing the meagre details of administra-

tion, given in an earlier chapter. Amatya is a word used for

almost every high Officer, specially perhaps for departmental
heads. In this chapter the amatya is connected with judicial

1. Chapter 227 of the Purant*

2. (a) Oa getting a girl married to a boy without tailing

his defects 200

(b) Giving a girl to another after promising her bo some
one else 1.000 t,

(o) Deliberately damaging a reservoir, a house, or a

garden 500 ,.

(d) Insulting one's superiors 1,000 ,,

3. The weights given are :

3 zr^= i i^rer 16 ;*rnsr = t

5 ^jTsr= l ^ 4

60 *HIIK = ^^ 1

A- copper efi^q^r "weighed one
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functions. The pragvivaka is a judge. The word, though

probably of great antiquity,
1 does not find a place in Kantilya's

Artfiafastra. The Ratfradhikrta might be equated with Governor.

From the way the word is mentioned in the Agni-purana, it would

appear that snch officers were not unoften big feudatories.
2 The

Dandika was a police officer and can be equated with the more

usual woid, danr/apa'siTca.

The eleventh chapter
3

gives the conditions under which
a ruler could lead an invasion or a raid : but curiously enough
these conditions are a strange mixture of statecraft and priest-

craft, and the latter gets expended into full four chapters that

follow. The first half of the sixteenth chapter
4

also is devoted.

to this subject, after which we have an account of the well-

known mantfala theorj\ In front of the jigzsTiu, respectively,
were the rijm (enemy), suJtiid (friend), satru-mitra (friend of

the enemy), mitra-mitra (friend of the friend) and mitramitra-ripu

(enemy of the friend's friend). At the back of tbejigtsTiu or the
ruler desirous of expending his dominions were parsTipigraha
(the enemy at the rear), dkriinda (friend at the rear to whom
one could call out for help in need), asara (the parslmigralicts
friend), and $ki andawra (the friend of the afoanda). Definitions
o the words, Mtdhyasthi, who adjoins both the jignu and
the rffw and is stronger than both of them and the
UdStina, who is stronger than these all, have been given in
verses 18-19. And then one is told that none is really a friend
or f<*. It is conditions nd causes that create friends and

be
*jU*r*>wiJayF

and bring the people
1. ^-v.v uy 4lwoa ai d Katyayana J8 quoted in the

rymahtramMitti respectively faee Kane's

3. C3ipter 228.

* conqueror rj ft
,

*! I

' *"*
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under hip control by means that do not arouse disaffection and

make them trust him.

The seventeenth chapter
1
is entitled skadgunyct or Six-fold

Policy ; and begins with a short description of the upayas. As

some of them, however, have already been dealt with fully or

partially in the earlier chapters, this one confines itself to the

use of danda in paradesa (the enemy's territory), MpefaTia, maya
and indrajala. In case the ruler's advantage and strength

was merely equal to that of the enemy, he was to resort to

upefalia i. e.
t indifference and neutrality. Showing various

utpatas (bad omens) by artificial means constituted m&y3,
included among which were also false prophecies by ascetics

and astrologers. By means of indrajala, one could show gods

lighting on his own side and the enemies being destroyed.

The six-fold policy proper included sandhi, vigrahot, gana, t

asana, dvaidhibhava and samsraya. SandM is making an agree-

ment ; vigraha means harming another (by fighting) ; yana is

marching out against the enemy ; staying in one's own country

in case of conflict is aaana', dvaidJizbliava is marching out with

half the army; if one takes refuge with either the madhyaatJia

or the udaszna, the policy adopted is called tathsrayoi. In case

of the first two terms, sandhi and vigralia, the Agni-purana

adopts Kautilyan definitions. But as Kautilyan asana, with

the meaning given as upehsTianam, has been turned by the

Purana into an upaya, it defines atana, in the sense given

above. Kautilya's definition of dvaidTillJiava- as sandMvtgraTw-

padanam can mean either that the ruler makes peace with

one king and adopts a hostile attitude towards another or that

he is outwardly submissive to both the strong kings who border

his territories but pursues actually a policy that is unknown

to either of them. The latter interpretation has been adopted

by KSmandaka in his Nttisara, XVI, 23. The definition

adopted by the Agni-purana comes from a different source and

should be compared with that found in the VisJirtudharmottara-

purana, II. 150. 3-5 and the Hitafoliara on the

1. Chapter 234 of the Purana.
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I. 346. Its definition of samsraya also agrees with that of the

FishnuiUiarmottara Purana. In case of danger from a foe in

the rear (aSuddTia-paraJwi), the ruler was to have recourse to

di'aiJ,h1l'li3i'.i, i. e., he was to leave behind a part of the army
while marching out with another against an enemy in the

front, When one found himself wholly unable to face a very

stiong enemy, one could have gathsraya ',
but it was to be

the last weapon to be employed from the ruler's diplomatic

armoury. It was, we are told, the worst of the six policies.

The eighteenth chapter
1

opens with an account of the

king's time-table :

(a) Getting up two mulairtas before dawn.

<b) Seeing the spies, without anyone knowing that they
were his employees.

(c) Listening to an account of his Income and Expenditure.

(d) Bath etc.

(e) Sandhya and worship of Vasudeva.

(f ) ff<ma, t taryaya of the pitrfs, godana, etc,

(g) Going to the SabTia after receiving the guru'* blessing
and seeing there Brahmanas, amatyas, mantrins, and
the people brought in by the pratihara, with his

permission.

(h) Listening to ItiTiasa and Purana, as well as the pro-
gramme for the day.

(i> Looking to judicial matters.

(j> Mantnna which was to fae neither with one, nor with
too many, nor with those who were foolish and did not
wish him well.

(k) Exercise.

n ,
, are having koma,the Brshmarma honoured.

, and
s matters.
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(n) Inspection of one's forces, treasury and armoury,

(o) Evening aandfya, looking to other state affairs, and

despatching spies.

(p) Dinner, going to the inner apartments, listening to

music etc.

Kautilya's account perhaps supplied the model for all such time-

tables, later writers introducing changes here and there according

to their religious beliefs and inclinations. The account that

we have here is nearer to that of the BTiajavata-pnran, X. 70,

4-17 and the VisJmudharmottara, II, 151, than to that found even

in the Manuemriti and the Yajfiovalleya-smriti, which come

earlier and are nearer to Kautilya.

The next chapter
1 deals with battles, the first step for

which was a week-long worship of gods. In case the battle was
won by an amatya, the ratnas (jewels etc ) were the ruler's share,

and the women of none. If the hostile ruler was captured in a

battle, he was to be treated as one's own son. These are good
rules ; but it is difficult to be sure of their actual observance

by people.

The twentieth chapter
3 contains a hymn to rl, the

goddess who gave victory in battles ; and with it ends the

portion dealing with Pushkara's ntti, which with its strong

Brahrnanical tinge is half statecraft and half religion and

religious rites brought into connection with statecraft by pandits.

After this follows JRamanzti in five chapters ; and as already

pointed out, it is much more secular in. its conception and
nearer to Kautilya's teaching than the ritti of Pushkara,
summarised above.

The first verse of the Hamanzti, that a king's work is of

four types, to collect money by good means, protecting and

increasing it and then to pass it on to deserving people is almost

a verbal quotation from the JfSmandalca, nztisara, 1, 20 J

B and

1 . Chapter 236 of the Pterano, 2. Chapter 237 of the Pitrana.

3. AnandaSrama Sanskrit Series, No. 136.
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the next four veises also come from the same source. Then

the Pitr3A reproduces Kamandaka, I, 27, 57 ; II, 1, 7, 32 ; V,

7, 8, 9, 21, 26, 31, 22, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, showing thereby that

the JRamanzti is largely A'amancfaftcnuti severely summarised,

and that this part of the Agni-$urana comes much later than

the Gupta Period. The precepts, of course, are all good.

-Naya is to be had through vinaga which is identical with

control over the senses. The vidyas which help the ruler are

four, anviJesJiiJel, trayt, varta and datidanHi. It is the duty of

a king to be kind to all, and specially to those who are poor.

Courtesy on his part is not only a virtue but the best policy.

The second chapter of the RaimnllP /leals with the

seven constituents of a State which \ve find baiely referred to

in chapter 7 of the Puslikara-nlti ; heie they are discussed in

some detail. There is a close correspondence between the

JT&mandakamtiaara and the Aifnipurana which reproduces
KSmandaktt IV, 1, 6, 7, 8, 10, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 24, 27, 28, 29,

30, 31-8, 49, 50, 52-57, 00-1, 63-66, W-72,
', V, 15, 18, 31, 47 etc.

The next chapter deals with shadyunya, a topic already
tuken up in the seventeenth chapter ot the PuaJiifcara-ntti, but
the details given here me different to a great extent, though
not wholly. The chapter reproduces KamanduJea., VIII, 16-19 ;

IX, 1-4, 20, 23, 24-27 ; X, 1-5, 19-22, 6, 24 ; XI, 25, "6, 28, 29
etc., and summarises its views on yam and

The fcairth chtiplei
8

of the RZimaiuti begins with the
statement that mantrofSakti is superior to the two other saktie
called

pralhava^
ittsaht. The details are again from the

Kamand*ka-nttiara; and verse after verse gets repeated. The
section on the fata which covers verses 7-12 is from the same
source. With verse 14 begins the account of the vyotanoB or
calamities and defects that cuu afflict a rajya-prahiti. Beginning
with the definition of a gyatanq from KtJmandafa, XIII, 19 ancl

1. Cfaapfcw 239oftheP r<z na.
~~~-~~

2. Chuptor 240 of the Pwt,.a.
3. Chapter 241 of the furdna.
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its enumeration of the vymanas in XIII, 20 the Purana goes on

to quote also other verses from it, fathering everything, no doubt,

on Rama, and severely abridging the text here and. there. The
account of the sfcandfiavara, again, verses 42 f., has nothing

original about it. It is taken from Jamanda7ca, XVI. The

upayas are from JTamandakd, XVII; and the account is conclud-

ed with Kamandaka, XVII, 54-59.

The last chapter of the RamanttP deals with the way an
attack should be organised, and, as in other cases, happens to be

based on "Kamandahanltisara. It utilises cantos XVIII and XIX
of the book.

On the whole the Ramaniti is a good abridgement of the

JSamandakanltisara and the editors of these works might usefully
utilise one text to find out the right text of the other, and also to

note some important variant readings. Its own contribution to

political thought lies only in its bringing to our notice the fact

that by the time of the compilation of the Purfa.ia, Ifamandatsa-

riitisara had attained antiquity enough to be fathered on an avatara

like Rama. JPushkara-ntti with all its irrelevancy, prolixity, and
indebtedness here and there to Kamandako. probably gives us a

better idea of the political thought and practice of the period
when the Agni-yuraya was composed than this supplement

undeservedly given the name of Eamanlti. It has nothing of the

lofty-mindedness of Rama.

1. Chapter 242 of the Pwrdna.
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The Markandeya Put ana, especially its Devlmahatmya
section has attracted the attention of the modern scholarly

world. For more than a century various Editions have been

published at different places from time to time and translations

into various languages of the east and the west have been issued

independently as well as with text-editions.

A list is given below of the editions and translations which

I have seen or about which I have found references.

1823. The SaptasatT or Chaijdl-Patha (or Devlmahatmya)
Translated from the Sanscrit into English by Cavali Venkata

Rama Swami, Pundit, Calcutta. Numerous editions of the text

o this very popular portion of this work and of its translations

into various languages have been issued from time to time.

But these need not attract our attention for the time being.

1851. Edition with English translation by K, M, Banerjea

upto VIII, 21 (Parana Sangraha, No. 1), Calcutta.

1862. Bibliotheca Indico- Edition by K. M. Banerjea,

Calcutta.

1865. Text Edited by Jiv(a)rakhan(a) Shastrin, Lucknow.
i867. Text Edition, Poona.

Itt73. Text Edition by J. Vidyasagar, Calcutta.

1883. Edition with Hindi and Urdu translations,

Lucknow.

1888. Text Edition, Venkateswar Press, Bombay.
1888 1905. English Translation by E. Pargiter,

Calcutta.

1890. Text Edition by Pauchananq, Tarktvratna. Vanga-
vasi Press, Calcutta,
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Several editions of the text and Bengali Translation were
issued. The fourth edition embodying iq one volume the text

jn Bengali characters and Bengali translation was issued in

1316 B, S. (1910).

1890. Text in Bengali characters with Bengali translation.

Mahesh Chandra Pal, Calcutta.

1893, English translation upto Ch. XL (?) by Charu
Chandra Mukherjea, Calcutta.

1896. English translation by Maumath Nath Dutt,

Calcutta.

1908. Edition with Hindi translation by Raghuraja
Dube. Second Edition, Lucknow.

1910. Venkateswar Press edition. Third Edition,

Bombay.

It is stated that the Press issued the wojk in three forms :

text, translation (into Hindi ?) as well as text and translation in

the same volume.

1931. Hindi translation. Second Edition. Ed. Govinda.

Sastri Dugvekar. Arya Manila Hitakarini Mahaparisad,
Banaras.

1^53. Text in South Indian Script with Icannada Trans-
lation (Ch. I 24). Sri Jayacamareudragranthamala, No. 53,
Vol. I.

Text in Bengali characters and metrical Bengali trans-

lation,

None of these appear to have been a strictly Critical
edition based on the proper Collation and analysis of

manuscripts.
1 A few variants are noted in the fragment issued

1. This ia a desideratum from -which other Purftnas also goffer.

the Ptu-Spae, though constituting mines of valuable imformation concerning
life and culture of India for many nturiec, were not given the amount of
attention they so richly deserved at least as seriously and as thoroughly BB other
branobea of literature. Very few of them have commentaries on them and
the texts HB preserved in numerous marmsoiripl are far from satisfactory.
It was only the ordinary people vrbo took Interest in them. There' were persons
who recited and explained them but their social status was no* ve*y high,
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by Rev, K. M. Banerjea in the Pnr5na Sangraha Series as

well as in the edition published by the Vanganasi Press. No
variant is recorded in other editions including the Bibl.

Ind. edition which is stated to have followed Bengal Manuscripts.
Save a few variant readings here and there, the text as presented
in the different editions is almost uniform. It may be, the

readings in cases are corrupt and proper collation of Manuscripts

might lead lo their correction. As matters stand now there are

quite a number of passages which are rather obscure baffling

all attempts at interpretation. It is a pity that translators

have not usually drawn attention to the difficult passages and

have given free translations which are not always very happy.

It must be confessed that the translation in many cases of

comparatively easier passages is also far from satisfactory.

Defects of the translations of this Purana as of many other

similar texts have seldom been detected as they are not as a
rule consulted by Sanskrit-Knowing people and they are rarely

compared with the originals by those who have occasion to

use them.

It is true, Pargiler among all other translators has

occasionally drawn attention to the unintelligible and difficult

passages and tried to solve the difficutly by suggesting emenda-

tions, but they are rarely happy. In some cases, however, the

emendations are absolutely uncalled for or even ridiculous

as in 16.C8 (aryaya for aryaya), 16.84 (tava for mama} and 20. II

(samyuktoh for saffryufctam, where schakruTi appeal s to be a printing

mistake for chakrufy.

Pargiter's translation of the Markandeya-Purana is well-

known for its valuable notes on Botanical, Zoological and

especially Geographical terms. These have secured well-

deserved reputation for the work. But as I was revising it on

behalf of the Asiatic Society which lias undertaken the

publication of a second edition, a number of glaring defects

came to my notice and I considered it necessary to draw the

attention of scholars to them before I correct them so Lhat

they may have an idea of the phanges made. It may be

6
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pointed out that these defects in the work of a foreigner for

whom it is difficult to follow the rather complicated cons-

truction of sentences and fine implications of expressions of an
old classical language like Sanskrit are overshadowed by
numerous other qualities of the work as well as by his invaluable

contributions to the study of the Puranas.

Pargiter has generally made the translation too literal

often failing to convey the sense required by the context or
familiar to the Indian people. He translates :

antyesJtfi (3.46) as 'final sacrifice', rupa, (5,12, 14) as 'form',
tridato (5.19) as 'thirty godes

1

, sapalvalamah&vanam (6.9) as *a

great forest abounding in pools', yamajau (5.23) as 'yama's
two sons', $aram prttim as 'perfect affection', ViprdmuMyebJiyah
(7.20) 'to Brahmins principally

1

, sradkaya piitam (7.63) as
'funeral ceremony', garlhadultlcliani (10.20) as 'troubles in the
stomach', Mntyaoarga (14.84) as 'relatives', bhartnpinda (15.5)
as 'brother's pinda', paradarabhimwslia (15.9) 'improperly touching
another's wife', paraloki (15.42) 'other people', aatkriyabhyaaanam
(15.44) 'hospitality and study', saddharma (15.44) 'truth and
rightiowsness', trinpta (18.27) as 'three worlds', u*fohM7itaZ or
whtihbkfan (18.28, 30) as 'imptue with remnants of food'
rafeftmya wnakranta (1 8. 5 5)-' their heads being assailed by
Lokshmr, uparoddhuoi (19.5) 'to obstruct', pnu1

Urn (19.13) 'my face is very gracious to thee',

(19.27) 'complete with gifts and fees'.

not te
f his "terpretation isnot quite clear. Here are a few examples :

(4 . 4)~'obServing the beauties

r
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The translation occasionally raises interesting points some
of which deserve special attention. In chapter VI the story is

related how Balarama on a casual visit to a hermitage killed

Sdta who was engaged in narrating mythological stories before

the sages, because he did not rise up and show respect to the

former as did the other sages. The resulting situation is thus

described. v

U

VI. 302.

This has been translated thus : "when that bard was

slain while repeating the words of the Vedas, all those Brah-

manas clad in black antelope skin departed from the wood.

And the plough-armed hero, perceiving himself disregarded

thought, 'This is a very grievous sin that I have committed ; for

since I have come here to a Brahmana's abode and have slain

Sdta, these dvijas perceiving me have all departed."

The difficulty centres round the expressions

and br&Jimasthana which are differently translated by different

translators failing both to do justice to the language and to

make the sense clear and logical. Pargiter's translation is not

warranted by the language, more particularly in the case of

verse 32. Datta's and Mukherjea's translations as 'Brahma's

dignity' or 'Brahma's region' are ridiculous as attaining this

dignity or region is a thing to be coveted and not a matter for

regret. The gravity of the offence Committed by BalarSma lies

in the fact that he killed Sata who was occupying a dignified

position at least for the time being as he was engaged in explain-

ing the Puranas and holding the Brahmasana similar to what is

called Vyasasana, the seat ,of the Purana-narrator, in Bengal,

"We are told in other Puranas (Skanda, Brahmakhanda, 19.29
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and Bhagavata X. 78. 30) th.it Brahmasana was specially

assigned to Suta by the sages and Balarama was wrong in killing

him when he was in that respectable position. It was for this

reason that the sages assembled there felt offended and left the

place forthwith.

Chapter VII begins by giving a description of the good
effects of the rule of King Hflrischandra. Incidentally it is

stated

^rstr^^r ftar^r vrftr^amaNFfr: (Vii. 3)

No woman ever gave bith to children before she

attained her youth
1

M. N. Dutt's Translation. Charuchandra

Mukherjea who translates in a similar manner proceeds to add
the following remark :

This shows that in ancient times that bane of our Society,
viz,, early marriage, which has destroyed our national stamina
like a canker eating into the tendei petals of a rose, was not
in vogue amongst us.

Pargiter who translates it 'nor were any females born who
failed to reach womanhood 1

suspects here an allusion to
infanticide.

As a matter of fact, there is scarcely any reference here
to any social good or evil. We have here an instance of the
spirit of exaggeration of which our ancient poets were very fond
and this led to the statement that 'no women were born who
were not youthful' meaning that all women were beautiful
from their birth. Meghaduta II. 4. refers to a similar condition.

P*rguer*s translation of
bhrityivarya as relatives in XIV. 84

whnv -when
n^ t fnenJs and guests are lo ^

occupiea by

fa verses XVI. 80-4 Anas*ya demonstrates her powers
through her

serving her husband. But Palter
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interprets them in a different way and has to take recourse to

emendations for the purpose. The idea might not have appealed
to him or he might have bsen unaware of it.

Pargiter has corrected many of the apparent printing

mistakes of the Bibliothica ladica edition. But sometimes he

did not detect the printing mistakes and this affected his trans-

lation, considerably, XVIII. 27 is an example where praptam,

evidently a printing mistake for praptum is accepted as the

correct reading. ICsharavasevunam (8. 63), EshayabuMliyudaya
<X. 16) Simasimayantre (XII. 37j, trljanmapmbliavam d'livam

(13. 16) also seem to bs nothing but printing mistakes for

oseehana. oriddhyu,daye, ya,te, daivo respectively.

-

go,
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The Uttara-khanda of the Padma-p. undisputedly occupies

the last place in the different recensions of it. The very name

<uttara' suggests that it is the concluding part, and in all the

four printed editions (viz., Anss. ed., Venkaf. ed.. Vanga ed.

and KedSranatha Bhaktibinoda's ed.\ the Padma-p. ends with it,

The Uttara-khanda in its present form is the most

voluminous kliandtt of the Padma-p. and it has dealt with various

subject-matters. There are several chapters in this khanda
which are widely divergent in nature from one another. As for

example it may be stated that it deals with the glorification of

different vratas, of different holy places, of different sacred books
like the BhSgavata, BhagavadgTta etc., of different incarnations

of Vishnu, and in the same bieath also gives out the story of

king Dillpa and his wife Sudakshina how they were granted
a son. In fact, in the Anss. edition, we find that this khanda
possesses 282 chapters.

1 The total number of chapters of the

Padma p according to the Anss. ed. is 628. Thus, among 48452
verses which constitute the whole of the Padma-p. the Uttara-
khanda alone contains 16779 verses, i. e. it is more than
one third of the whole of the Padma-p, in its present form.

But, unfortunately, its importance has not grown up
along with its size. There is not even a single chapter which
may be considered as full of historic interest. Its importance
being less, it is really very difficult to hold patience in carefully
searching the whole of it and no blame can be given if one
really becomes impatient in going over this long and dull book.

The fact cannot be denied that the present-day Uttara-
kbnd* of the Padma p. was not so voluminous in its origin.
The Purtru-writers knew the psychology of the common people

were aw&rc of thefnchnt their works would be the main
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channels for propagating their views. It does not seem plausible
that the Parana-writers who were very much self-conscious

would put forward such an uninteresting, dull work which any
man would be unwilling to read, causing great hamper to their

interest thereby.

There is a serious factor considering which the conclusion

becomes irresistible that this khanda was originally not so

voluminous in size. As days passed by, many independent

mahatmyas or glorifications of different sectarian interests,

which had fundamentally no connection with this khanda began
to be incorporated to it and later on these individual treatises

came to be regarded as part and parcel of this Kbanda. In fact

these treatises now form one or several chapters of it although
their independent existence is not rare. It may not be argued
that those formed a part of the original Uttara khanda and as

these became popular they were independently preserved by
individuals and so this is the cause of their independent
existence in a great number. The argument may hold good in

case of others but it does not stand here. For the way in which
these were -used in the Uttara-khanda is neither natural nor

right. While going through these, it is easy to detect the

superflousness of their characters. It is not very difficult for

one to understand that these have neither any bearing on the

original theme of the Uttara-khaiida nor there is any logical

connection between them and main trend of thought of the

Uttara-khanda. The Bhagavata-mahatmya (chs. 189-194) j

Glta-mSh5tmya (chs. 171-188) ; Magha-mahatmya (chs. 219-250)
and others clearly show that with previous chapters or with the

chapters that fallowed them they had hardly any serious

connection. The number of such treatises is no mean and
deserves considerable attention of the scholars. We are aware
of about a dozen of such treatises, the subject-matter of which

corresponds with that of some chapters of the Uttara-khanda or

which corresponds with such chapters of it in toto ; i. e. one is

the mere repetition of the other. We give below the names of

such treatises : ,

7
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1. Gltaraahatmya.*

2. Bhagavataraahatmya
8

2. (i) H. P. Shaatri, 'Descriptive Catalogue of the Sanskrit Manuscripts

in the Government aolleation under the care of the Asiatic Society', (herein-

after referred to as Shaatri Cat.}, vol. 5, No. 4659,

(ii) Weber, 'Verzeiohnisa der Sanskrit-und Prakrit Hands- ohriitan*

Berlin 1838 (hereinafter referred to aa Berlin Cat.) No. 1529.

(iii) Gat. of Sans. MBS. in the Sanskrit Collage Library, Banarea (herein-

after referred to as Benares Cat.) No. SO, p. 243.

(iv) List of Bans. Jaina and Hindi MSB. purchased by order of the

government and deposited in the Sanskrit College, Benares, daring 1897-1901

(hereinafter referred to as Banarea List). No. 189, p. 67.

(v) Do. during the year 1909-10, No. 1907, p. 10.

(vi) Detailed Beporb of Operations in Search of Sanskrit Mas, in the

Bombay Circle, August 1832 March 1883 (hereinafter referred to as Peterson

Report) No. 53. p. 115.

(vii) Phehariot Sanskritake Pustakonka, (herinafter referred to aa

(viii) BiibUra Cat. 2, 42.

(he) Catalogue of Sana. MBS. in Private Libraries of th& N- W. provinces

Pt. I. (hereinafter referred to as N. W. Cat.) Benares 18744 8.

(x) Catalogue of Sans. Mas. in Mysore & Goorg, by Lewis Rioa, Bangalore
1384 (hereinafter referred to as Bioe Gat.) 8l, 86.

(si) Notices of Bans. MSB. by B. L. Mittra (hereinafter referied to as

Mitra Notices), No. 3971.

(xii) Colleotion of MBS. belonging to the late Pandib Radhakrishna of

Lahore (hereinafter referred to aa Radh) 5.

(xiilj Classified Index to the Sans. MSB, in the Palace at Tanjore hy
A. C. Burnell fhereinafter referred to as Lurnell Index) 185 b.

(ilv) List of Sana. Maa. in Private Libraries of South India by G,

Oppert (hereinafter referred ta a? Opp. Cat.) Vol. I, 1698, Vol. II. 4097, 4780.

3, (i) Bhastri Cat. No. O. 10909.

(ii) Benarea Cat. Nos. 25, 14 and 34, pp. 238 and -,139 respectively.

(iii) Benarea Lint, No. 77S, p. 185.

(iv) Catalogue of Sanskrit Maa. contained in the Private Libraries of

Qujcat, Kathiavad, Kaeoh, Sindh and Khandea Bahler Bombay 1872 (herein-
after referred to aa Biihler Cat.), no 56, p. 48.

{v) Peteraon Second Beport during April 1883-Maroh 1884 No. 29, p. 2.

(vi) Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit MSB. in the Library of the
Calcutta Sanskrit Collegr, ed. by Hrishikesa Bhastri & Siva Chandra Gui, Vol.
IV, Oaloutta 1903, [hereinafter referred to aa Shostri & Gui Cat.). Uo. 45, p. 38.

(vii) Oataloguoofthe Sanskrit Maa. in the Punjab "Omveorsifcy Library
Vol. II, 1941 (hereinafter referred to ae P.tT. Cat.), Noa. 2249-60, p. 155.

(viii) Catalogue of the Sanskrib Mas. in ihe Bodleian Library, Vol. II,
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3. Maghamahatmya
4

;

4. Kartlika-mahatmya" ;

M. Winternitz & Keith, Oxford, 1905, (hereinafter referred to as Bodleian

Cat.) p, 147.

(ix) Oat. of Sans. Msa. existing in the Central Provinces, Kielhorn, 30.

(x) Pheh, 4.

(si) Badh, 40

(xii) UJ. W. Cat , 446, 1 7-i, 482.

(xiii) Opp. Cat. 2927, Vol. II, 5448

(xv) Report on. the search for Bans. Mas, in the Bombay Presidency
during the year 1882-83 by R. Q. Bhandarkar, Bombay 1884, 55 (hereinafter
referred to as Bhandarkar report).

(xvi) India Office Cat. 1116.

4.
(i) Shaetri Cat. Nos. G. 5705 and 2

(ii) Catalogue of Bans. MB*, of Jammu & Kasbmere (hereinafter
referred to as J. R. K. Oat.), Nos 3867, 3863, 3740.

(iii) Weber, Berlin Cat., No 457.

(.v) Benares, List, during the year 1906, No. 1554. p, 3.

(v) Reports on Sanskrit Mas in Southern India, by B, Hultzsoh, No. 2,
Madras 1896, No- 1120, p. 88.

(vi) Ibid, Vol I, Madras 1895, Noa. 32 and 67, pp. 4 and 6 respectively.
(vii) Rioe, Cat. No. 814, pp. 88-89.

(viii) Shastri and Qui, Oat., No. 46, p. 40.

(ix) Catalogue of Sanskrit MSB. existing in Oudh for the year 1888,
(hereinafter referred to as Oudh Cat

) Nos, 43-44, p. 42.

(x) P. U. Cat., Nos. 2261-2267, p. 156.

(xi) Bodlein Cat , p. 147.

(xii) Ind. Off. Cat. If 3.

(xiii) Verzeiehniss der Sanslsrit-Handsohriftan (der fconighiehen Biblo-
thek in Berlin), Berlin 1863, p. 131

(xiv) Biihler, Cat. 2, 48.

(xv) Bmnell, Index 188b, 203b.

(xvi) Report on 122 M&s. by R. Q. Bhandarkar, Bombay, 1880, 17

(xvii) Bhacdarkar, Report 1881-82, 16.

(xviii) Catalogue of Sans. Mas. in the Library of the Deeoan College*
Poona. Pt, I, by Kielhorn, Pt. II by R. G. Bbandariar, (hereininafter referred to
as Poona Cat.) 870, 437.

<xix) A Catalogue raiaonee of Oriental MSB in the library of the (late)
Saint George, by Wilbliam Taylor, Vol. I, Madras, 1857, 89. 1B7-159, 162. 293.

5. (i) Shastri Cat., No, G. 9597.

(ii) J. & K. Cat., Nos. 3750 and 3742.

(iii) Catalogue of Sanskrit Mas. existing in Central Provinces, ecL by
F. Kielhorn. Nagpur 1874, No. 14, p 22.

(iv) Benares List, No. 91, p. 27
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5. Vishnu-saliasra-nama-stotra
8

;

6. Orddhva-pun4ramahatmya
T

;

7. Bhlmaikadasy-upakhyanam ;

S. Jalariidbaropakhyanam
8

;

9. Vasishtha-dillpa-samvada
9

10. Prameya-ratnavall
10

(v) Biibler Cat., No. 12, p. 38

(vi) Report on. search of Sanskrit, Mas. in Bombay Presidency during

the year I882-1S83, by R. G. Bbandark&r, (hereinafter referred to aa Bhandarkar

Report) No, 8], p. 57.

(vi!) Shastri& Gni Cat., No. 12, pp. 9-10 & No 278, p. 167.

(viii) Oudh Cat.. No. 42, p. 42

() P. TJ. Cat , Nos. 2173-88, pp. 150-1 51.

(x) Catalogue of South Indian Mss. (eapeoially tnoae oftb-eWhisb

Collection) belonging to the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland,

1C. Winternitz, London, 1902. No. 47. \Vhish No. 430, p. 54.

(xi) Tanjore Catalogue, Vol. XV, P. P. 8 Shaatti No. 9597.

(xii) Pheh, i

(xiii) Badh. 39

(xiv) Burnell, Index, 188b.

(xv) Bhandarkar Report 1581-82, 15.

(xvi) Poona, Cat., Vol I, 347. Vol. II, 102

(xvii) Opp. Cat. 1675, 2791, 3603, 6881.

6. (i) Shaatri, Cat., NOB. G 24C2 and G. 3504.

(ii) Webet, 'Berlia Cat.'. No. 464.

<>ii) Peterson Beporb, No. 63, p. H5 (wi th commentary)
(iv) Bhandarhar Report, No. 79. p fil t . N.B. The name of the MB. is

Viahim-Vriddha-aahaepa-nama-stotra,

(v) Oudh Gat. for the year 1887. No 5, p. 36.

(vi) P, U, Cat,, No. 2-76, p. 187 (with a commentary)
We have mentioned a few. For a debniled list of the Mas, see Aiifreoht

Catalogue Catalogorum, p f,93.

7, (3) Tanjore Cat. Vol. XV, ed. P. P, S. Shastri, No. 9589,
Mention of a Ms. of the same name ia found in the Cat. of Sans. MBS.

in private libraries of the North West Provinoea, Part I, 118, but that it a work
of one GIradb Gogva. See Adfreeht, Op. Git. p. 118. Aiifreoht does not
mention *ny of the Mas. of the same name.

8. (i) J. i. K. Cat. No. 3955.

{) RcM3Iar Cat. P. 3466, No. 807.

tt.* v, >.* i

Jat' K0* G' *839 ' N Ms ' of thi9 ^n*6 fo nd *

Catalogoa Cafcalogorom.

10. (i) H. P. Shaatti, Notices of Sanskrit manuaoripta, Vol. I, No. 232.
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11. Padma-purSna-sQchika
11

12. Kanmlalaya-mahatmya
13

These treatises which claim to be the parts of this Uttara-

khanda were independent and had no connection with this

khanda. But as times passed, these treatises in order to garb

themselves in antiquity and authenticity came to be regarded as

parts of it.

There is further evidence to strengthen our view. The

evidence of the Bengal Manuscripts should be taken into

consideration, We have examined five Bengali manuscripts of

the Uttara khanda. These are all written iu Bengali script.

The contents of these Mss. differ in a considerable way with

that of the printed teKt ; all the Mss. of this khanda are compa-

ratively small in size and are not so bulky. None of thes Mss.

possesses so much contents as are found in the printed texts.

It may be stated for example that while the printed edition

contains 282 chapters, Atlfrecht in his Bodelian Catalogue gives

information of a manuscripb of the Uttara-khanda which hag

174 chapters only. Ms. No. G. 4416 of the Asiatic Society

Calcutta has 173 chaaters and Ms. No, 1624 of the Daces

University possesses 174 chapters. Other two Bengal Mss. oJ

the Uttara-khanda, No. G. 4493 of the Asiatic Society, Calcutta

and No. 1429 (kha) belonging to the Vangiya Sahitya Parishat

Calcutta are, however, incomplete and possess only seventeer

and sixty-two chapters respectively. In the former the eighteentt

chapter is incomplete ; but omitting these two, even if we takt

into consideration the above three Mss., it is difficult to avoic

the conclusion that -the Uttara khanda was originally not sc

much voluminous.

(ii) Oudh, Oat XV, 128.

There are gome veraea which occur in the Bengal MSB. of tl

Padma p.

11. (i) Descriptive Catalogue of Sans. MSB. in the Government Oriautt

Library Madraa. Vol. IV, pt. 1, No. 2138. No euoh Ma. is found in Catalogs

Catalogorom.

12. (i) Tanjore Catalogue, Vol, XV, P.P.S. Shaetri, No. 9596.

(ii) Burnell, Index, I88b.
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That some portion has been added later is further proved

by R. C. Hazra who has examined a manuscript of Yathartha-

manjari13 and in the marginal notes of it has found references

to such remarks as undoubtedly proves the superflousness of at

least some of the chapters of the Uttara khanda. 14

The spuriousnes of some portion of the Uttara-khanda of

the Padma-p. can be proved by the internal evidence also. In

some cases it is the exact repetition of a part of some other
khanda.1* It may be shown in this connection that the story
of conflict between Dasaratha and ani (see Uttara khanda,
ch. 34) occurs already in the Patala-khanda Mss. of Bengal
recension. 16 The most curious thing is this that one single story
has been twice dealt with in the same Uttara-khanda in different

places which definitely proves that one of them is surely later.

The reason for introducing a particular story for the second
time wiU be explained later ; but is this not strong enough to

convince us that atleast some portion of the Uttara-khanda has
been written later and added lo it ? Thus it grew larger and larger
and at last it took this present shape. "We are referring to the
story of Jalandhara i. e. Jalandharopakhyana. The first begins
from chapters 3 and is stretched upto ch. 19, while the other
ends in ch. 106 beginning from ch. 98. The first version of this
story is a larger one and is conspicuous by its absence in the
Bengal Mss. which possess the shorter version of this story.
The argument that one has been added to supplement the other
does not hold good as the story in both the places is independent
and complete. The

self-sufficiency and completeness of the

13. For the duscriptioa of the raaniworijit sae Hazra ; Euranie Beoorda :

p, 128, f. n, fls.

14, See Hazra, 'Ibid', p. 126. For the lines written in the marginal
apace of the YatharfchamanjarT, nee Ibid,, p. 126, f n. 99.

kh. 248. 3-42=Adi. Kb. 30 r 1.4,1

Adi. 31 75.309. Tire, the whole of the ohaptew 30 and 31 of'tTe Ad^ Kha^lhaw been praotioaHy and literally followed to the chapters 243.245 of theu btanucnanua.

16. See Me. No, G, 1416A i. e. Pstala-khaoda of the
belonging to tho Asiatic Society* Calcutta oh. 11, fol. 22,
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story may be shown by giving in a, nutshell the sum and
substance of the story*

Jalandhara was born from the fire of the forehead of

Mahadeva who threw this fire on the sea. At the request of the

sea, Brahma taught him all the sastras and astras17 and installed

Irim as the King.
18

Jalandhara married Vrinda, the daughter
of Kalanemi. In order to punish Indra, Jalandhara, the king of

the daityas with all of his force attacked the heaven. Many
lives were lost in this battle ; but Sukracharya, the priest and

minister of Jalandhara, revived them by his power named'

'mritasanjlvanl' (giving life to the dead persons); Brihaspati, the

minister of the gods, was also reviving the dead soldiers of the

heaven by herbs brought from the Drona mountain but as

Jalandhara took that mountain up aud hurdled it down to the

deep depth of the sea 19
, Brihaspati could not now revive the

dead gods and finally the gods were defeated. Jalandhara

occupied the throne of the heaven. Being entreated by the

defeated gods Vishnu himself fought with Jalandhara but in

vain and seeing his prowess Vishnu was pleased at heart and at

his request agreed to live with LakshmT in his domain. Now
being ill advised by N5rada, the demon king cast his lustful

eye on ParvatI, the female consort of Siva and thereby caused

displeasure of the latter who in order to punish the demon-king
1

,

began to fight with Jalandhara. All the gods contributed the

best of their energy and thence was crealed the Sudarsana

Chakra which was used by Siva in this battle. In the meantime

the demon-king by his Maya assumed the shape of {-Jankara and
wanted to hoodwink Parvati but did not become successful; on"

the other hand, Vishnu assnming the form of Jalandhara,

easily deceived Vrinda, the wife sf Jalandhara. However, after

a great battle with Siva and all His Pramathas, Jalandhara

17. Uttara-khaiprla, 08. 28a.

18. Ibid. 99. 29a. "ity-uktvri gukramflhtiya rajye taih chabhyaaLeobayat'

19. ity-uktal.1 sa tu daityendro nTtvS dronsclmlaiii tadii

prakshipat &lgare tQrriarii puaaxiiyiin-mahtfiavam

Ibid., 99. 2$.
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was killed at last by Sankara with the Sudarsana. The energy
of Jalandhara was immersed into Sankara.10

Thus we see that it is ft completely independent episode.

Here we have outlined the summary of the shorter version but

it should be remembesed that the theme in both the version is

the same. Let us try to show very briefly the salient features

of distinction between the two.

There are differences between the two as regards the origin
and birth of KIrtinvukha. In the longer version it has been

said that he was born from the matted locks of Mahesvara31

whereas in the shorter one it has been said that he took his

birth from the midst of the eye-brows of Mahesvara." From
the longer version we know that kirtimukha from its very birih

became very much hungry. Sankara asked him to devour the

corpse in the battle-field, but seeing no war he was about to

swallow Brahma finding none, when he was prevented by Siva
from doing so, Being pained in acute hunger, Klrtimukha began
to eat his own limbs, but Siva prevented him this time also. 38

But in the shorter version the story is slighly different.

As soon as Klrtimukha was born, he began to eat Rahu, the

messenger of Jalandhara. Rahu, the messenger cried for help
and Mahadeva ordered Klrtimukha to release Rahu and asked
him to eat his own body.

3 *

Besides these, the longer version has got very elaborate
discussions. The shorter one totally omits the substance of the
fourth chapter. Moreover most of the subject matter of the 6th
to 8th chapters is not found in the shorter version. Description
of war between the Devas and the Dsnavas has been made only
in a very few lines although it takes a considerable part in the
longer one. Only the brief substance of a few lines of the 8th

20. Ibid,, 106-I3b.

21. Ibid, ll-36b-37.

22. Ibid., 101-21-22.

23. Ibid,, 11-39-41.

24. Ibid., 101*24-30,
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chapter where reference to the Drona mountain has been made
is found in the shorter form. Thus there are minor points

of distinction where these two versions do not agree, but inspite

of that it cannot be denied that the main theme between the

two is the same.

We will now direct our attention to throw light on the

fact, i. e. which of the two is the earlier and why and by whom
the later version has been added. It is rather an intriguing

question and seems impossible to be scientifically explained.

We offer below our humble opinion.

What is the main theme of the Jalandhara episode ? We
think that preliminarily this episode proclaims the glorifications

of Siva. This is proved by the fact that it is Siva only who
has succeeded in killing Jalandhara while all other gods

including Vishnu failed. From this it caa be safely presumed
that it must have been the contribution of the Saivas. But on

a critical observation it will be seen, however, that the shorter

version of this story is a contribution of the Vaishnavas who
have introduced this and added later. They have made so in

order to wipe away the Saiva influence to some extent by

denouncing Him or rather by curtailing a good deal of His

glorifications. That a creature, produced from Siva will be

able to overpower Brahma was perhaps too much for the non-

Saiva sect. They, principally the Vaisbnavas, could not bear

so much the mahatmya of Siva and hence omitted such things.

Moreover, they tried to minimise the glory of Siva by associa-

ting Him with a dirty affair as we see in the shorter version,

it is He who orders Kirtimukha to do an inhuman work i. e.

to devour his own dody, whereas as has been pointed before,

in the longer version He just like a noble Lord prevented His

man from doing such a criminal and reprehensible act.

In this way we can say that the shorter version has

perhaps been added later by the Vaisnavas and the two versions

of the story went side by side and later on when the Uttara-

khanda was on the verge of taking the present shape both the

"a
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stories have been preseved, for in the meantime both the versions

gained so much wide popularity that it was not possible to drop
one of them.

Thus it has been pointed out that the Uttara-khanda in

its present form is the outcome of the contribution of the

different sects at different periods. So it is clear that not to a

particular period of time it can be ascribed. It can be safely
remarked that there is not even a single chapter which bears

the stamp of an early age. On the other hand, examples
of late age can easily be detected.

We should discuss now the question of the actual date of

this work in its present form. One of its passage reads as

follows :

bhagavatam srinute yastn puranara cha pathen-narah/
pratyaksharam bhavet tasya kapiladanajam phalam*8

//

This shows its acquaintance with the Bhagavata-purana."
Moreover, some chapters beginning from 190 of this khan<ia
describe the glorification of this Baagavata-p. 11ms it is

absolutely sure that this Puiana was not only known to the
writer of this Uttara-kannda but at that time it obtained so
much popularity as had been glorified in the other Parana.
This kbmnda was acquainted with the Saiva characteristics

'

of
the Kurma-p. The following lines may be quoted in this
connection :

matsyam kaurmarh tatha lamgurh saivam skandarh

tathaiva cha
//

agneyam ch^shadetam tSmubSni nibodha me27
]

25, Uttara-kUao-la, 3, 65
" "---

Uthwa.fchatula, 2E3.
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The Kurma-p which was originally a Vaishnava work
has been recast by the Pasupatas and we know that the date
of recasting should be placed towards the beginning of the

8th century. A. D.28 Thus it is seen that it cannot be placed
earlier than 1000 A. D. There are references to Panchayatana
puja

SB
(worship of the five deities i. e. Stay a, Siva, Ganesa,

Vishnu and Sakti) of the Sraartas, long stories and glorification

in eulogistic teims ol the goddess TvilasI, famous list of the

incarnations of Vishnu, which includes Buddha and Kalki. The

writer was acquainted with the famous doctrine of Sankara i. e.

the doctrine of MayavSda as is proved by the following lines :

bauddhasastram nsal proktam nagnan! la-pa tadikam /

m3yavadam asachchhastram prachchhannarh buddham-

uchyate //

mayaiva kathitarh devi kalau bralnrnanarupina
80

/

Moreover, it has been found that among many verses of

the Padma-p., which have been quoted by different Nibandha-

writers none can be traced in this khanda. All these support

such a late date of the work.

It is, we think, not very difficult to ascertain its upper

limit. There is a manuscript of the Maghamahalmya (which

is a part of the Uttara-khanda, although differs to some extent

with the same version of the Uttara-khanda) which bears such

an early date os 1311 saka or 1389 A. D,81 We know that the

famous Telegu poet of the fifteenth century Pillalamarri Pina-

virabhadraih had translated the Maha-mahatmya into Telegu

language.
8*

Surely it took at least 200 years time for a parti-

26. R. G. Hazra, op. cit, p. 71.

S9. 'SauraSoha daira-gaijeSS, vaishi?n,vah jaktipftjaknh.', Uttara-khanda

90. 68a.

30. Uttara-kliaijda, 268, 70a-71a. But it should lae noted that some

of the Devansgarl MSB. do not possess these versea. In the Vangavaal ecL and

Vefikate^vara Press these verses are found (236, Gb-7b & 236. 6a-7a reapeotl

vely}. The latter reads 'mahat' in place of 'asat
1 in the first line nnd 'Katbyate*

in place of Kathitam in the last line. The Bengal MBS. also retain these verses,

see e. g. MB. No. G. 4393 of the Asiatic Society. Calcutta, Ch. 43, fol. 862.

31. See B. O. Hazra, op. oit, p. 127, f. n. 101.
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cular work to attain such popularity as can be translated into

a local language. Thus the upper limit can be determined as

the thirteenth century. Vachaspatimisra, Govindauanda, Raghu-

nandan, Gopalabhattfi, and Vijnapabhikshu have quoted verses

from this khanda.33

The authors of Pranatoshamtantra also quote a number

of verses from this khnnda84
,
bul this woik comes of a very recent

date so it should not be given any importance.

In this \v*ay we see that the time cannot further be pushed

up. The fact that the summary of this khanda, as given in the

Natadlya-p. I. 93. is mnch alike Lo that of the printed texts,

also tends to strengthen our view i. e. it was composed some-

time between 1000 and 1200. A. D.

32. P. T. Raja, "Tbe Indian literatures No. XV, Telegu Literature
(Andkra Literature)', P. E. N. Book, p. 28.

<to ma
6 racecl vatses sea R. O. Hazra, op, oit., pp.oia-aJLa. ff

34. A liat of the varaea of Fra9atohaoltantra that can bo traced la the
Uitara Khapita is ,iven below :

Pranatoshai.il (Vaarimati ed.) Uttarakha^ida
263.11-13

= Ji53.l4

253.40

p. 181

p. 1S1 =

p, 181 =
p, I8J =
p. 182 =
p. 183 =
p. 338 =
p. 347 =

(ImtA S lines do
not occur in tfao

Cttarakha^Ia)

p 353 -

p. 358

Uttarakhaijtja
246.53-54
24:6.80

263.35-38

25345.48a

244.30-31

245.46-51

(veraes 48 ft 50 do
not occur in the
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'RAMAlsTIYAKAM' THE ISLAND OF THE NAGAS

BY

SADASHIV A. DANGE

c

rmTc53f ^TiFftq^

>nrwR?r srr^ ^ ^f^

i

'

5TFT

:^!% ^rfir

The mention of R^manlydfeam comes in the context of the

conflict between Garuda aud the Nagas. Kadru, the mother

of the nagas and Vlnataj the mother of Garuda, both wives of

Kasyapa, are said to have had a
'

wager
1 in which Vinata is

defeated and, as a consequence, she becomes the slave of her co-

wife Kadru. Garuda the sou of Vinata also becomes a slave

and at the bidding of the nagas has to carry the latter on his

1. For the motive of the wagar cf. Taifc. Sarii. VI-1-61 Kathaka Satfx-

XXX-10, where -we have "Mmn-riipayoh" i Supar0adhy5ya lH-fi-3"

Bvarupayoh", ebo.
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back to the island of RamanTyaka.
a The SupantZdhyaya has a

clear mention of the place to which the nagas are to be carried

by Garuda, Thus we have

Samudre Ramamyakam dvtpam susruma sasvatam

naganamalayaih purvam tatra no vinate naya
8

The version of the Mb. and the Puranas is the same as that of

the Suparna-Adhyaya.

Now a question which exactly was this RamanTyakam-
that is said to be the abode of the nagas ? Oldham thinks

Ramaniyukam to be on the Malabar Coast. 4 Father Herace

points out the presence of a tillage by name, 'El-Rahmania' in

North Egypt.
5 He identifies 'El Rahmania' with JRSmayzyaka

Father Herace does not give any special reason for this

hypothesis of his ; nor so does Oldham. Father Heras'- hypo-

thesis seems to be particularly dangerous when the account of

the Mb. is taken by him to prove that the naga-Garuda
motif found in Egypt, has been lent by the Indian nagas who

"tender the leadersJiip qf a G-aruda. chief, according to fftther-

Herace ; migrated to Egypt. Thus the position of Father

Herace is

i. 'El Rahmania' is the same as Ramamyaka spoken of

in the Mb.

ii. The nagas were carried by Garuda to El Rahmania.
(Ramaniyaka ?) in Egypt.

iiU This is the cause why in Egypt the naga-Garudft
motif is found ; and hence Egypt owes this motif to

India.

iv. Garuda was the leader of the naga-expedition to

Egypt.

2. la t&s connection the fi^tref. to Ramaooyakajn is to be found in

which is followed by the Mafcabharata (-JI/&.' hanoeforth)'

r
. -. (Bdl. J

f,TheSanimdtl1oSerpeiif~(Lond Un,190S}P, 59-60

V. 361 ft

^ 8t0di6B ^ Proto-In^ 'Me< 't^neaa Oajmre' (Bomb-y. I953/
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Before seeing which the RSmanlyaka. of old is, we shall

quickly explode this hypothesis of Herace based on a weak
structure. The passage of the Mb. (i.e. 1-26 ff.) upon which the

reverent father tries to base his edifice does not in the least

support his view. There is not the slightest indication in the

said passage to show that Garuda was the leader of the nagas.
On the other hand Garuda is said to be an antagonist of the nagas
and was, in the context of this particular narration, their slave.

Vinata was the slave of Kadru and Vinala's son, Garuda, was
to carry the nagas on his back as a slave.

8 In the face of this

clear textual mention of Garuda's slavery, it seems far from the

truth to suppose that the account speaks of the leadership of

the nagas on the part of Garuda. It may be noted secondly,
that the 'Eagle-serpent' motif was not peculiar to ancient India
alone from which place it might be supposed to have travelled'

all the way to Egypt. The Mexican war-god-(i. e of the Azetecs-,

the crude hunting people, who entered Mexico to conquer it)

Huitzilopochtli has the beak of an eagle ; His head is covered
with the feathers of an eagle. On his breast are represented two

eagles tearing out a serpent.
7 The creator god of the INfayas

of central America was '.Kukulcan' a combination of snake
and eagle. He was a winged serpent.

8 Numerous itstances

can be quoted to prove that the serpent-eagle motif had a uni-
versal appeal

9
,
and to suppose that it is India that lent it to

Egypt is difficult to be accepted.

6. OF. I-2S-2 "Yatra sa Vinata tasmin paijitana parajita /

at5va duhklnaBantapta daalbhavam upagata //"
and 1-25-5 "tatah Suparijamatii tamavahat Sarpamataram /

pannag&n Garuda ohupi miltrivachana-ohodifcah //

and also 1-27-12 *'Sa viohintyabravlt pakshi mStaram Vinatam tads /

kith karanarh mayB matah kartavyadi sarpabhSBhifcam //

also GrQTud says to serpenta

"Kirrmhritya viditva va kith kritveh. paurusham /

dlaeyad vo vimuchyeyam tatbyarh vaddta lelibah //

7. Of. 'Anoieafc Baoea and Myths' by Chandra Ohokravarty P. 131 ;

also 128.

8. Ibid P. 128 (Knkul Bird, Oan Snake, i. a. the Snake-bird).

9. For the universal acceptance of the snake-eagle motif, see also

Zimmor 'Mybho and Symbols in Indian Art and Civilization1

(New York-1947)-
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Now let us turn to the identification of RamanTyaka.

Father Herace takes Ramamyaka to be a village in North Egypt.

But the Mb. passage on which rests his hypothesis clearly

mentions Ramanlyaka to be an island.10 It is said to be in the

midst of the ocean and to a far side.
11 One wonders whether

this description holds good in the case of El Rahmania a

village in North Egypt. Herace does not lefer to the Suparna

Adh. that is older than the Mb. which clearly mentions it as

an island, as we have already noted. 18 We have also in the

same passage Kadru asking Gaiuda to lead the serpents thence

to another island.13 This shows that there is here a hint of a

cluster of islands near one another. There is also an indication

of the fact, that though the nagas that were carried by Garuda

on his back went to the island Ramamyaka for the first time,

the island was already called the 'island of the nagas\ ('Naganam-

alayam
1

}. If we suppose with Herace that Garuda led the

nagas to Egpty and subsequently the Egyptians got the naga-

Garuda motif, this goes against the textual account of the Mb.

and of the Suparna Adhyaya as seen above, which states that

the latter nagas went to the old abode of the nagas. Thus it

can be seen that the possibility of El Rahmanin- in the North

Egypt is ruled out. Herace is equally unconvincing when he

interpretes the journey of Garuda towards the Sun with serpents
on back and the subsequent rain to relieve the serpents from the

heat of the sun at the request of Kadra, 15 to be referring to a
real journey of the nagas under Garuda through a desert and the

rainfall on the way to Egypt. No proof for this hypothesis has

been furnished by Father Heroce. How should we believe that

Chapter on 'the serpent end the bird* also-Charles Singer-'From Magia to

Science'. ^Dover-1958), etc. etc.

10. Cf. Mb -1-21-1 and tfllaka^tha thereon.

11. Of. 'SaxnudrtLkukshau-ekanto nSgRnuculayaiii ubh.am'.

12. Cf. Ibid, note 3, page 1.

13. I-27-9fl. Esp.

'Vah&sman'aparaiii dvlparfi euramyaih vimlodakam'
14. Of. 'pQrvam agatah'-Mb. 1-27-2.

14a. Of. also Suparua Adh. Ibid p. 1. note 3. 'naganam ulayam p0.rvara.

15. Mb.-I~25
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Garuda went to the West ? Generally it is the East and not

the West that was auspicious to Garuda East, the direction

of the rising sun,. For he is, nt another time, said to actually

go to the East where he went to- meet the Valakhilyas.
18 The

point to be noted is that the description of Garuda going towards

the sun and the subsequent rain at the request of the mother of

the serpent symbolizes the 'Sun -bird' nature of the eagle (Garuda),

while the serpents are universally accepted to be the bringers

of rain and hence propitiated.
17 Hence to suppose a real journey

through a desert is not necessary.

It seems all probable that Ramamyakam was an island

somewhere in the bay of Bengal and might have been the original

(or another) name of Nieobar, so called because of its beautiful

surroundings.

Nicobar in ancient times was called Nakleavaram and the

same is identified with the ancient Nagadvipa.
18 Even etymolo-

gically Nakkavaram could be 'Nagapuram
10 and hence could be

the Nagadvipa. If we remember that the nagas (serpents) and

the "makaras' (called also 'nakra' whence we get
(

Nakka'-'Na"ga')
are often interchanged* , it is easy to understand how Nakka-
varam (originally Nakrapuram ?) can be Nagapurarn or the

abode of the serpents, that is said to be in the midst of the

16. Sup. Adh.-VII-14-Cf. etha pi Boh! Garuda t5rh fsrayaeva yaayarh
vaikbanaaa pshayo Valakhilyab"

17. Hastings Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics* tinder 'Serpent
9
.

P. 401, 418 ; alao Werner 'Myths and Legends of China' (London, 1922) P. 208ff.

For the Sun-bird nature of Garuda (Fagle) of. 'Making of Man'.

Chapter 'The coming of Warriors', also Zimmer 'Myths and Symbols'....^, b.

IS. Of. R. K. Mukerji 'Ancient India' (Allahabad- 1936J p. 486 and
the map opp. to it. See, also Dr. Vasudeva Sharana AgrawaFs article in

Journal of the Bihar Research Society-part-I p. 183-137 for the ancient

dvlpaa' of India.

19. For other insbanoes of this type of. Mayapuram=Mayavaram in the

South, also KanehIpura=KafijIvaram, eto.

20. Cf. Werner q. b. p. 202 ff., also Vogal 'Indian Serpent-lore* (London,

1926) p. 27 -where he mentions a sculpture at the Gupta Temple of Devagarh
wherein the 'Gajendra-Moksha' episode is depicted and in the place of the Nakra

(crocodile) we hare a seven-hooded oobra.
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ocean and to a further side from the main-land of ancient India.

Nicobar has a further claim to the identification with the

ancient Ramaniyakam ; for the latter, though said to be the

abode of the nagas, is said to he prepared by Visvakarnmn,

(according to the same account of the Mb.,) as the abode of

Makaras" i. e. the nakras (ssnagas I) and hence could well

be the Naga-island. Heuce It could be Nakrapuram or the

Nakkavaram, the present Nicobar. This was already populated

-by certain naga clans. True to the description in the Mb., this

island Nicobar is surrounded by waters on all sides."

There is another point also. In another place in the Mb ,

the Jambu-dvipa (the ancient main land of India) is described

as the divine hare with Tamraparna as its tip and having the

JZasyapa dvtpa and the Naga-dvipa, for his two ears.*8 Tamra-

parna is identified as the modern ceylon ; and if Ceylon be taken

as the tip of the mouth which would comprise of the Southern

peninsula, the two ears i. e. the Kasyapa-dvipa and the Naga-

dvipa would roughly be the island of Kaccha on one side and
the island of Nicobar on the other. The idea in the said

passage seems to be to denote two ends of the Jambu-dvlpa

proper, and the exact similarity of Nicobar 'to other place of Ihe

ear need not be stressed.

In the context of the Wager between Kadret and Vinata
the word 'Mahodadhi' often comes.'* This 'Mahodadhi' is said

to be the ancient name of the bay of Bengal,
18 in which stands

the island of the nSgas and this will suite the modern Nicobar.

Of great interest it will be to note in this context that

Mukerji mentions a portion called Itamanitadtsa in ancient times

21. 1-27-2 "taift dvTparfi makar&vSaarh vihltaih ViavakannagS".

22r Cf. "Sagaramba-pwifeeJupbara".

38. Mb.-VI-0-BB and 66.

S4. Cf. Mb.-I-H2.4; alao-I-SS-lV'ioStsr aptikam Sgaefcohhat, pararr
pdram xoahodatfteb," j<| thenoe they go to the island of the nagas-whioh id to
th MS. dearly the Eeetera direction and Xteobar (the uakrapur).

35. Seo'Aacfent IndiaJq.b. tbo map.
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extending from Rangoon to Pegu on the West coast of Burma.86

This name tRamannaciesa
1

was, according to him, a general name

given to the various settlements of the Mons (also known as the

Tailangasj who migrated to Burma. They had a Hindu

kingdom in the 6th century A. D. Hence it does not seem

improbable that in times before the 6th century A. D,, the

islands nearing the West coast of Burma including the Naga-
dvlpa (Nicobar together with the coast might have been

called Ramaniyaka, of which 'Jiainanna-di.'Sa' appears to have
been a corrupt form. It could well have been a colony of the

nagas before the Mons arrived there. The island being

distinctly spoken of as 'Ramnnlyflka* in the Mb. and earlier iu

the Suparna Adh. hints at the fact that Nicobar, the colony of

the ancient nagas, was very rich in natural beauty and hence

was primarily called the 'Ramaniyaka'.

86. 'Ancient India' P. 488,



[In this article the learned author discusses the

necessity of the study of the ancient Rajaniti sSstra of

India for the correct understanding of the PurSnas. The

right knowledge of the past events and episodes is mainty
based on the saldti-pramana or word-authority. The
Bauddhas. however, did not recognise sabda-pramana, and

consequently they weie not willing to recognise the

authority of the Vedas and the Puranas. The Bauddha

period extending for about 1000 years from the 6th

century B. C. onwaid was a very critical period for the

followers of the Vedas and the Puranas. This period
even jeoparded the very existence of the Vedic and the

Puranic literatuies. The Bauddha scholars questioned

the authority of the Vedas and the Puianas and recogni-

sed the validity and authority of only such secular sastris

as Vyakctmtia, Sakityz, Ayitrvedu, Ifajaniti etc. Such
treatises on politics, as Kautilya's Arthasastra and Kman-
daka-Nitisara were studied even by Bauddha scholars,
and one of them wrote the famous Jayamangala commen-

tary on the Kamandaka Nttisara. Hence the importance
of rajaniti for every school of thought is self-evident.

The article discusses in the traditional dialectical

style the bioad principles of Rajanlti as expounded by
Kautilya and Kamandaka, the validity and scope of

sabda-pramSna and also the definition and importance of

sakti (which has been explained as samakara-wiseBlia or

fapVw&ifaO. It has been held that Nlti-sakti was the seed
of all poetic inspirations of the ancient Rishis and
Acharyas who were the seers or authors of the Vedas,
Puranas and Dharms'astras ; their word, therefore, should
be accepted as mithoritative. So in the opinipn of
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learned author of this article the Puranas are as authorita-

tive as the Rajanlti-satras ; only their corrupt readings

arising out of the negligence or incompetence of the

scribes need emendation.]
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THE APOC&YPHAL CHARACTER OF
THE EXTANT BRAHMAVAIVARTA PURA3STA

BY

ANAND SWARUP GOPTA.

i

Althongfa the Veda or Sruti has been regarded as the
jnmary source of ahanna

t

_yrtjhardjri
qn of the Hindu Society
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has been predominantly Puranic. The Puranas, therefore,

occupy a very important position in the whole domain of the

ancient Indian literature. While the Vedas were reserved mainly
for the highly intelligent and educated section of the upper
classes (the dvijas) of the Hindu Society, the Puranas were meant

for the masses. They were in fact the Veda of the laity, and

in this respect they occupied a higher position even than of the

Vedas1
. They have been the main sources of inspiration for the

religious thoughts and activities of the Hindus, and also formed

the important factors in moulding the Hindu Society. But

in order to retain their authoritative character, the Puranas

had to keep pace with the vicissitudes through which the

Hindu Society passed owing to the varying political, economic and

religious condition of the country. So with the changes of the

society the Puranas also underwent periodical revisions and

modifications, so much so that many of the Puranas have lost

their original form, and have become altogether new works,

although retaining the same old titles. Such Puranas, therefore,

do not present a true and genuine picture of the ancient

religion and culture of India, but they give us a muddy
picture of late sectarianism.

Almost every PurSna has been subjected to one or more
revisions and editions. But there are some Puranas, such
as Vishnu, Matsya, Vayu and Brahmanda, which have retained

much of their old and genuine character ; while there are some
other Puranas which have almost lost their original form,

although bearing the same old titles. The apocryphal character

of such Puranas becomes evident on a closer study. The

extant Brahmavaivarta Purana is also regarded by many
modern scholars as one of such apocryphal works.

Mr. H. H. Wilson, in the preface to his English translation

of the Vishnu Purana remarks, 'The Brahraavaivarta has not

the slightest title to be regarded as a Purana.' According to

him it is a sectarial work of a very late origin. M. M. Dr.

Of. Wflradlya P., 2. 24. 17a



L VOZ.

Haraprasftda Shastri, in his preface to the Descriptive Catalogue

of Sanskrit Manuscripts (Vol. V) deposited in the Asiatic

Society of Bengal, remarks "The Brahmavaivarta PuiSna

in the present shape can not be very old ......There seems to have

existed a Brahmo-vaivarta Purfina very different from the one

which we now possess." Dr. R. C. Basra is also of opinion that

certain genuine PuiSnaa were later on replaced by spurious

works beating the same title, and one of such works he mentions

is the Brahma-vaivarta PurSna also1
. The following few

facts prove the apocryphal character of the extant Brabma-

vaivartft

1. The Matsya Puiapa in its Adh. 53 gives the following

description of the Brnhmavnivnrta PurSna :

1KWI

*fKwi fc^WltKwwI II

II

Thus, according to the Matsya Pui&aa the original Brahma*

vaivorta was narrated by Sftvarni to Narada, and contained

the Mah&txnya or glorifiication of ^rl-Kfishija and a repeated
account of Brahma-VarSba with a refeience to the occnrence of

the Rathadttara Kalpa, The extant Brahmavaivarta, however,

says that it was narrated by NSrayd^a ^islii to NSxada

(1. 1. 64a)"r it does not contain the

account of Brahma-VarSha, and has uo reference to Ratbamtara

Kalpa. The absence of these important characteristics, which have
been mentioned by such old authority as the Matsya PurSpa,
and the predominance in it of ths glorification of RfidhS and

Kri&pa prove its apocryphal character, and make it a work of

some later age when the cult of the bhakti of RIdhS-Krishpa

1. Q/.DAa.aHUuatwtlole <8tndi {a th. gnrfn igtxy* Pruft?*'

3, AH the xefaawaoM of the Braiuaavaivarte Purina tutr* boon,bw ftam ft* IwudllraaDw edito*.
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had great influence in the Hindu Society, specially among the
Hindus of the eastern districts of India where the extant
Brahmavaivarta PurSpa seems to have been composed

1
.

& The Matsya divides the Pur5nas into four categories
as follows

: II

11

(53. 68-69)

Thus the sHtlvika PurSnas predominonlly glorify Hari or

Vishnu, the rSjosa glorify Brahma, the tamasa glorify Sivo,

and the saniklina or composite glorify SarasvatI and the Pitris.

The Padma Purfipa places the Brahmavaivarta among the

rSjasa PuiSnus which according to the Matsya belong to the

Brahma-cult :~

\

il

(An. ed., Uttara Khanda, 264. 84)

So, according to the Padma Parana the Brahmavaivarta
is a iajasa PurSya having BrahinS as its highest deity; and

according to the Siva-rahasya Khanda of the Sankara*SamhitS
of the Skanda PurBna fChap. 2. verses 30-5) the Sun (Savitri)

1. The exuab Brabmavalwta Tarnv* mentiona the nunu at oartaLn,

Shath^hl Devi; HaAgalAohui^ika, irannfjr (oc Mwupft DaVT)
and Dkbloi (eoPrafc^ttt KAanrfa, 4.8), and oooUini tbeir upOkby&nM and
Stotraiafao. (Ibid., Aelhyftyaa 4i>45). Thee goddaues are wonhlppad mainly
In the ewtem dlmtiiolw of India. This Purapa also njoln the wonhip of GoddMa
BaratTbI on the fifth day of the bright half of the month of Mfigha. (Ibid ,

4, 88 ff.}, which la BhOl prevalent In Bengal. Again, this Parapa mention oertaia
mixed carte*. noh a* Jola and Valdya ebo.

(Brahmakhapda, Adh. lpr

S). 1^1, 123^ which are found only in Bengal.
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is its highest deity
1
. All this show that Krishna was not the

main deity of the original Bmhma-Vaivarta. But in the extent

Brahmo-Vaivarta Sri-Krishna with his consort RadhS IB the

supreme deity from the beginning to the end.

The present BY. PuiBna is divided into four Khan^ftB :

(1) Brahma-KhangX (2) Prakriti*KhanQ>, (3) Ganela-

Kbanga and (4) &rT-Krishna-Janma-Khaa<}a. Some meagre

account of Brahma is contained in the Brahma-Khag^a only
and there also he has been subordinated to Sri-Krishna. This

Rhonda contains only 30 chapters, whereas the 6rlkrishna-

Janma-khag^a, which constitutes the main bulk of this Purttna,

contains 133 chapters. It is clearly the work of the BhHgavata-
Vaisbnavae who joined hands with the Saivas to overshadow

the cult of BrahrnS-worshippers, and they might have also

modified or completely changed the genuine Brahma-voivarta
to propagate their own views. Siva IB generally regarded as

tSmasn, aad the Matsyu Purina also says that tamasa PurBnns
are those which mainly glorify Siva ; but the present Brahnm-
vaivarta says that both Vishnu and Siva are sSttvika, and
only the ignorant fools regard Siva as tamasa

II

(Brabmo-kbanga, 8. 20b .

Thus the genuine Brahma-vaivarta, a work of the BrnhmS-
worahippers, has been superseded by the extant Brahmarvaivarta
through the combined efforts of the Vaishrjavas and Saivas. It
is on this account that it, being a Vaishoava work, exhibits a
spirit of religious toleration towards the Saivas also,

The present Brahma-vaivarto, PuiSna (An. ed.) contains
four kharj<M as has been said before. Following the footsteps
of Silmad BhSgavata vwhich also has Srikrishga as ite main
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Deity, and which divides its tenth Skandha into FnrvSrdha and

UttarSrdha) it also divides its Srl-Krishijia-Jonma-Khanda into

PorvSrdha and UttarSrdha. Moreover, like the BhSgavata-FurSna
it also attributes ten characteristics (lakshanas) instead of the

famous paflcha lakshanas, to the MahSpurSnas, and remarks
that the five lakshanas (viz. Sarga, Pratisarga, Vamsa, Man-
vantaras, and Varhsanucharita) belong to the UpapurSnas (of.

BhSg. Xn. 7. 9-10 ; and BV. IV. 12. 6-1 1)

Although the original Brahma-vaivarta, according to the

Matsya and some other PurSnas, contained Krishna-mSha'tmya
as its special topic, yet this mahatmya might not have been the

main topic there, as is the case with the extant Brahma-vaivarta,

because the original Brahma-vaivarta PurSna has been regarded
as a rHjasa PurSna with BrahmS as its principal Deity.

In the present Brahma-vaivarta PurSna Krishna bas been

regarded as the Absolute Brahman, the Unconditioned Supreme
Being beyond Prakriti, residing in the Goloka with the R2dh
and the cowherds, in the form of a young Gopa with two hands
and with a flute in his hands (I. 12. 64-65), whom the

Vaishnavas meditate upon (L 2). Vnishnavas have been praised

as great Yogis and saints (I 1.48), even a sinner gets salvation

by a mere touch of a Vaishnava follower
'
IV. 1. 65). A Vaishnava Chontfsla is superior to a non-

Vaishnava BrShmana ('BwBT^T^lB^T^ f%3] =qiWTw|
1

^Rl^t ^C:' I. II. 39j>

It should be noted that the word 'Vaiahyava* here is not a

general term for a devotee of God, for this PuiOna is very explicit

in defining a Vaishnava only that man is to be called 'Vaish-

nava* who belongs to -.the Vaishuava sect, and who baa been

duly initiated by a guru into the Vaishnava fold by imparting

him the Vishnu-mantra ; such an initiated Vaishnava is extre-

mely pure and jlvan-mukta (L 11. 41, 42), and he certainly

attains Goloka (I. 12. 23).

Thus the ancient Brahma-vaivarta of the BrahmS-cult

has been superseded by the extant Brahma-vaivarta of the

Vaishnava-cult.

13
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3. That the genuine Brahma-vaiwta was originally a,

work of the BrahmS-cult, and not of the Vaisiaava cult, is also

indicated by the following statement of the Mateya and the

Skanda

(Mataya, 53. 35)

(Skanda, 7. 1. 2. 53)

Thus a person who gives a copy of the Brahmavaivarta
to a worthy BrShraa

fl
a 13 said to attain the Brahma-Ioka (the

region o Brahml). The Saura Partnn, (9. 27j al makes tha
wraiiar statwnent. Bui

according to the present BV. Porll^
aohmaJoka is far inferior to Goloka and is never the goal o
the worshippers of Kybhna who

unfailiugly attam the Goloka,
tns eternal abode of anpreme bliss :

(I. 12.33)

(1.14,58)

rf ^ - 11"* Ch
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5. A number of Nibandha-works (such as Smriti-Chan-

drika, Hemadri's Chaturvarga-ChlnlSmani, Ksla-nirnaya, KSla-

sSra, Raghunandana's Smriti-tattva, Haribhakti-vilBsa etc.)

belonging to the sixteenth century A. D. have drawn upon
a Brahmavaivorta FnrSna. About 1500 lines of that Brahma-

vaivorta have been quoted in these works, but only 30 of

these lines are found in the extant Brahmavaivarta (in its

IV khnada). The absence of the lemaining lines in the

present Brahmavaivarta shows that it was not the work from

which those Nibandhakaras quoted in their works. So this

Brflhma-vaivarta was not known even to the Nibandhakaras

of the sixteenth century.
1 This proves its apocryphal character.

6. In vol. V of the Descriptive Catalogue of the Sanskrit

Manuscripts in the collections of the Asiatic Society of Bengal

are mentioned two DevanSgarT MSB. of the Brahma-vaivarta

PurSna Nos. 3820 and 3821, both of which are fragmentary and

incomplete. Both these Mss. begin from Adb. 29. Ms. No. 3820

contains 55 folios only, while Ms. 3821 has 113 folios, and is

comparatively older. Some of their chapter-colophons show that

both these Mss. belong to a different Brahma-vaivarta PurBaa

called 'Adi Brahma-vaivarta MahSpurSna
1 which was quite

different from the extant Brahma-vaivarta" (Aa. and VangavasT

1. of. Hacnrt Pawayio Jttaordf, P. ICO.

2. The olnpter.cotoiihoni of M*. No 3821, as quoted in th bore Cata-

logaa, wrft given Wow, so that the difference between th Adi *od the a*tnt

BrhmftvaiTuta may be oloarly Been

I-olio 4

r: (ama alio In MB. 8810,

6 A e

is A

IFF ^J^s^^ (SM -to Into, J?o.aaaG, folio

;
A
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editions both). This Adi Brahraa-vaivarla MahapurSpa contained

very litUe account of Krishna and bis Prakritis. Its chapters 29th

and 30th contained smifrJHHK and sfcrerofterr respectively :

1 (Both MBS.)

-wta>*fl*i: I (Ms. 3821;

J3ut the corresponding chapters in the extant Brahma*
vuivuitft arc quite diffeient and do not at all contain these

topics, they contain tflftiHHKU|q'5.f and UJUttgftqifa respectively.
The Adi JBrahma-vaivorta Mafcl-PmSQa difiEered from the

extant Urnhmu-vuivarta in several other respects also, which
a pcnwal c4 its chapLer-colophona^ as given in the above

nwntionwl Descripuve Catalogue, will show. 1 It seems that it

wus not divided into separate Khan^ns as the extant Brahma-
vuivattu is, but contained continaous chapters. Its extent

mjsulao much less. The Naradlya Mahapuilna was not in

the know f such a Biuhma-vaivarta, because it mentions the

same foui Kha^as of the Brahma-vaivarta, which the extant

liruhiuu-vuivuitu conteins. So the Adi Brahma-vaivarto of

tlij ttlwvc mentioned Mss. might be more ancient than the

present Xgrudiyu MahapuiSga.*
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7. The Naradiya MahSpurana (PQrva Khaptfa, Adh. 101)

gives the same characteristics and extent of the Brahma-vaivarta
as given in the other PurSnas. la almost all the PurSnas
which give the list of the eighteen MohS Puianas, the extent
of the Brahma-vaivarta is given as 18,000 llokas. But the

AnandSsrama and the Vongo-vSsI editions of the Brahma-
vaivarta contain more than 22,000 s'lokau, and the Venktelvara
edition contains about 25,000 flokas. So the extant Brahma-
vaivarta contains about 5,000 s*lokas as later additions ; and
its remaining portion is also a completely revised work. 1

In short, the extant Brahma-vaivarta PurBna is not the

same work as described by the Matsya and the other PurSnas.
It is a revised, enlarged and totally changed work, and is

most probably an apocryphal work of the BbSgavatas or Krishna-

worshippers, compiled in the eastern part of India (specially
in Bengal), and perhaps in the early Muhammadan period of

Indian history.
1

(llth century A.D.Jand in the Viihvnpura.Crdi [7th or 8th eentnry A. D,)
the number of Avatftrai given u ton. The larger number of Avattrai given
in * work often todioatea Ib older date. So the Adi BY, moat belong to tha
am* antiquity 01 the fihag . i. a. to the time before the Viihnupnra*Garda, ox to

UM Gupta Period. (Ffe alao H. P, Shutri'i perfaoe to hie JD. 0., VoL V.
pp. 33XXVH, GLX).

Again, the Zdi BV. contain* a ohapter on tha IkhyiylM* of iix Gnrott

:,
fM. Z. p. OB above). Although these Btori an

referred to in th Akhyflytka-AdbySja (IV) of the S^AVhva'SSfra (Butoaa 1, 5,

9. llj 12, 14), but they are xwlly baaed on a mnoh more aadeat work of Biinkhym

phlloBophy, via. the BhcuhH-temtn of Fauebadlkha, vfaich a1 oontatned ibeta and
other dchyl>Ikfti (of. Ijvara Krlahoa

1* BMiK^ya-KSrilka. 78). Bo tbfaiJLdlBV.

mtut have been an old work. (Of. alao H. P. Shaitei. op. aft., preface, p. obc)
1. a/. H. P. Bhntri, op. oft., preface, p. olvi.

2. The extant Bv. Purfia oontaioa alio the deaorfption of ihe

Hleohohha* u followa >

ftWIT ViS^TT! I

^ ( ^i^waii II

(Brabmakhaoda, 10 1UO)

Surely, the Mleohobliu referred to here an no othen than the Unham-
for the mixed eacte JolB, whioh fa atid to have been produced by a

HlMholihaln a Kuvinda (weaver} girl (
<
&'gl3ilfr

!

qfcHT'iit

I. 10. 121a), ti atlll coniUerad a Muhammadan ooate in BeogaL
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[The PrahlSda-chnrita is a very famous Puranic

story, and is found in the majority of the MahSpurSnas,

in some of the UpapuiBnas, such as the Nrisirhha and

the Saura, and also in the MahSbhSrata, The learned

writer presents here a comparative and critical study of

the Prahlada-Charita.

The Prahlada-Charita may be divided into two

purts (I) beginning from the childhood of PrahlSda

upto the killing of his father, Hiranya-kalipu, by

Nrisimha, and (2) from the enthronement of PrahlSda

as" the King of the Daityas and the DSnavas after the

death of HiranyakaSipu, upto the time of his NirvSna,

this period also comprising Frohllda's two pilgrimages

and his two fights with the Devas, The stories of both

these parts have different versions in different PurBrjias.

While all the Pursnas agree in the fact that Hiraijya-

ka&pu was killed by Nrisimba, they differ as regards

the details of Prahlada's life both before and after the

death of Hiranyakas'ipu, e. g. the Karma PurSna and

the Saura PurBna mention the flght of Prahlflda with

Nrisimha before the death of Hiranyakaiipu, which goes

against the version of the Vishnu and the BhSgavata.

Similarly the Vftmana PurSnn. mentions PrahlSda's two

pilgrimagea and also his fights with the gods, but the

DevTbhagavata says that PrahlSda went on one

pilgrimage only.

The anther has tried to reconcile all such varying and
contradictory statements of the various PurSnas. In

Certain placss he has tried to remove such contradictions

in the traditional Puranic way, i, e. by assigning different

versions of the story to different Kalpaa.]
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HOiVJE OF THE MATSYAPURANA*

BY

S. G. KANTAWALA

Regarding the place of the composition of the MP there

is DO unanimity of opinion. South India, Nasik and the

Narmada Valley are claimed as the home of the MP by different

scholars. The late Professor V. R. R. Dikshitar expressed

the opinion that it "might have originated in South India"1
,

on the assumption that the MP originally started with the

Malsya tribe who inhabited the Matsya country. To this it is

to be submitted with due deference to the late Professor's view

that the MP sings nothing of the Matsya tribe. Moreover,

the Matsya country corresponds to the modern territory of

jaipura
4

. "It included the whole of the present territory of

Alwar with a portion of Bharatpura ;
the capital of the Matsya

country was Viratanagar (modern Bairat) named after its

founder-king Virata ...... A branch of the Matsyas is similarly

* A part of the Ph. D. thesis accepted by the M. S. University
of Baroda.

1, Dikshitar V.B.B.j The Mataya Pvriina, A Study, p. 24.

2. Dikshitar V.R R,, op. ott., pp. 29 ff
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found in later days in the Vizagapatam region"
1
. From this it

is clear that in the subcontinent of India there were two

territories one in North India and the second in South India

which went by the name of the Matsya country. It is to be

noted that the late Professor is aware of these two locations

of this country.
1 In the face of these facts that the Matsya

country claims two locations for its identification, it is of

dubious value to give weightoge to its identification in South

India on such grounds that the Fish appeared to Manu

performing austerities on the Malaya hills (1.12) and the places

like Ramescara are mentioned in the MP. It is to be

remembered that the places like Ramesvara are of pan-Iudian

fame and it is but natural that those places find a mention

in the MP. According to the B 1-8 -1-5 and the Mbh. (Cr. Ed)

3-185-44 the place of deluge is the Himalayas and the mention

of the Malaya hills would, at the most, suggest that the

attempt is made to shift the North Indian place of penance to

South Indiu, but even according to the MP 1-24 the place of

scene shiits to the Ganges, a renowned river of North India.

Thus South India is not a convincing contender for the home

of the MP 3

The Andhra country appears to be suggested as the home

of the MP by Pargiter, when he writes (of course in a different

context) that '"there is an apparent indication that a compilation
was begun in the latter part of the 2nd century in the

Andhra king Yajnasri's reign, for 5 Mss of the Matsya

(of which three appear to be independent, namely 6, o and I)

speak of him as reigning in his ninth or tenth year."
4

1. Majamdar II, Q, and Piwalkar A, D, (Ed) ^M Age qf Imptrid
Unity, pp 1M.

2. Dikchifcar V.&.R., Op. tit., pp. 20-21.

3. For drtailftd aigujawit* of Dikshiter V.R.R., vide ibid, pp 19 &
3hdrt*d*l tttatMim of 1* wgamwit, i, not undertake Here as *ha view
la unconvincing Tor obvlotw reuane,

4. yrgitrF.E, Fr<j*fc 5T* ,/ tt, Dsmwtfsa Ojtto Kali Age, Intro-
duction* p* xiii fji, 1*
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Dr. Haraprasad Shastri suggests that the place of the

composition of the MP was Nasik on the strength of the great

prominence given to the region about the river Godavarl in the
MP 114-37-39 1

,
but as pointed out by Dr. R. C. Hazra, "this

suggestion seems to- have a very weak basis, for these verses of

the Matsya tally with Va (=Vayu Purana) 45, 112-114 and it

has been shown that the Matsya borrowed some chapters from
the Vayu. The close agreement of the majority of the geo-

graphical chapters in the two Puranas seems to confirm the

indebtedness of the Matsya to Vayu".
8

Dr. R. C. Hazra holds that the MP "was composed and

circulaLed by Vaisnavaite people living somewhere about the

river Narmada" 3
by arguing that when the indebtedness of the

MP to the VP (
= Vyu Purana) seems to be confirmed by the

close agreement of the majority of the geographical chap lers,

one has ''to look to those of its original chapters which have

not been borrowed from any other work. Such an one is

Chap. 2, In it the river Narmada and not the famous Ganges,

is said to remain even after the destruction of the world (cf.

Mat. 2, 13-14). Elsewhere, in chap. 15 (which most probably

belongs to a little later date and which has a few verses common
with Va 73), this river "which flows through the Deccan" is

called the 'mind-born daughter' of the Sornapa Pitts living iq

the Mauasaloka (cf. 15, 25-28)".
4 Thus according to him these

passages tend to suggest that the composition of the MP took

place somewhere about the river Narmada.

A, M. T. Jackson also opines that the MP may represent

the original version of the work of the Brahmins on the

Narmada.5 On the ground of the long list of place-names etc.

1. Shastri Harprasad, A Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit MSB in the

cotteotiona of th* Atwtic Society of Bengal, Vol. V (Puraija MSS), Preface, p. oxo.

2. Sazra R. O., Studies in the Purdnio Records on Hindu JRitea and

Custom*, p. 62.

3. Hazra B, O., op. cit. p, 52.

4. Hazra R. O., op. cit., p. 52.

5. Jaokson A. M. T., JSHpic and Puanio Notes, tfia Centenary Volume of the

JBBRS (1905), p. 73.
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on the Narmada, Ram Pratap Tripathi also opines that the

original bard-reciter had special connections with the Narmada-

valley region.
1

Over and above the stray references eulogising the glory

of the Narmada there are nine chapters i.e. chapters 186-194

extolling the greatness of the Narmada. These chapters betray

good acquaintance of the place-names on or near the Narmada-

valley as well as that of the names of the distributaries and

tributaries, e. g. the confluence of a rivulet KSver! with the

Narroada near Orpkaresvara in the Madhya Pradesh is also

mentioned in the MP (189-2 ff). This mention of their confluence

is only possible if the compiler had good acquaintance of the

Naimada region ; otherwise it would be silly on his part to

speak of the confluence of the Kaven of South India with the

Naimada. Among the minor place-names, mention may be made
of Dasasvamedha (193.21 fE), a sacred bathing place at Broach,
Bharabbuti (194.18), modern Bhadabhuta on the northern

bank of the Narmada, 8 miles away from Broach, Kofcitlrtha

(191.7), which possibly refers to Kotitlrtha in MotI Koral."

This tends to substantiate Dr. Hazra's view vie. the

Narmada-region as the home of the MP. Moreover the further

studies of the place-names and the geographical data of the

chapters on the Narmada-mahatmya seem further to corroborate
the above opinion." Secondly Dr. V. Raghavan also suggests
the Narmada-region as the place of the composition of the

present PurSna, when he writes, "In II. 13, Narmada is mentioned
as the only river that will last through the deluge which may
give a clue to the place where the present text was composed".

4

1. Tripatbi, Ram Pratap, Matey* Maha-purdna (Hindi Translation),
Introduction, p. 5.

Sna) p- 433.

8* my paper on "the plaoe-Namea on the Narmada with Bpeoial
thaNarmadS-maUtnayaof the Matsyapurajja" read on 20-8-1980

th Chtj.rtla.Sthala.Qlma.Baihted of the M. S. University of Baroda,

4. BagbwwtV.. Oiling* from the Mateya-pura^. Purana, Vol. I,

Ho, I. July 1959, pp. 85-W,
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In the light of the above evidence, the Narmada-region may

be provisionally accepted as the place of composition of the

Matsya-Purana.

Abbreviations used in this Paper :

MP*Matsya<Purana, Anandasrama Press edition.

S>B - Satapatha-Brahmana

Mbh= Mahabharata.

Cr. Ed Critical Edition.

The unspecified references such as 191,7 always refer to

the Matsya-PurSna, thus 191.7-MP 191.7.

: o :



A METRICAL ANALYSIS OF THE MATSYA PURANA*

By

C. R. SWAMINATHAN

(Continued from Vol. II. P. %61 of this Bulletin)

: \

W&3
*t

=

^ ]

Ch. 133-69.

Chapter 133 ends with two verses describing the Pramatha-

garms surrounding the chariot of Siva and the chariot itself

proceeding for the encounter with Tripuras. The ASS. edition

notes that one of its manuscripts does not have these four

lines. Of our manuscripts, five of the North do not have

ftll the four lines. The difficulty about v. 69 is that while its

first half as well us the two halves of 70 that follow are all in

correct Aparavaktra, the second half of 69 alone is cast in the

measure of the second pSda of PushpitSgra, The variants
available for the second half are of no moment, as they do not

entail any change in the character of the syllables. That is,

according to all the manuscripts, this line would be in Pushpi.
tlgrS {second pada) and we have to accept a metrical mixture
fot 69,

Regarding 69 vb in Aparavaktra, all the manuscripts
woept font show the same metre, despite the variations in the

witk eleven
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syllables ^f^rsRSter^ffepTT: ' and 69b is read in three manuscripts
out of these four, as having eleven syllables. ST^Taft^rfr^'n':.
But a metrical pattern of the Ardhasama class or of the Vishama
class having 11-11 or 11-12, answering to the one in discussion

is not known. It would therefore be necessary to accept on
the manuscript evidence a mixture of Aparavaktra and

PushpitagrS here.

A few verses above, in V. 66, the Pramathas who were

following Siva are described as being of the colour of fire

and flames.

On the basis of this we should take 69a-b as comparing the

Pramathas to elephants, mountains or clouds only in points
of size and noise, and not in colour. We may therefore discount
the reading in four manuscripts bringing in 3f5R among the

comparisons. To support further, this rejection of 'Anjana'
we have in eight manuscripts, as also in the ASS. the inclusion
of Ravi among the objects compared which accords with the
earlier description in verse 66.

Ch. 134 ends with three Pushpitagra verses all of which
are correct except for the closing pada of the middle verse,
which reads in the A*SS ^^fr-^arir^rraTl . The A*SS itself

notes two manuscripts as reading it in correct Pushpitagra as

aT*TT^r' f^3r?r$f^r^. A reading of this type, whatever its

literary variation, should be restored here. In our manuscripts
none has got the reading as in ASS, though in two manuscripts,

owing to corruption, the metre is affected by mistakes of the

scribe .

In verse 69, there is a mixture of Upajati (First half) and
Varhsastha (second half). Though the preceding and the

succeeding lines are in the Varhsastha, manuscripts do not

give any readings to alter the Upajati of the first half into

Varhsastha.

135-71c:

7la, b, d are in correct Varhsastha while *c' alone has an

Indravajra-beginning according to the ^SS. AJI manuscripts
Ifi
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read 'c' also as a correct Varhsastha though the Anvaya of the

line as Varhsastha is not clear; the Vamsastha-readings

introduce two f^Js find two aress in c, d and the construction

becomes difficult. Except in one manuscript, the opening word

of the Variisastha-reading is SRJ. Of these, four read the word

in instrumental plural and the rest in accusative singular.

These four readings withes read also eif*Rf$?f as

It is probably to avoid this difficulty of construing two srsys,, that

the ASS text reads q% in the place of 3& or *&'*.

135-73c, d :

73c, d, introduce a metrical mixture, <c' having an

Indravajra-opeaing ond 'd' being a regular Upendravajr3-line.
In our manuscripts which have this line theie are, no doubt,

some variants but none that effects any improvement from the

metrical view-point. Some of our other manuscripts omit this

line and read 'c' as

ond 'd' as 3Kit?rcrR5t*r qfa f*W^ (or

There is much confusion in this portion and even the

-3 ss notes variations and additions from *d
!

onwards.

135-78&

r: shows a hiatus. In all the manuscripts
compared, th<s hiatus has been removed but ia a variety of

ways, some introducing a '^' after

135-82.

In 82 a, b and d are in Upendravajra And 'c' alone in

Vam^astha. In *a
f
the metre is broken by the word ^T and

only one of our manuscripts, the Grantha manuscript from

Trivandrum, avoids this by regarding the line as
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Regarding <c' which alone is Vamsastha in ASS., most
of our manuscripts read only Indravajra, with a corresponding
omission of the word

136-63 :

The verse in ASS, reads <b' and 'd' in correct Apara-
vaktra, 'c* in correct Pushpitagra, but 'a

1

alone does not
answer precisely to any metre. Fourteen of our manuscripts
which have this verse, read the whole verse as Pusbpitagra
with slight differences in the words from the literary stand-point :

( 1 )

It may be added in support that the next verse is also in

PushpitSgta,

A further point to be noted in this connection is that

only 8 Mss. have these two verses 63 and 64 as in ASS. and
11 read here instead the following Armshtubh conveying the

same idea, though with some variants in the words, among
themselves. In two mss. both the ASS reading and the

Anushtubh readings are found. In one ms. neither reading
is found,

f =rHf

137-29 :

Here 'a' are in Aparavaktra. We may leave the whole

verse as it is in ASS as an example of the usual mixture of

metres, for the evidence of the manuscripts is very varied

and confused ; several attempting a wrong Malinl-ardha and

others different defective, lines akin to Viyogini, Aparavaktra,

PushpitagrS etc. In two manuscripts, an additional marginal
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variant noted reads a correct Mslinl-ardha. Any solution to

be offered on the bn-sis of these would fail to restore Viyagiitf.

pu,das for 'c' and 'd
1

. In the Grantha manuscript and three

DevanSgar! Mss. from Tanjore (Tl. T8 and T6), 'd* alone is

read as Vjyoginl, though among* themselves they have difference

of readings 3TfaB*5[i*3 fo^**^!!:, the *c' being defective. As a

metrical mixture for this verse is inevitable, we may leave that

mixed, pattern as it is hi ASS. Most of the words of 'c
1

us in

Ass occur in all the variants of our manuscripts. Of the

words in Mf

ftfir, erw and T^ in different forms are found in

most manuscripts though in different order and ^r also in a few.

137-30 :

Reference was made above to some of our manuscriptsj

trying to read 9 c, d in Malinl. In nine of our Manuscripts
11 stray Malini foot is found as a substitute for 30a only.

instead of ejjgo^sft ^njt [ ^MUH^^W: ] of the "SSS. In

other rcaiiuscripts, this pBula, as well as the three others, shows

many vaiitinls but there is no ground to construct the pSdas
in u metre different from Aparavaktra in which they ara

found in ASS.

137-31 ;

Similarly for 31a also a Malini reading is found in four

scriptb (U-2, U-l ( T-7, T-0) :

( rf^f ufar: ) ^r^r^ instead of s

137-32:

address to Siva >* th ft ^ader of

>

C^^q^ntly tl ta>t of the previous veise

^lc,i8 to be read with an

and the accusative, I. a,
would be lndra-

s

'

addres; to
m

Pushpittgra as printed in ASS and ttea
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is no difficulty o the metre except in 'b' where f?r%rnT offends

the metre by having its final syllable long. The difficulty is

solved in nine of our manuscripts by simply omitting the

Armsvara and reading only fr^W in an uninflected form. Five

manuscripts face the difficulty of an uninflected f*r*fc<5*f by
variants for the two following

1 words as f?T%cM^l^rl t

Tf^BR]; '

the whole there are sixteen manuscripts which read

to remove the difficulty of sri^ST: without the accusative

It is interesting to note that in many of these manuscripts

reading: f^fr%cRST^Tfer^ or f^fr^^TWrfaRsra; , the first

Pada is amplified in two Padas :

f^r*Wct fNfa SF^fis; ^3*37 ^l^r tffa$33, (
or stfsr srlei tferf (cf) )

These two padas would be metrically correct and might be

retained, if we could reject the other pada ^3^%^?!^^: "^^W.

A nve-pSda verse could not be kept.

32 c, d, do not offer any metrical problems though there are some

literary variants.

137-34 :

Verse 34 presents manifold difficulties, 'b' and 'd' of this

verse are in twelve syllables in a pattern which answers to a

Viyogini plus one guru letter, which would be Subodhita or

Priya according to Jayakfrti's Chhandonusasana (v. 316). 'a* and

'c' are not in any recognisable pattern and between themselves

too they have no agreement, 'c' could be restored to a Pushpi-

tagra with a slight change in the fourth syllable from a guru to

a laghu. Five manuscripts have readings, though mutually

divergent, supporting a Pushpitagra. From the sense it would
be proper to take this line along with the next verse as forming
Siva's speech to the Devas and Indra ; and adopting the reading

of one of our manuscripts, we could read this foot as ?fSnT5Rr 5T
I

'a' of course is the most difficult part of this verse. But from

the sense it is clear that along with 'b', it refers to the Devas

taking their stand at the sea. It could not be a reference to the

demons taking their stand there. Most of our manuscripts
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read the foot as having a correct Fushpitagra ending with

and two manuscripts read afl^T: ; three manuscripts which

lead qf^^Wr: may also be supposed to read erf^cTi. The

word tf^m?cT: is really perplexing as there is nothing to cogitate

here. It may be that the element vW refers more to their

forming together into a battalion, a sense in which 'Gana' occurs

in the earlier verses. A text meaning "collecting together round

iva, the Devas took their stand at the head of the sea
11 would

appear to be alright in the contest and though unsupported by

manuscripts we may read the middle part of this pada as

r: I Thus the whole verse would be

: tl

137-35:

This verse is in Aparavaktra in 'a* 'b' and M*. *c' alone

in ASS is printed as a PushpitSgra. Three of our manuscripts

including the 'Sarada", have an Aparavaktra for 'c' also

9T3^~^ CSPO ^I^RiW But there has been in the manuscripts a

more wide-spread effort to convert the Aparavaktra feet to

Pussbpitagra- Strangely even the 'Sarada' which retains a correct

Aparavaktra, for 'c' is found adding a final syllable and effect-

ing PushpitSgrS in 'a' and *b'. There is, however, no uni-

formity in this attempt and the final syllable added discloses a

palpably lame effort. We may therefore retain for the whole
verse the Aparavaktra-readings.

137-36 ;

This verse is also to be taken as Aparavaktra, 'a' is

correct us printed in ASS ; 'V has one letter in excess and also
otber defects m the syllables. A larger number of Manuscripts
read it correctly in Aparavaktra as ^mfcns: ^?IcT: I 'c' and 'd'

r both correct as printed.
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138-21:

21d 33 as^cf IsffTOto is in faulty Upajati. In

the verse, the battle in the sea is described and for every act

of the fighters, an act of the sen animals also is mentioned in

apposition. In the first half, the Pramathas and the Timis

are described alike as whirling. In the second -half also we

expect therefore a similar description ; in c' the fighters are

said to tear each other, and in 'd' as printed, no sea-animals

are mentioned. But it is said that those torn were screaming.

The bulk of the manuscripts collated actually, 21 manscripts

read EpJ^cT which spoils the metre. In nine of them 3=Bs^T

is preceeded by HT^rf^ as object of ft5?^f?fr in 'c'. Correspondingly

they introduce a variation in the end to supply the displaced

cfNr and read cTNr Sj^r: ;
thus resulting in a double defect of the

metre, nrsrrfa B5^fser 3*N ^J5T- I From the evidence of four

manuscripts, we can restore a line which is both metrically

correct and rhetorically suited to the other parts of verse

\

138-25:

2 5 c, d read

The word gj^c at the place where it is, creates a metrical difficulty.

Except four, all our other manuscripts read in 'd', two

TffifiTs meaning that Yaina and Kubera took their stand against

the Western gate at the back (of the city). As it is, the

printed line adopts the passive voice. About ten manuscripts

read P^p?'*^ in active but in plural, while -we want here only

dual. The reading '^=q^ may as well be a mistake for

a correct dual and we can restore as cTPTfejtf 7f%*ffif

Regarding 'c' the reading of the majority of manus-

cripts is against the metre. Only the Grantha and the London

Malayalam Manuscripts read a metrically correct line

g;r^ g^^sRf^lf ?f clc^f^*? Tf^T^l'reS^ , which would be alright

if we restore it as gR
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138-25:

2Sc U%^ g%^ ?r35*JJ might be re-constructed on the

basis of six manuscripts as srf^RT ^ftFT, or H%czr 1%%^ accord-

ing to the Grantha raanusciipt. In passing, it may also be

noterl that without any metrical change ?T?J5fl^ is read as

^ in the bulk of the manuscripts.

138-29 a,b.

Though metrically correct, the Anvaya of this line is not

clear and will have to be considered later at the time of

determining the text.

In 'c', again there is no metrical flaw, but the word
in ASS. is syntactically difficult of interpretation. There are

other readings for the word.

In M', sn^RT creates grammatical difficulty and we may
adopt TFT3r found in the two Ujjain manuscripts, But the latter

word fsrcw in the same line which creates a metrical difficulty,
because of its initial conjunct consonant cannot be reconstructed,
for no manuscript offers a variant for it.

13S-30a.

Tins is vitiated by a conjunct consonant in
But most of the

manuscripts read fc instead of SIFJ, a readingwhich , noted also in the footnote ia ASS. In one manuscript
Ct .) there 13 a marginal variant notel, which reads frr instead of

j
nS 'S

v
bviousIy^to OT being taken as redundant
may take^ also in the

this
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line and reads ?r cI^T 1?^! all the other manuscripts have the

metrical difficulty caused by ST.

38d offers another example of the conjunct

hindering the metre. But here again, except in two

manuscripts where an effort has been made to remove the

drawback, all the other manuscripts read the pada as it is with

a metrical defect caused by the conjunct consonant f^r.

138-48 :

The first pada is in correct PushpitSgra. The third

pada answers correctly to the even pada of a Pushpitagra.

The fourth pada agrees with SubodhitS or Priya which, as

already pointed out, is got by the addition of a guru at the

end to the Viyogiru. The remaining even pada (i. e. Pada 2)

offers difficulty in a single syllable, the sixth. If the 6th is

short, instead of being long, as it is (i. e. sjqftT for ^1%) it would

accord perfectly with the last pSda, though it would involve

a grammatical howler. It is read with a short syllable in three

manuscripts, i. e. one Grantha and two Devanagri : ^f^Tf 2*^%

ftWHFTOPT: We have thus here an odd metrical mixture. To

make the third pada answer to a correct even pada of

PushpitagrS, we have to read the name of f^STc^rf^ in the

former in which it is given, namely, crf^TTl^l. as either cff^TTfe

in vocative or as ^17155 as one manuscript actually reads it.

Several manuscripts reads it as V^ in Vocative ^ ^ rffe^lfe

(ss) f% ft&cRt will be the restored line.

49a is in Pushpitagra.
l

b', as it is, is obviously modelled

as 48d, SubodhitS, i. e. Viyogim plus one Guru. But it wants

one syllable and is defective in another syllable fiflTOTaft tfr

f^t3TT5ft The printed line is of course appropriate from the

point of view of the meaning. Five manuscripts re-construct

this line with iffia slu fafe) TTSft which is metrically alright.

Another metrically correct restoration found in threa manuscripts

is ^rd wf^TT^t which reads better but by-passes the comparison

ot ^;fq[ which seems to be authentic,
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49c-d. follows the pattern to which we are now accus*

tomed, namely the odd Pushpitagra plus ViyoginI with a Guru
for the even pada .

50a. represents a correct Pushpitagia. For the first time
in this seiies the Pushpitagra is followed for the even pada
also. Though in the ASS. printed text this is effected by the

syllables Prf^fk in the middle, the metrically correct reading

33 SRTOt ftWs ^R^sl^q: may be restored as in some of the

manuscripts. The third pada 33 correct as Pushpitagia. The
-fourth reads in the ASS (g^vqr RaT% ft STOFt n8!^:) as a

Praharshini foot but a correct PushpitagrS could be restored

so ns to fit in -with the sense also gfe qfatKT g sr^^T fsftsas,

It must be mentioned in passing that in the confusion the

manuscripts easily succumbed to produce, with variants, a

Malini for the second half of this verse. For the first half also
- an attempt to turn into Malini is seen but it is confined to

the two Ujjain manuscripts,

51, follows the pattern which we have noted more than
once of a combination of PushpitSgra and an augmented
ViyoginI.

:

52. The first pada is in the pattern of the even foot
of PushpitagrS as in 48 c. b and d are as usual ViyoginI with
the added guru. <c' alone gives some trouble as it does not
-fall into PqshpimgrS or Drutavilambita or any other recog-
nisable metre. Most of the manuscripts read here ^%?fe
i*RnSRre*Jpfr: which however makes collirium white (%rrR)
which is not possible. There is one manuscript which reads
^fotfa fraSRTWKr: but if we take the suggestion from this we
can restore the

^
line with less verbal change as follows

36. It reads the second half as a correct Pushpi-
t5gra. But the first half is defective in both padas. The
concluding words of the verse g^^g: Bhould be taken as^

with the w ofm dropped, according to Bhaguri's sanctioq.
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Tile first pada may be restored on the basis of the variants of

larger incidence as QT*T TO^jqra (?IWf TO, *fer) *f$:.

139-25.

The first and the third padas in the Upajati here, are

affected by a conjunct consonant ^rf
in 'a' and isRt in (

c'.

Unfortunately the variants available for 'a
1

( %$ and f^cf ) in

three manuscripts do not help ; but in 'c', the difficulty

created by the conjunct consonant has been obviated by several

variants : fit ^ fjjaff in ASS is available in the following variants-

5im*Wt; 5tf fNsit; 3T ^Rlt; and snn*Rt is the variants of largest

incidence and may be adopted.

139-29.

Trie second pada leads in SSS as ftiTTPTcn^rr ^ ^ 3Rm.

Of our manuscripts, ten retain readings which have the idea

of one of the ladies, having become favourably disposed, was

searching ( fepjiT) for her lover. On the other hand no less

than ten give up the idea of the lady searching her lover ;
and

following up the idea in the first pada say that having herself

drunk she made her lover also drink ; i. e. in the place of

or feWT$% we have a reading

It is really difficult to make a choice between these two

ideas of searching the lover or making him also drink, as the

evidence seems to be equal on either side. Removing the

metrical difficulty caused by the conjunct consonant $4 in

We may read the line either as

( sfaiTwis ) fsw ^ or

sreren
1

139-43

As read in the ASS., the second and third padas of this

verse are in 'Salim'; the first pada mixes '&5lim'; and Upajati
and the fourth pada is in pure Upajati. The evidence of the
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manuscripts would lead to the restoration of a complete Upa-

jati rather than to the maintenance of Upajati-curn-6alinl,
But even so the clue given by the variants is not clear enough.

Fur, with the exception of one manuscript which reads

frRT, ail the others read %5T. And whether it is fs^T or f$fT, the

Upajali is all the same spoiled. In ASS itself, in the foot-note,

an attempt to re-construct the Upajati for the whole Ardha
is to he steri

However, here also %*r is not eliminated. From this we

may generally observe that the North-Indian scribes often failed

to note the metrical difficulty created by a conjunct consonant
which converts the previous laghu into guru. In the course

of our foregoing examination, we have drawn attention to

this as a ruther persisting tendency.

139-45

As printed in Ass. this verse reads the second, third

anilfoutth padas in correct FushpitSgrS, but for the first pada
alone it has a finally augmented Viyoginl. A large number
of manuscripts do not read in the first pada a mere g^ but
have mgj^ which would support a Pushpitagra re-construction,
A reading 5% f^^rtf^ would offei3d both metre and

grammar, the conjunct consonant 1*r being detrimental metri-

cally and tsnnt being grammatically unsound, Only a tentative
reconstruction is possible out of the sum-total of the words

in the variants which may read in correct Pushpitagra:

The last foot, though metrically alright, creates a difficulty

...... ^*^
Support this readkj

to the
the sense that the mgon
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laughed
at the demons and therefore insert the idea of

at the end of the line, Such a variant is due to a clear

misunderstanding of the sense, What is meant by the text

is that along with the demons who went down in the battle,

the moon or moon-light also, at the end of the
night,

went

down, Further ^lef^ ,
an accusative

plural,
cannot ba

kept, as a genitive plural is required, Two manuscripts which

realise this
difficulty

read hyper-metricaDy $$M$ which

can go only as an odd Pushpilagra foot and not an even

one, In view of all this confusion
iflgph pfesfl aftto} resting

on the ASS and eleven of our manuscripts may be retained,
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The importance of Puranic studies has been engaging the

attention of Indologists both in India and abroad for the last

several decades. Some valuable work has also been done in

the field of PurSnic research. But the value of all such
research-work depends mainly on the efficiency of the essential

tools of research. Critical recensions of the Purana-texts

prepared according to the modern principles of textual criticism

are the foremost necessity for carrying out any kind of research
on the Pur&rias. Besides, a detailed Purana-Concordance of

proper names of persons and places and of various subjects
dealt with in the Puranas, an alphabetical Index of all the
Sbkasof the PurSnas, a list of Purapa-6lokas found quoted
in the various Commentaries and Digests of the DharmasSstras
or Smritis, ad an iwdmustive Lexicon of the special terminology
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of the Puranas also form essential reference-works needed for

the comparative and critical studies of the Puranas.

With a view to further the studies of the PurSnas and

the PurSnic research the All-India Kashiraj Trust has under-

taken, through its Puiana Department, to provide such and

Bother essential material and reference-works. It has also done

some important work in this direction, and a brief report of its

work has already appeared in its "Puraiia" Bulletin, VOL. I,

-pp. 16-20. The following is the further account o the work

;done in" the Purana Department,

1. Critical Editions :

(1) The Critical Edition of the Mataya PurZna is being

prepared by Dr. V. Raghavan of the Madras University at

Madras on the basis of the collation of some thirty manuscripts

procured from various places of India and abroad (a detailed

description of these Mss. has been given in "Puiana" Vol. I,

pp. lOL-lil). Besides these thirty Mss., three palm-leaf Mss.

and one paper Ms. all deposited in the Oriental Research

institute of Mysore are also being collated at Mysore by the

Assistant Pandits of Dr. V. Raghavan. The Telgu edition of

the Matsya Purana, and also the Tamil-verse Translation :by

Vadarnalayappa Pillai, which is about 3' years old, have also

been utilised (see for details, "Parana," Vol, I, No, 1,, p. 18)

(2) The next Purana taken up for its critical edition is the

Vdmana Purana. The work of preparing its Critical Edition

has been entrusted to Dr. Vasudeva Sharan Agrawala of the

Banaras Hindu University. Fourteen manuscripts of the

Vamana Purana have yet been procured, as detailed below :

2 Devanagarl Mss. from the Sarasvati Bhandara, Fort Ram-

nagar (Varanasi).

3 Devanagarl Mss. from the Bhandarkar Oriental Research

Institute, Poona.

2 Devanagarl Mss. from the Bharatiya Itihasa Samsodhaka

Mandala, Poona,
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2 Devanagau Mss. from the India Office Library, London,

1 Devanagail Ms. from the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta

1 Bengala Ms.

I SSrada Ms. from the Banaras Hindu University Library
1 Devonagari Ms.

|f

1 Devanagarl Ms. (Microfilm) from the Pennsylvania Unmver-

sity (U. S. A.}.

Out of these, the following Mss. have been collated :

1. No. 54/183 of the Sarasvati Bhandara, Fort Ram-

nagar ; DevanagarT, folios 180, complete, undated, but the

following Sloka has been written on its cover page :

II

So it helongs latest to Samvat 1867 (A. D. 1810).

2. No. 19 of 1873-74 of the BORI., Poona ; DevanSgarT,
folios 203, a few folios missing, otherwise complete, dated Samvat
IS 39 (A. D. 1782), written in Bikaner by Purohita Srlkrishna.

3. No. 78 of 1882-83 (New No. 33) of BORL, Poona ;

DevanSgaiT, folios 254, complete, dated Samvat 1714 (A. D.
1657).

4. No. 25.227 of BISM, Poona ; DevanagarT, folios 270,
complete, dated Samvat 1785 (A. D. 1728),

5. No. E. 3584 of 10, London; DevauSgari, folios 170,
complete, dated Samvot 1862 (A. D. 1805).

6. No. E. 3585 of 10, London; DevanagarT, folios 208,
complete ; (collated Bhuvana-Kola chapters only )

7. No H47 of Pennsylvania University; microfilm;" C
1679

Besides these a -
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II. Collation of the Bfahmapurana Mss.

With a view to prepare its critical edition in near future,

some manuscripts of the Brahmapurana were also procured

from the Kashiraj Sarasvati Bhandara, Fort Ra innagar,

University Library, Bombay, and Oriental Institute, Baroda.

Of these, the following two Mss. have yet been collated :

1 No. 23/184 of the Sarasvati Bhandara, Fort Ramnagar;

Devanagari, folios 368, complete, dated Sam vat 1833 (A. D.

1776), (contains Gautaml-Mahatrnya also),

2 No. 12885 of the Oriental Institute, Baroda ; Deva-

nagarT, folios 315 by counting, some folios missing, otherwise

complete, dated Sarhvat 1709 (A.D. 1652) ; (does not contain

Gautami-Mahatmya).

HI* Sloka -Indexes.

Almost all the Puranas have been drawn upon by the

writers of Dharmasastra-Digests and also by Smriti-com-

mentators in their works. These quotations are very helpful

in ascertaining and constituting the texts of the Puranas. In

order to search the quotations of the Purai.ia-Slokfis in these

Digests and Commentaries, an alphabetical Index of the Sloka-

ardhas of the Matsya Puratia, and alphabetical Indexes of the

Sloka-padas of the Vamana and the Brahma have been ptepared.

With the help of the Matsya-PurSna Jaloka-Tndex the Matsya-

quotations have already been collected from the Nibandha-

granthas and the Smriti-commentaries under the guidance of

Padma Bhushan Pt. Rajeshwar Shastri, Dravid (for details

vide "Parana" Vol. I, p. 19).

IV. Purana-Concordance-

A proper and comprehensive subject-index of all the

MahSpuranas is a long-felt desideratum. The way to prepare
such indexes had already been shown by the Vedic Index of

Prof. Macdonell and A. B. Keith, and by the Mahabharata-
Index of Dr. Sorenson. Prof. V. R. Rarnachandra Dikshitar

of the Madras University prepared his famous Purana-Iadex

in three Volumes (published by the Madras University, 1951-55).
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But it is primarily an index of proper names of persons, places,
tirthas etc., and of a few Puranic terms and subjects, such as

Aftjali, abhutaaamplava, sarga, etc., the treatment o which is very
brief and insufficient. Moreover, Prof. Dikshitar has indexed

only the five Mahapuranas, viz. the Vayu, the Brahmanda, the

Vishnu, the Matsya and the BhSgavata. Another important

Purana-Index, viz. ^^^R^^m^Sf^l^ (A Concordance of

Purana-eantents), was also prepared by Sri Yashpal Tandon,
and has been published by the Visheshavaranand Vedic Re-

search Institute, Hoshiarpur, in 1952. It is arranged in twelve

prakarnas according to the subject-matter of the Purapas
Although it covers most of the subjects dealt with in the Puranas,
yet its treatment is extremely compact and sketchy. It gives
references only without any details or descriptions. It has

been, later on, revised by Srikantha Kaula, who has inserted in

it the names of the kings of the dynasties of the Kaliyuga on
the basis of Pargiter's list given in his Purana-Text of the 2)ynaa-
tits of tlie Kali Age, the names of the Jatis or peoples based on
the 'Text of tfu Purania list of peoples' by Dr. D. C. Sircar, and
also the names of the rivers based on the "Text of tJie Puranio
Jze of River*" by the same Author, but it is still wanting in

necessary details and descriptions of other topics referred to

in this Index.

The All-India Kashiraj Trust has planned for the prepa-
ration of an exhaustive and comprehensive Subject-Concordance
of all the Mahapuranas including the Siva and the DevT-Bhaga-
vatn, and of some of the important Upapmanas and the
Harivams'a, giving all the necessary details and descriptions of
each item. The work of preparing this Parana-Concordance

hae^
been entrusted to Sri Ramshanfcar Bhattacharya, M. A.,

Vyakaranacharya, who has been compiling this Concordance
under the guidance of M. M. Dr. Gopinath Kaviraj, Dr. Mangal
Deva Shastri, a*d Dr. V. S, Agrnwala. This Concordance has
been divided into ten principal Khandas which have been further
subtlwuled into VibhSgas and Prafcaranas according to the
nature and tbe extent of the subjects (for details see 'Purana'
voi. i., jxo. i). The Concordance work on prafaarpa has already
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been published in the Purana" Vol. I. No. 2. Iii this present

issue of the "Parana" the full Subject-Concordance of the

Vamana Purana is being published. Work on tho other Puranas

is also going on on the same lines. All this Concordance-work on

the separate Puranas will later on be re-adjusted and combined

into a single whole It is proposed to invite suggestions from.

scholars to make the woik more iiseful for Puranic research.

V. 'Purana
1

Bulletin.

To facilitate the special study of the Puranas and to

provide an exclusive forum for the contributions by scholars

interested in the Puranic study and research the 'PurSna'

Bulletin has been stai ted by the 'Parana Prakasana Samiti' of

the Kashiraj Trust. It is an half-yearly Journal published

every year on the Vasanta Panchami fJan-Feb.) and the Vyasa

Purnima (July-Aug.). The first issue (Vol. I, No. 1) was edited

by Dr. V. Raghavan and published at Madras in July 1959.

But owing to some inconvenience felt in editing and printing

this Journal at Madras, it was decided by His Highnese, the

Chairman of the Kashiraj Trust, that the work of the editing

and printing of its subsequent issues should be done at Varaiaasi.

Accordingly the next issue (No. 2 of Vol. I.), due on the last

Vasant Panchami (Feb., 1960), was edited by Dr. V.S. Agrawala

nnd printed at Varanasi. The two numbers of Vol. I contained,

in 250 pages, valuable contributions from learned scholars.

The first Number was appreciated by such learned scholars

as Dr. Sunitikumar Chatterji and Prof. P. V. Kane, whose

opinions appear on the 2nd page of the coyer of No. 2 of the

I Volume. It was also reviewed by such standard Dailies as

the 'Hindu' of Madras and the 'Patrika' of Calcutta, and also

by some Indian and foreign Journals. The second number of

this volume was also appreciated by such eminent foreign

scholars, as Prof. W. Kirfel (Germany), Prof. Dr. Gonda,

(Holland), and Prof. Dr. Juan Roger (Spain); their opinions

also appear on the 2nd cover-page of Vol. II of the "Purana,''.

which was published as a composite issue of both its numbers,

in 350 pages, on the last Vyasa Purnima day (July 8, 1960).
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The composite issue of Vol. II of the Parana has also received

;tyj:tei;iiiou fiora Piof. Hideo Kimura (Japan), Dr. Giuseppe

Tr.ct;i ,I:titnto Italitino. Rome), Dr. C. Hooykass (London) and

tit Tr, Dr. J, Gonda contributed also his learned article on the

OM J.muoj-c Biiihmancla Parana' to this composite issue,

Di. Jkui Roger lias also contributed a very thoughtful article

- tut*
pitreiil issue (Vol. Ill, No, 1) of the 'Purana

1

,
which is

P'M' :;iubL> published on the coming Vasanta PafichamI day

lj.m. ,'1, 1'JuI). Dr. Kufel, Dr, Kimura, Dr, Tucci and other

uiid fincigu scholars have also shown their readiness to

nilnlutcihtir Urned articles to the 'Purana', On accoant of

s iii Ltulth Dr. V. S, AgrawaJa has not been able, this time, to

utj.bi.V fmikr instalments of his articles published in the

^t'Uh i^uiP of the 'Parana
1

, But we hope that he will soon

uji hs l;ui;lth iind will be able to benefit the readers,
uiMuI n tk PujSpas, by his learned articles.

Tl-t All-India
Kashiraj Trust is trying through its Bulletin

"'J 10 Kopngale the Puranic learning and to encourage
t. n '-,a

uiulicPmanas; and this endeavour of the Trust
if ^

^i;-' w.Jc appreciation fiom the scholars of different

co .

operati



(Quranic Concordance)

[The Subject-Concordance of the Vamana Purana

is published here for soliciting the suggestions from

scholars. It forms a part of the Parana-Concordance

which is being prepared under the auspices of the All-

India Kashiraj Trust. A brief outline of the plan of

the Purana-Concordance has already been published

in the 'PurSna' Bulletin, Vol. I, No, 1, pp. 39-41. It

is divided into ten Khandas, as indicated there. The

Vamana-Purana-Concordance, which is published here,

has been prepared according to the same plan. The

references are from the Venkteshvara Press edition of the

Vamana-Purana. Cross-references are also indicated,

where-ever necessary]
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VEDA VYASA INSTITUTE OF PURANIC AND
INDOLOGICAL RESEARCH

In course of Examination of various texts and Mss.

connected with the PurSnas, it has been found that the Puranic

texts furnish an unrivalled documentation of the religious and

social history of India covering a myriad facets of the evolving

cultural movements of thought and action from the earliest

times. This has thrown open before us a vast field for research

which has hitherto remained unexplored.

The Board of Trustees of the All-India Kashiraj Trust,

whose object is to promote the cause of Sanskrit-learning and

Indian culture, have therefore decided to start a Research

Institute under its Pui5na Depaitment, to be styled as

''Veda-Vyasa Institute of Quranic and Indological Research"

to carry on extensive lesearch. on Puranic and allied texts.

The Institute will be affiliated to Indian Universities

and will prepare students for Doctorate Degree. It is going

to be registered shortly, and a Director will be appointed to

guide the research work. His Highness the Mahara'a of

Banaras has kindly donated the historical Fort of Raja Chait

Singh at Shivala with a spacious Compound, where it is

pi-oposed to build an Auditorium and also quarters for the

scholars who would like to reside near the Institute.

It is expected that adequate financial aid will be forth-

coming to carry out this work.

The work of critically editing the 18 MahSpuranas is

also in the hand of the Kashiraj Trust, the details of which

appear elsewhere in this Volume.

RAMESH CHANPRA DE

General Secretary,

All-India Kashira? Trust



BOOK-REVIEW

Hans Lo sell, Rajadharnm, Einsetzung und Aufgaben-

kreis des KUnigs im Lichte ties Parana's [Installation
& Scope

of Duty of the King in the hight of the Parana] (Bonner

Orientalistische Studien, N. S., Vol. 8) Bonn (Orientalischen

Seminar dei Universiiat Bonn) 1959. 8*. XI, 397 pp.

This extremely able, complete, and yet modestly-written

account of the treatment of the loyal consecration and the

king's duties as seen in mr5a-literature comes as a most

welcome addition to the as yet scanty publications from

Europe on the dliarmatantra dm ing the twentieth century.

The topic is appropiiately chosen by the author of Gesetslwli

und Purtwt
l

t
fits neatly into the fields of study which Indian

scholais and their European colleagues have been more recently

exploiting, and seives to further icsearches in the realms of

anthropology and legal history as well as medieval Indian

literary history.

The rehabilitations of put anas as trustworthy sources on

the practice of knowledgeable caste-Hindus
'

is going forward

as critical and comparative studies of individual purSnas

appeal." The puianus as sources of law are beginning to attract

attention.
3 The former disgust with which their texts used to

be read is being succeeded by curiosity, if not admiration ',
as

it is being more and more realised that in many of them we

find propositions of law and piactice which were not to be found

1. G. uad P. Ein Heitrag zur Frage von des Entsbehungsart dr aldndi-

aohen Rechtachriften und der Pur.1na (Prealau, 1929) a sequel to Die Yfljflaval-

kjaamvti vargliohan mit duo Parallaelen des Agni und GarndapurilQa (Bonn,

2. R. C. Hazra, etudiei in the Upapurflnas 1, (Calcntfca, 1958) and

several articles Including "StndicB in the genuine asmyd-pur&na alias Vahnt~

purana", Our Heritage, i 1958, 2Q9.4S.

3. Bbabatosb Bhattftcberya, ''The VisfludbannoUarapuraqa : ita

Dharmn^awtra contents and thok utilisation in mediaeval digests", J. B. B, B. A.

S.,S.XXVI El, 1,1^3,6-18.
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in the dliwmifatra texts, or even in artliasfatra in so many

words, and yet served a useful purpose in the eyes oE the real

jurists of mediaeval India, the compilers of nibandJuu. such as

Lnkshmldbara, and commentators such as Vijnanesvara. The

exact extent to which purSnas seived as legal authorities, and

the reasons why they alone could supply what was needed in

many crucial contexts, aie yet to be made out. Until the

puiwp&s themselves have been critically studied and edited, and

their rules compared with those oE the classical and "genuine"

sources, we can do little more than generalise hopefully. This

work of Losch, however, supplies exactly what is needed at this

particular juncture. The sections of the purana-text in question

(namely VDhP. II. 18-22- A. P. 218-219 ; MP. 215-227= VDhP,

II. 24-72) have been re-edited in the style we recognise as that of

Kirfel, the basis being the VisTufudharniottarapurana of the

Matsyapurana supported by the VtBhyudharmottarapurSna and the

AgnipurSna. This critical text, with all variations noted, forms

the basis of two further works : first the relationship of the

text to the Manusmriti, the Mahabharata and Ydjflnvalkya and

occasionally other smritit is shown (a work much smaller in

compass but by no means less significant than the next), and

then the content is described and set out faithfully according
to the concepts of the original compilers a task which occupies

about a half of this book.

The relationship between the various purSnet texts is not

easy to make out, nor their dates ; bat L. has bsen able not

only to explain the processes of copying and other forms of

dependence, with the occasional major interpolation (pp. 14-17,

38-44 130-3), but also to arrive at a dating about the 6th-7th

century A. D. for the MatsyapurSpa, which agrees with the

independent conclusions of M. Ghosh and others.

The relationships between the Manmmriti and the Maha-

Ih&rata on the one hand, and both of these with the puraftat

on the other has always been somewhat difficult to conjecture.

23
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This study will, by isolating numeious occasions of obvious

dependence, enable the work which the compilers of pur3*M

weie attempting to do to bs more easily appreciated,
and their

aspimlions vis-a-vis the existing canonical woiks to be appre-

hended. It seems evident from the additions to the existing

works of reference, such as the list of "medicinal" herbs (p. 26),

and the amendments and adjustments of rules already found

in Mann, for example, (e. g. at p. 151; that the authors hoped

to supply something more complete, practical, and up-to-date

than the existing works; and indeed this process seems to

have gone on without stop well into the 9th century, when we

find the commentators taking over the task, and, somuwh.it

surprisingly, assuming that these late compilations, many o

which werecotrupt in style and patently recent "forgenes
^

weie of at least equal authoritativeness with the hoary *mr&s

themselves. Our interest to find out just what the puran*

compilers thought was worth preserving from the existing

mateiial, and what they thought it advuable to supply from

their own knowledge is satisfied by just such a work as L. s.

It is to be expected that studies emulating the object of this

revitw may appear on smaller scales in this lecently toun

journal, which is devoted to precisely this field of study,

L. himself emphasises (p. 37) the usefulness of the texts as

historical documents.

Utilising this often laconic and corruptly-written
material,

in places, paiticularly in the Agnipuraa*, grossly compressed,

i? difficult and painful work. We ate indebted to L. for his

painstaking analyses of the material and classification and

identification of plants, poisons, etc., which the average reader

of Sanskrit could hardly bother to consider, but for ths waik

on which the anthiopologist will certainly be very gtateful

to the author. Tbe additional technical question of astrological

data L. wisely leaves to a specialist in that field, (p. *) I fc 1S

evident that by the 6th century the whole subject o the con-

secration of the king and bis sphere of duty was surrounded

with taboos and thtit the basic piopositions of dharma and ortfta-

no longer sufficed : these yitrSwa-texts serve to put us
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in a position to understand what the court-; iirohitaa had to

know in a period which is unquestionably historical. That

nil this was needful can be explained better by the historian,

particularly the historian of cultural influences of pre-Aryan

upon Aryan usages.

The rajabfiiaJwka ("coronation", "anointing") occupies

pp. IS to 37. Particular attention is given to the put ana,

prescriptions concerning the choice of moment for conse-

cration, the purartdara or aind>i-s&nti, predictions from

the sacred fire, and the actual consecration ceremony. At

pp. 337 we are given details of the mantras accompany-

ing the installation. Appendices show in an exceptionally

clear manner items which it would not be feasible to

set out in the text.
1

By fat the larger part of the discussion is

devoted to the king's duties, rajadharmct in the narrower sense.

If the collocation of topics would not suit modern western

classification that is not the fault of L.,, but of his puranie

author. The subdivisions of this section (1) acquisition of

collaborators and servants ; (ii) relationship of his subordinates

to the king ; (iii) construction of a fort and duties connected

therewith ; (iv) means o warding off poisons and demons ; (v)

means of protecting the king ; (vij education and protection of

the king's ^ou
; relationship of the king to his environment

(a euphemistic refeience to royal tendencies to corruption) ;

(vii) fate and human endeavour ; (viii) the seven instruments

of policy, i. e sam'in, llieda, datia, dand<i, etc. ; (ix) the royal

function as administrator of law (kdniyllche it cJitikoJuit) ; and

(x) conclusion.

By far the weightiest and most detailed sec Lion is the

ninth. We are curious to see into what detail the pnrana
goes with reference to vivadttpad>i8, which one would haxe

thought were adequately covered in the imritis. New lights are

frequently cast upon that was then thought to be settled upon
old controversies, which by no means ceased hi the 7th century.

1. Mantras (pp. 176-191) ; herbs (pp. 192-223); and several detailed

concordances.
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For example the age-old problem of the ftaityifl (pp. 155-6],

The ultimate dependence upon Manu, Yfijitovalkyn,
and N3radft

is
readily admitted by L (p. 174).

A great merit of the work is the refusal to be drawn into

comparative theorisings, or to stray from the path of accurate

description. Had every topic been submitted to theoretical

explanation the bulk of the book would have been three times

as great, Yet variant readings are constantly examined J

misleading translations are pointed out (e, g.)
that of Buhler on

Manu VII, 48 at p. 92 n. 4) ; ambiguous expressions
are happily

settled
(e. g^ffinaafe at p, 166 n. 4 there is a misprint in the

text at the place in question is correctly given as Grenzhttter,

"warden of the Marches") \ the parallel with western notions

very sparingly indicated (e.g. reference to Macchiavelli at

p. 102 n, 3) ; and parallel texts from the Bitopafok JfSmwto,

raSuati/ftfer, and of course niiand/tiu brought in where relevant.

It is a comfortable work, though, utterly unpretentious,
and

perfectly successful!,

J, DUKCAN M. DERRET, LONDON,
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THE GENIUS OF

i

]

One is struck in perusing the works of Maharehi Krishna

Dvaipayana Vyasa by the presence of a mass of poetry which
bears the style and impress of a single, strong and original, even

uuusual mind, differing in his manner of expression, tone of

thought and stamp o porsonality not only from every other

Sanskrit poet we know, but from every other great poet known
to literature.

Vyasa is the most masculine of writers. When
spoke of th3 femineity o genius hs had in mind certain features
of tempsrament which, whether justly or cot, are usually thought
to count for more in the feminine mould than in the masculine,
the love of ornament, emotionalism, mobile impressionability,
the tyranny of imagination over the reason, excessive sensiti-

veness to form and outward beauty, tendency to be dominate*!

imaginatively by violence and the show of strength ;... failure

AI1 tbese are natural pro-^^
* Adapted from Sri Auroblndo's Vyasa and VaMSkl compiled from

among the draft mftnusotiptaol Sri Anrobindo.ftnd published by Sri Aurobrnfio
A.lirft n.Ponai,h,ry. November, 195G. Sri Aurobmdo's paper on Vyflu 8ir

der,ptt0n of u ^^ atyle ^ pflrjoaality Vjw..
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perties of the quick artistic terapeiament pione to lose balance

by throwing all itself outward and therefore seldom peifectly
sane and strong in nil its parts. So much did these elements

form the basis of Coleridge's own temperament that he could

not perhaps imagine a genius in which they are wanting Yet

Wordsworth, Goethe, Dante and Sophocles show however that

the very highest genius can exist without them, But none of

these gieat poets is so singularly masculine, so deficient in

fernineity ns Vyasa, none dominates so much by intellect and

personality, yet satisfies so litlle the romantic imagination.

In his austere self-restraint and economy of power he is

indifferent to ornament for its own sake, the pleasures o

poetry as distinguished from its ardours, to little graces and

indulgences of style. The substance counts for everything

and the form has to limit itself to its proper work of expressing

witb precision and power the substance. Even his most

romantic pieces have a virgin coldness and loftiness in their

beaiity....But to those who have bathed even a little in

the fanntain-head of poetry, and can bear the keenness and

purity of these mountain sources, the naked and unadorned

poetry of Vyasa is as delightful as to bathe in a chill fountain

in the heats of summer.

The style o this powerful writer is perhaps the one

example in literature of strength in its purity, a strength

imdefaced by violence and excess, yet not weakened by nagging

and negligence. It is less propped or helped out by any artifices

and aids than any other poetic style. Vyasa takes little trouble

with similes, metaphors, rhetorical turns, the usual parapherna-

lia of poetry, nor when he uses them, is he at pains to select

such as will be new and curiously beautiful ; they are there

to define more clearly what he has in mind, and he makes just

enough of them for that purpose, never striving to convert them

into a separate grace or a decorative element. They have

force and beauty in their context but cannot be turned into

elegant excerpts ; in themselves they are, in fact, little or nothing.
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His supreme intellect rises every-where out of the

mass of insipid or turbulent redaction and interpolation with

bare and grandiose outlines. A wide searching mznd, hittorian,

statesman, orator, a deep and keen looker into ethics and conduct, a

subtle and high aiming politician, theologian and philosopher,
it

not for nolUny that Hindu imagination maffes the name of Vyam
loom so large *n the history of Aryan thought and attributes to him

a work to important and manifold. The widenesa of the wan't

intellectual empire is evident throughout tJie work ; we fed the present

of the yreat Rishi, the original thinker who has enlarged tfo

bounfariet of ethical and religioua outlook. (Italics miiie)

Annnd Swarup Gupta
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oue ot the most famous

stotras of the PurSnas. The VHmona
the most sacred stotra or player

;^)'_
nad tfae Bhagavata also calls it

this stotra -the great
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Elephant who, while enjoying his refreshing bath in the

pool of the golden lotuses situated on the Trikuta

mountain, is caught hold of by the great Crocodile, the

Gandharva Hxi.hu of the previous birth, offers his prayers

to Vinu, as a result of which he obtains his release,

The stotra is full of the devotional spirit and the

deep philosophical ideas. Visnu is here described both

in his nirguna and saynna aspects. He is both tiiryutta

and gunStman (Vam.), arupa and urunlpa, nirvisesa and

guna-dliarmin (Bhag.) la his niryuna aspect He is the un-

manifestand the primordial cause of the universe (avyahto

and mitia-praki-ti). He is the highest Reality, eternal and

changeless (para, nityet and. kufaitfut), He is One (ska]

without the second, He is beyond the Prakiti, and beyond

the reach of the senses and thoughts (adrsya, aaintya).

In his aaguna aspect. He is the l^iSva. The whole universe

is his manifestation, His sayuua form, and as such He has

innumerable forms and names (sahasm-siras and sahasra-

SuManSmari). This stotra contains the lofty ideas, and even

the veiy words, of the Upanisads and the Bh.Gita\cf. *\<mtf<

^^T ^?t^r ^f' ^8a, and *faww 3 ^g^TcSTg
1^' 48 b of the

Vam. Stotia with 'iRSfC Nl^t ^f^ 1 Bh. Glta, 8. lla and

Katha Up., 1.3. 15d icspectively).

The Gajendra-moksana-Stotra as given in the Bhag.

(VIII. 3. 2-2U), though consisting of almost the same

number of slokas as in the Vam. is diffeienl fiom this

stotra of the Vamann- Parana. The Bhagavata-stotra is

more permeated by the Veda aide spirit, and the pantheistic

tone also prevails there to a gi eater extent. But the

Gajendia-moksana-stotra of the Vam ana Parana seems

to be traditionally more favourite, as it has been inclu-

ded in an old compilation named the FaftcaratnagttS

published by the Venktesvnra Press, Bombay, and the

Glta Press, Gorakhpur.

The Gajeiidra-moksana episode has always been a

favourite theme with the Bhakti-literature of India. It
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has been given in the Puraivis such as the Vamana (Adh.

85) and the Bhagavatn (VIII. 2-4). It has also inspired
the medieval BhaUti poetry of India, written in Hindi
and other regional languages of the country by such poet-

saints as Sura and TuIasT.

The Stotra is said to have the efficacy of destroying nil

sins and evil dreams of a peison who recites or listens to

it. After the last sloka of Adh. 85 (which Adh. is also

named as Gayendra-inolcsaua) of the Venktesvara edition

of the Vamana-Pmana, the following additional siok a,

has been given in the six mss. of the VSmana PurSna,

including the Bengali one (No.39S9 of the H. P. Shustii's

Catalogue, Vol. V and deposited in the Library of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta) :

\ \

Both these Gajendra-moksana-stotras of the Vamana
and the Bhagavata Puranas, though differing from each
other, have also stiiking similarities in some of their

ideas and expressions. They use several similar epithets
(such as Ksttrajfia, Mnla.-.Prakrti etc.) in praise of Visnu,
Again, as noted above, both the Puranas record the
similar pliafasruti of this Stotra. According to both the
Puranas this Stotra destroys all sins and prevents evil
dreams

(|:$qsi). Both, again, recommend to remember
and think of the same pond of lotuses, the same mountain
Ttikuta, the same trees and bushes, the same rivers, and
also the game Avataras of Visnu, immediately after risingm the morning (,/. Yarn,, 85,69-73, and Bh5g., 8.4. 17-23).Thus u is clear that both these versions of the Gajendra-
moksana-stotra are rooted in the same tradition; though
later on the Gajendra-mokgana-stotra of the Vamana

nught have become more popular as hinted above.]

ANANND SWARUP GUPTA
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The students of Hindu Mythology are quite familiar

with the names Kadiu and Vinata, These two prominently

figure in the context oi the uv:ilry batween the nagas on one

side and Garudu on the other. These two themselves aie said

to have been contesting parties in the famous wager about

the tail of the steed of the sun. The wager of these wives of

Kfisyapa forms an important part of the Adi Farvan of the
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Mahabharata,
1 and is to be found also in the Purarms.1 Even

before the peiiod of the epic the wager of these two could be

traced right into the Inter Snmhitas and the Biahmanas.

The 'Supamadhyaya' a work of the late Brahmana period-

completely deals with the wager and. the final victory of Garuda

and his mother-Vinata-over the serpents and their mother-

Kfidiu. The Taittiriya Samhita (VI-1-6-) the Kathaka SarhhiK

(XXXIII-10) ;
the Maitrayanl Sarhhita (III-7-8) ; and the Sata-

pntUa Biahmurui-(IlI-2-4-lff) alfao record the wager. The

Satapatha Biahmana and the Taittirtya Sarhhila give the

account of the wager quite elaborately. It should be noted,

however, that these two names viz. KadrS and Vinata are

not common to all the texts that make their mention. The

'Suparnadbyaja', the Epics and the Puranas have both Kadiu
and Vinata; but going back to the BrShmanas the matter is

different. The name Kadru is known to the Biahmnrins and
the Sarhhitas, but the name of Vinata is absent therein. The
name Vintita gets cimency from the 'Suparnadliy&ya' onwards.
In the Vetlic texts that we have mentioned above, we have

'SupariiV in the account of the wager where we woiald. expect
Vinata. About the identification in the case of Kadiu and
Suparm we have the following account in the Biahmanical
litcjature :

Kadiu is said to be this Earth ; while Supairu is some-
fmes identified with 'Yak' and sometimes with the Heavens.8

The 'SvfxrvSdhySffa' has often 'Suparm
1

as the name of Gaiuda's
motbu\ but along with it we have the name Vinata also often
mentioned. In the Mahabharata, (Mb.) however, the name

the name 'Svpartf, and the same
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is tJie case with the Furanas. Kadru
1

, the mother of the

iSarpas according to the Brahmanas is later the same as the

mother of the nagas. She is 'iSarparajfit'
1

,
who is said to be

the earth. She is also identified with Surasa which also is the

eaith.
1

Vinata, identified with Supan.il who is the 'Heaven 1

(dyaulj) accoiding to the BiShmanas also came to be

identified with the Heaven ; and, thus, Heaven and Earth

came to compete with oue another. It is this identification o

Kadru with the Earth and of Vinata with the Heaven that

we find in the Suparnadhyaya.
3 The Mb. and the Puranas

do not indulge in this identification and just record the story

of their wager as if the two were real persons giving birth tp

the rivals the serpents and Garuda.

Vogel tries to give the interpretation of the words Kadru

and Vmnta. - According to him Lhe word Kadru meaning 'tawny'

and Vinata meaning 'lent' aie suggestive of the colour of the

earth and the curve of the Vault of the heaven respectively.*

According to Barth, Kadiu is darkness personified.*
5 This does

not sound proper in the face of the textual reference to the

identification between Kadru and the earth. It will be good
to see in this context the other epithets of these two i. e. of

Kadrfl and Vinata, so as to have a fuller idea of their true

nature. Now Kadru is also said to be 'Kan a8
(because ?) her

eyes had been lost due to the smoke of the offerings.
7

SuparnI also has another name, viz. 'Sunfft', and at some other

places 'Sunya, whence Gaiuda gels the nnme 'Saungeya?

Jail Charpentier notes these names in his 'Die Supnrnasage'

1. Cf. Vajaeaneyl Sam III-5 and Sayoya thereon ; also Taktirlya

Saiii. 1-5-4.

2. Cf, Hopkins 'Epic Mythology' p. 23, The Nagas are also called'

Sauraseyah' for which see 'Suparnadhyftya'-V-Q^, alao Mb. (BOH!)-XII-348-3.

3. Cf. Buparna-Adh.-1-2-1 'gTSTT^f^'ifl ^Rcft STf*)F*?t ^

t% I 3ffcl*ffa[ ^F f^^T^n g-T^jff ^[^^[ ^^ft ^T^ ^^TRT II

'

4. -The Indian Serpent, Lore' (London-1020) p. 51.

B. 'Religions of India' (London, 1882) p. 265.

6. Suparua-AdhyByu-I [1-5-4
7. Ibid. 1-2-2.

8. Ibid. Supania Adh. IV-8-2; IX-17-4. .

3
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while commenting on the stanzas : but does not give any definite

clue to them. These names (or better, epithets) do not occur in

the Mb, or the Puranas ; but are very important in as much as

they tend to offer the inner implication of the words 'Kadru
1

and 'Vinata' ; and their peculiar wager. The Brahmanas and

the SamhitSs that refer to these two and their wager have one

thing in common which is absent in the epics and the FurSnas.

According to these ancient texts these two competed as regards

their form. ('SvarQpa').
1 Now it can be clear why Kadru is

called 'Kana', and Vinata 'Suparnl.' Kadru, being herself

'KanaXsquint-eyed), would naturally (and psychologically) want

to show off the strength of her eyes to cover the defect or to

prove that the defect did not matter. And in this context the

wager in which the condition was to see the tail of the Sun's

steed lequiring sharp eyes would be perfectly fitting I This

defective personality of KadrQ is discernible in her very name

'Jfad' -f'j'S*, the first part 'kad' meaning 'incomplete', 'improper'.
1

It is possible that the other part ru retains in itself the original

sense of the word 'rfipa which is constantly to be seen in the

words 'Stmarupayoh'.

The wager between Kadru and Vinaia (Suparni) is well

rooted in the ancient texts and Chorpentier seems to be right
in stating that the w,iger between the two might have originally
been a saga in which two contesting personalities were involved,
who were later identified with Heaven and Earth. 3 But where-
as it is possible to agree with Jail Charpentier in this point,
it is not possible to take in entirety his view that the sugn
originally came from the 'wajering animals'. It, more naturally,
resembles such numerous folk-tales where two wives of the same
person one defective or wicked and the other attractive or

sobercompete for supremacy, and the one with the evil nature

Saria XXX-10
ha,

.

KuteiW,
mpate iUch woed8 " 'Kadannam', 'Kadartha' where -Kad'

& Of. 'Die
Snparnasage, p. 306.
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wins with deceit, only to be retaliated with a counter-blow.1

Whatever might be the original nature of Kadiu and VinatS,

one thing seems to be pietty clear that these two were rivals.

Kadiu, as we have alieady noted, can be traced to the Vedic

liteinture without any change in the name, and we can take for

granted that it was the earth ; but such is not the case with

Vina la. Sometimes she is identified with the JTeaen and some-

times with F5&. Her name also is not fixed. This suggests

thtit originally she was something different fiotn the Vale or the

Heaven. It is true that she is said to be the mother of the

metres. But even there it appears that the metres are named

nler her and get the name 'Saupainani' or 'Sauparneyah'.
8

Theie is the mention of a 'Sauparnam Jkliyamm'* which is also

culled 'Saupanfi-Kadravam'*, and at every step the metres are

said to be 'Sanparnat. Gayatri is also said to be Sauparnab,/

This goes to suggest that the 'akhyana' named 'Sauparnl-

Kadravam',
6

is utilised to enhance the importance of the

metres ; that it was originally separate, and that at a later stage

it was adjusted in the sacrificial ritual. Going still back we find

that iu the Rgveda7

tuparna-syena is said to bring Soma ;
but

there is no mention of Supainl or Kadru theiein, nor do the

metres figure therein. The wager is totally absent in the

Bgveda. This poses before us the following distinct stages :

L Bringing of Soma by Syena-supaina in the Rgveda,

ii. Identification of the metres with Suparna (Syena)

in the period later than the Rgveda Samhita
1

;
the

1. A number of euoh tales can be mentioned. Cf. tl famous tale of

Dhruva* ; the story of Bilanagamma current in the South, oto. eto.

2. Of. Kathaka Saiii. XXX-IO ; Mairiiyani Sam III-7-8 5 eto.

3. Cf . Aitareya Br. 111-25 ff ; Tfin.lya Mabii Br. VHI-i.

4. Satapatha Br. ITI-^-i-1 ff. (Kayva)

5. The exaot quotations arc-Kftthaka SaihbTtS. (q. b.)
'

6. The 'Baupamnkhyaoa' or tbe 'Saupanii-Karlravain' as it is oalled,

deata with the bringing of Soma by
7. Of. Bgv. IV-25-4, S.
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purpose being to extol the sacrificial ritual and the

mantras therein.

iii. The then-current account (akhySnn) of the wogei'

between Kadru and Suparm (also called, '&ungi' f

Vinati), whatever their real nature might be.

One interesting thing to be noted in this context is that,

though the Brahmana hteratiue speaks of the metres as

Snuparnas establishing their relation with the word 'Supami',

we have no trace yet of the sons of K.adr5 in this context.

It is surpiising enough that in the account of tlie wager o!

Kadiy and Vinata, the serpents should not figure, even though

Kadiu is recognised to be the mother of the seipents in the

BrShmanas and Sarhhitas themselves as can ba known from the

epithet 'SarpaiajnT, applied to her and from the word '

Kadravtya '.

Then, it seems "most probable in this case that the wnger

between these two Was part of a different tale altogethei and

was used in the settings of the sacrificial ritual in the same

way as the Rgvedic idea of the bringing of Somft by Syena-

suparna was used to extol the meties.

In the original form the tale of the wager seems to be

just like the tales where the son of the ill-treated but good-

natuietl wife becomes successful say of the type of the famous

tale o Dhruva, who being humiliated by his step-mother goes

away and attains the immortal and stable place. The tale of

Ghul-BukSvali, widely known, is of the same type.
1 In the

'Balanagammg'
1

,
we have already referred to, the son of a queen

ultimately becomes successful in saving his mother. When
the Rgvedic 'Somaharanot account was utilised to extol the

sacrificial ritual, the Vedic Snpaina was identified with the son

of the humiliated lady (?) in the popular tale and because

1. The tale is alio called by the name-S'Kiigam.ohampa' ; for the tale

SOB -'Parker-* Village folk-talea fioru Ceylon' (London, 1910). See also 'White

turtly* In the tame book-

2- It is cwrent in tbe gcuth. There was also a picture of that nanfla

produced somewhere during 1941^42. The same tm was filmed later in Hindi
by Gmiui Pcoduottoo by the name 'Bahut din huye'
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of the influence of the word 'Supaina
1

,
the lady (?) was named

as 'Suparm', her sons 'Sauparnani' or 'Saupnrneyah' (the metres)

performing the same great deed as sons in popular tales would

perform, here the bringing of immortality 01 Soma (the most

valued drink at the sacrifice), which was quite the same deed

mentioned of Jsyena-suparna in the "B-gveda. Thus a complete
fusion of cv popular tale with the Rgvedic idea of Somaharana

was accomplished against the background of the Biahmanic

sacrificial ritual.

Who might these contesting co-wives oiiginally be ? We
liave seen how the lest interprets 'SupninI' as the Vak.

This seems to be a latei thought to suit her as the mother of

the 'mantras'. There appeats to be no lelution whatsoevei

between the word ft

u,par#? and 'speeah'. The other identification

viz. Supmnl is the Heaven, is also feeble; for heie again the

word Supaim has no relation \vhatso2ver with the sky or Heaven.

The identification seems to be influenced by the identification of

Kadiu with the Earth. The Eaith and Heaven always foirning a

pair (cf. *dyav5-prthivyau), the livul of KadtQ (the Eaith) came

to be the Heaven at the time of the Biahmanas. But, significant

in this context is the epithet 'Sungi
1

as we have noted, which

has been neglected by Jail Clmpentlei and Vogel who follows

him. 'Qungl
1 means the 'Nyayrodha (or the Indian fig tree.

Picas Indica'.). Sungi (or Sungd) is another epithet of

Viimta who is also called Supainl, The Nyagiodha is itself

called '

iHuparna
1

in the RSmayana,
1 the bianch of this tiee is

called Par7/a-6ffl7mZ5'
3

(full with leaves)- suggesting thereby the

epithet 'Suparnl'. It is inteiesting to note that Gaiuda the

son o VinatS (Sujparni or Swiyi} accoiding to the Suparna-

dhyaya) perched on the branch of this particular tree to eat

the elephant and the tortoise.
8 Garuda is said to have killed

1. Bamaya^a 1 11-36-30 (Myla.pora-1958)

2. Ibld-35-30.

3. Of. Tbid-3fi.27 ff. Mb. (BORT)-I-2fl-40 3. (where we have

whioh. also means the Nyogrodha ; Cf. also Skanda p. IH-38-60 ff. Padma

p. V-44-3S ff. The Padma-Puratja liae Gaiuda sitting on tlie branch of a
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the Nisadas with the branch of this particular tree *
This

constant association of Gar uda whose first mention as the son

of iSwparni or Sunyi occurs in the 'SuparnaJhyaya' seems

to have significance- This tree i. e, Sungd (or Sung! or the

Nyagrodha) is said to be the usual haunt of the huge birds

called Garuda. 3 Now this big tiee being the chosen haunt

of the birds called Garuda might rightly be spoken of as their

mother as is hinted flist by the 'Suparnadhyaya' and followed

by the Mb. and the FuiSims. The Earth could very well be
!

taken as the mother of the serpents as they actually live in

the holes or ant-hills in the Eaith and issue forth from it.
a

The mother of the serpents being also called 'fiurasa'* who is

identified with 'Kadi a', supports this. If this is acceptable,

the next step is easy. The serpents living in the earth under

the huge tree, and the garucU bird upon the huge tree, would

naturally come in folk-lore as rivals as would also the Earth

and the Tree. This idea of rivalry can well be expected to

get itself attached to the popular tales of wager. The principle

of animism5 peculiar to the savat/a tribes, according to which

all things aie supposed to have life, and on the same level as

man would naturally have these two the Earth and the

Tree come in folk-lore as real persons. Once this is undei-

stood, we can also understand how the Sunga is called Supawii

with its beautif-ul leaves ! This tree could naturally be called

Vinata in both the senses of the word, viz.-(i) Vi $- nata, i. e,

bent by the birds ; and (ii)-'F*'!tiSet#a nata. The second mean-

Jambu-taee but utlimately Vi>,ua aks him to sit on hig arm whioli Canute
does to eat bia pray. Nyagrodha is also one of the epitheta of Vi$uu. This

might have oaused the change from Nyagrodha-^akhn to Visa's arm.

2. For this see the episode of ^akfcidevo in the KatbS-Sarit-B&gara
(w* also Die Suparnasage, p, 363 ?,)

S. In ancient Egypt the serpent waa called the son of the Earth
for which aee Vogel -The Indian serpent lore', p. 20 Introduction,

4, Cf,Brtm, Y-I-14S} 158.

B. This U th underlying principle in Totemiam where tha totem and
th* human baing araaaid to be on the same lerel.
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ing is appropriate ; for the off-shoots of the Sunga (Nyagrodha)
1

go down in the earth. If we take into account the natural

and traditional rivalry between the serpents and the bird

named Garuda, it will be easier still to understand this peculiar
tale of rivalry and wager between these two the Earth and
the Sung! tree. It could ba, thus, clear that the original

party in rivalry with Kadiu was this tree called '6ungT', and
that 'SuparnT' (or later 'P'tnita') were only epithets which

gained prominence leaving away the proper name, when the

original popular tale of the traditional rivalry of the Garudas
and the Nagas was cast into the Brahmanical atmosphere.

Theie is another very interesting episode which again
hints nt the association of the serpents with the Nyagrodha
{SungaJ. It occurs in the context of the death of King
Pariksita. 8

According to it when Taksakn, goes to bite

the king to death, he meets a Biahmana by name KSsyapa
who also is on the way to the capital. On being asked the

purpose of his visit to the capital, the Brahmana says that he

would revive the king to life when Taksaka bit him. Now
Taksaka asks him to show his power. In the challenge it

happens that Taksaka destroys a tree by his venom and the

Brahmana Kasyapa revives the tree. The tree is the Nyagro&'ha.

When any other tree or object would have been sufficient

for this demonstration of powers, it seems of particular

importance that this 'Nycujrodht' couU have been chosen.

It thus seems that ia ths context of the Naga-Garuda-lore

this tree Sunga or Nyagiodhn has gieat importance; and it

is with this peculiar importance that the tree comes in our

tale of the wager as the mother of Gai-ada, as does Kadru

as that of the serpents.

I have propounded elsewhere3 that Garuda and the Nagas

(serpents) were not different tribss as Oldlmrn, Hastings, Vogel

1. The word Nyagrodha alao mean 'ahooting downward*' from

nyak+rudh (to grow).

2. Of, Mb. 1-4 B.

3 In my article 'Garu<T.as-An Ethnic study' to be published in duo

course of time.
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and others believe. They were two phra tries of the same
big

dan, the Nagas. Ethnically they were of the same stock. It

is usual in the tribal organizations to have a definite symbol

for each phratry.
1 Judging from the peculiar association of

Gaiuda with the Svmga (Nyagrodha), it would not be wrong

to propound that this particular tree might have been a

special symbol of the Garuda phratiy of the Naga tribe (01

the Naga clan).

When we understand this nature of Kad.ru and Vinata,

wa can follow how the wager about the tale of the sun-horse

suits in this contest. The Ramaynna actually gives the

location of the Nyagrodha with the whole exploit of Garudn

related in a nutshell in the context of the description of

Marlca's hermitage. The great tree stands on the shore of

the sea.a The Mahabbarata also has the same sea-shoie

situation of the tiee; for according to it, Garuda goes

lo the tiees and among them the 'Rauldna* (i. e. Nya-

grodlia.) which aie all in the vicinity of the sea.3 The

whale tale about Vinala and Kadiu has the sea-backgiouud.
1

Garuda is said to go to meet his mother Vinata on the shore

of the sea." Kadiu asks ViimtS (defeated in the wager) lo

take her on bet back tc the island RSinamy.iknm,
8 which is

sunounded by sea-waier. They both ate said to come to the

ECU to luck ut the tail of the sun's hoise7 the sea which is

th.> abode of the Nagas. Now it is well supported by textual

proof that tilt tjopic along the sea-shore and the islands in tlie

1. For which BOB Htld 'Mababbaraba' (London-! 9 J6), p. 122 ; 112.

*Iao Huttings 'Enoyclofs&lia of Religion ai.d Ethica% p. 513. also Harris

Wilder end Bwt WnltOrth. -J etsonal Identification' (Boaton-1918), p. 22 & S3.

2. RJirn. II [-35-26 aod 37.

3. Mb. (RORI)-I.26-40ff.

4. ibid-I-Si
1

; 1-25.

5. Ibid.I-21,

*- ,

* F*r tLe oiacb Cation of Kamftpli-aham see my article in '

NoS,m*~ *
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bay of Bengal (called Mahodadhi)
1 weie the colonies of

the Nagas. Now, the Nyagiodha (the sunyt of our tale) and

the Earth, both symbols of the Naga phratries", could look upon
the aun beyond the ocean and have a wager. The sun playing
an important part in the wagei- can be understood, if we
remember that most of the ancient tribes were having sun-worship ;

that the oiiginal cult was generally the sun-cult and later

it gave place to the woiship of wairior gods.
3 The leference

to the Sun in this wager seems to be an influence from such

ancient belief. It is for this reason, most probably, that Gaiuda
is said to go to the East according to the 'Suparnadhaya,'

4

and Vinata is said to be 'Patangi' as the sun is the 'Patanga'

in the Skanda Purana s
. Aiuna being the deformed son of

Vinata and being the charioteer of the Sun, also hints at the

same point. This seems to be the original nature of Kadru,
Vinata and their peculiar wager. In all probability this tale

of the wager formed a part of the traditional lore of the Nagas
and other people, and was current all over the hind. At the

period of the Biahmnnas it was assimilated into the sacrificial

ritual and was fashioned to suit their own purpose as we
have hinted before and as can be clearly seen from such

passages as

'What she (Kadiiz) spoke as 'beyond water', it is only
the sacrificial altar she spoke of. 'The white horse rests on

the pillar i.e. the sacrificial post is that pillar ; Agni is the

white horse. As to what Kadru said, 'Down hangs the tale

of that horse-the wind shakes it-that I see* ; it is only the cord

(fastened to the sacrificial post) that she spoke of."
8

1. For which tee my article roei-ti ned above io note 39
; also Mukherji

'Ancient India' (Allahabad, 3flfi6) mnp opp p 484.

2. See-Hastings ICaayalofEedri of Religion and Ethics-Yol. ii. p. 417

for the treo of Banyan as having the epirit of the Ngga-Raja.
5. On this point see W. J. Perry's beautiful article 'The coming of

Warriora* In 'Making of Man' (New York, 198').

4. Suparnttdhyiiya-VTI-14-4 (in 'Die Suparnaaage'. J. Charpentier.),

6. Skanda V -IV-GO-33

0. gatapatha, T.r (Kanva) V-6-2 6 and 0.
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It should not be aigued here that the wager of Kadru and

Supainl was part of Vedic symbolism for the Earth and the

Sky ; for, as we have noticed,
l

Suparm' is not to be found in the

Sgveda and even in the later Vedic texts there is no one

interpretation of the name-somelimes being 'VSk' and sometimes

'Heaven
1

. Moreover, Kadtaveya being the king of a definite clan,

the '

OTTOS' who had 'tfarpavidya' as the specific loie as'

mentioned in the iauta Sutras 1 and the Datapaths 13r.'

nullifies this symbolism, indicating that there was a definite

phratry of the sarpas (later 'completely identified with Nagivt}

named after Kadru (whence the chief of the phratry is Kadia-

veya). The names 'KadraveyaW (for Nagas) and 'Vainateya* or

'Saungeyu' for Garuda also fit in well in the maternal naturt

of the tiibal organisations. Kasyapa being the common

husband foi these two, i. e. Kadru and VinatS-need not Emprise

us i for the tortoise (or Kacchapa) (along with the snake) was

consideied to be the common fore-father of all the^tiibua in

India.3 It is possible that this 'Kacchopa' was later iiknlinvil

with the Knsyapa Prajapati. Hence also that the various

clans-vi-z., the birds, the serpents etc. are said to be produced

by Kpsyaps. The tortoise is cleaily mentioned to be cialkr

even than the Prajapati.
4

1. See ASviilriyaaa Sp. SO. Uttarft Satka-lV-6 1

Sr. SO. XV 1-2-13 and 14.

Sea aleo Aiiarejn Br. VI-1 where Arbuda Kadraveyo ia referred
'Sorpur.!* whoVwlpB alfio to drive the swrificial evil which the other -hot-re' coul
not. to th* TUHlrt^ 6bhim.5.lj we have another Kadraveya by iuu

( also fl

'

B "Tribea and Cast of Bengal'-JBAS- Ultf.
* CT.

TtlttlrTya ArflUyaka'l-2S-l.



THE FOUR WORLD OCEANS AND THE DVIPA

THEORY OF THE MIDDLE AGES

BY

B. H. KAPADIA
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fe<y.y^u^ WT^crj^T^
1
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1
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It is quite piobable, that in the Vedic desciiption of the

four world-rivers lies the germ of the remaikable Dvipa-theory

of the middle ages. The earth surrounded by the waters of

the ocean may be thought of as a round orb or as a square

being interlaced by four rivers going out from the middle point

of the earth thus giving rise to four lings of water inundating

the tract of land and thus giving rise to what is exactly meant

by the word DVIPA. Bui, in any case, the number oF DvTpas

in later days change and the description of the four DvTpas

lying encircling the mountain Mem appears to be the oldest.

The Buddhists have taken over this theory in this form and

adhered to it in all their schools and they have partly added
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smaller dvlpas and the pratyantaradvlpas. From these the

real dvipas can be separated as the MahSdvipas.

In the prose of the Mandhatujataka (2.313.7) it is said

that king MondhBtu bad enjoyed sovereignty over the four

Mahadvlpas.
1 The same is only narrated in greater detail

in the Mandhatavadana of Divyavadana (214) and here the

names of the four Dvlpas are also given ns Jambudvipa,

Ptuviwideha, Aparngodaalya and Uttarakuru. Similar names

are mentioned in Lalitavistara
2
(I9.15f.) and the same list of

the dvlpas or the mahadvipas is repeated in the Mahavastu.

HUan-Tsang gives an exact account of the position of

the Dvlpas. The four Ds'Ipas lie in the salt-ocean enciicling

Sumeru which is chiefly surrounded by seven mountains

encircled by v/atei, and indeed Pitiha (Videha) in the east,

Chnn-pu (Jambn) in the south, Ku-to-ni (Godam) in the west,

and Kou-lo (Kuru) in the north.

These numbers and the names ore repeated again hi the

JaLakn books and in such GatnSs which can scarcely originate

from Buddhistic authors. 'As far the four DvTpas together

with the oceans and together with the mountains stretch, so

far renches my tail. How can you avoid, it ?' So says the

panther to the sheep in the Dipijataka.
4 la the Vidhurn-

pariditajstaka Vidhura tells Dhananjaya as he shows him

the wonderful gem, 'See the Videhfis in the east and in the

g. Along <with it 2000 smaller islands are mentioned

2. ;T

SjTggtcr (J[rtMms|t?| | likewise 140. I9f. (however 'TRI^T initead

as th constituent of tha ^^q^' at^eTfg.
The samo nftnoes

are mentioned in a obiter begiaaing with ^^fq^t ^Tl^md, io MahHvyutpatti
1S4.

3. of. I. 49. j II. GS, 6. 1 f ; II. 58, I8f. ; III. 378 if. ;
in the last two

passages the vwtern Dvlpa ia cHd ^^4^1^^^ t

4. 420, Q. 4r

*r?f fjgssf z&i %ft tf f^Ksrfir it
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west the Goyauiyas, the Kuru and the Jambudvlpa embedded

in the stone
1

."

In the Mahabharata and in the Puranas8
rules sovereign

the description of the seven DvTpas which must have quite
distinct source than the description of the four Dvipas. By
the side of this there occurs the Vaisa-theory, according to

which the Jambudvlpa is spht asunder by inaccesible different

parallel strips of mountains and in the midst of the middle-
most strip lies the mountain Meru. Nevertheless, the old

dvlpa-theory which is completely unreconcilable with this,

always breaks through it. In Mbh. 6-6, in a chapter, which
contains the description of the Jninbudvipa after the Varsa
inserts a verse 12 when it comes to the talk of the mountain

Mem, "On its sides are lying these four dvlpas, O king,

Bhadras"vo, Ketumala. JnmbudvTpa and these Uttarakurus.

O Bharata, they serve as the resort for those who have earned

merit". 7 In the present context, the Varsa is completely in-

sensible, According to the Vn,r?a-theory Meru lies in the

centre of Jambudvlpa, Uttarakuru is the Northern Varsa, and

Bhadrasva and Ketnmala are the two side-Varsas of the

central strip east and west from Meru. The Vayu Parana
and the Vaiaha, Put-ana contain a compilation of the Jambu-
dvTpakhandavinirm5na of the Mbh. Here the scandalous

dvlpas are substituted by Desah and for JambudvTpa, Bharata

is substituted as the name of the Northernmost Varsa.8

5. 545. Q, 74 : ^t TOT *f^TTf^[ ^ *i*m\ \

u

6. of. tre^J^RO', 3ftJqrir H3-l 14 ; In almost all the MahS Purapaa tho

deaoriptione of 1 dvlpas, 7 oceans, Meru and the Varsas is identical. The descrip-

tion of Vayu Fur!U.ia is -with details. Also found ia the TRfGiPT^ of the Mbh.

^rai^gr 12. 14. 21 ; V5.yu, Matsya, Markaoleye p KCLrm&, Linga have identical

phraseology.

7. grer qra^ft sKi^^R; $$&<& Wt i

8, Vflyu PuTBoa 34. 5Sff, Var. p, 75. 57ff :

(Var :
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A fiuther support of the original, which; is wanting in

the Mbb. is the oft icpeated comparison which occurs in

runny Fuianas, of Meiti and the ench. cling four dvlpns witf

the receptacle and the leaves of the lotus. Vayu Purana 34. 46

stoles : "It is well-known that the four big ,dv!pas have Ibe

form of the lea\es and the mighty Meru, the form of 'the

'receptacle
1

'.
9 In VarahapuiaiiLa (75.48) this text standing 1)}'

all means in flagrant conliast to the Varsa-thcoiy is changed anil

the result is pure nonsense.30
Encouraging is the Visnu Puiani

II. 2. 37 f., wheie omitting the woid dvlpn, and insel-ting the

word Bharata for Jnmbudvlpa-with it is said : "From Nllrt to

Ni$adha Malyavat and Gandhamadana stretch themselves.

In their centre lies Mem which has the foim of the receptacle

Bharata, Ketiimala, Bhadiasvn and the Kurus are the Icovcs

of the world lotus".11

Even in Vayu P. 42, where theie is the description of

the course of the four world nveis, always the ancient

description peeps through Theie is no talk of the Viusas
which must be wateied by the rivers in their course.13 The Sita

: (Var. o^) 3x1^: (Var. o^)

Both the last lines occur again in the Vayu P. 41, 85 in the form i

But the line going before it

i

n

^rrarf?r

Oaly i V. 67 Mia la Ofloe mentioned aa the Var^parvata.
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flows through Bhadrasva which is mentioned as a great dvlpa.
1"

Likewise, the western river waters the Mahadvlpa Ketumala14

and the Bhadrasoma the Mahadvlpa Uttarakuru.15 At the

end of the ch. (v. 98) the earth is expressly designated as

As a matter of fact, the ancient Brahmanic conception

exactly agrees, with the Buddhistic. Bhadiasva, letumala and
Ultarakuru were dvlpas befoie they became Varsas inside

the Ja-mbudvlpa. Only in the name of the four dvlpas there

is difference and it must be understood that Purvavideha

makes an ancient impression than Bhadrasva. So long however

Godaniya, the name of the westein dvipa with the Buddhists,

is not made clear according to its origin, one can hardly

opine about it with any degree of certainty.

13.

5r^T sofa' $f- $ fft T^fr UHYU of.^rrg 42 39-41.

14. ^K^Hlsi TfTft'T

is. ^(^zpgir srgferr

16. How deep tlis dasoriptioti of the four dvlpaa baa taken root iu the

conaoieaca of the Indians ia aViown in the talk of Draupadl who infuriates the

dejeoted Yudbislblia to manly resolution. She describes bo him hia victory over
the four dvlpaa whose namae, with, tlie exoaptioa of Bhadrasva, are taken from
tb.e Hat of the seven dvipas. Only towards the end are spoken of the tuitardvlpaa

quite generally (Mbh. 12 14. UlET)

iR ^ 1 1
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If the conjectiire, about the origin of the theoiy regarding

the four dvipas from the Vedic division of the earth through

the four rivers is cotrect, then the Vedic, in course of time,

must have made a change at least in two points. First, the

rivers must have become the oceans. In any case, the Bud-

dhists think of the four dvTpas to be surrounded by the oceans

and even in. the Brahmanic cosmology the same rmist have

been the case, even though that does not occur in the Pnianas

where the ancient dvipas have become the vai$as of Janabudvlpa.
The assumption of such a formation of rivers into oceans does

riot land us into any great difficulty. It may be even possible
even in the time of the Rg-veda if one were to understand the

expression asm: *rpT srfa fasrcfcf I. 1G4. 42 quite literally. The
above given conception appears to be more probable

Secondly, the position of the four Dvipas must be some-

what shifted, presupposing that one thinks the four riveis to

be originally turned towards the four main directions, then

the islands naturally must lie in between the intermediaiy
directions. If, on the oilier hand, the diiection of the rivers

as is given to us by the Buddhists be more ancient, then

the exact location of the Dvipas fiom the beginning must be

the same. As regards the expression 5Tpc?F: in I. 164. 42 on

behulf of the second assumption, one ought not to call in

question, since Sifet: in the more ancient language is" employed

vmdoubtedly in the sense of the principal direction.

Before I pass on further, I express my hearty obligation
to the late lamented Heinrich Ludeis, the great scholar of the

Sanskrit language, for having used his diecvission given in the

article entitled "Die vieir Weltsiome und die Dvlpa -theory
des Mittlealters".

The sixth Upanga (Uvanga) of the canonical literntuie

of the Svetambara Jamas is Jambudvlpaprajnaptti (Jambud-
divapanrmti), It contains the description of Jambudvipa or

India. It is a work on Jaina Cosmology divided into seven

sections. In the third section there is the description of the
BhSratavzusa.
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The treatise speaks of the seven Vaigas or countries

constituting the seven main divisions of Jambudvipa. According
to Leumann (ZDMG Vols. 48 and 82) they can be called as

exactly parallel texts to the Visnupmana II and the Bhagavata
Pmana V. The Bharatavarsa appears as the bedstead from

the north, and from the south as the bow. The two great

rivers Ganga and the Sindhu and the mountain VaitSdhya

(Vindbya) divides into six portions. The text states that

there are six Varsa Parvatas1T in the Jambudvipa viz. Himavan,

HemakiilQ, Nisadha, Nlla, Sveta and Srngavan, from the

south to the noith. Each one forms a long range from pea to

sen. The Jambudvipa connects the origin of the river

Ganges with a flow through the eastern outlet of a great lake

in the lesser Himalayan iange. Like the lotus lake, the lake

Anottara, has four outlets on the four sides from each of

which flows a river. The four rivers thnt flow from the four

outlets aie Ganga, Rohira, Sindhu and Harikanta (Jamb. 4.

34. 35). Many rivers fall into the Ganges through which they
enter the eastern ocean. The text speaks of 8 peaks of the

greater Himalaya, 11 of the lesser range and 9 of the

Vaitadhya range.

The Nandi sutra and the Anuyogadvara aie counted

among the Prnklranas but they stand as two companion texts

forming n, group by themselves. These books are a store-

house of information. The Buddhists recognise five big rivers

( TjJFrfezft )
s GangS, Yamuna, AcirSvatr, Sarabhu, Mubl (Mil.

70.87.380). Mil. 114 states that ftom among the 500 rivers

flowing from Himavat only ten are to be reckoned as riveis

as they were always full of water. Besides the above men-

tioned there are Sindhu, SarasvatI, Vettavatl, Vitamsa and

Candabhaga.

17. ef. Mateya P. 113. 10; Vsyu P. 31. 13, 21; 49. 52-53 where nix

Vargaparvataa of Jumbudvlpa are Himaviln, HemakQta, Nisadha, Mem, Nlla and

^L'ligavrvn. They arc served by Siddhae apd Cp-rayaa. TJiejc inner ViVkambh&
la 0,000.

5



[The Naiyayikas recognise only the four pramSnas

or instruments of right knowledge, viz. pratyakw (percep-

tion), anumana (inference), upamana (analogy) and aycam

(word of the trustworthy). The PaurSmkas add two

more, viz. savribhava, (equivalence) and altihya (tradition).

The Naiyayikas, however, do not recognise these

two pramanas of the Pauianikas as separate pramanas;

they include sambhava in the anumana, and aitihya in the

agama. The learned writer here ^discusses this problem

and suppoits the view of the Pauranikas in holding and

establishing the sambliava and aitihya as distinct from

anumana and agama].
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SIMILES IN THE VI?NU PURANA
BY

V. VARADACHARI

T 1

?TT *T 9 ft i^[^^^^faqfzr*PT ^rfT
1

<cTT.

i ]

Paiasara, the eminent sage and father of Vedavyasa t

is the author of the ViSnupurana which is culled Puranaratna 1
,

This Purina, which is au ideal upabrrihana for the Vedas, is

written in a unifoimly easy flowing and charming style.

ParastiTtt is peihaps one among the authors of ancient duys
who taught the truths of the Upanisads through the garb of a

literary composition. The following stanzas could be cited

to prove this.

11

One and the same thing gives rise to grief, happiness,
envy and anger, How then can an object be (considered to be)
of its nature ?

I. Vi
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That itself having given rise to pleasure again produces

grief. That itself gives rise to anger and tranquillity.

Therefore there is nothing which is of the nature of

grief or happiness. The natuie of pleasure and pain is on

account of the change of mind (mental condition).

Visnupuiana II.6.47 49.

The passages show that the objects of pleasure and pain
do not exist as such. It is only the mind that is responsible

for treating the objects of the world as pleasurable or painful.

"When this ife lealised, man can remain indifferent to the objective

woild and maintain his mental peace.

Rarely does Parasara indulge in giving comparisons for

the effective presentation of the matter which he takes up
for treatment. But wheie he does, he chooses the instances

from the way of life of ordinaiy people. At the same time,
his comparisons convey the greatness of the good and expose
the hoHowness of the wicked. These comparisons seive there-

fore a didactic pvirpose and reveal the worldly wisdom (lankika

jvtSna) of Parasara. This is evident from the following lines

in the description of the sites in the Brndavana when the

rainy season set in.

Then there set in the tainy season with the sky much
screened by the multitude of clouds, making all the directions

(appear) into one by the showers of rain.
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*- The earth, abounding in the well-grown and fresh tender

grass and filled with Indragopa, was, as it were possessed of

emeialds and decorated with rubies.

II

People observed the waters of the rivers which flowed

on all sides deviating from their course and which weie like

the minds of the wicked (ill-mannered) after their getting

fresh wealth.

*i??rfat

The spotless moon did not shine being concealed by da ik

clouds, like the statement (argument) of one who speaks the

truth (is passed over) by the impudent utterances of the wicked,

Tlie raiq-bow (the bow of Indra), though it had no sLiing,

got a place in the sky, like a man (who is devoid of meiit) gets

(a place for) the patronage of the undiscriminating king.

The white (spotless) line of cranes shone in the backgiound
of clouds, like the brilliant activity of the good-mannered bom
of a good family in that (background) of the wicked.

The
extremely unsteady lightning did not attain stability in

the sky t like
friendship practised (displayed) by a wicked man

tor an eminent person,
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*n*if ^i^^iBre^DRinq^,^!. j

1

n

The paths were indistinct, covered as tiey weie with the

mass of grass
8

, like the utterances of the dull-headed8 which

yield some other sense (i. e. a sense other than the one intended).

At that lime, Krsna and Rama moved about happily with

the cowherds in the forest having intoxicated peacocks and deer.

VisnupurSna V.6 36 44.

In the lines cited above, Pmasara brings out, with giea-t

effect, the "ways and means adopted by the wicked to piosper in

life. The effects of the heavy rain must have been disastrous

and so bear a good compniison to the behaviour of the wicked.

The description here is made attractive by the apt similes.

In the same section of this Pmana, Parasara gives a vivid

description of the autumn. Heic too, the author gives compa-

risons which ore of a different kind besides being exquisite like

those given in the description of the lainy season. The following

stanzas illustiate this:

As Rama and Kcsava were thus sporting in the cowheid's

colony, the rainy season was over and thcie set in the autumn

with blossomed lotuses.

1. ifWTllIT is the reading adopted by Sridharo, the commentator on

this Parana.

2 - ^QT gtaae. ^fsq
1

sprouting or tender grass.

8.' Aocording to the reading SPT^TRT, the second half of this stanza
means that olver persons utter statements which, yield a different sense.
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The saphaia fish (carp) were much oppressed with liert

in the water of the ponds, like a house-holder (afflicted) will

the sense of ownership due to his attachment for children,

land and others.

: u

The peacocks remained silent in the forest having given

up their dance, like the yogins (remaining silent) after realising

the worthlessuess ot worldly existence.

The clouds, whose forms were pure and white, receded

from the sky having given up their wealth, nnmely, water, like

the wise giving up strife.

II

The tanks dried up, being heateJ. by the rays of the

autumnal svin, like the hearts (minds) of the embodied beings

become afflicted \vith the sense of ownership for many tiling?

held by them.

The autumnal waters became suitably united with the

lilies like the minds of those whose nature is pure, (getting united)

with awakening,

l - ^ is an alternative reading.
9. Tba bettw rwdUag oould b
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The stars stone iu the azure sky and the moon also in

its full orb, like the Yogin who takes the body for the last

time in a good family.

II

(The water in the) reservoirs gradually receded from

the banks, just as learned men leave aside the sense of owner-

ship which is deeprooted for (with reference to) land, children

and others.

^I (I

The swans became united once again with the waters

of the tanks which they left before, just as bad Yogins, being

affected by obstacles, get (to their share) the miseries which

remain (unexhausted).

The sea remained noiseless with its still water,

like the recluse who becomes unruffled on getting the mahayoga*

in due course.

The waters became very clear on all sides, just as the mind

of the intelligent becomes tranquil
3 when Vignu is realised to

be present everywhere.

1. Mahayoga-aamprajuataBamadhi, a stage in yogio meditation.

3. The second half of tbe stanza means, according to Srldhara and

Vijiijueitta, the commentators on this Purnna, that tbe mind of the intelligent

becomes kindly disposed towards friends and ensmies when Vi^u ia realised

to be present everywhere.
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The sky became rid of impurity, the clouds having
been destroyed by autumn, like the mind of the yogins {which

becomes pure) when the multitude of s'ms are destroyed by
the fire of yogic practice.

\

II

The lord of the stars (moon) alleviated the heat produced

by the sun's rays, just as awakening (destroys) the giief

caused by the feeling of egoism.

The autumn removed the cloud from the sky, mire from

the ground and turbidness from water, like pratyahara
1 which

draws away the senses from their objects.

Visnu PurSna V-10-1 to 14.

Consistent with the topic of description, namely, autumn
when the sky and water become clear, the author shows how

awakening (bodha) corrects man's behaviour which becomes

corrupt due to his attachment for the worldly objects.

These show how the Puranas are of interest even to

those who would study them for their literary features.

1. Fraty&lra, a stage in Yogio praotice oorwiating in the withdrawal
MDBM front thm-tn nV4A <.of tb* BUM* from their



[The learned writer here gives a brief summary of

the subject matter of the Kurma Purana, and also

discusses and explains certain important topics, such

os OQ Cosmology, monism etc. The Purvardha of the

Kurma Purana contains, in addition to the duties of the

four varnas and asramas, the chapters on Cosmology
which are based on the Vedic Cosmology as shown by
the writer. The UttarSrdha contains two important

GTtSs, Vie. (i) Ifoara Grtta in which 6iva explains to the

B-sis the true nature of the highest knowledge, and also

the various forms of yoga (such as unya-yoga, and

Brahma-yoga), together with the various stages of the

astangn-yoga ; and (it) the Vya&a-O-ltn, in which Vyasn,

himself propounds the theory of Karma-yoga according

to the PurSnas. The Uttorardha gives also, through the

mouth of the Suta, a detailed account of the ffrtfias,

specially of the Saiva tirthas, together with an elaborate

mShatniya or glorification of the Narmada]

* A aommary of the diaooutBea on the Kflrmtt-Purfina given by M. M.

T><>. Oiridhora Sharma Chatnrvedl of Varanaei ah Ramnagar during the dark

half of the month of Phalguna (February). Buoh discourBOB oa the Purapas

are regnlarly arranged every year by His Highness the K&Sinare3a. To keep

up the old tradition of the Purana-pfffha and the Purdna-pravacana, the Parana,

chosen for the purpose, is recited in the morning and the discourses onitarq

given in the evening daily for about a Week.
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STUDIES IN PURANIC GEOGRAPHY AND
ETHNOGRAPHY SAKADVIPA

BY

BUDDHA PIUKASH

sftsr

arfq g gqrT

SRSRIT

In several Puranas we have the legend of the construction of

the temple of the sun somewhere on the bank of the river

CandrabhSga (Chenab) by Samba, the son of Krsna, for the
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installation of an image of that god which was flowing down the

river past his hermitage at Mitravnna. When the temple was

ready, SSmba approached Narada to seek his advice about the

selection of priests for its worship. The divine sage exhorted

him to consult the image of the sun-god which decried the

BrShmanas of Jambadvlpa and advised Samba to repaii to

Sakadvipa and bring priests from there for purposes of worship
at his temple.

1
Sakadvlpa is described as situated away from

Jambudvlpa on the other side of the salt ocean, and is said to

surround the sea of milk,
>Jszroda''.z In the corresponding verse

in the MaTiSbJiarata, the variants of ^Ksttroda are ikuda and

ikmv&rivata (containing sugarcane juice) showing that the idea

of the sweetness of the water of this ocean was prominent.
1

The people of bakadvlpa are grouped into four classes viz.,

Maga, Magaga, Ganaga and Mandaga, corresponding to the

Brahmanas, Ksatriyas, Vaisyas and Madras of India.* In the

I, 139-H

\\

2. Bfiavi^yapurdna I, 139

r; n

3. MahJbh&rata VI, 12, 8 (Oritioil Pooaa edition, cd. S. 1C. Belvalkar)
Vol. 7 p. 63.

I The variants are f^.

4. Shav^yapuraaa I. 13U

arc

Cb. XX, vxr. 71-72
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these people are enumerated as Maga, Masaka
1

M&ncaa and Mandaga.
1 The variants of *ma,ga! are 'Saga,

*Manga\ 'jM7&a'
t

'inankcC and 'natwfa
1

; those of 'masaka' are

'mataga', 'makJiaya', 'gay ika',
I

maya7sx\ 'magadJia' and 'mafatfa' ;

that of 'wSttflea
1

is 'managa' and those of Mandaga tire *mandaka\
*na,nda7ea

t

, 'module*' and 'wwnafca'.* In Lhe Sambapuranx their

readings are maga, mamaga, Manasa and mandtiga
3 A vaiiant of

inamaga is masaffo
1 and auother is mayasa? Iii the Fits^MpMfa^a

the names of these people are inrga (mat/a] magalha, mnnasa and

mandaga and in the BraJimupurana these aie maga, magadka,
manasa and mandaga.

Gereni has identified Sdfcadulpa with Siam, Kamboja and

Lower Cochin-China oia the ground that the aka trees

growing there abundantly according to the Vimupuram are

the same as Mai Sak trees or teak trees which are Lhe prominent

products of these regions and that the Saka race associated

.. 119 verae 21

ScTJ II

Ktirmapurdna /, 48, 3(3-37 ; BroAmdJirfapunlno Gh. 53, verse- 76f. ;

CtL. SO. vv. 14-15 ; Fis/mpwr^na II, 47, 69.

1. MaftaSAorflftz "VI, 12, 33

2. JWaftabAarafot (Critical edition) eel. by S. K. Belvelkar Vol. VII p. C(3.

3, Stmibapurana 23, 30-31 ; II C. Hazra, 'Sambapuraiia, Annals of

the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Vol. 36 (1955) PI 70 ;

Ch. 178 vv, 66-57.

4. N"agendra Nath Vaau, Oast&a and Sects of Bengal IV p 9.

5. Kara Praead Saatrin, Oatdtagu& if Sanskrit Manuaeripts in

Asiatic Society of Bengal V p. 753.

6. Visnupurana II, 4, 69-70 j Srahmapur&na XX, 71.
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with this legion signifies the Sale or Suk tribes living along

the Mekliony river and the Thole or 8ak peoples of ancient

Butma1
. This scholar is inclined to identify the milk-ocean

(Rtfrocla-Sayara) situated in Sakadvipa with the sea encompa-

ssing the eastern littoral of the Malay peninsula and the coast-

line of Siam and Kambojn as far as the Me-Khong delta, or in

a word, the southem-mosL portion of the so-called China-sea.

According to him, the name l&drendj or Kei dendj is deiived fiom

Sanskrit Kwoda 01 UTtfrarnaua*. That this view is erroneous

is manifest from the following study of the tribes of &akadvlpa
mentioned in the Puranas and the epics.

The fiist tribe of Sakadvipa mentioned in Indian works

is Maya, 01 Maka, the important variants of this word being

Saga and Mada, as noted above. S <ya is "a piakritised foim

of iSaku, and Madct stands foi Mada, an Iranian tiibe mentioned

in the Assyrian recoids of 843 B.C. in association with the

Parsa for the first time. About 900 B. C., these Aryan tribes

advanced fiom the Caspian Gates on the road leading to

Babylon, the PSrsa occupying the Kirmanshjihan region and

the MSda settlfng from the Caspian Gates near east of RngS
to the pass near cast of Ramadan. As regards the form Mat/a,

it represents mayus meaning an Iranian priest, which became

Mobaa in Liter times. The chief priest mayuputi likewise

became the Mol>uzaii-moba3 in Sassauian times. The magus or

magupathis, besides discharging the duties of priests had the

judicial anil financial administration in their hands as we

1. G. E Ctereui, Researches on Ptolemy's Geography of Eastern Asia
pp. 164-105.

2. ibid, p. 164, Oereai proposes some thrilling identifications in

eonoection with 3akadvipa. BAavya, the King of gnkadvTpa aooordiag to
the risjmpwjvmff, ia Bhavavarmaa who reigned in Kamboja about 600 A, D,
The divisions of a

'

vikadvTpa Jalaia and KumJra are Cften-Zo, the Chinese nsma
for Kamboja since the beginning of the 7th century and the promontoif
of Ktitnj.ri neap which tlie Kumar! Bwer flnda its outlet respectively. Tie
mauntnina of thia region Udayagiri, Aatogtri and Sy&magtri are respeotively
V&>it Lettm and Stam. The rivera flowing in this territory Nalini, MenofrH
and Profcv,\ ftra the Me-Khong, Lau Jara, Sab or Tha-ba (Zatw of Ftolemy)
ue tbe modern S*igon t
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gather fiom tbe Pei sepolis tablets. In the Avesta we do have

the expression Juipax imyu tlris but 01 dinar ily instead of the word

magv, the titles karpan, thesa, athravan, etTirya, ethrapati relating

to the office of magu occui 1
. The people following this

profession formed a distinct, class which led to the conception

of a tribe of 'magi* current among Greek observers, notably
Herodotus (I, 101). To quote HerzEeld, "without being a 'tribe'

in the genetic meaning, the magi were regarded as a 'tribe' in

the political meaning." In a society founded upon classes and

tribes, and becoming more complex in course of time, fictitious

tribes originate. While the genuine tribes own their land, these

have -'no heritage', but are dispeised over the entire state.

The abstract dena of Zoroaster, the religion, is a similar case.

Politically it is regarded as a Vraanam, community.
3 These

notions combined in the tribal designation 'Maga found in the

Puranas cited above. The reference to Maga in a tribal

context and the specification of its functional significance by
the equation of the Magas with the Bxahmanas (magS brahmana-

bhuy-i}fh$h) throws a flood of light on the synthesis of these

divetse notions.

The second tribe of 'J-JakadvIpn.' is Mugixya according to the

SJiaviayapurana, and maSaka according to the MaliabhZrata, other

variants of this word being maffoka and gandha. Whereas

magaka, is very near to magaga, ganaka has an unmistakable

similarity with ganaga> the third tribe of SskadvTpa
according to the Bhavisyapuratia. As a matter of fact the

1. JErnst Heizfeld, Zoroaster and fits World Vol I p. 124.

3. ibid I p. 125 'magus' is believed to mean a 'slave*. Koulton baa

given examples on the authority of J. G. tfrazer that members of a aubjeot
bribe were employed as piiesls by the eonqusrors. In historical times, however,
the Magi became the Levitea of the Zoroastrians. It was they alone who
presided over the oerenaoniom slaying of the victim, prepared the sacred haoma
and bald the holy bundle of bareama. (Percy Sykea, History of Peraia

l$rd ed.) Vol I p. 111). For Maga and Magu saa B. Q. Bhandarkar, Saiviem,
Vaisnaviam and Minor Religious Systems p. 153. P. 0. Bagohi holds that Maga
can be equated with the Maka of old Persian inscriptions, who were a
Median tribe according to Herodotua. (P. O. Bagohi, India and Central

Asia p. 128).
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names magaga and ganaka. or gclwga are so closely inter-

related that one easily becomes the variant of the other,

These words ganaka or ganaga and magaga are evidently identical

with the names &og and Magog occuiring in the Old Testament

and their variants Yajfij and Majnj figuring in the Quran,

In the Book of Genesis (X, 2), Magog is counted among the

descendants of Japheth
1

: In the Book of Ezekiel (XXXVIII, 2-9),

we have a graphic description of Gog : *O mortal man, set

your face towards Gog, of the land of Magog, the great prince

of Mesbech and Tubal, and prophesy against him and say,

'Thus says the Lord God-"Behold, I am against yon, O Gog, the

great prince of Meshech and Tubal ; I will turn you round and

put hooks in your jaws : and I will lead yon out with all

your avmy, horses and horsemen, all of them in f till panoply, a

mighty host, equipped with buckler and shield, all of them

wielding the sword-Persia, Cush and put, all of them equipped

with sh'ield and helmet, together with Goraer and all his hordes,

from the farthest north, many a people with you "You

shall advance like a storm, you shall come like a cloud covering

the land, you and all your hordes and many a people with

you".' In this text there is a reference to the vast cavalry
of Gog equipped with bows and arrows coming from the

farthest north and swooping on the quiet people living in security
in villages and towns. In the following section of the Books of
fftekid, God promises to destroy these ruthless invaders
like this ; vTo ravenous birds of every sort and to the beasts

of the field, will I leave you as food- And I will

send 8re against Magog, and against those who live securely in

t&e coast lands."3
Gog arid Magog are also mentioned in the

romance of Alexander available in-Syriac and Ethiopia versions.
Atone place they are counted among the twelve kingdoms and
****** among ^6 twenty-two kingdoms of the north-east
whicb carry fire and sword in the neighbouring sedentary

this account they are described as men with blue

, An Ameffoan transiation p. 8 .
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eyes -and red hair, wearing skins, eating raw meat, drinking

human blood, living in booths and tents, shunning towns and

cities and the people lesiding there. Their fleet-footedness is

compared to thai of stags and horses, and the bellicose spirit of

their women is particularly emphasised.
1 Their vast nutnbeis,

irresistible might and relentless waifaie qualified them as the

scourges of God. "Now among all the nations of the world

there are no folk more numerous than they, for they aie like

the sand of, the sea (shoie) and God Almighty chasliseth whatso-

ever nation be pleaseth by them, and there are no folk who are

more numeious than they or more strong and mighty/'
8

They

are particulaily stated to have pillaged and lavaged the land

of Persia. "In the matter of the land of Persia it is they who

have forced a wny into their great and strong fortresses, and it

is they who have scattered their kings and their mighty men

of war^ and they have can led off into captivity their childien

together with those who begat them and they have laid waste

oil their land and countries."
8 According to these legends

Alexander built the gates of iron and brass to keep away^these
terrible tribes. This feat of Alexander is refeired to in the

Qur'an (XVIII, 93-94} also :

"Until when he reached

(A tract) between the mountains,

He found beneath them a people

Who scai cely understood a word,

They said : 'O Zul-qarn'nin !

The Gog and Magog (people)

Do great mischief on eai th.

Shall we then render thee

Tribute in oider that

Thou mighrest erect a barrier

Between vis find them ?"*

1. E. A. Wallu Budge, Tht. History of Alexander the Great pp. 330.232,

2. ibid p. 333.

3. The Holy Qur'an by Abdullah YIIBH* MI Vol. I. pp. 755-756,

4 AiJ Vol. II p. 914,
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In Sura XXI-96 of the Qur'an these tribes are mentioned

in connection with the devastation of the Last Days :

"Until the Gog and Magog (people)

Aie let through (their barrier)

And they swiftly swaim

Fioin every hill."

They aie predicted to be EO numerous as to drink all the

water of the Euphiates and the Tigris and of the lake of

Tibeiins. When they have killed the inhabitants of tie eoith,

they will slioot their anows against heaven whereupon God

shall send woirns into theii nostrils, necks or eais which will

kill them lo the last man in one night, 01 a host of biids will

Catch them and drown them in the sea 1 In the Annals (XVI. 16)

of Tabaii these people aie divided into thiee groups, those

as cedars, those as broad as they aie toll and those who

can co\Ter theii bodies with their ears,

The aforesaid notices indicnte that the depredations and

devaslatiors of the Gcg and Magog had left nn indelible

impression on the minds of ancient people. The data about

themshiw that they aie not mythical Le^gs but historical

with definite ethnic tiaits and cultmal clmractei istics.

blond faces with led hair and blue eyes appear in the

ftescoes of Kyzyl and Tuifan. 9 The Chinese asctibed these
featmes to the WU-SUN 3 of Jungaria, and Ammianus Mm-
cellimis noted them in repaid to the Mains-4 Their nomadic
life in booths and tents, theii wandeiings with flocks and
families, their d>et of meat and milk and their aversiou of
Settled ],fe in town5 nnd c ;tjes Qgfee in ^ e c sentin]s with the

ways
andjmumers^f

all peoples of the Steppes. Their bellicose

Buddkatbcke tjrMar.tiJce in

Stellang dor Tocharer",

ajt Vcl . (19n) 3.9.

Qt8tae (Loeh Claioal Library) XXXI,
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spirit, lightning tactics, swift movements on horsback, skill in

shooting arrows from double-curved bows, relentless ferocity

exhibited in drinking the blood of fallen adversaries and making
goblets of their skulls recall the practices of the nomads of

Emnsian Steppes from time immemorial.1

Gog and Magog are Hebrew words meaning all kinds of

outer barbarians" In medieval times they give place to Chin

and Maehin and aie shown to occupy the whole of eastern

Asia.8 But in the first millenium B. C. and even earlier, the

whole of the Eurasian Steppes was dominated by the hordes and

ttibes of Iranian affinities. Homer described the Cimmerians

as inhabiting the extiemities of the earth which are shrouded

in mist and cloud and where the sun hardly shines.* He meant

by these legions some parts of the northern coast of the Black
Sea.* Aeschylus placed Cimmeria in this very region in close

proximity to the Palus Maeotis and the Bosphorus. At the time

oE Herodotus it teemed with toponyms derived from the settle-

ment of the Cimmerians, who occupied the whole of south

Russia about 800 B. C. and fiom there, either alone or in

association with other tribes, crossed the Danube and the

Thracian Bosphoius, and caiiied their arms in Asia Minor as the

poet Callinus attests. They also spread in Transcaucasia
towards the end of the eighth century and attacked the kingdom
of Urartu and later concluded an alliance with the latter and
threatened Assyria. A. V. Bashmakov 8 identifies these people
with the Circassians nnd M. I. Rostovtzeff tieats them as akin

1. Bene Grousset, L'Umpirs dea Steppes Ch. I ; George Vernadeky,
Ancient Russia pp. 48-C8 ; T. Talbot Rice The Scythians rp. 57-62 ; Bahula

Bankrityayano,, Madhya-Aeia fea Itihfiea (History of Central Asia) Vol. I pp. 73-

IS \ 79-81) ; V. Gordon CLilde 'Bcytbio,,' Encyclopaedia Erilannioa (19f>9) Vol. XX
pp. 385-238

2. Arthur Jeffery, The Foreign Vocabulary oj tht Quran p. 288,
8. Joseph N( edliam, Science and Civilization in China Vol. I p. 168.
4. Homer, Odyssey XI, 14-19 cited in H. F. Tozer, A Hittory of Ancient

Geography p. 30-31.

B. Gladstone, Homer and the Homeric Ag& Vol. Ill p. 294.

6. A. V. Eaehmakov, Oinquantt siedes d' Evolution athin^ue autow
de la Mer Noire p. -(0

10
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to the Thracians.
1 G. Vernadsky considers them Aryans or

Indo-Emopeans', and G. Rawlinson regards them Scythians,

holding that fftofoi is a Babylonian transcript of the Iranian

word SaJca which perhaps originally signified a 'nomad' oc a

'wanderei'.' H. W. Bailey thinks that the word Sate is the

adjective of Iranian ViA 'to be powerful, skilful' used as an

epithet of 'men.'
4 One of the main divisions of the Celtic

people bore the same of Cymry as its special designation.

The place-names OaM* (ancient Wales) and Cumlerland in

England, Camtrai and Quimper in France, Oambrill m Spain and

Otaftra in Portugal aie connected by Rawlinson with the

Cimmeiians who formed part of the Celts and spread over tlie

whole of Western Europe.*

The Cimmerians dominated over south Russia from cir.

1000 B. C. to 700 B.C. till they were over-thrown and ousted by

fresh hoides from the east called Scythians.
Some scholars

regard the Scythians as Tartars or Mongols', some treat them

of Slavic oiigin
8 and others considerhem

1. M. I. Rostovtzeff, Iranians and Qwka in South Russia p. 39.

2. G. Vemadsky, Ancient Russia p. A9.

3. a. Bawlmson History of Herodotus
Vol. Ill p. 180.

4. Havdbuch dor OrfanfaUrtfe, Inc (Leiden-Kola 1958) p.

5. TSiebuhr. BUtory of Some (Bug. Tr )
Vol ir. p. 620>

6. O. Bawlinson Hittory of Htrofotv* Vol. ni.p.

7. Niebuhr, .TTnter^eha.gea tber die
Ge^cMo

te 8k,
hj

artenundSarmaten'KZei^ScArVifnp. 862; TUrwall, H(or o/

IIp.SlB; Gnrte.Htorvo/GrflweVol.mp 322.

8. Grigoriev Zabeltn. Hovaiaku hold this view of

*^ *^
Thoit works ate cited in E. H. Minna, Scythians and Greeks pp.

^,

awa the Slavs in the Keuri, Badiqi aud Ploughjnan. Boy""""^ Socf<(

^nifTttfte SJotr* (1SS3) cited by Entwiaile, TnauaotioM of tie FMto off

^^ ^
(19 4) p 40). Darjhavia considers the Slavs as the deaoenflan

^^
8oytbi*DP. (RabTila Sdnkrityayana, Madhya A*ia ffa JhW" Vol. P- J

Varnndnky derives the name of Buawa from the Iranian -words or

(wbile), ruths (light) whioh were Implicit in the names of the SaimatiaJi '

of Aoni and Hoxolanl thnt were akin to the Soythiana (Ancient Ru/>ata p. )

Tlmt the nnme of RnaaJa derived from ora (white) recalls 'Svetadvlpa* of n mr

Purai/ic reeotd*. (Brahmsnto Pura^tn, 34, 465 ; Agni Pur&nn 107, 7). .Boywi

aurvivala iu Riwain we notioaabla in peasant art, embroideriea, wood-oarvtogB

potter; od toja.

9. K. UiUlanhofr Usufjofta ^Zttrhmw ud Vol. II; M. I. Bostovt.

swiff, of. efc Jaoob Grtmm, QcAtcft/e d<r Dwtaahen Sffach9 Vol. I p. 2$*
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In Ihe last group of scholars some hold that they were of Iranian

stock and others suggest that they were akin to the Ugio-
AJtaiaras.

1 However, there is general agieement among scholais

that the language spoken by the Scythians was basically Iranian,

more closely allied to Avestic than to ancient Persian," though

Ugiian elements also ciept into it. In the eastern section of the

Steppes, the Scythians mixed with the Mongols which accounts

for the Mongoloid features of a chieftain nud a woman buried

in mound 2 at PaziitU, and an old man interred in a grave at

Shibe in the Altai.
8 As a lesult of this miscegenation and

intermixture some anxiliiLiy Scythian hoides came to consist of

Ugiians and Mongols. In. the Altaic and West Siheiiau regions

the Iranian element shaded gradually off into the Mongoloid

stock and vice-veisa. Yet the main ruling Scythian horde

lemained Iranian in blood and speech.

In the beginning of the first millenmm B. C. there was

one o those nomadic upsurges at the eastern extremity of the

Steppes which touched off a vast vulkerwanderung over the

Eurasian heartland. The hordes living there which the Chinese

called Hiung-nu began to expand and conquer all around

and dislocated their western neighbours who began to march

westwards. The Hiung-nu invaded China also and caused

seiious damage and destruction there. The Chinese soon took

the offensive and lashed out against these nomads. The

icverses inflicted by the emperor Suan (827-78 L B. C.) on them

drove them towards the west. They fell upon the tribes and

hordes living there who in turn clashed against their western

George Bawlinuon History of Herodotus pp 187 etaeq. Paul Pelliot, Influences

Jraniennen en Ash Central et en Extreme Orient (Paris 1911) ; Berbhold Laufer.

Sino-Iranica p. 185 ; Stan Konow, Kharosthi Inscriptions (C. I. I. VoJ. IT :

Patt I) p. XVI.

1. deza Nagy, Nepnijzi Fuseteh (Bud&past 1895) BO. 3 oibed in T.

Talbot Bioe, The Soythiaru p, 39 ; B. H. Minna, Soythians and Qrwha.

2. M. Vaamer, Uniersuchungen uber die aU&stn TPoAnsttea der-Slaven.

Git Iranien in sud Buatland (Leipzig 1 923) .

3. 8. V. Kiselev, Drevnaym istoria uynoi Sibiri (Ancient History of

Southern Siberia) p. 182.
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neighbours. Thus a train of tribes was set in movement

agitated and convulsed the whole of Eurasian world. About

SCO A. D. a seveie drought in the steppes accelerated this

tribal flux and unrest. 1 The Masstigatae, living to the north of

the Oxus, assaulted the Scythians who lashed out against the

Eastern Cinimetians. The Cimmeiian infantry was no match

for the Scythian cavahy equipped as it was with Baddies and

probably things acting as leather slumps which weie unknown

even to the Greeks and the Romans. A scene of the Scytho-

Cimmeiian war is lepiesented ou the Scythian bow-case found

in the Solokha Kmgan wheie two soldiers aie shown to be

fighting on foot with .1 Scythian horseman.3 The axe and

dagger of the Cimmerians were also nothing in comparison with

the Scythian arrows shot from bows on horseback. As a result,

the Ciinraeiians descended through the Dariel pass into

Urartu. The Scythians continued the march, one section

crossing either the Jo-xartes or the Volga and pressing into

South Russia wheie it conquered the Western Cimmetians, and

another turning aside fiom the Dariel pass and swooping down

the Derbend defile on the shores of Lake Uimia at the time

of Saigon of Assyiia.
8 The Assyrians set them against the

Cimmerians who hovered over their kingdom. Being defeated,

the Cimmerians reheated over the Phrygian territory of King

Midas, oveiran Lydia, sacked the Greek coastal cities and

vanished into the West.

This movement of the Scytho-Iranian tubes about the

Commencement o the first millenium B. C. which anticipated

their similar invasions towards the close of that millenium had
serious repercussions on Iran, India, Assyria, Ionia and South
Russia, In India there was a Scythian immigration long before

the time of Panini (5th-4th cent. B. C.) which caused a tribal

welter in the Panjab.* In Iran the Scythian elements predo-

I. Blawonh Huntingdon, The Pulse of Asia p. IX
- M. I. Roatovlzsff, Iranian* and Greeks p. 40 Table XXI.

3- T. Taibot RiOBj Th, Scythian* p, 44.

a j^r?
Pr7yhfflki' 'Nouvean aspaota de J'bistoire dea fioythea

* l V At Bnwelk* Vol. 42 (1937) page 209, 218-223,
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minated on the eve of the foundation of the Achsemenian

empire.
1 In the West the Cimmerians succumbed to their

incursions and the sedentary communities of the Middle East

felt their impact. They occupied Unvrtu under Partatua and

his son Madyes, setting up their capital at Sakte and controlled

the territory uplo the Halys. They aided the Assyrians

against the Modes, and flushed with victory, swept across Syria

and Judaea, and reached. Philistaea in Egypt where king

Psametek paid them off. But the joint forces of the Medes and

the Babylonians who had overthrown the Assyrian empire

pushed them out from Persia towards Caspiana where they

mixed with the Dahae, and became the nucleus of the Parthians

in later times. Some went towards Russia, and others fled

towards India accounting for the Scythian admixture in the

Scythe-Dravidians.

As a lesult of these invasions and incursions, the Scythians

became predominant in the Eurasian woild and were identified

by the peoples of settled communities with all the nomads of the

Steppes. The Greeks applied this word Scyth or Saka or Saha

to all the nomads roving from the frontiers of China to the

vicinity of the Carpathians." The 'Scythian Scythia' of Strabo,

Lea Salva, Journal Asiaitque (1629) pp. 312-326 leB-oudemEobara', Journal

Anatique (1926) pp. 1-20 ; V. 8. Agrawula. India an known to Pap+nt

pp. 67-68; Buddba Prak&ab, MahabMrata, A Historical Study, (in Hindi) Trlveni

PrakRgaaa, Allahabad pp tU-E9.

1. 0. 0. Cameron, A History of JSarty Iran pp. 183 84 R. Qhirshinan

Iran pp. 305, 107, 109-110. T. T. Rioe, The Scythians p. 46.

3. V. Gordon Childe, 'Scythia' 'Encyclopaedia Britanntoa (1959 edition)

Vol. XX, p 235-238. Bfcen Konow, Kharoethi Inscriptions (0. I. I. Vol. II Part

I) pp. XVI-XVIT, Herodotus mentions the Sakai together with the Bactrianu

(I, 153 ; VII, 64 ; IX, 113) and with India (VII, 9) and (III, 93) as forming the

fifteenth nomoa of the Persian Empire together with the Kaapiot. Aaaiata

(Anobaeia III, 8. 3 ; VII, 10, 5) speaks of them in oanneotion with the Baetriana

and SogdiaQB ; OurLius Rufus (V. 9, 6 ; VI. 3, 9) with the Indians ; Straho (XT,

8, 2) and Pliny locate them beyond the Jaiartea, and the former states (XI, 6, 2)

that the ancient historiographers of the Hellenes called the tribca beyond the

Caspian eea, portly Sakai, partly Messagetaj, without having aoourate knowledge

about them and in another place (XI, 8, 2), that beginning from the Caspian.

Sea, moBb of the Boyfchiana were called Daai, farther to the east, however,
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the 'iScytMa' intra et extra Imaua 1

of Ptolemy, and the 'Asiatic

SoytTiia' of Heiodotus refer to the vast Eurasian Steppes which

have been the cradle of the Scythians. In course of time

however the name 'Scythia' was confined to the Steppes from

the Carpathians to the Don. The 'Lesser Scythia* of Strabo

and 'Scythia' proper of Herodotus was a square of some 440

miles, the southern side of which was bounded by the Euxine

between the mouth of the Danube and the Palus Maotis, the

eastern side by the Don or Tanais from its rise out of the Lake

Ivan, the northern side by a line diawn from this lake to that

out of which the Tyras or Dniester flows, and the western side

by a line from thence to the Danube. Thus Scythia comprised

the modern regions of Kherson, Poltava, Ekaterinoslav, Khaikov,

Koursk, the Don Cossacks, Voronez, Riozan, Orlov, Tula,

Mogilev, Tchernizov, Minsk, Volnnia (a part), Kiev, Podolsk,

Bessarabia, Moldavia and Wallachia. 1 It consisted of the two

great basins of the Don and the Dneiper, the minor basins of the

Dniester and the Boug and the northern half of the basiu of the

lower Danube from Orsova to the sea, Among the rivers

mentioned by Herodotus the Ister is the Danube, the Porata, the

Pruth, 1he Tyros, the Dniester, the Hypanis, the Bong, the

Borystheqes, the Dneiper, the Tanais, the Don, the Genhus or

preferably Maaaagetse and Bakai. He also informs us that they had ooouplad
Baotcia and the beat diatriota of Armenia, which was thenoe called Sakastene
and they had even advanced to the cappadocians where the Persian strategy
bad annihilated them. According to Megaabhenea. the Hemodan mountain
separates India in the north from that part of Soytbia, which is inhabited by
the SoylbSan* called Sake!. Ptolemy includes the Karatai, Komaroi, Komedai,
Maasagetai, Grynaroi, Skythai, Toornai and Byltaf among the Sakas. He
looMa their country betwen 35 and 49 N and between 125 and 143 EJ.

Kte*ia mentions Roxanake aa their royal city, whioh name is preaent in the
modern Roahan.

I. H> F. Tozw, A Hwiory o/ Ancient Geography p. 85 a. Rawllnaon,
* of Herodoiua Vol. Ill p. 205 J. Oliver Thompson, Hietory of Ancient

QeogrofJty p. 60. According to Childe, Soythia meana on one hand the Steppafrom the Carpathians to the Don, and on the other the unknown regions of
northern Asia. H* cbwrvea that Herodotufl trie, to confine the word 'Seyth'
*> a certain raee and its mibjeote but even he aaema to slip back into the wideW. frHft niea Vol. XX p, 236-238)
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Hypacyris perhaps the Konka or Kouskaya, the Syrgis the

Donate, and the Qrarus, probably the Volga. 1 Of the places of

Scythia Herodotus mentions only one, Olbia which can be

identified with modem Stomogil (Hundred Mounds).

According to Herodotus, the main horde was known as

the 'Royal Scythians', They lived on the other side of the

river Girrhos as far east as the sea of Azov and as far south

as the Taurido (Crimea). Close to them between the mouth
of the Ingulets and the Perekop Isthmus roamed the Scythian-
Nomads. West of them between the Ingulets and the Ingul
river lived the Scythian Georgoi called Boristhenitae. In their

vicinity to the west, in the Bug region, were the Callipidea or

Helleno-Scythians and north of them in the northern section

of the Bug basin lived the Alazones. Their culture was
similar to that of the Scythians except that they sowed cereals.

West of the Callippidae on the lower Dniester were the abodes
of the Tyritae, and west of them the Getae lived on the lower

Danube, and the Agathyrsae in Transylvania. South of the

Royul Scythians in the Taurida mountains lived the Tauri,

a tiibe of warlike brigands. The Maeotians were the closest

neighboms of the Royal Scythians in the south-east and
controlled the Steppes between the Don and the Volga. The
Sindituis and Saurraatae were important tribes of their group.
Among them women dominated the life of the tiibe.

Among the northern neighbours of the Scythians, Herodotus
mentions the Alazoues, above them the Scythian Aroterea

(Plowmen) and to their noith the Neuri who shared the Scythian
customs. They are to b3 located in northern Podolia and

Volynia, tthe area of the fuueial urns or the cradle of the

Proto-Slavs. Near them on the upper Don or Donets were the

Budini who are taken to be the ancestors of the Slavs.

Herodotus places the Androphagi (cannibals) and Melanchlaeni

1. These river names are based on tha Iranian word for water dana-

(ossebtaj don) the metathesis of which is the IncUau r^ada and 'aeon? wliich oaq

perhaps be seen in Yamuna also.
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(Black Robes) next to the Neuri. They are said to wear the

Scytliirm chess and the latter are known to have the customs

similar to them. The foimer are taken to be the ancestors of

the Moidvinns (a name deiived from the Iranian mard meauing

man) and located north of the present day Chernigov along the

bank of the Desna, River ; the latter are considered the forbears

of the Finnish tribes Meria and Cheremissians living north of

Voione^n. In the region of middle Volga and Kama rivers

weie the abodes of the Thyssagetae. In. Bashkiria in southern

Ural aiea lived the lyicue or the Ugrians.

To the east of the Ural River Herodotus locates the

Massft-getae, the Issidones, the Arjmagpians, the 'Scythian-
Apostates' and the Argippaei. The Massagetae inhabited

Tmkeslun, the Jssidones oifginally lived on the river Isset, a

tributaiy of the Tobol and later migrated to Sinkiang. The

Aiimaspians had tbeii abodes at the foot of the Altai mountains
but they weie Itauians as their very name meaning "friends of
hoises" indicates, nccoiding to the view of E. Benveniste. The
'Scythian-Apostates' occupied the AKmolinsk area, northein
bazakiistuii, and lep^esenied those Scythians who stayed on
thtie and did not piocecd to the west with the Royal Scythians."e Aig,pp fle i wcre pobftbly in Jng ai iQ and poitook oi the
ethn,c eatures of the Mongols, though they wore the garments

ntteiQ - Hei'^^ -Ports that the unrest of the
t^edthe Massagelae and the Issidones, one of

cou.se,
cultural shades and

the Scythians al^ \
512 B. C. when Darina

0ehb tribe3 ' tbe

butiu the
. C. when
ibe3 ' tbe

them. The Neuri,
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Androphagi and the Melanchlaeni stood aloof and were severely

punished by the Scythians later on.1

According to Herodotus the Royal Scythians consisted of

three main hordes ruled by Scopasis, Idanthrysus and Taxacis,

names, which, in the opinion of Rawlinson, imply a Scythian
root asi or arsi.

In the first half of the second century B. C., the Scythians

were defeated by the Sarraatians who had started their

westward march in the third century B. C., and intensified it

in the second, as a result of the concussion in the Steppes caused

by the movements of tribes following the expansion of the

Hiimg-nu. The histoiy of the beginning of the first milleniurn

B, C. repeated itself about 800 years later. The Hiung-nu
drove the Yue-Chi from the neighbourhood of Kan-su and Ning-
hoia towards the west. They plunged into northern Gobi,

defeated the Saka tribes living on the upper Hi, Chu and Naryn,
but another Saka tribe, the Mu-Sun, again drove them from

there towards the west. As a result, the Saka tribes marched

towards Bactriana, put an end to the kingdom of the Iiido-Gieeks

and swooped upon the frontiers of India, with the Yue-Chi

following them. Somewhat earlier, the Parthians seized Iran

and clashed with the Scythe, and the Scirmatians rushed towards

the west anil overthrew the Scythians of South Russia.

The Sarraatians were Iranian in race and resembled the

Scythians in speech and culture 8
They improved the technique

1. >I. I. Rostovbzeff offers a new interpretation of the invasion of tha

Scythians by Dariua. His object was only to make an impressive raid as a

proof of bis power and to deal one or two heavy blows at the Saytbiaa army

(Iranians and Greeks p. 84) Bat the actual words of Herodotus are as follows.

"the desire seized him (Darius) to exaob vengeance from the Soybhs, who had

onoe in days gone by invaded Media and defeated those who met them in. the

field and so began the quarrel" (GK Rawliason, History oj Herodotus Vol. Ill p. 1)

The ideutifloatio i of the plaoe-namss and tribal names of Soybhia given

by H&rodotua are after Minns, (op. cit pp 101-107) ; v"ernadaky, op. cit pp 60-68

Rawllnson, op, cit Vol. Ill pp 206; Qrouaseb, L'Hmpire ties Steppes pp. 37-42.

2- M. I. Roabovbzeff, 'The Sarmibaa and the Parbh tans'

Ancient Hintory Vol. XC Oh. Ill pp. 92-103,

n
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of horsemanship by inventing the metal stirrup which gave them

a decided superiority over the Scythians. Among them women
had the foremost place both at home and in war. No Sarmatian

girl could wed until she had killed a foe in battle. These

women-warriors probably gave rise to the legend of Amazons or

jStrirajyct. The Scythians called them "the lords of men."1 A

grave at emo-Avchala, eight miles or so from Tiflis, belongs to

a woman-warrior of this type.
1 The Sarmatians were intimately

connected with the Kushans as their costumes and armaments

indicate. Among them the bow and arrow no longer played the

important role of former times, and the lance, the long sword

and the heavy scale or ring armour began to be prominently

employed. These armaments are also noticeable on the effigies

of Wima Kadphises and Kaniska, particularly the statue of tie

latter.
3

The major Sarmatian tribes were the lajzygians, the

Roxolani, the Siracae and the Aorsi. The lazygians settled on

the shore of the Black Sea between the mouth of the Dniester

and the lower Danube in the region later known as Bessarabia,
The Roxolani settled to the east of the la^ygi between the

Dneiper and the Don. The name of this tribe is derived from
the Iranian rukfa meaning light, and signifies the 'Light Alans',
East of the Roxolani on the lower Don river were the abodes
of the Aorsi. Their name is based on the Iranian word ors or
< meaning 'white'. Next to the Aorsi to the south-east of
the Sea of Azov were the Siracae*, These Sarmatian tribeB
were overthrown by the Alans who controlled the steppe area
from the lower Don to the lower Volga from the first to the
fourth centuries A. D. Ammianus Marcellinus' remark about
them shows that they represented the whole Scytho-Iranian
rxDpU

ktion_of_the Steppes. He observes :_

a*"

in India' Journal oj
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"The Halani inhabit the measureless wastes of Scythia

They mount to the east, divided into populous and extensive

gentes, they reach far into Asia and as I have heard, stretch

all the way to the river Ganges, which flows through the

territot ies of India and empties into the southern ocean." 1

In the west the Alcns are known as the A* (Asy or lasy,
the forefathers of the Ossetians). Many toponyms in the steppes
of northern Taurida bear the impress of their name. Several

villages within the former Eupatoria and Perekop districts

have as as their name or a part of it e. g., Biuk-as, Kuchuk-as,
Teiekhi-as etc. There is also a river As in the northern part
of the Peninsula. The name of the Gothic city of Doras

(dor-as) points in the same direction.8

Another group o the As lived on the Caucasian side of

the Bosphorus where the name of the hill Aaodag (As-Dag) in

the Kuban delta near Taman and the name of the town of

Malorosa provide evidence of it. This name aa is a form of o,
iai, rsi, uorei etc. which are attested in Central Asia. As

Amraianus Marcellinus remarks, the Alans ruled on the Ganges
in India. We know that the KnsSnas ruled there. Hence it

follows that the Kusanas and the Alans were one and the same.

Since the Alans were called Js, the Kusanas must also be

given this name. The Kusanas were a class of the Yue-Chi.

Accordingly the name At comes to be applied to the Yue-Chi.

This strengthens the theory of the identity of the Yue-Chi and
the rikas (osf asi

r iai) mentioned in Indian texts, particularly,

the Mdhobh&rata.3
Charpentier sees in the name of the Wu-

sun or Osum this ethnic appellation as or asi.* Thus it is

1. Ammianufl MarcelHnns, Res Qeatae XXXI, 2,13-16 translated by
J . O. Rolfe in 'Loeb Classical Library*

2. Q, Vernadsky, Ancient Russia pp 106, 143.

3. Mah&Vhfrrata II, 27, 22, 20.

In the critical edition the variants of rsi are isi and *

4. Jar! Oharpentier, op. ott, p. 360.
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deai that the YueChi, Wu-sun, ICushaus, Alans find Sarmatiani

belonged to one and the same Iianian group bearing the name

as or Ors (white, light).

Halouu has shown that the word Yue-Chi must have been

pionounced Zffudja which he compaies with athkuaai> the name

of the Scythians in Asian records, and thus establishes the

identity of the Yue-Chi and the Sakas 1
. On the other hand

Otto Mnenchen-Helfen equates the word Yue-Chi with Kusa,

He has shown that the Yue-Chi people were in occupation of

the uoi'them states of the Tarim basia long befoie the founda*

tion of the Kusana empiie, as the loponyms Kutsi, Ku-Sbih aud

Kao-Chang indicate.
2 He also holds that the Europeid element

was piesent among the Hiung-nu, T'u-yU-bun etc. According

to the C?tin-S7iu the Hiung-nu soldiers massacred by Shih Min

in Chao in 349 A. D. had high noses and full beards. Likewise

the biubaiian, whom Ho Ch'ti-ping's horse tramples under his

hoof in a stone figure, has a moustache and a full beard

Maenchen-Helfen even conjectures that the woid JBun is an

Iranian word meaning 'powerful' or 'skilful,
9 L-aufer and

Pclliot also hold that the Iranian nomads dominated the Steppes

of Central Asia up to the borders of China and formed pait of

the tribal confederacy of the Hiung-nu, to whom they contributed

many items of their diess, department and armaments.*

In the second century, Ptolemy called Sineria in Central
Asia Scythia. He placed Chauranaei Scythae, Chaetoe,
Scythae, Issidon-Scythae, Horse eater-Scythae and Abii

beyond the
Himalayas. The last are the Abii praised

authoisfor their justice and cheerfulness.8

,. Metefc^ Vol. 91 (! &S7J p. 316
*. OttoJ. Maenofaon^Helfen, 'The Ytwh-Ohih Problem'

CB17} p. ;7

"W"mitted 'j t
<tf 0* American Oriental Society. Vol. 65

Geography pp 30B-310
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The above survey of the history of the Eurasian Steppes

in the first milleaium B. C. shows that the Scythians of Iranian

race were predominant there in this period.
1

They roved,

moved, hunted and grazed their horses and cattle in the vast

plains from Kan-su to Crimea. The exigencies of nomadic life

instilled into their spirit a strong penchant for war. Occasional

dioughts in the Steppes or pressures of powerful neighbours
forced them to lash out against other tribes or raid and ravage
the rich countries of the settled peoples. Very easily their

hunting parties or roving hordes assumed the form of armies

and fell upon those who came in the way. Their simple

manners, light equipment, astute horsemanship, sure shot and
ferocious charge made them invincible vis-i-vis their heavily

equipped, ease-loving, peace-longing sedentary neighbours.

Their sudden sallies ranked as divine scourges and natural

calamities. Hence the people of Syria and Israel gave them the

name of Gog and Magog.

It is clear from the above discussion that Gog-Magog

initially meant the Scythians.
9 Alexander who started his

struggle with the noithein Scythians by a lightning blow across

the Danube, and completed it by building a foi tress on the

Jaxartes against the Sacae, was credited by posterity with the

building of a gate of iion and brass to hold the terrible Gog-

Magog in check. Later on whenever any people from the

Eurasian Steppes emerged and invaded the sedentary commu-

1, The Scythian Royal tombs (Kurgans) from Pazirik Katanda, Shibe

ttcd Karatol in Siberia, upto Maikop, KelermJs, Kul Oba and Semibratnii in

Transcaucasia and Cher bomlyk, Melgunov and Voronezh etc. in south Russia

with almost uniform pomp, style and ceremonies show the ascendancy of the

Scythians in the -whole of this region. Rice, The Scythians pp 92-123 ;
M. ?.

Griaanov, 'The Paairik Burial of Altai,
1 American Journal of Archaeology

VoL 37 (1933) pp. 30-44.

2. Francois Lenormant, 'Gog et Magog', Revue des adeneat et dea

leftrea (1882) p. 9; A. K. Anderson Alexander's Gate, Gog-Magog and the Inclosed

Nation*. (1982) pp 15-20, 291 ; Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, 'Shalehaiyat Dhul~'

Qarnain al-mazkurfil Q-ur-an' (the personality of -Dhu'l-Qarnain in the Qur-an)

(ia Arabic), Thaqafat-ut~Hmd September 1950J pp 10-40, especially the Mctton

on ffado "Zafiis-Majuy pp. 25-40,
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nites of the civilized zones, they were identified with Gog and

Magog.
1 The idea of Alexander's gate was itself mixed with

that of the Great Wall of China. In medieval and early modern

times Gog and Magog figure on all maps. The effigies of Gog

and Mogog stand in the guild-hall of London to act as poiters

at the gates after the slaying of their brethren by Brute and

his companions.*

The Ganaga and Magaga of the Bhetvisyapuraffa stand for

Gog and Magog and represent the Scythians. They are the

Indian veisions of these Semetic and Syiiac ideas about Ihese

nomadic people.

The fointh tribe of Sakadvlpa is Mandaffa, the variants of

which aie Wandaka, Bfadaka Manddka and Manaka. Mandaka is

a nasalised form of Madaika which stands for the Iranian ttibe

JLf&Ja. In the Babylonian veisions of this word a nasal is some-

times inserted in it. For instance, in the chronicle of the "Fall

of Nineveh" and other Neo-Babylonian texts the name Mada

appears as Manda. Section 54 of the Hittite Code also contains

the name Unaman Manda. The country south-east of the

Urmiyah Lake, later included in Ajerbaijan, was also known as

Man from which the Greek Kantian/ and Matiene weie derived. 8

The Mada or the Medes were a group of tribes which the Assyrians
described as mighty, distant, and eastern. In later times the

regions of Hamadan, Nihawand, Isfahan, Ray and Ajerbaijan
came to be known as Media. About 900 A. D. particularly
843 B. C. we begin to hear of Aryan or Iranian peoples in

Assyrian records.

The Aryan tribes entered into the Iranian highland flora
the northern plains through the wide natural gate near Sarakhs

1. Oman, On the Writing of ffiaiary pp. 268-9 ; Olsohki, Marao Polo's
ff pp Z, 62, Kfanble, Geography in tfo Middle Agta (1938) J. K, Wright,
eoIiorBqftt4 TimtoJ tht Crwafe, (1925) 0. B. Baazley, JDaw oj

{300 A. D -1430 A. D.) Vol, I.
*

Bneyclopedta Britawwca (1969 edition) Vol. X. p, 475.
8. Era.1 Hertfdd, ZorotHte, and Aw worid Vol. jj, p. 437.
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in the valley of the Herat and Mashhad rivers. The tribes

which immigrated early adopted the settled way of life earlier

and those following them or left behind remained in the nomadic
state and adopted sedentary culture somewhat later. Hence
the Medes continued to stick to old habits of nomadic life up to

quite later periods.

The aforesaid discussion shows that the Puranas and epics

grouped the Gog and Magog with the Maga and Mada. Since the

Mada were an Iranian tribe and Maga represented a class among
the Iranian people, it is clear that the geographers of the

Put arias were dealing with Iranian peoples par easeellenae in

connection with the ethnography of Sakadvipa. The bracketing
of Mada and Muga with Gog and Magog conclusively establishes

that the latter also partook of Iranian elements. In fact, all

these four tribes are described as classes of the same people

who inhabited Sakadvlpa. Thus there is no doubt that the Gog
and the Magog were Iranians like the Mada and the Maga.

Though these people led a nomadic life they were not devoid of

social organization. Heiodotus has noted that in Scythia there

were agriculturists, artisans and slaves besides the reigning

Royal Scythians. The wonderful artis-tic taste of these people

presupposed the existence of a flourishing artisan class, though
their demarcation in the society might not have been veiy

clear-cut. The Indian writers with their flair for well-defined

distinctions and familiarity with the orderly organization of the

four economic functions in India, could easily transplant the

same notions into the society of the nomads. Hence they

called the Magas the Brahmanas or priestly class, the Magaga
the Rajnnya or royal tribe, the G5naga- the Vaisyas or artisan

class, and the Mandagas as Sudras or the servile people. But

they realised that there was no external pressure to maintain

these functional divisions. Rather they existed as a result of

the natural working of the social system.* The distinction

between the ruler and the ruled was very thin. The Royal

1. Maftdbharata VI, 12, 8 Q .
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Scythians (Saka) led a kind of life which other tiibes and

peoples under them also shared. 1 The PurSnas make a notable

contribution to the ethnography of the Steppes by demonstrating
that the conceptions of Gog and Magog represented the Iranians

who remained in the nomadic state, and constituted the

Scythians.

As seen above, Sakadvipa surrounds the 'Ocean of Milk'

(Katra-Sagara) accoidiug to Indian conception- This Kttratdt/ara

is the same as STiirwan mentioned by Marco-Polo and identified

with the Caspian sea.
8

According to Muslim geogiaphers a

legion on the westein shoie of the Caspian Sea was known

as Shirwan. The capital of this region is called Shaberan

(Shaweian) in the Hudud-al-Jlam. Istakhrl states that the

road from Bardha'a led via Shlrwan and Shamakbiya to

Deibend. Hamd-Allah Qazwini infoims us that the land

from the Kura to Derbeud was included in Shirwan. The

rulers of this legion boie the title of Shirwanshah from

pre-Molmmmadan times.
8 A liver in Kiudistan was called

Shirwan and in Iran a liver which rose in the hills of Bazrang
district and flowed through the district of Fuzruk southeast

of Arrajan was named as Shhin. A river in Russia bears

the name Molochnaya fiom the bank of a tributary of which

called Tokmak up to the lower Dneipei stretched the realm

of the Royal Scythians or Scoloti in ancient times. This

name Molochnaya is deiived from 'Molocho' meaning 'milk
1

in Russian and implies the conception of JTslvocla-Sagara.

1. Ibid VI, 12, 20

SR& *

Variants^
t

2. Tft Trawl* Of Ser Maroo-Polo, translated by Sir Henry Tula

Vol. I. p, 59; Satyasrava, Sakat in Injia, p 1; V. S.Agrawala, 'Mahablmrota
a oqltoral commentary, Amnlf of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute,

Vol. ST (1C6S) p, JO.

3. Eamd Allah Qazwini, Nvxhat-al-Qtilib ad. La Strange p. 93 ;

B, Dn, Qtsehiehle Shinoans unler den. StatOnOtem unct Cfanen, Q. La Strange,
of fa Bcptem Caliphate, pp. 179-jSI.
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In the Avetta the earth, PrGive, (Prthvl) is described as

round and encompassed by a sea, Zrayo vurukrtam, which

is identified wiih the Caspian Sea by Bartholomae. The Iranian

Urheimat was the land (DvJpa) between the tiveis Ranha

and Vahvi, encircled by the Zrayo vurukrtam. Ranha first

signified the Volga and later stood for the Araxes or Jaxaites.

Vahvi is the same as Vahi or Valhi and denotes the liver

Oxus (Wakhs or Vaksu). In ancient times the Oxus dischaiged
into the Caspian sea. It filled the depression or Sarykamysh,
flowed through the bed of the Uzbdi south-east of the gap in

the Balkhan hills, over 100 miles south-east of Krasnovodsk,
and fell into the Caspian opposite the gioup of islands called

Aghyrtcha. This continued to be the position of the Oxus up
to the Mongol period, as we leain from YSqut, Mustawfi, Hafiz

.Sbiu and Ruy Couzalez de Clavijo. Abul Ghazi, a native of

Urgauj states that thhty years befoie his bkth, that is, in 1576

the course of the Oxus finally changed towaids the Aral Sea.

Eailier in 1558 Anthony Jenkmson tiavelliug fiom Russia to

Khiva noted that the Oxns discharged into the Aial. This

shift seems to have taken place in the sixteenth century.
1

The Caspian Sea has also undetgone very drastic and

significant changes in couise of time. In eailtest time it

extended much fuither north than it does at present while

eastwards its extent was very much gieater. It included not

only the present sea of Aial and what is now the intervening

de&ett, but also passed still further to the east to a distance

which is not yet cleaily determined.8 Patrocles described the

Caspian as opening into the northern ocean. Naturally there-

fore the Oxus and the Jaxartes both joined the Caspian in

ancient times.

In the Avesta the expression *Vsyo Valwfya dathyayct

signifies the lower course of the Oxus maiked by the bed of the

1. Q. Le Strang, The Lands oj the Eastern Caliphate pp. 455 ; Twru,

'Patroolee and the Oxus-Caspian Trade Route, 'Journal of Hellenic Society Vol.

XXI pp 10 ff.

2. P. Giles 'Indo-European B' Encyclopaedia Britannic* Vol. XII p, SC3,

4 jy
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i, for here the river torrentially sallies forth and overflows

its bounds (the idea of vsjo or vcga). The country cnlled

'Airyanem vsjti Valiyivfi Hatfiyayrf is the Atyan homeland in

the region of the overflow of the Oxus. It is 'JtJranvef the

urceimat of the Iranians 1 In the Arsacid and Sassanid

period, the aryanam vejo did not mean a distinct region, but

the mythical homeland as a whole, the Duab of the Vahvl

and RanhS, regarded as the country of the golden age. In

YasJit 5, 9, 17, 19 Hosyanta is described as ;the King of Einnvej

before Yama. -His name is derived from j/ 7 meaning the

pressing of Soma. He is thus associated with Saka Hauma-

varga. Later Yama according to the l
rnndidud (I, 3) organised

a migration of people to the hospitable south to aveit the

calamity of winter and the pressure of population. After
k
the

emigration of these Aryans from these regions, other liibes

and peoples occupied it which the former classed as Anarynns.

Subsequently the positive name Turya supplanted the negative

name AnSrya, and the very homeland of the Aryas, and the

(Eranvej) was considered the cradle of their enemies first

Anerdn, then Tftran. In the Avesta there is hardly any reference

to SakS though in TaaJit XIII, 143-144 there is an enumeration

of the Aryans, Turyans, Sarima, Saina and Daha. As Nyberg
has shown, the TQrya and the Sarima stand for the Scythians..

1

In Achsemenian times this region was peopled by the Sakas

and Saka Tigrakhauda. In course of time these Sakas, like their

kith and kin in the earlier period, had to leave this homeland
in ssarch-of new pastures which they found in Sukastan. F. W.
Thomas has shown that the Sakas lived in Sakastan or Seistan

long before the reference to their immigration in the 2nd-lst

century B C, as a result of the pressure of the Yue Chi in

Cfcinesfe and Western accounts.8 The Galcha tribes of the

Pamirs and the Baltis of Bnltistan aie the modern representative

1, Ernst Hetzfeld, Zoroaster and his WoiU Vol II. p. 699.

3. S> Nyberg, Die Religianen des Alien Iran p. 2 5 1 .

3. F,W. Thomaa, 'Sakaatliiina, where dwelt the Sakas named by
Darius and Hcrodotut Journal of fog Royal Asiatic Society (19')8> pp. 181-300.
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of these Sakas.1 Olaf Caioe holds on the authority of Morgen-

stierne that the language of the Pathans is a Saka dialect

introduced from the North. In Pashtu, for example, *d' is

changed into T (Persian Pidar (father) : Pashtu Pilar ; Persian

Didan (to see) : Pashtu eidal
',
Pejgian dulslitar (daughter) : Pashtu

lur. Likewise in the names Spalagadanm and Spalahoia

Spcda stands for spada meaning an army.
3

The Iiauian epic conseives the tiadition that Sarima.

Turya and Arya weie the three sons of Thretona.8 In Yasht

XII I, 113-123 Arejahwant and Fraiazi, the two pious sons of

Turn,, bear purely Iranian names. In Yasna (XVI, 12) the

family of the Tuiyan Friyana is particularly praised. The

name friySna (Skt. Priya) meaning 'friend' occurs among the

Scythians as 'Plianos'. In YassJif, (XIII-143). cited above, there

is the expression, 'we sacrifice to the Frawasi of the pious men

and the pious women of the Aryan, Tuiyan, Sairimyan, Sainyan

and Dahyan lands.' Thus it is clear that the Turyans were

Iianian in race and no odium attached to the name in the

beginning.

In the YaaJit there are some indications to show that the

Turyans represented those sections of the Iranians who kept

leading nomadic life. In Yaslit XVII, 55 they aie described as

asu-aapa 'having swift horses'. Yaaht XIX, 55-64 relates the

attempt of the Tuiyan chief Franrasyan (Afrasiab) to seize the

sovereignly (Xvarena) of Iran. In fact Yasht (XIX, 93) admits

that the Xvarena had once belonged to this brigand-chief when

he played the part of the defender of Iran against the tyrant

Zainigav. According to YaaJit (V. 57) the descendants of

Yaesaka, the lieutenant of Fianrasyau occupied the pass of

1. M. Longwotth Dames. -Afghanistan,' Encyclopaedia of Islam

Vol. II p- 159.

3. Olaf Caroe, The Puthana pp. 65-06.

3. In later legends Tbretona figures as Feridun and Ins eons S&ripa,

Turya and Arya as garm, Top and Ereo respectively. In the epic of FUdauel

the BODH of Feridon become Sam, Zal and lUadabah. (Percy Sykes, A History

of Persia Vol. I Ch. 12.
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Xsathrosuka in Kaiiha (K'ang of Chinese or Samarkand) on the

basis of these data, Geiger has held that the ethnic name fr

refened to the people of the Steppes from the Caspian up to the

Jaxartes and even beyond. In his opinion this collective name

does not denote any ethnographic distinction.
1

Elaborating this

study Marquart has proved that the legendary wars of Iran and

Turan leflect the struggles between the settled Iranians (who

were proud of their superior cultuie and had monopolised the

name Airyftna) with the nomadic Massagetae. In thewoidsof

this scholar, it is these Scythian nomads who must have taken

the name Tur. The later migration of peoples
have completely

changed the ethnical map of Asm and gradually the term Tnra

was transfened to the new enemies of the Irnnifins, the Sacma-

ucae, the To-Kharians, the Kusanas the Khioaile and the Turks'

Fiidausi tieats Tin an, the home of Tur,
3

fts tlie land of

the Tuiksand the Chinese which was separated from Iran by

theOxus, Accoiding to him the kingdom of Afiasiab extends

up to Kibchak and his capital Kang-dk was situated somewheie

near China. The Peisians called the land beside the (Xxu3

Mara-i-Turan. For Arab geogiaphers the land of the Tuiks

began only to the east of the Sir Darya and did not include

Transoxiona. 1
But they extend this territoiy to the Volga

in the west which was called Mr-i-Turan. The summer

camps of the old Kings of Turan were located at Aiq tagh

identified by Quatiemeie and Maiquart with the Ural moun-

tains.' Count Teleki and Prof. Cholnoky, the fathers of the

Pan-Turanian movement in the nineteenth oentuiy, rightly

1. Geiger, QaRramache KuUur in Alttrlm, p. 194.

2. Marqu&rt, Eransihahr naeh der Qtographit des ft. Moses IwwaM
PP. 135.167, lathe Eg. Veda (I S6i w . V I,45, 1) there ia a referenca to

Tutvm. The name of the priest of JanamBJaya, eon of Tariksita, Tura

Kiva*ya,iareminioSntofthe tribe Turvasa (BhUgavatapuf^aK, Z2,26-2f>;

AHmtp.&toiMp VIII, 21). IB Sanskrit the root toar means -to hnrry' or
to run

flwiftljr, and Iwjya aooordiogly means a horse.

3.
Spiegel, Snnisdhe AUerimttwii Vol. I p S53.

4. Warthold, Tnktstan down to the Mongol Invasion Vol. I p. 64

> 138>
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conceived of Turan as lying between the Caspian Sea, the

Iranian Plateau, the mountains at the sources of Sir Darya
and the Irtish and the plateau of Akmolinsk.1

It is clear from the aforesaid discussion that the Iranian

nomads who were first called Tur and later known as Saka

spread around the Caspian Sea from the Jaxartes-Oxus to the

Volga and the Don.

A consideration of the rivers of S'UcadvIpa will also shed

light on its extent. According to the MaJiabhamta the rivers

Sukuman, Kumar!, Sita" KaverakS. MahanadI, Manijala and

Iksuvardhanika flow through this region.
8 The name Sita

corresponds to the Chinese Si-to. These words are derived

from X-ta (rita) underlying the name yaxrt of Jaxartes". It

rises in the plateau south of Issyk Kul lake in the Thatan-Shah.

It flows in the west and discharges into the Western Sea

Pasaimodadhi). To the south of the Jaxartes is the Sughd river

which is also called Zarafshan (gold spreader). It staits from

the mountain range called Jabal-al-Buttam, the slopes of which

\vere marked with gold and silver mines and iron, quicksilver,

copper, lead, naptha and bitumen deposits. Rosins, tuiquoises,

lignite and sal-ammoniac were the specialities of this region.

Rising fiom a lake near Jan or Jay the river flows by Panjikanth,

Samarkand and Bokhara and looses itself in the marshes of

shallow-lakes in the western desert towards Khwarizm*. Its title

-Zarafshan or 'goldscatterer' is analogous to the name Manijala

(with wnler full of gems) mentioned in. the epic. To its south

is the Oxus with its numerous tributaries including Waksbab.

1. Turan, ein Lands chaftbegriff Vol. I p. 65.

2. Mahabharata (Critical edition) VI, 12, SO, Vol. 7 p. 66.

star '+&<*'[ rr^rr i

^\ \\

3. Journal of the Asiatic Bmwty of Bengal (1839 p. 1 93 ; Nandolal Dey,

The Geographical Dictionary of Ancient and Medieval India p. 187.

4. Q. Le Btr^age, The lands of tht Eastern Oaliphate pp, 466-468.
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Tt rises in a glacier among the mountains of the Pamir1
and

aftei a course of upwards of a thousand miles falls into the

Aral Sea now-a days, and used to discharge in the Caspian

sea in early times. Its names Vaksu, Vafiksu, Chak^n, ikgn

and isn agiee with Po-tsu of the Chinese and WukshSb of nl-

Indrisi. To the west of the Wakshiivei, and bounded on the

south by the Oxus, lay the distiicts the Arabs called Stighaniyun.

Saghaniyan city is piobably identical with the modern town of

Sai-i-Asya on the upper part of the Saghaniyan rivei, a tributary

of the Oxus, which was also called Nahr Zarail8
. These names

vouch for the location of the Sakas in these icgious.

Among the rivers which discharge into the Caspian fiom the

west and the north, the most impoilant is the Volga. In nncient

times e, g ,
in woik of Ptolemy it was called JRa which gave rise

to the Iranian name JRmha, piobably the Vedic JRasa and the

Greek name Art or Aras used by Aristotle and Aras^s employed

by Herodotus for the Volga. Rawlinson holds that in piimilive

Scythic the name ATS or Arae meant 'great' and was given to

this river on account of its greatness. In Scythic the word
lara means 'maiden

1

e. g. Artimpasa, Utiuscan Ari-timis, Gieek

Artemit (celestial Venus). This word may also underlie the

Greek name of the Volga, Ars or Aras,

Arab geographers called the Volga IltH. Later on, u
came to be known as Volga, piobably on account of the settle-

meiat of the Bulgars along its bank, in the opinion of Rahula
Sankiitvayana". But, accoiding to Rawlinson, the woid
Volga meant 'great' in Aiian Slavonic, and was used for the
river Volga on account of its gieatuess." It had the same sense

soarcea of
'7^aEtr/ *

2Z%? Jflmba"nadi taL08

Le
Strange, qp. ^. p> 439

of Central

Ill p. 9.
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as the Scythian word Aras. Thus in his opinion the use of

Volga for Arag was meiely a change of synonyms of two different

languages. It is also not unlikely that the name of Volga is

derived from the Russian word Volka (Sanskut Vrka) meaning
a 'wolf, with which the Scythian Neuri, the ancestors of the

Slavs were intimately associated in legends reported by
Heiodotus. The main tributary of this river is Kama which

joins it near Bulgar. It appears that this river Kama and the

river Ra or A'rtis wete transcribed in the epic as Kumari. It is

also likely that 'Kumari* is the translation of the Scythic word
'aia

1

meaning a *maiden', which probably underlay the Greek
Ars or Aras, Another river flowing frcm the west and dischar-

ging into the Caspian is JTitmci which also probably underlies

the name Kumar i. In order to distinguish the Kama-ra or

Kama Volga from the Kumn both of which were transcribed as

Kumar? the prefixW was ndded to one of them. Hence we
get two river names Sukwnari and Knmari in the epic. It is

significant that the Russians call the Volga 'Kraaavitaeii' which

has the same meaning as Sukumari (a beautiful damsel). As

regards the river Kaveraka it appears to represent the Kura
River which flows into the Caspian from the west. This river

name seems to have been in use over a fairly wide area as the

name Kavir given to the salt marshes of inner Iran indicates.

While enumerating the rivers of Sakadvlpa, the epic

mentions the MaJi&nadz also, as seen above. We have shown
in an earlier part of this study that the names of the Russian
rivers Don, Donets, Dnieper, Dniester & Danube aie derived
from the Iranian dan and the Ossetic don meaning water. 1 The
metathesis of dan or don is nada. In India this metathesis of

this Aryan word has been in use. Thus the nadi or great nadi

(mahSnadi) located by the epic in iaakadvTpa represents the

gieat river Don which flows into the sea of Azov. The Iranian

nomads Cimmerians, Scythians and Sarmatians had their

settlements along this river from very early times. Herodotus

makes it the eastern boundary of Scythia.

J. Q. Vernadaky, Artcfati Ritaeia p. 96,
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Corresponding to the valleys of the ilveis mentioned above
were the seven legicws (vaisas) of Sakadvipa. Su7eum3ra and
Kaumara aie

manifestly the vnlleys of the Sukumari and the
Kuman or the Volga and the Kuma rivers, Ma^kaHcana. is the

Valley of the MaiiijulS QI the Zarafshan Rivei ; Maudaki seems
to be a variant of Mandagn, a tribe of Sakadvipa identified with
the Mada, and thus signifies Media, Kwmtdottura, ispresents the

Komedoi of the Greek wrilcis which extended from The Oxus
to the river Kaiategin, Mahakasa or MahakoSa stands for Akhasa
which the classical writers place in ScyLhia and MaJtapitrusa
suggests the idea of fabulous peoples of abnormal sizes

mentioned by Cheek writeis. Among the mountains of this

legion Duign^aila represents the Caspian gates, Kesara is

probably the 2agios Range, Jnladhara aud Raivata are the

highlands of the Knma find Volgn legions, Meru and Malaya
aie the Pamirs and the neighboring mountains and Syaraa
is the general name o/ northern

The discussion of the rivers of 6akadv!pa shows that it

extended from the Sir-0arya iegion to that of the Volga and
the Don. Thus it included the land on the eastem, western
and uorthein shoies of the Caspian sea. It signified the regions
to the east of the Caspian which was the early home of the
Scythians and the teniiory to the west and north of this sea
through which the Kuia, Kuma and the Volga flow, and where
these people had settled as wdl as the valley of the Don in
South RnBBiii where they shifted and supplanted their kith and

the C,mmerianS. It menus both -Lesser ScytMa' and the
Scythia' of Strabo.

Pe ple of $akadvipa or Scythia are

to a Chinese tradition, accepted
hurata VI,

Ibid VI, 13,
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by most of the Steppe peoples, the colour of the north was

black.
1 Hence all noithern peoples were regarded as black.

In fact 'black' became a synonym for 'noithern'. For instance,

black Bulgars meant the noithern Bulgars and Black Ugrians
were the northern Ugrians. Similarly the Savarti or Sevordik

were called. 'Black Sons' in Armenian sources. Here the epic

was reproducing a steppian tradition by dubbing the Sakas

black'. But ignorant of the correct ethnic import of this epithet

the author of the epic ascribed the black colour of the Scythians

either to the reflection of the swarthy god Krsna or the shade

of the great Black Mountain (Syamo nama Mahagirih). This the

Black Mountain was conceived as a possible explanation of the

tradition of the black complexion of the Sakas and thus

signifies the northern mountains of their country Sakadvlpa. It

is significant that in veise VI, 12, 26 of the Great Epic one of

the variants of SafaaB is Syama.

The Mahdbharata gives some data about the religion of

the people of Sakadvlpa. In VI, 12, 26 it is stated that 'Sankaia

was worshipped theie (Pujyatt ya.tr& Sankarak). A variant of

Sahkarali in the critical edition (Vol. Ill P. 65} is bhaskarah,

meaning the sun, which is moie probable We leam that the

Scythians worshipped Papeus (dyauspilr) and Octosyrus

(Svelasurya) or the sun-god. The Scythian form of the woid

Octosyius which has come to us in a Gieek gaib is 'svaliu' with

'!' for 'i'. He was regarded as the son of 'Divu' (father) and

'Apia' (mother earth).
8

Among the Slavs also the sun was the

greatest god on the festivals of which they ate red cakes roasted

with butter. Thus it is understandable that Samba was asked

to lepair to Sakadvlpa for inviting the priests who could properly

woiship the sun-god.

It is conclusively established from the afore-said discussion

that Sakadvlpa cannot be located in the Far East as Gereni

1. J. J. M. de Qroot, Ohines-isohe Urkunden sur Gteachich te

(Hunnen) Vol 1 p. 20.

2. F. Q. Bergmans. Lea Scythes p. 559-

13
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has done but stands for the legion to the east, north and west

of the Caspian sea up to Southern Russia.1
It is noteworthy

in this connection that Sakadvipa does not figui-e in early Indian

geographical treatises, Brahmanical or Buddhist, where the earth

is divided into four regions (dvlpas) only, viz Bhaiata Vars or

Jambudvlpa, KetumSla, Bhadiasvavarga arid Uttara-Knra,

Later on when the horizons of knowledge widened under the

Mauryos and the Kusanas, the conception of Jambudvlpa also

underwent a trausfoimation. IL was no longer confined to the

geographical boundaries -

of India proper but was enlarged to

embrace many other regions of Asia, viz Uttara Kurit (Ottoro-

corrae of Ptolemy, perhaps the state of the Tarira basin, Chinese

Turkestan), Harivarsa, probably Sughd famous for horses,

llavrtavarsa, possibly the basin of the Hi rivei, BkadraSvavarsa the

Valley of the Si ta (Jaxaites) JKetumalvt, through which the river

SvaraksS (probably Vaksu or Oxus) flows, Kimpurmavaf^a cente-

ring round Hemakuta and signifying the Himalayan regions,

Hiranmayavarsa or Badakshan region noted for mines of piecious

metals and jewels and RamyaJcavarsa, probably the Rami, Ramni

Islands (Lambu) in the Far East, besides Maratavarsa or India.

Thus JambodvTpa began to denote Greatex India ratherjthan India

proper. It became a world by itself having its own sub-conti-

nents. Having its centre at Meiu, (probably the Pamirs) it

projected north wards up to the Hi Basin aud stretched south-

Wards to India In this way India became a part of a bigger

geographical unity which began to evolve from the Maurya

period and reached its full development in the Kusana age. In

this age of gi owing geographical weltanschaaung six other

continents were conceived in the likeness of Jambudvlpa. They

1. 8. C. Vidyabhushana identifies gfikadvipa with Sogdiana (Journal
/ We Aatf

Society of Bengal 1902 parti p. 154) He ignores tho roglon to
1"*11101 thS CaBfiaD Seft lDoluded ia ifc ' H. 0. Bay-Chaudhury
rogion with Soiatan (Studw in Indian Antiquities p. 68). This

" Un
!
Bna'bl*t as no river located ia Sakairlpa flows in it. E. J. Eopaou

ame of *' ^ower Indus Valley after the Battle-

.G. Hereagai^we have to Faos
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are Plaksadvlpa, iaSlmalldvipa, Kusadvlpa, Krauficadvlpa,

<-!al;ndvIpa and Puskaradvipa.
1

In this study we have examined

the data pertaining to Sakadvlpa aud shown that they are

based on real facts, traditions aud informations. These epic

and Puranic data about the geography and ethnography of this

region tend to throw new light on many obscure and contro-

veisiul aspects of the Scythian question, as seen above.

Rai Kriuhaa Dae 'Purauio Geography' Gaturdvlpa and Sapta-dvipa,

1 no. 2 (Feb. 1960) pp. 202-205. H. 0. Rayobaudhury, Studies in

Indian Antiquities pp. 70-7'4. Most of these continents are named after plants

otrd trees. Accordingly the name Sakadvlpa ie Qiao altered as ^akadrfpa, to suit

these trends of aomenolature. But the data clearly pertain to the Sakas aud

, .as leen above.



[In this article the learned writer has shown thnt

the PiahlSda-carita, as it is found in the PurSnas, is

based on the Sruti or Veda. He traces its source in the

Taiuinya-Brahmwa, and discusses its further amplifica-

tion (or upabirhhana) in the Puranas. It is in respect of

the Piahlada-cadta and other similai Skhyanas which

me found in the Jsruli in a nucleus-form that the

Puiana add Itihasa, along with the Vedas, are said to be

the bieath of the Maha-Bhuta. The Prahlada-carita is

found in a number of Puranas, such as Matsya, Kfirmn,

Varaha, Vamana, Visnu, the two Bhagavatas, Padraa,

Bralunanda, Nrsiraha and Saura. The writer heie shows

how these various Puranas give their own versions of

the Prahlada-carita, which has been briefly referred to

in the Biahnwi.ias and the Upanisads. He has also given
here u brief summary of the Prahlada story contained in

the Kurma Purana. (cf. also his previous article on the

Piuhlada-caiita published m the 'Puiana' Vol. Ill, No. 1.)]
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Late Prof. BEIT* HEIMANN

The passing away of our learned contributor BETTY

HEIMANN, Professor of Sanskrit and Indian Philosophy in

London, has removed an eminent Indoloffisl from the realm

of Oriental scholarship. She 'has passed away very peace-

fully on Friday, 19th May, '61 at Sirmione, Lake Garda
'

Prof. B. HEIMANN was a great lover of India's

Philosophy and ancient culture. In her letter dated 31st

October, 1960she wrote : "The word 'Parana' has for me a

magic significance and is worthy of reverence, 'The

Older the Bette/ is my motto for my Indian studies 1"

The subject of her present article-THE PHILOSOPHY

OF THE "IT"~was 'central in her mind always,
1

In

her letter of March 27, '61 she remarked about her

[5
PHILOSOPHY OF THE ''IT", as follows :-

"It is indeed an expression of my deep conviction

and appreciation of my Purana India of venerated

past. The more 1 study it, the more i believe in

India's "IT" in contrast to Western Post- Aristotelian

'Person' -as highest value."

May her soul res I in eternal Peace !

*5^fer ^: "TTCFT cTiTfl: TCfflTcJ
1

H
Hail ! May you attain the eternal abode of the |

Supreme Bmhman, beyond all darkness.



THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE "IT*'

BY

B. HEIMANN
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F ST ( "f
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Each fully developed civilisalion natuially contnins the

same complex of pioblems. However, one cannot eiisily dismiss

the differences of the various civilisations in pointing out that

the veiy same problems can also be found lu othei civ ilistit ions.

It is not the pioblem itself, but it is its position in the centic

01 only at the periphery, its validity only for one time or al till

times, its tiadihonal or impelled development, winch accouiils

foi the difTeience of the philosophies and religions concerned.

lu surveying the Indian way of thought, there is one

problem nowhere else in the world so persistently and consistently

pursued all thiough the ages : it is that of the significance

of the "It".

True, in the Rgvedic literatuie of about 1500 B.C., the

mnnifolduess of personal forms first meets the eye. Polytheism

or even Pantheism is levealed in the peisonification and deifica-

tion of natuial phenomena in heaven, mid-air and eaith Signi-

ficantly, also, abstracts and objects of the so-called inanimate

nature aic included in this pantheon of manifold deities,

Already here, however, a specific tread of Indian thought it

evident. Not earthly persons alone man, animal and plant-
are exalted to divine lank, thus widening the range beyond tin

recognised order of personalities endowed with Reason- no!

only personalities in heaven aje assumed as intelligently function

ing, or at any rate, purposeful divine beings, but also iu mid-uii

the natural phenomena (rainstoims, winds, etc.) aie inve?tet

with conscious and effective faculties,

In addition, gods and goddesses of virtue and vice an

included ia this complex Indian pantheon. The wide range o
1
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innumerable personalities accounts for the merely relative value

of each of these single gods. Moreover, these deities are more

than only the sublimation of special human qualities. Eveiy-

thing in nature and in thought lends itself equally to be raised

to the rank of a deity. Positive and negative qualities, both

still participate in the essence of the Highest, fi actions of which

are dispetsed in visible or imaginable cosmic forms. Innate

intelligence or consciousness of function is not in itself a

eonditio sine qua non for deification. Vitality and intensity,

earned by an intelligent, or a non-intelligent, lepiesentative

count in themselves as divine factois. Nor is our human

arbitration of "good" and "bad" the canon for their supieme

values. Eveiything is divine which is ugra (loot vaj, to be strong),

powerful and awe-inspiring. Actually it seems that the des-

tructive forces of nature overpower in might the benign deities

who favour human life. Huclra, the howling tempest, in its

destructive function, becomes in later Hinduism Maltadeva, the

"Great God", under the euphemistic name ira t
the Blessed.

Ancient Hindu belief in gods is actually less man-centred i. e.

not exclusively concerned with the human fate, than are the

gods of other religions.

Moteover, even in another aspect early Hindu icligion does

not yield to human liylrit (human conceit and self-sufficiency).

Early Indian religion does not create its highest god as the

ideal of n. "super-man" whose main concern is human happiness,

human ethics and human aspirations. Man is pait and parcel

of the whole, aud cannot exclusively be taken as the model

though a less perfect one of his god. Other worldly phenomena,
animal and plant, serve in the same way to produce divine

prototypes. Again, as mentioned before, it is not one single god
nor one single form which is ever considered to be unique.

There is no tiend of thought which ever leads from Hindu

Pantheism, or Pan-en-theism or Theopanism to Monotheism

(recognised as the ideal concept of Western religions). Katheno-

theism, as Max MuIIer termed it, is the nearest to but funda-

mentally different from, Western Mon.otheisrn. Oae god of
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human or animal origin or of a meiely impersonal abstraction

may temporanly, for a certain occasion or a certain sect, attain

the supreme rank but never to the exclusion of all othei gods

established or imaginable. It is Nature itself with its dynamic

functions, iirespective of Reason and irrespective of personal

consciousness, irrespective of ethics or non-ethics, and indifferent

to solely human concern and puipose, which 5s accepted as the

highest power. Man, just as his less intelligent fellow-cieo tines,

has submissively to sunender to Nature. Fuithermoie, can

Nature ever be grasped under the symbol of one single peison

and name alone ? Nature emits persona] forms, low and high,

out of its quasi-neutral fulness, and le-absorbs them in the end

into its indiscriminate fulness, pftrnatvit. Nature acts with

pitiless dynamics. Nature is even moie impressive in its

destructive and awe-inspiring aspects than iu its beneficial and

gentle powers. If Natme is accepted as the highest Divine,

the god Siva, originally the representative of destruction, Iben

truly is called the AfaJia-deva, the Gieat God, the JUaJia Jsuta,

the Great Lord. The highest peisonal deity is a detached

dispenser of natural functions without personal concern. The

supra.-personal, the supia godly, the all embracing neutral power

of Nature is ultimately symbolized in the "It
1

*. Nature is the

true "It", the not-bound to one single foim of male or female, the

Ne-uter
t
the not One or the Other, but the All combined, the all

emanating, the all-absorbing Force.

The cult of Nature, it is true, has been practised all

over the -world as an early form of leligion but what distin-

guishes Indian nature-ieligion fiom other similar forms of cult

is that in India, early Nature-worship is never abandoned, not

given up when the later religion rises to lofty heights. In India

the veneration of Nature has never been discarded as outdated
and primitive. On the contrary, primitivity is here appre-
ciated in its productive ambiguity and unexhaustible poten-

tialities. Nature-cult is the fundament of the earliest forms
of Indian religions and remains the basis even of the highest
and the most exalted speculations of Indian philosophy. Already
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in the lute books of the Ryveda, Nature is sublimated and

evaporated, as it were, beyond the grasp of its visible appea-

rances ; beyond Nature's manifest forms it is furthermore

valued as n principle of univeisal dynamics, thus being within,

and outside, all phenomena at the same time.

In the mainly tropical climate of India, with its never-

resting, ever-changing dynamic phenomena, doubly impressive

in their sudden transformations fiom one state to the other,

with the abrupt growth and decay, with the sudden transition

from darkness and light without lingering twilight, Nature

holds its sway over the human mind and its imagination. It

is not astonishing, then, that India formed a notion more in-

genious and adequate to Natuie's ambiguous aspects of visibility

and invisibility, of growth and decay, than any other civilisation

known.

It is the concept of Brahman (neuter !), a concept so

all-embracing, so expiessive of each single natural phenomenon,

of the sum of them all find, in addition, of the hidden further

potentialities which are never in Time and Space all fully

revealed. All these visible and invisible aspects are elements

of the one concept, Brahman (horn root &??' to grow and cause

to grow). The Brahman itself is a-gunarat, ultimately quality-

less. Only in its manifestations, qualities seem to appear.

Its true essence is nothing but Sat, Being or Reality, vague

and indiscriminate. Significantly, this very term Sat is also

used in the meaning of "good". This "good" however is not

bound to any elhicnl limitation .and aibitration. It is pure

existence in itself, which is valued as positive not subject

to any human standaids of ethical merits and demerits.

Nature JBraJtman represents as the highest value, the life-

force itself, the dynamics of which may be expressed in genera-

tion or destruction.

BraJiman has a double, or rather triple, aspect. Its

greater part, the three-quarters of "It", is for ever unmanifestable,

a 10, 90, 3ff). Only "It's" minor part lends itself to

15
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manifestations in heaven or earth, in the past, present, or

future, to the process of geneiation and destruction. "It's*

major part is for ever beyond oni leach ; "It's*' minor manifest

parts follow its comse of destruction and generation unconceined

with the fate of single individuals or genus, say Man.

Far-reaching religious conclusions result from this basic

concept. How then can Man (or animal) venture to influence

the Brahman principle by prayei and appeasement? The pure
ideal of the Brahman-cult excludes the possibility of personal

devotion and direct approach in prayer. JBrafiman lends itself

only to unegoistic, wantless submission in meditation. The

worshipper with his personal wants, personal prayeis and

offerings, can only approach Brahman's minor manifestations-

deities, personal forms nearer to humau beings, though graded
as higher than theii devotee. Deities are sublimated images
of human concepts. This explains the apparent human tylri*

(self-righteousness) even towards the gods. The human agent,
the worshipper, forces his god to leact, to respond to his prayeis.

Hybri can be exeicised towards man-conceived deitiesbut
never towards the Brahman-principle.

There is yet another aspect of this mutual relationship
between gods and men. The single gods, though in an elevated

form, are also, in a way, subject to the law of re-incarnation.
Also later Hinduism speaks of occasional descents (ftvataras) of,
for instance, the god Viwu, who can be re-born in the form
of a man, animal, or a bird, in order to fulfil momentary cosmic
needs. It is true that these divine re-incainations aie not

strictly obligatory for the god, but more beneficial for the othe:
cosmic beings. Brahman itself, unapproachable as it is, can
never be expected to re-appear for a certain single purpose in

a certain single form. Brahman creates the world or worlds as
its Las, purposeless play or display of its creative powers, in
ft child-lite manner. The "It", the Brahman, constructs and
destroys m a purposeless activity.

World-creation is
significantly termed viaarffa, emanation,

outflow and secretion (this very same term vkar* is used for
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any oidinaiy biological piocess- outflow and urge for secretion

in all physical bodies). Is this purposeless and may be insentient,

quasi-biological process of emission, assumed for the Brahman

principle,
a degradation and profanation of the Highest ? This

is not a problem foi the Indian thinker. Not for him who
denies the divinity of functions limited by puipose and conscious-

ness. Natuie proves its superior power by its ever-productive

urge and neutiality of vital dynamics.

In later Hinduism a trinity of deities is assumed, in which

the god Siva represents cither geneiation and destruction

combined (continuous dynamics in transformation and change),

or he stands for the destructive power alone, or else, his thiid

aspect is that of the Master-yogin, who with indifference and

detachment, fufils smilingly his opposite functions. His middle

aspect is that of uupertuibed balance. If the trinity is sub-

divided into three different gods, then the god Vimu is responsible

for the maintenance of the woild (as the stabilising power within

change). If Siva is considered only as a destructive power, then

another co-related symbol is introduced as a creating force.

This, an off-shoot of the Brahman principle, is the god Brakmet.

However, very, few temples are dedicated to this god Bra7im& r

the creator a fact astonishing for the Westerner, for whom
Creation is the highest postulate of the divine functions. The

god Brahma, though related in name to the highest principle

Brahman, is for the Indian of lesser importance than the god

Vifttu, or even the god Siva. Creation is but an accidental

moment, continuously repeated and annihilated. Since Rgvedic

times, Creation alone never plays a piedominant part in Hindu

religion. The world, as any other individual, comes into being,

develops, vanishes, and is re-born in yet another shape. Creation

is not a unique act j never does Creation spring forth from a

Nothing ; nor is it endowed with a definite and final purpose.

For the Indian, Creation is but a transitory emanation which

inevitably is re-absorbed in the end. As such the god of Creation

is here not -worshipped as the highest power. The god Brahma

is only one passing phase of Brahman's ever-productive life-force.
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All forms in heaven and on earth, in the past, present and

future, are but negligible patts of the immeasurable and

inexhaustible Brahman,

Buddhism, too, the daughter-religion of eai Her Brahmanism,

in spite of some of its reforms, is nourished by the fountain-head

of former Brahman ic thought. In variant expression the basic

concept of Brahman is retained. The idea of the productive

"It" is upheld. Tiue, Buddhism does not speculate on the

primary "It", the source of all manifest foims, but it adheres to

the conclusions diawn from it. Buddhism starts to investigate

the natural phenomena as they aie found m the world, and

evaluates them as but changeable tiansiLory forms, moments

(foatias). However, for the end also Buddhism postulates an

all-embracing neutral concept, the Ifiruaiiam, the dissolution {lit.

the blown-asunder) of single persons, of single names, of single

definitions andarbitrations. The Buddhist speculations on tlie

final -ZWfiiawaw ate very much alike to the Brahmanic speculations

on the final BraJiman, which is significantly also called Brahma-

Nirvanvn The Buddhist Nirvaium (very much akin to the

Brahmam'c concepts) is visualised as the No-thing.(not a Nothing,

but not a single thing). It is notewoilhy that Nirv&num is ulso

termed the JKttsnuw, the whole, or the Suklam, the indisctirrunate

Whiteness. Single colours then are no more distinguishable in

their former specific hues. Emptiness of colour is produced by

the accumulation of all colours. This simile serves to grasp the

concept of the All and the Noue. The all-embtacing Neuter

covers all distinctions. The Buddhist uses for this postulated

final state the pregnant teim Sfmyam, the void. S&nyam is most

piobably a derivation from the same loot Sun (cf. K. F.

Biugmann in his Comparative Grammar) from which also Sunam,

the excessive, the swollen, has its origin. How then can Void

and Swollen be inheient in the very same root ? Both me

beyond the distinct single form and size the one being a negative,

the other a positive expression of the very same face of no-more

or not-yet distinct shape, or no-more or not-yet name and dimen-

sion. JK)<*nam, whole, and Sttlelam, white, and Sftnyam, void,
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all of these terras are neuter in grammar ; all of them alike

indicate the lying-together or the falling-together of singleness

within, or into, an indiscriminate whole. The Buddhist Nirvayam
is yet another expression of the pre-Buddhist and post-Buddhist
Hindu philosophy of the "It". No more single form of a person,
or of d single thing, no more specific qualities of a special pheno-

menon, can be traced in this all-embracing reservoir of the "It"

True, Buddhism starts with a careful investigation of

the single individuals and their continuous development in the

course of their Karma sequence in re-incarnations. However,

the final postulate lies in the annihilation of all individual

personality, quality and tendency. The evaluation of all

personal forms and of all historical moments of event is the

same in Buddhism as it is in the Brahman speculations.

Apparently Buddhism emphasizes more strongly the temporal

middle stage of world-phenomena than the cosmic vision of

Brahmanism, but in the result it comes to the same conclusion,

that the only constant factor is the "It", the supra-personal and

supra-changeable I'urnctfvam, fulness oE the All, which is no more

a Something.- Man, animal, plant and gods are finally re-

absorbed into the all-embracing form-destroying "It". In spite

of the impressive manifoldness of visible forms on earth and

postulated forms in heaven or just because of all this embar-

rassing multitude-the Indian Hindu and the Indian Buddhist

are unimpressed, or even oppressed by, and try to detach them-

selves from, the abundance of appearances. The Indian longs

for the state of absolute transcendence and unchanging cons-

tancy as the final aim. The Buddhist, too, strives after the

amorphous "It".

Intensive observation and the ensuing depreciation of

empirical phenomena finally leads the Indian beyond the empirical

world of transitoriness. And yet, by this very negation of all

practical and practicable phenomena as finalities, India has

produced a scientific notion which, far beyond her own world of

thought, has influenced the modern Western world, which is
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based on enthely different pi esuppositions. The Indian postu-

late of transcendental Sunyam has become the cardinal point of

mathematical science.

The concept of 3unyam is the concept of Zeio. Actually

the teim for Zeio in Sanskrit is Sunyam, the same teim as for

the no-moie differentiated All, the Nirvanam. Zero is the no-

number 01 the matrix, and the falling-together of all numbers.

Zero is the sum of all numbers, positive and negative combined.

It is the pioductive point of indifference between the negative,

the destroying, and the positive, the generating, elements. It

is No-number by comprising all numbeis. It is no more n,

number ani yet the reservoir of them all. It is mathematically

represented under the symbol of a ciicle, self-contained and

enclosed in itself. It may accidentally embrace a smaller or gieater

spatial content, but essential^ it remains the same. It is

simultaneously the geometrical and algebraic basis for all

calculations and dimensions. Zero is the mathematical expre-

sion, of the "It", beyond single name and form, beyond

quantity and quality. It is not to be grasped and determined

by any method of definition and measure. It is like Brahman
and Nirvanam, an amorphous principle, active within and

potential without, the empirical facts and factors.

Other consequences of the Indian concept of the "It"

pertain to human ethics. Good and bad are bound to arbitra-

tion, limited by conscious selection, Brahnmn, the "It", com-

bines them in the transcendental realm of no-moie distinction.

It is the life force which functions as ugra, awe-inspiring vitality.

Destruction and generation are ambivalent expressions of this

neutral energy. Only the human observer provides the positive
or negative evaluation to it. The Tc^a-system in its Sutras,
3,22 and

commentary, ventures to state that the highest is

beyond human limitation of good and bad. "The Karma of
the average man is either good (white) or bad (black), or a
mixture of both. The perfected Yogin, however, is no moie
bound to any human discrimination between good and bad".
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The highest state of mind leads to the annihilation even of

etbicaj evaluation. Here, too, a kind of Zero, an ethical Zero,

as it were, is assumed as the Highest.

A puzzling deduction of this doctrine can be found also

in Indian drama I think of an episode in the Mreohaleafikam.

Theie the burglar first hurries, and then stops before commit-

ting his offence. In order to observe his icligious professional

duties, in an initiation-ceremony for his burglary, he first

meditates and carefully and d&voutly recites verses from his

Caurya-sastram, lit. the "Sacred Text of Robbery*'. Only then

he feels dutifully prepated for his theft. How can one explain

this ethical neutrality towaids, or rather, this subversion

of, acknowledged standards of human society ? One may even

add here the "Holy Murder" of the Thugs. They felt religiously

justified to commit even murder as a sacrifice to the destructive

deity D&rga, the consort of the god. Siva. Does here appear

though perveited an ideal which allows to destroy in order to

approach, and accelerate the state of annihilation ? If thereby

the amorphous "It" is pursued, then the extreme conclusions,

when applied not to the transcendental but even to empiiical

conditions, tiuly are dangerous.

The cult of the Ne-utar , the 'Not-This', 'Nor-That' aloue,

has found its classical formulation as early as Upauisadic

"Na-iti, JSTa-iti", the teaching of the absolute Brahman. The

Brahman is "not this nor that", not any fixed notion of empirial

knowledge and valuation. Not any of them, nor all of them

combined, do justice to the all-embi acing Swvmvm. Is there-

fore the Latin term "Ne-uter" or the Upanisadic formulation

"Na-iti" an essentially negative concept of the Highest ? In

other words : is a fundamental Pessimism and Nihilism under-

lying the Hindu and the Buddhist world of thought ? It is

not an absolute Negativism or Pessimism which reveals itself

here. Though nothing of the limited spheie of empirical

knowledge is considered as being sufficient, a positive postulate

for the Beyond is maintained. The positive notion is reserved
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and accepted for the transcendental world. The
embarrassing

multiformity, the tnnsitoriness, the continuous change between

enjoyment (Priyct) and suffering (A-priya) do not answer the

hankering after a complete and constant Bliss
(dnanfa),

Pessimism towards this changing world is born from an innate

Optimism which postulates a perfect state of happiness beyond

human conception, The - l

lt", the Bnlman, is for the Indian

the claim for the certainty of undivided and undiminishing

Bliss, dnanda, in the Beyond, Jmnda is Anantajbe Unlimited,

No person, human or divine, can fully do justice to the limitless,

indefinite Infinite, to the Supra-Person,

3RI



[References to the Pin ana or Puranas are also found
iu various ancient works other than the Puranas. Heie
some such references have been collected.]
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MATSYA PURANA AND PROMISCUITY

BY

S. G. KANTAWALA

\ srat

: i

ITTf?H

^wa I J

Marriage is one of the fundamental institutions of human

society, and it is found in one form or another in every society,

whether primitive or civilised, In this paper it is proposed

to discxiss the two episodes of sexual laxity, viz (1) the J-JarmisthS

Yayati episode and (2) the episode of Dlrghatamas and the

cult of GodharmUf as found in the Matsya PurSna. Other

instances of sexual aberrations are alluded to in fn. 31.

Scholars like Bachofen, Mclenan, Morgan and others expounded

the view that "man lived originally in a state of promiscuity",
1

but Westermarck combated this view and pointed out that,

"it is not of course, impossible that among some peoples, inter-

course between the sexes may have been almost promiscuous.

But there is no shred of genuine evidence for the notion that

promiscuity ever formed a general stage in the history of

mankind".*

In the opinion of MM. Dr. P- V. Kane, the Vedic works

contain no indications about promiscuity,
8 The Mbh, tells us
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the stoiics of the wanton women of Utlarakuiu 1
, and of the

cay of MaliimtitI
B
,
notonous for theii extraoidinary sexual

freedom, but this evidence is lebutted by scholars like Dis.

Kane and Altekar on the ground of their being either mythical

in nntuic or of the proverbial tiavellei's tnle
3

fl

yet there are

a few epical episodes, e.g. the Sarmistha-Yayati episode, which

betiuy an astounding laxity in sexual morality, but most of

these passages have a context and aie not to be taken at their

face-value as Dr. AlLekar points out.7 In the Matsyapurana

also, the SarmisthS Ynyati episode occuis.8 Siu misth! who had

cscoitcd DevayanT to Yayati's com I as an attendant, was gifted

with beauty, nobility and good character. After she had i cached

pubeity, fahe happened, once, to meet Yayati alone in the

Asokagiove and made advances to him, who mentioning- her

Sukia's prohibitive injunction, hesitated to fulfil her passionate

longing, when she poignantly pointed out the non-difference

between one's .own husband and the friend's husband.9 It is

to be notod that the context clearly shows that many factors

vvcie icsponsible for such a bold statement and action. Her
sex uiges weie repiessed by her being driven into desperation

by the iinnaUiml punishment of eternal maidenhood inflicted

upon ho. It may be quite possible that Saimistha's ideology

may reflect the complex of the Asura-culture, which having a

different sex-iuoiality, permitted such liaison,
10 or that probably

this may be her psychological reaction resulting into a vehe-

ment expression of sexual uige emeiging from a desire to wreak
vengeance on DevaySnl by causing Yayati to be disloyal lo

her, ami that her jealous anguish was aggravated by the fact
that Devayam who was her contempoiaiy had a son by that
lime (31,$) a natural cause for jealousy for women. Yayati's
defence on the giound of the sacred duty, chivalry and fear of

ipns
stis-natiscd as a fcetus-killer,

11 when admonished by
Sukiu, appears to be astounding and unconvincing, as he
appears to have been enamoured of her ravishing beauty." In
the opinion of Dr. Altekar, these traces of promiscuity are to

recited to ihe pre-Vedic times as we and the institution
of man,Jge Well established fo the Kgveda."
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Another glaring instance lelaining the traces of giossest

sex commerce is the one in which the doctrine of Grodharma is

inculcated by the SurabhTsuta to the sage Dlrghatamas. Once
it so transpired that when the sage Dlrghntamas was residing

in his younger brother Gautama's14
hermitage, the son of

Snrabhi chanced to tread upon the sacrificial grass whereupon
he caught the bull with its horn so tightly that it was o sheer

impossibility for it to untie the firm gup. Being impressed by
his amazing strength, it stooped to iraploie him for i Is freedom

and to grant him a boon, find yet the sage of enviable strength

Was recalcitrant to free it when the lalLei obseived, "Sire, to

us, this is neither sin nor stealth
; we discriminate neither between

the edible and non-edible, nor between the drinkable and non-

drinkable. We bother not about the propriety of a thing to be

done or not ; equally to us, there is no distinction in the matter

of mating."
1 " Bewildered as he was on hearing this quaint

doctrine, he pleased the lord of the bull with.food and drink

and let it loose. Being tremendously impressed with the

stimulating teachings of this Q-odhctrma, he approached his

younger brother's wife to practise this new cult on her who

expostulated him for his bull-like behaviour and set him tidrift

in the tianges.
16

From, the above summary it is clear that the principal

tenets, as inculcated in this episode, suggest unbridled sexual

freedom. The fact that the sage Dnghatamas borrowed the

doctrine from the bull and that his action was met with

opprobrium and persecution, suggests that it was alien and

unpalatable to the society to which he belonged.

Dr. D. R. Patil seems to suggest speculatively that this

custom of Godharma might be akin to the phallus-cult

(Sisnadeva)* The term 'Sitna&va' ^RV. 7. 21. 5, 10. 99. 3) means

"one addicted to sexual gratification, lustful, non celibate"

according to Prof. Vidhusekhara Uhattacharya,
17 and "it could

hardly mean those who worship phallus as god", as pointed out

by MM. Dr. Kane.11 Dr. A. D. Pusalkar also concurs with his

view.1" I the term 'fisnadwa' is taken in the sense "one
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addicted to sexual gratification, lustful", and the cult of

Godharma is linked up with it as suggested speculatively by
Dr. Patil, it would suggest the gross sexual commerce in genera],

and in particular it would reflect upon the character of the

celebrated sage Dlighatamas. Moreover, the odium raised and

the cruel punishment inflicted upon the purblind sage
10 would

suggest, as noted above, the abhoirent character of this cult.

It may be reiteiated that these passages are not to be

interpreted supeificially but contextually and these tiaces are

to be referred to the pie-Vedic times as opined by the late Dr.

A. S. Altekar." With reference to the cult of Godharma, Dr. D. R.

Patil observes that "it is difficult to suggest any histoiical

explanation for this quaint practice of (Zodharma"." It may be

suggested, as pointed out befoie, that this practice was alien

to and unpalatable to the society to which the celebrated sage

Dlrghatamas belonged. These passages need not be taken to

reflect a general promiscuous slate of the society ; it shows
that "mating must not be confounded with marriage. A realistic

analysis of the institution of marriage does not confound the

theory and actuality in sex-behaviour, nor does it derive conjugal
life from sexual drive. To merge the two concepts is to forego
an insight into the distinctively human element of the

phenomenon".*3

The Dirghatamas-episode is also important from the point
of view of the study of the relation between the elder biother
and the wife of the younger brother. The lamentable fate of the
sage Dlrghatamas at the hands of his younger bi other's wife for

approaching her, who was to him like a daughter-in-law
8
*, to

practise the teaching of Godharma, suggests that the senior
brother's sexual intimacy with the younger brother's wife was
odious, and it was met with serious consequences."

^ Incidentally the Brimspati-MomatS-episode may be allud-

Tr-i
t

,,?
ere' b contrast to the ab ve behavioured pattern. Once

Uwjas younger brother Brhaspati approached his elder
brother's wife, Mamata, for sexual intercourse and she be*

seeched him to avoid her (i) ag she was enaeinte, (ii) he was
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amoyTutretas and (iii) there was no space left for the second

child. Inspite of her persuasions, Brhaspati forced himself on

her, and had his passion fulfilled. BharadvSja, their issue, was

accepted by Bharata as his son (49.31).

In this episode, Mamata's words "3T^*I?r^ *T5t

JT^relf 3*Tt"
aB

suggest that there was nothing repulsive in the

sexual intimacy of a younger brother with his elder brother's

wife, even when the elder brother was alive. According to

Dr. D, R. Patil, the important thing to note is the idea regarding

sexual morality, and the story assumes more importance when

Bharadvaja -is adopted by Bharata.98 This suggests also, as

noted before, that 'mating need not be confounded with

mariiage'. It reminds one also of one of the conditions of the

institution of niyoga viz , the appointment of a brother who is

one of the persons competent for appointment
B

There are other instances of sexual laxity found in the

Matsya Pur5na as well as in the Vayu Pursna, which throw

ample light on the sexual side of the society of those times.81

Abbreviations used in this paper s

AIHT : Ancient Indian Historical Tradition by Pargiter.

Mbh Cr. Ed : Mahabharata, Critical Edition, published by Bhandar-

kar Oriental Research Institute, Poona.

MP : Matsya Pur5n.a, published by the Anandairama Press.

RV : Rg-veda.

Unspecified references e. gf. 31.8 always refer to the MP, thus

31.8^MP 31.8.

1. Weatermarck, E. : The History of Human Marriage, p. 51.

2- eWrf., p. 133.

8. Kane P. V, : History of DkarmaSaitra, Vol. II, p. 437 j vide also

!>andey B. B. ; Hindu Saihskaraa, p, 369.

4. Mbh. Cr. Ed., 1. 113. 4-7-

B. Mbh. Or. EJd., 2. 23. 23-34. gvetaketu, the BOH of Uddalaka, is said to

have abolished promiscuity (Mbh. Cr. Ed. 1. 118. 8-10 ).

6. Kane, P. V. : ibid., Vol. II, p. 428 ; Altekar, A. S. : The Potition of

Women in the Hindu Civilisation, pp. 31-35.

7. AJtakar. 4.. 8. : ibid., p. 35.
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8. MP. Chapters 31 and 32,

s- "amfaft Tm tfsn^ <rfrr:

H*T toif f?3?T|: s^iT fcfe ifrfe: ii"

MP.-31. 19, c/ MP. S3, 23 ; Mbh. Or. Ed. I. 77. 19.

10. <=/. '%frng^'fcwTft*rar ...... i

3
'

MP. 32. 19.

11. MP, 31. S3, 33. of Mbh Cr. Ed. 1. "iS. 32.

12. YayBti eepme to reciprocate to her love being infatuated by her

ravishing beauty ef

''sffa ?it tflsRTJw trai^TTrfafacn^ i

STJJ !r ^ T^rfa s^SJfrfT ftfaan n
} '

MP. 31.14
; c/. Mbh. Cr. Ed. 1. 77. 14, o/ Altekar A. S., pp.cfl.

p. 36.

IB. Altakar, i. S. . op. cit p. 36.

14. It may be noted that ETrphntamaB later on, came to be known as

Qanbama (MP. 48. 84) ; so we bare now two Gantamaa i. e. to say

(1) Gautama who -was formerly known as DTrgbatamai, and

(2) Gautama, tbe younger brother of Dlrghatamas. In the opinion of

Fargiter, the reading Gantama "seema to be a misreading aathe

sequel shows." Aocient Indian Historical Tradition, p. H8, fn, S,

)5, MP. 48. 49 50.

16. MP. 48. 44 ff. , vide Patil D. R., Cultural History from the VSyu

Purfljio.pp. 45, 15S-159 , Punnia Index Vol. II, p 97; Mayer J G.

Sexual life in Ancient India, p. 124. According to F arbiter Dligbo-

tatnai "lived in hia paternal cousin's hermitage whom the Pursues

apparently call ^arad\ant, but indulged in gross immorality or

misbehaved towards the wife of younger Autathya (Anoathya)"

A1ET, p. 153. He points out in fa. 6, on p. 158 that ^aradvaut is

Utatbya'a eon according to the VP. 65, 101 and the Bref 3, 1, 106.

H. Vedio Interpretation ard Tradition, Proceedings of the Sixth Oriental

Conference, pp. SC 0-502 ; The Phallus Worship in tLe Veda, !HQt

Vol. IX, p. 103.

Ifi. Kane, P. V. : ibid, Vol. II, p. 708.

19. Puealkar, A. D. Sttnadeaa in the Rgveda and Phallus Worship ii

the Indns Valley, Sarupa Bliaratl, p. 61; for tha views of other

scholars vide ibid, pp. 49 ff.

20. Pargiter remarks that '
if a natural explanation may be suggested

(about the eage'a blindness), it is that be was not totally blind,

but purblind ox extiemely short-sighted ti hen yonng. and tbat hia

eight improved in the old age as it often happens in euoh oaaea".

Ancient Qeneajogiei and Chronology, JRAS.lQlQ, p. 44j fn. 4, vido
ttUo AlET, p, 181, fn. 2.

21. Vide fn. 13.

?4. Patil 0. H
, Cultural History /nan tie Vayu Purana, p. 159.
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23. Patil D, B., op. cit. p. 168; Lowie, Enoydopcedia of Social Sciences,

10, 146.

24. Note the word enusa in MP 43. 54, of

26. This reminds one of the pnniabment laid down for approaching the

wile of a brother

*rrar

MP., 227. 13g

26. MP 48, 32jfif; 49. 17 ff , cf. Patil D R , op. oit. p. 45; Dikahitar V.RB.
Purina Indeo, Vol. II, p. 634; MahabhBrata Of. Ed. 1. 98, 6^".

3'. V P. Utathya to. ^ For tbe discussion of variants vide Pargiter F. E.,

Ancient Indian Historical Tradition, pp. IS7 ff.

28. MP 48, 8. Mamata's remark, "tlie Dharm* IB violated" (49. 19)

is an additional argument from the moral point of view. In an

angry rebuff BihaEpati retorts to her that no rules of modesty
are to be preach gd to him (49, 20).

39. Pstil D. R., oj). oit, p. 159. Pargiter (ibid, p. 180) points out that

. the MP. version is later than the VF. version.

33. Kan% P. V
, Bistoi y of DharmaSr.alra, Vol U, p GOl.

31. latheMP there is also the Soma-Tara episode which occurs in the

Vnyu Parana also. Once Soma ohanoed to see Bihoapati's beautiful

wife Tara strolling in a garden Both of them were inflamed with

passion and enjoyed for a long time. At last war broke out to regain

her. when. Soma refused to return her. Ultimately Brahms

interceded and a compromise was effected. At this time TarS was

pregnant and the child born was named Budha whose biological

father, as even admitted by Tcira, was Soma (U. P53. 29 Jf ; 24. 1 ff)

Dr. Patil lists this episode of tlie VAVU Purana under "Seclusion of

Women" (ibid., p. 42) and under "Promiscuity'
1

(ibid., p 41) and

remarks that ' in the first instance wa find Tarn, the wife of Brims-

pati, seduced by Soma. What is necessary to notice here is the

procedure followed in deciding the vexed question of the paternity of

the child born of that 'illicit union'. The procedure does not at all

indicate that Soroa'a connection with T5r3 WDH a ease of 'illicit*

union, offending sanctity of the marriage tie." (ibid., p. 167). Here

it may be bettor to take this episode as a case of abduction (of.

parajttriharanaya MP. 23. 40) and adultery (of. 23 33-31). Moreover

this ab Juotion of TfirR, by Soma and the tortures caused by Tndra to

VarangT, the wife of Vajringa. (146. 63 ff; 117. 1. 13) may also

auggeub that ladies oould movo freely in tfco society, but at times

it was not a sa re movement',

17
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FURTHER GLEANINGS FROM THE MATSYA PURAtfA*

BY

V. RAGHAVAN

Eraft,

i ]

(I) Matsya ch. 24, sl.47: In the story of King Raji, third

sou of Ayus, the son of Pnruravfts, it is said that Indra became

a son of Raji and thai when between Indra as son o Raji and

Raji's former sons who were a hundred, conflict arose, Indra

sought Brhaspati's assistance, and Brhaspati confounded these

hundred sons by propagating among them the non-Vedic

Jtim-dharma. The reference is to Buddhism or Jaiaism.

24, 47-9.

While the BhSgavata (IX 17. 1, 12-15) makes a brief reference

to Raji and his sons, and Indra destroying them after they had

been made apostate through the intervention of Brhaspati

-t^See my first article entitled 'Gleanings from the Mataya Put&va,' io tlw

inaugural ieeue of thii Bulletin.
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the three Puranas, Vayu, Brahmanda and Visnu have a detailed

account of the Devasura conflict at the time of Raji, of Raji's

help to Indra, of Indra becoming his adopted son, of Raji's

former sons opposing Indra and of Brhaspati confounding Raji's

sons and making them renegades. The account in the two

former Paranas is in verse and in thud in prose, and in all of

them Raji's sons are five hundred and not just hundred as in,

the Matsya (ASS). None oF the mss. of the Matsya collated

by us, except only one which reads 7^?^ instead of Jprsicf, has a

reading mentioning them as five hundred, as other FurSnas do.

In none of these accounts however does the story say that these

Vedic out-castes weie made so by teaching them Jina-dharma ;

this seems to be a further 'pariskara
5

of the Matsya. Of the

Matsya mss. collated by us fifteen read Jina-dharma and ten

only 'adharma' in general. The Vayu (92. 74-99) and the

Biahmanda (67. 80-105) have identical verses on this :

|| 97-93,

The Visyu (IV. 9. 20) says :

The Harivamla's verses on this are such as lo convey the
Meatbat this wrong teaching given by Brh:ispa ti is the well-known
Carvaka philosophy which has always been associated with him :
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The Padma alone has verses close to those of the Matsya,

specifically mentioning Jina-dharma. It is thus not conclusive

that either Buddhism or Jainism is referred to here. The

greatest common measure is represented by 'a path opposed to

the Vedic' and 'Iiidra doing something against those opposed to

the Vedic'. This of course is a very ancient idea having wide-

spread occurrence in Vedic literature, Samhita, Brahmana and

Upanisad,
1 Indra giving away to Salavrkas the Yatis described

as Arunmagha or Arunmukha, the last obscure term being

interpreted in a variety of ways.

lii) There are, in the midst of the bewildering myths and
stories iu the epics and PurSnas, some leading ideas which are
like some basic syuthesising schemes serving to interlink,

co-oidinate and supply the key to^ the motif, meaning and
movement of some myth-cycles. The following is one such idea ;

Towards the end of Ch. 47, the periodic divine manifesta-

tions and incarnations are described. In each case, it is to be
noted that the Matsya Parana mentions one or two as Parohita
or Purassara, teacher, priest (or fore-runnci ?j, Sis. 237ff.

A.vatara I^urassara or Puroliita

Narayana Brahma
Narasimha Rudra
VSmana Dhanna

The
following manifestations are, it is interesting to note,

mentioned a s seven manifestations of divinity among men
(manusa) and as being the result of some curse :

^;
V ' 344 Kr. Yv. II. iv. 9.2. VI. li. 7.5. MS. I. 10. Id. Kathaku

viii. 5 eto Aitaroya Br.ah. vii 88. gatapatha I. 2. 13. Jaim,
Brah. ii. 134. Tandya-M. B. viii. l. j, X1,i. 4. I6sto. Kaua. Up. Ill
i. Sank. gp. SQ. XVI. 50. 2. Ssft 2nd. Stud. I pp ilOff. III. pp.
4CS-6; Xlir. 191. JAOS. XIX ii. 118 ff. Indrasya kilbi?a* 3 esp,
p. 123 ff. SB}. I p. L9B fn. 3,
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These seven me :

Manifestation PuroJiita

Dattatreya Msrkandeya
Mandhata Uttonka (Tathya or

Utathya in Vayu)

Jamndngnya Visvamitia

Rama Vasistha

Vedavyasa Jalukarnya
Buddha

flvaipayana,
Kalkin. Pin asm ya and Yajria-

valkya (VSyu leads

only the latter).

The whole scheme of pairing a Purohita as an adjunct of each

Avatara, the classification of the first three of these as full

divine manifestations (divyah sambhutayah) and the ies,t ns

human and as associated with a cuise, and some of the

Puiohitas, especially Dvaipayana for Buddha aie all extiemely

interesting. Howevei, the above passage is not without its textual

difficulty. It may be seen that the above list omits Krsrm, that

two Pmohitas are given to Kalkin and that DvaipSyana is given

as Pinohita of the Buddha. In the reading lecoided in ASS.
edn. itself, the line appaiently difficult 1o be construed as going
with the Buddha :

is given two variants, one making it moie intelligible iu its

application to the Buddha : taflis^sta, and another intioducing
the missing Krsna ^^ q&ffa, though this latter lending would
make the seven manifestations into eight. The bulk (19) of

the mss. of Matsya collated by us have the reading ^prr 3^T,
Fourteen mss., though not all of them among the nineteen mention-
ed above, read fo^ *W& instead of gSft JT^, thus eliminating
the Buddha altogether and keeping the number seven. In Vayu
too, whose oh. 98 corresponds exactly to the latter part of this

ch. (47th) of Matsya, the
difficulty is got over by omitting tha

altogether and reading instead several verses on Kr?ija.
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TJbe difficulty of two Purohitas for Kalkui found in Matsya is

also absent from Vayu which reads IRT^S^*^ of the Matsya
t

(verse 248) as ijRRWs sraTT^ItC, and having only Yajftavalkya
for Kalkiu.

(iii) The conception of Paficavzras was once prominent in

ancient Indian religion, and among the rather scanty references

to it are those found in the Puranas. The Matsya has a

reference to the Faficuviras in 47. 23-4 :

: it

Here in line 3, the text should rend T5^ ^ ^ntf^Rq^ for Samba
is one of the Pafiea-V'iras or the five Vrsni heroes. Lines 1 and
2 mention two others, Pradyumna and Aniruddha. The two
others are the two brothers Krsna or Vasudeva and Balarama or

Sankarsana. These five Vrsiji-heroes were deified and worship-
ed in a gioup and there are epigraphical and literary references
to shrines dedicated to them. To those mentioned by Dr

J. N. Banerji in his paper 'The Holy Paficavirns of the Vrsnis*

in the Journal of the Indian Soaitty of Oriental Art 1

, X. 1942,

pp. 65 ff., may be added the reference to a Paricavlrakostha

or a temple dedicated to them and a dance recital there found

in DarKJJin's Dasakumaracarita, II, Apaharavarman story. In

the last line also of the Matsya text quoted above, there is a

corruption ; ^m^craft ^f: must be
^^a-JcT^t ^3T:, for all the

Puranas referring to them mention them as 'human manifesta-

tions raised to. divinity.' See Vayu whose ch. 97 corresponds

exactly to Matsya, ch. 47, former part :
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(iv) In my former paper (pp. 83-4), I drew attention to

the mention of the Valmlki RamSyana in the Matsya-text and

the passages in Matsya bearing the impress of Vslmlki's epic.

The description of the burning of Tripura and its similarity

to the burning of Lanka byHanuman was mentioned (Mtitsya

183 and Sundara 53). An earlier context describing fiie in a

similar manner is Matsya 140. 58f. which too can be compaied
with Sundara 53 and Yuddha 75. But a long passage in the

Matsya bearing palpably the impress of Valmiki should be

specially mentioned, viz. the context in Matsya where the

Purana described Moon-Light and the sights and scenes in

Tripura-city at that time (ch. 139, verses 15ff,), which has

close parallels with and reproductions of expressions from the

description of Moon-light in Lanka when Hanuman entered it,

in the beginning of the SundarakSnda of the Valmiki Ramayana.
The same metre as used in Valmiki, and the rhymes at ends
of the feet, are employed in Matsya also. While the whole

sequence is modelled on Valmiki, the following striking pain-
llels and reproductions may be specially cited.

Matsya F.jB. Sundarakat
m
ida Kunibh edn.

ch. 139, s'l. 16. $g^R^fr s'gt Canto 2. 11.53.

17-1

Goressio 1 1 -60
)

NAV. 3.4 j

Kumbh. 5 4.

24.
9.
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Compare also Maisya 161.89, the expression

and Snndara 20.36 : q^feMW^l <*JWSft.

(v) Echoes of the Bhagavadglta have already been pointed

out (Vol. I of this Bulletin, p. 82). Heie is one clear echo of

the Glta verse 3TT f%5TT OTuJsTRHi etc.

I
40 - 6

(vi) In the previous article (p. 85), it was pointed out

that the Matsya, mentioned sage Bharata, author of the Natya

53tra and his production of the play Lak^mTsvayaravara.

There is another reference to this Bharata as Brahma's son,

one born of Brahma's hand. Matsya III. 11 :

The description of Bharata as born of Brahma's hand is

significant as Kara or Uasta is most prominently associated with

sage Bharata and his art of dblrinaya.

(vii) In the previous paper, the likelihood of the Matsya

text having known classical Natakas and KSvyas like those of

Kalidasa (especially his Kumarasambhavaj, Amaru and even

Somadeva was shown. It would appear that the text knew also

Jayadeva's Gitagovinda. In 154. 464 ff. the Parana describes

in the style of the Raghuvamsa and the Kumarasarnbhava, the

coming out of Siva for the marriage and the women in diverse

activities looking on Siva. Strangely the text here closely echoes

the description of Jayadeva's description of the l!l3s and cestas

of the different GopTs who were enjoying Krsna's company in the

Rasallla, I, (Candanacarcita etc.) Not only is the series 3*^1 or

^qr reminiscent of the lines in the Gitagovinda but the

rhythm of the metrical pattern too. The Purana-line ^pn4

(477) recalls at once Jayadeva's
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Thefiulher description of Siva's mairiage (sis, 479 fl) is

patterned after the Kumarasambhava pretty closely, eg. the

following may be compared :

Matsya : Kumarasambhava

15 \. 480 : ^f&cfNfa ^fa^ ^ 38 :

(Himavan's City)

4si: smr ffCPTflt frr*r: VI. i .

82:

That it was the Kumarasambhava that was kept in mind

all tin o ugh the course of this n a native of the marriage of Siva

riad PaivatI in this long chapter 154th is clear when \ve compare

section after section. To bsgiu with, the gods waiting upon

BnihmS and petitioning to him and then Brahma's enquiry of

thd Dikp5las (sis. 19-24) which is fashioned just as in Kalidasa's

poem, though the fancies here are different : then Brahma

prophesying the oppeaiance of the destroyer of Taraka as the

young son of Siva on ths latter marrying Parvati. Indira thinks

of the God of love^^nyreif ^^K (si. 208;, cf. K. S. IL61.

Matsya 209: ^TcR^ ^f^rf^: cf. K. S. II.

| Then in the context of Siva being disturbed by

Kama's presence and controlling himself qgRW^ ?^$?t ftgffi

(Si. 233) where the uaderlined words are from K. S. III. 69 :
r^

3^!S5^fcTC8I I If ^^j^Mfeg:, After the burning of

Kama, Himavan tries to go to his abode, carrying Parvati on his

uri ?W^m f| geti Tigtsg^g^cal. 287) which echoes K. S.

HI. 75: wSOTJr^rfq. In sis. 294 and 298-9, the Matsya
on the way the name U-Ma came to be attached to

which can be compared with K. S. I. 26. S^f Utt mat

In the description of Parvati's
*lK.rta after marriage we have in the PurSna rite? 5R35i
V 5 1S Which is f^tn K, S. I. 29, Parvati playing as a young
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gii-1. There are transpositions and innovations like the sages

testing PSrvati's penance, instead of Siva in disguise ; but all

through, the words and ideas of K. S. are before the Purana.

Indeed the poeLic style of the Puiana and the influence of

later KSvya literature glows in several of the descriptive contexts

like the description of the garden in 180. 24 ff. in diverse metres,

where iu verse 36, the striking device by anladi or grhlta-mukta,

starting a line on the word ending the previous line, is employed
and in verse 43, the name of the metre (Bhramaravilaaita) is

worked in.

(viii) References in the Mulsya to different S5stras were

brought together in. the previous article (I. i. p. 82). The

following are additional references m Matsya to diffeient branches

of Sanskrit liteiature and vaiious SSslras.

Sarhkhya-Yoga is mentioned also in 13-5; 47. 140, 163.

NySya is mentioned in 53. 5. On pp. 80-1 of the previous paper,
an ou.t-of-the way informatioi on the Samaveda furnished by
the Matsya was discussed 10 detail. Satnaveda is also mentioned

in Matsya as the foremost of the Vedas iu 85-5. In 93. 99,

Garuda, Visnu's conveyance is described as an embodiment of

the SSmaveda. *nwf*RT(taW sffif^T T^f^R! I The four Vedas
are mentioned in 93. 128-9, and in 93. 130, the Veda and

VedSngas. The expression 'Vedavadin' occurs in 77. 5, One
devoted to cultivation of Vedas, Vedavrata-para, and one who
knows the Jyestha-saman are mentioned among meritorious

Brahmanas in 95. 30. ItihSsa-sravana as an act of piety is

mentioned in 57. 15.

(ix) Followers of the diverse paths Bhagavatas, Sauras,

Vaisnavas and Yogins are spoken of in 96. 21. Mahesvara Vrata

and Mahesvara dharmas as expounded by Naadikesvara are

found in ch. 95. The mention of Agastya as ZankZvSsin in 61.

51 is noteworthy. ,

(x) Among other inteiesting data are : The derivation of

the South Indian Pandya, Kerala and Cola from Andlra of the

lunar race (48. 5) ; the mention of the rivers Kavert, Krsnavenx
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and GodSvari in 51, 13
; tie references to the nine gems-

Navaratnas in coaneciion with RaLnacala-dana in oh. 90 and

the mention of Mathas in 139. 20, The Kaverl noted above as

mentioned in 51, 13 along with Krsnaverri and GodSvaii is

clearly the southern river of that name, and in addition to
this,

the Matsya mentions also in ch, 189 the Kaverl falling into the

Narmada,

mw sw p inii ^papr u

; u



Textual Notes

THE BODY-BORN SONS OF BRAHMA

(MATSYA. PURANA, AN. Edll., 3. 9-12)

(V) SfrfTOO) ^TOW. U?ol

(?)

^
Here the actual number of the body-born sons Jof Brahma

is taw, as shown above, and not nine as mentioned in si. 12 a.

How, then, did this discrepancy creep in ? "What might have

been the original text ?

The third line of si. 11 ('^5 qf^wfra *Hl@t3?Kr:') *s

omitted or missing in tha three Noith Indian Mas. D12-141

(i.e. Ms, No. 38*182 of KSsiraja Sarasvatl Bhandara, Fort

Ramiiagar, No. 2288 of Deccan College MSS. Library, Poona,

and Ko, E 3550 of India office Library, London) as well as in

the three South-Indian MSS. D15, 20-21 (i.e. Mss, Nos. 10443,

10441, 10444 of the New D. C. of the Sarasvatl Mahal Library,

Tnnjore). This line is also omitted in the Telugu edition of

the Matsya Puraiia. So according to this manuscript-evidence,

the number of the body-born sons of Brahma comes to nine

which tallies with the number mentioned in Sal. 12a. We may,

therefore, safely conclude that the original or the most probable

text of the Matsya Parana did not contain this line which

mentions SR^T as a body-born son of Brahma, born from the

middle of his hand. According to the Bhgnvata Fur5na

(1H. 12* 23) pg (one of the ten Prajapatis) was born from

Brahma's hand. Moreover, *r^T is no-where else is mentioned

as a son of BrahmS. Even the Natga'sastra does not mention

1. ^FoT these symbols and descriptions of ihe Matuya Parana MSS.

Collated both at Uamnagar and at Madras sae my artiole ia FpRAtfA, Vol.

I, No. I, pp. 101-111,
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as Brahma's sou. This line might have been interpolated
to make the numbe ten of the body-born sons of BrahmS on

the analogy of hjs ten nund-boin (manasa) sons called prajapatis
(cf. Matsya 3. 6-8 ; BhSg. III. 12. 22-23, and Manu-Smrti-1.35),
But the next lineYq?* ^ cff tfsflp &. 12a> might have escaped
the attention of the interpolator ; hence the discrepancy.

Other important variants in these lines aje as follows:

Si. 10 a q^r snft^t g (the two South Indian Mss. D 20-21).

9 j TTfa^TT^ (the Telugu edn.)

11 b o^EERT^fJT^: (Ms. D7, i.e No. 28 of 1871-72 in BORI,
Poona ; also the Kanrmda and the Telugu editions).

u edn.).

(Ms. Gr , i.e. Trivandrum Grantha Ms.

No. 402 of the Palace Library).
12 d ^i^ft *unn; g^. (Dl-2, 6-7, i.e. No, 4654 of SOI,

Ujjain, No. 4146 of Bombay Univ. Lib., and New
Nos. 11 and 2 of BORI, Poona ; also the Telugu edn.)
- 'These are the ten sons of Brahma', i.e. the nine

sons (fiom ^r to
*?<^

os given in the above llokas) aud

the tenth o. daughter (srftsft ?) who has been also

counted among the sons accoiding to the dictum

'SNl^ sarq^T *T^cI\ This leading 'anRF *fc ^^n^T
^T*ll %3Pi: g^r:' ('These ten sous of Brahma aie known
fts ant/ajah or body-born) seems to be more piobable
ftnd coutct than the An. leading 'efSfsrr ffa fs^T^r
??ra1 S-^oj; 5flT (The tenth is the daughter of BrahmS
known as anyajS or body-born'), for the An. reading is

a repetition of the idea contained in 6l. 12 b

g^:
>). Moreover, in the An. reading

' the hiatus in 'ejirsrT ^' is untenable

according to the Sandhi-rules of Panini, the correct
fqrm sho^<l be e

nr%fer>;
while in the above variant

(of Mss, DJ.2, 6-7; ao such difficulty aiises.

ANAND SWAHUP GUPTA
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REVIEW OF THE WORK OF THE PURANA
DEPARTMENT (1960-51)

BY

ANAND SWAF.UP GUPTA

5TPT

i
]

Since the publication of the last report of the work of the

Purana Department which appeared in the previous issue of the

'Pnrana 1

Bulletin (Vol. IU, No. 1, pp. 134-40), the following

further work has been done in connection with the preparing of

the critical editions of the Puianas, the compiling of the Puianic

Concordance, and the publication of the 'Purana' Bulletin.

CRITICAL EDITIONS :

1, Matsya Purana As already mentioned in the last

report, the critical edition of the Matsya PurSna is being prepared

by Dr. V. Raghavan with the help of some Pandits and Assis-

tants at Madras on the basis of thirty manuscripts collated so

far, the details of which have already been given in the previous

reports published in the 'Purana' (Vol. I, No. 1 ; Vol. Ill, No. 1).

The Collation work of the Mn-tsya Purana manuscripts has
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almost been completed. Besides the thirty manuscripts men-
tioned above, the collation of the four manuscripts of the Matsya

Purana, deposited in the Oriental Research Institute of Mysore,
has been done at Mysore. The following work on the Matsya
Purana has also been done at Madras under the guidance of

Dr. V, Raghnvan :

(i) About 3,000 veises of the Matsya Purana, quoted in

the following Smrti-Nibandhas have been identified and collated

with the ASS. text :

Name of the Nibandha. Appioximate No. of vetses

(1) Krtya-Kalpataru (five more Volumes) 1800

(2) Adbhutasagara 225

(3) Manusmrti 155

(4) SSvasutakasauca 2

(5) Vidhana PSrijata (Parts I & II) 195

(6) Rajadharma Kaustubha 285

(7Kala-tattva-vivecana (Part I) 8

(8) Kalaviveka 27

Total 2697

Those verses which are quoted iu the Nibandha-Granthas,
but are not found in the ASS., have been copied separately.

(ii) Metrical irregularities in the non-Anutubh veises of

the Matsya PurSna have been examined. The resulls of the

examination have already been published in the 'Purariu' iVol. II,

and Vol III No. 1).

(iii) Indices of the following topics of the Matsya PuiSna
have been prepared :

(a) Proper name?, (b) Mountains, (c) Rivers (d) Geographical
places, (e) Flora, (f) Birds and Beasts, (g) Vratas, and
(.m Mahadatms.

(iv) A verse to verse comparison of the Giantha Manus-

o the
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2. Vamana Purana Tbe work of pieparing its critical

edition has been entrusted to Dr. Vasudeva Sharau Agrawala,

Fifteen manuscripts of the Vamana PuiSna have been procured
fioin vaiious places of India aud abroad up till now, the details

of which have already appeared in the previous issue of the

'Puiana' (Vol. Ill, No, 1, pp. 135, 136). Besides those mentioned

there, a few more manuscripts of the Vamana Parana have also

been procured now, among them the microfilm of a Devanagari

manuscript (No. 8. B. 5, on p 155 a of the Catalogue) from the

Adyar Library, Madras, deserves special mention, for it mostly

agrees with the Bengali manuscript of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal (No. 353-71-B-3 ; No. 3989 of H. P. Shastri's Catalogue,

V) in the omission of the Adhyayas of the Vamana Purana

(Venk. ed.)-

As regards the collation of the Vamana PurSna manuscripts,

eight manuscripts, including the Tehigu Ms. (No. D 2663) of

the Government Oriental Manusciipts-Library, Madras, have

been collated up till now. The Telugu Ms. has been collated

at Madras by the Asstt. Pandits of Dr. V. Raghavan, and the

collation sheets have been received from there at . Ramnagar

Purana-Office.

Further, a detailed chart of all the chapter-colophons of

the Mss. of the Vamana Purana, collated or consulted so far,

has been prepared for a comparative study of the number and

the arrangement of the AdhySyas of the Vamana Puiana. Many
Adhyayas of the Venkatesvara edition are found omitted uni-

formly in several reliable Mss. belonging to different times and

places. Some Mss. have also an arrangement of the AdhySyas

different from that of the Venk. ed. Again, according to the

information supplied by Dr. V. Raghavan who is compiling

the New Catalogus Catalogorum in the Madras University, the

description of some manuscripts given in their respective

catalogues gives a clue to an old Vamana Purana consisting of

Purvabhaga and Uttarabhiga. The learned article of Dr. V,

Raghavan containing this and other important information

will be published in the next issue of 'PuiSna'.
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3. Other Puranas With a view to piepnre, in fulme,

the critical editions of some moie Pvuanas, a few manuscripts of

the Brahma Pv,rann hive been already collated as mentioned in

the previous review of the waik of the Pailt.m Department.

With the same object in view, the Adh5ia Patha of the

Brabmanda Purana fiom itb Venk.itcsvnra Pi ess edition has been

Wiitten and compaied for the puipcseof collating its manuscripts^

And in oidcr to search its quotation in the Nibandha-Grantlaas of

the Dhaima-Sastia, an alphabetical index of its Sloka-pSdas

is under prcpaiation. A Saiada manuscnpt of the Visnu-

dhaimottara Fuiana, hns also been paitly collated.

PURANA-CONCORDANCE.

The importance of a Subject-Concordance of the Puiai.ins

has already been discussed previously iu 'PuiiSiia' Vol III, No. 1.

The Pui ana-Concordance as plnnned by the All-India

Kashiraj Tiust is being compiled as usual by Pt. Ram Shankar

Bhattachurya with two Assistants on the basis of a laige

nurubei of slips prepared for the pvtipose. In the last issue of

the 'Pmarm', the Varnaini-Puiana-Concordnnce was published

for eliciting the opinions of the scholia s. The Concoidance-

\voikoftheKuima Pniann has also been completed, and is

now being published in the piescnt issue of this Bulletin.

Besides, the following Concoi dance-woik has also been done:

The Concoi dance-work of the Visnu-PuiSna is almost

completed, and may be published in the next issue of the

'Puiana'. The woik of piepaiing the slips of the Matsya and
the M&ikandeya has also been completed. The slips of the

major subjects of the Brahma, Linga, Agni and Garuda hnve
also been piepaied, and now the slips of their minor and

secondary subjects aie being prepared. The work of preparing
the slips of the major subjects of the Vayu, Brahmapda,
NSradlya, Devi-RhSgavatn and Brahmavaivarta has also been
completed, The woik Of preparing the slips of the major
subjects of the Padma and the Bhavisya is still going ou. The
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Bhagavatn, Saiva, Vistvu-dharrnottara and Skauda have not yet

been taken up.

THE 'PcjRAiirA' BULLETIN

Fiom the letters of appieciations received from some

eminent Inclologisls of India and foicign countiies, and also

from the Reviews of the 'Piuana' Bulletin appealed in some

Paneis and Indologicul Journals both of India and the West, it

appiiais that this Bulletin has fulfilled a long felt want in the

sphere of Indo logical study and reseaich. The 'PURAyA
1

is still receiving wide appreciation fiom IndologisLs and other

Oiieutal scholais all over the world. Sanskrit Pandits of the

traditional learning have also begun to feel an urge for applying

themselves to the study of the critical aspect of the Puranas,

and so they are also heaitily coopeiating with the 'Purana
1

Joumal. As this Journal aims at piesenting and encoura.ging

a scientific study of one special and important branch (Puiana)

of Indology, it has also attracted the attention of scholars of

ancient Indian CU!LUIG and of comparative hi&toiy of leligions.

Many eminent Indian and foreign scholais have appieciated, in

their letteis, the high standaid and the ubefulness of the 'Pin ana'

Bulletin. We are still depnved of the scholarly contributions

and other necessaiy help foi the Bulletin from Dr. V.S. Agiawala

who has not yet fully lecouped his health, and is still weak.

We hope he will soon be in a position to lender his valuable

help to the Bulletin in evciy possible way.

PURANIA-RECITATIONS AND DISCOURSES

The complete recitations (parSyatia) of the Puranas and

the discourses thereon, are arranged eveiy year at Ramiiagar

according to a fixed plan by His Highness, the KSsinarela. To

keep up the old tradition of Purana-pafJia and Pur5Ha-pravacana t

the Puiapa chosen for the purpose is lecited in the morning,, and

the discouiscs on it aie given in the evening daily by a learned

Pandit a who has made a special study of that particular Purana,
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According to this plan, the parayjrix and the pravaeana

of a Vaisnava Pmana are held in the Padnmnibha-temple during
the blight half of the month of Kaitika (Oct.-Nov.), of a Sakta

Purana in the Dniga-temple during the blight half of the month

of Magha (Januaiy), of a Saivn, Purana in the Siva-temple during
the daik half of the month of Phalguna (Feb.), of a work on the

Rarna-chanta in the Rama-temple dining the bright half of the

month of Chaitia, and of an Agama or Tantra in the Bala

Tripuia-Sundarl-temple dining the bright half of the month of

Ashadha (July). The Pin anus chosen are taken up dining
theii respective peiiods, as mentioned above, for two consecutive

yeais. At the end of the completion of the lecitntion and the

discourses, the learned scholar is icquested to submit a, surnmaiy
of his Pmana-disconises in Sansknt. The summaiy of the

discouises on the Kurma-Puiana is published in the present

issue of the 'Purana' Bulletin as the fiisl of its series,

During the last two years, the Puianas taken up for

recitations and discourses weie Varaha, Kalika, Kurma, Padmn,
and the Mudgala Purana (a work on Agama or Jantra ?). The

Valmlki-R5m5yana, the Adbyatma Ramayana and the Yoga-

Vasistha were also recited and the leained discouLses on them

were given as usual.

VEDA-PSRAYANA FROM MEMORY

Recitations (Parayan>t) of Veda from memory are arranged
twice a yeui ou the Vasonla Pnncbnml and the Vyasa PGinimS
occasions dming the whole of the blight fortnight with inj

anmial donation of Rs. 1 100 by 61! Kahnaresa MahSraja Vibhnti

Narayan Singh. The recitations aie held in the Vyasn temple
of the Ramnagar Fort undei the guidance and the supervision
of

^Padmabhusana
Pt Rajesvaia SasliI Diavida, Principal of the

SSnga Veda Vidyalaya, Varauasi. The leained Pandita chosen
for these recitations has to iccite the whole of the SarahitS,
together with all the Brahmanas, Aranyakas and Upani?adsnnor^^ *^ On the corcple-
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tion of the Par&yaria the icciter is awaided a 'Gold-Kaakana'

and a certificate of appreciation by His Highness, besides the

usual daksina.

During the last thiee years the Rgveda and the Krsna-

Yajurveda with ull their Btahmanas, Aranyakas and Upanisads
have each been recited twice. At pieseut, on this Vyasa Parnima

occasion, the Krsna-Yajuiveda is being recited by Pt. Subrah-

tuanya Ghannpathi of the Tiicbmapalli Distiict, Madras.

VY&SA RESEARCH INSTITUTE

The necessaiy information about the Institute has already

been given in the previous issue of the 'Parana'. Efforts are

now being made for its early registiation and its affiliation with

various Univeisities. The Institute will provide every possible

facility for Puilnic stiady and reseat ch.

COMPETITION-ESSAYS ON VYSSA

The All-India Kashiraj Trust has aheady announced a

cash-prize of Rs. 500 > early foi a Competition-Essay on the 'Life

and Works of Mahaisi Vyasa
1

, on the last cover page of the

'PurSna', Vol. II, Nos 1-2. But no Essay has come foith till

now. Scholars are requested to take inteiest in the5e Essays, so

that light may be thrown on this important subject.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF MAHARI VYASA

The All-India Kashiraj Trust has also been tiylng to

collect important illustiations of Mahaisi Vyasa, and publish

them one by one in the Vyasa Piunima issues of the J Purana'.

One such illustLatioLi has already been published on the frontis-

piece of -Parana 1

Vol. II. Another is now being published on the

frontispiece of the present issue, and its souice and description

is also being given here. Scholats oie icquested to send

important portraits of Vyasa, which they may come across in

course of their study and reseaich, to the Kaphiinj Trust.
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THE FRONTISPIECE

The frontispiece having the illustration of Mahatsi VySsa
has been prepared from a photograph of a wall-painting of the

Maharaja's Devi-temple, Ramnagar Fort, Vnrarmsi An oil-

painting of Vyasa-Deva is preserved in the Vyasa-temple,

Ramnagar Fort, which seems to be the proto-type of this illus-

tration, and is dated Vikiarna Sarhval 1911 (A, D. 1854). This

oil-painting was made by the Court-painter, Dallu Lai.

The details of this illustration seem to tally with the

description given in the Hindi songs of Sii Devatirlba alias

KSsthajihvS Svami. The Author was the Guru of His Late

Highness Mahaiaja Ishwari Prasad Naraiu Singh, and was a

well-known Sanyasin-Saint and a renowned scholar of his time,

who has to his credit many Sanskrit works covering various

subjects, and also about 1500 Hindi songs. Apart from the

devotional poetiy and teachings, his songs, set in classical

musical rSgas, comprise many technical and intricate Sa'strik

points of varied interest. He died at Varanasi in about 1855

A.D. according to Aufrecht,

The first two lines oE the verses quoted here, facing the

picture of VySsa, arc taken from Ms "Syama-Sudha". The

latter two lines are from his songs desciibing Ramnagar (Vyasa-

Kasi) in the "Kas*T-Vindxi",

The description of VySsa clad in tiger-skin is signi6cant ;

it has not yet boen possible to trace its source in the PurSnas.

Scholars are jequested to throw light on the ancient source

of this description.
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In his Presidential address delivered at the last Indian

History Congress, December 1960, Dr. U. N. Ghoshal had,

while surveying studies in Indian history, only this to say

(p. 14) about P'manic studies in modern times.

"A reconstruction of the Royal genealogies and chronology

of the Vedic Age based entirely or partially on the Pui5nic data

has likewise been attempted by Pargiter (Ancient Indian Sittori-

eat Tradition), S. N. Pradhan (Qhr&nology of Ancient India),

H. C. Raychaudhary (Political History of Ancient India), A. D.

Pusalkar (In the Vedic Age), and P. L-. Bhargava (India and

the Vedic Affe),"

Perhaps, Dr. Ghoshal had no time or it Was out of his

scope, but he has omitted to take notice of many more attempts
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that have been made in Pur5nic studies. I have, therefore

chosen the subject of 'Studies in Puranie History, Genealogies

and Uhronoloffy in modern times'. In doing so, I shall not enter

into controversies, but shall state the results obtained by
various scholars about Puranic History etc. I shall do this

under four sections : (1) Textual Reconstruction, (2) Histori-

cal Reconstruction, (3) Genealogical Reconstruction and

(4) Chronological Reconstruction.

I. TEXTUAL RECONSTRUCTION

1. Pargiter, in his 'Dynasties of Kali Aye* (1913), has

collected Puranic texts concerning Kali dynasties, 1 e. the

dynasties starting just after the Mahabhaiatn, war and coming

uplo the rise of the Guptas. His method of fixing the text has

been eclectic, but he has quoted more recensions wherever he

thought it necessary. He has also noted every available reading

both from the printed editions and the manuscripts collected

by him, This has preserved all the available evidence for us,

2. Kirfel in his 'JDas Parana Pafiealaksana
1

(Bonn, 1927)

did the same work as was done by Pargiter for the extended

purpose of giving Puranic texts of Ihe five traditional Iakanus

of the Pui5nas viz. Sargn, Pratisarga, Mnnvantarn, Varhs'a, and
Vnmsanucarita. Whereas Paigiter had to collate from only
five Puianas, Kirfel had to collate from about nine PurSnas.

But Ridel's foot-note material is not as rich as Pargiter's.

All the same, these two are very able pioneering efforts in

Puranic textual reconstruction. Kirfel also collated text on

BhSratavarsa, but that is geography. Unfortunately this has
not been followed up. Only the recently started Kashi Raj
Trust gives hopes in this direction. They have undertaken a

critical edition of Matsya Puraya, and Gujarat Vidya Sabhli at

Ahmedabad have started work on a critical edition of

The text of the Yuga-purana, a historical chapter from
AXfca has bew edited by K. P. Jayswal, 1928; K. H.
a 1930 aDhmva, 1930 and D. R. Munkad, 1951.
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Question whether the original Puranas were written in

PrSkrta has been discussed by Pargiter, A. B. Dhruva, Pusalkar

and others.

2. HISTORICAL RECONSTRUCTION

This was first attempted by Sir William Jones in A. D.

1793, when he declared that the name of the Magadhan ruler,

contemporary of Alexander was Chandragupta Maurya. Colonal

Wilford took up this theme and later till the present day, this

theme has been relied upon and stiengthened by a number of

scholars of ancient Indian History. And in this light, Puranic

dynasties of SaisunSgas, Pradyotas, Nandas, Mauryas, Sungas,

Kanvas and Andhras have been studied.

Then came Paigiter's great attempt in A. D. 1922, when

he, in his 'Ancient Indian Historical Tradition*, undertook the

study of traditional and historical materials available in the

various PtirSnas. This he did from the very beginning of

PurSnic history the dynasty of Svayambhuva Manu. He has

established a number of synchronisms and his contribution has

been invaluable in drawing our attention particularly to the

period prior to the Pradyotas and Saisunagas. It is he, who for

the first time, proved that Puranas preserve genuine historical

materials, which, when used with discretion, can yield important

results. Results obtained by him are well-known and I need not

re-tell them here.

H. C. Raychaudhary, in his 'Potttieal History of Ancient

.' (A. D. 1923) took up detailed studies of the PurSnic

dynasties of 6aisun5ga, Pradyola, Nnnda and Mamya families.

He supplemented these studies by a detailed study of Buddhistic,

Jain and Brahmanic sources. His studies have been, now,

recognised as standard and therefore authoritative,

Dr. Sita Nath Pradhan, in his 'Qhrwdogy of Ancient

India' (1927) took up this inquiry further and studied the

Puranic dynasties from the period of Rama to Krna in details.

He also included post-Mahabharata dynasties of Barhadrathas,
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Saisunagns, Pradyotas, Nandas and Mauryas in his studies.

His work is very important and shows original insight. He has

been able to establish many historical synchronisms, which

Pargiter could not. He has, at places, corrected Pargiters*

synchronisms. His singular achievement is his study of kings

Divodasa and Nala Naisadha. He has unmistakably established

that Divodasa Atithigva of the ftgveda was the same as Divodasfl.

of the PnrSnas and that he was a contemporary of Dasaratha,

the father of RSma. Another important result achieved by him

is that Nala Naisadha was the father-in-law of the 33-gvedic Rsi

Mudgala, the grand-father of Divodasa.

Pusalkar in the Vedic Aye, 1952, gives a connected history

of Ancient India from Manu Vaivasvata to the BhSrata Wur

and later. He has utilised the Puramc genealogies and has

tried to reconstruct the history dynasty-wise :* It is for the fiist

time that pre-Bharata history of India is thus included in it

book of Indian History. In his 'Studies In JBpies and Parana*'

(1958) he has studied the question of Srlkrsna's historicity,

which he has proved. He has also established the indcntity

of Vedic Kurusravaiifl with PurSnic Kurusa.rhvara$a. He bus

also surveyed PurSnic studies in modern times.

A. S. AHekar in his Presidential address at Ancient section

of the Indian History Congress (Calcutta) studied cerium

Puranic names and came to the conclusion that 'there is notliiiij

unscientific or unhistorical in utilising the data of the PuiSine

genealogies of pre-Pandava petiod for reconstructing contempo-

rary history after taking all due precautions.
1 He hus alsoS:iid

that the various pre-Bharata war dynasties mentioned in tlu:

PurSnas are as real and historical as the J-juisunagas 01 ill*:

Mauryas or the Nandas,

Sbri Rangaya Raghava, in his Hindi book

Bharatiya ParamparS auv Itiliasa* (1954) has given a details!

account of Puranic history under the periods which he had called

Kirata-Deva-Asura-Yuga, Satyayuga, Tretaynga,

Vedio Age, pp. 270 ff.
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Kaliyuga etc. He has utilised Puianic materials in great

details. He has based his work on Pargiter, but has diffeied

horn him on several points. His is an attempt which takes

Puigilei's researches f\irlhci. His chapter on KirSta-Deva

Asurn-Yuga is a noteworthy contribution.

P. L. Bhargava in his 'India in the Vedic Age' (Lucknow

1956) has studied the Puranic materials in details for the

puipose of reconstructing pie-Bhaiata wai period. He has tiled

to establish agreement between Vedic and Puianic tiaditions

and thus has tried to establish several synchronisms which

Paigiler could not and then he has tried to give the histoiy of

ancient India from Manu Vaivasvata to Bhaiata War. He has

tiied to study the question of Aryan advent and expansion in

India. His view* that 'the story of the flood, which is

undoubtedly connected with the migration of the Aryas, suggests

by a icfeience to 'Manu's descent' on the noi them mountain

that the Aryas originally lived near some mountain raLge to the

north of Snptasindhu from where they descended into the plains

of Snptasindhu, being compelled by a -Rood- This mountain

range was either the Hindukush or the noith western part of the

Himalayas is the only one that a student of Puianas can anive

at. I myself have held this view for a long time past.f

Shii Jayachandra Vidyalankara (Bharatiya Itiliaan lei

Riiparckho), Shri Bbagavaddatta (Bh&ratavarw lea Itilia*a\

Shii Rangachaiya (JPre-ftfuwalman Indiu) have also tried to

icconstruct Puianic Histoiy fiom the days of Manu Vaivasvata

downwards.

K. P. Jaytiswal, in his 'History of India, 160 A. D. to S50

A. Z).' studied the Vskatukn, and Naga dynasties.

Shii S. K. Pillai, in his Ytdic ffistory (set in Chronology}',

Allahabad 1959, has utilised Vedic and Pmanic materials and

has tried to trace historical details of the gais and Kings that

lulcd in Vedic Age.

* India in the Vedio Age, p. 26.

| He eeems to be ignorant of the viawa of S. N. Pradhan and even

Rnjohowdhary, He in alao unware of the 'Purayio Cbronology.'
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3. GENEALOGICAL RECONSTRUCTION

PuiSnic genealogies of the Mamya, Sungas, Kanva and

Andhia dynasties have been studied by a number of scholars

in modern times and their results are, now, commonly accepted.

These studies have shown that out of 9 or 10 Puranic names
of the Mauiyas, those of Chandragupta, Bindusara, Asoka,

Samprati, Salisuka are coriobonated by other evidences.

Similarly, out of ten PurSnic names of Sungas, those of

Pusyamitra, Agaimitra, Vasumttra and Bhagabhadru are

corroborrated by other evidences. So also out of the PuiSnic

names of the Kaiivas and Andhuis, some are corroborated

and others are not.

K. P. Jayaswal
1 made a good study of the

Vakatakas and Nagas und he established with the help of

numismatic and other materials 1 licit these were real dynasties

that actually ruled. Puianas name certain kings of tliese

dynasties and he proved their histoiicity. He also ventured

identifications of certain Puianic names, like Visvaspliiiiji,

Kana, Pravua with certain king-names from other sources.

In this connection, I have posiulated* that the PurSnic ViSvas-

phm-j'i (with various spellings) is the same ns Saraudrogupta.

Jayaswal, with the help of the Yuga Puaana whicli he

edited for the first time, showed that alisuka of the Ptuanic

Maurya dynasty was a real king and that Indo-greek rule of

Demetrius and others was proved by this small Putana. The
present writer also edited8 Yuga Puiana, with the help of a
fresb Ms and showed the following :

_
11 It will be seen that according lo this PnrSnn, following

is the sequence of events: (1) Sflli^fca i."e. the Mauiyas.W After the Mauryas, at Saketa mled seven kings in succe-
Won and ot Mug^dha ruled, at first, the five allied governors,

king and then the four kings

Chronology (= PC) pp. 268 ff-.

edited by D. R. Mankad, Vallafchvidyanogar, 1991.
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Amlata and others. (3) Then came Pnsyamitia Sunga, who

icplaced, at Saketa, the rule of the seven kings and at Magadha,

the dynasty of Amlata. (4) Then mled three moie Sunga

kings. (5) Then ti king ruled for 10 yeais. (6) And lastly,

the Sakas overran the whole land.

This means that the Sungas did not immediately follow

the Mauryas, but between them there was a gap caused by

foreign rule and anarchy. The evidence of the Yniji-Puratia

makes it clear that there was a peiiod at Magadhu, between

the Mauryus and the Sungas, duiing which no mdegmous

independent native king ruled theie. In other words, it was a

period of foreign rule and of disorder.

Similarly, if this Puiana is to be believed, the Kanvas

did noL follow ihu Sungas immediately, but soon after the Sungas,

the Sakas overran the Northern India."

There are detailed studies made by several scholars about

the Andhras i- e. the Sgtavahanas

Jfiyaswal postulated
1 that Candnsena of the play Kaumudi-

mahotsnva was the same as Chandragupta I of the Gupta

dynasty and in my opinion this hypothesis of Jnyaswal has

never been really disproved. It has been supported by me,*

Dasharatha Sharma," Sethna 1 and others.

Thus the Pur&mc genealogies fiom the Mauryos to the

Guptas have beeci studied well.

Then we take up the pre-Mauryan period of the NondaS,

the Pradyotas, the Saisunagas.

H. C. Raychowdhaiy has established
6 that Puianic

Pradyota and Sailunaga dynasties were not lineal but were

collateral, that the Puranic Saisunaga dynasty was a composite

dynasty, that this dynasty really stnrted with BimbisSia and

1. History of India pp, 11S-4 ;
116-18.

2. PO. pp. 259 ff.

3. 1HQ
4. Mother India, Aug. 1953 ff.

5. Political History of Ancient India, 19:0 pp. H5-6 ; 222-3,
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not with Sisunaga, that the BimbisSra family was called

Haiyankukula, that Bimbisara and his successors Ajatnsatiu,

Udayi, Annruddha Munda and Naga Dasaka (same as Darstika)

ruled in Magadha and that Sisunaga's successor Puiaiuc

K5kavarna was the same as KalSsoka of theCeylonese chronicles.

S. N. Fradhan can led these studies further and showed1

that the first two names of the Pur5nic Saisunaga genealogy

viz. Sisunaga and Kakavniua were the same as the last two

names ot this dynasty viz. Nandivnrdhaua and Mahantindi and

that Sisiumga of this dynasty, Yiaakkhuyupo. of the Praclyota

dynasty, Surnitia of the AiksvSka dynasty and K&emaka of the

Aila dynasty weie all at the same step and therefore contem-

poraries.

To this I have added8 that the Puranic Kalki, who stnitcd

the new Krta Age and who was later taken as an Avataru. was

a contemporary of these four kings viz. 5isunaga, Visakkhayupa,

Sumitra and Ksemeka,

About the Nandas, D. R. Bhandaikar identified Puianic

MahSnanda with Ugrasena of the Jain Literature and Ray-

chowdhary
8 and Pradhan 4

accepted this view. These waters

seem to accept the Buddhist statements as also Puianic state-

ments that ten sons of Kalasoka ruled for 22 years and then tha

nine Nandas starting with Mahapadma ruled for another 22

years. In this connection I have said5 that MahSnanda (same

as Kalaioka) had 9 descendants who were Nandas and I have

explained their period differently and have showed that tlicu

came MahSpadma and his son, who together ruled for 86 years,

Puiai;ic B5rhadratha genealogy is hardly studied by any

scholar. There is a paucity of corroborative evidence for Ibis

period. I have, however, shown 8 that at one time, BSrhadralha

3. Chronology of Ancient India, pp. 211 3.

2. PC pp. 78 ff.

3. PHAI p. 220-38.

4. CAI p. 225.

6. FCp. 87.

6, PCp. 79,
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list had included the names of Ksemadhanva and ksatraujah,

who are now found in the SaisunSga list.

Coming to the Mahabharata level, Raychowdhary has

examined1 the question of Paiiksit and has concluded that the

two Parikjits Puranic and Vedic are identical.

For the pre-Mbh genealogies, there is no serious effort

made with the sole exception of Piadhan.5 He has, first, fixed

the contempoianeity of Dasaiatha and DivodSsa and has then,

examined and teconstrue ted pic-Mbh genealogies upto the level

of Rama Dasaruthi. He has ably shown that theie wt'ie 14 01

15 generations from Rama to Sukrsna in all the lines he hns

examined. He has examined the following lines : Yadava,

Vithavya, Magadha, HastinSpura, Noith and South Pancala,

Angti, Iksvaku, Janaka, South Kosala and Kasi and in all

these lines he has shown that fiom the kings who weic contem-

poraries of Dusaratha to the kings who were contemporaiies of

Srlkrsna there were 14 or 15 names. He has also shown3 that

the Aiksvaka King Dasaitilha, the father of Rama, the Northein

P&ucSla king Atithigva Divodasa, the bi other of Ahalya, Senajit,

the southern Pancala king, SSivabhauma and Rksa II, the Sons

of Vidaiatha of the HastmSpura line, Kila, the father of

Uparicara Vasu whose descendent Brhadratha I founded the

kingdom of Magadha, Romapada Dasnratha of the dynasty of

Anga, Slradhvaja Jancika the father of Slta, king Satvanta of

the Yadu dynasty and the father Vltahavyo, the Haibaya all

these ten kings belonged to the same age, namely the nge of

Divodasa. He has also obtained a number of incidental results

which are of great value in the reconstruction of our pre-Mbh

period. I have examined* the pre-Mbh Ayodhya line from

Vatvasvata Manu to the level and have confirmed the view of

Pradhan that the kings from Pusya to Brhadbala were

collateral (and not lineal) to the kings from Kusa to Sankhana.

I have put the number of R5ma Das'arathi to be. 57th from

1. PHAIp. 12-21.

. OAI pp. Sff.

3. OAI p. 30.

4. PO p. 341 ff.
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Manu Vaivasvata and that of Srutayu and Brhadbala to be

71st, thus taking 14 generations from Rama to Krsna.1

This Iksavaku dynasty has also been examined by Sim

Rai Kiisrmdas (Put-ana, Vol. II, No. 1-2). He has proposed some

reconstruction of this dynasty.

Reconstruction of this as wel\ as other pre-Mbh PurSnic

genealogies is still to be made from the point of the references

to some of these Icings that we get in the Vedic and Epic

liteniture. In this connection, I should point out that I htive

reached some other conclusions regarding the method of recons-

tructing Puranic genealogies. I have shown in my Puranic

chronology that Manu was a dynastic title and Manvantara

meant a dynastic period and taking these senses ns well as

some clues furnished by Megasthenes and Herodotas into

consideration, I have found that all our present Puranic genea-

logies \ipto the Nandas even later have been constructed in an

arbitrary and artificial method, which I have designated ns

Manvantara-centuryuga Method (=MCM). According to this

method, one king-name in the genealogical lists represents a

time-unit of 40 years or sometimes of 20 years.

Thus the succession list, which is given in the PurSnas, is

not reliable as such, but this also is certain that a name
mentioned in the Puranic genealogies generally guarrantees the

existence of that person as a king, not necessarily in tlie same

chronological or successive order but most piobably in the same
family.

4. CHRONOLOGICAL RECONSTRUCTION
We generally divide Puranic genealogies thus : Pre-Mbh

genealogies, post-Mbh genealogies upto the Nandas and Post-

1. PO p. 341 ff. Subsequently, there has bean a change in my view.
I have realise! that

ortgfDally, the distance between Manu and Riima waa of
about ten saneratioM, and that between Rama and Kr*na of 3 or 4 generations.
J. epreaenfcPura.no genealogies are arranged as thoy are today for the spuciGoP rpw of

following the Monvg-ntara-caaturynga-Method-which I bave
in my Purnui OUronology.
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Nando, genealogies. Purlin as do not give periods for the reigns

of kings of the Pre-Mbh genealogies. But for the post-Mbh

genealogies they give total regnal period for each of the dynasties
as also individual regnal period of each of the kings of all these

peiiods. They also give a general computation twice from

Pariksit to Nanda nnd from Nanda to Andhra end.

Out of the post-Mbh dynasties, those which are post-Nanda
me studied well, even from the point of view of their chronology

but the chronology of the pre-Nanda period is haidly studied.

I shall not go into the details of the chronological studies made

by various scholars for the post-Nanda peiiod. But I shall,

here give, details of the studies of the most debatable question

of the Puianic chronology that of the synchionism between

Alexander the Great and Chundragupta Mauiya. Sir William

Jones and almost all the modern scholars ngree that Sandro-

cottus, who was a contemporary of Alexander was Chandragnpta

Mauryn, while a small group of Scholars have held that the

Magadhan king, who was the contemporary of Alexander, was

not Chandragnpta Maurya, but Chandragupta I of the Gupta

dynasty.

Troyer, in his Hajataranyinl, as early as A. D. 1858,

advocated that Chandraguptn, I af the Gupta dynasty was the

Magadha contemporary of Alexander. This has been supported

by several other scholia s also,

V. Gopal Aiyyar (1901) in his 'The Chronology of Ancient

India
1

',
T. S. Narayan Shastri (1915) in his 'Age of $ankara and

the JKinffS of Magadlia*, M. K. Achnrya, A. Sorrmynjiila (1936)

in his 'Datts of Ancient Indian History', M. Krisnamacbariar

(1939) in his 'Classical ISansJcrit fMerulurv
1

, Kalyananda

Sarasvati, N. Jagannath Rno in his 2Vj<3 Aye of tli& Malial7iarata

War', Kuppiah in his 'Anaitnt Indian History', D. R. Mankad

(1951) in his 'Puragie CJironoZogy* D. S. Tiivcda in his vniious

articles, Indranarayan Dwivedi in 'Vi&Tial Bliarata\ Oct. 1954,

Pt. Kota Venketachalam in his various books,
1 K, D. Sethiia in

1. (1) The Plot in Indian Chronology, 19 5,1.

(2) Chronology of Nepal History, 1053.
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Ihe issues of 'Mother India* (1956 August f), G. C. Bose (1934)
in his Bengali book lPurann Praveaha, Gulshan Roy, Subba
Rao All these writers hrwe supported the stand Inken by
Troyar in 1858.

And yet, absolutely no notice has been taken of these views

in any modern history of Ancient India, nor is this view ever

reffered to. These writers have built up their case by refuting

all the usual arguments which are advanced in suppoit of the

view that Chandragupta Maurya, was the Magadhan centem-

porary of Alexander. I shall briefly summarise the whole position

hete, without going much in individual views.

There me certain crucial points in PurSrnc Chronolgy.
One such point ia that the Puianas start their chronology with

Pariksit and fiom Paiiksit to the beginning of the Nandas, they

put 1500 years. This is borne out by counting the toal regnal

peiiod given to BSrhadiathas (lOOOj, Pradyotas (138) and

SaisunSgcs (362), and also by leferring to a verse1 which explicitly

says that from Paiiksit to the beginning of Nandas, had clupsed

a period of 1500 years.

Most of the modern scholars do not accept both these,

while this small group of scholars does. It is usually objected
that the local regnal periods given to these dynasties do not

tally with the totals of regnal periods given to individual kings.

Therefore, these figuies are not reliable. Similaily, the veise,

which puts 1500 years between Pariksit and the Nandtis, has
some other readings for 1500, such as 1015, 1115, 1150.

Generally, the scholars accept the lowest figures and explain the
totals also that way. In so doing, they have often to put their

own construction on the Pnranic evidence. But this small

( l) Ckrouology of Kaamli: History, raoonstruoted IOCS.

(4) Indian Eras 195G.

(5) Age of Buddha, Miliada and Atttiyoka and Yaga Parana ICSS.

(6) TLe Historicity of Vikaramaditya and Sftlivfifaana 1967,
(7) Anoint Hindu History Vola. I-If, 157.

\
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group of scholars accept both the figures as they are given in

the Puranas. This is one main point of difference in Puranic

chronology.

Another ciucinl point is the use of certain eras, PurSnic

chronology is based on two eras Kali Era and Saptarsi Era.

There is also a calculation based on Manvantara. Modern
scholars completely ignore the evidence of these eras and of

Manvantara.

According to the Puranic traditions, Kali Era started in

B. C. 3101 and Saptarsi Era in 3176 B. C. Now it is stated

in the PurSnas that Kali started on the day on which Krsna
died. Therefore, Krsna's death will be put in 3101 B. C. and
the Mbh war will be dated a few yeais earlier, say ia 3126 or

3136 B.C.

Puianic scholars have shown1
that, according to the

Puranas, Snptaisi Era was in Maghha in the days of Pariksit and
it was again in MnghhS in the days of 24th or 27th Andhra king.

Saptnrsi Era is a cycle of 2700 yeais and therefore, according
to this statement, 2700 years had elapsed from Pariksit to the

24th or 27th Andhra.

Similarly, I have shown8 on Puranic evidence that a

Manvantara lasted for 2840 years and that a Manvantara had
started with Pariksit and ended with the rise of the Guptas.

These calculations based on Saptarsi Era and Manvatara.
calculations show that between Pariksit and the rise of the

Guptas, about 2800 yeais had elapsed and putting Pariksit in

3101 B. C., the rise o the Guptas falls in c. 300 B. C.

According to the PuiSnas, Kali Era started at the death

of Krsna and theiefore at the accession of Pariksit. Kali had
ended in the days of Sumitra and Ksemeka i. e. in the days of

Vilakkhayupa, the fourth king of the Pradyota dynasty. It has

1. See Indian Eras by Pt. K. Venkalnebalam, and PO pp. 323 f.

Pargiter'a Irani io efforts to explain away this are not at all convincing.

2. PC pp. 42 ff.

3.
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been shown1 that this Kali Era was of 1200 years and though it

had ended in the days of Sumitra and VisSkkhayupa, Kali Em
continued and continues even to-day.

These calculations are corroborrated by the total number

of years assigned to various post-Mbh dynasties upto the rise of

the Guptas. These Puianic scholais, have worked out* details

of these calculations very accurately.

Most of the modern scholars, on the other hand, do not

consider these statements about these eras, but take as their

basis of calculations the number of years given to various post-

Mbh dynasties ;
but they always select the smallest period, where

two or more calculations are available and even then have lo

put their own constmction at several places in Older to mnke
the Pm5nic figuies fit in with their own chionolgy. Their

method is this. Putting Chandrogupta Muarya in c. 327 B, C,

they go backward and forwaid and adjust the Puianic figuies.

They take Chandrngupta Mamya's date arrived nt by them

as the central point, while the Puranic scholais take traditional

date of the Mbh war as the central point.

P-urSnic scholars, who put about 2800 ycais between

Pariksit and the rise of the Guptas, put Chandragupta the Fust

Gupta as the contemporary of Alexander. These scholars have

examined and refuted all these point&
B

which, according to tlie

piesent day chronology, militate against putting Chandiagupln I

in C. 320 B. C.

These points are the mention of Yona kings in the Piyadosi

inscriptions, Date of Buddha's death, Beginning of the Gupta
Era as fixed by modern scholars to be in 318-19 A. D. Hnrsa

Ern, Saka Era, Krta Era etc.*

1. PC pp. CO ff.

2. See particularly, pfc. E, Venkatathelam, T. S. Narajan Shaslri,
, V. Jagannath Rao and K. D. Sethna.

Vankatachalam, T. S.N,
ud and aethna.

* l
r
l D

^
UBtl however say that the reference to the Yona kings ialhs

laacnptlons has not beea satjafaoLorily exlaiae**.
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Some attempts have been made to study the pre-Bhaiula war

chionology, but here the material is scanty and often uncertain.

However, some attempts in this direction ate notewoilhy.

Pusalkar in the Vedic Age, takes 3102 13. C., which is the

usual date for Flood, in Mesopotamia, to be the date of Manu

Vaivasvala. He, then divides the ancient Indian Historical

periods thus; The Manu Vaivasvata Period (3102) B.C., The

Yny5ti Period (3000-2750 B. C.), the Parasuiama Period (2550-

2350 B. C.). The RSraa-candra Peiiod (2350 B. C. 1950 B. C.),

The Krsna Period (1950-1450 B. C.}. His method is that of

counting generations given in the Fuianasby taking an aveiage

of 18 years for one ruling generation. He has taken 95

generations between Manu and the Bhaiata war and thus has

put the BhSrata war in 3100 (95 x 18 = 1710) = C. 1400 B.C.

P. L. Bhargava
1 has divided the ancient peiiod into Eras

called The Eia of Saptasindlvu, The Eia of conquest, the Era

of Expansion and the Era of Settlement. This is from the point

of Aryan advent and expansion in India. His method of settling

the ancient chronology is this : He takes his stand on the

Puianic verse which says that 1050 (with v. 1.) years had

elapsed between the birth of Pariksit and the coronation of

Mahapadma Nanda. But he takes Pariksit of this verse, not

to be that Pariksit who was the grandson of Arjuna, but to be

that Pariksit who is given in the Paurava genealogy at an early

stage. He takes* this Parikait to be the some as Kuru the son

of Samvarana and as such to be the fiiat king of the Kurus aa

separate from the Paacalos.

Having called this Pariksit as Paiiksit I, he puts 1050

years between the birth of the Pariksit I and Mahapadma Nandft.

And taking 360 B. C. as the date of the coronation of Maha*

padrna, he puts8 the birth of this Pariksit I in 360 + 1050 : 1410

B. C. He has, then, fixed his chronology by counting the

generations of kings, taking an average of 20 years for one ruling

1. India in, the Vedio Ag p. 96 ff.

2. Ibid. pf. 46.

3. IHd. p. 128-29 ff.
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generation. He has taken 81 generations from Iksvaku to

Paiiksit I and thus putting the accession of Pai-ikait I in 1380

B. C. and adding to it 81 x 20=* 1620 he gets 3000 B. C. as date

of IksvSku. He puts the Bharata war in 1000 B. C. putting it

32 geneiations before Mabapadma.

Shii M. N. Yajuik in his "Genealogical Tables of the

Solar and the Lunar Dynasties" Baroda, 1930 gave onJy from

VisnnpurSna 12 dynasties and tiled to fix up certain dates.

He puts Manu Vuivnsvata, in r.OOO B. C., Rama in 3250 B. C.

and Mbh wai in 1898 B. C.

S. C. Bose in his 'Parana Pravcsa, Calcutta 1920 (in

Bengali) has said that Ealpa is a cycle of 5000 years divided

into 14 Manvantaras (one of 359 years and thitfceen of 357 years

each) as also four yugas in proportion of 4 : 3 : 2 : 1. According
to him BhSrata war took place in 1416 B. C. the beginning of

the Kali Age was 1458 B. C. und of Krta Age 5958 B. C.

Pargiter examined the question of Puranic chronology on
the basis of Yuga-calculations of Satya, Tret3, Dvapara and
Kali. Some other scholars1 also have tried to examine the

question of the yugas. Usually, Kali is given 4,32,000 years,

Dvapara is given 8,64,000 years, Treta is given 17,28,000 years
and Krta or Satya is given 34,56,000 years. These are
consideied Manava years. When they are changed to Divya
years, each of this period is divided by 360 and then Kali will

have 1200 divya years, Dvapara 2400, TretS 3600 and Krta
4800 Divya years. Some scholaia have said thai these aie the
real Manava years, which were later taken as divya. Again
here the proportion is 1. 2. 3. 4. It has been pointed out' that

originally the proportion was 1. 1. 1. 1 and therefore each Yuga
will have 1200 years aiad if we take out 200 years of tha
sandhya and sandhyarhs'a each Yuga will have 1000 years. Thus
it has been shown3

that from Mauu Vaivasvata to SisunSga

M^r*. - Kaogaoharya (The Tngae), V. S. Aiyer
iTbe Ummology of Ancient India), 8. B, Ditarkit (Bharatiya Jyoti^a9tn.y,

S. pOpp, 320-1.

PC pp. 60 ff.
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(Sumilra, Kalki), four yugas i. e. 4000 years had elapsed. Thus

the yuga, calculations are applied to ancient Puranic chronology.

Some other scholars have given some dates for Macu
Vaivo-svata and some other subsequent kings and events. I

have given
1 some dates by using a method which I have called

Manvantara centuryuga Method.

Attempts have also been made8
to equate some of the

earlier PnrSnic dates with the dates in earlier Kashmirian and

Nepalese genealogies.

Pradhan has put
8 14 to 15 generations between Rama and

Krsna and has put about 300 years between them.

In Vaidika Sahitya Parisllana (1953) by Shr Rajnikant

Shastri an attempt has been made to fix up the dates of principal

Rgvedic rsis, by connecting them with certain PurSnic kings

and counting the number of these Pmanic kings. Thus Madhuc-

chandas, the son of Visvamitra is taken as a contemporary of

Hariscandra and as Hariicandrn is removed upwards from Mbh
war by 61 king-units, his date is taken to be 61 x25 : 1525 i. e,

1525 +3101 (date of Kali start) : 4626 B- C.

In my 'Date of Rgveda
1

(1951) I have also fixed the dates

of Rgvedic rsis cm somewhat different lines.

Here ends my survey of these studies. It is likely that

for want of information, I might have not been able to refer to

other attempts in this direction, for which I beg to be excused.

This survey of Puranic studies in modern times shows that

the Puranas are now being xccognised as an important source of

ancient Indian History. Puranas had been already recognised

for the period upto the SaisunSgas. Now several scholars have

a tendency to recognise even the pre-Bharata war period of the

PurSnas.

1. PO Gh. 3.

2. D. 8. Triveda, Fb. K. Venkateohalam, Mankad.

3. OAI in several ohe-pbera.
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In this connection, I would point out here that
though our

studies, few as they are, stop at Mann Vaivasvata, the Pur3ns

have a period which may be termed as prediluvian or pre-flood

period. For this period, the PurSnas have preserved the

genealogy oi Svayambbuva Mann, This genealogy, though

given as one continuous genealogy, is, in fact, composed of two

or three branches, one starting with Svayambbuua Manu and

the other starting with Caksnsi Manu. Moreover, there is a

third genealogy that of Piiyaviata which, to some extent, can

be called pre-diluviau, These pre-rlood lines are not studied

yet, but they deserve a close study, Pre-flood dynasties oi

Egypt, Babylon, Sumer etc. have beeu studied and they huvt,

yielded some results. Pre-flood i, e. Pre-Vaivasvata dynasties

of India also are
likely to yield good results.

Again, Buddhistic Mahavornsa, Djpavnmsa and the Jam

Aganias and their commentaries as well as what aie called Juiii

Puranas are known to throw valuable light ou the period of

Buddha and MahSvIra ; but if used properly they are likely to

throw good light on Barhadralha to Mauryo dynasties, Some

light is
likely to be thrown on the pre-Bharata period also,

Earlier PurSnic materials are likely to throw light on thu

Harappan culture also,
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The dynasty started by Ikslivakn, son of Vaivasvata Manu,

was known as the solar dynasty, and it produced such

celebrated figures as Kakulslha, Mandhatri, Purukutsa,

Trasadasyu, II V^- 1
! j__-;.

. Sagara, Bhaglratha, Ambansha,

Raghu, Rama and" others, The importance of the dynasty in

tiaditional history can also be seen from the fact that the

PapeT Bubmitted to the History Section of the All-India

Srinagar.
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genealogical list of this dynasty in the Puranasns more detailed

and complete as compared with the lists of other dynasties.
The genealogy of the solar dynasty (either whole or in part)

appears in as many as eleven Maha-Puranas, the Saura and

the Siva Upa-PurSnas, the BarivariiSa, the Mahabharatct and the

HaniSyana. As the genealogy given in the Ramayana runs only

up to Rama, we shall consider here the solar dynasty up to

Rama only.

The genealogy of the solar dynasty, as given in the

Pur5nas, has been considered, more or less fully, by Pargiter,

Rangacharya, Mankad and Bhargava. After going through
these learned treatises, I made my own study on the basis of

the original texts and have prepared my own list, A comparative
study of the lists in the Puianas, the Hurivatnsn and the

JttdJi5b7tfrata (so far as they go) shows that they are in general

agreement on the whole. The Ramayana genealogy, however, is

much shorter, contains several omissions with considerable
differences regarding names and order of the persons, and
has a number of new names. The Itamayctya gives the genealogy
at two places, which is almost identical.

In dealing with the Purana lists it is to be borne in mind
that it is not always correct to regard as genuine or nearer
the original the list that contains a smaller number. In the

first place, it is likely that the particular text is deficient and
has lost the portion containing the missing names. It is well

known that in course of transmission some PurHnas have lost

onginal paits. Secondly, some Puranas definitely state that
with regard to particular lists, they have not given them
exhaustively but have listed only the important names. Thus,
the Bfa&ya, which lists only important names, omits as many as
twelve names, so that we cannot rule out as later interpolation
the names

uniformly found iu the other PurS.nas, especially if

they are corroborated by other sources. It is, therefore, not
safe either to regard the smaller number in any particularr*gaa indicative of genuineness or larger number of later
interpolations. Further, we cannot always rely on the view
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of the majority of the P IKan as, because in some cases it is

possible that some of the Puranas are mere copies of the

relevant parts from the other Puranas. Every case is to be

considered on its merits. It is again to be noted that a parti-

cular Parana, found to be trustworthy regaiding a particular

dynasty, may not be equally trustworthy with iegard to other

dynasties. Even in the poition dealing with a particular

dynasty there maybe found corrupt or interpolated passages.

It is, therefore, necessary that every stanza or every line must

be considered independently on the basis of the data furnished

by all PutSnns. In the accompanying table, I have given the

Puianic lists according to Bhargava, Pargitei, Rangacharya,

Mankad and myself, the last column being allotted to the

Htlmayana list.

The Puranic lists show that the solar dynasty contained

at least 57 names from Manu to Rama. So far as the portions

in the jHotfiabJiarata are concerned, it is seen that they are in

general agreement with the Puranas. The ItSmiiyana, however,

springs a great surprise by presenting a much smaller number

of kings in the dynasty, viz. 35. Thus our sources present

two wholly diveigent genealogies-

Befoie compaiing the Puranic list with that in the

Ramaytfna, it may be observed that the Bamayana is not a

historical work, though it deals with history incidentally; it is

a fcavya. It is not much concerned with genealogies. The

Puianas, on the other hand, profess to give tiaditional history

and genealogical lists, and heuce primnfacit have a supeiior

claim to trustworthiness.

As compared to ihe PurSnic list, the RSmSyaya list has

several omissions; the individuals occupy different positions;

and theie are several new names. It is found that such cele-

brated names from the Puranic list of solar dynasty as Puru-

kxitsa, Trasadasyu, Hanschandraj_Jtohitft, Bhagtratha, Ritu-

parna, Sudasa, and Asmaka, are conspicuous by their absence

in the R&mnyana list. Now, the PmSnas get confirmation from

other authorities such as the Jligveda and later Vedie texts and

4
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the Jtfahabharatx with regard to the fact that all these Icings

belonged to the solar dynasty. Purukqtsa, Trasadasyn, Ti>

dhnnva, Trayyarima, Hayscluuidra and Rohita are well known

to Vedic literature as belonging to the IkshvSku (solar) dynasty,

Ritupaum occurs in the famous Nala story in the Great Epic.

Though the second Hamayana list admits the existence of

Sudasa by calling Kalmashapada "Saudasa", the name Sudasa

is omitted in both lists and Kalra5shap5da is -spoken of as the

son of Raghu. The Maltabliarata, declares-Kalmashapada to be

the son of Sudasa, and mentions Asma'lca, omitted in the

Jtamayana, lists, as Kalmashapada's son. vThe well-known

Haji-ischanUra^ story is given in the Ram^yana as a stoiyof

Ambaiishn, and though we can say that AmbniTsha mny have

been another name of Harischandra, Ibe Ifamayatju is wuuig in

stating Nahusha to bo his^soiTTnstead of Rohita. We miiFt

thus conclue that the Puianic lists, supported as they aie

by independent texts, are coriect, and the Rarnayana Jjsl is

untrustworthy and defective as icgnrds length. When
considered as a whole, therefore, the Hamayana list is open to

giave doubt,

If we turn to details, it is found that there are consi-

derable differences in the oider of names in both sets of lists.

Kakutstha, who appears as the son of Sas'ada and the lliiid

eailiest king in the line in the Pura.iic list, appears quite late
in the Ramayatia list ns the sou of Bhaglratha and gtanJson
ofDillpa. The Puranas are conoboi-ated by the Mafiabharata,
which

^states
that from Kakutstha's time the kings boie tlie

title Kakutstha and that DiJipa was his descendant. Amba.Tsba,whom the Ramayan places three steps above NabhSga, wasm reality the son of Nabhaga according to the Piuanns SU n-

ported by the Malialterata.

Though the ^7,3^a li st contains a smaller number, all
the names cannot be taken to belong to the solar dynasty.

lurt wrongly includes Nahusha and YaySti who Weie
7
M
r f ^ 1Unar d* Sty- So^c "^les atenot

in the
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For the above reasons we conclude that

genealogy of the solar dynasty is defective and unreliable,

From the fact that for other particulars in his R.i</hvmfa

Kalidasa draws on the RamgaHt bat depends ou other sources

for his genealogy, it seems more likely that the text of the

Eawym used by Kalidasa had no genealogies than that he

preferred the Parana lists to those in the RMyana, In dealing

with the
unreliability of the E'maym list, Pargiter has, in

some instances, referred to the But/himla in support of the

Pnianic statements; but the Bagfamh cannot be considered

to be au independent authority in this connection,

The differences between the Pnranic and B&mayaiit genea*

logies are so obvious that it cannot be asserted that both are

in general agreement, Dr, Daftary relies on the RumyM
genealogy of the solar

dynasty in preference to the Purariic list

possibly as the fonner contains fewer names, From the

Ramym list also he omits as many as eleven names, Dr,

Daftary's scheme of genealogical tables based on his study of

the Puranic accounts would form the subject of an
indepen*

dent paper.
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[
In this article the learned writer has explained

how the Itihasa and the Pui anas amplify the Veda,
and has tried to show that the spirit of the Puianns

is to take the artliavada portions of the 6m ti in the

literal sense and as real historical facts (and not as

allegories), occuring and reoccuring in the same

formine\eiy Ifalpa. The Mirharhsakas, however,

have disiegarded this spiiit of the Itihasa-Pman.is,

and have taken such historical portions of the Ved.i

as gunavada or figuiative statements. The vviitcr

has criticised this gunavada explanation of the

MTmarhsakas, and has shown hew such poitions

of the Sriiti have been amplified as tiue histoiy by
the Pur5nas. This kind of amplification is called

the ^"TSjf^m of the Veda by the Itihsa-Pmarms.

According to his view, to explain these portions

of the Sruti, and the Akhyanns of the Puianns,

\\hich me based on 6ruti, as allegones or mctnphers
is to misinte] rret the Veda. He calls this tendency
of the Mfmamstikas and the rnoderu Tndologiyts ns

^RTOJIl' (deceiving the Veda).

And, to explain the artJiavada-port'ions of the

brviti, and the Akhyana-poitions of the Itih^sa-

Purana as hisioiictvl facts is also the gq5nnJT
or amplification of the Veda by means of Itihasa-

Puiana.]

I ^T:" I ft S& I

i JT&HSF&
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CONCEPTION OF SARASVATI IN THE PURANAS*

BY

ANAND SWARUP GUPTA

( tt^v^ ), 'fe*fa: fawn' ( v*V
'

( vs'&v* j ^qrfefaiSKtaBj:

RfW ( rvu ),

f

* \ '^Hsrprtf

1

( rvr?^ )

5rrr

sra?fcT)rfewfiT: ft^rPffw f^^T^r: ir^q^ssr i ]

*. Amplified version of the paper read at the 2 1st Session of the
All-India Oriental Conference

( Srinagar, Kashmir ), Oot., 1961.

The present paper is divided into the following main sections : I. Vedio

conception of SarasvatI ; II. Transition from Vedio to Pura&io conception;
III. Puraiiio conception A, SarasvatI as the Goddess of speech and learning ;

1. Etymological interpretation of 'Saraavatl* ; 2. Purajjio accounts of the

origin of SarasvatI ; 3. Synonyms and epithets of Sarasvat I ; 4, Baraavati ID

relation to otbei deities ; 5. The ghora aapeob of SarasvatT ; 6. Anthropomorphic
form or vigraha of Saraavatl ; 1. loonographioal repreaentations of Sarasv&tl in

|ihe Puraaoa ; 8, Saraayatl-worship in the PurSoas ; 9. Pantheistic and tranfioen-
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The philosophical flight of the Indian mind in search of the

ultimate reality gave it an insight which is unique in the histoiy

of religious thoughts. The innumerable gods and. goddesses

conceived by the Indian sages are to them nothing but so many

manifestations of the same ultimate Reality the Aksara Braltmm

or the Para $akii. Amidst the bewildering inmimerability of the

gods and goddesses of the Indian pantheon Goddess Sara&vatl

h.as always occupied an impcrtart und exalted place. What

distinguishes man from animals is speech, intellect and super-

sensuons knowledge with which he has been endowed by Nature;

and as tfarasvatz has been conceived as the goddess of speech,

intellect, learning and knowledge, her importance in the wJhole

range of the Indian pantheon miy easily be imagined.

Both in the Vedas and the Purarms Sarawatt has been

considered as one of the principal deities, sometimes even the

foremost among them. The Egveda calls her as the best or the

greatest goddess ( ^f^Jr' II. 41. 16) and the Puranas make her

worshipped even by the three great gods of the trinity Brahma,

Vijnu and Mahesa. 1 Thus the Puianas have assigned her a moie

exalted position even than that assigned to her by the Vedns.

The Puranas have further conceived her in the double aspect

immanent and transcendent.9 But the Puranic conception of

Sarawafi may be said to be rooted in her Vedic conception, both
as a river-goddess and as the goddess of eloquence. Therefoie,
for the study of the Puranic conception of Sarasvatz a brief study
of her Vedic conception also may ptove helpful.

dent aspeotB of Saraevatl. B. SwaivmtT u the River and Rivar-goddew (.to be dealt
with ia* future article in continuation} .

.Vote:

(*) For the sake of facility relevant portions of the texts, specially the

long portions, referred to in some of the footnotes, are quoted in

Appendix; I t the and of this paper.

(b) Tba dxplanalion Of abbreviations need ii given in Appendix II.

1. Of. BvP II. 4. 29 ; 5. SI ; etc.

in
(Mb. 23) anj the VttmP (Adh. 32).
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VEDIC CONCEPTION OF SARASVATI

The place which SaiasvatI occupies in the Indian pantheon
can be judged fiom her long life in Indian hteratuie. From the

early Vedic times she has been an object of piaise and devotion.

Her importance among the Vedic deities led to the creation of

a conesponding mule deity Sarasvan, conceived as the guaidian
of water (RV, Vil. 96 4 ff.), who was later on consideied in the
Puianas as the offspring of SaiasvatI and Puimavas (BiP 101. &ff.).

In the Rgveda several Suktts (e.g. VI. 61 ; VII. 93 ; VIL 96) aie

exclusively devoted to Sarasvati. In these Snktat as well as in

the various ;-c-s of some other Sftkttis Sarasvati has been highly

eulogised both as a sacred river and as a goddess.

In the Rgvedic Jpit-Saktat (I. 13 ; I. 188 ; IIL 4; VII. 2 ;

X. 110) she has been invoked along with the two other goddes-
ses Ila and BhatntI (also called 'MaJit") ; and so Bhaiati, Ila and
Sarasvati together form a tiiad and are collectively termed as

three goddesses' ( 'fasft ^ft:' ).* They may be said to form a

Vedic trinity like the PUi5nic trinity of Duiga, LaksmI and
Sarasvntl. Accoiding to the Vedic conception these three Vedic

goddesses Ila, Sarasvati and Bharatl belong lespectively to the

terrestiial, atmospheric and the celestial sphere.
4 These three

goddesses have allied functions. All of them are mentioned as

of noble actions' ( 'SSTTO:' X. 110. 8) 'fit to be worshipped at the

yijfla' ( 'qfsrqr:
1

I. 142. 9 ) ; 'awakening out intellect
1

( %ra??fF

X 1 10. 8) ; 'producing (or source of) happiness' (
J

ipf|^
1

:' 1.13.9)

and 'urging us for wealth and prosperity
1

( 'F*ft' I. 188. 8).
6

3. Oj. Relevant vnees of the Apr! Suktaa quoted in the Appendix at the

end of this paper.

4. OJ. Durg. on Nar. VIIT. 2. 10 i '^r^t ^

f^fT%, tt% ssngpr w ^tfn: ; ^rr ^ cn^tecr
ft. A aymbolio or payohologioa! inter pratation has been given to Sara-

vatT. Ila and Bharatl (or Mahi) by Sri Anrobindo 'Sorasvatl repreaenta the

truth-audition, fruit", which gives the inspirod word. IJa rep"Bseats drsti. the

truth-vision, Bhttr&tl or Mahl is the largeness of tbe truth-Consciousness/

(On the Veda, University Edition 1956, p 310). Some scholars regard SarasvatT,

Ila and Bbaratt as three varieties of speech . (Of. Dr. SOryakonta's article ar*,

Boma and Sira
1

in ABOBI, XXXVIIF (1957) pp. 115
ff.)
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Among these three goddesses Sarasvati has been assigned
a moie important place than the other two, as Sarasvatt-Sftktaa

indicate. She is treated both as the goddess as well as the

sacred liver. In fact, in the Veda these two aspects of Snrasvat!

me often insepaiable. Even in those Rgveclic tio-s which speak

of her as the 'best of the rivers* ('fT^cf IL 41. 36), 'mother of

the rivers' ('fSFgTRTT'
VII. 36. 6), 'puie among the rivers' ( %3fat

:' VII. 95. 2), 'flowing from the mountains to the sea'

'
XII. 95. 2), 'breaking the peaks of moun-

tains by her mighty waves'

VI. 61. 2) and so on, theie are mentioned certain attributes of

Sarasvati, which, in fact s aie not applicable to the physical
river Saiasvatl ;

for she has also been mentioned, in the some

jc-s, as -the best of the goddesses' '^fecl^' II. 41. 16), 'desiring
1

('efT3Wrr' VII. *6. 6), and 'conscious
1

('%cfjj['
VII. 95. 2), and also

as 'being propitiated by the Seer for his protection by his

hymns of good praises and thoughts' (

'

ftfef*r:' VI. 61. 2).

Hence even in such Rgvedic ie-s the divine aspect of the

Sarasvati is more pi eminent than her physical or the liver-

aspect. In the Veda the Sarasvati is not merely a river, but
also a river-goddess or nadS-fovata. In course of time, the iwcfi-

divatS Sarasvati might have evolved into the V3g-devata Saras-
vail. The starling point for the conception of Sarasvati as the
rsj-devtxta may be traced to a verse of the Vajafaneyi-Surahila,
which says that at a sacrifice peiformed by the gods for

heavenly cure Afvins, the Physicians, gave vigour to Indra and
Saraavaa did her share as a Physician by raa ('^1 W^f^cT
^^ ^<Wf^ I ^M ^flE^li ft^fwi^feinf&T TO; II' VS 19. 12)
It is on account of this twofold Vedic conception of Saras-
vati that Sayana in his Bliasya on ^V I. 3, 12 remarks

*%*
, meaning Iheteby that

Sarasvati has two forms, viz. (a) a vigraha 01 anthropomorphic
form, and (b) a river-foim. This double conception of Sarasvati

en further developed in the Pin anas, as we shall see
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In the Bgveda goddess SaiasvaAI has not only been

regarded as 'full of tiutli' ('sffdRfl
1

', VI. 61. 9, etc,), 'impeller

of tme and sweet speech in us, and awakenei of out happy and

noble thoughts' i/'^fftMt ^cTT^ %cRft 5*R?falH' I. 3. 11\ 'illnminer

of our entire understanding' ('fPTt f^^T fa^fa' I, 3. 12), and

'full of plenitude' ('^fsnfrftft
1

I. 3. 10, etc.), but she has also

been conceived .is 'full of or accompanied by Maruta* ('^NdV
II. 30. 8) on account of her belonging to the middle or the

atmospheric region,
8

'of golden path or chariot'

VI. 61. 4), 'the virgin girl related to PavzravaH1

VI. 49. 7j*, consort of the hero* (^t^ft' ib.}, 'conquering the

enemies' </stfa*p^' II 3. 8), 'terrible' ('*foci' VI. 61. 7) and 'Killer

of Vjtra ('cprsfr' ib ). In the Veda goddess SarasvatT has, thus,
bien conceived in two forms saumya aad ffTiora, mild and
awful. The Puianas too conceive her in these two forms as

will be discrssed later.

TRANSITION FORM VEDIC TO PURANIC CONCEPTION

In course of time, however, this Vedic conception of

Sarasvat! changed to some extent, nnd wag further developed

by the PuiSnas. In the Rgveda Sarasvati and Bharati are two

separate deities, though performing allied functions. But in the

Puranas Bharntl has been merged in Sarasvati, and thus
tJS7iaratt

i

and 'tfarasoaf? have become two names of one and the

same goddess jSarasvati or Vag-devata). Again, in the IJgveda

SarasvatT, though spoken as 'impelling noble speech in us'

6. Of. SRj ana on HV II. SO 8
rTT^^ ^F-^'cbT, ^64'Wl^Tr ff

r^ir TST^^rrfTprr:, ai^g'irat r

7. r/. Kir. xri. s. 11 'trfsr: q&ft ^%, ^ f^?rrt% (

GB3[ ^^^ WgepI, ?I5T^ F3: HTT^K I* Of. also HV X. 00. 3 where

the words both
'cfsft^qTj^

1
and 'STT^T^^T^

1 occur OB attributes of Indra,

B The expression 'qTWlfT^t' has been explained by Nir. (XII. 3.11) aa

meaning Fi whoee devat,l is Paviravan or Indra ( ^f^^TT WT^T Ml4l\4t )f

ia farther explained by Durg. as '^ ^t Zf^ITT ^TT^ft'^T'TT
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has not been explicitly mentioned as Vac*

or T^elg-darata. It is only in the Brahmanas that we fiist find

her identified with v5e. This identification is carried out to

the full extent in the Aitareya and the Satapatha Brahmnnas. 8

Fuither, in the FurSnas she has become the full fledged goddess
of speech (sriT^gT or ETP^qt)

10
, and in some places and contexts

even the mere word VSa or Vatfl connotes the sense of Saras va LI,

the goddess of speech. 11 In the Pmarms Sarasvati has also been

expressly mentioned as the 'goddess of inspiration, knowledge
and learning' ('5rRifsj%fr\ f^n^ig^RTT )."

According to Yaska Ilia sound residing in the clouds is

imika vate1"* and DY also remarks that the thundering
sound of the clouds is the madhyamika i'**."" He explains sa>a-
vati as udaka-vatt taking 'tara** as a synonym for 'udafai

1

or

'water', and so he conceives Sarasvati as the presiding deity of
rain' ( ^^r^^cTT' ), and identifies her with the vnadfyamik*
vS7c which is also u&ibavaXi. He further says that Saiasvuil
(as the mndfiyamikz i'Sk and the presiding deity of ruin) was also
Hie river Saiasvatl."

The Vamnna P. adopts this Vedic conception wlieu it

makes Vasistha eulogize Sarasvati as *the goddess moving at
will and producing water in the clouds' (WRT ^T5T*TT %fir ^ S3&

Skanda PuiSna (VI. 46. 28 c) also mentions

^' (AilB 8. 2) ; 'gp-% ^T^^?fV TRl-^t^ (it>. 3. 27}
. ,. 24 . 6. 7)

(ib ' 11'"
, 1926,

.

?P* f
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i' as one of the epithets of SarasvatT. The VamP even

goes finther in identifying all waters with SarasvatT herself

('*RfHPTCH*t^flr' 40. 14 c). This Puranic conception seems to

follow the Vedic conception according to which Sarasvatl is the

goddess of the atmospheric or the middle spheie.
15

The Vedas, thus, have treated SarasvatI in three aspects :

(ij as the goddess impelling and invigourating our speech and

intellect, and confeiring happiness (maya.8), fame (prafaati) and

prospeiity (Sri) on us,
1B and invoked by the Veilic Seer or Rsi

to the sacrifice, often with the two sister goddesses, Bharati and

31a ; (ii) as the river-goddess, also invoked by the Seer, sometimes

with Indra and other gods ;

1T and fiii) as the sacred river Sarasvati

rising from the mountains and flowing to the sea with its tribu-

taries, and included in the group of the famous seven Vedic

rivers or Sapta-Sindhu-s.
1B

The Puranas also treat SarasvatI in these three aspects,

but in an amplified and mythological style. In the Pur5nas
these three aspects of SarasvatT, however, are often mingled.
In the Vamana P. Sage Markandeya praises the Sarasvatl river

as the 'mother of all the worlds' and 'the source or origin of

the Vedas'. 10 In the Padma P, the gods, while praising Sarasvatl

as the goddess of various sciences or vidya-s, identify her with

Sarasvati, the sacred river (pwiya-jala), flowing to the sea

15. See footnotes 4 arid 6.

16. Of. HV I. 3. 11
; I. 13. 9

;
I. 188. 8 ; II. 41. 16

,
eta. (See App.).

17. Of. RV 1. 89. 3; VI. 52. 6; etc. (See App ).

18. River SaraavatT ia included among the rivera mentioned in the

famous re of tbe RV-'^ % Tff^ *KHfcf'"(X 73 5). This ro contains

the names of the nine rivers, but Sfiyat.m says ; 'sffi SPT[fHdK OH <T?n

cte^^N'^cl I T^Tf^cl^
1

: ^P^'-
Tle phrase 'y^dfck^ occurs in BV. I. 32. 12,

where again Sflyona remark-, ^

19, VamP 32. p
'

SO. PdP V. 27, 118 f. (See
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Thus, we see how the Vedic conception of Sarasvatl

developed into the Puranic conception, which, in cource of

time, was further amplified with various Puranic myths
and legends.

PURANIC CONCEPTION OF SARASVATl

A. SARASVATI AS THE GODDESS

1. Etymological interpretation of 'Sarasvatl' :

The woid '*KH<ft' (saras-vati) is derived from the root

f to move, glide, run, flow etc.) by adding the unndi

suffix ^(sraj to it, and then by adding to the word *^'
thus formed the taddhita suffix

gg<T ( i. e.
TTgqr ) forming the

word, 'tt&R? (9aras-vat\ and then finally adding the fe minims

suffix ^ (f) to the word 'STOiq', thus forming the word 'qisff

(saras-vatt). The word Sr$^ (*n;:) actually means *n;TfC or SRR^
(moving, gliding, flowing etc.), and as speech or vao has the

quality of moving or flowing out of the mouth, in the f01m of

prose, verge etc., it has also been called 'saras-vatl'.* 1 Then the

presiding deity of 'aanu-vat? or vac was also called 'Saratvatf**
or VaP* (also Vag-devata or 'goddess of speech'). And as speech
(v3o) is the great contributing factor to the acquisition of know-
ledge, Sarasvati, the goddess of speech, also came to mean tie

'goddess of knowledge and learning' ( jftana-cUtvatZ and

The PurSnas also offer their own interpretations for several

Jgithets
of Goddess Sarasvati. The BvP and DBhP have inter-

3U CJ. aho DY on Nigh. 1. n

also '^^ ie found mentloned afl

135 a),

,n
Sara8vatl is ole"Iy mentioned aa -the presidio^

(Of, Bvp n. I. 31 .

etc.). C7/. alo Hem. 4. 135 b-

. 1.11 '
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preted four such epithets of Sarasvatl. According to the DBhP

she is called (i) '^rcat', because she went down to WRSf ; (ii) 'ST^ff'

because she is the beloved consort of ^TT J (iii) '^roft', because

she is the presiding deity of ^Kjit (speech) and (iv) '-tKWtSV,

because she belongs to God <Rtfl*( or ITari who is called

'Saraauan because though peivading everywhere he is particu-

larly seen in the sj.ras-s i. e. iu the waters, lakes and ponds

( *TCfg ), and also in the stieams ( ;?fta*g )
SJ The BvP (II. 7.2f.)

has also given the same interpretation for these four epithets.

The woid *?RSf| (saraa) secondarily means 'water' (udakd),

which also flows ; and with this meaning in view '"tKHdt*

(saras-vat?) bns been enplamed as '^5>rtft' (rich in water)
98 and

means 'a liver'. In course of time the ycwyika word 'saraa-vatt'

acquired a yaugarudla character, and began to denote the name

of the particular river Sorasvali*9 which flowed through the

regions of the Kuruksetra, Puskara and Piabhasa. Then the

presiding deily of the Sniasvati river was also called '

Surasvatt'
,

for according to the Puianic conception a sacred river is

presided by the deity of that name. The Puranas also con-

ceive the Nadl-dovata Sarasvatl and the V&g-d&ata Sarasvatl as

identical."

2 1. VTTOft ?TRtf *T?3T 3Tf^ft

m fcr

IX. 7.

livP reads tha last two lines as follows :

n (RrPii. 7.3).

26. cf. 'g^ra-^ ??gS[^TIT gTI^t 1

(TSir. IX. 8 6). Also see

fn. 14.

6. Dr. Suryakant idcntiflaa the Saras vatT river with the AriiJamatl,

and takes the words 'faras' and 'am#u* to mean Soma. Aooording to him,

therefore, 'Saraavatil' means 'rioh in Soma, and not lich in warer.' It was tha

river on whose banks great soma-sacriflcoB were performed, of. his article 'Soraii

Somaand Srra 1

In ABORI XXXVIII (1957) pp. 115 ff.

37. Dr. Mnir {the autbor of the 'Hindu Pantheon') endeavours to

the jdeptjfioatipn of tfce rixer-gcddeas Farasyati -witli Fdjfc.cr
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Thus the word 'Sara&vatl' in the Pur^i-as stands for
(i)

vale or speech, (ii) Pty-duvatS or the piesidihg deity of speech

(also conceived as BuddM-devata, ^fiana-dmata, VidyS-devuta,

Sastrci'devata etc.), (in) a river, (iv) the particular river Sarasvnti,

and (v) the presiding deity of the Sarasvatl river, who is taken

as identical with Sarasvatl, the presiding deity of speech,

intellect nnd knowledge.

2- Parinic accounts of the origin of Sai-asvatt :

Various accounts of the origin (samudbhava) of Goddess

Sarasvatl are found in the Puianas These mythological accounts

are in most cases allegoiies, and form, so to say, symbolical

sheaths covering important cosmological and psychological

truths, only to 03 discovered and expounded by advanced

devotees of SurasvalL

The main accounts of the origin of iSarasvati, as they are

given in the different Furaiias, are noted below, without

endeavouring to suggest their esoteric interpretation :

(1) According to IheBvP and the DBhP Goddess Sar

is one of the five main forms which the Mulct, PraJcrti (the

Primordial Natme) or the Sakti of BraJiman assumes at the time

of creation of the nniveise according to the different functions

of creation. For the purpose of creation the Atman assumed
two forms His right half was the Male and the left half is known
as Prakiti. Due to the desire of 5rl Krsna (= Para-Brahmin)
Prdkrti assumed five forms, viz. Durya (the mother of

, Lafami, Saratvatt and

*oalim the goddess of speech. He saya "When onoe the river bad acquired a
Hvln character it- waa quite natural that she should be regarded as the patro.new of th ceremonies which wera oelebratad on the margin of her holy waters,
ad that hoc direction and blowing ahould b9 invoked as eauenbial to thir
proper parformance and sucoese. The oonneotion into which aha was thus
w8**inthflorea xitea may hare led to the further step of imaging her to

wronthecompoBitionofthe hj-mn which firmed so important
roceeding^ and of identifym her with Vftch t 4he godde.a of

{Qaoted in ODHU
t p. 284).

B^P II. J, 1 ff. ; 4. 4; DBhP IX. 1. 1 ff ; 4. 4. (App.)
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(2) Another account of the origin of SarasvatI is also

found in these two PurSnas (BvP and DBhP) : From the tip

of the tongue of the Salctt of SrT Krsna there appeared suddenly,

in the course of the creation of the universe, a white-coloured

and beautiful girl (Kanya), wearing yellow garments, decorated

with jewels, and bearing a lute and a book ( '^ng^^rTfeot
1

);

she was Sarasvatt 01 }
r
anl, the piesiding deity of all the fastras

(
'tf^?rrwfa%rtflf ). Then again the Sakti or Yo>it of Sri Krsna

assumed two forms, her left half was Kamala and the right half

was Radha

This account appears to be another version of the previous
account in the Puranic style.

(3) The Vayu Purana contains the following account :

Fiom the concentiated anger of Brahma a Purufa was produced;
his body was half male and half female ( '^TERr^FR^:' ),

he was
$i\mkara. BiahmS asked him to divide his body ; so he divided

his body, the male and the female portions of his body became

separated into a Male and a Female. The Male was ngain
asked by Brahma to divide himself, and he divided himself into

eleven Rudras. The right half of the Female was white, and
the left half was black. She was also asked by Brahma to

divide her body, and so she divided her body, the white part and
the black pait of her body became separated into two forms .

white and blnck. Saraivafi is one of the vaiious manifestations of

the white form (known as

(4) The Vayu Purana contains also another account :

When the thirty-third Kofipa called ViSvarSpa started, Brahma
thought of creating the world ; so he desired for an offspring ;

he meditated, and from him appeared SarasvatI containing all

forms ( fzTOOTP ) and roaring loudly ( 'iTfRTCr' ). She was the

offspring of Brahma ( ^H*ftpr: ff^fin' ), and appeared in the form
of a ffau having four mouths, four horns, four teeth, four eyes,

29. BvP II. 2. 4 ff,; DBhP IX. 2, 54 ff. (App.)

30. VP I. 9. 67 ff.; Also cf. Vi?P I. 7, lOff. (App.)

9
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and also four hands. This gau was no other than the

the source of the universe ( iMTlPi': ).
S1

(5) According to the account given in tiie LaUtopakhyana,

portion of the Brahmanda P. Goddess Maltalcdcfmt (also called

Kamalct} or Tripurasundart) produced three eggs, GHra (i. c,

Sarasvatl) was born along with Siva from one of these three

eggs. From the other two eggs two more pairs weie born, viz.

Ambika and Visnu from the one egg, and Sri and Brahma fiom

the other. Goddess Mahalaksmi, then combined Saratvat? with

JBralima, Ambika (ParvatT) with Siva, and SrT (LaksmT) with

Visnu.81

(6) A paraUed account is given in the Pradlianilsa Ralimyo.

appended to the Devl-Mali&tmya, of the Markan^eya P. Goddess

MahSlakmT, endowed with three gunas, assumed also a t&masifca

form known as Mah5kalT, and also a sattvika form known as

Sarasvatl (Mah5sarasvatT). Each of these three goddesses
Mahalak?mT, MahakalJ and Sarasvatl or Mahasarasvati is said

to have four hands (oaturlliujS). These goddesses created three

pairs of deities, each creating one pair ; thus :

MahSlaksml created Brahma and Si! (Laksml)
MahSkalT created Rudra and Trayf (Sarasvatlj ;

MahasarasvatT created Visnu and Uma (Gaurl)

Mabalaksmr, then, gave Trayl (Sarasvatl) to Brahma as his wife
Gaurl (UmS) to Rudra and Sri to Vasudeva."

This account of the creation of the three pairs of deities
tallies with the account of the Lalitopakltyana given above.
Itt both of these accounts Sarasvatl and Siva are said to have
been born together from the same source,

(7) According to the Matsya P. (Adh. 3) Sarasvatl is the

body-born (^%rr) daughter of Brahma When BrahmS desired
to create the Universe he meditated, and then his body was

-^!!r!^^^^ male, and the other
31. VPI,2B.S4ff. (App.J

~ ~~--
<App)

of tho FrfldhR quoted in the
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half was female. This female was goddess Sarasvati or BharatT.

Being born fiom liis own body Brahma considered her as his

daughter

Besides the Matsya P., Bhagavala, BrahmSnda, Brahma,
Padma and Skanda. also mention Sarasvati as Brahma's

daughter,
85

3, Synonyms and epithets of Sarasvati

Several synonyms and epithets of Goddess Sarasvati are

mentioned in the PurSrms, Some of them indicate her symbolic
ond psychological aspects, some denote her cosmic and divine

aspect, and some also point to her transcendent aspect. The

study of tbese synonyms and epithets also mny give ns an idea

regarding the conception of Sarasvati in the Puranas.

(a) Synonyms of Sarasvati :

(i) According to the Matsya P. the body-born daughter of

Emhnia is called Satarupa, Savitrf, jSarasvatt, Grayatrl and
JlrahmatjJ :

*% BT s^rrar srrflpft ^ faiRreif u

TORfflr ^ ^?rr \' (MP 3. aiu, 32P)

(ii) The Padma P. gives six synonyms of SaiasvatI, via.

Matt, Smrti, -Z^rajfta, Medha, BuddH ond 6Hra (i. e. Vak) ,

sr?rT fcsrr feiSra u

(PdP. V. 18. 217u.-218p) k

(iii) Xlie Pradlianika-RakaBya, mentions several synonyms
or epithets of Sarasvati

(i.
e. MahasarasvatJ, who was a eattvika

form of MaliSlaksml) ns follows:

Si] MF 3. 30 ff. (App)
~ " ""

SO. <7f. DhP. III. 13.28; BdP III 35.44; BrP 101. 4 ; 102. 2f PdP
V.18. 163 ff. ; V. 37. 79 f. ; SkP VII. 83. ICf., 20f. ; 38. 17

; eto.

86. In ttie Skanda P. these six names are naeotioned ae belonging to the
attendants { Upa.#ilGiiB) of Sarasvatl :

gfePircr ^r n

H

(SkP VII. 36. 28u.29p)
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STR^If ^RP tHH'dl I

3TTfft EpFT3^T*Tf ^ sfrsrCt II
'

(Si. 16)

But the goddess who was created along with 6iva by

Mahakalr is called Trayl, Vidya, JZamadhenu, B1ia$&, Attsara

and jSuara ;

snft fesrr +'W6|sj: *rr sft srrqrssr^ s^nr t'j

which are definitely the synonyms of SarasvatI who is

here differentiated from MahasarasvatT.

(iv) The name 'Seirada
1 has also been used for SarasvalT by

the Skanda P. (VII, 33. 87d). According to the Saraavatl-RaJmya.

ITpanijad, however, 3arada is the name of a particular form of

goddess SarasvatI, residing in Kashmir :

These and similar other synonyms o SarasvatI are found

mentioned in the several other Puranas also. All these synonyms

may be divided into the following categories :

(i) Speech-synonyms such ns 31^ mffi, f*RT, VTTCft, ST^dt,

?WRT, ^TT, TO?TT (SkP VI. 46. 29bi ; etc. ;

(ii) Psychological synonyms such as Tpgr, gfif, SRTT, ^^r,

,
etc. ;

(Hi) synonyms of knowledge such as f^fT, ^rf^n, ^fzft, etc.

(iv) synonyms denoting her cosmic aspect such as

(MP), ^^^IT, (VP), STRcTT (SkP), etc.

(v) Those indicating her divine character or her association

with a god such as -ri^l^dt, ST^t, tf^imjY, ^rf^t etc.

<b) EpitJiets and attributes of SarasvatI :

It has been stated before that the Rgveda has used

eta as

the epithets of SarasvatI. The Puranas have also mentioned

a large number of epithets and attributes of Sarnsvatl which

may throw ample light on the Puranic conception of Sarasvatl.

These are briefly given below :
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(*') Attributes rdating to

fafwriftnft, Epfafrfrfffvfoft, T?.rer5rrftRt (BvP 1 1. 4, 5),

(MP 66. lib, v. 1.) *nfaU (BrP 101. 11), JTirarqft (PradhR), etc.

(ii) Attributes relating to mental faculties and functions :

t
-(BvP II. 4, 5) ; iwfHiTt, ^T, ^T, ^F^7, 5%, T^ sftfil, 5T5Tt,

F^ ^rr, ^rr (SkP VI. 46); SKT, qrrftgT, fefe (PdP.

V, 28, 116) ; etc.

(n) Attributes relating to knowledge and learning :

feerr, JTfrfror, ^% 3rartff ^pisahR) ; ?nftfq?rr (Par v. 27.

H8c) J Hftrcfa (VamP 32, 6) ; yfo, ^5rT(SkP VL 46, 28) ;

'-(BvP II r 1-7) ; etc.

(iv) Atirilutts relating to her cosmic aspect :

?TcreqT (MP), r^ii cTT iVF), SET^TltEn^ TMT (VarnP 32-6),

23.30) ; ^mwrRTT, ^KfrW, ^Rff^JT, ^^R^Pnifr-(BvP II. 4, 5);

Mf, ^T, ifg (SkP VI. 46); ifex, TIN, SPOT, ^%
(PdP V. 28, 117;. fg^T^t, ff, ^T^T (SkP. VI. 46. 27) ;

I- 23. 50) ; etc.

(v) ^4Wn6Miltf3 relating to 7ier divine aspect :

%^r, S^jft, ^T?^^, szft^t^cn-, &m3t, ^ggr (BvPji. 1-7) ;

(VP.) ; s^nftfa (MarP 23, 30) ; ?i^nfinft MP 66. iib

(SkP VI. 45. 27 ; VII.34. 36 ; 35. 103);

;SkP VI. 46) ; etc.

(i-i) Oi/nsr attributes :

, fer, ^n, 3%, ^:5ftfe, ^r,H ^rr, ?reMSkP VI. 46) ;

; etc.
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It need not be said that the above list of the attributes

of SarasvatI is not exhaustive. Still, this list gives us a fail-

idea of the Puianic conception of the nature and functions of

Goddess SarasvatI, and also of the important position which hcs

been assigned to her in the Puranas.

4- SarasvatI in relation to other deities

The relation of SarasvatI witli the Vedic deities Bharall

and Ila bus already been discussed under the head 'Vedic

conception of SarasvatI'. In the Furanas too she has been

associated with some of the impoitant Puranic deities.

(1) SarasvatI and Brahma : In the Puianas the relation

of SarasvatI with Brahma is of three kinds (a) SarasvatI as tbc

virgin daughter of Brahma, (b) SarasvatI as the consort or

spouse of Brahma, and (c) SarasvatI as residing in the mouth of

Brahma (in a figurative sense). The Matsya and the BLagava'n
Purgnashave treated her both as the daughter as well as the spouse

of Brahma. Some PurSnas, such as the Bralima, Padma and the

Skanda have treated her only as the virgin daughter dpTTfl
1

, spszrf)

of Brahma, while some Puianas, such as the BvP and the

DBhP treat her as the spouse of BrahmS. The BJP mentions
her as the daughter of Brahma ( ^T^^T I III. 35. 44

) j but

in the Lalitopakhyana of the BdP Sarasvati is said to be united
With Brahma as his spouse by Goddess MahalaksmL

(a) Sarasvatt as the daughter of Bralima \ As has already
been stated, the Matsya mentions her as being produced from
the body of Brahma. BvP, PdP and SkP merely mention her
as

^the viigin daughter \3fantarl, Kanya} of Brahma. (vide
Section on the oiigin of SarasvatI).

<b) Sfaraavatl aa the spouse of Brahma :

(i) The Matsya P. says that when BrabmS looked at his

body-born daughter SarasvatI, his heart was captured by her

d - .made her his spouse and remained mated with her in the lolus-
tempk, for a hundred divine years ; and out of this union
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Svayambliuva Manu was born. 37 The epithet BrahmayJ for

SarasvatI (MP 3 - 32 b j SkP VI. 46.) also supports this PuriSnic

account.

(ii) According to BvP When Sarasvatl was produced
from the tip of the tongue of the Sdktl or Yofit of Sri Krsna,
he gave her to God Narayana ( the Caturbhiya from of

Srikrsna) as his wife. But once SarasvatI picked up a quarrel
with her co-wife Ganga, and so Narayana transferred SarasvatI

to Brahma, and Gafiga to Siva.88

(Hi) According to the Lalitopakhyana. and the PradhJft

Sarasvati was given to Brahma as his wife by Mahalaksml."

(c) Sarawati as residing in the month of Brahma :

The conception of SarasvatI as residing (in a metaphorical

sense, of course) in the mouth of Brahma is also found in

several Puranas, In the PdP Vinu praises Savitrl as

Sarasvati residing in the month of Brahma" ('fliTR^ 3 ^frftft'

V. 29. 216 b). and in the MP Gauri is also praised in the same
words as '^f^Ji^g *r<t3aV (MP 13. 52b>. These are, however,
indirect references to the conception of SarasvatI living in the

months of Brahma. The Saras vatl-Raliasya Up. contains a

direct reference to this conception when it pi ays SarasvatI as :

\\\

(2) SarasvatI and Vi?nu: In the Puianas Sarasvati

has been conceived as (a) the wife of Visnu, (b) the offspring

of Vi$nu, and (cj the tongue of Vi?nn.

(a) SarasvatI as the wife of Visnu : According to the BvP.

(II. 6) and DBhP (IX. 6) SaiasvatT had been nt first the wife

(^TT*lf)
of Narayana or Visnu, as has already been stated before,

This conjugal relation between Sarnsvati and Vignu is rarely

found mentioned elsewhere in the Puianas.

VJ. MP. 3 53 -44. (See App.)

~~

38. BvP II, 2. 54 ff j II. 6, ('*$?[: iftfrtft ?&' II. 6. 58
b); DBhP IX

(oorreaponding porfcioDS).

89. Of. BdP EV. 40. 7a '^r^SRin: FqcTTJT^'

pradhR acp % JR^ c^jff Trr^ftT vfa l'
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(b) Sarasvalz as the offspring of Visnui The SkP

mentions Visnu as the 'cause of being' (EffTCT) of Sarasvatl.*1

In the RV (VI. 49. 7) she has been mentioned as the virgin

girl related to favlravan or Indra (
ctT^K^t E

F?3T). Thus in the RV

the relation between Indra and Sarasvatl had already been

established. In the Puianas Vinu is also termed as Upend

(the younger brother of Indra), for Visnu iia bis Vanmrm-

incarnation was bora as the son of Aditi, the mother of Indra.

So it is just possible that the Vedic relation between Indra

and his Ranya Sarasvatr might have been developed into the

relation (of progenitor and offspring) between Upendra (Visnu)

and Sarasvatl

(c) Sarasvatl as the tongue of lriinu : The conception of

Goddess Sarasvatl as being 'the tongue of Vigi.iu' gained popii-

larity in the Epics and the Puranas. The Matsya P. says that

when God Vamana assumed the cosmic form Satya became his

speech and Goddess Sarasvatl became his tongue ('ET?q cf^qrVR^

snofr fa^ft ?R3^' MP 246. 57). The Vamarm P. also calJs

SarasvatT as 'the tongue of Vi?nu' ('fqstrftfGf^-T eT?^Y' V5niP 32,

23). In the Brahma P. Visnu is spoken as 'holding Sarasvotf

in his mouth' (fsnercj *R2Rff 3W BrP. 122. 71 c).

In the Eamayana Brahma says to RSma, *O Rama, I am

thy heart, and Goddess SaiasvatI is thy tongue* ('a^j ^ ^if ^T

t^T%^t *R?craV' Ram. VI. 120. 24). In the MahabliZrata BrahmH
praises Vasudeva or Visnu in his cosmic form as 'The earth

is thy feet, directions thy arms, diva (sky) thy head, I thy form,
gods thy body, the moon and the sun thy eyes ...... A^vins thy
ears and Goddess Sarasvatl is thy tongue'. ('c^

i ^sg s*r TPwroifWr ^r ^ft u ......

i

1

Mbh. VI. 95. 59-61).

(3) Sarasvatl and Siva : It has been already said that

Sarasvatl was born along with

1 1 (SkP, VII. 83. 90)
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Siva from one of the eggs produced by Goddess MahalaksmT,

and according to the PradhH. also Sarasvati was created

alcyig with Siva by Goddess MahakalT. This conception of the

association of Sarasvati with J->iva seems to be borrowed from

the Tantrast for both these works aie of the Tantric nature.

Again, in the RV Sarasvati has been spoken as

Mtirutvati. (II, 30 8) and MaruteaJdia (VII. 96. 2) The
Ufaruts are reg'arded as the sons of Rudio, in the RV. dl

In the Brahman'is and the Upanisads also pranaa are

identified with Zludraa," and the Linga Puiana also identifies

prtlnas with Rudras.*3 Thus the Puianic (or rather the Tantric)

conception of Sarasvati as associated with Siva or Rudra may
be traced back to the Rgveda.

(4) Sarasvati and Satarupa : In the Vayu P. (I. 23, 24)

Sai asvatT bas been mentioned as Visvarupa (containing all forms

within hei) ; Satarupa' also is the original Female Principle of

the universe, containing hundred (i. e. innumerable) forms within

her, she is also called Satendriya (MP. 4. 24 a). Sarasvati as

Visvarupa has been regarded as ths Prakrtl-Cf-au, the source of the

universe ('wW^flffr:* ib. si. 50). Satampa also has been spoken as

producing Rsis, Prajapatis, find Manua such as SvayamlTiuw
arid others (PdP. V. 16. llf.). She has been identified with

SSvitri in the Padma P. (/tfcrsaTT ^ ^TT ffRt 37^ ?TT f?^3T%' ib.

lOu) and with SavitrT and Sarasvati in MP. (3. 31 f.). Satarupa,
thus identified with Savitrl and Sarasvati both, has been
mentioned as the spouse of Brahma both in the Padma P.

(V. 16. 11 a) and the Matsya P. (3. 43p), and the mother of

Manu ('sRfft ^TT ^Pft^^t ?I?T^qT ^I%ferr' MP. 4. 24u ;

t
; PdP. v. 16. 12 p).

But elsewhere in the Padma P. (V. 3. 169 f.) and also in

the several other Pur5tias Satarupa has been mentioned as the

4i. Cf.
'gqrr ftm ^TT ^^ g^rr sftfi: f^TT TT^WT:' (RV. v. eo.6>.

43. of. 'p5f5r ^at ?fir, ^r 5^ srroTT ?rr^^R^r:' CSB. xi. vt. 3. 7)\

T^T ^^T:* (OhUp. HI. 10. 3).

43. '^ ^STE% ^g STTOT ^ srprrr^r ^r^r^T:
1

(UP. i. 22.

10
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wife of Manu Svayamlhuva, who gave birth to two sons Priya.

vrata and UtlSnapada." Sataiupa is spoken as 'ayonija* (BrP

2. 1 ; VP I. 10. 12 ;
LiP I. 5. 16 ; etc.) and as 'Wiiitadliatr?

(VP I. 10. 8). Sarasvati, being born from the body of Brahma

is also ayonija ; she is also spoken as 'sarvabTifdadharA
1

(ib 23.

85) in the form of PraTcrti-Qqu. Moreover, in the Mahabhamta

Stuasvatl also is mentioned as the wife of Manu. dB
So, as

Manu's wife too, both Satarupa and Sarasvatl seem also to be

identified.

(5) Sarasvati, Savitri and Gayatrl : These three goddesses

are often associated in the Puranas as follows

(a) In the MP (Adhs, 3, 4) Sarasvati, Savitri and GSyatri
are mentioned as identical, being the names of the body-bom

daughter of Brahma. In the account of the &araavata-Trrata

as given in MP (Adh 66) and PdP (V. 22. 176-194) Sarasvati

and Gayatrl are the names of the same goddess (i e. Sarasvati).

Again, in the iSarasvati-stotra of the SkP (VI. 46) Gayatrl and

Savitri are both mentioned as synonyms of Sarasvati.

(b) Sarasvati, Savitri and Gayatri are also conceived ns

three separate goddesses in some of the Puranas. (i) In the

BrP these three goddesses are mentioned as the three out of

the five daughters of Brahma; 46
(ii) In PdP and SkP botb

Gayatrl and Savitri are mentioned as the two female friends

of SnrasvatT;
47

(iii) In PdP again, while Sarasvati is men-

tioned as the virgin daughter of Brahma ('^TTft gTOT
1

V.18.165d'(

44. of. BhP. ill. 12.53; DBhP. IX. 1.127; BvP. II. 1. 132 I BrP. 3.

1 ff. ; VisP. I. 7. 17 flf. ; VP. I. 10. 7. S. ; LiP. I. 5. 15 f. ; eta. In the MP, the

name of the wife of Svayambhuva Manu ia 'Atlanta* (v. 1. 'Ananti1

), who also

is said, like Satarupa, to have given birth to two eons Prlyavrate and Uttaaa-

pada (MP. i. 38 f ). So both SatarnpS and Anantn (or Ananbr) seem fco refer to

the tame person.

45. Mbh. VI. H7. 6 S. (See App. of this artiole).
46 %rfMt %r nmt wzt ^TT *K^5fr \\

|cR': I (BrP 10 2. 2u r 3p)

47 Of. Pd P V. 18. 185 f . and Sk P VII. 33. S9 f. where

and ^[^jt
1

are mentioned aa frjenda
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both Savitri and Gayatrl are mentioned as the two wives of

Biahma.
84

Gayatrl is 'the mother of the Vedas'
( ^iTT^TT, PdP

17. 3G8d ; 309a). Savitrl is also mentioned as 'the mother

of the four Vedas 1

( '*m] ^^T? ^T^q;
1 BrP II. 1. 39c), and

Sarasvati is called, as has already, been mentioned before,

'the presiding deity of knowledge' ( '^nTTfa^tn"' ib. 31b) and

'the symbol or form of all the branches of learning'

ib. 31c). Thus, like the Vedic Sarasvati, Bharati and Ila,

these three goddesses Saiasvatl, Savhr! Gayatu belong to

the sphere of knowledge (vidya, jfiana, Veda).

s

(6) Sarasvati and Sri ' These two goddesses Sarasvati

and Laksml cover the entire sphere of man's life; Sarasvati

symbolises intellectual, moral and spiritual advancement or

rnkti, and Laks'ru represents physical and worldly well-being
or bhukti. The healthy evolution of a man's being depends on the

harmony and close association of these two divine principles in his

life. The greater is the harmony between Sarasvatr and Lakgml
(i.

e. between mukti and bliukti, or between jftana and bfioga) in a

man's life, the more he advances towards perfection. The
PaiSnas have kept this truth in view. The BvP and DBhP.
have represented Sarasvati and LaksmT as the wives of Visnu,

living in harmony.'
49 The BrP also says that Visnu holds

Sarnsvatl in his mouth and LaksmT in his bosom, by
viitue of which he is both sarvajfiii (omni-scient) and Lafsanizvan

(most prosperous and glorious)/ the two qualities essential

for his being Puruaottama and Pfirya.

Sarasvati and Lakgmi aie so closely related in the PurSnas

that they are sometimes even identified. In the MP (66. 9) and
PdP (V. 22. 184c) 'Ldkam? has been mentioned as one of the

48 Cf. 'ffTfNfacA ifa TTznft<TcI% W.' (PdP V. IS. I18u) -Brahma
praised by the gods.

49. of. 555*fY: SRSltft T^T fh?ft ^TRf f^fqT I

ST^IT ^ffrr^crssf^r ?r?r^ ^ft^f^ft n
1

(Bvp n. 6. nj.
so. c. 'f

r

II' (Bvp 112. 7lu, 72p)
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eight tanua or forms of Sarasvatl. In the Sarasvatz-atotro, of

the PdP. (V. 27. 166 if.) and also of the SkP (VI. 46. 22 ff.)

(Laksmi' is one of the epithets or names of Goddess Sarasvatr.

Similarly, in the ' Laksmz-stotra' of the VisP (I. 9. L17
ff.J

'Sarasvat?' has been mentioned as one of the epithets of Goddess
Laksiiri. Even some parallel slokas containing the same epithets

for the two goddesses Sarasvatl and LaksmT are found in

the above mentioned Sarasvatl-stotra of the PdP. and the

LuJcitrii stotra of the VigP." Some connection is also found

mentioned in the RV between Laksml and vac,
5 *

although the

word '.2/a/ramz
1

, there, is the name of a quality (power, success

efficacy eic.) and not of a goddess, for Lafcairii is not yet deified

or personified in the RV ; still it might supply some clue to the

evolution of the Puranic conception of the relation of Lakgrnl
and Sarasvatl.

(7) Sarasvatl. Gandharvas and Devas : Sarasvatl, the Indian

Muse, has been repiesented as holding a vlna, and regarded as

the goddess of music (
f

^^Tta?Tn?RrTTsi7TCq^fq?jfV' BvP H. 1. 34p),

and as such she has been associated with the Gandharvas who
are also regarded as the musicians of gods ( ^pflTW: )

M
. As the

goddess of speech ( sfF^rT ) she has been associated with the

Devas or gods who are also called glrvaya.8 (tfFfo$[i). According
to the Vajasaneyi-Snmhita (19. 12) Sarnsvntl was the physician
with laa at the healing sacrifice of the gods. (See p. 58).

(.8) Safasvat! and Soma : As Sarasvatl may be said to

lepresent yfiana and Soma may symbolize Jcarma or blioga pro-

duced by karma, the relation between Sarasvatl and Soma
may be regarded as very close or even inseparable ; tJie

Bralimanas and the PurSnas also lend to this view.

61. ef. TdP V. 27. 117 f. and VisP 1.9. 110 f. (App.)

62. cf. RV X. 71.

ss. of.
'

LV. 20. ioif.
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An interesting episode regaiding Sarasvatl and Soma, indi-

cating tlie inseparcibleness of their relation, is narrated in the FrP

(Adh. 105).
BI

Soma, who gives vigour and vitality to the Devqs

(^3fat ITM^:), was possessed by the Gandhorvas. But the Devas

were anxious to have Soma for themselves, and so they consulted

Brahma. Sarasvatl, who was sitting beside Brahm5, advised the

Devas to buy Soma from the Gfiudharvcis in her exchange ; she

tolil-lham that as the Gandh aivas always crave for women

(WnnfW 8 a
; ^13 ^rrg^r:'

1 I b) they would readily accept the

excharge. But the Devas told Sarasvatl that they could not do

Wittout either of tbe two, and so wanted bath Soma and Sarasvatl

for themselves. There-upon Sarasvnt! revealed to the Devas her

intention to return to them aftei wards by some trick. Accoiding

to the suggestions of Sarasvatl the Devas organised a sacrifice

0*3i TO), invited the Gandhaivas to the sacrifice, and offered to

them iSarasvatz in exchaige for Soma. The Gandharvas took

Saiasvat! from the Devas, and gave Soma to them. Afterwaids,

Suiasvati reUuned to the Devas according to her plans, and so

both Soma and Sarasvatz now belonged to the Devas, and

tbe Gandharvas were deprived of both Somn and Sarasvatl

i
ji^4il ^r sft^ff forate sr^gt v I7f.)

A parallel episode about Saiasvati and Somaj is briefly

given in tbe Satapatha Brabmana also." According to

the account of the SB the Devas gave Vak (Sarasvatt) to the

Gandharvas in exchange for theii St>ma, and afterwards she (Vak

or SarasvQtJ) returned to the Devas along with Soma-fcift (F^?lt)

|o^ ^?n^ (^)^ stoi^ r (SB in, ii. 4. 3). The

here speaks of Vak {Sarasvatl), as one 'exchanged for buying

( *srri% ^wqoft' &. III. ii. 4. 10).
68

9. Sarasvatl and Dharroa : Accoiding to the PdP (V. 37.

79ff.) Sarasvatl was produced by Brahma, and was given to

54. BrP 10S. 2-18.

55. Of. ^B III. ii. 4. 1-10.

56. Ihls B-aocounfc seema to be the original of wJiioh tte BrP-aoopnni

might be said to be an amplification. It ia a good ill-nitration of how the PnrSija*

have amplified the Veda.
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DJbaima as .his wife along with four other daughters or goddesses;

MT ft^ ^ TT?TT ^r (r.
1

. fo^ni *r IISHTOT:) n &ft

frftrar yrj i r^rr: ^ ^f^sr % gwsre^ qrfcnr n 3tK

^S^ifqi'. But other Puianas and the HarivnrhsA

(I. 3. 31) mention 'ir^^^t' (and not 'gr^cfl') as the name of one

of the wives of Dharma, and the PdP also later on mentions

the nnme 'n^raY in place of r

?R^cft
f

(
f

TRc^t T^^cfT ^^RIT^
ggT5['

ib. 98u). So '?T5c^t' here may be a vatiant foi '^^ft^ ov

another name or epithet of Goddess Snrasvatl as in the IJgveda

(II. 30. 8).

5- The ghora or awful aspect of Sarasvatl

So far we have discussed the sawmya form of Goddesa

Sarasvatl. IQ the Veda as well as in the Puianas she has nlso

been conceived in her gliora or awful aspect, As has already

been said the Bgveda speaks of her as gliora and Vrftaglmt

(VI. 61. 7). The Puranas have fuither amplified the conception

of her ffJiora aspect. The V5yu P. speaks of Sarasvatl as of

'loud roar
1

(

f

*T^nrrn' I. 23. 34). In the BralimSnda P. (LaUtopS-

Jchyana) Sarasvatl has been included among the nine Mother-

goddesses or Suktis '^Jft: 5K*f=ldd} 'fKt '-^T^*! f^^rfp^RTT I ^^
&?ft ^T?ft V^mffi ^ ?TRR: II

T

(BdP. IV. 7. 27). She lias, thus,

been associated here with such terrific goddesses as ^fepy,

?Mf, 3n*fr etc. Further, when Goddess Ldita marched in her

great chaiiot to fight with the demon called BhandSsurn,

Sarasvatl, along with some other SaJctis, also accompanied her.

Like the other Saktis of the group Sarasvatl is also represented

here as J a virgin with eyes red wilh anger,' and 'armed, with lance

and disc to kill the powerful demon.' 1"
Resembling this gliora

form of Sarasvatl eight other female goddesses or 5aktis called

the JEtaha&yfcYogintt are also mentioned. Like Sarasvall they

are also the presiding deities of speech ^MITsf^^n'), 'adorned

with lutes and books' ('^JT^ra^tfrtWT:'), 'holding arrows and

bows in their hands'
(VniiHil^bMniR:'), and wearing armour

*7- Bdp IV. 19, 70 ff. (App.)
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on their bodies.68 These Raliasya-Yoginta are perhaps the exten-

tioa of the gTiora aspect of SarasvatT.

In the Vit'lcitifat BaJia*ya appended to the Devi-Mahatmya,

Saiasvat! has been spoken as 'pioduced from the body of

Gaurt or Diuga/ and 'constituted of the pure soitoa,' she has

eight hands, bearing an airow, a mace, a trident, a disc,

a conch, a bell, a plough and a bow in them ;
she is the

killer of the two demons named Sumbha and Nisumbha ; and

she bestows omm-science when worshipped with devotion.89

The same Goddess SarasvatT has been conceived heie in two

forms. In the case of demons, who represent the dark and

evil forces of the universe, she is gliora^ but at the same time

she is also saumya confeiring ornni-science on her worshippers.

Tims a synthesis has been established here in the two appa-

rently opposite aspects of Saiasvati.

6. Anthropomorphic form or vigraha of SarasvatI

The question whether gods are endowed with some ak&ra,

or form engaged the attention of the ancient sages. Yaska in

his Nirukta (VII. 2. 2f) starts an interesting discussion on the

question of akara or vigraha of gods ( Vu^KR-^M 3<WMIH' ).

He records various views on this impoitant question. He says

that some regaid gods as having anthropomoiphic form
( 'g^f-

f^P^n: fgfk^^H' )f
some regard them as of non-anthropomorphic

form ( 'srjsqfsrer: Sgftezfa^
1

),
and some hold the view that gods

Jiave both kinds of form anthropomoiphic as well as non-anthro-

pomoiphic ( 'arfr ^wqfeerr: $g:').

The Puianas have anthiopomorphized most of their gods,

The description of the anthropomorphic foim of Goddess

SarasvatT is found scattered in several PmSrms. The'BvP in its

Prakrti-Elianda gives vivid desciiption of the form of SarasvatI

The DBhP (IX) literally follows the BvP to this respect.

Several othei Pmanas also give some description of the Vigraha,

58. it. 46 ff. (App.)

59-gC/. VaikrtR. (App).
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of Saras vo II. The Sarasvati-Ralia&ya-Upani$ad also has given a

detailed description of the anthropomorphic foim of S-irasvali.

All this description may be classified as follows :

(a) She is of white colour
('gp^iJiF BvP II. 2. 54d ; 4. 46a),

resembling snow, sandle, kunda flower, moon, kumuda and

lotus in colour (T^'T^^H^^g^T^srar^iTr
1 ib. 1. 36a

; 5 13p),

smiling and extremely charming ('sftrffiT ^^pft^l' ib. 4. 46b) and

having a lustrous and gr.iceful form bright like the light of

the millions of moons ( '^tfe^SSpn^g^gsftgrfrf^Ifni' il 4. 46u).

The SkP calls her 'STTC^Ff^SfafRTT' (VII. 33. 33) resembling the

white cloud of the autumn. The SRUp also regards her form

as wholly white
( 'gsfggiT

1

),
and resembling snow, peail-neckltice,

camphor and the moon in lustie ( *ifl^lT5l WHtfR^THiKlVIl' ) J

her neck lesembles a conch in shape (^g^St') and her lips

are copper-red ( 'garsftgfr' ) The pute white colour of her vigralta

may be due to her form being made of the puie saltvii.

BvP II. 1. 36a). The Rgveda has also conceived

her form as 'of white colur', she is addressed there as 'y

(BV VII 95. 6 ; Sayana : '%& ^T^f ^' ).
The SRUp mentions

her as being adorned on her forehead with the crescent moon,

and the Tantrasara also mentions her as
'

(b) In the SkP she has been conceived as 'having four

arms' ( '^fsri' VI. 46. 17d). In the PiSdhR. Sarasvati (i.e.

^fahasarasvatT) has been conceived, as having four hands ; and

in the VaikrtR Sarasvati, the destroyer of the demons

Kumbha and Nisumbha, is said to have eight arms ( 'aig^U'
1

)-

The Vuyu P. (I. 23. 46ff.) has conceived Sarasvati as repiesenting

the Prakrit, and, as such, having four hands ( ''Efepfem' ) four

feet (
f

^5qrcr' or '^fsq^r' ) f
four faces ( '^j^', ^g^fl' ) and

four eyes ( ^^^IT )-

- (c) According to the BvP she holds a lute and a book
in her hands ( *4lqns*d1qiRdHr* BvP II. 1. 35d ; 2. 55b). Accord-

tog to the SkP she holds a beautiful lotus in her right hand,
ft tosary in the other hand, a .ZTflWrtpa^oZMUed with the celestial
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water in the third, and her book, the source of all the learning,

in the left hand ( '^T?f? 5FSH$ f5% ^ST gT^lpH I

ti =t>H<Ng* srrs^T^ foaisrrtrjroc i

\\' VI. 46. I7f). According to the MP she holds

v?n3, akfamalS, leimandalut and pustaJcx in her hands

[v.l. osnTRf] srrftoflpq; r"^mi^y,W+rq; U
1 66. 9). The SRUp men-

tions her as holding ak$aautra (losary), unkufa (goad), paia (noose)

and pii&taka (book) ('iW^l^raTr tTRIS^cRi^nfeDt')- Tne P^adhR

speaks of her as holding akiamala, ankuSa, vlna and puitaka

I5p). The BvP says that she

repeats the name of Sri Krsna, ParmStman, with her ratnamala

or jewel-rosary ( 'spT^ft ^RR'nTTq' R^sif ^V[mi4i' BvP. H. 1. 37 p).

(d^ She wears fire-like pure garments (
'<* [^41^}^ 1^1*11'' BvP.

II. 4. 47a). BvP also speaks of her as wearing yellow garments

('RfaoraFRfarFrr' ib. 2. 55a) According to the SkP she puts on

white garments ('Rttdt^^^f^l' VII. 33. 33). Her body is bes-

meared with white sandle ('FgcT^n^igftsaT
1

ib.). She is adorned

with Jewel-ornaments (
f

^f^OJ^[<?TSir' BvP II, 2. 55c ;

f

^feWlVsf-

ib. 4. 47 b). She is also adorned with a

garland
60

('^I^FT^J^'PT^T^
1 SRUp ), and wears

a pearl-necklace ('^rhl^KHJiTTgTfJT' ib.). Accoiding to the SkP
also she is adorned with an excellent necklace of pure pearls

('cTR^Rf^jfcrarr
1

VII. 33. 33). B5n a in the Harsnearita says that

Sarasvat! had her body purified by wearing a Brakmasutra or

sacied thread over her shoulder ('ssRTPwFi-sHl 5rJ^I qf^lN+WT
1

Hear, p 8).

(e) According to MP (66. 9) and PdP (V. 22. 184) Saras-

vatl is said to have eight forms ((tanus) named as 5R^, 5t3T, ^TT,

3%, *ft3r, 5%, SpfTF and ^rTsf.
61 The SRUp also says that Saras-

vat! has been conceived in eight forms according to her different

nSmcts and jatis etc. ('frmarTcZTTf^^m^g^rr zn

60. qifT^^PT^ ia aepeciea of ^q^i flower, (of. M. W.).

6i. '^r^^srr ETVT sfgnf^ fg: srm Tf^f: i ^crrfa:

R5^t U' (MP. 66-9; PdP. V. 22. 184). These eight ianwt of

Saraavati are, in fact, rather her eight names or attributes,

U
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7. Iconographical Representations of SarasvatT

In the Mahabharata and the Puranas we find some

refeiences to the iconographical representations or uroaa of

Goddess SarasvatT. In the Mbh. King Yudhisthtra is said to

have visited the sacied ayatumts or temples of SarasvatI and

olhei sacied gods near the place called furparafca on the sea-

coast during his pilgrimage.
81 The SkP says that King

Ambuvlci installed a calitrbliuja earthen pratima of Goddess

Bharali at a pJace situated in the ^TS^^^
1

(modern '^c^FR
1

in Gnjaiat, accoiding to a footnote in the Venk. ed. of the

SkPj, and this place came to be known as the Saraswta-tlrtJia

on account of the installation of the praAimS of Sarasvati. 68

The VamP says that God StTianu (Siva) himself installed

Sarasvati in the linga form ( 'WTTZTWW %STf fsF^T^'n
1

<K<r=J^lH'

40. 4u; at Stlianu-tlrtltn.

Sarasvali is also said to have established herself in the

form of pratima at ceitain places. The SkP says that

Saiasvati, holding the Vadavanala or the sub-marine fiie,

established heiself in the south-east of Somefvara at Prabhasa,
it enjoins the worship of this vadavanahi-dharinl pratima of

Sarasvati; on account of this pratima the place was known as

the Ayni-tlrtfta?* In another place also the SkP says that

Sarasvati established herself in the form of a mftrti ('^ttWcfl
1

WiTt )

on the sea-const, in the south-west of the BhttiravtSvara Vmga
which she had already installed for worship before putting
the submarine fire into the ocean. 65

6.J. Cf. Mbh. III. 118. 9 S r

d'llfN cW ^?f TR1

! ^-n^tlT II

68. OJ. SBLP VI. 46. 12 fT __J

u' s"i 17 ;

\\' (Paid by Ambuvlci to Saraavati)

6i. os. ib. vii. 34. 32 f.-'

3 ^i^lr ^EfR?rnfoTfr n
65. Of ib. VII. 40.5 ff_J
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Some Puianas also contain chapters on Iconography, giving

various instructions for making p>\ttimas or areas of several

important deities. The Agni Parana preset ibes that the pratima

of Goddes SarasvatI should have pwtiika, afycwala and w5 in

her hands.
68 The pmtimd of BrahmS should also have Sarcismtl

and Savitri on ths left and light sides." The Matsyn. Purana a]so

says that on the left side of Brahma Savitrt should b^ installed,

find on the right side should be installed Sarawak* For the

puipose of w:>ishipp
; ng Satasvat! on certain occasions a water-jar

and a book are also prescribed as her symbolical representations

and as temporary substitutes for her pratima.

Almost all the principal Puranic gods and goddesses have

their ppecinl vahanas. But there is, peihaps, no direct mention

of the vah'tna of Goddess SarasvatI in the Puianas SarasvatI

however, bein" conceived as fl^lUifl (daughter or wife of 3^l),

should have the same vahan& as Brahma's. The MP iu its

chapters oa the pr^tima-laksana says that Brahma should be

iconographically represented as seated on a swan or on a lotus

('tSTSS: Hfcg*blM: EFTfasr ^MTOT:' MP 250. 40u). SarasvatI

also being BraJimtffii, should be iconogrftphically represented

like Eta^mfj ('^T^rnjTt !T5ra^ft'"^nfWSr ^anf

16. ?6I. 24 f.),

and therefore she should also be made seated on a

(^TTC^r) in her iconogiaphical representations. The

also mentions her as 'jfflFPST ^^fad^l^5 1 i ^idf .' (Tsar, p. 204)

8. Sarasvati-worship in the Puranaa

Through their various accounts and akhyanas of gods and

goddess the Puianas aim at inspiring devotional emotions and

spiritual thoughts in us. For them the mere intellectual and

SB. ?r

(AP 50. 16 p).

67. 'a

68.

n (MP seo. 4i)

60. cj. srRrF^g Sr srr v%ft % ^rf?^T: i

ir"TsXT
(BvPII.4 83 ft)
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informative study of the spiritual and the religous problems

without the emotional and spiritual background is of not much

avail. Even in giving historical and genealogical details of the

important royal dynasties the Puranas aim at results of higher

values than mere supplying informative knowledge about them,

as the Puianic ptialafrutis indicate. The review of the PurSnic

conception of SarasvatI, therefore, will be incomplete without

going thiough some important accounts of the devotional side

of this conception.

(1) Origin of Sarasvati-worahip aeeording to the Puranaa :

According to the Puranas Sarasvatl-worship wns fust

staited by the three great gods of the trinity. The ByP says

that at first Goddess SarasvatI was worshipped by Brahma, and

after that she was worshipped in the three worlds by all the

gods, snges and men.70 Elsewhere it says that Sarasvatl-

worship was first formulated by Sn Krsna, and he, though

himself worshipped by all the creatures, worshipped the Goddess,

and then Brahma, Visnu and Muhelvara pei formed her worship

and also Aruuita, Dharma, sages like Sanake and others, all the

gods, Maims and men worshipped her ;
and thus SarasvutI

became adorable by all the worlds.
71 The PdP says that Visnu,

the best of thu gods, worshipped SarasvatI at the PfOefaa Urtk*

which, thciefore, became the best ffrtfaon the earth." According

to the VumP God StUnu (Siva) worshipped SarasvatI and

installed her in the fonn ofMga at the Sm^rtta?* The
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Puianas thus by conceiving the three great gods as the first

worshippers of Goddess SarasvatI, have attached great impor-
tance to her worship. In the days of the great Epic Mahabharala
also Sarasvatl-worship was in vogue : In reply to Sri Krsria's

querry about the gods who are being woi shipped by him, Narada
enumerates the names of a number of deities whom he (Naiada)

worships, and SarasvatI is mentioned as one of those deities."

(#j Special occasion* for, Sarasvati-worship :

The BvP and the DBhP have piescribed the SuUa-paAoaml

day of the month of Ma>jTia ('wm ^JIHa^'TH' BvP II. 4. 23c, 34u)

and the day on which a child's education is formally to begin

(feRJTWflff^fr I' ib. 23d, 3-1 b) as the special occasions on which

SarasvatI should be woishipped. Besides, the Puranas p:esciibe
various tithia or the days of the lunar months for Saiasvatl-

worship. According to the SkP SarasvatI as installed in her

arca-ioi m at the Saraavctta-tirthct should be worshipped on the

utfiiii and caturda'st ;

7B and at Prabhasa where she installed herself

nenr the BhairaveSvara lingo, she should be woishipped along with

BhfuraveSuara on the malia-navaml (i.e. the ninth day of the

blight half of the month of Asvina}. The AP presciibes the

trilya-lithi of the month of Jyestha (?) for the worship of

SarasvatI." The PdP and tbe MP have prescribed yafiramJs

of each pakfa of a month for her worship as a part of the

Saras vata-vrata, 7S

(3) Formulas and rules of Sarawak-worship :

Certain special inks and foimulas have been prescribed

by the BvP (II. 4) and DBhP (II. 4) for Sarasvatl-woiship.

74. O/. Mbh. XIII. 81. fi f. (App.)

75. Of. 'iff H115T fW'dt fe4 ^TcgTS^ ?ff?I% ^ 1

: ll' eto. (SkP VI. 4t6. 37 ; also of. 01. 89)

76. Of. SKP VII. 41. 8.
'tgsfctt f^n^I <f

: II*

77. Of. AP 178. 27 F (App.)

t
78. Of. PdP V. 22.186; MP 66. Up.

'
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Various requisites as white flowers white akfxtai, while samite-

wood, milk etc. are also prescribed in details for hei worship

(BvP I Li 4. 3 r
,ff.). According to the BvP (II. 4. 31 ff.) Soinsvali

worship mainly consists of the stavuna (eulogyl, dliyana (medita-

tion of her form), kiti'aau and mantra-jupa. A number of highly

inspiring Sarasvatl atctrrts are given in the Puianas which deseive

a special study. The dliyana which the BvP (II. -1. 46-48}

prescribes is as follows :

=l tf

: u'

The Sarawatl-k&vitca mentioned in the BvP (II. 4. 61 ff,} is

named as the TiSvajaya. It is to be woin in the neck or on the

right arm in the form of a gold gufilca (ib. 4, 27). The

siddTii is said to be accomplished by five lacs of its japct.

The eight-syllabled SnraBi'ufi-mantra (
f

ft "^f ?T*3$ Rif[')

as given in this PurSna is highly praised
79

, and a long tradition

of the sages through whom it has been transmitted is also

recorded (ib. 4. 53 ff.)- The mantru-viddlii is said to be accom-

plished by its four lacs of japa>

The BvP also prescribes that the worship of Sarasvall

is to be performed after bath and performance of daily litcs

(
f

W53T fawftpqt fre^T
1

4. 35a). The worshipper is lo iemnin

physically nnd mentally pure ('yrfa:' ib. 34d), he should Imve

complete control over his senses ('fsr^fcaq
1'

ib. 26c), and should be

constantly regular, self-controlled and disciplined CsfaKT:' ib.) in

life. According to the rules relating to the tSarasvata-vrataas

*r it s i

T: n' (BVP IT. 4. si

1TTT
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given in the MP and PdP,80 the worshipper Is to observe

throughout his yrata complete silence both at day-break and at

sun-set
( Vsqwt ^ gcrr *fl?[%c^5 ^RT^' MP 66. 12p), and also

at his morning and evening meals ( '^H^H g^tcf SPt 5Tra* ^tifctf

ib. lOu), he should also not eat any thing duiing the interval

(

' 3RRT tftetf firfq
1

ib. 12c). It is thus clear from these rules

that a worshipper of .Goddess Sauasvatl must have full control
over both the functions viz. speaking and lastingof the

tongue which is righlly regaided in the Pmarfas as the visible

form of Goddess Sarasvnti in man ;

81 and therefore
the proper and controlled vise of these two faculties of the tongue
in a devotional spiiit may also be legarded as a superior foim of

Sarnsvati-worship.

4. Fruits accruing FromlSarasvatl.-worship

SarasvatT has been primarily conceived as the goddess
of speech, knowledge and wisdom ; her devotion and worship,

therefore, is naturally Considered to bestow eloquence, intelligence,

knowledge, wisdom, poetic genius and skill in arls." Defects-
m speech and even dumbness are said to be cured by worship-

ping Sarasvat!. 83 The Saraavata-irttta, given in the MP and

PdP, is mentioned as ,'conferiing sweet and chaiming speech

80. In th.a MP and tho PdP the Sat aavzta oruta is given in two planes :

(i) MP-Adh. 06 (whole Adb. ia devoted to thia vrata, in the form of the inter-

loculion betwaenMacu and llataya) ; PdP V. 22. 176-184, (iuterlocutorB.BhI?ma
and Pulasbye) , (ii) as included in the fasti vratats (sixty oratas or vows), ia MP
103. 17f . (interlocution batwaen Narada and Nandike^vara) ; in PdP, V. 20. 61 f.

(intrlocators BbTuma and Pulaatya). Tho versiona of the two Purayas are

exactly the same with a very few valiants.

81. Of. SkP. Vr. 46. a& b.

82. cj. 'jR^rr ^sra% tra?: ^^sTr^^: i

5prriH Sfmfa \\' (SkP VI. 4G.40) ; and
'

l' CBvP II. 4. 90 p)t etc,

ss. of. 'zK&fii ^rfife^T ^K^m^^R^i^ (&? vir. 40, 8u).

Klag Ambuvloi is said to have been cured of bis dumbness by worshipping

SarasvatT { Vide the introductory footnote 90 the Sarasva^i-stotra given
at tb$

beginning of hig Teaue of
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( *TTT ?IT*dt )i
musical voice C^tP^S

1

), grace and bennty (Vfj
n

wisdom and learning ( T^RTf' ),
wealth and prosperity ( 'qtf'

\

and long life
( '*U^H f^sf' ).

The Rgvedic Rsis invoke Sura-

svatl foi confening fame ( 5Rlfer )
8r> and prosperity (*fr)w,

The Sarasvatl-Rahasya Up. mentions rtfi (worldly enjoyments)

and gf^T (final release or salvation) as accruing from the
worship

of Goddess Sarasvatl. 87

9. Pantheistic and transcendent aspects of Sarasvatl

The Vedic literature has conceived Sarasvatl as occupying
the antariksa or the middle region. In one place ths Rgveda even

mentions SaiasvatI as filling the wide earthly and the middle

regions with her rajta or light.
88 This Vedic conception of

Sarasvatl (which may be called har regional conception) has

developed into the Puranic conception of the pantheistic anil

then of the transcendent aspect of Sarasvatl.

The VSmP indentiSes Sarasvatl with all the waters of

the world ( 'SRfe^q^tstfa' VamP|40. 14 c. ) The SkP (VI. 46)

indentifies her with the speech in the tongue and the light in

the eyes (
t

3TRre'fru
>

fa^Hi SjfKff^^n; ^<jfV \ and also with the

various psychological faculties and even with the various deities

(such as sfhQf, Ttf^fjf, fatffaraX *rfef%, *TS*fV, f^RTT,^ etc.). The

PdP (V. 28. 118) idendifies her with various lores or viilyas.

8*- c/ '^ *n^?f ^nr ^qfasjisrei^q;
1

(

(MplOl. 18u; PdP V. 20. 62 u). The PdP also EBJS that

by giving silver in aharity on the banks of the Sarasvatl river

(the daughter of Brahma) a man acquires beauty : ( '^^P|

5RT%r ^<rarara& IT: i 31^11 g^sisrat^rT ^st ff|ro: *gn it

1

PdP V. J8. 463).

as. c/. RV ii. 41. ie 'srfar^ ^^ ^a^ *K*q(d r

86. Vide RV. I. 13S. 8 (Aprl -) quoted in the Appendix.

87. 'IT: spf^ f^TTTcr^ ^(tua^ "^ *=ri'ir^ I

11'

88. c/. RV vr. ci. n 'frnspfr qrfw^5 THt Rft!T^ i

.......
n

r
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The identification has been extended further and the whole

universe both animate and inanimate has been conceived

ns the form of Sarasvati. 89 In the Saraavatt-stotraa of the

MarP (23. 30-47) and the VamP (32. 6-22) the universe con-

sideied as consisting of the various triads,
90 has been conceived

as lepresented by the three matraa of the sacred syllable Omkaro. \

aud the whole univeise thus conceived as the three mairas

of Otnkara, and consisting of both which is imperishable and

perishable, existent and non-existent, is said to be the form of

SarasvalT 91 Thus the pantheistic conception of SarasvatT has

been fully developed in the PurSnas.

But the Puranas do not stop here. They extend their

conception of Saiasvntl, far beyond the manifested universe,

to the unmanifesl ultimate Reality called the Afaara (or Para)

BraJtman. The remaining silent ardha-rnZltra of the OmJsara

lepiesents this unmanifest Akiara-Brahman, the enterual

cosmic consciousness, which is incomprehensible and indescri-

bable ( wfa&T ), changeless ( srf^Frft ), impeiishable, ( spsw ),

divine ( fear ) f
and devoid of all modifications ( TfcTPTf^fafd ).

This inde-ciibable, unmaniEest and enternal Reality is mentioned

as the transcendent foim of Sairasvall.
98 In her transcendent

form she cannot be described as One or Many, Existent or

Non-existent, for her transcendent aspect is beyond all concep-

tions of duality.

89 cf

if^t ^f^ OT ^ ?T ^75fT II' CSkP VI. 46. 29 a.)

90. cf. M&rJP 23. 35 u-37 p ; VamP 33. 10-11. (App.)

91- of. 'wfspRI^R^T^ ^ (^, VamP)

(MarP 28. 34 u-35 p ; S7 a ;
VamP 82. 9, 12 p.)

of. srfo^t ^r ^RttJM'pfifi'fd' ( ^ifi^i vamp) <rot n

f *re sratf tzftfegi; \\

(MarP 39 a-40 u : VzimP 23, 14-15 p.)

12
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In fact, the Puranas have conceived all their principal

deities in their double aspect immanent and transcendent

In their transcendent form all the principal Puranic gods

and goddesses have been identified with the Akwra Para-Brahman

(the eternal, absolute and ultimate Reality) where all con-

ceptions of duality and non-duality meet and coincide, and

where all these gods submerge and lose their individuality. In

her indescribable transcendent aspect, therefore, Goddess

Sarasvatl is not different from all the other principal deities

Durga, Laksmi, Brahma, Visnu, 6iva, Ganesa Surya, Vahni

and others ; in this transcendent form Sarasvad is herself Viftnt,

She is Siva, Brxhmz, Oandrj, Surya, and Jyotih (Light, Agni} \

. 10

mr
(VamP 32,

APPENDIX I

Soms important texts referred to in the footnotes but not

quoted there are given below :

, 3. Relevant verses (;-c.s) of the Kgvedic Aprl'

RV I. 13. 9-555T ^T?^ *$ fe?fft ^hfiflyr. 1 tffa gtef&few. It

1. 188. 8 '^Kdlw ?n^fe zn m &ri 3T?r ^ i m wt*t<&nnW tio
in. 4. s srr flReft wro^PT: g^Grr ?ssr W^fircTff: t

n
VII, 2. 8 Sarae.as 111.14. 8.

x: no. 8^m jfr ^

, 3. 11 a
i zr^ 5 uwft it

n. 41. 16 f
i

II

(For L 13, 9 and I. 188, 8 see
above).
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17. 9V I. 89. 3-cTT^ ^ZT

?T. WIT TT^PKSj 1 1

VI. 52. 6 5?st ^ftfiHWUHirHg: e^rdt fe*fa: (MHHHI I

11

i

30. VP I 9 67 ff

UV3X. ^J U STg^PT

^F

i sr sftw fs^rr

: n

31. VP I. 23. 34 ff.

20. Pdp v. 27. 118 f~^f^rr ^f^rr gu^rr ^ ^HT i

ppssftiOT ^^ ii ?^ n 'wtsfg %

i sw^r qiTffmfo *rfr^ ^TT^ u * te, u

28. BvP II. 1. 1; 4. 4-I^5rfpft n! KTn 5T*% ^K?^r t

^fgft^t STl>fa: cra^TT ?5cTT 1 1

29. BVP ii. 2. 54/ qcrfofreRrt ^tf^TfniTKr^T CRT: i

nve. *\\ t^rr w^a- WV aw^Rr: ?w4^: t

sr?fa*rt: 5rspTrt%^T 1 5ren?f sr^Ri 3 iiMgiftre

32, BdP IV. 'lO. 5 ff fq%^ TTI^Vft: SSSffa^ U UK
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33. pradhR *nfen?n ^TrcwifrfiRffTr 'T^rcr i* $r
*

zt ^fesi eft*

ITRTT f eft ^ZTiT M ? ^1 1

i

wt^: i

fwr

ftrsrriRvii

4. MP 3. 30 ff, (i?5R[ cresrrwsp ^c^r spi^ %err q-^^r^ n^e. sn)

nzpfV

37. MP 3. 33fle. SfT ^r

5TT|

n ^^^ n i vo
-j

i

: II tf^rat =^n^ ^: ^TT^^ff?^ II v^ II

r: i g?r: ^T^ ^r^r ^w ^sKm^: u w
wra: ^ fSrafefe ?r: n? i vX i

45. .Mbh. vi. 117. 8 ff.-3r ( -f^^arrer: ) gcqt (
1

: i ^r^rirt ^ zm

: i
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51. PJP v. 27. H7 F.-^: fi^T ^COTeft^flr: 'w

*ta (
v. i. i^t ) *r^ i 3&n Ttfa: srm

n u^ ii 'zrafagr ^ifayi pifrsn ^ ^ft^rr i

'

n *?=! n

isp i. 119 ff. rn or^Tt^l%: 'e^ feftef

r: SHTT

i

t
1

IIU It 'ffF^rST^ ^tft TRTf

57. B.IP iv. 19. 7Qff -

11

53 ib. 46f . 5JT

v: u v^ n

59. VaikrtR 14 ff.

74. Mbti. XIII. 31. 5ff. Nai-ada says to Keiava:

!

s

90. vamp 32. iOf.

\\l \\

MarP) qqt ^lftrm**tiq ( o?3^** WTC, V. I.) I

( ^nr: EFRrrer, MarP) cnqT^ren: Pra^wiPwww: (

V. 1,1 MurP) IUH

77. AP 178. 27 f. QTTc^^alm TPRIT H'|-*taiMl<"Wll<MI H^
n! qTTf^r: vr^nft i %i^ w?ft:

IR5II
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APPENDIX II

Explanation of the abbreviations for worlcs used :

ABORI = Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Inslilnle,

Poona.

AUBss Aiiareya Brahmana ; XnandaSrama edition, 1930-31, (ft.

Jirence : Adhyaya, Klinmla).

AP- A^ni-Purana ; A'nandaramu ed. (ft>if. : Adhyuya. >Mia).

BdP- Brahnian(la-l'uiapa ;
VeuJtteivara ed. (Jtfif. r Padn [III-

Upodghata.Pada ; IV Upasarhhara-Pada]. Adh. SI.)

BhP- Bhagfavata Puivna ; Glta F
J ress ed. (72/ : Slcandha, Adh,

^1.)

BrP= Biahm t .l'uiana ; An, ed.
, 1895. (lt,>/. : Adh. SI.)

BvPss Brahma-vuivartd-Piirana ; Sn. ed., 1935. (JR-f,
'

Khfui.l,i [II
=.

rrakrti-Kh.J. Adh. ^1.)

CDHM- A Classical Dictionary of Hiudu Mytholog-y (By John Dow.-on);

Ninth ed , London, 1957.

ChUp.= ChandogyaUpanisad. (&'/.: AdhySyn. Khajtida. Mautta)-

Durg. - Durgacarya's Vrtti on the 'Nirukta' of Ytisku ;

DBhP=s Devi-Bhagavata-Purana ; Banaras ed. (ft'if. : Skaudha,
Adh. Si )

DY= Devaraja-Yajvan's Tlka on the JPfa'ffhoHfa, as included in

Samairami's ed. of NintktafvcA. I.

Hem.- Hemacandra's Koia named ' jinckQrtha Hwhynthn Chaw-
khamba ed., V. S. 1985.

Hcar.=* Haria-carita of Bana ; Nirnaya S. ed., 1946.

Hv.= Harivaih^a ; Chitrashala Press ed., 1936. (J&f. : I'arvti [1=
Harivaitia P.] Adh. gl.)

Liftga Parana ; Jivananda Vidyasagara cd , Calcuttji 18.S5

(Jtef . POrvSrdha
[Ij. Adh. ^1,).

Mahabbarata ; Chitrashala Press ed, (Hnf. : Parva fffl
=

Vana P. ; VI-Bhlsma P. ; XIII - AnuiSsaua 1*.J. Adh. Sf.)

MP= Matsya-P.itrapa; Sn. ed. (Reft Adh, fijl.)

MarP- Marka^aeya-Purani ; J. V. ed,, Calcutta 1879 Uf-f
Adh. Si.)

'
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M.W. M. Monier -Williams' Sanskrit- English Dictionary, Oxford,
1899.

Nigh.= Nighaoj.u ; ed. by S. Slmairarni as 'Niruktct Vol. I.

Adh. Khanda).

Nir.ss Yaska's Nirukta ; ed. by PL. Satyavrata SSmairami in

4 volumes, Calcutta 1882-1891. (JKef. Adh. Pada. Khanda).

PdPaa Padma-Purana ; An. ed. {Ref. : Khanda
[V=Srsj;i-Kbacida].

Adh. ^1.)

PradhR 'Pradhanika Rahasya' appended to the 'Devl-Mahatmya' or

'Durga-Saptaiatl' ; Gita Press ed. (Ref. : ^lokas).

Ram.-Ramayaaa ; M. L. J. Press, Madras, ed., 1958. (Ref.:
Kgnda [VI- Yuddha K.]. Adh. ^1.)

KV- Rgveda. (Ref. : ManJala, Siikta.

^B- Satapatha-Brahmaaa ; Acyuta-granthamalS ed., Ka&t. V. S,

1994-97. (JRef. : Ka^da. Adhyaya. Biahmana. Khan<Ja).

SkP= Skanda-Puiana ; Vertk. ed. iRef. : i Khanda [VI= Nagara-
Kh. ; VIIrsPrabhSsa-Kh.]. Adh L).

SRUp.= SarasvaU-Rahasya-Upanis^d ; as included in the Nimaya
Sahara Pt. ed. of the 108 Upanisids, Bombay 1925.

Tsar. Tantrasara of Krsnananda; Vafigf. Press ed.

VaikrtRes'Vaikrtika Rahasya
1

appended to the 'Durga-Saptaiatl
1

;

GJta Press ed. (Ref. ^loka).

VamP Vamana-Purapa ; Veuk. ed. (Ref: Adh. ^1.).

VS- Vqjasaneyi-Sailibita (S.ikla-Yajtirveda). (R>\f.: Adh. MantraJ

Other Abbreviations :

p (after a sloka-number) Purvardha or the first half of the

^loka.

u= (after a iloka-number) UttarSrdha or the second half of the"

of a

of a loka.



THE PROBLEM OF GANE^A IN THE PURStfAS

BY

JUAN ROGER RIVIERE

gpfrjcffrr

t

i

Trarr QT^T ^ STR^T: ^ir?lf i

gpft 'T^' ^ fTr^r^ t

i

i

There is, in Indology, the problem of the origin of

Diva's son : Ganesct or Ganapati. I think that some investigations

in the PuiSruis could bring a bit of light on this obscure question,

In fact, there is, by one side, the nffiimalion of the existence of

a son of Siva in the Upanisadic period : Kartifayit or S/eandu

on the other, the presence of a second sqn : GaneSa, in the
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historical period of India both in epics and Parana*. The

development of the person and worship of this latter God,
1 the

auimal-headed God of the Hindu pantheon, is mysterious. Can
we suppose two sons of Siva ? Has G-anesa kept some character-

istics of his supposed brother ? Has he supplanted the last

one by an historical evolution ?

Without going back to the Sruti and studying the evolution

of the concept of Sanatkumara, "the eternal Sou", called in the

Chandogya Upanisad (VII, 25, 2) "The God of War", as does
H Heras1

, we can only note that this beautiful image of the

"Son of God" is identified with the God Skanfa by Sankara in

the Bhaaya on the same Upanisad : "this tSancttftumara is called

Sfcanda by the people who know his real character". Narayan
Apte, in his commentary on the same Up. affirms also that Sanat-

Jcumara is the same as iSkanda or

Skanda (root SKAND-lQ leap) is the God oE War the

planet Mars. According to the MahSbharata and the Ramayana, he

is the son of Siva. His name is found, for the first time, in the

Maitrayan't and in the GrJiya-autra. He has there a demoniac

character and his servants are "the catchers". iaiva-Rudra

produced him without the intervention oE a woman, casting hia

seed into fire which was afterwards received by the Ganges j

he is called for this reason Agni-bhR and Gangaja. Fostered

by the JTrtifrak or Pleiades, hence he has six heads, SathmukJia

and the name Karttikfya. Patanjali calls him "he who has

two-mothers, three mothers". He was born for the purpose of

destroying TZrctkasura, a Djiitya. whose austerities were dange-
rous for the Gods, according to the

He is called also Kumara, the boy. There are many
representations of this God seated on one of the knees of PSrvatl

(Mahabalipuram and Madras Museum). He is a Brahmacarin.

He is represented riding on a peacock called Parayani, his usual

holding a bow iu one hand and an arrow in the other.

1. In The Problem of Ganapati, "Tamil Culture", III, 2 (April, 1964).

2. The Lrnlgi Purfina considers SanatkumSra, as the firat born of all the

mind-born sons of Brahma.

13
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He Las the appearance of a young man with one, six or twelve

heads. The Kumaratantra, speaks of sixteen distinct representa-

tions. He has many titles : as a warrior, he is called 31a7)a-&ena,

Sena-pati, Safai-dhara, Taralcajit ; he is Gulia "the mysterious one".

la the south of India, he is called Su-Brahvnaitya (see the poems

of Tiruppugal by Arungngirinadar) and was the iata-devata of the

Calukyas. His cult is very old in the Tamil-nadu and

worshipped in the mountainous region of the Kuvaras. His

main shrine is in Palni.

In the northern India, Skanda was very well known, and

numismatic evidence shows him a popular God in the beginning

of the Christian era (Banerjee, the Development of Hindu

Iconography).

The Gupta family was much devoted to this deity, as

among them two bear names of ICumara and one SJcanda, Not>

withstanding, at a later period, devotion to him died out in

northern India ; it is odd that his tenible and fearful aspect

predominates : Gopinatha Rao1 affirms that in the Bombay
State no woman whose husband is alive would ever visit a temple

of Kartikeya Svami. He is in fact now almost exclusively a

South Indian deity. We have to lay aside the hypothesis of

Prof. Kerbaker that Skanda was a popular form of Soma in

relatio'i with the mention of Dionysos by Megasthenes.

Now, in epics and Puranaa, appears another son of Sivd ;

tJautfSa and that is the problem. This nnme appears for the

first time in the Ryveda (II, 23,1) where Btuhmarmspati is given

the title of Qanapati (Gananark tvS Gan&patim havamahe). Tlie

Ga$a forms the host of semigods, attendants of Siva. Indra, in

the Rg, (X, 112, 9) is also called GaftapJiti ; at a later period, the

title went to Siva, for in the epics, Siva is called OanaSa and

The Taittirlyaranyaka (X, i, 5) speaks of a God who

possesses a twisted trunk (vaJcratuyda) and is called Dantin (the one

having the tusk). But Gtancsa appeals really in the Mal&blarutat

J. Elements of Hindu Iconography, II, 2, p.
4 '5,
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according to Winternitz. Bhandarkar 1 shows that in the

Smtti of Jajnamllcyci (6th cent.), Ganapati is mentioned as a

demon exalted to the rank of a deva and, in the 8th cent,

"described as elephant-headed". Notwithstanding in the frieze

round the Kantaka Cetinga stupn, near Mibintale, in Ceylon

(1st and 2nd cent), there is a double procession of gana, carrying

gifts and converging to a central point, wberein there is another

figure with the face of an elephant with his trunk turned to the

left, as most of his images of a later period are*. Q-anesa

appears as an attendant of Siva, according to the rock-cut

temples of Aiholc. Hopkins notes" the affirmation of Manu :

"Sambltu is the God of the Biahmanans, while Qanela is the God

of the udras". Miss Getty concludes that it seems "lo have

been known to the uneducated classes upto the sixth century".

Gnnesa is the God of wisdom and remover of obstacle, being

propitiated at the beginning of any special undertaking.

His popularity is very extensive ; in the 10th century arose the

sect of the Q-anapatya with the SayJcaractigvijaya of Anandatlrtha.

For them, he was the supreme God, the first Cause, Paramatman.

They had an Upanisad, the G-anapatUapanlya (or Varadatapanlya).

The mantra of the Ganapatyas was srlyanesaya. namah, and the

sect seems to decay in the 12th century. Bhandarkar thinks

that the active period of the sect was between the 5th and the

8th centuries.

We find Ganapati in many PurSnas ;
the Agni P. describes

a ritual of Oatiesa. Others speak of him as a deity above the

TrimQrti. The QantSa, P., an Upapurana, condenses the theology

and the cult of the God 4
. It was the influence of the

Gattapatym that introduced him with his myths into the last

editions of tlic Piirarias. The BraJimavnivarta Puratja contains

1. Va.i$iiaviam, iSaivism and other Minor Sects* pp. 147-148.

2. Getty, Oaueeh .- A Monograph on the Elephant-faced God, p. 26,

pi. 22o (cited by H. Haras, op. oit.)

3. Religions of 2nd ia, p. 4 8 7.

4. A good analysis of this Upapuranb is by Stevenson, Anafytit oftha

Ganesh Parana lu J.R.A.S., 1846, pp. 310-329.
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many stories about him and equates him with Zf/sHu
1

; tlie

Vamana. P. speaks of the origin of the God ; the Vurahu P,

narrates his birth ;
the Pad-mot P. describes his cult ; the Quritd*

P. includes him among the five great Gods. The Hindu

Architecture shows how his cult is popular ; we find him in

Tantrism, specially in the PrapafioasSra Tantra.

There are images of this God with his Sakti (Elloia);

Miss Getty speaks of a female form of GaneSa, a GranesSnl at

Bhera ghat, near Jubbulpore, whose left bent leg is supported by

a small Ganesa, half kneeling underneath. There are female

forms of the God in Tibet, where he represents Mahakala hi

the lamaic Buddhism. We find Oanapati worshipped by some

Jamas in rock Temples. Heras writes that "the Museum of our

Indian Historical Research Institute possesses a few metal

images of Oanesa which came from places of Jain a worship, among

them one is of Maha-Q'anapati with his Sakti" (op. ait. p. 182),

There is a cult of a mystic mantra, the Ganapat-ihrdaya , in the

AfaliayZtna Buddhism, the mantra stud to be given by the Buddha

to Ananda and to be used at the time of the dedication of an

image of a dancing Gfanesa. The cult of the God through the

Mahayana can be found in Buddhist countries, Burma, Sitim,

Nepal, Tibet, China, Japan, where there are many artistic

creations of his figure on painting and sculpture We have seen

the twofold aspect of Gancsa as a demon and a god. It is veiy

interesting to find again this character in the Buddhism wlicie

he appeai s as Vinatalca under the feet of the goddess Aparajita,

who is called Gwifipati-&*malcranta for this reason, or under the

feet of the black Mafijusri of the lamaic pantheon ; but he is

also, as in India, ViglmeSn, Vighnaliarin, the "remover of

obstacles".

It is evident that this Siva's son has adopted, little by

little, many characteristics of his father ; he has the urdhva ltfigat

the third eye, three faces (Japan 1

, five heads as Heramba Qunapaii

(Nepal), riding the lion of Parvatl, wilh his Salcti, wearing a

1. There exists a Qa.ne.Sa Q'tta in which tbe name of the God substitutes

that
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jtfa-mu7tufa t dancing the Tandava (N'ltta-Ganaputi') on one leg

like Siva ; he holds the trident, the ankusa and the rosaiy ; he

is oinamented with skulls, symbol of Siva as Destroyer. In the

south his cult is very popular and Siikanta Iyer wiites that

"Ganesa has become the most popular of all the domestic

deities of India".1

Now, if we return to Kumara, his supposed brother, we

find that the position of the two brotheis is ambiguous. The

second son of Siva appears in the pnrlnic and epic periods as an

intiuder ; in the images of the two brothers with Parvatt, we

find many times Kartilceya seated on the lap of the Goddess

and GFaneSa playing beside her, as affirms Miss Getty. Sometimes,

the two brothers aie next to each other in adoration in front of

Siva and ParvatI (Elephanta). But, in the Puranaa, there are

many stories "in which Gunesu fought with Skanda and emeiged

victorious, though with the loss of his tusk", as writes Venkata-

kiislma Rao*. The modern interpretations affirm that Gancsa

is the elder and SJcundi, the younger; this last one is always

& war-god and symbolises the biutal, physical forces,

the elder represents the spiritual forces which help the

man to icach moksa. We can peiceive the two ways of the

confidence in the efficacy of the pcisonal endeavour or the

submission to the divine grace. Heras says that "in Northern

India, Skanda, Kumara or Karttikeya is absolutely overlooked in

the leligions life of the people. For the majority -of the people

Siva has only one son and that is Gancsa or Ganapati. Accord-

ingly he receives the titles of Siraputra, Sambfatanaya and

Sambhusuta" (op. cit. p. 195). This author quotes the.Skanda P*

which "depicts the crowds of unworthy people, 5dno^and
barbarians worshipping Siva at Somnath in order to attain to

the heavens of the divas. The minoi deities headed by ladra

protested to Mahelvara. The latter then created VinSyaka,

the Lord of obstacles, to impede those low people to enter

heaven" (p. 195). .
~

1, "Tfia Popular view of Ga.^a in Madras", in "Indiaa Antiquary",

XXX, p. 2B5.

2. The Ganapati Cult in Q. J. M. 8. XLI, p. 94,
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The Indologists have advanced some theoiies to explain the

mystery of the origin of Ganesu, this Dvaimalura,
'

having two

mothers". M'ss Getty believes that he was primarily the totem of

a Dravidiau tiibe, though there is no evidence of such a totem,

Prof, Foucher thinks of an elephant-spiiit of the jungle with a

therianthropic evolution. Meyer affirms that it was a spiiit of

the fecundity and of the deads in connection with the "Mothers"
;

Grierson and Ciooke believe in a solar hero of Dmvidian origin.

Coomara Swamy supposes that GnneSa was a Yaksa, one of the

semigods attending on Kubera, but we do not find any of his

names in the yaksa lists, according to Miss Getty. The matter

is more complicated, yet, because all tho mylbs of his birth

show that Cf-an.'fa had oiiginally a man's head which wns

substituted for the head of an elephant (BraJimavaivarta P.,

ostJ P.
} Varaka l\). Heras aad Ziminer think of a connection

with the N&ga (the Word means nlso elephant) tribes which weie

spread all over India ; for them, the idea of giving the elephant-
head to Skanda, the God of War, is not so cxlraoidinaiy.

In any way, the mystery of Gafieia remains. He has the

original characteristics of Siva and Skanda, without auy founda-

tion in the Veda. I think that systematical studies of the

Puranit could give some light oa the problem of his origin. \Ve

must not forget that the Puranas were meant especially for the

masses and represented the Veda for the laity. The charnctei-
isttcs of Q-awSa, are eminently popular and his origins are surely
humble and perhaps pre-Aiyan; I think of a Drovidiaii or Indus

valley origin. The PurSnas occupy a very important position
in the religious life of the Hindus as they have been, and are still

the main sources of remote traditions in spite of the apocryphal
character and revisions or modifications of some of them. I am
sure that a detailed study of the Puranic references, special

terminology and subject-concordance connected with GfaneSa

could be useful to iavestigate the obscure origin of this papular
God.



[In this article the learned author has discussed

the various aspects of Goddess Laksmi and her

relation with Visnu, Sarasvatz and Uf3. Lakiml is

regarded as the wife of Visrm, and SarnsvatI has

also been regarded as her co-wife. In the Rgveda

Goddess Usa has been conceived both as gold-

coloured ( f^<ui(^aif ) and white coloured ( |p5TT ) *

gold-colour signifying her gold giving capacity, and

the white colour her knowledge-bestowing capacity.

In course of time the Vedic deity Ef/3 evolved into

the Putanic and Tantric goddesses Latent? (conceived

as gold-coloured and wealth/bestowing), and

Svrasvati (conceived as white-coloured, and bestower

of knowledge).

The worship of Laksmi has been prescribed on

the occasions of the ^yrf#an*-Puinim5 of the lunar

month jfsvina, and the Z>^3i>a??-Amavasya (of the

Kartika month). The author has criticised the

custom of gambling on the occasions of Laknil-

worship, alihough it has been prescribed by

Raghunandana in his Tithitatlva. The custom might

be due to a confusion between the a&aas (the casts

of gambling) and the aJcuimala (which really means

'rosary') of Goddess Laksrni. On account of her

wealth-bestowing capacity Laksmi has also been

associated with Kubera whose worship is recommend-

ed along with the worship of Laksmi.]

SSFTT;
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THE GEOGRAPHICAL TEXT OF THE PURANTAS
A FURTHER CRITICAL STUDY.

BY C. A. LEWIS
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rratef

-ffJTT5TZ?3%?Tt WRHt ^ofagrsiwnlr I cTT

i

]

The objective of this essay will be a detailed analysis

and comparative study of the so-called Blmvana-kosa geographi-

cal lists which occur in several of the purSnas. As is well

known, in these texts the various peoples are grouped according

to Ihcir position into one ol seven specific divisions, i e. the

Central division (Madhya-des'a), the Northern (UttarSpatha),

the Eastoui (Piacya), the Southern (DaksinSpatba), the Western

(Aporanta), the Vindhya and the Himalayau. There are two

types of Bhuvana-kosa text, the first consisting of an extremely

Short list of names, but specifying the directions, while the

second comprises a much longer text with the same directions

us tha shorter text but with the welcome addition of many more

names. The sources for the shorter text are Visnu-pui5na II,

3. 1-19; Kurma-purana I. 47. 2(M2 ; Siva-purapa 18. 1-15;

and Agm-purSna U8 r i-8. The longer text occurs in M^-
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kandeya-purana 57. 32-58; Biahmanda-purana I. 16. 40-69;

Matsya-pmana 114. 34-57; Vayu-purana 45. 109-137; Brahma-

purSna 27. 41-70; and Vamatia-purana 13. 36-58. As the longer

texts include all the geographical data of the shorter texts,

they alone need to be examined.

The great value of these Bhuvana-kosa lists as a source for

the study of ancient Indian geography was recognised as long ago

ns 1885 by Buigess who suggested that lists of names contained

in the puranas should be ptepared "as a means to the better

elucidation of the ancient geography of India" (I. A. XIV. 319-

322). Before this can be achieved however, there are several

intrinsic defects in the texts themselves, which will considerably

diminish their value unless they can be removed, the foremost

being the widespread textual corruption which must be

eliminated before any identification with modem place-names

can be attempted. A compatison of the different puiSnic texts

makes it clear that despite their considerable individual

variations of leading they aie all nevertheless derived fiom one

original somce. Accordingly, both W. Kirfel (Das Pui ana von

Weltgebaude. Bonn. 1954. p. U2S,}
1 and U. C. Shear (I.H.Q.

xxi. p. 267 ff ) have made independent ciitical studies of the

geographical puiaijic texts, and have established their own

texts which however not infrequently diffei from one another.

The purpose of the piesenl article therefore is to go one step

further by a comparative study of the results of these two

scholars both in the light of their own conclusions and those

able to be made by a comparison of their texts with any relevant

external evidence- The importance of the investigation of other

independent geographical souices in an effort to discover names

similar to these that occur in one or more of the Bhuvana-Kosa

lists cannot be stressed too highly, for the discovery of such a

name in another context at once establishes that it is very

probably authentic and not a product of textual corruption.

if] This text ia a slightly different version from that originally published

in en eafliar critical atudy by the jjame author, i.e. Bbaratavar<ja (Indian)

TextgeachiohtliohB Darutellung sweier geograpbiBohen putSga-TesW

TJbeisetzung. Sbutggarb, 193}.

15
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This being the case only then may we proceed to attempt to

identify it with the name of some modern locality if sufficient

philological or geographical data is available for this put pose.

Since it would be a cumbrous piocedure to list both the

texts of Kirfel and Sircar in full and then compare and contiast

them, it has been thought more practicable to divide them into

various sections according to the directions they employ, and

so discuss all the geographical names of one specific divison (it

the same time. This method, it is hoped, will result in making
the materials less unwieldy to handle and in facilitating easiei

reference to them. As regards the identification of these tribal

names only the salient features supporting the identification will

be given; for more detailed information one may consult the

geographical dictionaries of N. L. Dey* and B. C. Law8 or the

recently published study by S, B. Chaudimri 4
. The primary aim

of the present thesis is to establish the correct text as far as is

practicable.

MADHYA-DESA

Kirfel's Text
tasv ime : Kuru-Pancalah Salva Madreya-Jangalah
Surasena Bhadrakara Bodhafa saha-Pn^accaiah

Matsyah Kusalyah Kulyas ca Kuntalah Kasi-Kosalah

Atharvas ca Kalihgas ca Magadhas ca Vrkaih saha

Madhyadesya jannpadah prSyaso 'ml prakirtitah

Sircar's Text
tSsv ime Kuru-Pancalah Salvas caiva sa-Jaugalah
Surasena Bhadrakaia Bodhah saha-Piitaccarah

(Yodhah snha , Yaudheyah sa )

Matsyah Kiratah Kulyas ca Kuntayah Kasi-Kosalah

Avant3s ca Bhulingal ca Magadhas cAndhakaih saha

Madhyadesya janapadah piayaso 'mi praklrtitah

2. N. TJ. Dey. The Geographical Dictionary of Anoient and Mediaeval

India. Second edition. London, 1027.

3. B. O. Law. Historical Geography of Anoient India. Paris , 1054.

4. 8, B. Chaudburi. Ethnic Settlements in Anoient India, Part I

.Calcutta, 1955.
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An examination of the above texts shows the following
variations ;

(1J K. MaJreya. S. caiva sa
; (2) K. Bodha. S. Bodha, but ?

Vodha/Yaudheya ; (3) K. Kulalya. S. KirBte ; (4) K. Kuntafc.
b. Kunti ; (5) K Atharva. S. Avanta ; (6) K/ Kalifiga. S.
Bhulinga ; (7j K. Vrka. S. Andhaka.

(I) MEdreya/caiva sa. Msdreya is mentioned by two
independent sources, the Mahabharata (6,10.37) where it is

placed in exactly the same position as in Kirfel's text between
the Salvas and the Jangalas, and the Parisi?ta to the Atlmrva-
veda (56.4.) wheie it is located in the South-East between,
Sajjapma and Tamralipta (mod. Tamluk in the Midnapur
Distiict of W. Bengal;. In view of the conflicting positions
assigned to the Madreyas by the Puramc and Paris*ista texts

one must either assume that they migrated from Madhya-dega
to Bengal at some period, or alternately the existence of two
separate tubes of Madieya may also be regarded as a raetio-

ymic of Nakula and Sahadeva, i.e. sons of MSdri. Accordingly
it seems preferable to follow Kirfel's text and retain MSdreya,
as two independent texts establish that a tribe of such a name
did exist.

(2) Bodha/Bodha (? Yodha or Yauclheya). Sircar's efforts*

to include the Yaudheyas in the text are unnecessaiy. The

authenticity of the Bodhas is established by the indisputable

authority of Patonjali, who twice mentions them in association

with the Audumbaras (MB, II. 4. 58, I. 4. 89). As the latter are

known from the evidence of the KasikS commentary on PSnini's

AstsdhySyl IV. 1, 173 and Yadavaprakasa's VaijayantI (p. 37.

si. 38) to be a member of the Sslva confederacy the location of

Bodhas in Madbya-des'a is decisive. The Bodhas are also

mentioned along with the J-lurasenas, Salvas, BhadrakSras and

Po^accaras as one of the tribes who fled westwards from fear

of JarSsandha, king of Magadha. Accordingly there is no need

whatever to attempt to remove the Bodhas from this passage

in favour of the Yaudheyas.
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(3) Kusalya / Kirata. The crux here is far more compli-

cated than in either of the two preceding cases, and the

consequent uncertainty is reflected in the fact that each puianic

list gives a different reading, i. e. Bd. (Followed by Kirfel}

Kusalya ; Mt. (followed by Sircar) Kirata
; Mk. Asvakuta

; Va.

Kisasna f Kisasta ; Br. Mukufca ; Vam. omits. Even greater

variations are found in the corresponding section of the

Mahabharata geographical list where the editor of the Poona

Critical Edition has adopted the reading Sukatya. Variants

include Sukufcta, Saku^ta, Sunkanta, Kucanda, KucSttit,

Kucatta, Kucadlya and Kucalya. Neither Ridel's qor Sircar's

text appears satisfactory. The Kasyapa-samhita (25.9.) has a

reading Kau^alya which is very similar to Kit fel's, but locales

it in the East between Tamralipta and Kalinga. Moreover

what is precisely to be understood by Kusalya is far from

clear. At first sight it would appear to have some connection

with Kosala, but this name is actually mentioned at the end

of the same line. Kusalya therefore seems a somewhat dubious

reading. Sircar's valiant, Kiiata, is at least fiee from obscmity,
for this tribe is one of the best known of Ancient India, The

difficulty in this case arises from its location in the Central

Division. The usual location of this tribe is oz] the North-

Eastern frontiers of India and Nepal, where its name is cleaily

preserved by the modern Kirantis. Its locution in Madhyadesa
however is extremely improbable, and is most likely to be the

result of a copyist's effort to "correct" the text by changing a

name unknown to him into a well known one without consider

ing its geographical position at all.

Fortunately evidence supplied by the Vaijayantl (p. 38.

il. 40) and the Jain geographical lists collated by Kirfel (Die

Kosmegraphie der Inder p. 227) seems to provide a solution of

the problem. The Vaijayantl mentions a tribal name, Kusata,

and locates it in Madhya-desa, while the Jain texts refer to a

country called Kusartha or Kusaffha whose capital was called

Saurika or Seripura, The close similarity in form between Jam

Kusartha or Kusattha, Vaijayantf Kusata, and the variants
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found in certain manuscripts copies of the geographical

catfilogne of the Mahabharata Kucafta Kucatta indicates that

the original reading was possibly Kucatta The Jain texts do
not unfortunately specify the direction in which this tribe is to

be located, but its association with K5st, Kosala, Kurn, Partcala

and Jangala is a clear indication that it must belong to

Madhya-desa, an hypothesis which is supported by the

VaijayantI and MahSbhaiata passages.

(4) Kuntala
/
Kunti. Tha difficulty ia establishing the

coined text heie is of a completely different nature to the

preceding one. In this case the problem is not to determine

the form of the name but to decide which of two well known
names is the more probable reading, a point which cin only be

solved by reference to their location. The evidence for a tribe

of Kuntalas in Madhya desa. is very doubtful. Pargiter

(MSrkp, trans, p. 308) following Cunningham, locates them at

Kuntila near Chruiour to the south of Banaras, an identifica-

tion accepted by S. B. Chaudhuri in his recent study "Ethnic

Settlements in Ancient India" (p. 59). Such an identification

however only rests on similaiity of form between the ancient

and modern name and must therefore bs disregarded. The

evidence of both litcraiy texts and epigraphy prove that the

Kuntalas occupied the modem Kanarese speaking districts of

Mysore. The Kuntis on the other hand are definitely located

by a passage of the Mahlbbarala on the banks of the AsvanadT

river, a tributary of the Carmanvati (mod. Chambal) and have

accordingly been identified with Kontwar in Gwalior State by

Agrawala. (M. B. Vanap. ch. 303. India ns known to PSpini.

p. 66). Such a position would enable tnem to be included

within Madhya-desa, Moreover the Garuda-purSna (55. 12.)

also locates them in the Central Division. While in the

geographical section o the Mahabbarata and Padma-purana
both Kuntala and Kunti are found. Accordingly Sircar's

reading may be accepted.

(5) Atharva
/ Avanta. Neither Kirfel's nor Sircar's text

seem satisfactory. The authenticity of the Atharvas cannot
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be established from any independent text and so the foiin is

likely to be the result of textual conuptiou. Sircni connects

the Avantas with the Avantis, who lived in West Malwa and

had their capital at Ujjain. The latter die however mentioned

later on in the Bhuvanakosa lists as a Vindhya people (e g.

Markp. 57. 55). Unless therefore we are to assume an "over-

lapping" of the Central and Vindhyan division, a thing for

which there is no evidence, Avanti must be regarded as out

of place in the present context. Once ogain considerable help

in restoring a more plausible name than Athaiva or Avanta
is supplied by the Vaijayanti which mentions, a form Prthava

(p. 38. si. 4). This mny be connected with the Prthudnka

(mod. Pehoa) of Rajasekhara's KavyamTm5rfisn, which specifies

it as the boundary separating Mndhya-desa from Uttarapatlia.
The Vayu-purana from Arthapa, would also suggest that a f

p'

formed part of the original name.

(6) Kalirjga / BhulirJga. Shear's choice of Bhu lingo, is very

attractive. Bhulinga can certainly be placed within Madhya-

desa, as both the Kasika" commentary on PSnini IV. 1. 173

and the Vaijayanti (p. 38. si. 39) refer to it as a member of

the alvns' confederacy so that no difficulty arises with regard

to its location within Madhya-desa. A difficulty however does

arise from the fact that, as the Isalvas, have just been mentioned

in the text, there appears to be no logical reason for singling

out one of the members of the confederacy and lepeating it.

On the other hand a similar anomaly is found in the Jurma-

vibh&ffci texts (BS. XIV. 2-4) where, while the Salvas are again

located in the Central Division, the Audumbaras, who according

to the Kasika and the Vaija-yaull are also a branch of the

Salvas, are again separately mentioned. Similarly in the

5. lUSika on Puijint IV. 1. 173.

Udumbaras Tilakhala Madraknra Yugaudharfih

Bh.ulifigtJbL ^aradapdoS oa pat Salvavaynvil ime

The VflJJayantT
'
B text is slightly corrupt.

Salvtta tu KfirakutflTyas tesuiii tv avayaviiti pare

TJdumbaras TilakbalS Mahskarft Yugandbarah

Hulingah Sfiradaijda^ oa sat -Sftlvavayava ime
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MahabhSrata, the iaalvas and Yugandharas are both mentioned,

Accordingly though there is a degree of tautology involved in

nccepting the reading Bhulinga, the evidence of other texts

shows that this cannot be regaided as a serious objection for

its inclusion in the text. On the other hand Kirfel's choice

of Kalinga presents considerable difficulty because theie is no

evidence for assuming that this important ttibe lived at any
time within the limits of Madhya-desa. Though there is

considerable diveigence of opinion over the exact area they

occupied, literary and cpigraprrc somces agree in placing

them in Orissn.

(7) Vrka/Andhaka. The weight of the evidence of the

puianic lists is prepondeiately in favour of Vrka, for only the

Matsya-puiana reads Andhaka. Vrka may be connected with

the Vrlcasthala of the Mahabhaiata (V. 84. 1.) which locates

it a short distance to the south of Hastinapura.

(8) Though both Kirfcl and Sircar adopt the reading

Afagadha, its inclusion in Madhya-dtsi is by no means fjee

from difficulties, as this well-known kingdom is also located in

the later on in these Bhuvana-kosi lists (e.g. Markp. 57.44.)

and. also by the Kavya-mlmaLhsa ^G.O.S. p. 93) which specifies

Banaras as the boundary bstwecn Madhya-desi and Purva-

desa. As Magadha is to be identified with the Patna and Gaya
districts of Bihar, to the East of Banaras, it is difficult to

understand how it can be included in Madhya-desi. Moreover

the reading Magndha is only to be found in the Brahmanda

and Vayu-puiSnas. Kirfel himself was evidently not altogether

satisfied \vithits accuracy at the time of writing his eailier

study, Bhaiatavarga, and adds a footnote8 that perhaps the

reading Malaja (i.e. mod Shahabtid Distiict, west of the Sone)

should be adopted. B.C. Law (A.B.O.R I 1936 p. 2l7ff.) also

rejected Magadha and has been followed quite recently by S. B f

Chaudhuri who makes the original suggestion that the Mar-

kandeya-piuana variant, Malaka, is a slight corruption of

6. p. 58. P. 92, Villaioht 1st bier Malaja zu lea en; diese bewohnten den

Piatrikt SbahEibtyd, weetlioh des Plqaaes Soue.
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Mulaka, a people who are frequently associated with the well

known Asmakas Cbaudhuri's hypothesis however depends on

the location of the Asmakas in Modhya-desa for which hs cites

the evidence of the Kurma-vibhaga text of the Marktmdeya-

purSna (58. 7,). A comparison of this text with the parallel

passages of the BrhalsarhhitS and Parasara shows that Asmaka
is a variant for Asvattha. The authenticity of the form Asvattha

is confirmed by the ganapStha of Panini IV. 2. 80. n. 5,

Asmaka on the other hand is n well known nnme but cannot

be included ia Madhya-dcsa, as el^ewheie they are located in

the North-West (BS. XIV.22) or in the South (Matkp. 57.48.}

Where they may be identified with the region around Paithan

on the north bank of the Godavau, Accordingly Muhka can-

not be accepted as reading here for the same reasons as Magndha.

The results of our investigation of the lists of Madhya-
dcsa tribes now being completed, we may tabulate our results

in the foim of a new text. All underlined names will denote

new leadings different from those of Kirfcl and Siicar ; a dotttd

underlining will show wheie a choice has been made between

the two. This procedure will also be continued throughout

this article with regard to the other geographical divisions with

the result that a new text will be established.

tSsv ime Kuru-Paficalah Salva Madreya-JSngalah

Sdrasena BhadrakSrS Bodhah saha-Pataccarah

Matsya^ KngajUh Kulj as ca Kuntayah Kasi-Kosalah

Prtbayns ca BhulmgSs ca. Mngadhas ca Vrkaih sahn

Madhyadesya janapadah piayaso 'mi prakTrtitah

It now remains to identify briefly the above mentioned

names and so establish that they can be located within

Madhya.dela :

(t) Kuril, mod, Thaneswar between the Sarsuti and

Chitang rivers. Capitals Hastinapura in Meerut District and

Indraprftstha. (mod. Indarpat near Delhi.)

(2) P^rvc^la. mod. Bareilly and Farrukh^b^d Districts.
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Capitals Ahichattra ^mod. Ramnagar) and KSrnpilya (mod.

Kampil).

(3) Salva. mod. Jaipur and Alwar according to Cunningam
(A. R. A. S. I. XX. p. 120), Pargiter (Markp. trans, p. 349) and
McCrindle (PLolemy p. 163) would locate them on the west

side of the AravalH Hills.

(4) Msdreya. Possibly the lerrritoiy adjoining the Salvas

where the descendants of one of the sons of Madii, i. e. Sahadeva
or Nakula, set up a small independent kingdom.

(5) Jangala, This teiritory, also known as Kuru-Jangala,

may be identified with the wooded districts to the east of

Kuruksetra between the Ganges and Uttara-Pancala.

(6). Surasena. They are the Surasenoi of Arrian, and

may be located in the mod. Mathura District. Their capital,

Mathuia, may be identified with Maholi, five miles to the south-

west of the moilera town of Mathura. Their territory therefore

lay to the south of the Kuru country and to the Matsyas,

(7) Bhadrakara. Their identity is unceitain. Most

scholars7 would connect them with the Madrakaras, a branch

of the 6alvas. This however is by no means certain, for the

evidence of the Kurma-vibhaga
8 text of the Brhatsamita clearly

implies that the Bhadras and Madras were two separate tribes.

Accordingly the Bhadrakaras are more likely to be connected

with the Bhadras rather than the Madras, and the Kurrna-

vibhaga text does actually mention n group of Bhadras as living

in Madhya-desa, with which the Bhadrakaras may well be

identical. Some support for this view is also supplied by the

Parisi&ta to the Atharva-Veda, which refers to a people called

the Bhadrakas in association with the Godhas (i. e. corrupt for

Bodha), Madhya-desa and the Kurus (L. 2, 4.) It theiefore

appears highly probable that the Bhadrakaras of the FurSnaa,

7 e. g. Agrawala. India as known to PAdini. p. 57 ; Preylusld.J A.

1929. p. 7. ; Biroar. IHQ. XXI. p. 300, For opposite view lee Cliaudhuri,

Ethnfo Settlements in Ancient India. Fart. 1. p. 23.

8. Bhadra. BS. XtV. 2 (inMadhyad^a) j XIV. 7 (ia East) ; XIV. 18

(in South). Madra. BS. XIV. S2- (in North) ; XIV. 27 <in North-WrtJ.
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the Bhadrakas of the Parisista, and the Bhadras of the

Brhatsamhita XIV. 2 are identical. Modern Bhadra, situated

on the Ghaggar near the north-east border of Bikaner may
mark the site of their original home.

(8) Bodha. mod. East Punjab north of Indarpat.

(9) Pataccara. mod. Allahabad ft ad Bnnda Districts.

(10) Matsya. mod. Alwar and Jaipur. Capital Vairafcangiua

(Mod. Bairat 100 miles S-W of Delhi and 40 miles N of

Jaipur).

(11) Knsotta. Location uncertain.

(L2) Kulya. Possibly the Kol9
of Muslim histoiians. i.e. mod.

Aligarh and Bareilly Districts.

(13) Kunti. According to the evidence of Mahabharata

3.292.25 the Kuntis must be located to the south of MathurS

on the bank of the Asvanadi, a tributary of the Carmanvati

(mod, Chambal).

(14) Kasi. mod. Banaras District. Kasi was propeily
the name of the counti y of which Vai5nasT (Banaras City) was

the capital.

(15) Kosala This Kosala is Uttara-KosaJa with its

capital at Ayodhya on the Sarayu. mod. Otidh.

(16) Prthu, The Prthus may be rcg.-trded as the

inhabitants of Prthudako,. i. e. mod. Pehoa in the Kainal District

of the Punjab.

(17) Bhulinga. Ptolemy refers to them as Bolmgai (VII.

1.69), but wrongly locates them east of the Vindliyaa

According to Pliny (N. H. VI. 20) they may be placed to the

north-west of the Aravallis.

(18) ? Magadha. As stated, the text is veiy uncertain lieie.

M&gadha must be identified with Pntna and Gaya Distiicts of

Bihar,

(19) Vrka. This tribe is mentioned by Panini (V. 3. 115)
as a sangha. Agrawala 10 connects it with the Varkana of the

0- Ohaudhnri. p. 58-59.
~*

. 484. Behisttm Law of Dariua ool. II. 1. 1^.
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Behistun Inscription of Darius and locates it in Hyrcania, but

such an identification is untenable if the Vrkas of Panini are

the same as those of the Puranas. as is very likely. A more

probable place for their location is Vrkasthala, which is only a

short distance south of Hastinapura according to the Maha-
bharata (V. 84. 1.). Chaudhmi11 would connect them with the

Vniikas mentioned in the Bijayagarh (Near Byana in BharaN

Pr State) inscription of Visnu-vardhana dated 372 A. D.,

and so locate them in Bharatpur.

UTTARAPATHA.
Kirfel'e Text.

Bahllka Vstndhanas ca Abhnah Kalatoyakah

Apaiantas ca 6udras crv Pallavas Carmakhandikah

Gandhara Yavanas caiva Siudhu-Sauvira-Madrakah

Saka Druhah Kulindas ca Parada Haramtirtikah

RamathSh Kantakaras ca Kekaya Dasamalikah

Ksatriyopanivesas ca vaisyasudrakulani ca

Kamboja Daiadas caiva Barbara Angalaukikah

Cirhas cniva Tusaras ca Pahlava Bahyatodarah
A trey 3s ca Bharadvajah Prasthalas ca DaserakSh

Lamp5kas Taloganas ca Sainikah saha Jangalaih

Apngas cAlimadrSs ca Kiratanarh ca jatayah
Tomara Horhaamargas ca Kasmiras Ttifjgan5s tatia

Culikas Cahukas caiva Huna-Darvas tathaiva ca

ete desa ndlcjas tu,

Sircar's Text.

VahlTka Vatadhanas ca Abhirat Kalatoyakah

Aparantas ca (Paiantas caiva ?) a-(Ku-?) drasca

Pahlavas Carmakhaiidikah

Gandhara YavanSs caiva Sindhu-Sauvira-Madrakah

i-Jatadrujah Kunindas ca Parada Haiahunaka
Ramathah Kantakaras ca Kaikeya Dasamauakah

Kgatriyopanivesas ca tatha sadrakulani ca

Kamboja Daradas caiva Varvara Angalaukikah
Cinas caiva Tnsaias ca bahula babyato

11. Chaudtmri p. 80. Oil. III. 2o3.
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Ksatrayotha Bharadvajah Prasthalas ca Daserakah

Lampakas Tala-(-s cAva-?) ganas ca Culika JSgudailj saha

Aupadha (Aurasa ?)-s CAnibhadras ca Kiratanarh ca

jatayalj

Tomara Harhsama'rga's ca Kastruras Tanganas tatba

Kulutas Cahu-(Bahi-?)k5s caiva Urna (Huna ?) Dai-vas

tathaiva ca
ete desa udicyas tu

An analysis of the above texts show the following variations t

(I) K. Bahlika. S. Vahlika ; (2) K. AparSnta. S, ? ParSntft ;

(3) K. udra. S. ? Ksudra ; (4). K. Pallava. S. Pahlava
;

(5) K. Saka, Druha. S. Satadruja ; (6) K. Ktiliuda. S. Kuninda

(7) K. Haramortika. S. Harahonaka ; (8) K. Kekaya ; S. Kaikeya;

(9) K. Dasamalika ; S. Dasumanaka ; (10) K. vuisya. S. tatha ;

(II) K. Barbara. S. Varvara ; (12) K. Pahlava. S. bahulo ; (13)

K. Bahyatodara. S. babyato narah
; (14) K. Atreya. S. Katm-

yotha ; (15) K. Talagana. S. ? Avagana ; ^16) K. Sainika. S,

Calika ; (17) K. Jafigala. S. Jaguda ; (18) K. Apaga. S. Aupadha
(? Aurasa) ; (19) K. Alimadro. S. Anibhadi-a ; (20) K. Calika. S.

Kuluta ; (22) K. Cabuka. S. ? Bahika ; (22) K. Harm.

S. Urna. (OHiina).

Of these nos. 1, G, 8, 11, are merely iecognised variants of

the same name and accordingly do not require further discussion,

(2) Aparanta ? Paranta. It is very difficult to understand

how Aparanta (i. e. the inhabitants of the Western Reg-ion) can

be the correct reading here In a list of Northern tribes. The

Vaijayanti (p. 37 si. 35.) specifically locates il in the West

(Aparantas tu pascSlyaa), while Bhattasvami, the commentator

on Kautilya's Arthasaslra (II. f, 2, 4.) identifies it with the

Konkan. Sircar without giving any reason suggests that Paiantu

is the correct reading, while Kirfel identifies Aparanta with the

Western seaboards of India. Chaudhuri (Ethnic Settlements in

Ancient India, pp. 55-6.) after citing considerable evidence in

support of the accepted identification of Aparanta with the

Konkan, then somewhat arbitrarily decides that the Aparanta

of the Junagadh record (c. 150 A, D.) had a different application
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representing a portion of Upper Sindh with portions of North

Rajputana". It is difficult however even to consider this area

as lying within the limits of UUarapatha. An attractive

solution to the problem is to be found in the variant Aparita
which is included in the text of the Brahmanda - and Vayu-
puranas, This name may be associated with the AprTtas of

PSnini (IV.2.53. Gana) and the Aparytai of Herodotus (111.91)

who has transcribed it almost perfectly. It may accordingly be

identified with the modern Afiidi tribe of N. W. F, P. It is

not without significance that Afridi is still locally pronounced
as Apridi. Apaianta can therefore be dismissed as a copyist's

"correction" of the text by changing a less well known name to

a well known one without any regard for its geographical

location.

(3) fiudra/ PKsudra. Sircar's attempt to substitute Ksudra

i. e. Greek Oxydrakoi is unnecessary. The Sudras were

known to the Greeks as Sodrai. They are mentioned in associa-

tion with the Abhiras in the Mahabhasya of Patarijali (1. 2. 3.)

and the Maha bhSrata, a passage" of which specifically locates

these two peoples in the Northern Division where the Sarasvati

(mod, Sursooti) disappears.

(4) Pallava/Pahlava. Pablava (Parthia) is certainly the

correct reading. The Pallavas are always referred to as a
'

southern people and are first known from epigraphic evidence

in the third century A. D. By the end of the sixth century

A. D. they had achieved a considerable importance there.

(5) aka, Druhaj&atadruja. Kirfel in his earlier
13

study

of this passage had originally adopted the reading Satadravah.

His later text presents no difficulty as far as the Sakas are

concerned, but neither the Druhas nor the Vayu-purana variant,

12. MB. (Gita Praas ed) IX. 37. I. SfldrabhTran pati dveead yatra

napta Sarasvati. This evidence is oonBrmed by another passage of the Mats-

bharata.
oaiva ye ca^ritya SaraBVatim

vartayanfci oa ye matayair ye oa parvatavasinah
MB. (Poona ed.) 2. 29.0

13. Bharatavaraha. p. 44
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Hrada, me known elsewhere. Accordingly Satadiujn. i. e. the

people ef the Sutlej valley, is a much moie attractive reading.

The Satadru is mentioned as a river of Uttarapatha both by

Rajfisekhai a's KavyamIm5rhsS (G. O. S. p. 93) and the Parisia^a

to the Atharvaveda (LVI. 9). The difficulty in adopting this

reading however is that it necessaiily compels the elimination

of Saka from the Uttaiapntha list where one would naturally

expect it to be included. On the other hand it is uot difficult

to imagine that a careless copyist might have corrupted Satft-

druja into Sat5 (which a later copyist might have "corrected"

Into Saka) and Druja i. e. the Druha of the Brahma-putan a.

(7) Haramurtika/Harahunaka. Shcai's choice of Hara-

hiinaka has much to recommend it, as the geographical catalogue

of the Mahabhaiatn. associates them with the Raraathas (6. 10.

55). Rajasskhaia in his Kavya-rmtn5msS (G. O. S. p. 93)

similarly locates the Harahaura (i. e. Hatahunas) in UttarS-

patha. Kirfel's reading, Haramurtika, is slightly different

from that found in his eailier study where the foi tn Hararau-

ika was adopted As the authenticity of neither of these

forms ctm be corroboiated from any independent source, they

may be rejected as coiruptions.

(9) Dasamalika/DasamSuika. The accuracy of Khfel's

form, Dasamalika, is confirmed by the gcogi ftphical section of

the Mahabharata (MB. 6. 10. 65). These DasamSlikas ate

possibly identical with the DasamTyas mentioned elsewhere in

the Great Epic (MB. 2-17.5; 830.36; 851.16.) and the Dasa-

meyas of the Brhat-samhita (XVI. 28) who are likewise located

in the North.

(10) Vaisya/Tatha. Sircar's omission of vaisya seems

quite unnecessary. One would naturally expect the vaisyas to

be mentioned along with the othei two castes of Hiudu society.
Moreover the weight of textual evidence is overwhelmingly in

favour of vaisya, as only the Vamana-purSna omits them.

Similarly in the geographical text of the Mfthabhatata (MB.
6* 10. 65.) all manuscripts consulted by the Editors of the
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Poona Critical Edition read vaisya, the only variant being

wbethei it should be part of a compound or Nominative
Plural.

Pahliivtv/bahula The difficulty involved in reading
Pahltiva is that this name has already been adopted at an

eailier place in this text (.see. sec. 4.) Kiifel by choosing
Pallava in the first instance is accoidingly able to read

Pahlava here. As stated previously the Pallavas cannot possibly
be located in the Northem Division and the theory that they
had originally some connection with the Pahlavas has now finally

been disproved. The variant 'bahula' ovei comes this difficulty
of a double mention of Pahlava and gives quite a good sense

when considered in regard to the other names of the sloka.

It is evident that the list is now passing through the outer

limits of Bharata-vaisx into Cential Asia; firstly we find a

reference to the Kambojus and Dnrudus of the Hindu Kush

region, then to the Cinas and Tnsai-as, who must have lived

somewhere to the North of that region, and finally to the

bahula bahyato narah i. e. the populous tribes who lived outside

the limits or Bhrata-vaiga.

(13) Bahyntodara / baliyato naiah. The text heie depends

entirely on what has has bticn udopted as the preceding word.

If bahula i. e. populous, is iead, inevitably the following part

of the Markandeya-puiana text must bs adopted. Chaudhuri 14

conjectures that Bahyatodara is possibly corrupt for an original

like VihSra-dvSra and may be connected with Bukhara, but

this seems n, very doubtful suggestion.

(14) Atreya/Ksatroyotha. Kirfel's leading is clearly

correct as the Atreyas are mentioned along with the Bharadvajas

in the geographical section of the Mahabharata (MB, 6.10.67.)

and also in the Astadhyayl of Panini (IV. 1.1 10. gana), As two

independent sources prove the close association existing between.

the Atreyas and Bharadvajas, there is no need for Sircar's

emendation to K^atrayotha.

H- Bthmo Ssttlamenta i a Ancient India, pt. 1. p. 107,
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(15) Talagana/ ? Avagana. Sircar's suggestion that

Avagana is the original reading is quite unnecessary as the

authenticity of the form Tnlagana is proved by the shoiter

Karmavibhaga text of the Garuda and Visnudharmottara.

puiana (Gd 55. 19; Vdh- J. 9. 9), both of which refer to a tribe

called the Tala or Tananagas, in the Northern Division in close

association with the Lampnkas. Naga may easily be explained
as a metathesis of gana. The same confusion between the

forms Talagana and Talanaga is found in editions of the Matsya-

puiarui, that of the BringabtuI Office, Calcutta, adopting the

latter, while other punted editions piefei the foimer.

(16) Sainika/Cuhka. Culika is the most probable leading.

The Karma-vibbaga texts locate them in the North-West (BS.

XIV. 23) and the accuracy of this location is confirmed by the

Matsya-puiana which states that the Vaksu (Oxus) flowed

through their tenitoiy. (Mt. 121. 45). Neither Saiuika nor

any of the variants listed in the other puianas occur elsewhere.

(17) Jangala/Jaguda. Jangala is a most improbable reading
as it has already been located in the Central Region. The

accuracy of Sircar's choice of Jaguda is confirmed by a passage
of the Maha-bharata, (MB. 3. 48. 21) where the Jsgudas are

mentioned in association with the Hara-hQnas, Cinas, Tuaras,
Saindhavas, Ramathas etc. According to the Matsya-purana
(121. 46) the Indus flowed through their territory.

(18) Apaga/Aupndha (? Autasa). The coriesponding
passage of the geographical text of the Maha-bharata (6. 10. 67)

lists the variants Aupaka, Opnga and Aupaga. Of these forms
the most plausible reconstruction is probably Aupaga.

(19) Alimadia/Anibhadra. The constant confusion that

arises between m and bh owing to their great similarity in the

Devanagari character has been mentioned earlier in this article.

Dey (Geog. Diet, p, 4) would identify the Alimadras with the

inhabitants of Hoti-Mardan to the north-east of Peshawar.

(20) Cialika/Kulata. The difficulty in reading Culika in

this context is that this name has already been selected in section
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16. Kirfel however has escaped this obstacle by adopting
Sainika in the latter passage, and so he is free to read Calika

here. Sircar's suggestion of Kuluta has much to recommend

it, as this tribe is frequently located in the Noith by passages in

the Maha-bharata (e. g. MB. 6, 10. 52 ; 2. 24. 4. etc.) and Raja-

sekhara's Kavyamimam^a (G.O.S. p. 93). The Brhat-samhita

refers to two branches, one in the North-West and the other in

the North-Enst (BS. 14. 22 and 29).

(21) Cahuka/ ? BahTka. Sircar's suggestion that Cahuka
should be emended to Bahika (i. e. the Panjab) seems very

arbitrary and not required by the context. The parallel passages
of the Brahma and Markandeya-puranas list the form Kuhaka,
while Rajasekhara's KavyamTmamsa refers to a Northern people
called the Huhukas. The Matsya-puiana (121.46) says that

the Indus flowed through the janapadas of GSndhara, Urasa,
and Kuhu. It is obvious that all these forms are variants of

tbe same name. A comparison suggests that the original form

may have been Kuhuka, i.e. the inhabitants of the territory

adjoining the Kuhu (mod. Kabul) river.

(22) Huna/Crna (? Huna). The reading Huna is almost

certainly conect ns one would not expect a tribe of its impor-
tance to be omitted from any geographical list.

The results of our investigation of the lists of Udlcya
peoples now being completed, we may tabulate the results in the

form of a new text. As befoie all undefined names will denote

new readings diffeient fioni those of Kirfel nnd Sircar, while a

dotted uudei lining will show wheie a choice has been made
between the two.

BahlTka^Vatadhanas ca Abhlrah Kalatoyakah
Apaiilas ca Sudras ca Pahlavas Carmakhandikah

GSndhaia Yavanas caiva Sindhu-Sauvlra-Madrakah
Satadrujah Kulindas ca Parada Harahunakah

Rama^hah Kantakaras ca Kekaya Dasamalikah
Ksatriyopanives5s ca vaisyasiidrakulani ca

Kamboja Daradas caiva Barbara Angalaukikah
37
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Clnas caiva TusaiSs ca bahula bahyato narah

AtreySs ca BharadvSJ5h Prasthalas ca Daserak3h

Lampakas Talaganas ca Suhka JSgui^aih saha

Aupaga Alimadias ca Khatanam ca jatayah

Tomaia Hamsaraargas ca Kasmiras Tanganas tatha
Kululah KuhukSs caiva Huna Darvas tathaiva ca

ete desa tidlcyas tu.

It now remains to locate the above tribes and so confinn

their position in Uttarapalha.

(1) Bahllka. Most scholars locate this well known tribe

originally in the modern region of Balkh on the northem frontier

of Afghanistan. From this region they are said to have migrated
later to the Panjab where they lived geneially between tlie

Sutk'j and the Indus, but more parlicnlaily in the tirens west of

the Ravi and the Apaga. It should be remembered however
Unit theic is no evidence for assuming that the Bahhkas

(Jiigumlly migialcd fiom Balkh, and the refeiences to them

tluoughout Sanskrit literature, the oldest of which nppears to be

th:il of the Alhiuva-veda (5. 22. 5-9), imply that they were an

Iii'liiiii and not an Irani un tribe. Furthermore the Old Peisian

Iiv.iCiiptions of Darius, which must refer to a period some

ct-nUirics lalor than the Allmiva-vcda, mention Bnlkh ns Baxtii

vvLiicli tliu Gicuks concctly transcribe as Baktia. The migratiou

llujory ticconlingly seems somewhat doubtful.

(2) Vfiladhrum. Passages in the Maha-bharata agree in

luciiliiiij thuni in the Noith West. (MB. 2. 29. 7 ; 6. 10. 45. etc.).

Tluir oxact locution is uncertain. Pargiter (Markp. tinns).

(,p. .HJ.J places Ihem on the east bank of the Sntlej to the south

<,i l-'i-iuxqiui, while D.-y (Geog. Diet. p. 27 ) locates them at

J'luilnuir.

(1) AbLnfii. They arc frequently associated with the

& jtli. I'M and :uo to be located in West Rajputana where the river

S'tii'vali (inol. Snisooli) disappears (MB. Glta Press. IX. 31.

1 ; $i,,lratihiran prati deesiid yttira naata Saraswti.), Dey Wrongly
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identifies this Sarasvati with the Western Sarasvati and so

eironeously locates them in Gujarat.

(4) Kalatoyaka, Paigiter would identify this with the

Delia of the Indus.

(5) Apaiila. The modern Afridi tribe of N. W. F. P.

(6) Sudra. They are the Sodud of the Greeks and the

Sudt-aki of Pliny (Nat. Hist. 6. 20.) Their location in \Vest

Rajputana where the Sarasvati disappeais hns aheady been esta-

blished by the passage quoted above iniegaid to the Abbiras.

(7) Pahlava. The Parthians.

{&) Carmakhandika. Possibly the inhabitants of Samarkhnnd.

(9) Gandhaia. This was a janapada of considerable

antiquity being known from Vedic times. (E.V. 1. 126. 7.).

The Greeks knew it ns Gandaridai (Ptol. 7. 1. 44) or Gandaiites

(Strabo. XV. 1. 25 ). It is to be located in the modern Rawal.

pindi and Peshawar districts. Its capitals were Pxiskalavati

(mod. Chersaddah) to the west of the Indus and Taksasila (mod;

Taxila) to the east of the same river.

(10) Yavana. The Indo-Grcek settlements in the North-

West of India.

(11) Sindhu-Sauvlra. Sindhu cleaily refers to some part

of the Indus region, and at the time of Hiuen Tsaug was

evidently restricted to the upper part of this tcriitory. (Walters,

on "Yuan Chwang. II. pp. 252-3.). The location of Sauvlra hns

however been a matter of some controversy. Cunningham

(A. G. I. 1924 ed. p. 57) identified it with Eder, a district of

Gujarat, but such a location is too far south. Albeiuoi(ed.

Sachau. I. p. 259-60, 300.) identifies it with Multan and

Juhrawar districts below the junction of the Jhelum and the

Chenab. According to Buddhist texts its capital was Roruva

(mod. Rori in Upper Sind.).

(12) Matlraka. The district between the Chenab and Ravi

rivers. Capital Sakala (mod. Sialkot).

(13) Satadruja. The people of the Sutlej valley.
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(14) Kulinda. The Kuliridiine of Ptolemy (VII, 1, 42),

who locates them in the mountainous region where the Sutlej,

Jum.ua and Ganges have their sources. They are consideied

to have inhabited the southern slopes of the Himalayas eastward

from the Kulu valley to Nepal. Large numbers of their coins

have also been found in the Saharanpur and Ambala Districts

north of Delhi.

(15) Parada. The Paradene of Ptolemy (VI. 21. 4.) who

locates them in Gedrosia, They are veiy probably of Iranian

origin. Most scholais consider them identical with the Pahkvas

(i. e. Paithians), but an objection to this view is that the

Pahlavas have already been mentioned in this passage. Simi-

larly in the geographical text of the MahSmayuri J. A. 1915.

p. 112, line 65.) both Pahlava and PSrata (i. e. Paiada) occur

in the following sequence : KSpili-Parata-Sakasthaaa-Pahlavfl,

If the two names were synonyms one would not expect both to

be mentioned in such close juxtaposition.

(16) Hava-Huna. The "White Huns". In the

bharnta they are classed as an * 'outside" people, but by the time

of KalidSsa (RaghuvarnSa. IV. 68} they had established a kingdom

in the Oxus valley. The Brhatsarbhita (XIV. 33.) makes them

the most important tribe of the North-West division in the sixth

century A. D. and the accuracy of this information is strikingly

confirmed by the early Christian writer, Kosmas Indikopleustes"

(circa. 535 A. D.) who says that the empire of the White Huns

extended to the Indus.

(17) Rarnatha. A low and barbarous tribe according to

the Maha-bharata (12. 65. 14.). They were probably closely

associated with the Hara-Hunas, as in addition to the evidence

of the present text they are also connected with the same tiibe

in the Dig-vijaya of Nakula. (MB. 2. 29. 11.). They are

perhaps identical with the Rhamnai of Ptolemy. LSviw

15. MoCrmdLe Ano. India, vol. VI. p, 185 ; For a detailed study of the

-Hu^ae see Bailey 'Har&haiia Aaiatioa' (Festschrift Friedrich Weller, 195*).

16. J, A. 1915, p. 112 j MB. 3. 48. 21. Maha-msyOrT, line Q&,
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would locate them neai Ghazni on the evidence of the MahS-

bharata and MahS-mayarl.

(18) Kantakara. They are probably identical with the

Kanthadhanas of the Brhatsamhita, who are also located in the

North (BS. XIV. 26.). Chaudhuri (Etlmio Settlements, p. 99.)

conjectures that they may have been the inhabitants of modern

Kandahar.

19. Kekaya. Mod. Jhelum and Shahpur Districts of the

Punjab. Capital Rajagrha or Giiiviaja (mod. Gii jak or Jalalpur

on the Jhelum river).

20. Dasamalika. Nothing is known of this tribe except

that, as already mentioned, it may be identical with the

Dasamlyas of the MahSbhaiata or the Dasameyas of the Kurma-

vibhaga texts which likewise locate it in the Noith,

21. Karaboja. Though KSmboja17 was a janapada of

considerable importance and antiquity being mentioned in the

Nirukta of Yasku (II. 2.), its exact location is still uncertain

and has been the subject of much controversy. Much of this

has been caused by the inability of scholars18
until recently

to realise that there are two countries called Kamboja. This

is specifically shown by a passage of the Mahabharata (2. 24.

224.) which states that Arjuna after conquering the Daradas

and Kambojas proceeded North and next after defeating the

robber tribes, subjugated the Lohas, the Parama-Kambojas and

the Uttctra-raikas. The mention of the Daradas iu the present

text shows that the more southernly branch of KSmbojas are

17, Agrawal (India as known to Pclnini. p 19) would uouneot Kfiraboja

with Old Persian Kambajiya, Thia is clearly wrong ao the latter is a

proper name> OambyseB; of, the Beliiataa Inscription of Darius. I, 28

18. Upacihyaya (India in Ku.lida.Ba. p. 59.) -who locates correctly the

Kambojas of the RaghavamSi in the Qaloha-apeaking territory of the Yarkand

Valley but Fails to realise that tbia bianoli ia the Parama-Kfimbojas, not the

branch of Kambojas associated -with the Daradaa.

MB. 2. 24. 22-4. Daradan saha Kiimboyair ajaynt pakaSasanih

praguttarilih dUaih ye oa vasanty ttiiritya daayavali

nivaaanti vans ye oa tiin sarvfia ajayat prabhuh

Loban Parama-Kdmbojan E^Tkiln uttar^n api

sahitlriie ta mabBraja vyajayat pa
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being referred to in this context. Nevertheless there is still

considerable difference as to the region they occupied. As the

purpose of this article is primarily to determine the coriect

text however, it will be sufficient to state the two most impor-
tant opinions among modern scholars on thelocation of Kamboja.

According to Ray Chaudhtni (L* Iconographie Bomldhi-

que. p. 134), who relies on the evidence of the Kaina-paiva
{MB. 7.4A). Rajapura (mod. Rajaori S-E of Punch) is conti-

guous to Kamboja. He accoidingly locates it in the present
Chitral and Hazara districts. This view is however refuted by

Jayacaudra VidySlamkSra (Mamf-a-bJiftmi aur usJee nivasi. pp. 297-

305), who points out that these regions were occupied by the

Uragas and Abhislias, He then proceeds to identify Kamboja
in modern Kafiristan on the evidence of the RajatarflngiiiV
which states that Lalitadilya of Kashmir (695-732 A. D.) on

entering the northein district defeated the Kambojas, while the

Tusaras fled ; he then marched against the Bhauttas and

Daradas. The location of the former in Baltistan and Bolar

is certain and so KSmboja must accordingly be placed in

Kafiristan.

(22) Darada. The Daradrai of Ptolemy (VII. 1. 42)> who
locates them near the source of the Indus. Mod. Dardistan,
north of Kashmir.

(2i) Barbara. Sircar would connect this name with the

Baibaricon emporium at the mouth of the Indus delta which is

mentioned by the anonymous author of the Periplus of the Ery-
thraean Sea. (Periplus p. 38). Ptolemy (VII. 1.59) also mentions a

town of Barbarei on an island formed by the same river, and
Majumdar in his revised edition of McCrindle's Ptolemy (p. 370)
identiaes the Barnbara of the Mahabharata and the Pui3nas
with these Barbarei. This however seems a dubious conjecture
as the Barbaras of the Mahabharata and Puianas are always
mentioned ia association with Himalayan tribes like the KirStas,

19- Baj. IV. 183ff. vide also J. U. P. H S. Dee, 1943. Geogrnphioal
Btudtea in the MaiabbBmta. p. 38ff, I, H. Q. XXVI (1050) p. 123. Hnqa,

Kambojas.
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Daradas and Sakas. It accordingly seems preferable to assume

that the term Barbara in Sanskiit Literature refeis to the wild

tubes of the Himalayas.

24. Angalaukika. Peihaps the Agalassians of Alexander's

historians (Diodorus. 17. xcvi.) ; if so, they are to be located

"below the junction of the Jhelum and the Chenab. It is more

ptobable however that they ate identical with the Angnlokyas of

the Matsya-pmana (121. 44.) through whose tenitoiy the Slta

(Jaxartes) is said to How.

25. Cma. They are usually identified with the Tibeto-

Chinese tiibes who lived on the northern slopes of the Himalayas,

though attempts have been made to connect them with the

Sbinas of the Uppei Indus Valley.

26. Tusara. The TukharistSn of the Aiabs which

included old Bactiia and the moutainous country on both

sides of the middle Qxus as far as Badakhshan.

27. Atreya. and 2S. BhSradvSja. Both these gotras

of brahmins are referred to by Paiiini in his gannpatha to IV.

1.110. Pargiter (Markp. (trans.) p. 320.) has located them in

Gnrhwal on the evidence of the Maha-bharata (MB. 3. 26.6-8;

3.135. 9f.), which places them in Dvaita-vana.w This may be

identified with an area not far from the Himalayas which was

bounded by tbe Tnnganas on the North-East and Kurukjetrn and

Hastinapura on the South-East

29. Prasthala. Mod. Patiala District. Law (Geog, Diet,

p. 117.) erroneously connects it with the Patala of Greek

writers, and so locates it in the Indus Delta. The extiemely

close association of Prasthala and Tiigarta in both the

Maba-bharata and the Ramayana indicate that the Prasthalas

were a Panjab people.

30. Daseraka. The three lexicographers, YSdava-

prakSsa, Hemacandra, and Purusottamadeva agree in

identifying the Daserakas with the inhabitants of Marti, i. e.

mod Mnrwnr. __._
"

?0. E I. XXVII. pb. VII (194S). p.
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31. Lampaka. The Lambatai of Ptolemy (VII. 1,42.),

who locates them near the sources of the Koa (Kabul) river,

Their name is preserved in modern Lamghan, a Small territory

on the noiLhern bank of the Kabul liver.

32. Talagana. The close association of this people

with the Lampakas not only in the present texts but also in

the geogiaphical sections of the Garuda-purSna (55. 19.) and

the Visnudharmottora-puiana (I. 9. 9.) prove that they must

be located somewhere near Lamghan.

33. Sulika. According to the Matsya-pmarm (121. 45.)

the Oxus flowed through their territory.

34. Jaguda. "The Saffron country", mod. Ghazni

district of South Afghanistan from which large quantities of

asafoetida are expoited. The name Jaguda survives in modern

Jaghuri lo the south of Ghazni in the Kandahar.

35. Aupaga. Dey would identify this with Kambojn,
but this appeals veiy doubtful as the latter have already been

mentioned in the present list and hence there would be little

point in repeating it through a synonym. Shafer suggests
that they may be a tribe of KirStas, but again theie is no
evidence for this. Sircm" considers it to be a corruption
of an original Aurasa (mod. Hazara District), while S. P.

Chaudhuri, who prefers the variant Apaga, thinks that the
coirect reading should be Avagana (Afghans).

36. Alimadra. Mod. Maidan District to the north of

the Kabul livei in the Yusufzai subdivision of Peshawar District.

37. Kiiata. The Kinhadai of the Greeks. This well-

known and" powerful tribe occupied the Himalayan regions
of Nepal and Assam. Their name is preserved by the modern
Kirauti tribe.

SI. Ethnography of Ancient Ii.dia. p. 121.
22. A great point of controversy among soholere la whether the

originally an Eastern tribe, who extended west-wards, or whetbeu they*6 originally a North-Western people, who Bpread eastward* anally 00 tiling
tathetrme North-Extern corner of India. For a detailed nnalyelB eee
JtoiTODW iul^s Monde Oriental, 1036, vol. 80. p. 90 ff.
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38. Tomara. The inhabitants of the mod. Garo Hills

legion in the south-western corner of Assam.

39. Hamsamarga. Possibly modern Hunza and Nagar
Districts (J. U. P. H. S. XVII. Ft. 1. (1944) p. 48.). It is an

interesting example of how the name of a place, "the route of

the geese" became that of a people.

40. KSsmira. Kashmir.

41. Tnngarm. According to McCrindleas
,

the Gangauoi
of Ptolemy is a corruption of Tanganoi. They are accordingly
to be located in the region extending from the Rarhfiganga river

to the sources of the Upper Sarayu.

42. Knluta. The Kulu valley of modern Kangra District.

Numismatic evidence indicates that they were the neighboms
of the Knnindas.

43. Kuhuka. The inhabitants of the banks of the

Kabul liver.

44. Huna. Though well known in the Epics and
Piu arms as a "fion tier" tribe, no specific position can be

assigned, them until the Lime of Kalidasa, who locates them on
the OXLIS. By the middle of the sixth century A. D. they had
established a considerable empire in the North-West extending
to the Indus. Their power was subsequently destioyed by
Yasodharman,

45. Datva. This tribe is fiequently associated with

the Abhisarns and may be located along with them in the

Punch-Naoshera regions between the Jhelum and the Chenab.

PORVA-DESA

Kirfel's Text.

Anga Vanga MadgurakS Antargiri-BahirgirSh

Latab Plavanga Vangeya Malada MalavartikSh

Suhmottarah Pravijaya" Bhargav5 GeyamSlavat

Pragjyotisas ca Pundras ca Videhas T5mraljptak5h
Mala Magadha-Gonardah pracya janapad^h smrtah

23. MoCrindle, Ptolemy p. 241 on Ptolepay VII. 2. 13,

18
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Sircar's Text.

Anga Vanga Mudgaraka Antargiri-Bahiigiri

tatha Piavanga-Vaiigeya Malada Mallavartlakah

Brahmottara Pi a (Sri ?)-vijoya Bhaiga-VSngeya-Mallakah

Pragjyotisas ca Paundias ca Videhas Tamraliptakah
Malla Magadha-Gonaidah piacya janapadah srartSh

An analysis of the above' texts shows the following varia-

tions.

(1) K. Madgmaka. S. Mudgaiaka; (2) K. Bahirguah.

S. Bahirgirl ; (3) K. Plavunga. S. Pravanga ; (4) K. Van-

geya. S. Vangeya ; (5) K. Malada. S, Malada ; (6) K. Mala-

varlika. S. Mallavaittika ; (7) K Suhmottarn. S Brahmottnra
;

(S) K. Piavijaya. S. ? Jaiivijaya j (9) K. Bliaigava Geynmalava.
S. Biiarga-Vangeya-Mnllaka ; (10) K. Pnndia. S. Paundia

;

(II) K. Main. S. Mai] a.

of these nos. 5, 6, 10 and II are obvious vaiinnts of the same

name and accoidingly do not lequire further discussion. In

the case of no. 2. both agree on the name Bahirgii'i, K making
it Nominative Plural, while S picfeis to link it with Autaigin
in a dual compound,

(2) Madguraka/Mudgaraka. 831 cai's leading is definitely
the correct form as both the VaijayantI and Llie Kavya mlmamsS
list it as Mudgaiaka and Mndgara respectively.

(3) Plavanga/Piavnnga. The second leading seems pre-

ferable and evidently refers to a tube who aie befoie the

Vungas. Pargiter (MSrkp. (trans) p. 325} identifies it with ibe

Angus, but they have alieady been mentioned if we take the

Matsya-purSna text of this passage as most likely to repiesent
the original one. The Pravongas are piobnbly identical with

theUpavangas of the Brhntsarhhita. These cannot possibly be

equated with the Angas, for the latter aie mentioned ouly two

names after the Upavangas (BS. XIV. 8, Vanga- Upavanga
Jathara-Anga etc.).

(4) Vangeya/Vangeya. Though both Kirfel and Sircni
b

includingVan^eya in their texts, its inclusion iu 4
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passage where both the Vafigns and Pravangas liave already
occimed seems to add nothing to the sense. An extremely

interesting variant is found however in the Anandasrama Press

edition of the Matsya-puiana which instead of Vangeya reads

Matanga, a name that has so far been completely disregarded

by scholars, but which appears to be a much better alternative.

Its location in the Eustern Division is proved by the testimony
of the Kasyapa Sumhi I a (25. 9.), while it is also mentioned in

the BrhatsarhUita, the Yukti-kalpa-taru, and the Ratna-pariksa,
of Budha-bhatta as a place famous for its diamonds. Thus no

objection cau be made to Matnnga on the ground of location.

(7) SubmoLtara/Brahmottara The correct leading here

is supplied by the geographical text of the Kavya-mimarhsa,
which corresponds so closely in form to the purSnic texts that

it may be reasonably assumed that its author utilised one or

more of them ns his souice. Most scholais assumed the question

whether Subraottara or Bmhmottaia is the coirect reading.

Those favouring the foimer defend their choice by stiessing the

importance of: the Suhirms, while those adopting the latter

reading refer to its mention in the Kavya-mimamsa and the

Natya sastra, -where Biahmottara is included in a list of Eastern

peoples. It is also mentioned in the purana list of livers as

one of the countries through which the Ganges flows. Accoidingly

this evidence is conclusive in establishing the existence of the

Brahmottaras with the result that many scholars*6 at once

reject Snhmottaia,, This however is only partially correct, for

Raja-sekhara's list shows that the original text was Suhrnn-

Brahmottara. Brahma in the text of the Matsya-purana some-

how became displaced and so the false form 'Suhmottara*

arose. Accordingly both Suhma and Brahmottaia should be

included in the text.

(8) PravijayaJ ? Suvijaya. Sircar's suggestion of Srlvijaya

which he connects with mod. Palembang in Sumatra is ej

24. B8. LXXX, 7. ; Yuktikalpatarn, p, 96.
; Ratna.parrkeS I nn

25. Pargiter Markp. (trans) p. 3 $7 ; I.H.Q. HI (1922) p. 62I

O.R.I. \9B6 p 317 ff.
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raely fanciful. It is clear from the context that only tribes

within the boundaries of BhSiata-varsa are being listed. Pra-

vijayn, which Dey (without citation of evidence) identifies with

Jynlea in Assam, is also a very doubtful form and probably
owes its existence to textual corruption as the evidence of both

the Kavya-mlmSmsa and the Natya-sastua shows, for both these

texts at this point read prabhrtayah "etc." The parallel of the

Mahu;bhaL-ata reads Piavrseya "people in whose country there

is a long rainy season."

Compaie :

Puranic. Birahmottarah Pravijaya Bhargavah
MahS-bharata (6,10.49.)- Mahyuttarah PravrseyS Bhargnvah
Kavya-mimamsa (p. 93.). Suhma-Bi-ahmottara-^m57^i!ayaA

NStya-sastra (13. 33.)- Brahmottarah prablirtayo BhSrgavah

If we adopt the KSvya-mTmamsa text, we become involved

iu a scansion difficulty, as the first half of the sloka would liavt:

too many syllables, This however can be overcome by subs-

tituting for prabhrtayaJi its synonym adyas ca. The final form

of the first half of the line will accordingly be SuTima BralimotU-

(9) Bhargavah Geyamalavah / Bharga-Vangeya :Mallakl.i.

It will be evident that the ciux of the problem here is whether

we are to read two names with Kirfel or three with Sircar. In

the latter case it is difficult to understand whether Sircitr

wishes his text to be divided as above or alternatively u^

Bhargava-Angeya. The cause of the confusion is due to som* 1

doubt as to whether the first name is to be read as Bbargavii

or Bh&rga ;
if we adopt the latter alternative, va must neces-

sarily form the first syllable of the following name and so va

geya at once suggests Vangeya. Our first consideration must

be theiefore to establish the form of the first name as Bh5rguvit
or Bharga. Unfortunately however to make the position more

complex, both names occur iu the geographical catalogue of tltc-

MahSbhSrata in what appears to be a list of eastern peoples,
via. Mahyuttarn, Pravr^eya, BJiargava, Tundra, Bhargas, KirSta,
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fte, In addition, the Bhargavas are mentioned by the Natya-
sastra(l3. 33.) in a group of Eastern peoples, while the Bhaigas
are mentioned in a sutra of Panini (IV. 1. 178.) Thus both
names are

definitely established by two independent sources other
than the geographical catalogue of the MahabbSrata. The
question of which of them is the moie probable reading in the

passage under discussion can therefore only be determined by
location. The Bhaigas aie obviously connected with the

Bhaggas of Pali texts,
80

accoidmg to which they were a

dependency of the Vatsas. The Vatsas aie definitely to be
located around their capital, Kaulambl (mod. Kosam, west of

Allahabad). Accordingly they would lunmally be classed as
a tribe of Mo-dhya-ilek, so that it is probable that the Bhargas
were also membeis of the same division. Bhaigava is therefore
the better reading as the Natya-sastra cpecifically places it in

the East. In addition it automatically removes Vangeya as a
member of the list which consideiably simplifies the position,
for there is no need for such a name when the Vangas and the

Pravangas have already been mentioned.

Bhargava therefore is cleaily the first member of the
second half of this sloka ; it now remains lo determine the
second part. Theie is considerable difference however between
the names in KirfePs and Shear's texts, the former reading
GeyamSlava and the Utter Vangeya or Angeya and Mallaka.
None of the names in any of the Puianic lists occur elsewhere
so thai the probability inises that they aie all conniptions. It

would seem likely though that Geya should be emended to

Gaya, i, e. the inhabitants of tha city of Gaya, who are

mentioned in the Maha-bharata (2.48 15.) among a group of

eastern peoples who paid tiibute. The only outstanding question

now is to determine the final name for which we have two

alternatives, Malava and Mallaka. Of these two choices the

Malavas are a very well known people, but they are always

located in either the Northern or the Vindhyan division and so

26, Ang 31. 6; ; Vin. II. 127, IV. 116 See afao Kirfel'a liate i B

Kosmographie dei Inder. p. 227.
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cannot possibly be considered in the present context. Mallaka
on the other hand would be a possible reading, did the same
name not occur in the next sloka. As there can hardly be room

for two tribes of the same name in a comparatively shot t list ol

this nature, it would also appear a doubtful reading. One

possible solution suggests itself. If we take m as an orthogra-

phical error for bh, a confusion that repeatedly occurs in

Sanskrit due to the considerable snnilanty of these two letteis

in the Devanagari script, a form BhaJlahi is obtained. This

cnn at once be equated with the Bhallas of the Kurma-vibhaga

texts, who are located in the North-East. Similarly a country
called Bhallata is mentioned in the eastern digvijaya of

BhinKisena 37
. The evidence of these two independent sources thus

definitely establish the existence of a country called Bhalla 01

Bhallata in the eastern division. Accordingly it seems prefer-

able to replace Mallaka by Bhallaka, so that the second half of

this line may be restored as Bhargava Cfaya-Bhctllakak.

The lesults of our investigation of the lists of Eastern

peoples now being completed, we may tabulate our results in the

form of a new text. As before, all underlined names denote new

leadings ; a dotted undei lining will show where a choice has

been made between Kirfel's and Sii car's texts,

Acga Vanga Mudgaraka Antargiri-Bahirgiiah

tatb.3 Pravanga Matanga Malada MnllavarttakSh

Suhma Brahmottaiadyas en Bhargava Gaya-Bhallakah

Pragjyotisas ca Pnndias ca Videhas Tamraliptakah
Malla Magaclha Gonardah pracya janapadah smrtah

It now remains to identify each of the above mentioned

tribes briefly and so confirm their location in the Eastein

division.

(1) Anga. mod. Bhagalpur district. Capital Camp5, two

miles west of Bhagalpur,

(2) Vanga, In Epic and Puranic texts the Vun^as

occupied only the eastern section of Bengal towards the Ganges

27. JB3, XIV. 30 ; MB. 3. 27. 5. (Pooaa Oritlo&I Edition reads Gopafota,)
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delta. Pargiter (J.A.SB. 1897 p. 85) accordingly located

them in the areas of Mnrshidabad, Nadia, Jessore, and parts of

Rajshahi and Faridpur. Later they greatly extended their

territory and their name came to denote the whole province of

Bengal.

("5) Mudgaraka. mod. Monghyr in Bihar.

(4) Antargiri and (5) Bahirgiri. In another passage of the

Maha-bharata (6,10.48) these two names are associated with the

Angas and Maladas. Accordingly they may be identified with

tlie people living within, and on the outskuts of the Rajmahal
Hills.

(5) Prnvanga. They are probably the same as the Upa-

vaftgas of the Brhat-sarhhila and may be located in the central

portion of the eastern part of the Ganges delta.

(6) Matanga. Refeience hn.s been made to its location by
the KSsyapa-sarnhita in the Eastern division to the north of

Tamluk. The Brhatsamhita (LXXX 7.) says that it is famous

for its diamonds, evidence which is confirmed by the Yukti-

kulpci-taru (p. 96). Dey would locate it to the south-east of

Assam.

(7) Malada. mod. Maldah. Another tribe of the same
name is later mentioned in these texts as living in the Vindhyas
near the

(8) Mallavarttaka. Probably the inhabitants of the Malla-

parvata or Parsvanatha Hills, namely the area now forming the

districts of Hazaribagh and Manbhum in the states of Bihar

and Orissa.

(9) Suhma. mod. Howrah nnd Midnapore districts of

West Bengal.

(10) Brahmottara. Its position within the Eastern division

is uncertain, though by its close association with Suhma, one

might normally expect it to be located somewhere to the noith

of the Midnapore distiict. Sircar's identification of Brahmo-

with Burma, is unsupported bv any evidence and is
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decisively rejected by the Matsya-puiana (121.50^ which states

that the Gauges flowed through the teriitory of the Magadhas

(mod. Bihar) the Angas (mod. Bhagalpm disL), the Biahmo

ttaras, the Vongas (mod. Murshidabad dist.) and the Tamraliptas

(mod. Tamluk) According to this evidence the Brahmottaras

must be located on the Ganges between Bhagalpur and

Murshidabad.

11. BhStgava. The general consensus of opinion of

modern scholars is to identify the Bhargavas with the Bhais

of western Assam. Such a location however would be moie

suitable for the Bhallas, as will be shown very shoitly in pnia-

graph 13 of this section. Shafei 58 would locate them in the

southern part of U. P. on the strength of being a brahmin line

which served at AyodhyS and Kanyakubja and their having

conquered the Talajanghas. Such a position would make them

a tribe of Madhya-desa rather than of Purva-desa.

12. Gay a. This reading, if correct, would of couise

refer to the inhabitants of GayS on the Phalgu river which

flowed through the city. At the time of Hiuan-tsang's*
9

visit

in A.D. 637, it was a flourishing city "well defended, difficult of

access and occupied by a thousand families of brahmins, nil

descendants of a single rsi".

13. Bhallaka. The digvijnya section of the Mnh5-

bharata establishes its location on the side of the Snktiman

(Kuksiman) mountain, which must be a peak of the Himnlayan

range. The Brhatsamhita also locates the Bhallas in the

North-East. Ptolemy refers to them as Barrhai. They may

accordingly be identified with the Bhara who now occupy the

mountainous areas of Western Assam.

14. PrSgjyotiija. Mod. Gauhati Dist. of Assam and the

region of the Brahmaputta valley. According to the lexico-

graphers, the Pragjyotisas were identical with the Kamarapfls,

prggjyotisa was also the name of a city, possibly the capita], of

28. E A.l. p. 69 ; 27 Walters on Yuan Ghuang IT. pp, HO ff ; 18 BS.

JilV. 30, Ptol, VII. 2, 20.

fl9. Ptol. VII. 1. 73, Nat, Hist, VI. 20,
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Kamarupa according to a passage in the Kahka-puraria,

(38. 155), which luus thus : Prayjyoti$am purotm gatva Kama-

rupantara-stliitam .

15. Pundra. mod. North Bengal. Capital Pundra-var-

dhana (Mod. Muhasthaa, seven miles north of Bogra).

16. Videha. mod. Thimt Dist. of North Bihar, Capital
Mithila (mod. Jnnakpur in the Nepalese Tarai).

17. Tamraliptaka. mod. Tamluk in Midnapur Dist.

about 12 miles from the junction of the Rapuarayan with the

Hooghly. It is identical with the Tamalites of Ptolemy and

the Taluctae of Pliny.

18. Molla, According to Buddhist sources the Mollas

are to be located in the districts of KusSvati at the junction of

the Gandak -with the Little Rapti or near KasiS and Pava"

(mod. Padraona, 12 miles N-E of Kasia or Fazilpur 10 miles

S-E of the same place.).

19. Magadha, mod. Patna and Gaya Dists. of Bihar.

Capitals Girivraja (mod. Rajgir) and Pataliputra (mod. Patna),

which in the annals of classical writers is referred to asPalibothra.

20. Gonnrda. Both Chaudhuri and Shear are inclined

to doubt the inclusion of Gonarda in the Eastern Region. A

decisive fact ia establishing its location in this division however

is the evidence of the Kasika commentary on Panini's Astg-

dhayl. I. I. 75. En Pracam deSe "A word that has e and as

the first among its vowels gets the designation of Vrddha when

it is the name of Eastern countries". Among examples of these

Gonarda is quoted. Gonarda may be identified with Gonda in

Oudh, the birthplace of Patanjali.

(To be Contfawd)
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THE FOUR-FOLD DIVISION OF THE HEAVENLY
RIVER IN THE PURANAS

DR. B. H. KAPADIA.

Sttrdar F'tdlabhlJi'ii Vidyapeeth

I

fcfa

fkwft

The investigation of the i elation of Soma with the waters

has given out that even the Vedic Indians had thought of tbe

Heavenly river or the livers as the exodus of the Heavenly

Soma-ocean existing iu the highest heaven. The PiuSnas1
also

know the Heavenly tivcr as the defluxion of the Somn ocean.

In the 47th AUhyaya of the Vayn Puiana is described

the descent of the GungS. The opening (vv. 22-27j exactly

ngrces with the M.Bh. 6 6.42-17. The line 3ft fesziT

of M. Bh. 6.6. 47 occius heie again wilh the variant

"coming out fiom the i .13 s of the moon." Here it is the 3id

pada of v. 26. It is followed by a pair of verses which gives

us interest : The path of light (the milky way) in the heaven

which one sees illuminated at night along the belt of the ciicle

of constellations is the godly purifying river flowing in three

paths. Purifying mid-aii and the heaven coming down on the

untlli when she fell on the head of Siva, she was held back

through the magic of yoga. The lake Bindusaras aiose on

the earth from the few drops that fell oS from the enraged
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one. Therefore it is called the Bindusaras (the lake of the

drops}.
2

Then it is narrated in the RamSyana I. 43 (partly verballj*
borrowed from the Epic), how Siva restrained the Ganga, which
believed lo carry forth the god in her torrential sweep to the

nether world down below, and was restrained by way of punish-
ment for her haughtiness. Siva did this till he was moved
at the sight of LJhagiratha who implcied him to release her.

As in the Ramaynnn, heie she does not give lise to the Bindu-

saras in the fust instance although it is referred to in v. 26

and after it in v. 41 but here is described at once the seven

fold division again somewhat lesembling the RSmayana8 and
at the conclusion of it countries aie mentioned in, detail, the

countries through which the seven streams flow through.

A quite different description of the descent of the heavenly
river, which is absolutely incongruous with the one that is

given above, occurs in many other PurSnas4 and is already given
before in the 42nd AdhySya verses 1 ff

B
:

'These divine rivers with holy waters have flown out

from excellent lakes and rivcis with laige mass of water.

Listen to tbese in due order. From that heavenly ocean

possessing the name of Soma, the support of all beings, the

container of nectar of gods, from which started the river full

of holy water, flows in the air with her clear water, flows in

the seventh path of the wind. The mighty elephant of the

Great Indra wandering in the path of the mid-air and sporting

in the interior agitates the water. Speedily going round

the mountain Meru from the right to the left, she

flows to the extent of 84 Yojanas.
6 During which her water

is split asunder by the furious wind. She fell on the four

highest pinnacles of the mountain Meru. Then recoiling on the

highest slope of the highest peak of Meru has her water scat-

tered up and herself is divided into four parts. She then

makes to fall the 60000 yojanas of the sky devoid of support

in the four directions from Meru. The auspicious, the beautiful,
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the great liver, fell round the four great slopes of the mountain

Mandara (i.e. Meru) etc.*

In the following verses is described exactly the path
of

each of the four rivers from the spur of the mountain Meiu,

to the four lakes and the thickets enciichng Meru and though

a phantastic series of mountains till the junction of Sit a in

the Eastern, Alakananda in the Southern, Vaksu7 in the Wistem
and Bhadrasoma in the Nortbein ocean.

In the place of the sevenfold division, thus here is desciibeil

the fourfold division of the heavenly river. However, the

common origin of the four great heavenly liveis in which

Ganga divides is the heavenly ocean, which has the name Somfti

i.e. not other than that ocean in the highest heaven which we

know as the home of Soma, Indeed, it was only so very near

that time, which had become foreign to the description of the

heavenly Soma-ocean and thus understood Soma here as the

Moon. Thus, e. g. Markandeya Purana 56. I. ff makes Ganga

to originate from the foot of NSrayn,rm, and then first enteis

the Moon and from there fell on the mountain Meru, 8
There-

by the Moon is designated as Soma and is provided with

adjectives ^sfRtfr and ajrerp; srnRrf thus the ancient description

once more glimmers through Visimpuiana (II, 2. 31) and Kiurnn

P. (46. 28) but it is simply said : After coming out from the

foot of Vignu she flooded over the orb of the Moon.

The fourfold division of the heavenly river is likewise

unknown to the epics as the sevenfold division to the numerous

Puranas. A combination of both however occurs in tlie

Markandeya Parana (56.7-12),
10 Visnu PurSna (II-2.34)

11 and

Agni Puiana (108.20)." Like the usual Puranas they describe

the fourfold division and add to this the account about tlnj

course of the southerly stream with the sevenfold division.

That the Ganga came out from the feet of the Loid is

known even to Kalidasa. In Kumarasambhava 6.70 he writes :-
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In one of the inscriptions
13 of S unudiagupta of about 350 A. D.,

there is reference to Ganga being entangled in the matted hair

of Siva

To take a review of the above discussion, we find that, the

story of the Gangavatararia of the Ramayana agrees somewhat
with Vayu P. In Harivamsa (3. 17. 22-25; the words of VSyu

( tflTHKH'^^n
1

SfT ) is differently woided. The story of Ganga

coming from the foot of Vamana must ha\e been set rolling by
the Vaisnavas. Haiivamsa, the oldest literaiy record of the

Vaisnavas, has not got this. Bat the Sabha Parvan of the

M, Bh. 47. 22, and Vi^nu P. has got this account. In Visnu P.

(I. 4. 15) GangS is described AS coming from the lotus like feet

of Visnu. Dana and Kalidasa make use of this, Ramayana has

this legend in detail. Vayu has not the legend in such a great

detail (Ad. 47). Vayu P. 32-33 and Ramayana Bala-Kanda Adh.

43 8-9 are almost identical. On comparison, we find, that the

description about the descent of the Gnnga was in vogue fiora

antiquity. Vayu and Ramayana may have made use of

the third souice. The storyof Hariv. as compaied to Vayu
and Ramayana appears to be modci n. It may be as old as 4th

cent. A. D. as it is used by Kalidasa. Jambndvipaprajnaptti, a

wotk on Jaina Cosmology, divided into seven sections makes a

reference to the Ganga.

The sacred river Ganga, is very well known as tripatTiagfr

In accordance with the account of the M. Bh. 109, the heavenly

Ganga" as she was made to fall down on the earth, divided not

in seven but in three paths. In V. 10 it is stated : "Spreading

about in different directions she became of three paths as she

was going to the ocean." According to this threefold division

the Gonga is generally called as one going in thiee paths.
11 She

possesses this name even theic where she is specially called the

Heavenly river. 1 " For the explanation of this expression, it is

said, in the RSmayana I. 4-1. 6 . "She is called tripathnga because

she purifies the thiee paths.
16 Other passages give scope for no

doubt that the three paths go thiough the three worlds. M. Bh.

I. 96. 19 mentions Ganga as Triloknga. In the GangavatEra of
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the M, Bh. 13. 26 73 it is said that the three worlds are embel-
lished through the pure three paths.

17 M. Bh. 1 3. 26. 89 states
that the Ganga lends purity to the three worlds.18 V. 28 there-
fore calls her trilokagoptrT.

18
It is quite possible that the compo-

ser of the MabSbharato considered the three woilds as the

heaven, the mid-region and the earth. It is said in v. 79 : "the

great and the small beings, who are found in the heaven, in the

mid-region and on the earth should always take bath in it."*

In v. 87 it is stated that once her fame was 6 lied in the air, in

the heaven, on the earth, the main directions and in the inter-

mediary directions." M. Bh. I. 170. 21ff notes : "Of one shore,

pure, flowing in heaven, with the gods this Ganga appears as

Alakananda, O gandharva. Likewise, this Gauga when she is

deshed by the Pitrs is known as Vaitarani, difficult to be

crossed by the sinful ones. Thus Is said by Krsna Dvaips-

yana."** Thus, according to M. Bh. 3. 109. 10 theie is a reference

to the threefold division of her. The ashes of the Sagarides,
for the puiification of which she is called, is in the nethei world.

Therefore her three courses aie : "one is in the heaven, one is

on the earth and one is in the netherworld"

Incidentally it may be mentioned that the legend about

the descent of the Ganga is referred to in the concluding

Mangala of Brh. VSittika (VI. 5. 22.) but in n sense quite different

from Naiskarmya siddhi, IV. 76.

foolnoiea

1. A similar abridged aooo-uat with variants coours in

18- 26 ff, Mataya.purfnm ISO. 23 ff

2. Vfiya Turans 47. 28-30 '

ii ^ n

fM *Nr *[R^^t sp tm i

it "^ n

n

8. Ramrtya^a vv. 37-41 :

5
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4. Liiigft.purrma 52, I- 10. KOrma-puraua 46, 28 33 :
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0. Linga-purrmft 52. 6 ff. has instead :

r: J

r: it

: \

forar u

\\

7. i. e. the Oxus. Vj-ii.iu P. does not gife the name, other

mostly give the reading Cak-.ua or the like.

8. cf cf?T; I,fxTT IJT ^V JfJTT

u

9
( f^qrefefrnsPT^T gn^c^^qggfq, i )

likewise Bhftg. P. V. 17, 4. V^'^^TTT^T^ ;

P. 148. 10 t gi^flfe^T ^=5^

10. BJaHiandeya P. CG.7 ff. .

n vs u

ue.ii

eft

f^rr srr^rr

'^n5

(II) Vi^u P. II. 2. 84 :

(12) Agni P. 108 20, where however the stanza ends

^rr SRt^iw <rfomm ^r

(18) Oorpne Insoriptionum Indicarnm Vol III :
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. u

of.

(14) Tripathega Vaya P. 42. 7., 51. 21 ,
46 ; 58 88. Am. 1. 10. 31 , Hem

1831 ; M. Bfc. 13. 23. 77. Bam. I. SB. II ; 16, ( tfllt frqPTT ^H ),
* 3S - 3 5

I. 44. 6
;
2. 50. 12 ; Amaru. 99 ; Rajatar. 3. 323 ; Kathas. 4. 30 ;

M. Bh. I. 98. 8; Ham. I. 36. 22 ; TrivartmagD, M. Bb. 13. 26. 84,

Raghu. 13. aO ; f^fteT Am. I. >Q 31 ; Ham. 1081, Kum. 7. 15.

(16) M. Bh. 2. 42. II ; Hariv. 3. 45. 32- fa^SSTT
f

M. Bh. a. 107. to, <fft* % faqqirt f^f^^T^fTrn^ftr; - - 47 ?

i ssgsfafwwRn sai=. ?. 6, f%reftsr*q^i

u. 10. G3, iifVi^tfeir f^^ft^fe ^ ^r^rPff: i ir^rfafw Raghu. 13. 5.

^T
qpqt

(17)

(18) tin

(IB) BI. Bh. 18. 3. 23 calls Gang.!

'TTT f^FTtflT

(22) The world of the Pitrs is here naturally thought of aa nether world.

of. M. Bh. 12 328. 30 :
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THE OLD-JAVANESE AGASTYAPARVAN

BY

J. GONIJA.

T sro *3fo jftssr' ?rm

: i err^rrgr ^ir^Rstfwr'T ^srr: srr4far

F% $stf?S5rarRf sfrenrrcrRTOT

: i

( ^T ) *fm i

'

^fPf

cr?zr

i
]

Among the many ancient Javanese texts which are either

translated from Sanskrit or deal with subjects borrowed from the

Indian religious, juridical or traditional literature, and which
therefore are of the highest importance for any student of Indian

religion and literature, there are some which attract our special
attention, or excite our interest because tfaeirl ndian model or

prototype has hitherto not been traced. Although it would be
too much to hope that in the future we shall be able to detect
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the source or the author of any Old-Javanese passage written in

Sanskiit, it may be recalled to raind that in the last decennium

one of these vexing problems has been felicitously solved. We
now know, by the joint efforts of the Indian scholar Manomohan

Ghosh and the Dutch professor Dr. C. Hooykaas, that the

author of the great and famous Old-Javanese Ramayana (i 925

A, D.) has, in about the first 65# of his work, followed Bhafti's

veision of the epic subject matter, that is to say the well-known

poem Bhattikavya.
1 We now know also that the Javanese poet

1ms, like his model, endeavoured also to make his work exemplary

horn the point of view of theoretical poetics by applying the

lules of alamkarasaatra.

It does not seem impossible that in the futute more light

mny be shed on the origin and the composition of other Javanese

works which, while dealing with Indian subject-matter, either

follow, like the RamSyana, Indian models and rules of compo-

sition, or consist, like the Brahmandapuranci*, largely of Sanskrit

quotations followed by Javanese translations and (or) expla-

nations. One of the texts belonging to the latter class which

may be given the general nams of trans lational prose is the

so-called Agastyaparvan. This interesting Old-Javanese treatise,

of unknown date and considerable length, was at the time

edited and translated (into Dutch) by myselt
3

. Filling, in print,

about 60 pages, it consists in the usual way, of a conveisation

between a guru, in caau the famous sage Agastya, and a

disciple or interrogator, his son Drdhisyu. In this conversation

the former does, of couise, most of the talking. As lo its

contents and composition this book may, generally speaking, be

called a work of the Purfuvi, variety. Although the Agastya-

parvan, like for instance also the Javanese adaptation of the

1. Bee O. Hooykaau, id MadjalaU untuk xloaa bahasa, ilmu banal daa

Jybudftiaan Indonesia 86 (Djakarta 1958).

2. See my aitiole The Old-Javauese Brahmandapurajia in PurSna, U

(10GO). p. 252.

3. Agastu-iparva, by J Gonda, 'a-Granhage 1933-1936 published by

the Institute vcor de Taal-, Land-en Volkeukunda, ia the Bijdrftgen tot the

Tool-, Land-eu VolUenkunde, vol. 90 } 92 ; 94, and also separately in on?
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parvans of the MaLabbSrata, is interlarded with Sanskrit

quotationsi it is as yet impossible to say whether it was, like

the MahSbharata, BrahmSno'apurana etc., modelled upon, 01-

even meant to be an adapted version of a Sanskrit text. We
nre not even able to say whether it is a complete -work or only

part of a larger text. Although the contents of many passages

can be, more or less easily, traced in Sanskrit works (dharrna-

s'ristras, Mahabbaratn, Puranas), no single Sanskrit work or part

of a laiger woik has come to my knowledge which is in the main

identical with the contents of this Javanese document. And

although part of the Sanskrit quotations do not differ much
from similar slokas in Indian books, there a re exceptions, and

the question may arise as to the source of these non-identified

stanzas. Moreover, while pait of the contents aie well-known

puiuanic myths, tales, genealogies etc., which remind us of

purullcls in the Old-Javanese Brabmanclapurana, other passages,

especially those of a moie theological character, ore not always

well represented in Sanskrit literature, however much they

jesemble, in purport and character, and often also in detail,

similar episodes in many Indian works of the epic, sastric and

piiuiSijic varieties. In short, although there are other ancient

Javanese texts which deal, at least in part, with the same

subject-matter e. g, the Son hyan Kamahayanikan
4

,
the

Konuasrnmu,* the Agastyaparvan does not fail to confront us

with intiiguing problems.

The twenty-two questions put by young Drdhasyu suggest

a convenient division in twenty-three chapters or paragraphs, not

nil of which aie however sliictly speaking completely relevant.

After four introductory chapters, almost the en the book consists

of * relation of the genealogy of the brahma.sis, especially of

l>ak*a aud his offspring. These genealogies, however, serve as a

framework encompassing brief treatises of a didactic theolo-

gical or philosophical
character- which however constitute the

*.' Edited by J. Eats. The Hague 1030.

6, Edited by J.
L Swellen grebel,

Ibesia Leiden
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stories or legends connected with one of the persons mentioned
in the course of the author's expositions. The problem arises

as to bow the 'philosophical
1

passages were inserted in the

genealogical and legendary framework ; do the farmer constitute

real insertions or was the text conceived as a whole ?

It would be convenient to insert here a somewhat abridged

English tianslation of the Dutch table of contents which I

composed in my above publication (Bijdr. T.L.V. 92, p. 338-340;

separate publication p. 94-95) : Ch. I inttoduction, Agastya
and his son hold a conversation. Ch. II : Drdhasyu wishes to

receive some information about the origin of the wotld; his

father gives an exposition of creation and pralaya, of earth,

atmosphere, heaven and subterranean worlds and abodes, of

the well-known Sarhkhya doctrine of the elements and their

successive emanation. At the time of the Mahapralaya the

Lord SndSsiva the whole of the treatise is decidedly Sivaite in

character is the only being in existence. It is He who,

wishing to create the universe, causes the elements to corne into

existence. Ch. Ill deals in a similar way with the origin of the

biahmarsis and the marius ;
Ch. IV with the manvantaras. In

Ch. V tile daughters of Daksa, their husbands and children are

enumerated. Then the author proceeds to discuss, in Ch. VI,

the causes and reasons for which beings go to heaven or hell {

the results of a sinful life are demonstrated by means of an

explication of special sins and demeiiis. The jomney of the

alman after death towaids heaven or hell; the tortmes of hell ;

reincarnation in accordance with one's merits or demerits in the

previous earthly existence ; the concepts of tapae, yajHx and

Jclrti (a general teim for founding buildings, parks, fountains etc.

for religious purposes or for gaining leligious merit) etc, are the

subjects of Ch. VII
; they are illustrated by examples and

followed by an expatiation on those daughters of Daksa's who

had not yet been made mention of, viz;., the thirteen who married

Kasyapa. With reference to the eldest of them, Aditi, whose

twelve children are enumerated, Drdhasyn asks (Cb, VIII) for

what reason these children of Aditi were gods. The cause of

21
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their divinity, Agastya answers, was the very character of their

mother, a statement leading him to a general discussion of the

characters of gods and saptaisis. The genealogies of the children

of Kasyapa and the other daughters of Daksa, which is the

next subject, is followed by some digressions on Indra who after

slaying Prahlada attempts to kill Diti's second child: he enters

the body of the expectant mother, for which reason he is

called Puramdara. Because of his brahmahatya the idea is

explained he cannot return to his heavenly abode; the

biahrnahatya falls, as a thread, to the earth to be present,

at night, in various fruits, milk, butter, and honey, and, by day,
in women. The genealogies are continued. In Chapter IX the

character of Diti is said to be the cause of the dnitya nature of

her issue, which is compared with men and gods in respect of

their mastering of the sadvarga (kfima, Itrcdha, lollia etc.). In a

similar way the character of the gaudharvas is explained fiom

that of their mother PrabhS (Ch. X), Vinala's character is dis-

cussed in connection with her son Garuda. Mention is also

made of Kadm's offspring (Ch. XI), which consists of snakes,

a fact the cause of which is again said to lie in their mother's

character. The genealogy is continued. "When the yakas aic

mentioned, Agastya explains (Ch. XIII) why they are keepers of

treasures. Theieupon the narrative passes on to the chtirning

of the ocean, the gndvarga which are to be controlled by

men antl the origin of which lies in the antalikarana (the well-

known concept of Samkhya philosophy). In Ch. XIV it is

taught that the ahnmkara should be destroyed or nullified by

yoga. There follows an excursion on the so called triltaya

puramartJiii, L e. the well-known group of kayika, vaciJca and

rnanas'rfcct activities or ksya t
vak and dtta. In a continuation

of the genealogy (Ch. XV) the animals are, m a long passage,

said to be the children of Pulaha. Some doctrines concerning

reincarnation arc added, with special reference to the question

us to why a being may descend to lower and lower births.

Agastya then proceeds (Ch. XVI) to explain the deliverance of

those who have sunk low. After other genealogical observations
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le makes some remaiks on the biological contiibutions of fathers

rind motheis to the constitution of their children in general

and on the rules of conduct to be ooseived dining the cohabi-

tation. After some comment (Ch. XVII) on the family of

Daksa's son-in-law Bbrgu, mention is made of Aurva and

Parasu-Rarrm. The latter's intention was (Ch. XVIII) to

reach the highest of the sixteen tattvas, viz. final emanci-

pation. In a next paragraph the yoga required to reach

the variovis stages and grades is described, and al=o

(Ch. XIX) the conditions to be fulfilled by those who want to

become devatas, among which are in the first place the three wtas

(the so-called akrocflia, aloblia, sokavarjita). If one is not able

to live up to these principles theie is, Ch. XX says, another

way, viz. rendering homage to a pandita and being initiated

by him. These obseivations are followed by a description of

the qualities of peisons who devote themselves to a religious

and spiritual life, who want to be able and qualified gurus, etc.

and by a passage on the <Jz&sa and related subjects. In Ch.

XXI Agastya deals with the offspiing of Arigiras and Marici's

daughter Suiupa, in Ch. XXII with the other lelatives of

Pulastya who had also mariied Ila, a daughter of Trnabindu.

In connection with the names of Kaghu, Dillpa, and

Ramabhadra in the ensuing genealogical account, Drdhasyu

asks how these kings behaved so that the world became

iappy and prosperous (Ch. XXIII). The answer is: they, and

each of the caturvarHa, followed the dharma. Here the text

ends without adding, for instance, the statement that father

and. son discontinue their conversation.

As is well known many legends centre lound the figure of

the narrator Agastya, the sage and great champion of Aiyon

civilisation in the South.
6 Pait of these legends appear in tb

epics and puranas to preserve the memory of a vast and impoi

tant cultural i

lyengar, in B. O. Majamdar and A. D.

the Indian people, 113, Bombay 19A3, p.290ff.
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Agastya was also worshipped in Further India and Indonesia.1

His role as a saint and as the promoter of Hinduization and

preacher of Sivaism in the island of Java is well attested by

epigraphy, sculpture and literature. 8 Mention may, for instance,

be made of the Dinaya inscription (A, D. 760) recording how

the ruler of East Java, who was a great devotee of the saint,

made a fine abode for him, installing his image of black stone

in the place of the wooden image set up by his ancestots, The

Agastyaparvan however does not shed much light on the

Javanese Agastya-worship, although it stands a fair chance of

having enjoyed special popularity because of the prevnlence

of that worship in the archipelago.

The role played by the sage in the treatise under

consideration is, although unknown from other Indonesian texts,

not uncommon in India. There are in India many woiks or

episodes in which Agastya appears as the author, narrator or

interrogator. Already in the Rgveda, no less than 27 hymns

(1, 165-171) aie attributed to him. The Mahabharata iufcums

us of his marriage with LopSmudra and the birLh of his son

Drdhasyu. In the Ramayana the sage explains to R5ma the

origin of the iSksasas, adding a long genealogical account of

their families (RSm. 7, 4 &.). The cantos 1-36 of the VII

book of the Ramayana, being not intrinsically related to the

main theme of the epic, essentially are a concatenation of

'ancient history' and genealogies, and as such are of a 'paiuanic'

character. As to its form and composition this section is an

'Agastya parvan', because it is Agastya who after having, at

7. Nilakaata Satri, South Indian Influences ia the Far East, Bombay

3949, p. 50; 128 f. ; I'D; R. 0. Majnmdar, in M&jurridar Pusalkar, oo,, IV,

p. 418, ff.

8, R. Ng. PoeTbatjaraka, Agasfrya in den Arohipol, Thesis Leiden 1026 ;

Nilakanta Sastri, Ag-vatya, in Tijdaeshrift voor Indisehe Taal , Land-ea Volfcea-

kunde, utgegeven door heb Bataviaasoh Qenootsohap voor Kunsten en

Webeneohappen 1036, p. 471 S.

D. See A Holtzmattn, Der lieilige Agastya naoh den Brzahlungeii des

Mabflbi.arata, in Zailaohriffi der deutsohen morgenltindieohen Gesellsohaft 31

(1889), p. 089 ff.
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the head of a delegation of r^is, approached Rama, gives him

tlie information wanted. In the same Uttarakanda Agastya

is also the narrator of sargas 77-82 which may again be

regarded
as 'paur5nic' : Diinda, a descendant of Manu,

inteifered with a daughter of his purohita Usanas who there-

fare cursed him so that he and his country were reduced to

ashei. Did the original author of the Old-Javanese document

under consideialiaii draw on these passages or was he

inspired by them to write a larger work on genealogies ?

In the Puranas there are also some episodes in which the

sage appears as the narrator or as a studious listener. The

beginning of the Patalakhanda of the Padmapurana beais a

stiiking resemblance to the introductory passage of the

Uttara,kandn. Another circumstantial account ascribed to

Agastya occurs in the Varahapurana, 51 ff : here the sage

iclates, inter alia, the story of king Pasupala, adding some

instiuction of Visnu worship (vratas etc), a legend dealing
with Narada, an account of the conduct of the varyas in the

diffeient yuyas, on agamyZlgamana, and some stories in connection

with the narrator himself. There is a considerable difference

in content between this episode and the Javanese book ; yet,

the foimer could be considered an 'Agastyaparvan'. There

is further a work that, passing under the name of DevIputSija,

is a semitantric purana, gloriying the power of the great

goddess and professing to be revealed by Agastya to

Nrpavahana ; it is related to the rsis by the muni Vasistha. An

Agastya-smrti
10

lays down the rules for the acts and religious

Tiles which a brahman should perform from the early morning
until late into the evening. Agastya-sutras expounding the

bhakti of the DevT-Bhagavata and bearing resemblance to the

Naiada and Sandlilya-sutras were at the time (1897) studied

in volume III of the Sanskrit Journal of Madras11
. The Arabic

author Alberuni made mention of "the book Agastyamata,

10. A triennial Catalogue of mss., Madras 191P/4-191B/6, 1S09, no. DM fc,

11. J. N, Farquhar, An Outline of the Religious Literature of India,

Oxford 1920, p. 202 and 359.
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composed by Agastya, treating of the subject that in all

investigations we must use the apperception of the senses as

well as the tradition" 19

As is well known, there are many texts which pi ofess to

belong to, or to form part of, one of the puiSnas. One of these

is an Agastyasnmhita in which the soge and his brothei Sullksiia

hold a conversation (sutlkanSyaBtyaaarin'adn) ; accoiding to its

colophon,
18 it belongs to the BiahmandapurSna and coataias

at least thirty-five chapters. Such a text has however not

been incoiporated into that ptuana, us it is known to us from

printed editions And many 'AgastyasfimhitSs' aie, in a similar

way, said to form part of the conglomerate of traditions kuown

as Skandapurana. These writings deal, in a general way, wuh

religious subjects, such as prayaloittas, Santi, mudraM^n-is,

woisbip, dJiarma
t religious tiaditions etc. The Old-Javanese

work stands therefore a fair chance of being on adaptation of

a Sanskrit text of this category, the original of which has

hitherto remained obscure. In any case the Javanese tiedtise

is, as to its spirit and contents, pauranic, this term to be taken

in its wider sense,, It does not only contain cosmology, ancient

history, legends and genealogies, but also episodes of a philo-

sophical and theological nature. At the same time it reminds

us of that category of religious works which is known as

agamas, a technical term which even occurs in the text itself

p. 382 (54) ; 389 (61); 391 (6^) expressing the sense of "tradi-

tional doctrine." Although this laige body o literature is

closely related to the tantras, the evidence pointing to mutual

borrowing and percolation of idcns, it would be incorrect to

consider the Javanese Agastyaparvan a tantiistic document

or even to assume 14 that it may shed light on the origin and

provenance of tantristic tenets and lites in the island of Java.-
12TAlbernni, India, ed. Sachou (1887), P . 64 ; English translation by

Saohau (1910). I, p. 132.

13. See A descriptive Catalogue of the Sanskrit Mas, Madras XVI,

p. 6297. no. 8682.

14. With Dr. Th. G. Th. Pigeaud, De Tantu PanggelaraD,

Leiden 1924, p. 325.
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As aheady observed, the Javanese woik is bivaitic in

chaincter. It is iva who, as Sadasiva, creates the univeise

and his name is repeatedly mentioned. The term Sivabhakti

occms in a Sanskrit stanza, the name J-Jivaditya is well known

to the author. The god is however neither the author nor the

narrator, a function ascribed to him by the authors of the

tanlras. No mention is made of the worship of Devi. In

relating the creation of the world the prakrfi is not identified

with Siva's sakti. The pafieatnttva, yantras, madras, nyatas and

the doctrine of mantras aie left undiscussed. In describing

the varnasramas no mention is 'made of the eamanyas. Such

female divinities and personifications as Rati, Aditi, Fustf, Tustf,

Svadha are not represented, as they are in the tanlras, as

partial incarnations of the Female Piinciple. If we follow the

definition proposed by Sir John Woodioffe 16
: "where there is

mantra, yantra, nyasa, difys, guru and the like, there is Tantra

Shastra", the text cannot be described as written under the

influence of Tantrisra. Only some passages may be said to tend

towards Tantrism. For instance, whereas most of the tantristic

topics are absent, the high position of the spiritual teacher,

the dlkfa and the discussion of some rites point at least in that

direction.

The paragraphs devoted, in Chapter XX, to the guru and

his functions are indeed of some interest because they clearly

show the power and influence of the spiritual guide and

importance of his position. He represents Sadasiva The

qualities required to be a good gmu arc discussed at some length.

One of his privileges is the initiation of the adepts (the difaS),

that is to say the admission into the religious community, the

ordination by which the adepts are brought into immediate

contact with the divinity. As a whole and in general however,

the text represents, from the point of view of dogmatics, that

mixture of Sarhkhya and Vedanta ideas which is characteristic

of many Indian woiks of the paurSnic variety ;
from the point of

view of ethics it is, in the main, in agreement with the doctrines

16. Bit John Woodroffe, Sbaktd and Bbakta 3, London 1929, p. 53.
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of Manu whose name is mentioned and the Bhagavadgita
it gives evidence of acquaintance with a fully developed yoga

system on the basis of the geneial Hinduistic, and inpaiticular

5ivaite, conceptions.

It seems however possible to determine the religious and

literary position of the Old-Javanese woik somewhat more

precisely. Although the many (about 1 55) Sanskiit quotations

which it contains are, geneially speaking, not identical with

stanzas occurring in Vayu-Brahmfnda version of the pauranic

themes, the text itself not rarely leminds us of these two woiks.

This is not slrange because the Brahmandapuia'na was at least in

port tianslated into Javanese, Theieis a considerable number of

passages in which pioper names, the sequence of the facts related

and other details, while being different from the corresponding

passages in the other sources, aie in agieement v/ith the

Brahmanda-Vayu texts. For instance, p. 349, 14 six of lie

twelve saclhyas are mentioned by nnme
;

these names look very

much like those in Bmd. 2, 3, 17 ; Va. 66, 16 ; they do not

however occur in other pmanas. Moreover, the colophon points

in this direction, because it says that the Agastynparvan is a

piturun of the Brah.mSnda-piir3r.ia. This Javanese woid (''incar-

nation, descendant"; is no doubt intended to inform us that the

text goes back to that puiana, or is an adaptation of subject-

matter contained in it. The question however remains as to

which Agastynpaivan the Javanese work or an Indian piolo

type and which Brahmandapurana aie mennt, for in a minority

of cases the Agastyapaivan, while joining othei puranas varies

from the Brahmanda text. In a few cases the closest re-

semblance is to the Old-Javanese Brahmandapurana.

Let us now turn to a discussion of some other points of

importance. Wheieas, to begin with, the patriarch Dakga and

his spouse Prascti had, according to the Old-Javanese Brtthrnanda-

purana, 24 daughters, 13 of whom were married, to Dharma and

11 to 11 other men, the Agastyaparvan gives them 51 daughters,

}3 of whom became Prajapati's wives a-nd 12 the ladies pf
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Daksa's brotheis ; on the olheis the text is silent. Daksa

however had according to the Agastyapaivan, also another wife,

Asiktiki i.e. Asiknl ,
Virana's daughter, who gave him 10

daughters who married Dharma, and 27 daughters who became

the wives of the Moon. Elsewhere the same work states that

Dnksa had another 13 danghteis who manied Kasyapa ; their

mother (perhaps Prasuti ?) is left un mentioned. The veision of

tlie Brahmandapmann. hns the suppoit of a number of Indian

puianasj although the number of Daksa's daughtcis and their

husbands varied gieatly. In the main, however, there are two

veisions of the paragraphs dealing with Daksa's family ;

according to the one he had 50 or 60 (mother : AsiknT), according

to the other 24 daughters (mother : PrasQti) Curiously enough,

both versions are often found in the same pmSna (Padma,

Visnu, Kiirma, Linga, Brahmanda, Vayu), but then Daksa's

marriage with Prasuti is said to have taken place in Svayam-
bhuva-manvantaia, his wedding with AsiknT, in another exis-

tence, in caksusamanvantara. In the Agastynparvan, however,
no mention is made of two different manvantaias, and the number

51 is strange, although the names of the 13 wives of Prajapati
are in harmony with those of Daksa's daughters, who according
to the Indian texts and the Old-Javanese 13rahm5ndnpuiana
married Dhnima, The conclusion must be that in the Agastya-

parvan, two traditions seem to have been fused without any

attempt at accounting for Daksa's two marriages. May we
infer from this that the version it piesentsis younger than that

of those put anas which assume the rebirth of Daksa in a later

rnanvantara ? And may we anivc at the same conclusion on the

strength of the assumption that the number 5 1 is a detail of a

version of the stoiy in which the 10 daughters who married

Dharma, the 27 who manied the Moou, and the 14 wives of

Kasyapa were added up, a younger version making these'51

girls the daughters of Prasuti and mariying them off otherwise ?

A closely connected passage is that dealing with the

naJcsatraa, i. e. the 27 spouses of Soma. In enumerating them

the Agastyaparvan resembles the version of the Sanskrit

2?
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Brahmanda and VayupuiSnas more closely than other texts.

Unlike the Naksatrakalpa (Atharvaparisistn I), 1, 1 ff. etc. the

Javanese work mentions 27. not 28, naksatras and begins with

As'viul, not with the Krttika A comparison between vlic

relevant data contained in the Agastyaparvan on the one band

and the Javarese and Balinese astrological cn-Ientlais
10 on lite

other shows that the former, it is true, mentions also the Javanese
names of the constellations, but agrees only in one single cn*e

with the latter in respect of their identification with the Sunsluit

names. This point is of some interest because in the opinion

of some scholais the Javanese had adopted the Sanskiit nunicfi

to indicate constellations for which they had already, a more

or less systematical nomenclature of their own ; after that their

astiological calendar did not, however, accordirg to the same
scholais include or refer to the Indian naKsatia names In-

terestingly enough, the Agastynparvan actualty gives, in pmt <*f

the cases, such an identification of Indonesian terms nnd nuksn-

tra names : "As to the constellations called in popular speech
the head of the pig Dnmalun, that is Pusya". In other discs

such an identification fails to tuin up, but the author while

mentioning the Sanskrit names of the naksatras attempts, by
describing their outward form to mnkc clear which constellation

is meant : "if you see a constellation like a vehicle it i.s Robin!".

The conclusion seems to be that foi the latter category thciu

were no Indonesian names17
;.

Turning now to some other details it may be obseived
that the contents of Chapters VI and VII au account of the

miserable consequences of sinful behaviour is gcneuilly speak-
ing in perfect harmony with a considerable number of Indian

parallels
18

. The narrative is amplified by many examples of

16. 8ee A Maass, Sternktjnde und Sterndtuteioi im malaiirohen Arohljo
[Astponomj and astrology in Indonesia, in German], in TijdschdFt T, L V, C4

(1924).p, 193 ff.

17. For particulars I refer to my above publication, BijMr. T. I,, V. 92,

p. 361 (sep, publ. p 120).

18. For e comparison between the data contained In the AgaBtya parvon
end In other Old-Javanese sources <}ie reader may bo referred to nry artioto
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special cases in which diseases and physical defects arose fiom

the sins committed in a former life. The description of the

toitures to which the sinners are subjected in the nether world,

the sojourn in heaven of the well-conducted who are distingui-

shed for asceticism, sacrifices and what is called Jslrti, i.e.

dharmakriya (cf. Maim 12, 31), the digression on the five

maJiayajflaa and other particulais aie completely Indian. In

order to characterize the style find composition of the woj-k a

passage may be quoted and, as far as the Javanese is concerned,

tianslated here. The stanza which after etnendation-almost

all Siinski it passages have been handed down in a mOie or less

corrupted form-reads as follows (p. 351 or 23): sarirajaili

Icarmudatair &ati sthavaratam narali laaikaih paTcs^nigatarnmanaeair

antyajatitam issManu 12, 9; cf. also Yajnavalkya 3, 134-136)

is in the usual way paraphrased arid explained : "that is to

say : if there is a human being whose behaviour is in all

respects wrong, who gives pain to the people who see him,

without however lesorting to malicious speech and sinful

though Is-wbo however does not know how to behave decently-,

when such a human being dies, he will become a plant, a tree.

The man however who uses bad language, who does not know

how to express himself properly, who does not know how to

behave decently, when such a human being dies, he will

become a, plant, a tree. The man, however, who uses bad

language, who does not know how to expiess himself properly,

who does not know how to behave decently, qualities which,

however, are not accompanied by a wicked state of mind,

but whenever he speaks, he offends the ears of those who

listen to him when such a man dies, he will be reborn as

a forest-animal or a bird. The man who is without a good

mind, whose state of mind is exclusively and uninte.ru ptedly

engrossed with envy, anger, and avarice, whose heart is

base(?>, when such a man dies, he will be a barbarian

QnZM07<a). His condition will be worsej^n^t^_thosej^
Karman and Retributive JnBtioe In Ancient Java', which IB to appear in the

Volume in honour of Dr. B.C. Majumda*, Calcutta.
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me reborn as trees, because it is difficult for those who aie

calltd barbarians to obtain emancipation, The trees, however,

and the animals, it is their destination (?) to be emancipated.

Thus that which is done with the body, with woids and with

the mind constitutes the lowest, middle and highest categories"
1

The next sloka runs as follows : dharm'zszlam lake draafutn

nsoehiiti katarah / preti/abhutya vatiatouh syad mafia riiuravaaainbhavah

(for blindness as a result of sins in a preceding existence see e. g,

Manu 11, 52 ; Visnusmrti 45, 20 etc.). I have not succeeded

in tracing the source of this sloka, which in all probability

was followed by a pendant which though omitted in the

Javanese text as this is known to us, has been paraphiased
as follows : "but who rejoices in seeing (people) liking- fisticuffs,

people thumping and kicking, people who cudgel and injure

other people, the character of such a man produces the effect

of being reborn as a blind man, because the Lord has created

the eyes for the pmpose of seeing virtuous and correct be-

haviour".

The genealogies which are the subject of the framework
of Chapters XV-XVII are, in the main, in agreement with the

BrahmSnda-Vayu version. Here also there are some striking

differences in detail, among other things a moralizing passage
in connection with the story of Jatayu which does not occur

in the parallel texts. Jafcayu, it is told, has become a god
because he has done many services to his fellow-men. Therefore
the great mass of the people should follow his example and
exert themselves to the utmost, conferring benefits upon others,
so that they may be purified and their behaviour justified.

A wise man does not want to be favoured by the rich, because
the recompense does not fall to him. Those who accept gifts
without scruples are avaricious, they will be reborn as women
aqd become the wives of the rich who were their benefactors.

Attention may also be drawn to Chapter XVIII
containing, inter alia, a description of the muhtapafa, in which
the names and terminology of different religious schools
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communities arc enumerated in succession (p. 385 ; 57) : the

text makes mention of the Yogitapaksa (?) who call the abode

of the emancipated yogadiparumaucratmya ; of the adherents

of the BhairavamSrga who give it the name of anantaparama-
nanda ;

of the 5-jaivas Pasupatas and the adepts of the Siddhanta

doctrine according to whom it is the yogadiparamaguhya ; and
the Vuisnavas who call it niskvAaparamatunycF*. This paragraph
reminds us of a passage in the Buddhist Javanese text San

hyon Kamahayanikan, b 44 ff.
so

Another chapter is devoted to the obligations of the social

classes and stations in life (XXIII), a favourite subject of smrtis

and puiSnas. The passage dealing with permissible and
fotbidden marriages between members of the four classes is

however o a striking brevity and succinctness : one should

marry a person of one's own class, a man may however also

choose a girl flora the next lower class. As is well known

savartfd was, e. g. by Baudhayana (1, 8, 16, 6), defined as

"the son of a couple belonging to the same varna or class, or

of a father who belonged to the next higher class to that of the

mother".

There are also some paragraphs which cannot go back to

Indian sources and must therefore be of Javanese origin. To

these passages belong, for instance, a reference to aceitain

Udug basur <Ch. VIII ; p. 363 or 35) : the daitya Gavesthi or

Kalanemi is said to have been the grandfather of Udug Basur

who in olden times destroyed the ialand of Java. As this

figure reminds us of Budug basu or Udubasu, a legendary

dog which according to tiaditions handed down in the

"Western provinces of the island of Java wished to destroy

the rice which had recently been given to men, there can be

no doubt that here a Javanese mythological or legendary figure

has been incorporated into the Indian genealogy. It may be

19. See also R. Qoris, Bijdrage tot de kermis der Oud-Javaanfiohe &ft

Balineeaohe Theologle, Thesis Leiden 1926, p. 101 ff.

20. See J. S. Speyer, in Zoitsobrift der deutachen morgenl"ndisohen

Gesellschaffc 67, p. 352.
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(1b*iveJ that Kalanemi's behaviour (see Vi?niipur. 5, 12 ff.)

boms resemblance to the story of Budug basu, because he also

infested the residences of men.

In Chapter XXII Agastya refers to Visrava(s), the son of

Pulfisty.i and Ila, 119. was the daughter of king Trnabindu,

who is said to have been Agastya's pupil and to have devoted

himself to asceticism in the island of Java. Observing that

Trnavindu (as he writes the name) now is among the saptaryia

the author adds that be was one of those sidoUwyo^lSvaras who

lived in that island, the others being Harideva and Anaka),

who was Lhe ascetic of the Dihyan (Diejig) plateau in Java and

Maikandeya, who lived, likewise as an ascetic, on tbe mountain

Damaluri. Trnabindu-who is, e. g. also in the MaliabhSmta

culled a muni (3, 263, 5 etc) is a figure of frequent occurrence

in Javanese art and literature91 . Hnrideva may in all proba-

bility be identified with Haiicandana who was worshipped at

the same place", viz. the DJeng. MSrkandeya was (as JK~arma-

$</t't[fi !) according to the Javanese work Tantu PanggSjaran,
p S9 a devaguru on the Kailasa and, as the successor of the

gods, the first human devaguiu of the first Javanese mandala
(asrctma or hermitage) Sukuyajna ; the same text (p. 126 f.J

infoims us that Agasti (sic) was his successor. It is difficult to

say whether these passages go back to the scholar who trans-

lated and adapted the Agastyaparvan and who may, anyhow,
be considered the author of the Javanese text, or to an 'editor*

or copyist.

Some words may finally be added on the date of the

Agastya-Parvan. As is usually the case with ancient Javanese
treatises of this category, no reliable data are available. Any-
how, it must be much older than the KoravSjrama which seems
to have been compiled in the 15th cent. A. D,, because that

81. See e. g F. D. K. Baaob, rijdaohrift voor Indisohe Taal-. Land-en
Vdkenlcanda 67. p. 43 i ff. ; Big(Joud , . O-i 28S f. ; Boerbatjaraka, o.o.. F.
41; 55: 92ff.

I-

52. Se*.g, H. J. Krom, Hlndoe-Javaonscbe GoHobiedonis 2
hBe I9S1, p. 183 ; 1^3 Mth tefer&noee).
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book in a curious passage mentions the work under considera-

tion, as well as the Uttarakhanda, among the books of the

MahSbharata : this can
only mean that the author regarded

it as a classic and as
contemporaneous wlh the epic 'pawns,'

The
Agaslyaparvan may also be older than the recension C of

the San
hyan KamahSySnikan which to all appearance

is a

jounger hindui&tic
adaptation of this

originally
buddhist work,

because the author
(or

a redactor !) of this lecension-which,

however, is of uncertain date, though much older than the

Koravasrama-borrowed some lines Iiora the former treatise,

Judging from the
style,

the grammatical forms and the TO-

bulary of the
text, it can

hardly be consideted much younger

than the
adaptation of the books of the Mahabharata which

may roughly speaking date from about 1000 A, D.



A NOTE ON PUSKARA-MAHATMYA OR
THE bO CALLED PADMA-PURANA SAMUCCAYA

ASCKE CHATTSRJEE

srfq-

?rnr

There are quite a good number of independent mabutmyas
wiiich claim to belong to the Fadina-puiSna but actually their
claim holds no good and on a scrnlbising analysis their indcpeu-
deat character can be easily detected. Among these independent
mabatmyas, however, theieni on f w whose importance cannot
be gainsaid. Sometimes, these throw light on the hitherto
unknown division and p.ait of the Paclma-pmSna in its cailicr
form, ptesent a vivid picture of the society and offer interesting
information regarding the lelatum and attitude among different
sects and sectaries. Among such independent works, Pushira-
maUtmya Which is known by another name radmaPur3>ia-

samuccaya* (i.e. collection of Pndma-pu.ann,) stands prc eminent'.

We have shown elsewheie' tbat the Parva-division of the
Pndma-PurStm

wa^^eaiHe^or^^
1. Ma. No. G. 8348TAsiati Soc5iefcy > Calcutta,
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Khan cla-di vision of it. II is interesting to observe that this

manuscript also refers to the Parva-division of the Pailma-pmSna
8

.

Moreover, this suggests that broadly speaking there may be two

divisions of the Padma-puiana, 'prathama-khanda' and dvitlya-

Jdmnda.* (It is evident, here Khanda stands for 'half and has

got no connection with the Khanda-division of the Padma-

piuana).

Thus we find that the evidence of this manuscript is not

at all negligible.

A critical analysis of the manuscript will show that the

sakti-worship predominates all through the work and this sakti

is no other than the iaiva-sakti. Thus it will not be unwise to

conclude that it is the outcome of some over-zealous propagators

of the sakti-cult who, although they knew that Puskara was

piedominantly an oiiginal place for Brahma-worshippers,
utilised it with u view to popularising their sect, associating

themselves with a place already regarded as divine and accepted
as such by the masses. Its great devotion towards Mahesvarl-

snkti can be shown from the following narrative.

In days of yore, there lived a demon named Kuku, who

by the strength of his arms had vanquished the host of the

gods. The latter being defeated practised penance in the

Nzla mountain. They invoked 'Sarnhara-karinT raudrl murti'

who being pleased at heart, and in order to fulfil their desired

object, vehemently attacked Kuku, and at onca devastated his

nuny. Kuku by his -mays' brought an untimely night but her

power was irresistible. She (Siva-sakti) took no pains to kill the

demon at once. All the gods assembled together and eulogised.

her.6

Heritage (Bulletin of the post-Graduate Research and Training Department,

Sanaki-ib College, Calcutta), Vol. II, 19S4, pp. 175-169.

inT Tftm^y-Hf^^HI* Puskaramahatmya, fol. 3.

4. '5% gftqsrgwm^
1

Briftrercft ^faqfaq*flmiq: u>iA >
fo1 -

5, Fol. 18a-19b.

23
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It reminds us of the story ofSrl-SiI Candl ; but without

establishing a fundamental connection between the two, it will

be unwise to infer one's influence on the other, Moreover the

narrative mentioned above can not be said to be the same as

that of Sri-Sri Candl.

The manuscript lepeatedly narrates the triumphant

activities of RaudrT-sakti over others. She is taken to be

omnipresent and omnipotent. Thtongh Her, all knowledge of

the world had originated. As a direct reference, only two lines

are quoted. v
CKfT STRlfcT^! ^jfcp^fe^TjffflffnTlr I

QT*T &) ^ I srfxfi: F?n?f^tfo fr^r n8

But, as in the case of most of the similar treatises, it

also does not form an exception in embodying the glorifications

of several other gods and goddesses. The compromising spiiit

among the different sects and sectaries which dominated the

thoughts of the then-noted Indians for a considerable peiiod,

is also seen in this MahStmya,

Although it is predominated by the sakti-worshippers as

we have seen above, worship or devotion to such gods as BrahmS,
Visnu or Aditya is not conspicuous by its absence in it. The

compromising spirit of the work can best be followed by the

following simple narrative which, we will see, adheres to the

worship of BrahmS and Aditya at th<5 same time, 'Once a king

on the eve of his Asvamedha saciifice went with his charioteer

for Q joy-ride. There, on his way, he came across a beautiful

and heavenly lake. In the middle of the lake, there was & nice

large lotus. He being pleased with the sight of the lotus,

ordered his charioteer to pluck that up.

The charioteer did accordingly. But no sooner had he

touched that flower, than a loud uproar (Hurhkarah) was heard,
in consequence of which the charioteer fell and died instantly.
The king also became devoid of strength and might, was

rendered pale, and fell to the ground, being turned into a

6. ibid. f. ?0b.
""" ~~~ ""
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Jeper.
7 He undei stood thai he had himself committed, a

grave sin ; hence, in order to get rid of such pitiable condition,

he approached Vasistha who told him that that was a place of

woiship of Brahma. This lotus had taken its growth from

BrahmS itself. Its very sight makes one attain the result of

seeing other gods. There was an image of Brahma amidst

its water. An imnge of the Sun-God was also found here.

Vasistha also advised him to approach. Loid Brahma in

Puskara and propitiate Him. The king did according to the

advice of the sage. In Puskata, he caused a jewelled image

of the Sun-god to be built and worshipped Him with various

lites and perfoimnnces. At the end of his sacrifice, he went

to Heaven in the abode of the Sun God.8

To an intelligent iuterpieter the above mentioned story

has much narrative value. Among all other mauscdpts claiming

to belong to the Padma-purana, this is the only one which

suggests the alliance of the sects of BrahmS and Surya. it is a

well-known fact that from time immemorial Puskara is associated

with the holy worship of Brahma. We have already shown

how the original portion of the Padma-purana, not a very small

portion of which was associated with I he glorification of

Pnskarn f was the outcome of the efforts of the Brahma-worship-

pers. In the present dny, it is in Puskara only where the

worship of Biahma still goes on perhaps in the single temple of

Brahma in India. Thvis it is obvious that Pnskara has been

7. 'fgt faTOtfr ^nfoff^rfe:
1

foi. is-

3. The follerwjng lines may be compared in this connection.

TO l^'Wr^dH 1

II

srt%grf

foL 1S
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controlled and influenced by the Brahma-sects. But at the

same time Puskara engaged the attention of other rival sects or

sectaries also. In the PurSnas, a good number of refeiencts

are not wanting which will show that from time to time the

Vaisnavas or the Saivas had tried to spread their influence on

this famous sacred place of the BrahmSites. This trio came

into conflict some time regarding Puskara ; hut it is the

Brahmaites who came out successful ultimately.

Although the Sun-worshippers (Sauras) did never rise

into such prominence us the big three reached, still fiom the

inclusion of the Sun-god in the Pancayutana PujX the conclu-

sion becomes irresistible that a sect was formed by some people

who took Surya as the supreme god.

There was a difference in attitude between this sect and

the three major sects. While these three were from lime to

time most friendly in their behaviour and only at times cmne

into conflict, the Saura-sects were never hostile to any other.

It is not difficult to understand from the above-mentioned

narrative that this is the contribution of the Sun-worshippers.

They, like all others, tried to associate themselves with the

famous sncred place. But in doing so they not for a moment

even have engaged themselves in denouncing BrahmS or the

Brahmaites. Their duty was not to belittle the Brahma-sects

but to associate themselves with those sects. Hence it is told

that in the same lake where theie was an image of BrahrnS, an

image of the Sun-god was also found. Hence it has been men-

tioned that the king sinned against Brahma, but was puiged

of all sins as he propitiated Divakara (i. e. Sun-god). These aie

the perfect evidences that the Saura-sects far from trying to

come into a clash with the Brahmaites, tiied to develop a

friendly attitude towards them.

The alliance between these two sects is showa by another

interesting narrative. It describes the installation of an irange
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of the Sun-god on the right side of the image of Brahma9

by a

king of Dvaravatl, named Satrujit who received the Syaman-
taka mani fiom Surya. It is also reported that previously,

the son of Ravana (Indrajit) had established the image in Lanka.

The manuscript in its entire range is strewn with such

sectarian affinity between the Surya-worshippers and BrahmS-

worshippers. Fiona this, the above conclusion can easily be

averred.

A few words should be mentioned as regards its sociolo-

gical stand-point. The Parvatlya brahmanas have been denounced

in more places than one. They do neither deserve to be invited

in the Sraddha ceremonies nor have they the sanctity in ad-

ministering these ceremonies.10
Similarly, the Northern or

Southern brahmarms do not enjoy high position. It has been

stated that those brahmanas often commit such actions as are

debaired, by the Smrti-authorities.11 The term 'Daksinottara

vipra* can not easily be explained^ Does it show superioiity of

the Western brahmanas who are nearer to Puskara ?

9.

5ntwT srfaTT ^n % fasrc^ srfefg^rr u foi.

10. '^ ^r^r ^cflm^1

*nf frrff^r ^^r^ r foi.

^ftnjfttnr': i foi. 93b.
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THE VAMANA PURINA

BY

V. RAGHAVAN

!"

The Vamana Purna called for examination, as during tlic

course of the study of Ma tsya Purana and its problems, U was

found that the Vamana called the Matsya the foremost among
the Puranas. While praising the best in different classes of

things, the Vamana says :

PH 5^1 s^N" TTofq^; II 12. AS.

The textual problems of this comparatively short Puraiw

are not less complicated than those of the larger Puianas. We
have the printed text of the Venkateswara Press, Bombay
(1903-4), which is in 95 chapters ; it deals, of course, with the

Vamana-story, but that story is submerged in the stories of

Siva, Parvalf and KumSra. In this connection we may consider

the manuscript-position of this Purana to have a full picture of

its textual problems.

The following manuscripts of the Vamann are known from
the Catalogues at my disposal for the New Oatalogu* Oatalogorum*
work.

Adyar I p. 155a (Chs. 1 to 66)... r . (Dn pp, 269),

Alph. List. Beng. Govt. p, 104 (No. 844)
Alwar 868.

America 1447 (Univ. of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, no,

2172) ...... $aka 1679) ......(Du. ft. 133)
Anandasrama 1384. 7635. 7865.

1. For the abbreviations of Catalogues uaed here, see New Oatalogut
Qatalogorun, Vol. I. (Alao ewe 'PMr

J?2O
'

Vol. I, No. 2. pp. 2258,)
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Ani. (Puiana) 31

AS. p. 172 (inc)

B. II. 28. 30.

Bharatpur II. 48

Bhk. 13

Bhoi- 117

Bik. 466

BISM ptd. Cat. 1960. p. 256a (2 mss.)

BORI. 19 of 1873-74. 121 of A. 1881-82. 78 of 1882-83.

Br. Mus. 112 (sam. 1845). ..(ff. 304)

Burnell 192b. (uos. 1583-7, 11119. 11236-7)
CPB. 5058 (Tukaram Pathak of Yeoda, Amaroti Dt.),

(The Bhonsla Rajas of

Nagpur)
5059 do

5060 do

5061 do

5062 (Lakshmiprasad of

Jubbalpure
Cs. IV. l

rJ5 (inc) Dn ff. 251. 199 Dn. ff. 222, 200 Dn, ff. 57
Dacca 1630 ..(Ben ff. 193). 2587 (Ben ff. 143) 3391...

(Ben. ff. 197) 4271

Gov. Or. Libr. Madras. 83

10. 3584. ..(Dn. ff. 170). 3585. ..(Dn. ff. 208). 3586 (3chs.

Extract, S. Ind.) 6816 (Dn. ff. 329) 6816 (Vamana-
puranasucika)...Tel. pp. 28)

Jaipur Palace, Almirah 45. XLVI. 9 ; XVIII, 68.

Jodhpur 758 (Chs. 192).

K. 30

Katm. 2

Khn. 32

Kotah. 630 (pp. 160).

L. 1264.

Maudlik BH. 44 (p. 67) ff. 190. 6aka. 1775.

MD, 2263 (Cbs.6to90) (Tel. pp. 304). 2335 (purana-

tantrasucT) (Tel. ff. 44-52). 2336 (puranasucl)

(Tel, ff. 125-137).

24
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MysoicLp 167 (2 mss.) C.433 (Dn.if. 163) 4037 (Tel. ff. 168},

Nabadwip 71, 72.

NP. V, 10.

Oppert II. 4923. 6952. 7739.

Oudh. XI, 6. XIX, 36.

Oudh. 1875. 8.

Oxf. 45 b.

Oxf. II. Index 1217 ...... iff. 4-49) See Ms. Wilson 127 (102)

Bodl. Cat. pp. 45 ff.

Pul. II. 2065 ...... (On. ff. 175). 2066 (inc.) ...... (Dn. ff 243,

gr. 7000), 2067 (inc.) ...... (Da. ff. 1<J5 ; gr. 6000).

RadJb. 40.

Ranbir. 7896.7932.

RASB. V. 3989 (Ben. if. 167. gr, 4500), 39 ?0 (Kashmiri, ff.

183. gi. 5SOO).

Seiampore G-2-52.

S. K. Ray. 10 (inc.) ...... (ff. 151).

S. K. Ray DC. 252 ...... (ff. 151).

Skt. Coll. Ben. 1909-1910, p. 12, no. 1922 (ff 38 gr. 1300),

1916-1917, p. 12, no, 2678. ..(ff. 27. gr. 700).

Sringeri Matt. 252 (chs. 62) ......(Du.).

SSPC. I. F. 51. F. 157.

Stein. 213 (2 mss.).

Taylor II, p. 347 Chs. 56).

TD. 10419 (Vifuiupujyavastukathana)......(Dn. gr. 487
1).

10420-3 (Vignupujyavastukathana). 10424 (fr ) ......

(Tel. pi. gr. 900) 10425-6 (Venkatugiriinaliatmya from

chs. 1 to 44).

Tekkematham III. 9b (fr.).

Udaipur I. p. 138 (no, J50) ...... (Du.).

Udaipur II. 53. 1 ...... (ff. 204) 53. 2 (inc.).

Vangiya p. 114 (inc.). (Ben. ff. 2-92, 112-173).
VVRI. pld. Cat p. 157 (nos. 1782. 1804. inc). (Both Dn.)

Kopaliimocanamahatmya from. IM. 1/26.
' Kr.?nakavaca from. IM. 9787.

Dadhivatnanastoira from. IM. 6930. 8344,
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BKLHAD-VAMANA

Kisoramahima from. Jaipur Pal ace, Almiiah 38,

XLVIII(9) (hie)

Whether the Vam.ina cow m piint is the MahapuiSna
or the Upapurana has been discussed1

,
and it has been pointed

out that although some portions of the printed text may be old,

it may on the whole be a later redaction, but not later than the

9th century.

While in its original form its Vaisnava character was

perhaps most prominent, in its present foim, the Vamana shows

prominent aiva influence, but it must be conceded that theie

is no sectarian bias he;-e towards any one deity. Accoiding
to the description m the Naradlyn-purann, ch. 105, the Vamana
consisted of a Purva and an Uttura Bhaga and the latter, in

one thousand granthas, comprised four Samhitas Mahesvan
devoted to Krishna, BhagavatI devoted to DevT, SanrI devoted
to the Sun and Ganesvan devoted to Ganesa. The list of topics

given in the Naradlya for the Purvabhaga agrees with the

printed text, but the UttarnbhSga is not represented in the

present text, although stories of Devi and a brief account of

Guiiesa are part of the printed text. What is interesting is that
the Naradlya calls the Uttarabhaga Brliad-Vamana (&. 13

5^?irPTt^lt Wt WIH-UhlHiH). Hnzra has noted in hi? Studio in

the VpapurStias (Vol. I.)
9 that the Laghu-Bhagavntamrta quotes su

verses from the Bthad-]
r
amana. Here, he takes Brhad-Vamana

as a separate Vaisnava-upapuiana, distinct from a Vmana
Upapiirana, if such a text ever existed. But ns we have seen,

according to the Naradlya, Br had-Vamana is the latter part of

the V5mana, and the Vaispava-mateiial associated with Vamana
might belong to the Brst Samhita of the Uttara-bhSga of Vamana,
designated Brhad-Vamana.

Now in tfae manuscripts recorded above, there are

evidences to support a text of VSmana which once existedl in

two Bh5gas. In 10. 3586 (a Mackenzie manuscript), we have
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three chapters (31-34) on the greatness of a shrine Tiruvoondi

of Kalyanapun in the South, which includes a Varahamabat-

mya described as part of the Uttardbliaga of the Vamann.

10 .6815 is a concordance of the Vamana-contents, (a South

Indian ms.), and hero the Ptirva-bhaga of the Purana is referred to.

In the Jaipur palace collection (Almlrah 38, ms. bundle 48(9),

there is a I&Soramahima which mentions its source actually as

Bfhad-Vamana.

In the Bikaner catalogue, we hove in No 466 a manuscript

of the Vamana, and from Mitra's detailed description under this,

one would be tempted to suppose that here is a manuscript of

the Purana in two Bhagas. There is nothing like that. The

text in this manuscript is just the same as in the printed test,

The descriptive note by Mitra is wholly based on the description

of the Vamana in the Naradiya.

Similarly the manuscripts analysed in detail in L. 1264

agrees in contents with the printed text. But a tallying of

the chapters here, as well as in RASB. V. 3989, with the printed

text shows that although the topics are the same in these

manuscripts and the printed text, there is a different order of

the chapters, as also a difference in the opening verses, in both

these manuscripts as contrasted with the printed text. This

difference in chapter-order, as also in the verses in the beginning,

niay itself be some evidence of the process of textual change
from the old Vamana to the new.

In the Sarasvati Mahal, Tanjore, there are five Vamana
mss. ( 10419-23 ) having a portion dealing with Vaisnava-

vroiship^nhyu-pfy'ya-vatturlcalthana which might go the older

version.

In the same Library, there .are three rnss. containing a

Venkatagirimahatmya (11424-6), described as part of the

Vamana j this ascription too may be explained by the Vaif-

nava-charac.er of the earlier version or at least of the Uttara*
bhaga which had a specific section devoted to Krishna.
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One may not agiee with every argument advanced by

H. P. Sastrl1 to show the early date of the Vatnana, but the

PurSna does have an older air about it, not found in the later

redactions of the other Puran as. Also we can accept that, as

it is, the text was produced in Kuruk$etra region, for in a

seiies of verses praising the best of each class, already referred

to, the Vamana speaks of Kurukshelra and its Tirthas like

Piithudaka as the most sacred, (ch. 12, sis. 4*1-57):

45.

The Vamana text, as at piesent available, shows a con-

siderable amount of literary polish, and the influence on it of

KalidSsa* in particular is patent.

Vamana, K- S.

51.38: *T grK* %lfWTO HI. 74:

. viaqfrr:
sgr:

n

58 : awnsspra v - 41 - f

V. <14.
,,59

In the further conversation between Siva in the form of the

Vfttu, the metre too approximates to that of the K. S.

51.63 : Epf ^; qe^^m^r^r v. oe.

i

II

1. ASB. Oat. V. Introduction, pp. 184-4.

2. On Kalidaaa'a influence on some other PDriijaa, see my 'The

Pnraija, Kalidasn aad Migha", Woolnec Com. Vol. pp. 191-4. and -Gleanings

from the Matsya Pacaija', Purdna, Vol. I. p. 95. and -Further Gleanings', IMA.,

Vol. III. No. 2.



[Vol. IV, No.

57:

69;

1

,,
67 : PwpfclW? f^ffg: ,

S3

I)

,, 68 : ^f^tS^wf? fVftET^f (J g4

Ch, 52 Marriage.

I

4 :

r: ii

29

13. 6iva to ArundhatT

65 : t^
1

^rf^i^r f^ST?a VI. 84 : i;

PSrvall's reply

66 : fillet ^tczMSTT vrtT: V. 77 : >

ff

cf- also 13

Himnvan to the sages : 54 :
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i

28 : %9Rt "RiaW $6 :

3pn I ^fe^ SRRffct I

29, 30 : ^ratSfj Rtft fasfl: I 58 :

I 62 : STRTT

63 : t|

33 fora ^; "Fiwii i

31 : <kjA[W<3f l^S 65 : %T*4l[%XtiffQ^ X X

39 : ^TT^fft sr^TT T^TT 80 :

TRfT

|*: II t?ft ff sflcTt fa[t II

41 : zrrf^rr^t *r^ ^f^ ^^ : ^r ^^1*5 ^TCIT

^ft 5RTT

:T^II

59 : cTcftsaT^eft 6FMlT-' 91 : 5ft snnTTRT x x

60 : SfinT'T;y
tj fti^fit VII. 1 :

fgfef H<j.4f *i-^u^ I

61 : 3^n;Ttf?c;

5'?f ^ 6 :

VI- 93 : Eftll^bl raw ?gT

%

Cfa. 53. si. 11 : zra^n ?rfcrr ^ST VII. -12 : gj
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23, The nets of the city-ladies

on seeing Siva coming :

53 :

57 : X XX
f faster

u

25 : af^fiprciJ^^nnssr Cf. 5i* : X X

etc.

X x

26 : n.%ffrtftif | (si^r^cf 59 :

27 : %Fq\ ?rc*Ff gT?r: CO : x

30 ; XX ajsnsiT ^ ^f% 1 65 :

Towaids the end, in the chapters dealing with Vanmiia-

avatara story, the Vgraanapuia(ia devotes a chapter (94th) to

a conversation between Bali and PrahlScla and the Itttci

speaking to the former on the greatness of devotion toffiui.

Here almost the fiist verse in Prahlada's teaching
'

I

'
is identical with verse 11 of the

hymn MukundarnSla of Kulasekbara. Veise 31

here is Visnu Purai^a III. 7. 14.



ON SOME READINGS OF THE MATSYA-PURA^A*
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TT?T:

sfa sfjfaar, -:\w^ ^% 5 'TFnft
1

ifa i

'

ITS^ i

^ns i^

wrl%

Ro^lU-? 7* TT515TT

( ^^tTroft' ^T ) 'f^rf^ift

TIST: JT^T:, ^igs^n&sfqr srcsr ftrarea^r

: sfa I^^T^^^CT: i qw^sft
1

^fefg

qisr: ^Hr^lf^iT: ^atfenw i
]

[Bibliographical Note : The following editions of the

Matsya-Purana (MP) have been consulted for this paper :

. 1. The Anafldas'rama Sanskrit Series (ASS) edition.

2- The LaksmT-Venkatesvara Press (LVP) edition.

3. The BangabasI Press Edition in Bengali characters (BL)

References have been given to the ASS edition.]

* Paper submitted to the 21 at Session of the AlMndla Oriental

Conference held la Srinagar in October, 1961. and published with the kind

parmiBsion of the General Present of tbp
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The Pmanas are rightly regarded to be of inestimable

value for the social, religious and cultural study of early

medieval India and popular Hinduism, and their overall

importance is next only to that of the Vedas and the two gicut

epics, the Mahabhaiata (Mbh.) and the Ramayana (RSm,)- But

whereas the critical edition (ci. ed.) of the Mbh. is almost

neaiing completion and that of the Fiist Book of the Ram. ha?.

already been published, it is not yet known when the cr. e<J. of

any of the major Puianas will see the light of publication. All

the editions of the vaiious Puranas published so fur requite

collections and emendations in almost every page. An. attempt

will be made heie to suggest emencl-itious for n, few out of the

innumerable wrong readings (w.r.) of the Matsya-Puiana.

The name of the wife of King Asvapati is given as Malf4tl

at 208 10 (ntalati nania lasya iJ rajflaJi jtatnz pativrata) and fis

Malavl at 213.16 (malavyam malava nama tasvatah putra-piiutrinaJrt.

As the descendants of King Asvapati and his wife became known
as RJa'avas after their mother, it is evident that Maktl at 20S.

10 is a w. r. foi Malavl, unless we ate to assume thai the

personal name of the queen was Malntf and the name Alalavl

was derived from the supposed country of her birth (cf. Vaidehl

or Maithill besides Slta 1
. Bat as the two names are too closely

similar to each othei it seems that Ma'a'.T is really a w. r. for

MalavT. Moieover, the Savitrynpalchyana of the Mbh also

reads Malav! here.*

Chapter 251 of the MP describes the Catuhsalas, Trisalas,

Dvisalas and Ekasalas. But at 25441 the leading as found

ia the printed texls is : dhanakhyam ynrva-yamyabJ yam $al& J

>hyam
yad visslalcam tae cTiastra-bltayadam ninam paiat>7iava-bliay&VLi7iam.
The correct reading here should be yad dvisalakam far yad visa-

laham. Yad diisala can easily become <,advisa!a through a

slight scribal euor. The aichitectonic teun DviEala actually
* It may incidentally be pointed out bare that the v. 1. MUnavi (fo*

MilavlJ recorded in the cr. ed. of the Mbb. for the Bengali reoeneion seems to bo
due to an inoorreofc reading of the Bengali MSS The letters n and I Fook almost
alike in the Bengali MSS. written roughly before the middle of the 18th
century A. D. and the ooafasion persists even in later
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occurs at 153. 51d (ealuhsalam tri'salam ca dviSalam cai

Similaily, yad vi'salam at 254.6 should piobably be y^t trisalum,

us in verse no. 4 of the same chapter. It may be mentioned

lieie that viSln(ka^ is a completely different architectonic teim

and means 'a pavilion with 38 columns'. Cf. 270. 11 catvarim~

iad yajfictljiadras tad dvifono [heie also the printed texts read tad

vllilno. See iiiha) vilalakali,

The leading siddl'&rtlta-vajiit-iwjyani vi&alani sada ludl.aih

fit 254. 14ab is meaningless. It should evidently read EIS

tidd/:art7iavarjarn tarjyani dvisalat i Sadaludhaih. Veises 254. S-9

describe this lype of building \iithovit recoidmg the name theic.

But this desciipliou tallies with that of Sidclbartha as given

in the Brh.tsamhUa, 53. 39. Except SiddhSrtha, all other

varieties of Dvisala buildings are regarded as inauspicious.

2)iit1-7carmc?tafiadlnam raksye bhavana-patioaJcam at 254. 24

should be dfifi-farmantiiteadlnavn etc ,
a reading which is actually

found in the LVP and some other editions and shown as v. 1.

in the foot note of the ASS edition. It is lather stiange that

the editois of the ASS edition rejected the correct reading.

At 257. lOcd the meaningless reading cJcatfcufisapa dhanya

srlparnl tindulcz tat ha should be ekuioa, Simsapa etc., as actually

found in the LVP and Bl. editions.

At 2"G4. 21cd the reading fattika jaladakara mvdhye ei/an

matidapa&ya tu should piobnbly be emended to pataka jvaladakara

etc., because a coloured flag fluttering in the wind moie resemb-

les the flame of fiie quivering in the breeze than a speck of

cloud floating in the sky.

In the verse adl>a7i kurmasita proltta sada bralrmaSilauJiika

npary avaatJiita tutya braJimabliayadhika Sila at 265. 5, the reading

IrahmabJiai/adlnlca should probably have to be emended to

IrahmdbliagabUdlia 'known as Brahmabhaga'. The confusion, if

if any, seems to be due to the word bralimatttadhikS 'linger thun

the Brahmnsila' of the previous line.

In the verse atliftjcHtffed y<** tu devesam tam piadltanam pra-

Mpayet tatyj. parSvaatTiitan anyan, aarnamaret parivaritaJi
at 266. 41
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the meaningless reading parivarita'h should be emended to

parivaratah 'in the order of the attending gods have been placed'.

The readings tad vihtna / tad vihznaka at 270. 9 ; 10
; 11,

etc. should be tad dviltina / tad dvihtnaka . Dvihtna is actu-

ally found in these very passages where it is not preceded by

tad (cf. yad visala" for yad dvisala discussed above),

The text mryarajas tu vikhy&tas oandraSalo vibhn^tak at

269. 40ab should be ...... candrasala-vibliuaita7i. Similarly, anekas

oandraSalaS oa yajah prSsada isyate flt 269. -41ab should be aneka-

candraSalciS ca etc.

At 203. 11-12 the verses giving the names of the 12

Sadhyas read as follows :

manor manus (v. 1. man&) oa pranaS ea naro& noca (sic 1)

cittaliaryi? yam? caiva hamso narayanae

vibhuS c&pi prctbhuS caiva sadliya dvfidafa TcJrtitah

These verses contain so many wrong readings and have so

many variants and the names are given so differently in the

different Pmanas that it is quite difficult to suggest a f ull-pioof

emendation here. Be that as it may, I would like to suggest
the reading mano manus (m3naf) oa prdna's oa naro' pana$ c&

vlryavan for the first line.* Maua occurs in the list of the

Sadhyas as given in the Vayu-Pui5na, 66. 15, and the reading
naro' pana$ ca vlryaoan is found in many MSS. of the Vayu-
Purana. Gittaliaryo

1

yanaa caiva of the second line should

probably have to be emended to eittir Tiayo nayat oxiva, as in the

Vayu-PurSija.

* Or, narogd noca may also be a w. r. for narosanau oa. In that case
TTan would correspond to V r ?a of the HarivAiiiSa-lfcb of the Sidhyas.



THE LEGEND OF CIRAKARIN IN THE SKANDA
MAHAPURANA AND THE MAHABHARATA

(A COMPARATIVE STUDY)

BY

V. M. BEDEKAR

\

sfest srf i

1
]

There nre many legends which aie common to the Mab5*

bharata, the Raraayana, Ihe Paranas and other old Sanskrit

works. Though many of these legends, appearing in common

in these works, seem to. bs bfoadly identical, they are likely

to show, on a closer comparative study, significant difference

in details indicative of the different versions handed down

by different old traditions. Though the general frame-work

of the story and persons appearing in it may be identical in

these several works, there may bs found from work to work
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a new adaptation and orientation given to the diift of the

original stoiy and to the characterization of persons figuring in

it, indicative of the change in the temper and outlook of the

society in which the story was retold.

It is proposed, iu this article, to make a comparative study
of the legend of Cirakarin from this point of view.

The story of Oirukarin ('one who acts late' i.e. one who
reflects long before doing anything) occurs in two woiks
the Skanda Mahapurana (SK} and the MithabJtarata (Mbh.).

The story is significant fiom many points of view; it also

differs in many important details in the two works. Befotc

we mark the points of difference in the presentation of the

story in these two works and its significance, we shall fiist

present the stoiy iu accordance with its version occurring in

the SIC.

The story of Cirakarin is found in SIT. 1.2. 6. i e. in the

6th adhyaya of the KaumSra-khanda of the Mahesvara-Khandti
of the SkSndamahapurana. Narada 1

is desirous of settling
a colony of B rahmanas in a holy place called Stttmf'h*-
tlrtlia which is said to be situated 'at the meeting-place of the

earth and the sea'
(^ttHKjftft). He wanted to make a free

religious gift of that holy place to the BrShnmrms. IIu,

therefore, took with him twentysix thousand BiShinnt.ias

belonging to Kalapa and other adjoining villnges in llie not th
to the Stwnbha-tlrilia on the sea-coast in the South. The
leader of those Brahmanas was Hailta who readily ncceplui
Narada's offer to go and settle in the Stambha-tlrtliu?

n 9 n
SK. I. 2. C.

(Venhotosvara Press editicn, Bom1,!u]
2 Hiirjta Says :

n 24 n
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airived at the StamWui-ttrthit. with the ho=L o the Biahmrin.is

and proceeded to wash the feet of the Brahman us as a,

pieparatioa previous to the announcement of his proposed gift,

when there ai Lived on the sceuii a sage named IvupiLi N&uila

treated tbis distinguished guest with gicat hospitality and

gave over to him, according to tbe latter's tle^iie, eight tbous-md

Brahman as from among the Btahmarui mhabiUnts of Kalapsi,

with a piece of land al the St'in^hitlrtltii, auuumicii.g that

tbis small colony would be calljd Uu ^ifqef FTFT.
1 Thui N

with a view to cari-ying out his on^inal pioposdl uf y

away in chanty 1he gift of the 8ttvnl>7tu trtlia to tbe Ih

invited their lender Harita to accept nt his bauds tbii

of feet'. Accordingly Harita, came foiwaul mid stooJ,

bringing his left foot m fio:it to b^ washed, m?te:ul of hid

light foot. At Ibis fault of Harlla, the sug^s, the c^lustijil

damsels and the gods who had nsse.i.bled thtie, bmst into a

laughter of ridicule. NaiaJa \vis otfjnJul and he cuitL-l

Harita and his Brahmana fol low ji s tbiit tluy wjuM bi block-

: ti 2t n

ii 28 ii

XK. ibid

^ ^ifer ?r?irr^ it 55 n

*& ^frfe^? n 57 u

v&n
i u 50 n
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heads and leduced to penury.
1 HarTta reloitcd: "Oh sage,

it is you who stand to lose by cursing us thus. I committed this

fault in a fit of absent-mindedness. Hear wliy I was absent-

minded. I was all the while thinking hard in my mind about

accepting your gift. The acceptance of gift is very painful

for a Brahmana, because the acceptance of gift diminishes his

spiritual power. That is why you should not be angry with

me for a fault which I committed in a fit of absent-mindedness.
1 ''

At this explanation of I*arita, Naraila was stung with

repentance for his hasly pi onuun cement of the curse and openly
blamed himself m the piesence of the Brahma nas for his

foolish lashuess. He said :
' One should not do actions rashly,

Rash action is the abode of calamities. All tte goods and

iiches of life come to a wise man who does things only after

n 6. it

: u 03 u

i

u 04 n

i

ii 66 u

|

: 11 U7 II

631. ibid.

u 68 u

II 71 II

u 72 u

u 76 it

--------
n 70 11
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reflection.
1" In this context, Narada remembered the old stoiy

of Cirakaiin and told it to the Bralimanas. The following is

the close summary of the stoiy a= Narada told it to the

BrShmanas (SK. ib. 80131).

Gautama, had a son named Cirakarin (p.). He was very

intelligent. He did all actions after long reflection. He was

called C. because he reflected long before doing anything.

People, who bad small minds and could not ses far, called

him an idler and a fool.8

Once his father was angry with his wife [C.'s mother) for

moral transgression (vyabTiioara} on her part. Leaving asidt, all

other sons, the father asked 0. to kill his mother. C., accoiding

to his wont, said 'Yes' after a long time. Then he thought

long : "Oh 1 shall I sink down like a wretch under this dilemma,

and quandary of duties. To obey the father's command is

the highest duty. Still who can hope to be happy after having

killed n. woman and a mother ?"3

11 78 u

: u 70 u
SK. ib.

SK. ib.

3. sErfcHi'Uu ^Tq ?r wiRt^bwn^raq ^?n^ i

fq^t^P: j;P^dtf GT^Tf Hit(*llcf I

: u

SK.ib.

26
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Then C. thought of arguments in favour of the claims

of the father : One who disregards one's father is not an

honourable man. The father bodies forth his own self iu his

son. One owes one's body to the father, When faLlicr is

pleased, all gods ate pleased. If the father approves, one ^cls

fiee from all sins, as a flower or fruit gets free from its stem,

So the father occupies a big place is our mind. But llicu let

nie think of my mother." 1

And C. thinks of aiguments in favour of his mother tind

&iugs of the glory of having a mother : "This assembly of live

elements in me is due to nay mother as the birth of the fiie is

due to the fire-stick. In the presence of the mother, one; is

not affected by grief or old ngc* Even a poor man, when
he comes home and calls 'mother* even if he be

yeais old, he behaves like a baby of two years. The
world becomes a void in the absence of mother. Theioisun
shady shelter, iefuge or protection or Watering

1

place like tho

mother. She is Tnt because she sustains her baby in QIC-

womb, 5nT?fr because she gives birth, ejr^-f because she noiu fsliL-s

the limbs, ^JR^ because she produces a ^fa, ijsr because she
Cb

attends to and nurses her bnby and HTflT because she thinks

i. fa?r< siT-iMtfiJi sr:

f<r=rr

fqrar

Prmr

it

\ 88-97
SK. ib.

n

it 97-09
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highly of her child." 1 Then at last, C. concludes that the

mother is worth more than the whole woild of men and gods
and that, therefore, though other eldeis fallen fiom viituc may
be abandoned, the mother though fallen from virtue should

never be forsaken as she is greater than all others on account

of her bearing the foetus and nouiishing it.*

The father of O. had seen his wife staring, accoiding to

the nature of women, at King Bali on the bank of the ri\cr

KansikT and had therefore asked his sou to kill her. After

having given the order, the father was uneasy and thought for

a long time and could not overcome Iris uneasiness.3 While

he was brooding over the matter, there airived, at his heimitage,

Indra in the guise of a Brahmana. He cited to the father of

Q. certain old verses (ni^n) which meant : "False find fiail

I- fsPTT ftiftsFr 3ft 3t| iftfo

sr

snr i

srsn u

n 100-' 05 n

8K. ib.

Up to tliia point, the Mbh. version of the afcoty of 0. is almost common.

But at tbis poiut, there intervenes in the llbh. a passage of about 10 Hoes which,

in effect, exculpates the mother, even though she is guilty of sexual iufidrlity.

"We ehall summarise this pasaage in the aeqaol of thiB article when we dew

with the differences which the Mbh. has from the SK.

\\

11 106-107 it

SK, ib.

t

108-lOy
SK. ib.
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are women : That is. how the ancient author of the Sutras

desciibes them. Fruit should be gathered from them. A

wise man should not be fa\i It-finding in their respect."
1

Heaiing these wise words, Medhalithi Gautama (the father of (7.)

It appears that Gautami was the family name and Medhatithi

was the personal name of C's father honoured that BrShmarm.
He was sorry and full of tears. In this repentant mood he

thought to himself3 : "Oh ! on account of jealousy, I have

come to such grief ! Now who would save me from this sin ?

How good it would be, if my son CirakSnu would be late,

accoiding to his wont, in executing my command ! O Cirakarin,
if you would be late today, yon. Would be true to your name.
Save me from this sin which I have earned I" Thus brooding,

Ganlaraa, C's father, sought out C. and found him weapon
in hand, with his mother. At the sight of the father, Q. threw
down the weapon, bowed at the feet of his father and sought
his meicy and favour for having failed to discharge his order.

Medhatithi, however, when he saw his son piostrate at his feet

few: 33?: g^n^ zr<*4'<ft<( 1 1

: qisf W T

smfr ^nwftri ^^ \ 109-1 12 i

SK. ib.

n

u

U 112-118
SK. ib.
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and the wife alive, was mightily pleased, kissed and embraced

his son and wished him long life. In that joy, he burst into

a paean in praise of the action of (7.> i.e. of his long reflection

before doing an action : "One should hold counsel for a long

time, give it up only after a long time. One should make

friendship after a long time and should maintain it long. In

matters of ill health, acts of arrogance, pride and hatied, in

matters relating to any unpleasant action, in the case of fiiends,

servants and women whose dimes are not obvious, it is the

OirdkSrin, one who reflects long before action, who is praised.
1

On tJie other hand, in matters of urgent religions duties., in

the presence of an enemy with weapon in hand, in imminent
danger and in honouiing good men Oirlcarin i.e. one who lakes

time foi long reflection before acting, is not commended"*.
With these words Medhalithi G.mtama accompanied by his

wife and son, lived a holy life long in his heimitage and went

finally to heaven.

The story of C. appears in almost identical verses iu the

Mbh. The Mbh. version of the story runs into about 150 lines

ftnwr

faf sg^r fa^c

: u

*fkrat ^rair: M

T? tqig f^ir i i^f

n 1 18-126 n
SET. ib.

n

n

fe? m?lf^ ffa: \ 329-131 I
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of the Anustubh, while the SK. version into about 100. On
it comparison of the texts of the two versions,

1 we find thai

the SK. veision drops about 63 lines appearing in the Mbh.,

while it shows additional 15 lines. These differences aie>

however, very important from the point of their contents- We
ate here concerned with the differences. Befoie we discuss the

contents of these diffeiences and their implications in the light
of the text of the Mbh. version, we shall recapitulate and

emphasise certain important points in the story as told in the

SK. veision above. They are as follows :

(i) Natada introduces the story of C. in his mood of self-

comlemnution for having pionounced a hasty impatient curse
on Harita. By telling the story of C, he means to suggest
that he ought to have reflected a long time like C. before
hurrying into the pronouncement of the curse.

(ii) C., while cogitating between the claims of the father
and the mother on his affection, decides ultimately in favour
of the mother. It seems that he feels more deeply attached
to the mother and is overwhelmed by the feeling of gratitude
for her on account of her sustained and patient care of the
children.

(in) The fault of the wife of Medhatithi Gautama liesm he fact that she once remained staring for awhile at Kingbull. The part that Indra plays in the affair is thftt of
adviser who impresses on Gautama that the latter should takeotownt view of his wife's laxity in view oj the fact thatwomen are constituted that way.

Wecor"eto the *ein of C.'S story as told

*bh, f

ne decide in

I regard you

Bbandarkar Oriental B. Institute).
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.is our greatest guide."
1 In reply to Yudhisthira's queiy,

BliTsma recounts the 'ancient story of C.' !

The dinskeuast who inserted this story as it stands in

the Moksadharmaparvan of the Mbh. was pei haps led to insert

it in this place i.e. as chapter 258 under the impiession that

the story highlights the doctiine of non injut y or non-killing

{*rf|tfT). For, the chapter 257 viz. fa-cHs^TlST and chapter 259

viz, STc'ra^prfclFftfaR lespectively preceding and succeeding the

(ch. 258) aie, in their impoit and significance,

mainly concerned with non-violence. Nilukantha, the famous

commentator of the Mbh. takes it in this sense ; foi he pi efaces

his commentary to this chapter by remaiking that the doing

of violence imposed at some body's behest should be avoided

by delay.
3

The second difference which the Mbh. shows from the

SK. is in the matter of an additional argument which C. puts

foith in favour oE the mother. After advancing the aigument

of the SK. in identical woids that the mothei, as nft, 5^,

SfFfT, 3j^t has stiongei claim over her children's affections, the

Mbh. sets forth in an additional passage an interesting additional

aigument as follows : "The couple copulate together. But

qflwter

t ^e: u

Mbh. 12, 158. 1.

Mbh ib. 2

The SK. a^o says that C. was born in the ingiroaa family
"

i 5^1 f^ m^PT. ^f^ewrratsr^gt f^ H" ' s - G- 8*

3

{CbitrariiaJa prcaa edition, Poo**, 193s. P*S M1 )
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the fact (of the identity of the father of the child) rests on the

mother. The father's family is that alone which the mother

knows. Again, when the husband takes the hand of the wife in

marriage, he alone becomes responsible for the lapse, if any.

The wife is never responsible for the lapse. The husband is

called the ^F because he feeds and sustains the wife ; he is

called q% because he protects her. If he fails to do both these

things, he is 110 longer the husband. Thus if there is any fault,

it is the man's and never the woman's ; for it is ultimately on

account of the man's incompetence that the lapse, if at all,

occurs on the pait of the woman." 1 The above argument is

inteiesting because it exculpates the woman, from the guilt of

her lapse, holding her husband responsible for it, inasmuch as he

could not protect her against temptation. In the S K. Version,

however, the sou does not raise the point of his mother's guilt at

all. The sense of love and gratitude for the mother so much
overwhelms him that the idea of guilt on the part of the mother
does not at all weigh with him .and he decides that the mother

always deseives a place of honour. In the Mbh. version,

however, the question of mother's guilt vis-a-vis the father 'n

squarely faced and most ingeniously answered : Here the tables

are turned against the father who, in a patriarchal system, is

held to be the absolute custodian of tho mother's morals.

The next point of difference and the most important of

all of the Mbh. version from the SK. version is in respect of

rar: few i

Prsr ^ *nfi *rraft fenr: n

ftsr4t

: it

i 32-Sii
Mbh. ibid.

Tba main import and not the literal trauslation of btteae versea is given
b"*i* ojf lhe interpretation given by Nllakaptha anct Pr^tap

who bw followed
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the natiue nnd magnitude of the mother's guilt. \Ve have
seen above in the SK. version that the mothei's guilt lay iu her

Lipse of merely having gazed at King Bali. There India meiely

played the part of an adviser who advised Gautama to tiike

a lenient view of the affair. In the Mbh. version, however,
in a passage which is found diopped iu the SK., ludra plays
the active and principal pait in seducing and lavishing the

wife of Gautama (the mother of Cnkaiin). Both Gautama and
Cirakarin know it and still hold the wife and the mother

respectively as guiltless in the exigency of that particular

situation, of course, on different giounds. C. argues that Indra

approached his mother in the guise of Gautama, his father, and

tbat, therefore, it was no fault of his mother, if she answered

the overtures of India, in her husband's guise. Further he

says that if it was anybody's fault or sin, it was Indra's ; for

it was Indra who had put sexual passion in women's nature

and who now took advantage of that tiait m the particular

case. C.'s words in the Mbh. passage are as follows: "A

husband is the highest object with the wjfe and the highest

deity to her. My mother gave up her sacied person to one

that came to her in the form and guise of her own husband.

Then again the sinfnlness (in this case) is evident of India

himself who (by acting in the way he didj caused the re-

collection of the request that had been made to him in days

of yore by women (when a third part of the sin of BiahmaniciJe

of which Indra himself was guilty, was cast upon her sex)."
1

TOft Tlcrf t^t q^ &%&{ \

Rtf 5ft II

37-33
Mbh. ib.

The translation given above of theee two veraos i that of

Chandra, Ray who baa followed NllakmiLha'a interpretation of thft"6t. In

view of the importance of these otuoare verses, we give bftlow Si'
relevant oommentary (on these verses) which foron th baata of

lation above ;

i ?TCT ffRjnr wtt^g ^m
^t ^ I ^

27
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In the same Mbh. version Medhatithi Gautama, C.'s

father, holds his wife not guilty on quite different grounds

fiom those of C. In his words, they are as follows :
a

"Indra, the loid of the three worlds arrived at my

heimitage as a guest in the guise of a Brahmana. He was

comforted with words and honoured with welcome by her who

treated all guests equally. She also gave him, as was

customary, water to wash his feet and usual offeijngs of Aryhya.

She said to him that she was a dependant (being a wife to

another) and that she would honour him only according to

the teqniremcnts of ordinaiy cour te&y. If in such a situation,

something untoward happens, it is not the woman's fault.

So none is at fault neither my wife, nor I, nor the guest Indrn."

It will be cleat from the above summary that the Mbh.

version of C.'s stoiy showd a very significant diffeience from

: s! fersfr: ftJiPtflqx^fl- wrPr^t cr^r ^fn^T: srrf%?r:

?f?rqt

,
se-ii

(Cl.itrashnla Freee cdilioti, p. 6f'3J

: h" Mbh. u. 206, se-ii

*nr

: n

spfc*r snn^^pi^Tr^ n 44-47
Llbh ib.

the lt quwtcr of the above, verae 47. Ntlokeotha has the following
eomment .

i'

I

(0hitrftahftla PreB8 edition, p.
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stoiy in the SK. veision, however, embodies and adapts a quite

diffeient story viz. the story of Juinadagni, Rei.iuka and their

son Parasuiama. It will be recalled that in the original stoiy

Renuka was accused of guilt similar to that of the mo Iher of

C. : Rermka was found guilty of gazing at a Gandharva King

for which the indignant Jamadagni ordered Parasurama, one of

his sons, to behead his mother. Parasurama instantly carried

out the command of his father. Parasurarna was not, howevei
t

devoid of filial love towards his mother ; for, he asked a boon

fiom his father who was pleased with his dutiful son that his

mother should be restored back to life, without retaining any

memory of her having been beheaded by her son. The SK.

version, while following the Jamadagni-RenukS model, deviates

from it in putting C. in place of Parasurama and in making
him put off the execution of the father's order until the father

ainves on the scene.

The main import of the C. story is, no doubt, its im-

pressive emphasis on the advisability of reflection before action

or of thoughtful action. It may be said to be a good illustra-

tion of the famous verse in this behalf of Bharavi :*

In fact Narada, in the version of the SK. given above,
while setting out to relate the story of C., appears to echo
the very words of the above stanza in the verse

fiwf

already quoted in Footnote 6. The above verse in the

SK. followed by the slory of C. in the sequel equates, in

effect, re&Tf^ with
ftycq.|>ir<q and sets forth an opposition! as

in Bharavi'a verse, between ?^ST fistf garfu and f^^zmf^T* It

may be pointed out that Mbh. version nowhere expresses such
opposition in explicit terms-~---

I.
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The stoiy of C. iu both the versions the Mbl\ t and the

$& m,iy be said to indicate a significant change in outlook

towards moral lapses and the individual's lesponsibility (for

the moral lapses). la the old Gautama-Ahalya(Iadra) and

Jamadagni-Renuka-(PurasurSma) stories there is found little

regard and understanding for the moral position and the

psychological condition of the wife and the son. The will of

the patriarch is supreme and his command is to be carried out

peremptorily. Theie is, however, a refreshing humane change
in this outlook in the C. stories. The son is, no longer, an

automaton
involuntarily canying out the command of the

father but an intelligent thinking individual weighing the pros
and cons of the situation. Ho thinks that the mother is also

an individual having her own moral dignity and self-respect

and has with the father equal, if not mote, claims on his love

nnd affection. The father or the patriarch of the family, after

issuing his peremptoiy command, has also his second thoughts
and develops an undeislandmg sympathy for the wife and the

son and a humane discernment between major and minor lapses

(as in the case of the SK. version) or between witting and

unwitting lapses (us in the Mbh. version).

We have dealt with the important differences between

the Mbh. and the SK. versions of the C. story and pointed ont

some of the implications stemming from them. Before we

conclude, it would be advisable to touch on the time-relation

between the texts of the two veisions. The SK, as it stands

at present, is judged by competent scholars as not being earlier

than 700 A.D.1 The Mbh. in its present size is generally

believed to have existed by the 4th centmy A.D. Judging by

these dates, one may be tempted to say that the SIC version

of the C. story may have been the direct borrower from the

Mbh. version. In fact, more tha-i half the verses bearing on

the C. episode are common to both. But if one takes into

consideration the remarkable differences discussed above
between^

1. vide B. 0. Hazra 'Studies in Puranio Records eta.' p. 166 : "tffaera

seemato be little in it (the present Bkanda) which u be dated earlier tbao

700 A. D."
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the two veisions, one may no be sure whether there wns a

direct boi lowing of the SK from the Mbh. The diffeiences are

soreraaikable that they may lepd one to conclude that both

the versions diew upon a common floating veision of the

story, adapting the material with suitable changes, Even so,

one can not resist the impiession that the version of C. story

retained after adaptation by the Mbh. appears to belong to

an earlier time than that of theSK. The impiession is based

on two reasons i one, in coutiast to the Mbh., the SK, in-

troduction of the story, ns aheady pointed out above evidently

appears to echo words of Bharavi (6th century) ; the second

reason is that the Mbh, version works up into its story the

motifs of two ancient stoiies~that of Gautama -Aha ly-

Indra and of Jamaddgni-Reguka (Parasurama), The mixing

of the two motifs makes the itoiy unnecessarily complex and

introduces elements which detiact from the telling effect of

the C, story. The anther of the SK version must have realized

the awkwaid complexily caused by the mixing of the two

motifs and must have thought it advisable to economize in

the interest of the story by retaining only one motif viz, tbtil

of Jarnadagni-RenukS-Parasurama and thus make the stoiy

simple, direct and more telling,
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LITERARY AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES OF
THE ALL-INDIA KASHIRAJ TRUST

The following js a brief review of the work of the Pmana-

Department and of the other cultural activities of the AH-lndia

Kashira j Trust, carried out since the publication of the previous
review in 'Puratja (III. 2)

Critical Editions of the Puranaa.

1. Matsya-rwana, As has aheady been noted in the

previous icview, four manuscripts of the Matsya-PuiSiia, deposi-

ted in the Oriental Libraiy, Mysore, have also been collated

besides the thiity manuscripts collated previously, a detailed

description of which appealed in 'Puratia' Vol, 1 (pp. ] 01 -111).

The additional veises of these, foui manuscripts have also been

copied separately and arranged alphabetically. A separate

inventory of the Matsya-Puiana veises missing in the fonr

Mysore-Mss. has also been prepared. In addition to this, the

following work at Madras has also been done under the guidance

and supervision of Dr. V. Raghavan :

(i) In collecting Matsya-PuiSna quotations from the

Smrti-Nibandhas and noting variants found therein,

fifty more Nibandhas have been gone through dining

this period ; such ns

etc.

(ii) Extra verses in the Nibandhas examined so far, which

are not found in the printed editions of the Mfitsya-

PurSna, have been separately copied ;

(iii) A complete Examination of the Matsyn-Pur5na as

compared with all other PurSnas has been made to

find out how many lines of the Matsya are there

which are not traceable in the other PurSnas. A con-

cordance of these verses of the Matsya has been

prepared j
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(iv) An inventory witli chapter-references of the Matsya-

Purana quotations found in the Sabdakalpadruma has

also been prepared, and variants noted ;

(v) Availing of the opportunity of the Siinagar Session of

All-India Oriental Confeience, Matsya-Mss, in Jj.inmu

and Hoshiaipur were examined by Dr. V. Ragluwan ;

noteworthy points and necessary data have been

collected from these manuscripts.

2. Vamana-Puranct : As has ^beeii stated pieviously,

Dr. V. S. Agrawala of the Banatas Hindu Univeisity has been

entrusted with the woik of prep at ing the ciitical edition of the

Vamana-Puiana, For this purpose several Mss. have been

collated, a detailed description of which was given in

'Purana*, (Vol. Ill, No. 1). The Bengali-sciipt manuscript

(No. 353-7 l-B-3 ; No. 3 13S9 of H. P. Shastri's Catalogue, V)

belonging to the Asiatic Society, Calcutta, is now being collated

at Varanasi, and the collation of the Ssrada Manuscript

piocured from the B. H. University is also shortly to be taken

in hand. It might be noted here that there is a dearth of

scholars who can easily read and collate the old SaradS an<!

Bengali Mss. of the PuiSnas. Some Mss. of the Vamana-PurSn.i

appearing as its older version, and shoeing the Vai?tiava

character of the old Vamana P. are deposited in the Sarasvatt

Mahal Library, Tanjoie (South India). Theit collation has

been arranged under the supervision of Dr. V. Raghavan at

Madras. An alphabetical pada-indes of the flokfts of the

Vamana-Puiana has also been prepared for collecting Vainuna-

Fin an a quotations fiom the Nibnndba-giauthas.

Purana-Concordance

The Pvuana Concordn.'uce nccor,ling to tho plan

in .p,5 '

Vol.1, No.!, i.l-p-.OB-.

,ndex o the Va^na.Pu.a,* h.. baen

Vol. Ill, No. 1, and that o th.
Kumu.Pa,^

m, Ko. 2, for elici ting the onions lh
the other Pnranas is also going on.
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Visnu Parana which has been completed is now being revised.

The subject-slips of the Brahma, Matsya, Vayu, Brahmnnclii,

Agni and Lmga Puranas have been prepared and are to b-

revised.

Formerly it was planned that the work of preparing llu

subject-concord a nee of all the Puianas should be done togclli<-t,

so that a complete and integrated subject-concordance of UK

Puranas may be prepared. But now for the sake of convenience

the Concordance is to be piepaied in three volumes, each volume

will contain the concordance of about six Puianas. The fnti

volume of the Coucoi dance of six Puianas is HOW being prepim-il.

'Purana' Bulletin

The 'PiuSna' Bulletin which has now become a.a important

organ of the Purana Department of the Kashiraj Trust, and wlticli

provides an exclusive forum for Fmanic studies has seemed tli

appreciation and co-operation of prominent Indologists, both

Indian and foreign. A number of Otiental Journals such u_-

'Anno Is of the Bhandaikar Oiiental Research Institute, Pouu.t,

the 'Orientalist*, Poona, the Journnl of the Oriental Inslitnii ,

Barodo, the Journals of the Adyar Library and the Goverumnit

Oriental Manuscripts Library, Madras, the 'Oriental Reseaioh
1

,

Madras, 'Our Heritage
1

of the Government Sanskrit ColUw,

Calcutta, 'Archiv Orientalni' (Journal of the Oriental Instilii'i-

of Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, Prague), the 'WZKSo'

(Journal of the Indological Institute, University of Vicnnu*.

'East and West' (Journal of the Italian Institute, Rome\ un-1

seveial others are received by us in exchange of our 'PURANA'
Bulletin. Besides these Oriental Research-Journals, we ill--**

receive Kal3 ana' of the Gitu Press, Gorakbpiu, the 'Advent' ..f

the Aravindo Ashrama, Pondicheiry, 'Bharall Bhavana Jouinii!
and 'Bhanitr of the Bharatiya Vidya Bhavaua, Bombay, on tin-

exchange basis.

All-India Oriental Conference,
We are glad to note that Dr. V. Raghavan, who is j*

member of our Pxiiana-Committee and of the Editorial Boaid, war.
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elected as the General President of the Snungiu s.^ion v>[ ihu

Confeience. lu his Presidential a'ldiess lie iruulu u. iciuM! cc

to the project of the All-India Kashiraj Trust for tluj a i.e.il

editions o the Pui arias, and specially to the U.uay.i Pma:i:i

edition which is being prepared at Madras under his own ^litoi-

ship. Prof. D. R. Mankad also in his Presidential uddiess in

the History Section referred to the effoits of the Kashiiuj Tmst

for Piuanic textual reconstruction in the foim of the ciuicil

editions of the PurSnas.

Shri Anand Swamp Gupta icpreseuted the All-India

Kashiraj Trust, and read his paper thete. At this "confuence

he also contacted a number of scholnis, specially ihosu

interested in the Puranic studies, and acquainted them with

the Purana-work of the Kashiraj Trust. Siudnr K. M. Panikkur,

Vice-Chan cellar of the University of Jammu find KusLnii.-,

in his letter of 25th December^ much appreciated the PmSna

project of the Knshiraj Trust and has specially shown bis

interest in the 'Purana 1

Bulletin. Shri A. S. Gupta also visited

the Raghunath Sanskrit Libiaiy at Jammu, and consulted

some important MSB. of Matsya and Vaimna Pmanas. It

contains about 7000 manuscripts including about 300 Purana

Mss. It is expected that in future the Trust will be able

to make -use of this collection with the kind help of the Library-

Authorities.

Veda-Parayana

As has been said in the previous review, the ffttyapi

(recitation of the complete text, of the Veda from memory-i.

twice a year on the Vyasa Porn (JD

Distt. (Maharashtra),
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Purana Patha and Pravachana

According to the scheme given in the last review, the

Vuiaha Parana was recited in November last, and a series

of nine discomses on it were delivered by Ft. Neelmeghacharya,

Professor of Sauskiit University, Varanasi. In the present

month (Feb.) the Kalika PuiSna, lias been recited, and a series

of discourses on it have been given by Pt. Vishwanath
Shaslri Datar of the Sangn Veda Vfdyalaya, Varanasi.

Shivala Bhavana Pravachana Kendra

Shri Dilip Kumar Roy, a gieat devotee and scholar, gave a

discourse on. lliakti in the Shivala Bhavana Pravachana-Kendra,

on 10th Nov. and on the following day sang devotional songs or

bhafanas which attracted a large audience and kept the listeners

spell-bound, He, with his party, stayed at the Nadesar House

for two days as the guest of His Highness, the Chairman of the

Kashiraj Trust.

Visit by distinguished scholars

Several distinguished foieign scholars interested in

Indology, visited the Puran.i Department, and acquainted

themselves with the Purana project of the Kashiraj Trust.

The Chairman of the Trust personally discussed with these

scholars the activities of the Trust. The literature so far

published by the Trust was also presented to them. Among
these scholars the names of Dr. Nasr, Professor of Philosophy in

the Tehran University, Dr. Juan Roger Riviere, Prof, of Iridology

in the University of Madrid and Chief Scientific Officer of the

Higher Council for Scientific Research of Spain and also a

contributor to our 'Parana' Bulletin, Prof. Philippe Lavistine of

Paris University, and Prof. R. H. L. Slater of the Center for

the Study of World Religions, Harvard University, deserve

special mention. The first two scholars stayed at Nadesar
House as the guests of His Highness.

The delegates of the All-India, Numismatic Society

attending its Jubilee Celebrations at Varanasi, and the delegates
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oE the All-India Philosophical CouEcieuce and Social Confcicncj

which also held their Sessions at Varauasi, were cntcit.iine>l at n

tea-party by His Highness Maharaja Dr. Vibhuli N'iiJii:i S.n :!i

in the last week oE December. Thesa dekgnLes acquainted them-

selves with the Puiana work and oiler cultural aclivitu-s of ill.

Kashicaj Trust. Dr. A. K.-Narayau, Secietaiy of the Numis-
matic Society, and Dr. T. Mahadevan, President of the

Philosophical Conference, specially showed interest in the

Parana work of the Trust. These scholars were good enough to

show their readiness for co operating with the cultural activities

and specially the PnrSna work of the Kashiraj Ttust

Critical Edition of Ramacharita-Manasa

The critically edited version of GosvamT Tulasidasu'b

Ramacharita-Manasa published by the Kaslnruj Tiust w^s

released on the 12th January, 1962. At a public function

arranged by the Trust at the Shivala, Bhavana the first copy of

this publication was presented by its editoi s -.-icharya

Shri Vishwanath Piasarl Misra, to Pt. Jawahar ~L.il Nehru,

Prime Minister of India, who received it reverentially, and

remarked in his speech that the Ramachavita-MaiiftSa is a

great epic which has moulded the lives of millions of the people

in India and has become a port of their lives.

Originally the work of the critical edition of the

Ramacharita-Manasa was started by His Highness Maliamjti

Ishwari Prasad Neirayan Singh in 1846, when the modern graph-

system of collation was pioneered by the scholars of Kushi who

collated a number of Maqasa-Mss. for the purpose of preparing

its authentic edition; but somehow the woik could not

proceed further at that time. By God's grace it has now seen

its completion.

The present work is the first of its kind. It is a scientifical-

ly prepared edition of the Ramacharita-Uaaasa, prepared aft.r

examining all the available manuscript*violence dating W,th.r

a hundred years of the Poet's death. The personal Li bra, j at U

Highness, the Maharaja of Banaras, contains one of the ucteat
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collections of the Miliiasa literature, which was made available to

the Kashiraj Trust for this purpose. The Trust also piocuicd

other Manuscripts from different collections ira India and ,-ibiond,

The piesent Maharaja, His Highness Maharaja Vibhuti Narnyun

Singh donated a sum of Rs, 50,000/- to the Trust, to complete

the wot k of the critical edition of the Manasa started by his

illustrious gieat-grand-father, Maharaja Ishwari Priisml

Narayau Singh, a hundred years ago,

The Kashiraj Trust gratefully acknowledges the kind

help given by the Biinams Hindu University and specially by

its Vice-chancellor, Justice Sri N. H, Bhagavati, in lending tlie

services of Prof. Vishwanath Prasad Misra for preparing the

critical edition of the RSmacharita-M&naso.

On the occasion of the release of the Manasa edition,

His Highness, the Maharaja of Banaras, gave a garden purly
to the honoured guests, Shri U, No, Prime Minister of JJurma,
and Ft. Jawabar Lai Nehru, Prime Minister of India, on J 2th

January, 1962, both of whom were his guests at the Nudesur
House.

We offer our felicitatious to His Highness Mulmraja Sliri

Vibhuti Narayan Singh, Chairman of the Kashiraj Trust, on his

receiving the degree of D. Litt. honoris oausa from the Banarns
Hindu University this year for his patronage, contribution and
advancement of the cause of education and Indology.

We also offer our hearty congratulations to Dr. V.
Rnghavan for his

receiving the Republic Day honour of Padma-
Bhushan,



BOOK-REVIEW

Willibald Kirfel : Zur Eschatologie von Welt und Leben

(Kin Pnranischer Text Nebst Ubertiagung in Text Geschichtli-

chen Daratellung) Bonn 1959.

The works of Prof, Kirfel, in the field of PurSnic Studies

ju-e well known. Let us only reciJl his monumental Die Kotmo-

graphie Der Infar (Bonn 1920), Das PurZnu Pa&caldkaava (1927),

Bharatavarftz, an essay in puranic geography (1931) and Daa

Purana Fom Wdtyebaudft (1954),

The piesent book wiitten thiiteen years ago, but published

only recently, is concemed with the 'eschatology' or the

representations of the ''ultimate ends'" oE "woild and life" in

the Pmanas. It corroborates, accoiding to the authoi, the

thesis piopounded by him, in his previous works, that the

huge puranic literature has been compiled, in an Age of

Renaissance, out of a multiplicity of shelter and more ancient

treatises which weie originally standing by themselves and

have beau welded, as it weie," in these composite woiks called

PurSnas (Puge VII).

ID his Introduction, Pi of, Kiifel gives a sketch of puranic

cosmology and compares it biiefiy to other cosmologies of the

Middle East (Babylon and Iran) and of the West, Speaking

for instance about the Iranian conception of a world-year of

12uOO earthly yeais, he says that Hinduism conceived the

same as composed of 12000 heavenly or divine yeais, one year

of this kind being made of 360 emthly years, the result being

a World year of a much greater dotation, of 43,20,000 earthly

years. Another difference is that the hanians divided their

world year equally in four pints of 3000 yeais, while the Indians

divided it according to the progression of 4:3:2:1, viz. Krta-

yuga (14,40,000), Tietu (10,80,000), DvSpara (of 7,20,000) and

Kali (3,60,000). During these 4 ages, the colour of the body

of Vismi changes from ^yhilQ and Red to Yellow and Black
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respectively the colours of the 4 castes. And when the

Dharma which was four-legged (Catuspad) or complete in

the first Age has lost his last leg in the darkest part of the

Black Age, i. e. when the world or Dharma is practically at

end, comes the new creation (pralisarga), as the dawn after the

night, according to an eternal descending (avaaarptyJ) and

ascending (utaarpint) line. These views, among many others,
are compared to similar and dis-similar views of the other

traditions.

The bulk of the book is composed of Puranic texts.

Exceipts from Vi?nu Pmana VI. 1-1-58 ; VI. 2, 1-40 ; VI. 3,1^41 ;

VI. 4-1-49; VI. 5-1-87; Brahma Purfina chapters 229, 231-233,
also 122, 124, 126; Ag-iii PmSna chapters 368, 369;
CrahrnSnda (chapter III, 1-23) and Vayu Parana (chapter 102,
1-31) have been here critically edited, translated and compared
with each other. The author finds in this way different strata,
and he makes his best to distinguish the most ancient from
the new, going in such details that it is impossible to do
justice to his analyses in this short paper. To give only one
example, he says that the compilator of the Visnu PuiSna had
before his eyes evidently the text or fragment of the text
which is to be found iu Brahma P U iS a under the name of
Vcdavyaaa DvnipSyano. Now we find this test on the lipsof Paiaaura in the Visnu Purana. In order to motivate such
Delusion, the compiler of Visnu Parana must have had

*? fraw (Preheating) etc. The conclusion
,, glvenin a "K.itische text analyse" where the

.anm -

'eschatologie' ,

lanw-^a which deal with the same
of Visn

m*<* * thought that the

compose a
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whole. Nevertheless, many teachings of a previous age, namely
the teachings of the theist Samkhya-Philosophy have been
incorporated in a gteat number of them. The author does
not say that even Vedic teachings might have been incor-

poiated in the Furanas.

PHILIPPE LAVASTINE.

MARKAISDEYA
PURANA A CULTURAL COMMENTARY). By Dr. Vusu-
deva Shatana Agrawala, Professor, Banaias Hindu University.
Published by the Hindustani Academy, Allahabad. 1961. pp. 9 4-

194. Price Rs. 8.50.

This work is a i mining commentary on the MSikandeya
Pniana, presenting an interpretation of its contents from two

points of view viz. fiistly cultural history find secondly, which
is more important and basic, an exposition of the symbolism
embodied in the Puranic legends on the basis of their Vedic

background and metaphysical thought. Tbe Puranas weie, in

reality, designed primarily to offer a symbolical foimulation of

Vedic cosmogony in the form of Akhyanas. So if one wishes

to understand the Veda, one should know the Puranas nnJ >*-

versa. The unlocking of the symbolical ti ensure- chest hidden

in the PuiSnas and the Vedas leads to the inevitable conviction

that the Vedas and the Puranas repiesent the two sides of the

same coin and are a mutunl revivification of the same idea.

The above point of view is amply illustrated by the learned

author in hi3 present study of the Maikandeya P. Fiom the book

which is extremely rich in its contents we mny take a few

examples :

The author tells us that Ihe four interlocutors lepresentctl

as the four pious and spiritually minded Birds are really the

four Vedas. Then he goes on to explain the
symbolism^

cf

Naia and NSrayana the meaning of n3rSh and its equation

with apa%, the abode of HSiSyapa in the piimevai Ocean >

the Purusa or what in the Vedas is knpwn as the IInavyogbh

29
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or the Golden Germ. In the Pafiaa-ratra symbolism this was

transformed into Ca.tur-vyu'ha formula namely, Vasudeva cones-

ponding to Sdhasra-Szrsa Purusu (parat^ara), Balaiama to

Svayambhu Purusa (
= Nara or avyaya Purusa), Pradyumna to

Viraj or Paramesjjhin (ssapah or narali), and Aniruddlm to

Hiranyagarbha or kgara Purusa or J
r
airaja Purusa or Brahma,

This doctrine occurs in several Puranas and has been clearly

enunciated ia the present treatise.

Another instance is the explanation of the symbolism
contained in the thirteen chapters of the well-known Devi.

Mahattnya. Here the cosmogonic principles behind the conception
of Devi are fully explained. Devi symbolises Power and Energy,
Madhu-Koitabha, as the two aspects of Pauimcsthin, symbolise

rajas and tamos or brahmaiidjtna and jvravartrya ; MuhisSama is

the Purarac veision of the Vedic Vrtra who icpresents Jurkness
and comes into conflict with India, the power of light, the

immortal god. The Vedic conflict of Indra, and Vrtia is

exemplified in the conflict of DavT and Mahisa, involving a mass
of other symbolical definitions which have also been clenrly

explained.

A third example is that of Surya and of the vaiious
members of his family like his three viives SnmjfiSj Chaj 5 and
Asv3 (the form assumed by Sumjna), nnd liis sevornl offspiin^
like Yama, Yaml, AsvinT-Kumaras and Savarin Mann, etc.

The web of these stories becomes illumined when their

symbolism is properly grnsped. There is the real wealth of the
PurSnic version.

There are also many iuteiesting poi lions explaining the cul-
tural material of the MSikandeya Puiana, e. g. those relating to
the story of SatyavSdl Huriscandra (a new creation of the Guptn-
period-storytelle s in contrast to that of the Aitareya Br.), of the
Avadhuta Dattatreya, and of Alaika and his mother MadSlasS,
a type of the ideal woman in the Golden Age, and of the

chapters of which there are t wo versions via the
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traditional lists of the Jnnnpadas, Mountains, Rivers, etc, as

found in so many other PuiSnas, and a special Kfirm-i-n'^aja

geogiaphy of India compiled during the Gupta-penod, to which

the present book offers many new identifications.

The work is replste with much useful mateikl foi PuiSmc

studies iu general. It is desiiable that similai analytical studies

are raude available on the other P manic texts also,

A. S. Gupta

SPARKS FROM THE VEDIC FIRE (A New Appioich to

Vedic Symbolism). By Di. V. S. Agiawula. Published by The

Diiector, School oE Vedic Studies, Banaius Hindu ILiiveisity.

Sole Distiibutor : Chowkhamba Sanskiit S^ijes, Vaianstai I,

Piice Rs. 30/-.

According to Professor Agrawal.i, the ptoblum of

inteipretation is fundamentally the pioblem of symbjls. Gieut

scholars both fiom the West and Hast have tiiiid to uu'lcrstand

the Vedas, but their attempts have yielJed only superficial

results so far as the real problem of decoding the thoughts of

the IJishis 13 concerned. This was due not to any inhortnt

drawback in the academic equipment of these savants, but it

was due to their failure to appreciate the coircct value of tliu

symbols in which Vedic thought was deliberntly couched by

the original thinkers Tins important fact must be rciJUd

and admitted to curve a real entrance to this fascinating study

which to my mind, has a value not only for India but for all

humanity, because Indian symbolism holds thi key to the

cosmic thought and its conciete formulations by the people

of many countries and ages It is the domain of widest

synthesis and not of conflict; it is this basic concord which

intelligent men in all countries are seeking to day to reclaim

the lost language of their religious disciplines.

Here comes to our help this latest book by Prof* Agrawula

who has given us a sampling of the meanings of the Vedic

symbols in a series of essays, which I consider both learned,
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and briliant, and, what is moie, as ieprt,'senting the conect

tiaditional Indian point of view. For Prof, Agrawala the

Indian evidence is of value foi a fresh attuning of the mind

to the thought of the Rishis in the mantras. He says graphi-

cally that "the exploding meaning of the symbol in a mantra

is as gladdening as divine encounter." For example, the Foiest

repiesents the infinite source of cosmic generation and the Tree

stands for the Tiee of Existence ; Pestle and Mortar signify

the two Clashing Rocks ; and even the despised croaking Frog

(Matidtika) is the sign of the Individuated Life-pi inciple

stirred to activity by the drops of the heavenly clouds, that is,

Universal Life-forces moistening the material existence. The

author has pointed out in the Preface that the familiar domestic

and natural objects have been used by the Rishis as pegs for

the mystical meanings intended by them. Sun, Moon, Water,

Fire, Sky, Earth, Day, Night, Hill, River, Wheel, Cow, Hoise,

Eagle, Dragon, aie frequently used as the alphabet of the

language of Infinite Nature. These symbols do not change or

evolve their meaning : they are changeless in time and place.

Similaily family relationship, as Father, Mother, Brother, Sister,

Son, Daughter, are entities of householed life with the meaning
of which we are familiar. So also the Wheel, Car, Full Vase,

Bowl, House, Door, Pillar, Bricks f
Bow and Airow etc. have been

employed in the Vedas as pegs to fasten the meanings consti-

tuting the metaphysical thought of the Seers.

It is to the ciedit of the auther that he draws our

attention to this aspect of Vedic interpretation, which may be

completely new for many students of the Vedas. Theie are

twelve papers in the book entitled Prajapati, Agni, Hiranya-

garbha, Three Brothers of Agni, One-footed Goat (Aja Ekapad),
GaurT, Suparno, Nasftdlya Sakta, Riddles of Risbi Vasukra,
One Rudra and the Many, Ashtamurti Siva and PurSna-Vidya.
It is hardly possible in a review like this to do justice to the

meaning and information conveyed by the author. But to

take one example, the One-footed Goat is not a creature of

fancy but the symbol of the Unborn Creator whom the Veda?
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,
0. E., ^HWf, .. ^?

(cf. VI. 9. 2lc ; 6. 2l-l5b) i3 a, personul name and not a

place name, as it became in later litertaure.
1

(Mbh., C. E-, Bhisma Panran, Appendix)
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[It has been generally h-j]d by Imlologists that
the five chiracteiistics of the Pm arias (sargr,

pratharga etc ), which have been mentioned in the

Amarakosa (ciroa 5th cenluiy A. C.) f as well as in

some of the Puianas, hnd oiigmally foi med the main
subject-matter of the Pin anus, and th;it the leligious

topics were ndded to them afterwards. But in this
ailicle the anthot brings to light an altogether diffe-

rent pafliTalafaanot-defimtion of the Pin anas,
quoted in the Jayamangala commentary
of Kaufilya's ArthasSstta. This definition mentions
dJiarma as one of the five characteiislics of
the Puranas, and so it differs from the well-known
classical pallcalaksufia-definitiot}. It lias not yet
been tiaced in any of the Pur5nas, and so it may be
said to represent a different tradition of the Purana*
paficalakaana, which might have been contained 'in
some old woiks of the PaurSnika-school. The
quotation of this paficalaksana definition, which had
probably sunk into oblivion, may be said to be a
valuable contribution of the Jayam^gal^ the famous
work on ancient Indian politics, to the Puramc
thoughts.

On the strength of this definition of the Purana,
learned writer has shown here that the dharma-

Mrtra-materUI, though forming a secondary topic

fa ! TS ^ neverthe^- originally included
fa them, and not interpolated later on.

of fT,

The
T
riter haS als exar"ined the views of somethe modern Indologists on the
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tion of the PurSnas. In his opinion the sense of the

Ainarafcosa-definilion must conform to the sense of the

Jayamanycd&'dejimtiQn, and so the woid ' Manvantara*

in the Amarakosa-defmition should be explained as

to include in it the topic of dharma also, us the

Bhagavata Parana has already explained it by the

words 'JF^f^Rlfa *ratf: (2. L 3)

In the end the author hus stiesscd [he need of

studying the works on the JRajaiiiti for pioptily

editing and interpreting the PuiSnas.]

II"
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THE GEOGRAPHICAL TEXT OF THE PURAtfAS
A FURTHER CRITICAL STUDY,

BY

C. A LEWIS.

(Continued from Vol. Zf, No. 1)

fofocM

Kirfel'a text,

athapare janapadS DaksinapathavSsinoh

PandySs ca Keralas cniva Colah KuIjSs tatbniva ca

Setuka Musikas caiva Kumana Vanavasikah

MahaiSstia Mahisikah Kaliig5s cniva sarvflSiih

AbhTras ca SahaiTk5 Atavyah SabarSs tatbS

Pulinda VindhyamauliyS Vaiilarbba Dagdakaih sali

Paurika Maulikas caiva Asmaka BbogavardhaaSh

Nairnikah KuntalSs AndhrS Udfahida NalakMikS!?

daksinStySs ca vai desa ..........

Sircar's text-

janapada daksl^patbavasinah

ca Keralai caiva ColSh Kuly* tattaiv*
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Setuka Muaikas caiva Kura5ra Vanav5sakah
Mnharastia" Mahisakah Kalingas caiva sarvasah
Kaverah saha CaiIl<a Atavyah Sabaras ca ye
Pulinda Vindhyamullka (ya) Vidarbha Dandakaih salin,

Paurika Maulika (Maulaka)-s caiva Asmaka Bhogavar-
dhanafr

Nai (R-) sikah Kuntala Andhra Udbhida Nalakalikah

(-lupah)

daksinatyas ca vai desa

An analysis of the above texts shows the following varia-

tions.

(1) K. Kutnana. S. Kuraara; (2) K. Vanavasika. S.

Vanavasaka; (3) K. Abhlra. S. Kavera; (4) K. SahaisTka.

S. Caisika; (5) K. Vindhyamauliya. S. Vindhyamullka (yn),*

(6) K. Maulika. S. ? Maulaka; (7) K. Nairnika. S. Nai&ika \ ?

Rsika; (8) K. Nalakalika S. ? NalakalGpa. Of these nos.

2, and 5, are obviously variants of the same name and accor-

dingly do not require further discussion. Kirfel's forms seem

preferable in both cases.

(1) Kumana / Kumara. Sircar's text is almost certainly
correct, for the Kumaras may be easily identified with the

inhabitants of Cape Comorin at the extreme southernmost Up
of India. Such an identification would exactly suit the aiea

required by the two preceding names, Setuka (Adam's Bridge)
and Musika {the southern part of the Malabar coast). Kiifel in

his BhSralavarga originally also adopted the form, KumSra.

(3) Abhlra / Kavera. The problem here in determining
the original name is rather an unusual one; in this instance
both names are well established by numerous other texts, so that
the usual bogy of textual corruption does not arise. Moreover
*a both the Abhiras and the Kaveras are definitely to be
included in the Southern Region, a choice between the two is

fflctreroely difficult to make. The former were originally a N-W
tribe between the Indus and the SarasvatI, and were closely

With the udras. By the first century A. D. however,
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they had migrated fmther south to the area of Gujaiat arotind

(.be mouth of the N armada. Ptolemy and the Periplus lefer to

this region by the name of Aberia. The Brhatsaihhita clearly

indicates that the Abhuas had two branches, one in the S-W
and one in the South, which is associated with the Konkanas.

The Kasyapa Sarhhita also confirms their location iu the South.

The Kaveras must of couise be identified with the inhabitants

of the banks of the K3ver! River, whose location in the South

is obvious. There is accordingly abundant evidence for the

location of both in DakahiSpatha. The only way therefore of

detei mining the question is to consider the position of the other

tribes mentioned in the same line. These are the Maharastras

(mod. Maratha country between the uppei Godavarl and Krna
riveis), the Mahigikas, the inhabitants of the area around

Mahismati (mod. MandbSta on the NarmadS), Kalingas (mod.

Pud and Ganjam Disfcs. of Orissa), Atavyas and Sabaras (mod.

Sams of Gnnjam Dist.)- Among these tribes it is far easier to

place the Abhiras of Southera Gujarat than the Kaveras of the

extreme south. It is evident that the extreme south has already
been described in the opening slokas from Pandya to Vanav5si ;

now it is the noithern areas of Daksinapatba which are being

described. Accordingly, Abba a seems the preferable reading.

(4) Sahaislka/Caislka. Both Kirfel's and Sircars's read-

ings, though different in foim, refer to a tribe called the Eslka,

the former compounding it with saha and the latter with ca.

The most valuable evidence in helping one to deteimine the

oiiginnl text at this point is supplied by the Vaijayantl, which

mentions the Tslkas as a tube of Daksinapatha along with the

Sabruarattas. That this section is a direct quotation from a

PurSriic source may be proved from its striking similarity with

the actual texts now unde: discussion. Compare :

Vaij. 37-34. Ijlkah SabarSrattSb

Vayu. 45-126. Caielka AtavySh Sahara

Mats. 114-48. Sahai?Ika A^avyah Sahara

Mark. 57-47. Vaisikya Adhakyah Sahara
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The question now arises as to the identity of these IsTkas.

This has been explained by Moti Chandra (J.U.P.H.S. Dec, 1943

p. 24) as a Prakrit form of Sanskrit Rslka. According to

the same authority, both these forms are given as alternatives

at MB. 2'24 !

23-4, where the northern digvijaya of Arjuna is

being described. If this association is accepted, the next

question that arises is whether the R$Tl<as are ever to be located

in Daksinapatha. Independent evidence of such a location can

be derived from the Kurma-vibhSga
80 sections of the Brhat-

sarhhita and the Markandeya-purana and also from the Kiskin-

dha-kanda of the Ramayana. There is thus decisive evidence

for two separate branches of IJsIkas, one in the North as

indicated by the Maha-bhSrata and Ramayana, and the other

in the South, as proved by the Pmanic texts, the KSrma-

vibhaga list and the RSmayona. Accordingly the form Isika

(i.e. the Prakrit form of R?Tka) is the reading to be adopted here.

(6) Maulika / ? Maulaka. Sircar's emendation to

Maulaka is almost certainly conecfc. The mulakas are well

known for their close association with the Asmakas who later

absorbed them. In the Nasik record of queen GautamT Balftsri

(EL VIII. 61), mention is made of Asaka (i. c. Asmaka)
immediately before Mulaka, while Puranic traditions attribute

the foundation of these two kingdoms to IksvSku chiefs.

(7) Nftirnika
/ Naisika ? Rsika. The original reading

here is very uncertain. The corresponding texts of the geogra-
phical section of the Maha-bh5rata includes the variants

Jhillika, Nillika, Kudaya and Karnlka, while the BrahmSnda
and81

Brahma-pnrofis read Nestika and Kaulika respectively.
None of these forms provides any immedi/ite solution to the
difficulty however. At first sight the most plausible reading
is Naiika, which one is at once tempted to identify with
modern Nasik. As long as we limit our investigation to the
peoples of DaksinSpatha, this appears to be a probable solution,

j?gjl^cj^edm the south by both RSjalekbara and the
* - 15, Mark, 58.27 ; R. Ki, (B). 41.10. (N.W.) 33.12.

r. 27, 57t .

'
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Kuima-vibhaga texts. There is one major obstacle to such an

identification however. If, we examine, as we shortly will, the

puianic lists of Apaianta peoples, we find among them the

Nasikyas, who are associated with the Antara-or Uttara-

Narmadas, the Bharukacchas (i. e. the inhabitants of mod.

Baioach), and the Maheyas (the peoples along the banks of the

Jlfthl). As nil these places are not far from Nasik, it would

seem preferable to include Nasikya in Aparanta-desa rather than

in Daksinapatha, though in actual fact the position of Nasik

is so ambiguous geographically that it may easily be incorpora-

ted into either region by a slight change of the boundaiy line

separating them. This uncertainty is reflected in the Kurma-

vibhagn texts. While the Brhatsamhita and the Markandeya-

purfina locate Nasikya in the South, the Parisista to the

Atharva-veda (LVI, 6.) places it in the South-west. The envi-

tonment in which it is placed by the latter text is of considerable

significance as it corresponds to a great degree with the position

assigned to Nasikya in Aparanta-desa by the Puranic texts.

Compare :

Pur3na

NasikySdyas ca ye canye ye caivottaranarmadah

Bharukacch&h sa-Maheyab...

Parisista

Nasikya-Karmanoyani-Mahl-Narmada...

Except for the interpolation of the unknown Karmanoyani

in the Parisista text, the environment in both cases is identical.

Accordingly, the location of Nasikya in the western division is

much more probable. Furthermore its inclusion in Daksinapatha

by Rajasekhara8 * and the Korma-vibhaga lists can be easily ex-

plained by an analysis of the structure of these texts. Raja-

sekhara distinctly specifies that Mahismat! (mod. MSndhSta on

an island in the NarmadS) is to be regarded as the southern

boundary of Madhya-desa. As Nasik is sonth of the NarnmdS,

it must automatically be included in the southern region.

Bharukaccha (mod. Baraoch) is not, and accordingly has been

assigned by Rajalekhara to
the_ wes^erp^ivision.

32. KM. p. 93, BS. XIV. 13, Mark.
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the Daksirmpathn of the astronomical texts includes not only the

entire area south of the Narmada, but even some districts noitk

of it like Bharukaccba and Girinagaia. Accordingly Both

Bharukaccha and Nasikya are by their classification to be

included in the southern division. In view of all the preceding
evidence therefore, it is not possible to identify the Naisika of the

Markandeya-pnrana with Nnsik, for the latter will be correctly
included later on in the list of western peoples. It accordingly
remains to discover some other alternative. Sircar, who is also

evidently not satisfied with Naisika, suggests Ilsika as a possible

reading, but if we accept the Vaijayantt's text, Iika, as cancel,
this altei native is no longer possible. A veiy hypothetical
solution of this problem may be found in regarding Jhillika and
Kaulika as coriuptions of fiulika. A people of this name has
already been mentioned among the tribes of Uttarapathn, by
these puranic" texts, and the Brahmanda-pnrSna has actually
listed Jhillika as a variant. As the Korma-vibhaga tcxls

actually refer to a second branch of Sulikas in the South-east,

andjeveial manuscripts of the geographical catalogue of the
Maha-bharata cite a form Vindhya-culika, evidence from
independent sources does exist for assuming the existence of u
second branch of Sulikas in this division.

_

(8) Nalakallka/ ? Nalakalupa. The reading once again
is uncertain as none of the puranic variants contributes anythingot value. The parallel passage of the MahS-bhffrata (6.10,58)
Deludes the variants, NalokSlaka, NalakBnana and Nabhaka-
nana none of which occurs elsewhere. The VaijayantI includesm .t.tt of Southern peoples a tribe called the Kulakalakaa.

t0 the Nalakalikas etc. of the

Kurnia-vibhiga section of the
called the ^-^^ wi-

Parpa-^abaraa. Us
with the
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Sircar's suggestion that the reading Nalakalupa i. e. the Nalas

and Alupas, two dynasties of the Deccan should be adopted,

though plausible, is not supported by any direct evidence.

Before we complete our analysis of the list of Daksinapatha

tribes, one further textual point remains to be discussed. Both

Kirfel and Sircar adopt the reading Kulya after Cola in the

opening line of these texts. While the Colas aie well known

however, the Kalyas are very obscure and perhaps only owe

their place in the text to textual corruption. Law (A. B. CK R I.

1936 pp. 217ff.) connects them with the Kolas of the Maha-

bharata, who in turn may ba connected with Kollagiii whose

location in the south is established by the Muha-bhSrata 5" ami

the Kurma-vibhaga texts. Some support for pi-efening Kola to

the unknown Kulya is supplied by the latter which place Kolla-

giri and Cola next to one another. The Maikandeya-purana

variant, Golangula, is very interesting ; it can scarcel}' be a

corruption, as Pargiter maintained, as the same name occurs in

the Brhatsarhhita (XVI. 3.) along with the Pundras, Srlparvat.as,

and Vardhamanas. As this list is an astronomical and not a

geographical one however, no conclusion can be derived from it

regarding the location of the GoUngulas.

Our survey of Daksinapatha tribes now being complete, we

may summarise our results in the form of a new text. As before

ail underlined names denote new readings ;
a dotted underlining

will show where a choice has been made between Kirfel's and

Sircar's texts.

PandySs ca Kerala! caiva Colal? Kolas tathaiva ca

Setuka Musikas caiva Kumara Vanavasikah

Maharastra Mahi?ikah Kalingas caiva sarvasah

Abhlras' ca sahEIka Atavyafc Sabaras tatha

PulindS VindbyamttlivS VidarbhS Dondakaih saha

Paurika Maulakal caiva Almaka Bhogavardhanah

iSlika Kuntalas c^ndhra Udbhida

34. MB. 2.28.45, BS. Xivi Markp. 58.23.
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It now remains to identify briefly the above and so

confiim their locution in Daksinapatha.

1. Pandya. Mod. Tinnevelly Dist. Capital Mathura

(mod. Maduia). They are the Pandiones of Ptolemy.

2. Kerala. Mod. Malabar and Travancore Cochin Dists.

3. Cola. Mod. Tanjore and Trichinopoly Dists. Capital

Uraiyur (Skt. Urngapura) which corresponds to mod. Old

Trichiiiopoly. They are the Sora of Ptolemy.

4. Kola. If this reading is accepted, the Kolas may be

regarded as the inhabitants of Kolla-giri, According to the

Maha-bharata (2.28.45) it was conquered by Sahatieva along
with Muraclpnttanam (i. e. the Mouziris of the Greeks and

mod. Muyirikkodu). In both the Kurma-vibhaga texts it is

placed next to the Colas, but Rajasekhara's Kavya-mlmamsa
locates it several places away between Kaunkana and Vallara.

Its identification is accordingly somewhat uncertain. Dey
identifies it with Kodagu i. e. Coorg ou the Malabar coast,

while Law locates it at Kolhapur on the basis of epigraphic
evidence (E. I. III. 207; XX III. 30), which refers to a town of

Kollapura. Kollagiri and Kollapura however need not neces-

sarily be the same, and if Muraclpattanam is mod. Muyirikkodu,

Coorg, judging from the evidence of Sahadeva's digvijaya,
is a rather more probable location than Kolhapur.

5. Setuka. The inhabitants of the Setu-bandha, i, e.

Adam's Bridge, a chain of islets linking India with Ceylon.

6. Musika. There appears to have been two tribes of

this or similar name. One may be located in the extreme

south on the Malabar coast between Quilon and Cape Comorin,
and a second further north, which is referred to in the Kurma-

vibhaga section of the Markandeya-purSna as Mrgika and

placed in the South-east division. Pargiter locates the latter

on the river Musi on which stands mod. Hyderabad. The

geographical section of the Maha-bharata refers to them both.

The mention of the Setukas and the Kumaras shows that it
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is the MUsikas of the far south to whom reference is being

made in the piesent context.

7. KumSra. The inhabitants of: Cape Comorin, the

southernmost tip of India.

8. Vanavasiko,. The inhabitants of the Kannada speaking

areas between the Ghats, the Tiingabhadra and the Wardha

livers. The ancient name of this region is preserved by the

modern town of Banavasi situated on the left bank of the

Wardha.

9. Maharastra. The mod. Maratha region. The extent

of this well known territory varied from time to time, but its

heait may be located in the area between the Upper Godavari

and the Krsna 1

10. Mahisaka. The inhabitants of the NarmadS valley

around MahismatI (mod. Mandhata on an island in that river).

11. Kalinga. The extent of this large and important

kingdom varied fiom time to time accoidmg to different

political conditions. In Epic times it is most frequently as-

sociated with the Angas and Vangas, and this has led to

suggestions that at this period it did not extend south west of

Qrissa. Abundant epigraphic
85 evidence however shows that

the Kalinga country extended along tbe east coast from the

MahanadI to the Godavari rivers.

12. Abhlra. As mentioned pieviously, the Abhlras were

oiiginally a North-west people, who by the second century

A. D. occupied the areas of mod. Gujruat near tbe mouth of

the N armada.

13. IsTka.. The region occupied by this people cannot

be determined with certainty. In the geographical
catalogue

of the Mfiha-bharata they are associated with the Vidarbhas,

and in the Ramayaria with the Vidacbhas and tbe MShisakas.

They may thus be located in the upper section of the

mada valley.

35, For full details of the epigraph*
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11. Atavya, According to epiginphic evidence (C.I.I.

III. 314 ; E. I. VIII. 28l-7)tliey are to be closely associated

with the Dnhalas or Cedis and so may be located in the

Jubbulpur Dist.

15. Sabara. The Sabaiai of Ptolemy and the descend-

ants of the mod. Sanrs who occupy the Ganjam Dist. of Orissa.

The Brhatsarhhita divided them into two groups, the Nagna-
sabaras and the Parna sabaras. The former must refer to those

iaabaras, who did not wear any type of clothing, while for the

latter, two possibilities have been put forward ; firstly the Paina-

sabaras may be iuterpieted as denoting those Sabaras, who used,

leaves as their food as Pargitcr maintains, or alternatively
those members of the tribe who used leaves as clothing.

The latter suggestion is much more suited to the context, for

then the sense of tho whole passage becomes "the Sabaras who
wear clothes and those who do not." This distinction has

doubtless been specifically made in the Karma-vibhagn texts to

indicate differences iu the stages of civilisation and cnHiuo

among the various branches of Sabara. The Parnn-s'abaras

are probably the Phullitai of Ptolemy (Gk. phullou leaf), and

may be identified with the modein Juangs
Bfl of Keonjtmr Dist. of

Orissa, who even now wear leaves.

16. Pulinda. The Poulindoi Agriophagoi of Ptolemy.
Their antiquity is proved by the fact that they are associated in

the Ailareya-brahmana (VII. 18. 2.) with the 6abar&s and the

Andhras. According to Raychaudhnri (PHAL p. 258.) their

capital, Pulinda-nagarn, is to be located at Rupnath to the East

of Bhilsa.

17. Vidarbha. mod. Berar. Capitals Kundinapuia (mod.

Kundinyapura on the Wardha in the Chandur taluk of Amraoti

Dist ) and Bhojakata (mod. Bhojapura 6 miles S-E of BhMsa.).

18. Dandakn. The inhabitants of the forest tracts

between Bundelkhand and the Krsna. Raychaudhuri (PHAI.
5th ed. p. 91,) would locate their capital at KumbhavatT.

36. Ptol. VIL 1. 66. B. S. O. A. S. XIV. p, 85. Voge.1. Notes on Ptolemy.
n. Notes on Ihe Juang [Man in India. Vol. 28.

p. 1J
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19. Pnurika. The inhabitants of the city of Purika,

which according to the evidence of the Hari-vamsa (2.33. 20-22)

was situated not far from Mahi^mnti (mod. Mandhata) in the

Rk?a mountains.

20. Maulaka. The extremely close association of the

Mulakus with the more powerful Asmakas causes some difficulty

in determining their geographical location. According to Bud-

dhist Sanskrit87 tradition the Godavari formed the original boun-

dary between the two peoples, the Molukns occupying the

northern bank, and the Asmakas the south.

21. Asmaka. At the time of the composition of these

piiranic texts the Asmakas must have occupied the southern

bank of the Godavaii immediately below Pratisfchana (mod.

Pailhan). Such a location is indicated by the sepainte mention

of Mulaka and Asmaka. Later on however, they extended

northwards across the river and, absorbing their neighbours,

the Mulakas, occupied the modem Nasik and Aurangabad
districts.

22. Bhogavardhana. Epigraphic evidence (El. IX. 299)

indicates that Bhogavardhana is to be identified with mod.

Bhokardhan, the north-eastern taluk of Aurangabad district.

23. Sulika. if this reading is accepted, these Sr

may be identified with the tiibe of the same name mentioned

in the Haraha inscription of Tsanavarman (A. D. 55-1). In i his

inscription the Sulikas are mentioned between the Audhrfis and

the Gaudus, and so are evidently to be located in Oi'issa, as the

names are set in geographical older from south to north. Other

records of the Sulikas have also been found in the same area.

Law would identify them with the Solaki of Gujarat or the

Calukyas, but both these suggestions which rest on similarity

of form seem somewhat dubious.

37. Law. Geography of Early Buddhism p. 21, The text of th Sutta-

Nipttta (V. 977) implies that the Brahmin priest reached the Molaka country

proceeding northwards from Assafca (A&naka) which lay along the southern bank

of the Godavari in Dakwrnapatha,
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24, Kuntala. Epigiapbic evidence indicates that the

lumtalfis occupied ft considerable area between the BhTma aud

Vud.iwitT liveis, and so included most of the modern Kannada

speaking regions. Capital Kalyanapura (mod- Kalyana 36 miles

west of Bidur),

25- Andhra. The inhabitants of the modern Telugn

speaking area on the east coast of India between the Godavail
and the Krsna rivers. Whether the Andhras originally inhabited
this region or migrated there from an eai]ier abode in the

Vindhyas is uncertain. Some evidence in favom of the latter

contention is supplied by the connection of the Andhras with

the Asmakas m Buddhist18 texts and their association \viththe

Pulindos at ths lime of the composition of the Aitareya-brah-
mana. Also in the present day in the Amraoti district lives a

tribe of Andhs, who may well be the descendants of the

ancient Andhras. Their importance at the time of Alexander is

attested by Pliny who, following Megasthenes, states tbftt they
possessed thirty fortified towns and a vast armyv (N H. 6. 22).

26. Udbhida. This name so far remains unidentified,

27. NalakSlika. The location of this tribe is quite uncer-
tain. Dey would connect them with the Nelcynda of Ptolemy
(mod Kottayam in Tmvancore). Shafer (EAI. p 7o), on account
of their proximity with the Andhras, locates them along the KistnS
river and Nallamnlai mountains. Hoth identifications are only
conjectures, though the latter is cmLninly much more in con-
formivy with the available data than the former,

APA.RANTA-DESA
Kirfel'a

SSrparakSh Kalivana Durgah Kalitakaih saha
PuleySK ca Siialas ca Rupasas Tapasaih saha
tatoaTaittirikal caiva sarve caiva Kar B

"

9askaiah
ye canye ye

hWe require, an obligatory Bh ort
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I3li5rukacchah sa-TViaheyah saha Sarasvatair opi

KacchTyai ca Surastras ca Anartas cArbudaih saha

Sircar's text.

Surpai akah Kolavana Durgas Talikataih saha

Puleyas ca Sura (Mm3 ?) ISs ca Rupasas Tamasfiih saha

tntLia tu Raminas caiva sarve caiva KarBflaskarah

Nasikyadyas ca ye canye ye caivOLtaranarmadah

BhHru (Bhrgu)-kucchah sa-Mahey5h saha SSrasvatair api

Kncchiyas ca Suiastias ca Anartas cArbudaih saha

An analysis of the above tests shows the following varia-

tions. (1) K. Kalivana. S. Kolavana; (2) K. Kahtaka. S. Tali-

kata; (3) K. Sirala. S. Suralu. ? Murala ; (-1)
K. Tapasa. S.

Tamasa i (5) 1C, Taittirika. S, tu Rj,inma.s ; (6) K. Antoranar-

raada. S. Uttarauarmada; (7) 1C. Bharukaccha. S. Dharn (Bhrgu)

kaccba. OE these no. 7- is merely u question of whether one

should adopt the Praknt or Sanskrit form for Baraoch and

accordingly does not require further discussion.

(1) Kalivann /
Kolavana. Epigraphic evidence supplies

the clue to the coriect reading in this case. la two grants of

Prthivicandrn. Dhogasakti, a member of the Hariscandra dynasty,

who ruled in the seventh and early eighth centuries A.D. an

area roughly comprising modern Nasik district as the feudatory

vassal o the Western Calukyas (El. XXV. 230), we find a

reference to the town of Kallivana, which corresponds exactly

to Kirfel's reading, Kalivana. This may easily be identified

with mod. Kalvan in the north-west rsgion of Nasik district.

C2) Kalitaka / Talika^a. The accuracy of 5irrt

bo.nd.ri. adopted by the
coolers

for that one system,of
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as a confusion of the original name due to carelessness in trans-

cription. Taiikata is also mentioned as a variant reading in

the digvijayn. of Sahadeva, wbeie the Poona Critical 10 Kdition

reads Copakrta which however must be almost certainly wrong.

In this passage also Taiikata is mentioned close to Surparaka
and so the accuracy of the puratiic lists is confirmed by au

independent source.

(3) Sirala
/
Surala ? MuiSlu. The text here is very

doubtful, as none of the variants listed by the different Puianas

can be traced in other sources. This has led Sircar to con-

jecture that the form, Surala, is an error for Muiala. Such an

hypothesis at first sight lias much to recommend it; Devanagarl
s and m by reason of their close similarity are constantly

confused in orthography, while the existence of a tribe called

the MurSlas who lived on the banks of a river of the same

name, is proved by at least two independent sources, Raja*

sekharti's Kavya-mlmam^S and KjUidasa's Raghuvariisa. The

former locates it in Daksinapatha and places it between KSvera

and Vauavasaka and accordingly implies that it is to be located

in the far south, a position that is confirmed by the Raghu*
varhsa (IV. 55), which implies that the Murala river was

situated in or near Kerala. Sircar, following Dey, identifies

the Murala with the Mulamutha which rises near Poona and

is a tributary of the Bhirna, but this appears to be too far

north to be conect in view of the location implied by the

Kavya-mlmarhoa and Raghu-varnsa. For the same reason

therefore it is doubtful whether Surala should be regarded as

coriupt for Murala. Shafer (EAI. p. 78) identifies the Siralas

with Sirel near Miraj in the Kolhapur district of Bombay.
Such an identification can only depend ou the similarity between

the ancient and modern names, but the location would suit the

requirements of the purSnic texts,

(4) Tapasa/Tamasa. Kirfel's reading is the moie probable.
The KSrmavibhaga mention in their lists of southern peoples

40, MB. 2 a8 43 ; MSS. Vi B s Dn z TiUskata; B 8 a Dn 8 Da B Tfillkata.
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a name, Tapasasrama, with which Tapasa may at once be

connected. As we have seen bsfoie, the apparent diffeience in

direction is no obstacle in associating the two names with each

other. According to Dey, TapcLsasiama may be identified as

with mod. Panderpm or Pandharpur on the southern bank of

the BhTma in Sholapur district. Siicai's reading. Tamasa,

appears very doubtful. It cannot refer to the TsLmasavaua

which must be located in the Panjnb, not to the inhabitants of

the banks of the liver Tamasa, i.e mod. Tones, a branch of

the Sarayu in Oudh, as neither of these places can possibly be

located in the western division. Dey also lists two other TSmas5

livers, one in Rewti and the other in Garhwul, but both of

these would also be quite out of place.

(5) Taittirika/tu Ramina. The text at this point is very

difficult to deteimine. In addition to the forms adopted by
ICirfcl and Shear, the Markandcya purana leads Kurumina

(which Chaudhuri follows) and the Vayu-pmana, Turasita. The

most probable reading at a superficial glance would be Turasita,

which at once suggests some connection with the TSraksiti of

the Kurnia-vibhaga texts, where it is located in the tail of

the "tortoise", i e. in the West. Unfoitunately this is a far too

easy solution, for a detailed analysis of the Kurma-vibhaga tests

at once shows that the 'West' of these texts does not correspond

with our modern ideas of what would constitute western India,

nor with those of the compiler of the Dhuvana-koea texts, who

clearly identifies it with the coastal poilion of Bombay State on

both sides of the Naibada. As the Taraksiti are associated

with peoples like the Ramathas, Paiadas, Jringas, Vais*yas etc.

it is obvious that they have no place in the western region of

the Bhuvana-koea texts. For the same reason it is impossible
to accept Chaudhuri's reading of Kurumina, which he tentati-

vely identifies with Karmania or Kerman in Persia, In stressing

that the Paradas etc. have been included in the West, he

shows that he has fundamentally failed to appreciate the com-

pletely different systems of classification employed by the

compilers of the Bhuvano,-kosa lists aud the Kurraa-vibhaga texts.
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Kirfel's reading, Taittirikn, however seems rather moie

likely. A people called the Tittiras is mentioned in the Maha-

bhainta (6.46.50.) along with the Colas, Pandyas and abaias,

Their association with these tribes would suggest that they

are to be located in Daksinapatha. In the Mahabharatn how-

ever, this teirn is often used loosely of the entiie aiea south of

the Normatln,, und so would necessimly include that part of

pniamc Apnianla-ddsa which luy south of tb.it river. This

can be proved by using the next name in the text, K5iaskam,
as an example. The pvuanic lists locate iL with the Mahisakas,

Kalingas and Keifilus, all of whom are placed by these same

lists in the south. Accoidingly, the association of the Taittiias

with the Colas etc. is no serious obstacle to adopting Kirfel's

text, which is based on the Matsya-purana. The difficulty aiises

from the fact that the poition of Apaianta-desa, which is south

of the Nfumada iri the puranic texts, is included by the Maha-

bharata in Daksmapatho, ; in other words the two areas overlap

one another to some degree.

(6) Anlaranarmada/Uttaranarmada. The difficulty heie

rests entuely with the meaning. Antaianarmada has been

inteipreted as icfeiring to those tribes, who live within the basin

of the NarmadS, while Uttaranaimada has been taken to denote

those peoples who live on the northern bank of that river. Such
is the translation suggested by Pargitei (Ma-rkp. (trans.) p. 339).

It also however seems possible to interpret the compound Uttara-

narmada as Bahuvribi "those having the N armada to their

noith" i. e. those tiibes living to the south of the N armada,

whose northern boundary is determined by that river. It is

significant that all the names previously listed, where identifica-

tion is possible, are to the south, of the Narmada :

^urpSraka (Sopara), T&likata (associated with ^Qrparaka and

therefore south of the NarmadS), Kalivana (Kalvan), Tapasa,

(Pandharpur), Taittirika and Karaskara (in South according to

Maka-bharata and therefore below Narmada), N&sikya (Nasik).

Accordingly, if Uttaranarmada is interpreted in this sense, it is

a distinctly preferable reading to Antaranarmada, which would
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refer to the tubes living near the sources of the Nainmda, an

irea which would pioperly belong to the Vimlhya division.

Vloieovei further support is given to the reading, Uttaranaimada,

by
the fact that all the names in the next sloka are to be located

north of the Narmada. The Apaianta-desa is accordingly

jxhernely well defined; it consists of an area on both sides of

heNarmada, which perhaps bisects it. In the fust part of Lbe

,ext, only tiibes to its south aie enumerated, and in the second

,ection, which starts with BhSrukaccha, only tubes to its north.

Before we complete our analysis of the list of western

ribes, one further textual point is perhaps woithy of considera-

ion. Both Kirfel and Sircar adopt the leading Puleya, while

he MSrkandeya-puiSria reads Pulinda and the Matsyn-pmSna
Sullya. The Pulmdas are of course veiy well known ami ate

isually associated with the gabaras and located in the south.

\sitisnotpossible to confirm from any independent text that

hey should be included within the boundaries of Apiuanta-deda,
he Markandeya text is accordingly veiy doubtful and piobubly
s the result of a copyist's "effort" to "correct the passage" by

substituting a well known name for what was to him at least an

mknown one. The Matsya form, Kuliya, at once suggests that

t may be connected with the Kulyas, who have been mentioned

ilready among the tiibes of Madbya-desa and Daksindpatha,

\snothing however is known about these Kulyas horn indepen-

lent sources, their name may riot be authentic but one

which owes its existence to textual corruption. The one advan-

tage in leading Puleya is that it is free fiom the difficulties

ptesent in Pulinda and Kulya, namely that they have aheady

been located in these texts in divisions other than Apaianta-desa.

Even so Puleyn. is a very doubtful form, for there is no evidence

for its existence in any independent source which would confirm

the accuracy of its form. The depth of corruption at this point

of the text and the resulting confusion is clearly indicated by

the corresponding section of the Maba-bharata (6.10.6^), where a

vast number of variants are found, none of which contributes

anything to the solution of the problem. The Ciitical Edition

adopts the form 'Adidaya', but the whole crux goes so deep that
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Ihie rending can reflect nothing more than the subjective choice

of the eJitoi.

The following comments are made purely by way of

suggestion only. Devanagaii 1 and t are very similar in ortho-

graphy. By changing 1 to t in Puleya we obtain a form Puteya,

which is perhaps a metathesis of Tapeya, i. e. the inhabitants of

the banks of the liver Tapl {mod. Tapti). The context makes

it clear that a location south of the NarmadS is essential to any

reading.

A second serious difficulty in both Kirfel's and Sircar's

texts, is the reading, Rupasa. As Chuudhuri rightly says

(p. 149 n!7), 'For the Rupasas theie is hardly any reliable

notice." It is therefore probable that the Rupasas owe their

existence to textual corruption. The corresponding text of the

Mahabbarata (6. 10. 62. ), where the editor of the Poona
Ciitical Edition leads Stubaka, has a host of variants, of

which the most interesting, Sunapas, may well provide the

key to the solution of this problem. It is clear that Supana
and Rupasa are jumbled forms of what must have originally

been the same name, as both have every letter in common
except r and n. The confusion here is doubtless due to the

orthographical similarity between DevanagrI r and n. Most

significantly howevet the Mahabharata form, Supana, can be

re-arranged by metathesis as Anupas, which is the name of a

very well known tribe in S.iqskiit Literature. IE we substitute

Anupas for Riipasa in the puranic texts, it is accoidingly

necessary to locate them south of the Narmada in Aparanla-
desa. The most definite passage for the AnQpas is to be

found in the Raghuvamsa (VI. 37-43.), which states that

MahismatT, on the Rev5, was the capital of AuQpas. In the

Nasik record of queen GautamT BalSsri they are placed between

Aparanta and Vidarbha. The general conclusion to be drawn
from these passages is that the Anupas are to be located south
of the Narmada in Dakjinapatho rather than in AparSnta-
dega. This however woulcj overlook; the basic meaning of Anupa
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which is explained in the Abhidhana-cintamani as a tract of

[and near water, an example being Kaccha. In the Mahabharata,

AnOpa is mentioned as u coastal portion of the sea (sagaranQ-

pavasinah). Accordingly, if we locate the Aivupas on the

southern bank of the Narmada between Mandhata and the sea,

they may easily be included in Apaianta-desa. Possibly at

the time of the epics and puranas they occupied the coastal area

to the south of the mouth of the Narmada and later extended

inland eastwards to Mahi?mati.

Our svuvey of the tribes of Apar5nta-desa now being

complete, we may summarise our results in the form of a new

text. As before, all underlined names denote new readings; a

dotted underlining will show where a choice has been made

between Kirfel's and Sncar's texts.

South of Narraada:

Jaurparakah Kalivana Durgas Talikataifc saha

Tapeyas ca Siralas ca Anapa's Tapasaih saha

tatha Taittuikas caiva saive caiva KaraskaraL.

NSsikyadyas ca ye c5nye ye caivOttaianarmadah

North of N armada :

Bharukacchah sa-Maheyah saha Sarasvatair api

Kacchlyas ca SaiSstras ca Auartas cArbudaih saha

It now remains to identify the above briefly and so confirm

their location in Aparanta-desa.

1. urparaka. The Sopara of the Greeks, Mod,

Sopara in Thana district, 37 miles north of Bombay, and 4 miles

north-west of Bassim.

2. Kalivana. Mod. Kalvan in the north-west of

district.

5 .
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3. Durga. Their identity is uncertain. Dey lists a river

Durga as a tributary of the Sabarmati in Gujarat, which would

correspond roughly to the area required, but which is unfor-

tunately to the north of the Normada, whereas all the names in

this sloka must be located to its south. However it is neverthe-

less probable that the Dnrgas of this passage may be identified

with the inhabitants of the banks of the Duiga river, for Dey's

identification is probably wrong. According to thepauiHnic texts,

the Durga issued from the Rksa range, which may be identified

with the modern Satpuras. Accordingly, the DurgS is to be

placed to the south of the Nnrmada.

4. Talika^a. The generally accepted identification of this

name with Talakadi or Talkad, the capital or the Gangas an,

the Kavert 30 miles east of Mysore is very improbable, for

Talkad is so fat south that it can only be located in Daksina.

patha. The evidence of the Mahabharata and the purSnas makes

it clear that the Talikotas must be located somewhere near

Bombay.

(5) Tapeya. If this suggestion is accepted, the Tapeyas are

obviously to be identified with the inhabitants along the banks

of the river Tapti.

(6) Sirala. Perhaps Shirol near Miraj (Kolhapxu
1

distiict)

(7) Anupa. If this reading is accepted, the Anupas are

to be located on the const immediately to the south of the

mouth of the Narmada. Later they extended their influence

inland as far as Mandhata".

(8) Tapaaa. Mod. Pandharpur on the Bhima.

(9; Taitirrika. South of the Nainmda, but it is not possible
to suggest a more precise location.

(10) Karoskara. Dey would locate them at Karakal in

South Kanara district.

(11) NSsikya. Mod. Nasik.

(12) Uttaranarraada. The tribes living on the south bank
of the NarmadS whose northern boundniy is formed by that river.
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(13) Bharukaceha. Mod. Baioach, 30 miles from the sea

on the noith side of the Narmada. A town of great commercial

jmpoitance, it was known to the Greeks as Daiygaza.

(14) Maheya. The inhabitants of the bank of the river

MShi, which flows through Malwa into the Gulf of Cambny north

of the Narmada.

(15) Sai-asvata. The inhabitants of the bank of the river

SainsvatI, which, rising in Mt, Abu, flows into the sen near

Prabhasa (mod, Somanath). Sircar erroneously connects it with

the river Sarsuti, which must be located in the north.

(16) Kncchiya. The water-logged portions of the sea-coast

fiom the Gulf of Cfimbay to Bnioach.

(17) Suiastra. The Syrastiene of the Periplus and Ptolemy.

The Suiastras occupied the lower half of the peninsula of

Kathiawar around Junagadh, Their name smvives in modern

Suiat.

US) Auarta. The Halar division of Kathiawar. Capitals

Kusasthall (mod. Dvarka) and Anarttapura, later called Ananda-

pura (mod. Vadnagar).

(19) Arbuda. The inhabitants of Mt. Abu in the Aravalli

range in the Sirohi State of Rajputana, a hill of great religious

sanctity to the Jains.

VINDHYAN REGION

Kirfel's text

Malavas ca Karusas ca Mekalas cOtkalaih Sftba

TJttamarna Dasarnas ca Bhojah Kiskindhakaih safaa

Tosalah Kosalas caiva Traipuia Vaidi^5s tathS

Tumuras Tnmbarag caiva atpurS Nai?adhaih snfan.

Anupas Tundikeras ca Vltihotra hy Avantayah

Sircar's text

Maladai ca KarusaJ ca Mekalis' cOtkalaih B Jui

Uttamarna Dalarnas' ca Bhojah Ki.kindhakaih

ToialRh Ko^alal caiva Traipura Vaidis'as tathS
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Tumuras TumburSs caiva
(

? Tumbanas Tumbavauas
ca) Patavo Nisadhaih saha

Anupas Tundikers ca Vitibotra Avantayah

An analysis of the above texts shows the following variations.

(1) K. Malava. S. Maladn, ; (2) K. Tumura Tumbara. S. ?

TumbSna Tumbavana.(3) K. Satpura. S. Patn.

(1) MalavajMalada. The Malavas ate a very well known*1

tiibe in ancient Indian history. Oiiginally they lived in the

north-west and are identified by most scholars with the Malloi

of the Greeks, who made such a tenacious resistance lo

Alexander. The Malavas in the present text aie generally
located in modern Malwo, a view however which ignores seveinl

important considerations. Firstly there is a serious chronological

difficulty, as the Malavas did not occupy the area of western

Ma] wo, until at least the sixth century A D. Until that date
AvantI was known by its own name; only from the sixth

centmy A.D did it bacome known as Malava, the earliest

reference to the arrival of the Malavas in the vicinity of Ujjayim,
the AvantT capital, being made in Bairn's Kadambari (ed.

Ridding p. 221). As the Bhuvana-kosa lists must have been

composed befoie that date, the Malavas could not have been

anywhere near Malwa. Numismatic evidence indicates tliat

from the second to the fourth century A. D., they lived in the
area of Jaipur, where large numbers of their corns have been
found. Later they appear to have migrated further south to

the areas of Mewar and Kotah,

Apait from chronological factors, there are sound textual
reasons for doubting the nutheiiticity of Malava as the original
reading. If we accept Malava as an integral part of the text,
there would be no reason for the inclusion of Avaati. as accord-
mg to the lexicographers the two names are synonymousEven more decisive is the evidence of the Vaijayanti, which
includes the Maladoa at the head of its Vindhya section-

^^dyakfaya Vindhyaparyantavasinah.' The same
For the latest dctaUed study Bee IRQ. 24, p. 171 ff.

"
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work continues by identifying the Maludas with the Sthauras

and the Karusas with the Brhadgrhas. For these consideia-

tions also Malava is an unlikely reading.

Finally a compauson of the environment in which the

Maladas or Malavas are to bs located brings one to the same

conclusion. The other tribes mentioned in the same line are

the Kaiusas, Mekalas and Utkalas. Of these the Mekalas

may be identified with the inhabitants of the modern Muikal

range, and the Utkalas with those of the interior of Orissa.

Even more important however is the location of the Katugas.

A tiadition recorded in the Ramayarui (I. H) groups the Kaiujas

and the Maladas together, and tiaces the origin of the two

names to a common mythology. The Kaiusas may be located

on epigvaphic evidence (A. S. R. III. 67-71) in the Sbahabad

district of Bihar. In such an environment Mulada would be

a vastly superior reading to Malava.

(2) K.. Tumura Tumbara
f
S. ? Tumbaim Tumbavaua.

This pair of names, which have bsen taken together for the

sake of convenience, involves considerable difficulty both as

regards their actual form and their location. Sircar's sugges-

tion of Tumbavanais supported by the Brhatsamhita, which

locates them in the south and also by the evidence of the

Turnain Inscription of Kumaragupta. (E. I. XXVI. pt. 3). A

name, Tumbupa, occurs in the Mahabharata (6.4651) among

the list of tribes on the wings of Yudhisthira's army, but, as

there are numeious variants, it is ffir from certain that Tum-

bupa is the correct reading at that point. The Tumbaras are

however mentioned in the Harivamsa (5. 3104), where together

with the Nisadas they are described as the descendants of a

kingNisado-i while Buddhabhatta's" Rfitna-ptvriksa
and other

texts describe their territory as a source of rubies. Accordingly

we may accept Sircar's suggestion for this part of the text

with the slight emendation of Tiarobara for Tumbana as both

42. Ratna-parlkpa IIL 124 (Text in FinofB Lea

p. 28), also Agastlmata III. 177 (i^- P- 106), Nav^atna-parT^ft

p. 159), Ratna-Baiigraha 8 (ibid. p. 196}.
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Tumbara and Tumbavana are established by independent

literary and epigmphic sources.

(3) K. ipatpura / Patu, The diversity of readings both

on the part of the original texts and of the critical editors

indicates that the degree of corruption is considerable at

this point. In his earlier edition of these texts published
in his Bharatavaia (p. 62\ Kirfcl oiiginally adopted the

Vamatm-purana form, Vahela, which Dey identified with

Baghelkhand. The Vayu-pur5na reads Satsura and the Mntsya-

purana Padgama or Satgama, but none o{ these forms can be trac-

ed elsewhere. If atpura is accepted as the rending here, it is

evidently to be identified with the modern Solputa range. Such
an assumption however seems extremely improbable for theie is uo

evidence that atpura was in current usage at the time of the

composition of the Puranas. Sircar's variant, Patu, seems the

best reading in the present state of knowledge. While it cannot

be traced elsewhere, at the same time it does not involve one in

the difficulties that surround the adoption of atpura. For the

present however there is insufficient evidence to attempt any
solution of the problem.

Our survey of the textual problems now being completed,
our results may accordingly be tabulated in the form of a new
text. As before all underlined names denote new readiugs ;

a dotted underlining will show where a choice has been made
between Kirfel's and Sircar's texts.

Maladas ca KarusSs ca Mekalas cOtkalaili saha

UttamSrnS DalarnSs ca Bhojah Kiskindhakaih saha

TosalaH Kosalas civa Traipura Vaidisas tatha

Tnmbaras Tumbavan5s caiva Pa^avo Naisadhaih saha

Anupas TundikerSs ca Vltihotra Avantayah

It now remains to identify the above briefly and so confirm
thek location in Vindhya-desa.
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(1) Malada. Mod. Bagtielkhand region.

(2) Karnsa. Mod. Shahabad district.

(3) Mekala. The inhabitants of the Maikal range

(4) Utkala. Oiiginully the Utkalas occupied the interior

districts of Oiissa near the Maikal hills. Later they extended

eastwards towards the sea down the MahanadI valley. Their

capital may be placed at Chaudnai opposite Katak.

(5) UttamSrna. If we follow Wilson's interpretation of

DasSrna as "ten forts", and translate Uttamarna as the "highest

forts", it would be reasonable to locate them 011 the highest

parts of the Vindhya, i. e. on the Mahadeo Hills.

(6) Dasarna. This people may be located on the banks of

the river Dasarna (mod. Dhasati, which, rising near Saugor, flows

through Bundelkhand into the Betwa ). Accoiding to Jain sources
its capital was Mrttikavatl, which the Hari-vnrhsa (1.36.15)

places on the Narmada.

(7) Bhoja. According to puianic tiadition, the Bhojas were
a branch of Yadavas, who founded the kingdom of Vidarbha,

Similarly in the Raghu-varhsa (V. 39.) the king of Vidarbha was
a Bhoja. The mention of Bhojakata in the Chammak Copper-
plate Insciiption of Pravarasena III (C.I.I. III. p. 236) proves
that the territory occupied by the Bhojus in Berar included the

areas of mod. Elichpur and Chammak.

(8) Kisktndhaka. Dey would connect this name with the

famous Kiskindhya Mt. of the R5mayana, and locate it near a

small hamlet, which still retains the same name, in Dharwar
district on the south bank of the Tnngabhadia near Anagondi,
three miles from Vijaynagar and close to Bellary. The puranic

texts however imply a more northern location and this is suppor-

ted by the Kurma-vibhaga lists, which include the Kiskindiakas

in the South-east (i. e. Vindhya) region.

(9). Tosala. Its extremely close association with the

Dakginn, Kosalas is attested by at least three other texts, Raja-

eekhara's K&vyamlmjjms5, Bharata's Natyo-sastra
and the Par}-
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sisfa to the Athaiva-veda. It is also mentioned in Asoka's Rock
Edict found at Dhauh, while other inscriptions refer to a Uttara

Tosala and a Daksina Tosala (EL IX. 286 ; XV. 3.). The

Gandii-vyuha, a Sanskrit Buddhist text, reiers to a town of Tosala
in Amita-Tosu.la. According to the epigraphic evidence, the

Tosala-visaya covered a large area from the Suvarnarekha down
to the BsiUulya. At the time of the composition of the purSnic
lists however it probably occupied a smaller area centred on the
Dhauli and Balasor districts.

(10) Kosala. Epigraphic
43 evidence pioves that the Dnksina-

Kosalas occupied a large area of the Chattisgarh region, ex-

tending eastwards to Snmbalpur district and the South Maha-
nadl Valley,

(11) Traipma, The inhabitants of the town of Tripnrl
(mod. Teor on the Narbada, seven miles west of Jubbulpur.
The Vaijayanti makes them synonymous with the Hahalas
(i e. a corruption of Dahala) and the Cedis.

(12) Vaidisa. The inhabitants of Vidis'a (mod. Bhilsa,
27 miles N-E of Bhopal).

(13) Tumbara. Siicar tentatively identifies it with Turran,
45 miles north of Ratanpur.

(14) Tumbavana. Mod. Tumain, 50 miles N-W of Eran
in Gwalior State,

(15) Patu. Not identifiable.

(16) Naisadha. This people aie genemlly located on the

Satpura Hills, N-W of Berar.

(17) Anupa. The Raghu-vamsa definitely establishes their
location around MahTsmatT (mod. MandhSta in Nimar District).

(18) Tundikera. Perhaps mod. Tendukhara near the
in Narsioghpur District.

(19) Vltihotra. A branch of the Haihayas. Their location
within the Vindhya division is uncertain.

Avatiti. Mod. Malwa. Capital Ujjayini (mod. Ujjain).

43. For detailed analysis of epigraphic evidence sec Chaudhuri. p. T4.fr,
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HIMALAYAN DIVISION

Kirfel's text.

Nihaia Hamsamargas ca Kupathas Tanganah Khasah

Kuthapravaranas caiva Cfrna Daivah sa-Huhukah

Trigaita Mandalas caiva KirStas Tamaraih s'aha

Sircar's text.

NiraharS Harhsarnargah Kuravas Tnnganah Khasah

Karnapravaranas caiva Hana Darvah sa-Huhuka^

Trig arts MSlavas caiva Kiratas Tamasaih

(Tomaraih ?) saha

An analysis of the above texts show the following variations.

(1) K. Nihara. S. Nirahara ; (2) K. Kupatlm. S. Kuiu ;

(3) K.. Kuthapravarana. S. Kanjapiavarana ; (4) K, Drna. S.

HQna
; (5) K. Mandala. S. Malava ; (6) K. Tamara. S. Tamasa,

(Tomara).

(1) NihSi-a
/ Nirahara. TJie VSyu-purana variant, Nigar-

bcLra, is interesting as it may be regarded as a colloquial form

of Nagarahara, which is mentioned in an inscription as a town

of Uttarapatha. The Paiasara** likewise locates it in the same

division, while Hiuan Tsang refers to it as Na-kie-lo-ho.

Alberuni locates the Niraharas as living behind MSrigSla i.e.

Taksasila (mod. Taxila). The consensus of this evidence would

place the Nirahara in the vicinity of Jalalabad.

(2) Kupatha/Kuru. If the latter name is adopted as tie

reading, it must refer to the Uttara-kunis, a serai-mythical

people living to the north of the Himalayas. Kupatha on the

other hand may be connected with the KarSpatha of the Roghu-

vamsa and the Karupatha of the RamSyana. It has been

identified with Karabagh or Baghan on the west bank of the

Indus at the foot of the Salt Range in Bannu District. Though

both Kmu and Kupatha may be located without difficulty in

the Himalayas, the latter seems preferable, as they may be placed

44. J. A. S. B. XVII p. 492} Parana (Textjn Bjahataaifihittt, Viziana-

gram S* S. p. 293).
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In the area suggested by their neighbours, NirahSra (Jalalabad),

Hamsamarga (
? Huuza and Nagar districts), and Tangana (the

region extending from the Ramganga to the Upper Sarayu) much

more easily than the Uttara-kurus, who must be located in Tibet,

(3) Kuthapravaiana/Karnapravarana. The Karnapravaranas

are mentioned in the Ramayana in the eastern division along

with the Kiratas. Accordingly they may be located in the

eastern Himalayas. Another tribe of the same name are placed

by two passages of the Mahabharata in the Vindhyas. The

Karriapraveyas of the Kurma-vibhaga texts, which are located

in the S-W (i.e. N-W.) along with the Sudras and Parasavas,

are probably identical with the Karna-praVaranas and the

RamSyana.

(4) Orna/Hana. These names have been discussed in the

Uttarapatha section, paragraph. 22.

(5) Mandala/Malava. Sircar's text is almost certainly

correct. At the time of the composition of the epic and pur5nic

lists the Malavas lived in the N-W and did not migrate to the

Vindhyas until some time later. Their close association with

the Trigartas is attested by several passages of the Mahabharata,

Kirfel's variant, Man^ala, cannot be traced elsewhere.

(6) TSraara/? Tamasa.? Toinara The people mentioned here

must be identical with those mentioned immediately before the

Kiratas in the Uttarapatha section, where Kirfel and Sircar both

agree on the name, Tomara. At the same time it must be stre-

ssed that there is nothing to prevent the choice of Tamasa (the

inhabitants of the banks of the liver Tons) here, for such n

location can easily be included within the UttarSpatha and

Himalayan divisions.

Though both Kirfel and Sircar adopt the reading, Huhuko,
as one of the names of this division, it is important to compare
this name which occurs before Huna and Darva with that

occurring before the same two names in the UttarSpatlia division

where Kirfel reads Cahuka and Sircar suggests its emendation
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to BShika. For a discussion of this problem and the conclusions

reached, see the Uttarapatha section paragraph 21.

In accordance with our usual procedure, the icsult of our

analysis can be tabulated in the form of a new text. As before

all underlined names will denote new readings different fiom

those of Kirfel aud Sircar, while a dotted underlining will

show where a choice has been made between the two.

NirShSra Harhaamargah Kupalbas Tanganah Khasah

Karnapravaranas caiva HunS DSrvah sa-Kulmkah

Trigarta Malavas caiva Kiratas Tamarailj saha

It now remains to identify the above mentioned names

briefly and so confirm their location in the Himalayan region.

Unfortunately it is not possible to locate most of them with any

precise degree of accuracy, as in mountainous areas such as

this, many tribes would tend to be nomadic in their habits.

(1) Nirahara. The inhabitants of mod, Nanghenhar or

Nangnihar, 4 miles west of Jalalabad,

(2) Haihsamarga. Possibly mod. Hunza and Nagar

districts.

(3) Kupatha. If, as is probable, this
is^

regarded as

identical with the Karapatha of the Raghuvams'a, it may bj

identiaed with Karabagh at the foot of the Salt Range fat Bannu

district. Upadhyaya" however has located it at Chaudpur east

of Saharanpur in the land of the Northern Mallfts.

(4) Tafigana. The Ganganoi of Ptolemy, being w

orthographical err'or for t. They may be located tue ccnU,

Himalaya, in the area stretching from the rivar B.uc*t to

the Upper Sarayti.
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(6) Karnapravaiana. As mentioned previously the evidence

of the K5skindh5-kanda of the Ramayana would place them in

the Eastern Himalayas.

(7-9) Huna Darva Kuhuka. For their location see the

Uttarapatha section.

(10) Trigarta. Mod. Jalandhar region.

(11) Maiava. They are generally identified with the

Malloi of the Greeks and located in the area of Multan, which

is rather too far south to be included in the Himalayas. This

identification of Skt. Malava and Gk. Malloi is by no means

certain. In the first place it is reasonable to assume that the

Greeks would transcribe Sanskrit place-names as accurately as

the phonemes of their native language would permit. Accor-

dingly Malloi is a more accurate transcription of Skt. Malla than

of Malava. Moreover the Mallas are well-known in Sanskrit

Literature as the name of a tribe, being mentioned in the Epics,

Puranas, the Parasara*tantra, the Brhat-sarhhita and the geo-

graphical section of the MahS-mSyuri etc. The objection to the

identification of Greek Malloi with Skt. Malla however does

not depend on any linguistic argument, but on grounds of geogra-

phical location. The Mallas mentioned in the Epics and Puranas

are located by these texts in the East ; the Malloi of the Greeks

must neeessarily be in the N-W. In view of this discrepancy
of direction Greek Malloi and Sanskrit Malla cannot be associated

together j therefore one must seaich for a name that overcomes

this obstacle. This is to be found in Sanskrit Malava, which is

conveniently listed in the North by passages in the Epics and

Puranas. On the basis of these arguments Greek M alloi and

Sanskrit MalSvas are considered to refer to one and the same

people. This conclusion however fails to take into account one

important piece of evidence, that of the Parasara-tantra, wJhich

locates the Mallas in the north-West along with the Tusaras and

Talas. This evidence overcomes the objection to equating Greek

Malloi and Sanskrit Malla, as one may now assume the existence

of two branches of Mallas, one in the East and the other in the
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North-West. Moreover the Parasara-tantra specifically mentions

the RfSlavas as distinct from the Mallas, and locales them in the

North. Accordingly* this information makes the pioblem of the

location of the Malavas easier to solve. One is no longer troubled

by the difficulty of having to assume that they migrated from

ihe area between the Jhelnm and the Chenab (where Greek

souices place the Malloi) at some date soon after Alexander's

invasion to Nagarchal in mod. Jaipur district where large

hordes of their coins have been found. The foimer area was

occupied by the Mallas and the latter by the MSlavas who may
have migrated there from the Himalayas, if their inclusion in the

list of "mountainous" countries is correct.

(12) Kirata and (13) Tamara. For location see UttaiS-

patha section, nos 37 and 38.

la conclusion a peculiar feature of the Himalayan list

requires a brief comment. It will be noticed that of the 13 tribes

enumerated, no fewer than 7 have already been located in UttarS-

patha, viz. HamsamaTga, Tangana, Huna Dgiva, Hahuka

(? Kuhuka), Kirata, and Tamara. Furthermore all these names

have been taken from the last two slokas of the UttarSpatha

section only. The reason that at onee suggests Itself as an ex-

planation of this repetition is that the Himalayan portion may

be a later addition to the whole text, perhaps with the purpose

of giving a more detailed description of that particular area to the

reader, the Vaijayanti appears to supply some evidence in support

of this view. While as regards the other six divisions it follows the

PurSijas exactly, it yet omits the Himalayan region which, if its

mention of the Trigartas is any criterion, it must have included

in UttarSpatha. It is quite clear therefore that the Uttarapathn,

and Himalayan regions must overlap one another to some extent

in the PurSpas ; had they each represented a distinctly separate

area, no such repetitions would have been possible.
In this

respect it is worth comparing them with the Vindbya section,

where every single name (with the possible exception of Anupa)

is a new one. In view of these considerations therefore we may

conclude that the Himalayan portion \vas not originally part of
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this geographical list, but may later have been added as an

amplification of the last part of the Uttarapatha section.

Compare :

Uttarapatha

Aupagas cAlirnadias ca KiratSaSm ca jatayah

Tamara HamsamSigas ca K5smiras_T_apgan_ah

Kulutah Kuhukas caiva Hfina Darvastuthaiva ca

Himalayas

Nigarhara HamsamSrgah Kupathas Tanganah Khasah

Karnapiavaranas caiva Huna D5ryah_sa^Kuhjkah

Trigarta Malavas caiva Kiratas TSmaraih saha

With the investigation of the Himalayan list completed,

all the geographical names of the Bhuvanakosa texts have been

examined. Of the large number of names included in this list

about three-quarters of them have been now identified with some

degree of accuracy. No one is more aware than the author that

a number of suggested readings and identifications are extremely

tentative, but if they only serve to arouse interest and even

controversy in this important subject, he feels they will have

achieved their purpose,



[Almost in every Puiana there are found a number of

non-PSninian uses which generally pertain to hiatus,

re-sandhi (or double sandhi), remodelling of the basic

forms of some woids on the lines of Pi5krta-forms,

inflectional and conjugational forms influenced by

Prakrta, and also actual Prakrta forms found inci-

dentally written by sctibes in some of the old manus-

cripts of the Puranas. These non-PEninian uses are

often held as 5ra prayoyas* But in the present article

it is shown that they are mostly due to the exigencies

of metre, or to the influence of Prakrta or to both.

Foe this purpose, the article has'dividednon-Paninian

uses of the Puranas into five main heads with seveial

Bub-heads. Hach head and sub-head is, then, dis-

cussed with appropriate illustrations from the printed

editions and manuscripts of several important

Puranas. Editors and scribes have often tried to

emend these non-Panmian uses. Such emendations

have also been illustrated here.

On account of some Prakrta or Frakrta-inflnenced

forms met with in the Puranas, Pargiter held that

the FurSnas, and specially their genealogical chapters,

were originally composed in PrSkrta, and later on

sanskritized by the Puranic redactors. The present

article has also briefly discussed this point. According

to the view expressed in this article, there might have

been parallel genealogical literature composed i Fra"-

krta by some SEtas and Magndbas attached to royal

courts, and the Puranic redactors might fcave also

incorporated a few of these PrSLkrta elokas into the

genealogical Sanskrit accounts of the Pur9nos, ami

hence some stray Piakrta uses in tie Potass. A.S.G,]
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, It ^ (3 ? %,

fjtffo m^t TG It

TG 1 L SSST swfr

i TG I fimTOr ?ra (

( ? )

, f^nff ^ )

i sra:, ^ ??if

snrnftsfq ^53:: srtffa?r J
]

The fol^ving abbicviationu arc uf,cd in this paper

Bil = Bfahtnlmlapurrnja (Veukate^vaia Prt-&b).

GE = Critical Editjon fof Mbh).
JAOS = Journal of the American Oriental Society.

Ka = Kurmapui ana ^BLbllothect^ Indica and Vuuliatt^vaia Preaa, aaipvat 19B3).

I, "* Liugapurana (Calcutta, fiakabdnl.i I8U and 1885 A. D.>M = Manusmi-tij Chapter I (Nifuay^rtlgara edition with Kullflka'a

comracntaryj.

Mbh. = Mahabhirata (quotations according, to CE).

Mr a Markaiuleyapur3na (Bibliotheca Indica and VcnkatcSvara Press,

aanivat 1967).

Pd =. Padraapurnna (Ananda^rami Edition).

PP a \V. Kirfel, Das Purdpa Pafaalakiaiia, Bonn, 1927 (References are to

pages and verse-numbcrB, e, g. PP. 6, 4jj> means verse 4y occurriug on

page 6 of the Puruna texta in Kufcl's edition).

Sp = SSntiparvan of Mbh (quotations according to GEj.

TG- Text Group (Textgruppo) of ihc Sarga-Pratisarsa texts, in PP.

Va Vflyupuruua (Ananda^i ma Edition auJ Veiikn^LSvara Press, 1933 A. D.).

Vi = ViHuupurana (Calcutta, 188.! and Goirtkhpur [Glt.T, PrcBs], sainvat 2009).

AdhySya 224 of 6p and some passages of M weie thoroughly

scrutinized from the point of view of the historian of philosophy

by Erich Frauwallner us early os 1)25, m an aiticle in JAOS,

vol. 45, pp. 51 67. A remarkable result of these investigations,
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which was later incorporated in Frauwallner's QesoJiiohte d&r

indischen Philosophie (vol. I, Salzburg, 1953, pp. 97ff.), is the

discovery that there are pre-Sriukhyic texts in Sp. This result

has greatly enhanced the importance of the Great Epic as a

source, or as the reflection of sources, providing materials for the

knowledge of tlie history of philosophy. The opposition of

"philosophy of syncretism or of tiansition" (Mischphilosophie or

Ubergangsphilosophie), which had dominated the discussion

about the nature of "the Philosophy of the Epic" among scholars

of an earlier generation
1

,
has been replaced by fresh points of

view, and it is no longer justified now to speak of the philosophy
of Mbh as of a body of doctrines exhibiting anything like

intrinsic unity. The didactic pieces of the epic reflect several

currents of thought-belonging to diffeient periods of time, from

which no other documents are available, and to some extent

developments can be traced within the texts themselves.

In the meantime, however, the Critical Edition of the

relevant Mbh passages (Santiparvan, fasc. 22 and 23, Poona,

1951 1952) and W. Kirfel's Purana, Pailaalakeanx (Bonn, 1927)

have appeared. This makes a fresh study of the subject

desirable. It may be stated beforehand that this investigation

will not cancel Frauwallner's results, but render their signifi-

cance even more conspicuous by tracing the line of development

farther in both directions, towards the past as well as towards

later periods, and by analysing more elaborately some aspects of

the texts treated by Frauwallner.

For the texts of Sp 224 and M are in a direct genetic line

connected with those purSnic texts the historical development of

which, as far as it is traceable in the puranas themselves, has

been shown by Kirfel in his Purana PaHccdakgana. In the

direction of the past, there is a genetic connection to TG I, as I

tried to show in a brief analysis of the cosmogony of the

1. Cp. Paul Dinissen. : Vier philosophische Texts des Makabharatam (Leipzig,

1906), Preface, p. vi; Otto StraujS : Indiseht Philosophie (Munchep, 192*) p. 126,
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Manusmrti in comparison with. TG I a few years ago*. In the

pieseat article, It is proposed to tiace the line of development to

n, later stage, viz. to TG IIA !inu TG [IB, after first attempting a

fiesh critical analysis of the Cosmogcny Text of Sp 2^4, utilizing

the Critical Edition8
. The t.tudy is limited to the account of

the elemental emanation as given in p 224 and the exposition

of the emanation of the elements and senses as set foith in TG

1IA/IIB, all matter after
}>224, 38 and after PP 50, 45b (or

PP 9, 20, respectively) being leseived for futuie investigations.

I. The Account of Emanation of Sp 224

Sp 224, 11 (quoted below, p. 303) describes the nature of

the primeval entity. Immediately afteiwaids, the subject changes.

The following veises, 12 31 b, have no direct bearing on the

contents of II, treating as they do of Divisions of Time (12 21

find 28 30) and of the Dhufvias of the Yugas (2227). After

30, the subject of Cosmogony is resumed.

Up to Sp 224, 38 there are puiallel passages in M :

12 21 coirespond to M 64 70 (Divisions of Time);

2227 correspond to M 8186 (YugadTiarmafr;

28 38 correspond to M 71 78 (conclusion of the tract on

Divisions of Time and Cosmogony).

The different arrangement of the several subjects in Mbh
and M already suggests that neither M nor Mbh has used the

other text, but both have drawn upon a. common source, nay,

several sources, viz, a short text on Divisions of Time, another oue

on YugadharmaTi, and a third one on Cosmogony and that tbe

2. Ttoo Accounts qf Cosmogony, in : Siianarmkiaval'i, Commemoration
Vol-umc in Honour of Johannes Nobel (New Delhi, 1959), pp. 77ff. For lack of

space, this article had to be very bi ief, and the comparison ofM with Mbh 12,

231 j32 could be given only in a very summary way. Besides, I eventually

forgot, though I originally intended, to refer to Frauwallner'B article in. JAOS,
vol. 45, a reference which would have been especially useful for the explanation
of the verses M 16-19 (see pp. 80f. of my article in JRiijiatnAtaoali and pp. 57f.

of Frauwallner's article inJAOS, vol. 4,5).

3. CE 12, 224, 11-12 is Bombay Edn. 12, 231, 11 12; GE 12, 224, 13 is

B.E. 13-14; GE 12,224, 14-31 is HE. 15-32; GE 1^224, 32-38 ia B.E, 12, 232, 1-7.
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redactors of p and M have pieced them together in different ways.

The observation of two interiuptions in the course of exposition

luises 'his supposition almost to certai.ity : (1) The verse p 224,

11, which gives a description of t^e primeval being or the primeval

state of the woild, is evidently meant as an introduction to the

nauation of the cosmogonic process, but the subject is resumed

only with 31 ; (2) the tract on Divisions of Time is cut short

with 21, but abruptly resumed in 28, an interruption which is ab-

sent in M. These breaks in the continuity of the narration as well

as the diffeience of arrangement in Mbh and in M are incompatible

with the assumption that the te::t had from the outset formed a

coherent whole. In placing the introductory verse of the cosmo-

gonic nauation (11) at the beginning of the whole passage, i. e.

by indicating the third subject before treating the first and
second ones, the redactor of Sp 224 evidently meant to biud

together more closely the three subjects which he wanted to

connect into a whole, and to do this by using the veiy words of

his sources, without adding links of his own invention.

The sources used by the redactor were small tracts which
had had an independent existence and had presumably been used.

for purposes of instruction even before they were incorporated.

into the epic. Such tracts can be traced in other texts of the

anonymous Sanskrit literature also. We will call them Short

Instructional Tracts (German: Kleine Lehrstiicke) or simply Short

Tracts. One text of this kind is e. g. preserved, with enlarge-

ments, in TG I (see my Two Accounts of Cosmogony)', another one

is the account of Visnu's pradurbhavas in Mbh 3,272 (see my
book PictHada [Mainz, 1959], p. 25 26 with footnote on p. 26 ;

a third instance the Sankhya Text of TG II A /KB will be dealt

with in section II of this article.

Thus we may say that three Short Tracts on Divisions

of Time, on YugadliarmaJi, and on Cosmogony are united in ip
224. In this article we will consider only the text Emanation of

the Elements, on what is called pftrva srafih in p 224, 38d,

leaving over foe future treatment other texts of Sp 224.
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Textual criticism affords some precious data regarding

the history of the initial verses of this Short Tiact. These verses,

including Sp 224, 11, run as follows :

21. anady-antitm ajarn divyam ajaram dtouvctm avyayam

apratarkyam avijfteyarn 'brdhm&grei acmtavartata.

(v. 1, : Bumprava^tate)

37. pratibuddho vikumte bralimdkaayyam Jcaapa-fyaye

iijate ca maftad bhutam taamad vyalitAtma&aifl manali.

(v. 1. vyakt&vyaktfama'kam manaty.

3Q. btaJima trjomayaiy, Siikraw yasya sarvam idarp jagat

(v. 1* : rasaJi)

dka&ya bhfitam ll&taaya dvayam stJiSvarayangamam

33. aJtcci'-mukTie vibuddhah san 8fjate'vidyay3 jagat

agra eva mahalhtttam asu vyalct&tmakam nianaTi.

34. abJiiblmyfkct cdrcismad vyctBjjat aapta manasan

dfiragam baliudhagami prartliana-samSaydtmakam*

(Variant readings have been noted, here as elsewhere,

only if they are of importance for the discussions of

this article).

33-34 are lacking in one manuscript (of the DevanSgarT

Composite Version)31 ,
and in 3 southern manuscripts as well

as in the Kumbhakonam edition the verses 35-38 (quoted

below, p. 309) appear after 31 CE for the first time and are then

repeated after 34 CE. Moreover the awakening of the Creator

and the creation of the manas are mentioned twice (in 31

and 33). These facts safely indicate that in manuscripts or

oral traditions different attempts had been made to commence

the cosmogonic narration and that the initial verses of different

traditions were more or less mechanically juxtaposed by the

redactors of the p. text. One of these traditions made the

account of cosmogony, after the introductory verse 11 nl

the intervening tracts, begin with 31 j this *rust have been the

oldest way of beginning the
accountj^erjit

had been combined

3a. One MS of the Northern noaudoD (Klto version) onto Mte-Ml

but this 9eemB to be acaBcof haplography dueto * fact that both U
33b end with jajflf in that MS.

10
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with the two preceding tracts, since 31 occurs in all manus-

cripts. The 3 southern manuscripts and the Kumbhakonam

edition testify to that old tradition in which 32-34 were

lacking, but the compiler of that version knew also the younger

tradition which included those verses, and. in order to do justice

to both, he mechanically juxtaposed their readings, first omit-

ting 32-34, but then, after 38, giving the whole account once

again, with the inclusion of 32-34. The one manuscript of

the Devanagari Composite Veision, however, which omits 33-34,

seems to point to a tradition in which 32 had already been

inserted, while 33-34 were still lacking. The text of the

majority of the manuscripts, however, juxtaposes four different

beginnings of the account : one is 11, a verse which is here

used as an introduction to the whole tract in which three

Short Texts (on Divisions of Time, on Yugadkarmah, and on

Cosmogony) are united; the second one is 31 a b, a half verse

which tries to connect the pieceding tract on Divisions of Time

with the following on Cosmogony ; the third one is 32 ; the

fourth one is 33
( 34).

This practice of juxtaposition, which is a primitive method

of redaction, caused by the desire of doing equal justice to

different traditions, is not traceable in the Cosmogony of JrJp

224 only t but can be observed in other texts of the epics and

puran as also. In the Ramayana, e.g., one and the same siibjecL

is sometimes treated several times in slightly different ways
in successive sargas. Another instance is the initial part of

PP, TGI, in which at least two different beginnings, PP 2, 3

and 3, 10, can be distinguished (cp. my Two Acconnte of Qosmo'

g&ny). In the beginnings of short texts that bad originally had
an independent existence, this practice has sometimes led to a

state which may at first sight be figuratively and approximately
depicted as frayed. There are, as it were, various loose threads

at the fore-edge of the fabric of the text. The textual condition

which we have described as juxtaposition of different traditions,

may of course as well be characterized as interpolation or

fidditlon of parts of later versions or traditions to the original^
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i.e., to use the figurative expression: not all of the loose
tlueads

originally belonged to the tissue. The critic has to
examine which one of them has a continuous connexion with
the tissue and which have been secondarily attached to it.

Thus it will be our task to analyse in detail the four different

beginnings of the Short Tiact on Cosmogony contained in p 224.

We have also to bear in mind that in the case of ancient
Short Tracts the

affixing of additional beginnings may be due
to the intention of

modernizing the texts. Thus in TG I the
insertion of the verse PP 2, 3 was evidently caused by the
desire of adapting the ancient account to cosmogonic ideas
of the Sankhya system. It may even be stated as a law

governing the transmission of instructional texts, that the bulk
of an old Short Tract is handed down unaltered or with minor
changes only, but the iuti eduction to it is at times remodelled
to

^

adapt the whole text to latei views or to o new context.
Tins is sometimes, as in the case of the cosmogony of p 224,
done by the insertion of additional initial verses (which
perhaps belonged originally to other, later texts), sometimes

by other means as we shall see in the case of TGIIA/IIB.

Let us now examine the first intioductory verse (11) of the"

account of elemental emanation:

anady-antam cyam divyam ay'aram dhruvam

(v. 1.: avyaktam ajaratn dhruvam)

apratarJcyam avtffoyam, lrak :

m&tj<ra saftiavartata

(v, 1.:

This veise conceives of the entity that existed before the

origin of the constituents of the world, as an impersonal being,

which is called brahman as in early upanisads. The attributes

by which it is here characterized give no indication as to whether

the brahman is a spiritual being or something like primary matter*

Its most prominent quality is its permanence, which is described

by no less than five adjectives aw5<tyafc <V*> ajarar d&ntra,

avyayd), Besides, its supermundane nature (attvya)
and unfctKw-

ability (apratarkyu, avyfaya) are mentioned.
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A variant, attested by 11 manuscripts, replaces avyayam

by avyaktam and changes the arrangement of the words for the

sake of the metre. This alteration is of course due to the

tendency, so often observable in the anonymous literature, of

modernizing an ancient text by the introduction of ideas or

terms that had become fashionable at a later time, and it makes
the brahman similar to the primary matter which is denoted by
the term avyalctam in SSnkliya.

An approximate parallel is found at M 5 :

astd id'jrn tamo-lkutam aprcy'AStam aLakaanam

apraiarkyam aviyfieyarp prasuptum iva sarvatali.

In this verse the designation of the primeval entity or

primeval state as brahman is eliminated, and the attribute

prasupta, which originally, of course, referred to the personal

Creator immersed in his cosmic sleep, is assigned to the pre-

creational state of the world, whereas, on the other hand, the

attribute avyakto, which originally denoted primary matter or

the world in the state of dissolution, is in the following verse

(M 6) assigned to the personal Creator two interesting cases of

exchange between impersonalism and personalism, Two words of

the p text, viz apratarkyam and avyfoyam, are confirmed by M 5.

The whole verse, 6p 224, 11, recurs, with significant

variants, in Bd, KB, L, Mr, and Vs (PP 46, 10), cp. below, pp,

317 ff. The imperfect tense aamavartata* is seemingly confirmed, by

4 Th reading samdvarlata (with a) found in. PP is an error, all Purfijja

edttioaa I could consult having samavartata. By the way, it may be noted here

that the sentence brahmcigre saijipraoarlatc had a long history starting from one of

the later hymuB of the Egveda and extending at leaat to the time of the great

Vedanta teacher Saftkara (7th-8th century A, D.). Kgveda 10, 121, 1 begins with

the words ffiTanyas<rrbha?> samaoartatSgre, Here the imperfect tense is used, and

the subject of the verb is a personal being, not an impersonal entity. Whether

Htmavartata means Itgan to lAove, or existed or arose, is not quite clear. Bankara

(BrahmaaQtrabhaya 1.2.23) took it in the latter sense (stfn&wrtatft? aj&yat6&

atthah]. The pBda Sp 224, 11 d was obviously modelled on the pattern of that

^gveda sentence, but the verb waa taken in the sense teglns to work, -which was

rendered clearer by the addition or the ascend prefix -pra-i
at the sama time, the

tenac vfas changed Into the present (to suggest the idea of cyclic recurrence)

and what was the moat important change, the subject of the verb was no longer
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four of these puiStia texts, but is certainly not original- For the

whole of the following account, at least those of its verses which

are incontestably original, cue in the present tense. Therefore,

actmpravartate, which is attested by 11 manuscript texts and one

marginal note, has to be piefeired. Moreover, this form makes

better sense. For samavaitata may suggest the idea of origination,

which, however, is excluded by the preceding attiibutes "without

beginning or end" and "unborn," aampravartate, on the other hand,

can more easily be understood to mean legins to work. The

substitution of the imperfect for the present tense, in p as well

as in the pur5nas, is easily explainable fiotn the fact that the

text treats of an event which, though imagined as cyclically

recurring, is also conceived of as having happened in the past.

After the introductory verse 11 and after the interveniug

verses that treat of other subjects than cosmogony, the exposi-

tion of the process of emanation starts with 31 (quotation above)

The verses 3134 are in a curious state of confusion.

We have already seen that theie cue strong grounds

manuscript testimony as well as repetitious in the contents

for rejecting 3234 as unonginal. We will consider these verses

below. As for 31, I am inclined to legard its first half as an

attempt to connect the account of emanation with the pzecedmg

tract on Divisions of Time and at the same time to mention

a personal Creator ; so this half verse did not possibly form

part of the oiiginal Short Tract ou Cosmogony eithex. The

continuation of this tract, which began with 11. might fittingly

have been the second half of 3 1 toJatejnmMl
bltutam ...?. and

the peraonal JfimpwrU* but the imp^oaal fartnm. The MSS of <p and

the purauaa that changed *** h*. f**nf &*

tHe influence of the old Rgveda verse. Tn subject oEthe verb, m PJ? 5b id

remained the impersonal Arabian. But afterward* ia the bamo purarnc tract, the

Bentcnce once more occurs (PP 51, 58), and at that phu; the cootaU mab^tt

cZear that here the personal BralM, not fifobAi, IB meant : artta'.! ** H*'^
BrahmZsr* ,*****, and under ttc itfkitote of this pa3dagc, tho redactor

o Va-B4 underBtoodArtM PP , *. CP- bclow> ^ 322 ' b tkC

^T?
extending over more than a thousand > ca ,, o the eld rgvtdus sendee reBccta

coBiiawIfluctttathm.tatwomaper-Mafirf.cmDJ imjKWondlirtc conceptwa

of the Highest Being.
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after this, 35 might have followed (quotation leloio, p. 309). I

think there are strong reasons for the assumption that the

beginning as well as the continuation of the account of

emanation (11 and 31 c d, respectively) must hn-ve been of

an impeisonalistc tendency. For the continuation of the

emanation is an evolutionary process, in which every entity

evolves from the pieceding one more or less mechanically,
without the intervention of a directing person ; this suggests
that the first stnge also happened, without the activity of a

person. The idea of discharging 01 emitting out of one's self

(srj'atf, 31 c) need not necessaiily refer to the conception of u

personal Creator. The atmanepada is doubtless significant. It

stresses the impersonal, mechanical character ol the process,
whereas in the originally theistic cosmogony of TG I the

paraamaipada (sasarja, asrjat : PP 3, 10. 14
; 4, 15. 18) is used

to express real action of a person. The atmanepadas of vi-kr,

vikurute and vikurvaria, which occur in the sequel (cp. the

quotation of 35 38 below, p. 309), suggest the same idea
of a mechanical process. In 35, ntanafy sjafitn vilcurute does
not mean that the Mind "differentiates" a "creation" already
in existence, but the idea is that the Mind differentiates itself',

i.e , gett into a process of differentiation, us the result of which
the emanation (/*/) arises; so riffim is an effected, not an
affected, object. On the other hand, m 31 the Stmctnepada
form vikurute is construed with an affected object (ahwyyam),
and this difference from 35 in the use of the atmanepada form
vifavute also tells against the originality of the first half of 31.
The atmanepada participle vikurvana, which occurs three times
in 36 38, again expresses the idea of ctffirmtiatinff oneself or

falling into a prooess of differentiation, The notion of the "desire
to create" (tsr^), which is attributed to the Manas in 35,
implies partial personification only. It is ceitainly a remini-
scence of the ancient theistic cosmogony of TG I, in which the
Creator begins his work because he is "desirous to create"
(airft?, PP3, 1U). But this influence has not substantially
altered the

essentially mechanical character of the emanation
process as described in Sp 224, for as the ether "is born" or
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"arises" from the manas, so each of the following elements

"arises" from the pieceding one. If the piocess had in the

original account staited with an action of a personal Cieator,

one would expect that afterwards the Cieator should personally
cicate the products of creation or at least arrange fat their

being created, as he does iu the puiely theistic tract of TG 1

(cp. my Two Accounts of Gosmoyony}. Moreovei, as we have
seen above (p. 306) in exam.ning a veise of the Manusmrti,

impersonalistic or mechanistic attributes weie in tei changeable
with personalistic 01 theistic ones. It is the general tenoi of

an account of cosmogony that allows to detetniine it as theistic

or impersonalistic, and this tenor is clearly impeisonahstic
in the case of the cosmogony of p 2<24 once the inteipolations
me eliminated. The original form of this Short Tiact belongs
to a current of thought different from that of which the tiact

of TG I is reptesentative, bul concordant with the thought of

some impersoualistic texts of the eiuly upanisads.

So there is some probability of the whole account of

emanation having oiiginally run approximately like this :

anady-ctntam ajaip divyam ajarani dhruvam avyayam

apratarkyam avijfoyaw Ivokmfitjre tarppravai tate (11)

srjate ca maltad bhfitam tasmail vyaktatmaJeam manaJi (31c d).

(v- 1.: vyaktchya!s.tfan*kiiin maRah)

manaJt srtfim vikurute codyamanam sivfaaya

Sarn jayate fasmat taaya fabdo guno matah (35)

tu viJtuwanat aari'a-gandlia-i'aliafi
sueiJt

fiatavafi J3yate vZlyua tasya epario giina matah (36)

fat/or api viJrurvSfiaj jyotir bjudaip tamo-twt&tm

rooianii jayaie tatra tad rrtpa-gunam ucyate (37)

fyotiso *pi vikurranail l&awnty ayo rasatmUcak

adbliyo gandha-guna bhiimili purvuisa /|/V ueyute (3Sj

The whole account is in the present tense, probably bo-

cause the process of cosmogony is imagined as ic-pcatiug itself

at the beginning of every aeon, not as happening once only,

3538 almost liteially agiee with M 75 78.
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In 31 d there is an important varia lectio, attested by
3 manuscripts, viz. vyaktdvyaklfanta'kam manah instead of tasmad

vyaktttimakam manaTi. This reading would suggest that the

manas is the maJiad bhutam and is not evolved from another

entity called mahad Ihutam. The manas would thus be the first

product of evolution, which would correspond to an earlier

stage of development of the doctrine and also accord with the

cosmogony of M 74-78. The epithet vydktfayakttomaka t which
is contained in the variant, means more or less the same as

sad-a&ad-Ztmaka, which characterizes the mancta in M 74 :

taiya so 'har-nisaayfinte prasuptah pratibudfiyate

pratibuddhaf oa 8}jati m^nah. s

I am inclined to regaid the reading vyaJctdvyaktdtmaTcam as

original. Later, the manas was certainly considered to belong
to the evolved state of things, a view which is ottested in our
text by 33 : asw vyakt&t'ma'kam manah. But at an earlier stage,
it would not be so well intelligible why the manas should have
been called vyaktatwaka, especially if it is probable that the

text of 11 had not originally contained the word avyaktam.
The attribute vycLktavyaktatmateam~o,s well as aad-asad-atmakctm

in M , on the other hand, is easily explainable from the fact

that the manas is intermediate between the inconceivable

firaTtwatt and the products of creation, which are "made asunder"

(i.e. rendered vyaktct) by the manas.

In the remaining veises of the original Short Tiact. 35-38
there are several variants, some of which, while at the same
time concoidant with M, are attested by numerous Mbh

5 This Manu vorse is another attempt, besides those traceable in %
224, of giving a new introduction to the ancient Short Tract (-which had once
had ati independent existence). It was obviously composed with the intention
(I] of connecting the subsequent account oE Cosmogony with the preceding
tract an Divisions of Time, and (-2) of replacing the original beginning, with
the impersonal brahman, by a mention of a personal Creator. Ita ideas point
to an early period, when the SSnkhya had not yet become popular and manas
BtiH was the first product of cosmogony. The imperaonalistic initial verse of
the andeiit Short Tract has been placed in M at the beginning of the firat
account of Coamogoay (M 5), but haa been thoroughly modified, only one pada
having been, retained from the ancient verge (cp. above, p. S06).
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manuscripts, but none of them implies a notable change of

ideas ; it is therefore not necessaiy to discuss them liure.

As for the philosophical contents of the verses, the leader

is referred to Frauwallner's article in JM3S, 1925.

There is a second impersoualistic beginning i our text,

via. verse 32. The veise is difficult, As it stands it seems

to mean :

"Brahman is the fieiy seed, the one being of which (yasya...

efasya bhntcaya) the whole of this world, consisting of

immobile (inanimate) and mobile (animate) beings, is

(or : has become) a double."

But there is a remaikable vaiiant, viz. rasaA (** in

one MS) instead of jagat. This reading is attested by 14

manuscripts of the Northern and Southern tecensions
1 and is

evidently the lectio Mffieilior ;
so it deseives special notice.

The verse recurs at p 232, 9 (Bombay edition : 240, 9;
7

,
and

the reading rwali is attested by all manuscripts of that passage.

The verse may
"

have had a sort of independent existence, at

least it must have been felt to be very impressive as it was

quoted in various contexts like other irapiessive verses, as e.g.

PP (TG I), 2, 3a b, which tecurs at TG II B, PP 45, 7c-d,

right side; and PP 3,11, which recuu several times in the

anonymous literature. Textual criticism has to find out ttte

original context of such verses which is a difficult task as

long as we do not have word indexes or at least padu or verse

indexes to all works of the anonymous literature. As regards

the verse in question, neither P 224 nor 5P 233 seems to

be its original context. It may or may not onginally have

formed the initial verse of a cosmogonic accent.-* tt

verse road* is substituted for foot, the meaning seems to be

that "the universe (mrnm id) * the essence of

But the idea of this sentence' is hard to antaKto*. It
_woul-

6 *th~sa5=5m
have brahma-bhutava instwul of bhStau tbStayat

uut -

7 Th recurrence was not notiecd by thu ** *

not utilise it in establishing the test of 8*4, 3A
tlhtKMl of Aj.U

5e

8 The i4ca IB alao B
f *& ^

',
a- v.

11
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amount to an excess of pantheism or even materialistic monism :

the essence of the Absolute is the World, Anyhow, we have at

least to reckon with the possibility that there was such a philo-

sophy in ancient India, and to wait until other contexts afford

further elucidation. The idea must have been unintelligible or

offensive to an early redactor ; so he replaced ratah by jagat
9

. It is

tempting to translate rat a by discharge or secretion, a meaning
which would be easily derivable from the original sense juice ;

the passage would then mean that the universe was a discharge
of the seed which is brahman, but I cannot vouch for the exis-

tence or possibility of this meaning.

So the verse would mean : "Brahman is the fiery seed of

which the universe, inanimate and animate, is the essence (or: of

which the universe is the discharge ?) ; (the universe) is a

double of (that) one being."

In translating dvayam by "a double", I have in mind the

meaning of dvaita, which, as long observation of many texts has

taught me, rarely means duality or dualism, bat mostly the state

of there being a second one (a double). This signification presupposes
a noun which, if it has several meanings, must at least in one of

them signify a. double, something which appear* as a Mtsond one

beside an original or essential unity, and if there is such a noun it

can only be dvaya.

Instead of taking Irahma tejomayatn Sulcram to be a nominal

sentence (with lhavati to be supplied), it would also be possible,

in the context of 6p 224, to construe trjate in the preceding half

verse as a predicate of which ftrahma, with tejomayam fuftram as

an apposition, would be the subject : "Brahman, the fiery seed,

creates (i.
e. discharges out of its self) the Great Being, the

Manat, which is evolved and unevolved..." But this construction

would be secondary, as it is rendered possible only through the

juxtaposition method of the Sp redactor.

9 Deuasen's translation of the verse (Vitr pMlosophische Texlt. ..... ; 240,

9c J.Os=GE 232, 9) offers no acceptable nolution. He makes brahma-tejomtyam

a compound, reads Sakla instead of Svkra, and translates y&tyn sarvam ideuft rasah

by desseti Gtschntack dints WAtall an sich hat, i. e., he takes rasa to mean, something

liko lastt-tnartrt a meaning vrhieh does not seem to be attested anywhere,
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If the cosmogonic account which is preserved in 6p 224,
originally started from an impersonal Absolute, the personalistic,
i. e. theistic conception which is represented by TG I (and the
roots of which can also be traced to some texts of the brShmuiias
and early upani?ads) must have soon influenced the impersonate.
tic text. The influence began, as we have seen p. 308, by
taking over the notion of sisrfsa. But then, several olhtr

attempts were made to introduce theism into the text by making
the cosmogony start from a masculine being. One of them is

represented by 6p 224, 31 a b (a half verse with which 31 c .1,

which probabty belonged to the original, impersonalistic text, was
combined into a sentence), a second one by 33 (with which 34c d
is to be connected), and a third one by M 74 (which is very similar

to p 224, 31 ; see the quotation above* p. 310 with footnote).

All the three beginnings include the idea that the Creator awakes

from his cosmic sleep, and this idea at the same time establishes

connexion with the preceding tract on Divisions of Time, wbich

concludes with mentioning the cosmic day and night.

In 31 b, IrdhmdJesayyam is only understandable if it is

dissolved into bra7im$ dkaayyam (for otherwise there would be no

masculine noun to which pratibuddho would refer and wluch

could be made the subject of try ate), and dhjayyam (the same

word which was introduced by later versions into the verse of

6p 224. 11 as an attribute of brahman which is a sort of primary

matter ; cp. below, p. 319). must mean something Re prituaiy

matter, so that the sentence would mean : ''Having avoktn at

the end of the night, Brahma differentiates (makes asunder I UK

Imperishable*"

In 33 it is once more stated that the Creator, bavins awoketf.

created the Manas, "the quick one, of evolved natuie". The *M*

is here evidently identical with the mfOthUam. So this ve ri*-

fles to the existence of the view of the wnoi as a *****

or mahad bhutctm (this reading is in 21 MSS of several

accordingly, if the same view, which is certainly

originally expressed by 31 also, the reading **&*

<manah (which implies that the m*Aad HH * ll

f
W
*J

<"' '

identical with, the *) has to be rejected *I, '* thL L
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alternative affoided by the manuscript material is vyaktSvyafadt-
maJcam. 33 would thus agree with the original text of 31 in the

view that the manas is the Great Being, the first product of

creation, but differ from it in so far as the manas is described as

evolved, no longer ,13 evolvcd-nnd-unevolved.

The text of 33b is ambiguous in the word vidyayZ, which
may stand for avidyaya, uccoi ding to sandhi rules. The com-
mentaries quoted by the editor of CE all understand avidyayS,
and this seems m fact to be the probable reading, though the
editor of CE prcfcned vidyaya. vidyaya, in this context would
mean something like ly a spell, or the word would refer to the
Creator's knowledge of the karman of the several beings, in
accordance with which their new existence is shaped (cp.
praninZm fcarma-vijaakean viditva in the cosmogony of Prasasta-
pada's PadSithadlmrmasatpgraha

10
). But I would prefer to read

avidyaya, which is well in concord with texts of purSnic Sankhya
as well as later Vedanta, cp., e.g. t 7i* abuddtii-pfirvakah" sargah of
PP 20, 1. So the idea is that the Creator utilized Nescience, a dull,
gloomy, de-spiritualising foice, in creating the material world.

Verse 34 is puzzling. Its second half evideutly gives a
characterization of the manas, which was mentioned at the end
of 33, describing it as

"far-going, moving in manifold ways,
consisting of desire and doubt"

; this half verse seems to be a
late accretion. But to this addition, a second interpolation
was added by another redactor, who was induced by that
harmonizing tendency which has been so effective in the history
of puramc texts, to insert a leminiscence of the ancient cosmo-
gony of TG I : Sp 224, 34b (vyasrJat Bapta nanatan

; v. 1.

is almost identical with PP 4
, 16d

( 'stfat ,apt
- In accordance with the text of TGI, the subject of
should be the Creator himself, so that 34a-b would mean :

(L ^ ^ ^^
intana^ractised by^hlGr^tor in the act of crea-

not

thC Parallel paSSage' PP 62 > 26 the *eling should also be aluddhi-,
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Being, the manas\ he created seven Manaaat" It is interesting
that the manas is conceived of as a bright substance. The

overpowering of this substance is piobably to be understood to

mean that the Creator forced tbe manat to disctuuge the l/2iun
as its offspring. The whole idea is entirely foreign to the rest

of the cosmogonic account of 6p 224, nay, it is understand-
able only if the parallel of PP 4, 16 (to which parallels from
M can be added) is utilized for explanation.

To recapitulate, we may state that the cosmogony of

Sp 224 has four juxtaposed introductions, two of which are

mechanistic (11 and 32), the two others being rheistic (3 la b
and 33, to which 34c~d and 34u-b me two successive additions).

The first mechanistic introduction, verse 11, is most pro-

bably tbe original one. It desciibes tbe premundane states as

the Irahman^ which is "without beginning or end, unborn, super,

mundane, tmdecaying, stable, imperishable, inconceivable, un-

knowable", and which '-starts moving in the beginning".

The second mechanistic IntioJuction (32) also speaks of

the 6rahman
t but it is here conceived of as "a, fiery seed, of which

the univeise is the essence (or : the discharge?) ; the one

being of which the world, animate and inanimate, is a double."

The first theistic introduction (3Ia b) calls the Creator

Bra7im3 and says that, "having awoken at the end of the

(cosmic) night, he differentiates the Imperishable", by which

word primary matter is signified here.

The second theistic introduction (3334) says that (the

Cieator), "having awoken at the beginning of the (cosmic) day,

creates the world through Nescience: first (he creates) the

Great Being, the quick Manas, which is of an evolved nature,

which is far-going, moves in manifold ways, and consists of

desire and doubt ; then having heie overpowered the flaming

(being), ha created the seven Mantaa."

The one account of emanation of 3p 224 thus reflects, as

a result of the juxtaposition rnetho-1 of the compiler, two different

cutrents of thought and various stages of development of cosmo-

gonic ideas,
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II. The Emanation of the Elements and Senses

according to TG II"

We will deal here with the I st Chapter of TG IIA (PP

6ff.) and the 1st Chapter of TG IIB (PP 44ff.). The nucleus

of the ]st Chapter of TG II is a cosmogony on Sankhya lines,

But it has been enlarged by numerous additions and inter-

polations; further, in a few cases original verses or lines have

been dropped, and there have been a great deal of alterations

in the several versions, The texts of the 7 purSrias which form
the basis of TG II, may be divided into 3, and ultimately 2,

main groups :

1. Mr 45, 27 ff. ( 42, 27ff. in the Venfcafesvara edition

of saipvat 1967) ;

2. Va 4, 5ff,, almost identical with Bd 1, 3, 1ft (since tlie

nucleus of both works originally was one purana, cp. Kirfel

PP, Introduction, p. Xff.; but there are many corrupt readings
in Bo1

, and a few additions, in V5); Ku 4, 5ff. and L 70, 2ff.

which are both dependent on the ancient nucleus of Va-Bd; KB
however, has utilized the text of Vi also) ;

3. Pd 5, 2, 82ff. and Vi 1, 2, Iff. (both are la,gejy
identical, but Vi presents some characteristic innovations. In
the beginning of the account, and at a few later places, there
are lacunae in Pd, so that for some portions We have lo depend
on Vi alone).

The version of (Pd-)Vi shows clear traces of having been
composed on the model of Mr, a dependence which we shall
afterwards often have occasion to observe. Ultimately, there-
fore, there were only two versions: Mr nnd Va-Bd Pd-Vi
was modelled after Mr, but with such characteristic

'

changesthat it t be reckoned as an independent, though secondary,
version. At a later time, Ku was composed, and the latest
jto

arise was perhaps the text of L.
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In giving the numbers of the initial verses of the versions,

I have included introductory material (which is reproduced

inPP only when it is raoie or less identical in at least two

purSnas). Now these prefaces display great variety. Though
the bulk of the cosmogony is largely identical in all the seven

purSrms, there are six different prefaces : in V5-Bd, K5, L, Mr,

Pdi and Vi. This entails the conclusion that none of the

introductions originally belonged to the account of cosmogony,

The same result is arrived at when the contents of the cosmo-

gony are compared with those of the introductions. For the

cosmogony is, as we shall see, purely mechanistic ; the prefaces,

on the other hand, are all theistic : Mr and VS-Bd are

BrahmSite, Ka and L Sivaite, Pd shows a state of transition

from Brabmaism to Visuuisna, Vi is as markedly Vijnnite as

L is Sivaite. We will not discuss the prefaces in detail.

The account proper begins with PP 45, 8, left side, or 45, 7cf

right side.

Text of PP 45, 8, left side (45, 7c, right aide) 46, 10 ;

Mr : Va, Bo*, Ko, L :

pradhanam karayaip yat tad avyaktatp kara$ain yat tan

wya&t&Jehyam makartayah nityam tad-asad-atmaltam (7)

yad alml} prakrtim a&ksmatp pradhanam pnbtity c ira
-

nityOty Bod-asad-atmikam (8) yam ahw Mtva -eintak^

dbruvam aTcjagyam ajaram ffandha-var^-ratair
fen

ndnya-eaxnsrayam fafoaparsa-vivarjitan
(8)

JSnam ajar* dTiruvam

(9)

Irahm*
. *-cti-'*

i
-

. .> :" i-
'

Jttia

Mr,Va, Bd, K5,L:

13, Tfec reading^SZ*M#ZZ* ****
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These verses present a puzzling picture. There are words and

Ihtfs !iiil ideas identical in both versions, but it is impossible to

arrange Ibis material in such a way that one of the versions would

be reduced to the other or both derived from a common source,

Dilapidation of manuscripts surely cannot account for the

divergencies of the texts. For then it would be unexplainable

why must of the Ideas recur in each of the old versions. The
only way out of the impasse is to search in the verses for such
material us can be regarded as ancient and to assume that

this material was later increased by the redactor of either

version,

Now it is in fact possible to find out such ancient material.
It consists of three lines. The first of these, which indubitably
was the initial line of the whole tract, is the following :

wyakiam karanam yat tan nityam aad-asad-Ztmalcam.

In Va, Ed, and Kd this line follows immediately after the
preface (PP 45, 7 right side). Its two padas, separated by other
word?, occur also at Vi I, 2, 19a and 19d (PP 7, 4,). It was
even inserted into the beginning of TG I (PP 2, 3a b) by a
redactor who wanted to adapt that old cosmogony to views
current at his time (cp. my Two Accounts of Qonmogony), and
the

cosmogony of the Manusmrti also contains it, with a slightly
different

Arrangement of the words (M 11 a-b). In Mr,
tfae

which

i
-

'

is largely ,dentical in Mr and Va-Bcl^ ^ m
Mr)

(PP 46 10) '

p- 305>-
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However, if we are right in assuming that this vcise in the

original form of the tract followed immediately aftei the line

avydktarn haraiiam... t
we must, in explaining this verse and those

preceding it in PP, start from that form which it had originally

and which is preserved at 6p 224, 11 :

anady-antam ajarn divyam ajaram dfouvam avyayum

apratarkyam avfy'tieycim Irilimdyre aampravartute.

As for the change of tampravartate into aamavartata, cp. above

pp. 306 f. with footnote 4. The change of aprataikyaw into a*3w-

pratam may be due to the consideration that the foimer woid is to

some extent synonymous with avijtieyam, whereas asampwtow
("not of the present time") brings in a new idea.

In the first line, divyam was eliminated in all versions,

presumably because the redactor did not want to attribute a

celestial or supermundane character to the brahwan which in

this context is completely identified with primary matter. But

the substitutes for the woid are different in the old version?.

Va-B4 1ms replaced it by silkmiam, an adjective which character-

izes the primary matter of the SSnkhya system ; Mr has

deleted both ajam and divyam, filling their place with fafftid-

yonirn. However, neither, did Mr dispense with ttifamt, nor

would. Va-Bd do without jagadyoni, Mr relegating iS&tJta to PP

45, 8 (left side), where it figures as an attribute of jwifrti,

and VS-Bd transporting jagadyoni to PP 45, 9 (right side) as on

apposition to avyaktam karanam. So it is probable that the

two words were taken by either version from the same source,

but inserted into the text of the Sankhya tract in different ways.

The same theory holds good for the change we have ta

consider next. In the second pada, avyaya wasow ground I

cannot account forreplaced by afcfwa, and the thicc wrJs

were in both versions shifted to the preceding v*r, but to

different places and in different Arrangement jMr
< Mrw*

ateayya-m ajaram', Va-B4 : >-* *'* *

al^yya^. The pSda was thsn filled

the words *'*** in
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with the intention of mentioning SSnkhya notions, which had
been absent in the p cosmogony to which the verse originally

belonged. So if the two vershohs agree in inserting in 46, 10

the words trigunam prabliavdpyayam (which they took from a

common spuicej and in relegating the original words of that

pada- to a preceding vetse, they differ iu the way they have
modelled these preceding verses.

These verses in both versions include the idea that avyakta,

pradhana, and prdkrti are synonymous, though the synonymity is

expressed more pronouncedly in Va-Bd than in Mr; besides,

they give further characterization of the Unevolvad Cause.

That the wording of 45, 8 is not original in the form it has in Mr,
is also borne out by the fact that, after three feminine adjectives

qualifying prakrti in the yad-ahuh clause, the text continues
with neuter adjectives to be construed with karanam (45, 8)
or with Irahma (46, 10), which is a somewhat awkward construc-
tion and a safe indication of an alteration. Again, the fact that
in the sequel (46, 12, left side) pradhana is said to have originated,
also strongly tells against the assupmtion that the text had
originally stated avyaltta, prakrti, and pradhana to be so syno-
nymous as Va-Bd asserts them to be. In fact, avyakta seems
to have been not only the most current term to denote primary
matter18

, but perhaps the oldest one too. In the perface of the

cosmogonic tract in Vi (PP 7, 47), three words of the Mr version
of 46, 10 are incorporated, which again shows that Mr was
used by Vi.

The two pad as

gandha-rftpa-rasair htnam sabda-tjparsa-vivarjitam

may have belonged to the original tract since they are attested
by Mr, (Va-) Ed and, partly, by Vi (PP, 7, 4 ).

Now if we attempt to restore the original wording of the
initial verses of the tract, the only possible hypothesis is to
assume that in their most ancient form they consisted only of

jave considered above, i. e. PP 45, 7c-d (

(London, 1937) p. a6 ff.
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right side, and 6p 224, U, with the addition peihaps of PP
45,9c-d,feftde a 45,8c-d

l right aide. If we admit one of
the changes introduced into 46, 10 by either Mr or Vs-Ed, it

wiJI entail the other changes in the preceding rases of either
Mr or Vg-Bd so that the two versions will fall asunder. Tht.e-
tore, we have to assume that the compile, of the tiact took the
verse which is p 224, 11 as it was and prefixed to it a 1 me
declanng the ftrdbm of the

following verse to be the Unevolved
Cause.

Subsequently, the redactor of Mr introduced some
changes and additions. In the first verse, he did not entirely

identify the three terms wydkta.t pradhana and jtrakiti,
but

retained avyakfa as the main term, only adding that it was the

"Main Cause" (pradhanam ksnupam) and that the Gieat Ksis

called it "Subtle Primary Matter" (pro*/ Cup tsbtnam). After

this, V3-B4 was redacted. Its redactor kuew the ancient tract

and Mr. He thought it fit to restore the initial line to its original

form, to which he added two p3das which completely identify

the three terms (PP 45, 8a~b, right side). This change then

entailed others, aftlsfma, could no longer get a place us au attribute

of praJkrti; so the redactor placed it in 46, 10, restoring at the

same time the ancient cgam, but relegating jayadifonim
to the

preceding verse. Why he replaced the pada atiieyam nunyiiasw-

srayam by nitycan svdtmang avatthitam and changed tbu place of

the half verse ff&ndharuparasair J&natp ^a6tZasji^tifzr.t^.ro,
is

not clear. He changed the arrangement of the words dhrwsan

afaayyam ajaram to render the metre more correct. At the end of

9, he anticipated the description of the ai-yaJ:t.i
as *>rahwm

because he wanted to take braJtmagre in -16, 10 as BnifaiS tyr*'

(cp. below, p. 32-fJ. He added the desciiption of thu tadLun

as a Great Being and as the Body of all beings ^9c, e>. So tlu

wording of Va-Bd can be explained on the assumption th.it llw

redactor of this version utilized the ancient tract as wvll a* thu

version of Mr. On the other hand, it is not conceivable tlrat,

conversely, Mr should have been redacted under thu influence of

VS-Bd. It is, e, g., highly improbable that the redacto: of Mi,

in altering the four initial padas of VS-B<i, should have tukeu

eufyma from 46, 10 and at the same time shifte
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45, 9 to 46, 10 ; and it is quite impossible that he should have

omitted the mention of braJtmtt in 46, 9d (right side) if he also,

as the redactor of Va-Bd did, had taken IralmAgrQ in 46, 10 as

BraJana agre.

So the result of our investigation is that Mr is anterior to

Va-Bd. This is conoborated by a sciutiny of the subsequent

verses.

The possibility, which has also lo be considered, that 46,

10 might have been added to the text later (with a view to

adapting it to the earlier tract of Sp 224j can safely be denied.

For there ore more facts than one to indicate that the verse

formed an integral part of the tract ab initio :

(a) Parts of the cosmogoaic account of p 224 occur else-

where in the 1st chapter oi TG II also, and it is impossible to

omit them without removing essential parts of the cosmogony ;

so the author must have deliberately shaped his cosmogony on.

the model of the account which is preserved in Sp 224 ;

(b; The verse is attested by all the three versions, Mr and
Va-Bd quoting it in lull, and Vi using parts of it ;

(c) The ancient pada ajaram dkruvam dcsayyam (for

avyayam), though removed from its original place, is also attested

by all the three veisions ;

(d) Parts of the new material of both Mr and Va-Bd are

inserted in the verse differently in both versions.

To summarize the contents, we may state :

The Unevolved Cause [which is also called praJcrti and

pradhanoi], which is everlasting (uitya) and neither being nor

non-being; which is devoid of smell, colour, taste, sound, and
tangibility (i, e. not perceptible by any of the senses); which
is ageless, stable, and imperishable ; [which is unknowable and
not dependent on anything else (Mr, Vi) or : which constantly
rests in its own self (Va-13d)] ; wh ch is the ongin of the world

[which is a Great Being, the eternal, highest Brahman, and the

body of all that has become (Va-Bd)] -is the Brahman without
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beginning or end, unborn, subtle, consisting of the three

Qualities, the origin and the (place of) reabsorption (of all

things),
^

not of the present time, incognizable : (this Brahman]
existed in the beginning.

It is of importance to note that the text of this tract
retains the description of the primeval state as IraJ.man.
Whether this term was original in the genuine Sankbya or

grafted upon the system secondarily by harraonizers, is a

question which cannot be decided on the basis of the texts dealt
with in this article. Anyhow, the data of the two texts, Sp 224
and TG II, in combination with the history of the Vedanta,
suggest the interpretation that there was a bifoi cation of the

braliman monism of the early upanisads : one Hue leading to

to the spiritualistic monism of later Vedanta philosophy, which
was preformed in the early texts, and a second one, also

foreshadowed in some early upanisad texts, lending eventually
to the identiacation of brahman with primary matter in PP 45,

8(7) 46,10. The existence of the latter view is also attested

by Gaucjapada, who mentions brahman as a synonym of praktfi,

pradhana and avyaJeta in his commentary on SankhyakSrikS 22.

Text of PP 46, 1112 :

Mr (45, 35 36) : VS (4, 22c 24) s

gralayazy&nu ten^darn tasydtmana sarvam idam

vyaptam aeid a$eiatah j vySptam SsU tamomayam /

gutta-samyat tatas totsmSt guna-samyt tadH tatniin

gwia-bh3ve tamomaye /

mune (11) kietrajAadhitfltitaaya vai (11)

guya-b7iavat stfyam&nat guya-bhSvatJl vaeyamdno

sarffct-TcSle tatali punah /
maJiSn pradurbabliiiva ha \

pradJifinam tattvam udbTiittarn sukwneipa walinta to 'tkii

maJiSntam tat sama'ornot (12) abtfu&tena lattMvrtoh (12)

Parallels of Vi :

Vi 1, 2, 21c d (PP 7, 4
7c d) :

sarvavn evfald vySptarp vai prdlag&&
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Vi 1, 2, 33 34b (PP 8,6 7b) :

tatas tavmSt ktetraJfiacUtiafMtan mune

pradhana-tattvctm udbMtam mahantam tat sarnavjnot.

The readings of V2 may represent those of the V2-Bd

nucleus. They produce the impression of an attempt, though
not a very skilful one, to reinterpret some statements of Mr
which the redactor found puzzling. He understood all the

words of 46, 10, up to avijlteyam, as qualifying the avyaktam

(45, 9f. f right side), but took IraTimdgre as Brahma agre, i. e.

he found here a refeience to the personal Creator, probably
because the masculine Brdhmn is signified at another place of

the same text (PP 51, 58) by the same words in an unmistakable

context (Sdikarta oet bhutanam Brahinfyre samavartata), even in

Mr . Therefore, in order to maintain the identification of the

avyakto with the bra7imant he inseited a mention of the neuter

brahman in the preceding verse (paraty ZraTima tandtanam 45,

9d, right side). In 46, 11 a also, he deemed a change
necessary. The demonstrative pronoun of this pada can only
refer to the word firctfima or BrdhmS. of the preceding pada.
The icdactor, who thought that BraJimS was meant theie, saw
the idea of the Purusaatikta and of such passages as PP 5,
25c d of TG I (divam m pithivlv$ e&iva mahimna vyapya tbftati)

expressed in the vyaptam oi 46, 11; but it seemed to him too

indistinct an expression to say that the universe was pervaded
"by him". So he changed the Una of Mr into tatydi.ma.na_i.e.,

''by his self" the universe was pervaded , an expression which
unmistakably refers to a person. So here again Va-Bd is clearly
secondary as compared with Mr.

In the next patjas, there is a slight unevenness in the text
of Mr. For not only is the state of equipoise of the guna*
expressed in two different words, yunatamyK and jupottMt, but
the ser.se of "then" is also expressed twice, by tatah in He and

^4 jama* in 12b. It is hard to conceive that this is original
I thmk that the half-verse

ffU9a9&aiy* tatas tasmat ktotrajnAdU-
ii mtw, is interpolation and that it was the factor of
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Mr who inserted it into the old SlakLyo tract, The purpose of
the insertion Was, firstly, Lo explain the somewhat obscure
guHahluMt of 12awhich was altogether dropped by Vi by
tbc umimbtt'iioiw yuymamyat. Secondly, the interpolator
tinman it fit also to mention ths personal Creator's activity ot
the beginning of the creation (the redactor of Va-Bd had found

cii U) iluj Creator in 104 as we have seen) ; so he added
fclhiim.** lint if ihr original account had made any
of Uui Creator, it wox.ld bo rather surprising that it

shrmM htivo done so only in o-ie member of a compound word,
after tUu lengthy description that was given of the primeval
stfttt: of the world. Hindu cosmogonic tracts that are originally
tlioteiir start by more or less elaborate characterizations of the
Crrafur and sometimes oven with woids of adoration addtessed
tu him, Mori-over, all the seven pnranus which have incorporated
the S.-mkhyic nccouut of cosmogony follow this practice, but, as

wr h:wt: p'on, these prefaces woio added by the redactors of the

t-fvciul (jntantis and none of them formed part of the SSnkhya
1un:l. TlH'.u'fnre, the brief mention of the luetntfrta makes the

]i
("hl.i In which if occurs auspicious, and the following vocative

(w/n>'] only iuMs to the suspicion, though the compiler of Vi

tlnMt;:Ut it tit to retain it. For it is hardly conceivable that

then- w;v.; any vocative in the original SBnkliya tract,

In lie 12b, th twisted syntax of the verses of Va-Bd is

a t:h'*ir iiulication of the secomlary oiigin of this version. It is

of imjKii lance to note that in V5-Bd the Malign is the first

product of the emanation process, whereas in Mr. and, after it,

in Vi the yradhSnain tattvam arises first. V5-Bd has combined

jir,itUutnn v/itli earffakah in a genitive which most probably is

iirusil to Bay, not that the pradhana was emitted from the

1'fdtnttM or fwyukfa (genitivns objectivns), but that it emitted the

{uotiticts of creation (genitivus subjectivus), avyakta and pradh&na

wui- absolutely synonymous to the redactor of Va-Bd, but not to

the uulhnr of the ancient tract as becomes clear from Mr 45, 36

Ifia. A elwjtia ia here to be understood as a synonym o BtahmA ; qp.

W. T*!, 5? : I^ctrajfio Bfahma-MMtlitafr (Mr, Va-Bd, Ka, L).
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(PP. 46, 13, left side), where it is said that from the State of

Gunas (of the Unevolved Cause) the Main Principle (pradhanam
tattvatn) arose. Vi has retained this old view, and a number of

variant readings in the whole tract also indicate that avyalctam
(karanam) and pradhanaw (fattoa-n) were not originally synony-
mous, though identified later. Nor was prakrti originally a

synonym of avyafcta and pradhan,a ; as 53, 64d shows, the old

tract knew of eight prdkftis, but nowhere, except in the initial

verse, which is a product of later remodelling, was one pralciti

mentioned. I think it is important to bear in mind the difference

that was observed by the ancient Sankhya tract in the use of tbe

three terms.

According to Mr, the text of which may here represent

that of the original Short Tract, "at the time of emanation the

Main Principle arose from the State of Gunas, while this was

being sent forth", i. e. while the Three Qualities were losing

their uudifferentiated state of equipoise and becoming manifest

as characterizes of things. In Mr, as in Pd-Vi, the maJian is

not expressly stated to have become manifest. The text

mentions it only as having been covered or enveloped by the

Mflin Principle, and this envelopment is further described in the

following verse (PP 46, 13 ; see below). In the sequel of the

account, each following tanmStra element is stated to have been

"enveloped" by, after it bad been manifested by emanation from,

the tanm3tra preceding it in the series.

Mr (45, 37) : Vi
(1, 2, 34c f) /

Pd (5, 88c 89 b) :

yatfa fafam tvaea tadvad sattviko rajataS aAiva

avijaktentivrto malian tfimasas ea tridha mahan

saitviko rajaeaS oAiva pradhana-taitvena samam

tatnaa ca tridhSditah tvaca fcjam ivdurtam,

(The corresponding text of Va-Bd is negligible).

In this case, I would give preference to the text of Pd-Vi,

firstly because it has the advantage of being the lectio diffleilior,

secondly because it retains the word pradhSnatattW)
not replacing
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it by avya7cta (which was not originally synony.vious wiib

prctdhanatattva}.

Translation of PP S, 7cf :

"The MaJian is threefold : consisting of goodness, pns=-o:j,

and darkness. As a seed is enveloped by its iind, in tlia same

way (the Mohan is enveloped) by the Main Principle
11

.

After the mention of the MaJian, Va-Bd bas a Icn^ inter-

polation (46, 1448, 30) in which the Gieat One is ,le:fie.l ar.-l

identified, with Brahma and many other entities. We will pass
over that passage.

Text of PP 48, 3149, 38/ 8, 9, 15 :

For the following verses, a faiily good text can hi? consti-

tuted on the basis of Mr and Pd-Vi, with utilization cf Vs ,-Rdi

at some passages. After each line, I note the pui3i.i.i3 or: wirea

my text is mainly based.

tatas tasmad aliamkaraa trividho mi
vtjit}'at/<ttit {Ma i

vaikarika* tafy'asas cat bhutddis oa sa tamasith (Mn

yatha pradJvSnena^ mahan, mahata m t'ttMrrtah (Vi

bJiiitddis tu vifturvanah sabd'i-tanmalrakan tatah (M-, Vi:

sasarya Sabda-tanmatraii akasam JtifuZfl-7a&(7aB (Mi< Vn

ftTcaSam Sabda-malram tu Htuttidis cavjgot tutah (M^

afcafaa tu vikurvanah aparsa-matrum i&arja /w1 ) ;Va, rl-\','

balavafi jayate v3yua tosya sparso yuno mutah*) (Mi,1

ak&sarn fabdct'inatram tu sparSa-matritrn SiUtiSnK iW,!, V/

vat/ttf edpi viktorvano rB-pa-matrain satarj* Jta \y>lr,
^ " *

jyotw utpadyate vayo> tad rupa-gunam veyrtt*} iMi'i Va. Mi

ffparto-matram*) tu. vai vayR rti^a-matram saw8t*yat -Vif

jyotis c&pi vikuruanam rusa-Matram sasarjj Ji* . ^Jr. P-l-V

sambhavanti tato hy apas eatan vai ta rattltmiksh' .Mi/

rasa-matram tu ta hy apo*} rupn-ma'^m ta>n&ttw Mil

3pas edpi vifatrvatyo
9
) gandhi ml fram *a*.irjir iM-

'

sarngTiato jayate tatmat tatya, </<t?/i) ./* '' l]
i V** U)'

Notes :

i) The text of Mr has here agaia a*j*fe"> i*;
a ' 1 ul

, but after what preceded I think that uuJy
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is possible if we want to restore the original terminology

of the tract. The ledactor of Vi must have taken the

word from the original independent tract. Cp. note 4.

*) In this line, Mr is not original ; possibly the MS used by
the redactor of Mr had been corrupt heie, The n&tra

aamsayah of Mr is a clear sign of the secondary origin of

the line.

) This line is identical with p 224, 36c d.

*) This line is lacking in Mr .ind in Pd. Vi has restored it ;

so the ledactor of that version must have utilized more

than one MS or veision : not only Pd and Mr, but probably

Va(.Bd) also, if he did not take the line horn the original

independent tract.

8
) The last pada is identical with Sp 224, 37d.

6
) Mr : sparsa-matras tit vai vayii ; Va : paisa-matram tu vai

vayo ; Vi (1, 2, 41c Gorakbpur ed. ; 1, 2, 39g Calcutta ed.

of 1882) : aparsumatrutin tu vai vagft. The latter reading

(lectio difficilior) seems to be the original one, which was

replaced in Mr and Va by constitutions that are gramma-
tically clearer but have no parallels in the rest of the

tract. vSyuT), (vat/ft) is an apposition to sparsa-matram. All
the wflfra-eompounds of the tract are nouns, not adjectives.

7
) raaatmzleaiti also at p 224, 38 b.

*) It is not necessary to see in apo a grammatical mistake (a

nominative employed as an accusative) as Paigiter (in his
translation of Mr, Calcutta, 1904, Bibl. Ind.) and Kirfel

(who puts the mark [I] .'after cipo) had done. If we
adopt tie reading of Mr, raaamatram (instead of -5$), m
"hy Spo may be construed as a short independent sentence :

"for this is water". Pd*Vi has removed the difficulty by
substituting ambhsmei for Spab.

; The
juroimaJpaZa participle is surprising. May we replace

it by v&urvayS on the authority of Pd-Vi (which htwe
P 9| 15) and Ka (which
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i vifeurv8fi8, but is peihaps the latest of the extant

versions of the tract) ?

Translation :

From this (Mahati') then arose the thieefold EgoUy :

that one which is Subject to Modifications, the Glowing

(or : Passionate) One, and the Origin of the Elements which

consists of darkness. It was enveloped by thu Mohan us the Mohan

was by the Main (Principle). Then the Origin of the Elements,

while differentiating itself, emitted the Subtle Wattei of Soiuid,

and from this the Ether, which is characterized by sound, (argsc).

The Origin of the Elements, however, then enveloped the etiier,

(which had the form of) the subtle matter of sound. The etiitr,

while differentiating itself, produced the Subtle Ma-tter of

Palpability, (thus) the stiong Wind is bom ; palpability
known

to be its property. But the ether, (which had the foim of the;

subtle matter of sound, enveloped the subtle matter of palpa-

bility. Then the wind, while differentuting itself, produced

the Subtle Matter of Visibility. Light anses fiozn the wind ;

its property is called visibility. The wind, however, iwfaicb

had the form of the) subtle matter of palpability, envelope.! the

subtle matter of visibility. Light, while differcutiulu.g ifcelf,

emitted the Subtle Mattel of Tuste. Ftom that, \Vuitr ai:sefc

j

its essence is taste. The subtle matter of viability
envefojit-

the subtle matter of taste, which is water. \Ytw f
wu...-

differentiating itself, emitted the Subtle Matter of Scitll. H~ :

that, the Aggiegate is born ;
smell is known to be its p^uv.

After this account of elemental einaimlio.u Va L.:b tU

line raiamStrmt <w tat tot/ay ^ndh^mtram wrr< P* **
,'

"

But this line occuis in none of the othvi version,, nus

which is throughout dependent on V*

assume that the original Uact did nut ***** *
'

^
of the subtle matter of smell by that of ustc uu4

jll ^ ^ ^
was interpolated in V5 after the red-ctio.! ol -

.

product of the emanation process
one wouw .

( ^
Instead, the text hs -m^ r^^^,. ^IU
suggests the view of the awwiuWi** '7*7 ^ aelie ,

subtle particles of all the elements precede
*
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emanation. Uut it is not this idea which is brought out by the

mention of "envelopment". For the accumulation theory does

not, as tho eni}>lof ment theory does, teach the reabsorption of a

following tanmatira by the preceding one but, conveisely, the

admixture of particles of nil piecedmg elements to each item of

the emanation series.

A comparison with Sp 224.

Ileie it becomes evident that the whole tract on cosmo-

gonic emaruition has been composed on the pattern of the cosmo-

gony of Sp 224. In fact, it is nothing but a remodelling of the

old account with the inclusion of the more developed views of a

later time. The Manas, which "differentiates from itself the

creation" (sitfim vilcuruta), has been dropped, but the Mohan is

here intermediate between tba Main Principle and the Ahamkara ;

iii the piocess of emanation Tanmatras are interposed between
each preceding and each following element ; there is the idea

that, af tei u gioss element had evolved from its Subtle Particles,
these are "enveloped" by the element preceding in the series ;

and theie is, at the beginning of the tract, the idea of the

subtle, jimpeiceptible Piimary matter, consisting of JThree

Qualities. All this conesponds to a form of the Sankhya

system, though not of that ot the Karika.

Much mateiial of the ancient tract of Sp 224 has been

incorpoiated into the later one. Not only has the old intro-

ductory verse (p 224, 11) been preserved, with some modi-

fications, but the teims vikurvZna has been retained, and even

the word gwfa, though in the same tract occurring in the later

sense of "Quality of the Unevolved Cause", has at the same

time been used in the old technical sense of "Property of an

Element" (later Sp texts18 replaced it by visesa in this sense).

Further, one line, one pad a and one expiession have been

preserved. And, though the whole account was conceived in

past tenses, the pit-sent tense yayate of the line taken from Sp

i6 E. g. Sp (CE) 298, 14 and 299, 11 = Bombay ed. (Poona reprint of

1932) 810, 14 and 811, 12,
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224, 36 drew after it even a few further cases of use of the

present tease
((utpadyate, sarriViavanti, jayate).

Frauwallner observes in his Geachichte der indiscfon PMo-
tophie (vol. 1, p. 303) that the evolution theory of the Sankhyawas

probably shaped on the model of the 8uMnuprasna cosmo-
gony (i. e,, p 224). This statement is now corroborated by
ex ual

history, Nay, the purSnas even contain an ancient
tract earlier than the 4th century A.D.1T v?hich describes the
whole process of cosmogony on the lines of a form of the

.

5aktlya system. I am convinced that this text is another
^stance of a Short Instructional Tract, which had once existed

independently, but was then incorporated into works of the

anonymous literature and has thus come down to us.

Text of PP 49, 3950, 45b (cp. 9, 15^ 18) :

[taamims tasmims tu tan-matram tenn tannuitrata smrta

(v, 1.: tan-matra Va, Vi)

wiSeaa-vacakatvad avityas tataS ca te (39)
na Santa

nflpi ghorfa te na mudhaS Msesayah

bhuta-tanmatra-isargo 'yam aliamkarat tu ffinasat (40)

vaibariJeat ahamkarst aattvWriktat tu, tattvikat

vaikarikah a a anrgct9 tu yugaptt, nampravartate (41)

buddhindriyani pafiediva pafiaa kanntndriyani ca
1

)}

tatjaannindriyavy ahur dev% vaikSrika daSa (42)

[ekadasarp manas tatra deva vaikSrikah smrtaK*)]

Srotram tvak aakswtjihva nasika ediva paftcaw
3
) (43)

Sabdddtnam avitpty-arthcim bttddhi-ywktSni caksute?)

padau p3yur upasthas e& Jiastau vSk paficami bhavet (44)

gaAir visargo by Snandah silpam vakycan ca karnid tat (45a b>

This text has throughout been given according to Mr.

NOTES :

*) 39 42b are missing in Pd. As there are a number of

17. The cosmogony of TG II belongs to ixucleus ofVu-B.1, which was

redacted shortly after 335 A. U. (cp. PP, Introduction, p. XVIII f., and my

monograph Prabl&da [Mait,z, 1959J p. U4j cooaequently it must be cooaider-

ably older.
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apparent lacunae in the cosmogonic account of that pur5na,

the absence of the seven lines is not by itself an indication

of their being unoriginal. But there are some features of

the contents of these lines which are apt to rouse doubts as

to their having belonged to the original form of the in-

dependent Short Tract.

(1) The preceding account had not only, as 40c d states,

described the emanation of the tanmatraa but hod mentioned

the origination of the gross elements also. Therefore, neither

is 40c d exact nor does the form of the preceding account,

which does not specially treat of tanmatras, suggest u. neces-

sity for an explanation of this term at this place, On the

other hand, 39c 40b are so similar to Sankhyakarika 38

(tanmatrfyty avifesaa tebtiyo L'hutani pallca paficubhyah } ete xmrta

vifeaajj, Snf3 gJioras ea muetJiSf ea} that the idea suggests itself

that they were composed and inserted to adapt the doctrine

of the tract to that of the Karika.

(2) The same idea is suggested by 40c 42b, which

lemind of the Karikas 24 25. According to these two

KarikSs there are two soils of emanation : the taMnatrah

sargah, which is tamasa r and the ekftdatakal} target]} of the

senses, which is sattvilca and proceeds from the vaiJcSrika or

vaikrta. foim of the aJiamkara, and it is this idea which is

expressed in 40c 42b. However, to reproduce the contents

of Kaiika 25 completely, it would have been necessary also

to state that the tayasct form of the aliamk&ra was operative

in both the t3masa and saUvika (or vaikarifca) emanations,

This would ha.ve created a glaring contradiction to 42c,

which reserves the attribute taiJasa to the senses. But while

this v?as avoided, an inconsistency arose all the same, for

in 42c d the senses were called taiy'asa, wheieas in the

(interpolated) lines 41 42b they were derived from the

vaticarika form of the aAamfcha, (42c d will be discussed

in the following note).
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Vi has 39 and 40 (with e, few variants) but omits 41 42a.

Perhaps the redactor of Vi felt that 41 42a, besides being
absent in the old indepenoent tract, were not in harmony
with 42c d ; so he omitted these lines though he took

39 40 from Mr.

Apparently the intentioi of haimonizing the tract with

the doctrine of a text (tie Sankhyakarika) which {in the

meantime ?) had become recognized as authoritative, could

not fully succeed, since it was combined with the traditionalist

tendency of preserving the old text. There is one line (40c d)

which Is not in harmony with the preceding account and

there are others (41 a 42 b which are not in keeping with

the follotoing (42c d). As for the rest, there are two lines

(39c 40b) which, though not inconsistent with the context,

have also evidently been composed under the influence of the

Karika, whereas the line 39 a b pt oduces the impression of

having been added by a redi.ctor who found that a definition

of the term tanmatra was nacessary as an inttuduclion to

39C 4Qd ;
it is improbable that the original tiact, which left

unexplained other obscure te ms (e. g. vaikarilta), should have

given a definition of tanmatra at the end of what was not an

account of bhuta-tanmatra-wrga but a description of the

emanation of the (gross) elements with each tannatr* emamit-

ing from the gross element preceding it in the series and each

tvimatra immediately producing the corresponding gro ? ?

element.

Therefore it is probable that the original Short Tuict did

not contain the lines 39a 42b and that Pd, in omitting them,

has preserved a feature of the oiiginal tract.

42c d must be regarded as original. For while the state-

ment of 41 42b that the senses are a product of the w*w**

sarffaiB easily traceable to the influence of another

the description of the senses ui tt00 *** tO
f

* P'
the Short Tract of Emanation. It must tbcrefor* b

}hat the original Tract, after describing the emanation from
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"the bhjltadif which is tomato", continued by stating : "The
senses are called ia^aaa", thus suggesting only implicitly that

they proceeded from the taijasa form of the aJuunhfira. A similar

implicit statement we met with at the beginning of the

account where the origination of the vnalian was not expressly
stated (cp, above).

42d presents a problem. Two interpretationsjire possible :

the deities mentioned here are either identical with the senses

or they preside over them. The first alternative was adopted

by Pargiter in his translation of Mr (Bibl. Ind.}, and it may be

supported by passages like Sp (CE) 203, 31 (Bombay ed : 210,

33) ;
the second possibility would be in keeping with the view

of Brahmasutra 2, 4, 1416. It seems to me that the second

possibility is the more probable one. For if the gods were

identical with the senses, these would be tafy'etsa and vaiJcariJsa

at the same time accoiding to 42c d. It would however be

more logical if the tamasa, vaiJcfirika and tatfa&a forms of the

ahamkara each had its own function or products, and it is well

understandable that the vaikariJca., in which sattva is predo-

minant, should produce the gods presiding over the senses

while the senses themselves emanated from the taijata. I

would therefore suggest to take 42d to mean : "The ten gods

(who control the senses) are vaiJcdrika." The redactor, however,

who interpolated 4la 42b, certainly did not understand 42d

in this sense.

The fact that the deva vaiharikaTi are once more mentioned
in 43 a b rouses suspicion as to the originality of this line,

Moreover, the line breaks the connexion of 42c d, which
mentions the (ten) senses and the ten deities presiding over

them, with 43c 45b, which name these senses

and their functions. I think, therefore, that the line

has to be rejected and that the original Tract did not mention
the WKWOS at all possibly because the manas was understood
to be included in the mafiSn, which had taken its place in the

emanation series. The insertion of
q, mention of the commqn
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idea of the manm as the eleventh sense is easily explainable

from that harmonizing tendency which, along with the other

tendency of preseiving what had been handed down, is one of

the forces that dominated the development of texts of the

anonymous literature.

The mention of the metnas was expanded to a full line by
a repetition of the statement that the senses were deva

voiikarikah (43b). 43a b might perhaps be understood to

mean thai the mind is the (ten) vaikarika godt. The gramma-
tical difficulty involved in this interrelation might be toler-

able in a puramc text. The resumption of the words devS

vaikarifcah would thus not be a mere repetition but serve a

special puipose, The doctriue would be similar to that of San-

khyasutra 2,17 19 (cp. Aniruddha's commentary : antaram

manah iti ekadaSakani indrfyam ',
Garbe [Die Sftmkfya-PhilosopMe,

2nd ed., pp. 299L] erroneously states this to be general Sankhya

teaching). But the view of the manas as the special outcome of

the vaikarika sarga seems to hVve arisen at a very late date,

whereas the interpolation of 43a >b belongs to an early time

since the line occurs in Mr, Pd, and Vi (V has remodelled it,

and L, here as elsewhere, has followed V5). Therefore it is not

very probable that the interpolator should have intended to

express that view.

B
) In 42 and 43, Pd and Vi have a number of unimportant

variants.

4
) cdk&ite is a conjecture, first proposed by Pargiter in his trans-

lation of Mr. The text has wtiayato, which does not make sense.

The emendations of L, Pd and Vi are negligible.

Translation :

"[In each of them there is only that (Va, Vi : In each of

them there is a particle [ra34r3] of it) ; this is why tradition

speaks (of them) as being Tanmatw. And hence they are without

differences, for (the word tawnatra) is not expressive of difference.

They are neither calm, nor terrible, nor dull, being without

differences. This emanation of the tqnn&traf of the elements

H
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(proceeds) from the ahamkara characterized by darkness. From
the aliarpkara subject to modifications, however which is of the

nature of goodness (and) possesses goodness in excess, the

vailearika emanation begins at the same time : the five knowledge-

senses and the five action-senses]. The senses are called glowing

(i. e., luminous and vigorous) ; the ten deities are vaikariTca.

[The mind is among them the eleventh. They are traditionally

called the vaHcdrika deities.] The ear, the skin, the eyes, the

tongue, and the nose as the fifth are called (organs) connected

with knowledge for perceiving sounds and other (sense-objects).

The feet, the anus, the organ of generation, the hands, (among

which) the voice is the fifth ; walking, evacuation, (sexual)

delight, manual work, and speech : that is the work (for each of

the action-senses)"
18

III. Results

(of this study, combined with some results of my paper Two
Aceount of Cosmogony and my monograph PrahlSda)

1. For the history of texts of the anonymous literature :

(a) The oldest version of those parts of the pura$as which

deal with cosmogony on Sankhya lines, is that of Mr. The other

original parts of Mr19 were evidently redacted at the same time,

and this redaction preceded that of the Va-Bql nucleus. The

investigation of the cosmogony of Mr leads to the same result

at which F. E. Pargiter arrived from quite different considera-

tions* , viz. the nucleus of Mr was compiled about 300 A. D.
The redaction of Va-Bd is plainly later, and it took place shortly
after 335 A. D.M . After the nucleus of Va-Bd, the cosmogony
of Pd was redacted; then, perhaps about 500 A. D., Vi" ; then,

18. The rest of the account of cosmogony of TO II I -will leave over for

later studies.

19. Gp, f. B. Pargiter's translation of Mr (Bibliotheca Indica, Calcutta,
, Introduction, pp. iv viL

SO. Cp. op. cit., Introduction, pp. xix xx.

, f?" 0& PP. Introduction, p. xix, and my PrahlSda, pp. 23 ,

?*, <3p. my Prahlftda pp, 24 and 147 f,
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perhaps in the 7lh or 8th century, KU|B
, L is later than Va-Bd,

but its chronology in relation to Pd, Vi and Ku cannot yet be

determined. Likewise, the question of the time when the single

ledactions of Va and Bd arose is still unsettled,

(b) Some tracts incorporated in Sp are considerably older

than the third century A. D., probably dating from pre-Christian

times,

(c) The first adhySya of the Mannsmrli was composed
later than the independent tracts that were incorporated Into

Sp 224, but earlier than, or approximately at the same time as,

the final redaction of 6p 224, presumably ia the first centu-

ries A. D.

(d) There are Short Instructional Tracts, which ouce had

an independent existence and were preserved because they were

incorporated into the anonymous literature. There are certain

laws governing their textual development (modernizations, harmo-

nizations of different traditions, adaptations to the context,

juxtaposition of different beginnings).

2. For the history of philosophy :

(a) There was an Instructional Tract, composed in the

third century A. D. at the Latest, which expounded the evolution

of the world according to a form of the SSnkhya system and is

largely preserved in different versions in seven purSnas.

The Saukhya of the original form of this tract, which con

be reconstructed with some amount of probability, is to some

extent identical with that of the SSnkhyakSrikl bat deviates

from it in some points : (A) avyakta, the unevolved cause or

primary matter, is distinguished from pradh8na(tatti>a), which ia

the first product of its evolution ; (B) there is no special tanmatra-

*arga, but the emanation of the tawnatra* is combined with that

of the gross elements, each following tanmatrct emanating from

the gross element preceding it in the series ; (C) after a gross

23. Cp. my Pfohlildo, ppj 193 f. The investigation, of the history oE the

legend of Prahlada, led to the eamo results for the relative chronology of

Vi and Ka as the study oE the co&nwgonieal torts of these pura^-ias.
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element has originated, the tanm&trct that was its source is

"enveloped" (3>vr, sam-S-vr) by the tanmatra preceding it in the

series ; (D) the ten senses are products of tmjasct emanation,
whereas the results of vaikarika emanation seem to be the

deities presiding over the senses ; (E) the iTUinas does not seem to

have been mentioned in the oldest form of the tract. Later

harmonization or modernization has attempted to blur some of

these deviations (A, D) and to introduce some ideas from the

Karika (B, E). In view of the fact, detectable by textual criti-

cism, that the old Short Tract was later on interpolated under
the influence of the SankhyakarikS, in combination with the

dates suggested above, the hypothesis may be ventured that the

Sankhyakarika was regarded as an authoritative text as early as

300 A. D. The old Short Tract, however, was composed at a

time when the Karika either was not yet in existence or had not

yet received general recognition.

(b) This Sankhya tract has been modelled on the pattern
of an earlier exposition of the evolution of the world which is

preserved in p 224. This latter text, which is pre-Safikhyic,

probably dates from pre-Christian times.

3. For the history of religion :

(a) There are clear traces of a constant antagonism between
theism and inapersonalism in the anonymous literature from pre-

Christian times to about the 4th or 5th century A. D.

(b) The data of the anonymous literature point to the

existence, in the first centuries B. C. and the first centuries

A. D., of an influential Hindu sect that adored Brahma as the

highest deity.

(c) About the 4th or Sth century A.D. the glory of

faded away and Vbitu and Siva took his place, some texts

substituting the one, some the other god for Brahma.

(d) From that time, the old opposition between theism and
icapersonalism was largely replaced by the new antagonism

ajyism and Vai?navism.



[The Mudgala-Puraiia Is counted among the

eighteen Aupa-Puianas. It is still unpublished, and
is available in manuscripts only. The present article

is based on the two manuscripts of the Mudgala-
Pur5rm, deposited in the KasirSju-Sarasvatl-Bhandara
of Ramnagar. It is the summary of a discourse

given by the learned authoi according to the Purana-

pravacana-scheme of H. H. the KSsinaresa (for

which see 'Purana' Vol. Ill, pp. 401 f.).

The Mudgala-Purana mainly deals with God

Ganapatit his worship and his gloriScation. He is

conceived here as the supreme brahman, all other

gods being considered as subordinate to him.

BuddJii and Siddhi are said to be the two forms of

his May ft. This Purana presents various concep-
tions of Gra&apati. In one place he is conceived as

the universe-qualified brahman his head being
the brahman, and his remaining body the universe.

In another place he is conceived as yoga, the head

being the nirvikalparsamSdhi and the body the aa-

vikalpa-sotmadhi. Each of the several khartdas of the

Mudgala Purana explains a particular name of

God Gfayajpati. The superiority of Ganesa over

the other principal gods Surya, BrahmS, Visiiu,

Rudra-Siva and Kartikeyo^ has been established

by means of various episodes or SkhySnas. The

symbolism underlying the conception of his protrud-

ing belly and the four hands holding #3$*, a&kusa,

mod/oka and bamala, bis elephant-face, and his

v&hanaf mouse, is also explained here. Besides, the

stories of the birth of Moha and KSrtikeya from the

seed o Rudra-Siva are also narrated, and the
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genealogies of the Solar and Lunar dynasties given,

where-in RSma, Krgna, Yudhithira and others are

also said to have worshipped Gaipapati.~\

gft

+iTxK
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THE DEVI-PURANA, A WORK OF 13ENGAL

BY

R. C. HAZRA

: ( ? )

(MSB.)

J ( x )

H
J (

V
)

( sr^g; '^3fmt'f?r M^i^i: )

( * )

Among the extant Pur5nic works professing lkt<*m. it is

the D5-Pteraal which is decidedly the most ancient wll as

valuable and interesting from variou B pout, of r. AWio-fch

this work came to attain an alUndia obiter many et

ago, being recognised as an authority

matters by many of the early Smfti-writer-
,. Editedandpubl^r^TS^ transit b,

Press, Calcutta. Se4Kmd edition, l**^ &

16
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India, and the conception of Devi, as found in this work, is in

many respects different from that now prevalent in Bengal, there

is little scope for doubt that it had its origin in this province.

Besides the mention of the names of countries, rivers, holy places

etc., mostly belonging to Northern India* and showing the relation

of this PurSna with that part of the country, there are other

evidences which point to Bengal as the place of its origin. These

evidences may be stated as follows :

(1) Most of the extant manuscripts of the Devi-p. are

found in Bengal and are written in Bengali script, and those

which are now available at or near about Benares, might have

been copied from their originals taken there from Bengal. In

other parts of India, Mss. of this Purana are very rare,

(2) Of the numerous lists of Upapuranas contained in

different works it is only those given in the Ekamra-purana (a

work of Orissa) and Raghunandana's Mdamaaa-tattva (of Bengal)
which include the name of the Devl-p?

(3) The Devt-p. names, in some cases more than once,

KSmarupa,
4
Kamakhya,

8 and the different parts of Bengal, vk
,

Vanga,
6 RSdha7

, Varendra,
8 Samatata 8

,
and Vardhamana,10 and.

thus shows its familiarity with and partiality for this part of

Eastern India.

(4) Among the few chief holy places sacred to Devi this

Purana recognises and names Ujjayin! (a {-JaJtta holy place in the

district of VardhamSna in West Bengal) and its presiding deity

Ujjani (popularly known as Ujani),
11

which, being of local impor-

2. See DevTp., chaps. 385 39, 42, 46 (verses 63 ff.), 63, 74-76, and BO on.

3. For these liata see nay Studies in the Upapuranas, Vol. I, pp. 4-5

and 13.

4. Dem-p. 42. 8 ; 46. 71.

5. /i.'J., 39. 6 and 144.

6. Ibid., 46. 69.

7. /U&, 39. 144.

8. I&M., 39. 144 j 42. 9.

9-10, /Krf., 46. 70.

\\t Sec J6W., 33.
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tance, are found mentioned only in the works of Bengal.
11

(5) The Devt-p. mentions 'satru-bali' in Durga-puja in the

following verse :

- U" (22.16)

Curiously enough, this custom survives in Bengal even to

the present day.

6atru-bali' as a malevolent rite is very ancient. In early

days it was performed after pacificatory rites (santij by a

King's priest with the use of abhieara-mantras for the good of his

royal patron. VarShamihira mentions it in the following verse

of his Brhat-samhita (44. 21) :

fiw* II"

"After performing the propitiatory rite for the growth (and

prosperity) of the kingdom the (learned) Brahmin (priest) should,

by citing AbhicSra-mantras again, thoroughly pierce with ft lance

at its chest (the effigy of) an enemy made of clay-"_^
12. IJjjayml', mentioned in Dtvl-p* 8 Cqutted l the i

preceding footrxote), i. th same aa the andcnt

compriaed the modern villager of K^gr^

aud isl situated on the bunk of the river

been mentiOIied , son.^cs under U

Bengal as one of

Satl's "body aevered Toy Vituu, and Van BWl

mention of this sa^cd city sec JW-W*-~* * * *' * ****

Devi says

For an

or -UJW o Bengal) ee* J^,
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But the association of 'satru-bali' with Dnrga-paja is of

comparatively late date. So far as we have been able to find,
it is our Dtivi-p. which is the earliest extant work to mention this

rite in connection with Duiga-pujS. The other comparatively
early Ptiranic woiks to prescribe it are the present Agni-

a and
Gfarutfa-purSna, the Mctfidhliagavata and the Jalika-p. Of these,

the Agni-p. (185. 13-14) says in connection with the worship of

sixteen- or eighteen- handed Durga annually on the MahSnavamI
Tithi :

\\"

"In her (i. e. Devi's) presence the king should take his

bath, destioy (the figure of) an enemy made of powdered
rice, and give (it) to Skanda and Visakha ........ . ."

In much the same words (.especially as those of Devi p.

22.16) the Garuda-p. also says in the same connection :

It is to be noted that these two verses of the Ag*i and
the Garuda-p. (aud mcu.-e particularly that of the latter) agree

very much with J)&oi-p, M.lo quoted above, and have even the

incorrect Sarndhi in '^flKT:
1

( tor 'awr. enicr.' ) like the jfrvfrp.

Moreover, chap. U4 ot tfarnda-p. I, which also deals with

Barga-pajS on the Maiiauavural Tithi, has one line (6b) tallying

coroptetely with Devt-p* 22, lOa and two more (6a and 7a),

agreeing remarkably with De/vl-p. 22, 9a and lOb respectively.

So, thrc is little doubt about the fact that both the Agni and

13, This is a spurious work available in more printed editions than one

n<lqjtke different from the genuine Jign&a-p, still surviving, in Mae. under the

mift* <TM-^JI For informatioB about this genuine Agrufa~f. (alias Vabal~p.)

acotoy fttttde publiahed in Our Htritagt, l> 1953^ pp. 209-245 and H, 1934^ pp.
&rf Journal qfthe Oriental Institute, Barodo, V, 1955-56, pp,

It Garufr-p. (ed. VaftgavRW Press, Calcutta), 1. 185. S.
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the Garuda-p. modelled their verses on 'satru-bali' on that of

the

Now, the Affni-p. was compiled either in the eastern part

of Orissa or in the western part of West Bengal (and most

probably in the latter)
16

,
and the G-aruda-p. originated in Mithila.

but most likely in that part of Bengal which was adjacent to

Mithila. 18

Of the MaTiatoagavato and the Ealika-p. the former, which

mentions the rite of *5atru-bali' in the veise

was written in Bengal (most probably in its eastein part) some

time during the tenth or eleventh century A. D., and the latter,

which gives a description of the rite in chap. 71, verses 177 ff.,

was compiled in the tenth or the first half of the eleventh

century A D. either in Kamarapa or in thatpait of Bengal which

was very near to it.

Again, the earliest Smrti work to mention the said rite

of 'satrn-bali' in DurgS-puja is Lakgmldhara's Krtya-Mprtaru

but its only authority is the X>frp.t
from which it quotes, in

its Rajadharma-Kanda, pp. 192-195, verses 3-24 of chap. 22

(including the verse on ^atru-bali'). In Ms Vwgotsava pad&ati

Udaya&imha RQpanarayana also quotes many verses from the

-p, and says :

fttfl ^r ^ f^ir^TW
1 ^r^n^T wf

Although Udayasimha Rupanarayana does not quote

p. 22. 16 (on 's'atru-bali';, bis wordings sho* definitely that

his authority for this rite was the JM* In ^ nO*+P*a>**

(Hf p. 651) Ananla-bhatta also quotes
the

saidjerse
of tto
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Devl-p, (and no other authority) in connection with 'satru-bali
1

In Durga-paja.

In Eastern India it is the Samvatsara-pradlpa which is the

earliest Snarti work to include this rite in the annual worship of

Durga. It was written In the twelfth century A. D. by Hal5-

yudha, a high state-officer in charge of religious affairs under

king Laksmarmsena of Bengal ; and its relevant lines (given

without quoting authority) run as follows :

trot

There is also another Smrti work of Bengal, viz, the

DurgS-pUJS-paddliati of Vidyabhusana Bhafctacarya, in which there

is mention of 'satru-bali
1
.
18 Of the Srarti-writers of Mithiia it is

Can^esvara and VidySpati who mention 'satru-bali
1

in their

Srtya-ra.tnaka.ra (pp, 353, 360) and Durga-bhakti'taranyinl (pp. 35,

197) respectively, the authority cited by them on this rite being

the Devl-p- only. The influence of the Bengal Nibandhas ou

the .sections on Durga-puja in Candesvara's IZrtya-ratnakara and

Vidyapati's Du.rga>bhafcti-tarungim is obvious. It is specially

remarkable that in all cases the non-Bengal Nibandhas use the

Dev?-p. as their only authority on 'satru-bali', that all the

Pur3nas, except the Devi, which mention this rite, connecting it

with DurgS-puja, belong either to Bengal or to places very near to

it, and that this rite is iound to be followed in some form or other

in Bengal even at the present day. From all this it appears that

both the rite of 'eatru-bali
1

in Durg5-pfij5 and the Devl-p.

recording it originated in Eastern India and very likely in Bengal.

(6) Although the Devl-p. mentions 'KSmarupa
1

and 'KSma-

khyB' as places of Devi-worship, it does not add any impoitance

to these, nor does it betray any influence of the method of Devi-

- worship followed in these places. On the other hand, it concerns

tsdtf with the praise and worship of VindhyavasinI (of whom,

18. ob Dacca University Ma. No. 4632, ol. 25b.

Id. See Daca University Ma. No. 3258 ([dated Saka 165B), fola. 46b.-47b.
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as the DaSakumSra-earita tells us, there was a famous temple at

'DSmalipta' or Tamluk),
10 and the importance of KSmarupa aa a

place of Sakti-worship and its influence on Bengal became more
and move prominent in the later PurSnic works such as the

,
, AfahabhSgavoto, and

(7) Unlike all other works of the Puranic literature, the

is written in highly incorrect Sanskrit which compares
very favourably with the language of the Mahavwtu, Lalita-

vistara and other Buddhist Sanskrit, works of East Indian

origin." So, there can be little doubt about the fact that the

Devi-p. also had its origin in Eastern India.

(8) In the Devl-p. there are many words and expressions

which are cleaily based on those 'm popular use in Bengal. As

instances, only a few are noted below.

(a) The inflected form 'devy3* of 'devl' has been used in a

large number of places as a basic word and declined like 'JatS*

and other feminine words ending in 'a'. (It should be mentioned
here that in rural Bengal the word 'devya

1

for 'devl' is populatly
used as a surname of Brahmin words even at the present day).

Similarly, 'mata', 'dohita', 'tralS', 'hota' etc, have been used on

several occasions as basic woida respectively for 'mStr', 'duhitr
1

,

'tratr
1

, 'hotr' etc.

(b) As in Bengali, the woid 'saramata* has been used to

mean 'the person who has agreed or given his consent' (and not
'

*the matter agreed upon or consented to') in evl~p* 7. 96

. Bengali
'

(c) Like the word 'Ri' used for 'Kim vST
in Bengali, the

DevJ-p. uses Kim' in 8. 12> * ........gft
.......

"I

f% H^^W^IH II

SO. Sec DcS&rKwm&raarita (ed, M. R. KaJc, BombayJ, p. 149

21, The results of my studies Sn the language of the DeoT-f. are goingto
be published very soon*
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Cf. Bengali %3t
'"

ait
""

TTCS SWflW

?f^5] Krfe?T 5% fa_ SlISJ ipCT^f ^fl ? (Note the woid '

for Bengali

(d) The verbal forms 'uttha* (for 'uttistha') in DwJ-p. 8. 1 7

'"') and 'karauti' (for 'kurvanti') in DevJ-p. 35. 27

(

"'
grer sRTfer ^ ) are very similar to their Bengali equivalents

*35
r

(rise) and '^ (present tense, third person, plural number

of the; Bengali root '^f for Sanskrit V)-

fe) As in Bengali, the Sanskrit root 'bhuj
1

(meaning 'to

enjoy*, ha? been used in the form 'blmnj' in many places of the

Devi-}', see, for instance, Devi-p- 2. 42 ( vw^cra'faiirai^ S| 3?
'"'

),

2. 49, 5. 16 ( sr einfq; ), 4. 10
( ^kUMtEl Ssi'T ),

9. 12

9. 36 (^WT ^ftqr), 9. 39 (^q g^tq), and so on.

(f) On numerous occasions nouns derived from verbal roots

by means of Krt affixes denoting action have been allowed to

govern objects haying the second case-ending, For instances

of such use we may refer to JDevl-p. 1. 57 (t^TR[
""

g^tiio fef-

in which the word f
4^ui

f

governs the Accusative Case in

S- 57 (^cnp^rft about marrying the girl), 9. 42

: eager to marry her), 9. 50 (f^TT

11. 2-! (felfltiaa tyt
13. 22 (3lptfH ^W:), and so on

Similar use of Krdanta nouns denoting action is very common

in Bengali and has its root in the Vedic literature, in which there

axe a few instances, viz., Rg-veda viii. 11.7 qprit o=iii>m*n

'(which Sayanacarya explains as 'e

vi. 139. 2, 4 ^r qtftf ---- by loving me (Whitney),

ii. 3. 1. 16 *lsM ytj ^P& ll'te^PtJ^^ if it

should happen to him to have to drink pure milk (Eggeling), and

so on.

(g) ^irl^
1

(for ^snu*) has been used as a basic word in

Z)evi-p, 14, 27 y4ol*d<l>lm
i

s. Cf. Bengali
<

w^5T^?T^
J

blazing fif,
r

moving car, ^Faf fl
1

sleeping child, and so on,
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(h) As in Bengali, the word '
(with the seventh case-

ending) has been used in Dort-p. 6. ii. 1

in the sense of 'formally*.

(i) In several places of the Devi~p, the seventh case-ending
has been used in place of the fourth in the Dative Case. See for

instance, De^p. n, 7 .U (^^ m^ ....... ^^ ; ?|f^T-
being used for '^ %&& J and so on), 106- 5

Cf. Bengali
"

"317 fojTT |r[ ^- (my) father gave me to

such a bridegroom......
; g^^^ gfag _<OJ, e) shouid make

gifts to a good recipient ; and so on.

(j) As in Bengali, words have sometimes been used in

different cases without any case-enJing at all. See, for instance,

3.12,21 (^PT sfM), 14,20 (
"
qtf

H. 25 (OTlfT spRt 5RT 3t *tH), 14. 27

), and so on.

From the evidences adduced above it Is clear that the

JJevz-p. was an East Indian work originating in Bengal. The nse

of the simile of ships (<ftg)
in more places than one in this

PurSna" tends to shovr that it was written somewhere about

Tamluk, where, as we have already seen from the Ztesa-fcawwr*

carita, there was a famous temple of VLndhyav3smI and whence

ships were sent to distant countries ontside India*

32, Dtvl-p, ?a~ra ( *$& *ft3W aflT 38? used in wunection wth th

maintenance of . fort by itt owner) , 77. i (
" &*%* $&** *****$ ) ?

83.112 ( 5mft*nwwMMl ^ ^ter vf^W )*



[The learned writer has here discussed the

relation of the Vafalitt-Purana, and the RamanufcSeot
of Vaisnavism. The Varaha-Pnrana has been the

principal Purana of the R5maiiuja-Sect, and so it has

been profusely drawn "upon in the works of this Sect.

The writer has shown that many of the impor-

tant religious and philosophical tenets of the

R5manuja-Sect are contained in the Varaha- Pur5na.
He traces in the present Varaha-Purana a number
of the Slokas quoted by Ramauuja and Vedanta-

desika in their works. Still }
there are many slokas

found in the works of the Ramanuja-Sect, which are

mentioned as quoted from the Vaiha-Pui5na, but

which are not actually traceable in the available

editions of this Puraga. Such slokas, in the opinion
of the writer, either might have been lost from the

Var5ha-Purana or might be traced in the Southern

Mss. of this Purana, which have not yet been utilised

for preparing its editions.

The learned writer has also discussed the

question whether the Varaba-PurSna was ever com-

posed or redacted by the followers of the Ramanuja-
Sect. He says that the Sanskrit-works of the

Ramanuja-Sect (which are called the &ada*ya~

granthv*) are meant to propagate the doctrines of

this sect among the scholars of the opposite fold

also, and so they mainly draw upon the works which

recognised by both the parties. And as these

.have mainly drawn upon the

Parana, this PurSna, therefore, could nqt b
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confined to the Ramanuja-Sect only. Again, this

Purana contains several statements and doctrines

which are opposed to those of the R3manuja-
Sect ; e. g., the doctrines of unity or identity

of the three Gods of the Trinity and perfor-

mance of saltama karmas, both preached by the

VarSha-Purana, are opposed to the main doctrines

of the Ramanuja-Sect which preaches the doctrine of

superiority of God Visnu over BrabmS and Rudra

both, and abhors the performance of Bahama karmas,

All this shows that the Varaha-PurSna was not

composed or even redacted by the followers of the

RSmSnuja-Sect, but had been composed by sages

like Vyasa long before the inception of this Sect.J

m

t lt'
J

t

3

II"

'^afb
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TELUGU VERSIONS OF THE PURANAS

BY

K. V. RAMAKOTI SASTRY

\ ]

The Puranic literature of our country is an eternal treasure,

enriching our culture and ennobling our national character

from times immemorial. Our Indian culture withstood the

hostile onslaughts of seveial currents thioughout the ages. To

day we find the noble features of our heritage passed on

firm and intact with all the necessary vitality frm the ancients.

As an important component of national literature, the influence

and impact of the pmanas on Telugu literature needs no

special emphasis, It struck deep roots in the life of the Telugu-

speaking people.

PurSnas had their heyday when in good olden days

native princes and their subordinates patronised the poets and

scholars who with zeal and devotion rendered Puianas into

Telugu. The people evinced keen interest and great regard

which led to the promotion and flourishing of the PurSnic

Literature in Telugu for the last so many ceqturies. NANNA.YA,

the first and the foremost of out Telugu poets
of the lltfc
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century, referred to himself as a well-veised scholar in all the

Pnrarjas. He further referred to the court of his pation king

Rajaraja as it was studied with a good number of PurSnic

Scholars i.e. Paur5nikas. His testimony bears ample evidence

to the fact thai the Puranas had a great reputation and influence

and had their pride of place in this land, It is significant

to find that even the present-day scholars and poets cany on

with their ever-growing literary activity of rendeiing the Sans-

krit originals into Telugu, and thus add to the wealth, of our

literature. This Puianic consciousness indeed bridges our past,

present and futuie and thus contributes to the enrichment of

our culture.

The mass appeal of the Puranas was due lo the impressive pie-

sentatiou with necessary explanation by the specialised scholais

on the public platforms. This was the media of piopagaling

the ethical values of the Puranas throughout this country.

JLven today we find such practice, especially on religious

occasions, There are families completely devoted to this mission ;

and with the passage of time they came to be known as

PURANA.M VARU, and their succeeding generations bear

the surname FURANAM. Another peculiar point of interest

is that some of the families take after the surname of that parti-

cular PurSna they are associated with, e. g. EHAGAVATULA,

BH&RATULA etc.

We can safely say that the PurSnas started appearing

in Telugu versions by the end of 13th century. This rendering
1

continued all through and even to this day. A striking paradox

in the course of oiar Telugu literature is that the dawn of

the 20th century saw on one hand the rendering of the Pnraims

into Telugu, and on the other had the upheaval of the recent

western literary trends.

My endeavour in this paper is to present a detailed chrono-

logical order of the Telugu versions of the Puranas with the

necessary data of the re-readerings. First of all, I would like

to give the main characteristics of the Telugu versions as

follows :
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1. AH the Telugu versions contain both prose and verse.

2. A few of them give the number of AdhySyas and

6lokas of their original Sanskrit texts.

3. AH of them unanimously acknowledge the 'Venerable

sage of uncommon wisdom
1

Veda-vyasa (Krishna-

DuiipSyana) as the author of their originals.

4. Word to word translation is something foreign to

many of the Telugu versions.

5. Generally versification in the Telugu versions speaks of

a very easy flow of style and at times easier than

the prose passages they contain.

6. There are cases where the authors exhibit a free and

flexible handling of the material in tbeir Telugu

renderings and at the same time they are faithful to

the spirit and meaning, i. e., tatparyarlba of their

originals.

At present some of the Telugu versions of the Puranas ore

not traceable, and some are in the neglected state. This causes

concern and compels for a thorough undertaking and vigorous
efforts to trace and to bring to light. Especially the Telengana
area deserves special attention for a complete and a thorough
survey. No doubt it is heartening to find that the present day
scholars are doing their best in this connection, but it needs

much more research to 'save' the soul of our literature. How-
war, we have ample Puranic liteiature in Telugu on hand to-day.

MXRKANDEYA-

A- Among the Puranas this is the first
1 that has been

translated into Telugu. The name of the poet is MAHANA.
He belongs to the 14th century A. D, Scholars are of the

opinion that this Purana might have been written at about 1320
fc, D* Even though this is a translation of the Sanskrit original,

are places where the Telugu poet dealt independently.
do wrt know why this poet did not touch id the end of hie

toriaa of NARISHTANTA and BAM&NA, the SOB and
respectively of the great MARUTS. This TeltlgU
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version which is in eight AsWs with 2477 gadya.padyas
concludes with the glorified story of MARUTH.

B. NAKASIMHA. KAVI is anothei person, whose name
we hear as the author of a Telugu version of this Parana."

C. OUBALA KAVI (1540 A. D.) has also rendered

Markandeyapuraga' into Telugu, the wheieabouts of which are
not known.

E>- Another poet who translated Markandeyapmana
completely is MANDA KAMESVARA KAVi who belongs to the
last quarter of the 19th century. It is strange that this Kavi
did not even mention at least any one of the above poets If we

compare both the texts of Marana and this Kavi, it will he clear

that^this
Kavi has gone through the text of MARANA. This

version ends with the war of DAMANA with VAIWMANTA
the South Indian King. It seems that KAMESVARA KAVI'S

translation is more close to the original than that of MARANA."

PADMA-PURSSA

A. We are told by SRINADHA, a very well established

Master poet of the latter half of .the 14th century that KAMALA-

NABHAMATYA, bis grandfather, had written F&dmupurana-

sangraha in Telugu. But that book has not yet come to us.

B. MADIKI gJNGANA of the 14th century has given a

Telugu version of the Padma put ana Uttara KhaucU.* There

is a stray verse which is not included in the punted test in which

the poet paid that he has rendered PadmapuiSna into Teluffn,

by which one can infer that he has translate! the wrbole of the

But we are awaie of the UttarS Khu(nja only.

C. KAMINENI MALLA REDDY'S TelugU veiaioft of

this is available in print. He belongs to the secon.I bait of the

16th century. He did not tiansluto the pmaija compKti-ly.

He has concentrated on Siva RSghavamiinpakadii* only which

forrnspartof ***5la Khandtv of the PaamapurSnu- TMsiuak

begins with the arrival of U>rd &w in the guise of a Rhi to
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the court of Sri Rama and extends to be an exposition of the

Lord on vaiious subjects to Sri Rama in five Alvasas with 1412

gadya-padyas.

D. We are having Palupati Subbaraja Kavi's Mahapurana,

tbe Telugu version of MaghamahStmya which is a part of the

tittara-khaijda of the PadmapurSna. Subbaraja Kavi has

tefeired to Ramagiri Singana' as having rendeied a part of

Magharnahatmya. Subbaraja Kavi of this century has published

his work in 1924 A. D.

E. Pillalamarri Pinna Veerana who belongs to the

15lh ceutuiy, has translated the M agha-mShatmya into Telugu.

But nothing is available to us.

F. There is one more Telugu version of the Magha-

niahatmya, which forms puit of the Padma PurSna, by Vedatam

Seshacharyo, of this centuiy. This work, in six Asvasas and

2307 gadya-padyas, has been published by the author himself

in the year 1932 A. D.

G. Ram5svamedha, which is a part and parcel of the

Patella Khan da of the PadmapurSna is said to have been

rendered iuto Telugu by Tripurana Venkota Surya Prasada

Raya Kavi8
(188 9-1945 A-D.)

H. The complete translation of the Padma Ftuana wa

are having now is of Pasupati Chidambara Sastry who is inown

even in the court of Maharaja of Ksli. This in four volumes

is now available in print. Svarga Khanija is not referred in

this Telugu version. And there is no such reference to Svarga

Khanda in Patala Khanda of this Telugu version as shown

by Asoka Chatterjce (PurSnu, Volume No. 2 Page 175-183).

Scholars are of the opinion that this Telugu version is very

close to the Sanskrit original. This scholar poet Chidambara

Sastry passed away on the eleventh day of Dec, 1951.

NARASIMEA.-PTJR&STA

A. YftRRAUA (1280-1345 A. D.)
10

, one among the celeb-

.i-ated. Kavitroyam, gave Narusimhapurana also to Telugu people.
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But this is neither a translation nor an adaptation. He has
taken the story from the Biahmandn, and Visnu Puranas and

developed it into a grand literary piece with his descriptive

talent. Veluri Sivarama Sastry who edited this book for

Vavilla Ramaswamy Sasturulu and Sons, Madras, has expressed

his opinion that this Telugu PurSna is quite different from

that of Gopala Narayana & Co., Bombay Sanskrit edition of

the Narasirhha-purana.

B. There is reference11 to the effect that one Pioluganti

Chennasauri of the 15th century alro has translated this pnrSna
into Tehigu. Bat unfoitunately this Telugu version is not

available.

C. We possess NorasirhhapuiSria Ultarabhaga which

belongs to Had Bhattu of the 15th century, This Telugu

version^ in five Asvasas with 1000 gadya-padyas, deals with

the later life story of Prahlado. i. e. his war with Vifnu
and Indra etc.

D. Barigadpula Dharmayamatya is another poet with

whose name there is one Naras-imhapurana in manuscript.
Dr. B. Rama Raju

18
writing about this poet, placed him in the

first quarter of the 18th century. Though the name of this

work is Narasrahapurana, actually the text is very peculiar

in six cantos, The first ends with the story of Jaya and Vijaya.

The second one contains the storius of NSrada-Suparna-Amba

rfsa-Kartyaviryarjuna and Parasvrama etc., The third and

fourth cantos deal with Hiran /akasipu, Hiranyak$a and

PrahlScla. Tha fifth one is nothing but an abridged atory of

Ram5yana, whereas the sixth deals with the story of Srikriahna.

R Kotikalapudi Kodanda Raraa Kavi's (1807-1883)

Telugu version of this purana is available only in manuscript.
18

A. Pasupati NftgaaSdha of the 14th century is said to

have translated Visnopurana.
1* We have only one verse from

that PurSna describing VASANTARTU today in the Tehtgu

Academy at
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B. There is one translation of this purana belonging to

to the 16th century. The name of the author is Vennelakanti

Stlrana. It is distinct in the preface of the Telugu version

that this work is a translation of Paris arasarhhita i. e. Visbnu-

puraiia a part of the BrahmandapurSina. This is some what

confusing but we can find the same in the original Sanskrit

Visnupuiana printed in Telugju script by Srikanchi.pra.

Annangaracharya (Iti Sarvapui3nanpmadibhute Bihmandakhye
Mahapurane Vudbrutayam Parasai /asamhitayarn Sri Visnu

Puraue . ) Seshadri Ramana Kavulu, tae editors of Telugu veision

are of opinion that Surana did not actually follow the original

Sanskrit and even this is not a compltte translation of the Visnu-

purana. Surana has limited himself to the first part of the pur5na
which is full of stories glorifying Visnu and Srkrsna leaving
the second part that describes various Dharmas, Vratas and

Philosophy etc., This in eight Asvasas with 3010 gadya-padyas.

C. Kalidindi BhavanaraySna of the 16th century is

another poet to translate the Visnupurana into Telugu. This
has been edited and published by the University of Madras in

the year 1930 A.D. This version contains only four Arhsas arid

1806 gadya-padyas. It is doubtful whether BhSvanarayana has

completely rendered the purSna including the last two Amsas
of the original or not. The editors, late K. Ramakrishnaiah,
Reader of the Madias University, and P. Lakshmikantam, the

present professor in Sri Venkateswara University, Tirupathi,
after comparing the Telugu version with the original, expressed

sincerely in their introduction that Bhavauarayana has followed
the Sanskrit original more closely than any other translator of

any other purana. Of course they have clearly stated where
the poet introduced his original ideas too though they are

negligible in character.

D. Dittakavi Venkatamatya (17th century) is also said
to have given a Telugu rendering of this purana of which the
other particulars are not known.

E. Mudumrai Deekshitulu of the 19th century is another

poet
to translate this Visnupurana.

1*
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F. CHAKUAPURI RAGHAVACHARi 18
is one more name

with which we can find a Telugu Vijriupurana, But

this not at all a translation of any Sanskrit oiiginal. It is an

independent work by itself giving infoimation about yaraaloka.

and Ramanuja's religious and philosophic activities.

G. Two prose versions of this Vijnupuiana, one by

Tupakula Ananta Bhupati" of the 18th century and the other

one by Nori Gurulinga Sastry, are also in Telngu. The second

one has been published in August 1904 A.D.

H. There is one Seetaramasiddanti13 with whose name
we are informed that there is a Telugu version of Visrmpur2rn.

SKANDA--PURANA.

Except a reference18 to one NALLA REDDY (1667-169G

A.D.) as the author of the Telugu Sktindapurarm by Kundurti

Venkatachal Kavi ol the 18th century, we know nothing

more either of the poet of his purSna. So we can say thnt no

poet upto now has translated the whole of the Skanda Parana

into Telugu. But there are poets who have given Telugu

versions to the many parts of the Puiana. They are in nutshell

as follows :

1. GOD5VARI KHAt*p\! This Teluga version of tUU

Khanda is the work of Srinadha, the most famous among

the Telugu poets, belonging to the J4th century. He has

re-named it BblmeBvarapmana. The reason that he gives to

justify his title is that there is nothing but the glorification of

the God Daksarama Bhimesvara in Godavariklmt.ida and hence

it can be called Bhimesvarapurana as well. This work is in

six cantos with 1035 gadya-padyas.

2. KSSI KHAtfDA : This is also the work of the above

poet Srinadha in seven cantos and nearly 1750 gitilya-padyas,

We have one more translation of this Kasikhanda in Telugu

prose by Nanja Raju belonging to the latter half of the iSth

century. This is a true translation of tbe original following of

the Adbyaya Krama,"
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3. KED5RA KHANDA: - FEDAPATI SOMAIAH*1
(1500 A. D.)

is the first man to translate this Khanda. But his Telugu
veision is lost. There is another unpublished translation

of this Khanda fay Janamanchi Seshadri Sarraa" of this century.

4. ARUNA"CHALA KHANDA : The above-referred Somaiah

is said to have rendered this Khancja also into Telugu as

Arunachalapurana."

5. KAUMAE1KA KHANDA! This IS the work of the

above-mentioned Seshadri Sarma in three Asvasas with 4847

gadya-padyas. According to the author, 'the Sanskrit original

that he has followed is in 66 adhyayas,

6. NAGARA KHANDA : We aie having a Telugu

version of this by Turaga Rajakavi and Ayyanki Balasarasvati

of the 16th century.*
4 A recent translation of this in 10 Asvasas

and 8952 gadya-padyas by Janapati Pattabhi Ramasastry

(1900) in Telugu is available in 4 volumes having been published

in 1923, 25, 28 and 34 respectively.

7. BRAHMOTTARA KHANDA : Pidnpanti Basavana's

(1470-1500 A. D.) is the first translation of this khanda in Telugu

in Dwipada metre.*6 Another Telugu version of this Khanda in

five Asvosas by Linganaradhya is in manuscript." Pochiraju

Veeraya Kavi alias Kolakaluri Verrana" also has rendered into

Telugu Vibhuti Rudraksa Mahatmya, a part of the Brahmo-

ttarakhan4 tt - There are three other poets who have rendered

this into Telugu. They are Sridharnmalla Venkata Rama Kavi,

Mutturaju Venkata Krishna Kavi and Pratakota Mallaiah Kavi,"

Venkata Rama Ravi's Telugu version is now available in print.

He belongs to the 18th century. Pattainatta Soma Nadha

Sornayajt (1520-1630), a great scholar poet has also translated

this Brahmottarakhanda, into Telugu.

8. SlVARAHASYA KHAyDA : The Telugu version of

this is the work of Kodoori Venkatachala Kavi belonging to the

Stecond half o! the 17th century. This Telugu version is

complete in seven khandas namely, Sambhava, Aaura, Veera-

mAiaridra r Yii'ddha, Deva, Daksa and Upadesa and has been

published. Another Telugu version of this ;in Dwipada metre by
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Oubalaknvi can be found in manuscript.
18

Venk.iyalapjti

Veeibhadra Kavi80 and Revuit Auantayaja (ISth century}" arc

referred to be the authors of the Telugu versions of this Ktundi*

One Mulugu Ayyavarlu" is also said to have rendered this

khanda into Telugu.

9. DHAKMA KHANDA : We have only one Ttlugu

version of this by Edulapalle Bhavanisa Kavi of the l&tis

century. This, in nine Asvasas with 3165 gadya-padyas, tiealr

mainly with the life story of Valmlki.

10. SREESALLA KHANDA: Seshanarndhya (1500 A. i>.'

rendered this into Telugu in six cantos ami nv.i;i'>l il

Sri Parvata Purana. This has been published i lit
1

* A. D.

by Padurti Akkyyadevara of Madras. Another poet who tra:^-

lated this into Telugu is Attaluri Papakavi of the Ibth cti;it.r;

This is in manuscript.

11. SETU KHAiypA : Papayamatya's Telugu vM^f.

o this IChanda ia in manuscript.
84 One more verier, in five

cantos by Damera Venkata Raya Kavi also can be n i"

manuscript.
86

12. MAHESVARA KHAijipA : W have a prose trans-

lation of this which includes Kedara, Kaum3rika and Amtol*l

Kbandaa by Kalluri Venkata Subrabmanya Dcehshittfu jf ih:i

age,

'

This has been published as Andhraskhanda first pit ibo

year 1959.

13. PRABHXSA KHA.9A :-The Telngu ,o *'*

belongs to Chaganti Bhakaralinga Sas^ o t

It IB learnt that he has neither completed nor paUM

14. SOTA S^MHITS c-Pattamatta Somanadb, _So

wboh- been referred to above inis- -
of the Telugu version of this

-

this even without leaving 'Tu
^and

following T-atParya.dTpik
a the

seven Asvasas with alternately

supposed that this version might have come o-

of this SanUita in
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much worn out and are of unknown authorship. Sivararrmlinga

Kavi3T in the year 1733 A.D. translated this in three Asvasas

and named it Vrm Saivacara Sangraha. Two other writers

Nanja Raja
38

of the 18th century and Mallamapalle Buchikavi

(19th century ?) whose date is not exactly known, have rendered

Halasyamahatmya which forms part of this Saqkara Sarhhita

into Telugu. Nanja Raja's version is in prose whereas

Buchikavi's is in Campu in six Asvasas and 3458 gadyapadyas.
This Halasyamahatmya has again been translated by Janamanchi
Seshadri Sarma in six Asvasas with 2296 gadyapadyas. The

Two Telugu versions of Buchi Kavi and Seshadri Sarma are

available in print, being published in 1943 and 1906. There

is one Skandapur5netihasrnanjarl, a prose translation in Telugu,

The name of the author, as the catalogue says, is Nori Gurlinga

Sastry. One more prose version of Sivarahasya Kharida

(Sanabhava Khanda) in Telugu is the work of Mudigonda Veere-

salinga Sastry. This has been published with the original in

Telugu script in 1926 A.D.

Here I would like to draw the attention of the teamed
scholars to some of the important points that concern the

Skanda Pur5na basing on the Telugu versions mentioned above.

Srinadha the first Telugu poet to place his hand on the Skanda

puiana, has described in his Bhimesvarapurana, as it is fulfilling

the five laksanas and having sapSdalakshagrandhas. Again
he refers to it in his Kasi Khanda as having six Samhitas, i.e.

Sanatkum5ra-Suta-Sankara-Vainava-Brahraa and Sauia and
PancaSatakbandas like PaScha Nagara, Kamaialaya, Reva,
Ekavlra, Mailara, Godavari Khandas etc , According to his

reading the samhitas contain paficasatsahasrika, Satasahasrika,

Trimsatsahasrika, Pancasahasrika, Trisahasrika and Ekasaha-
srika respectively. He further points out that some are of the

opinion that Kaslkhanda is Vedavyasa Sutasaravadatmakam.
Srinadha's reading of the slokas of the samhitas is quite similar

to that of the number given in the Sanskrit original. According
to Puttftin&tta Somanadha Somayaji Sivamahatmya, Jfianayoga,
Mtikti, and Yajnavaibhava Khandas form Suta Sarhhita.

has referred Soikara Samhita as Agastyasarahita.
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Halasyamahatmya gives us an explanation that because Aguctya
is the person that nariftted the Sankara Samhita it is c.iHfcjI

Agastyagamhita also. Buchi Kavi further says that there je
50 khandas altogether in the six sixrhhills of the Skr*r.d;i

purSna. Italluri Venkata Subrahmanyn Deekshitulu speaks

of this PaiSna as there are two versions in SansKni, oi.o wiiU

samhitSs and the other with Khandus ani upakhnniiis, AuJ

again he refers to the second version as having sevuj n^ain

khandas, Mabesvara etc.

The seven khandas of Sunk-ira Samhita tTamil Kanl-.

Parana) as Dr. V. Raghavan gives, aie one ainlUis same ir, yrU-r

too, in ^ivarahasya Khanda as has bscn given by the Tclu^u

poet Venkatachalakavi with a slight change reg.ir4i:tf the

first and the third. Tbe Telugu poet gives sambbava in tl'.c

place of Utpatti and adds Veeia to Mahendr>k which makes no

difference at all. The point to be noted here is whether &mkai.i

Samhita and feivarahasyakhanda are one with Iwu names, cr at?

they separate books? As Dr. Raghnvan admits, the Si^ra-

hasyakha^da forms part of Sauktvta Samhita Then ho* it

possible that the whole of Sadkara SaraUUa to h-we seven k ir.dus

only that makes Sivarahasynkharjda ?

If Sivarahasya Kha4 - P' o

what about the ether put. cS it ? Became to T**!

otthe Sivarabasyakbapd.,
as Dr. Ragbavaa pB

have to request him to give the

solve the problem.

No. land 2, pages 225-246).
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having two parts and the first in seven kSndas with 10,000

slokas is known as Sivarahasyakhanda. Again we are supplied

with foot notes "Vistarena Suvistruta" for "Dvibhagaissayutaca

tat" and "Tatgrandhai Trayodasa Sahasrnisca" for "Tam-

graadhai Dasasahasrai" (Sambhava Kanda Dvitlyodbyaya,

60, 61). The Sanskrit original Sivarahasyakhanda., is not

referring to the twelve khandas of the Sankara Sarhhita" and

the Telugu translation of it by Venkatachal Kavi is giving

a different independent veision of the Khandas of Safikara

Samhita on one hand, and on the other taking the footnote

readirg of the slokas. Some sinceie enquiry is needed to be

definite of the parts or khandas of Sankarasnriihita and of

the Slokas of Sivarahasya khanda.

Pillamari Pinaveerana of the latter half of the 15th

century has mentioned Naradiya purana as his previous
work in Telugu of which the whereabouts are not known.
There are two other poets, namely Vasiraju Ramaiah (1500
AJX ?) and Kottalanka Mrutyunjaya Kavi 40 who are said to

have rendered th.s purSna into Telugu. A complete palm- leaf

manuscript of this purana belonging to Allada Narasirnha Kavi
is available,*1 The above mentioned Mrutyunjaya Kavi's

Telugu version in six cantos called Bruhannaradeeya is also

available in manuscript."

VAR&HA-PURAJSTA

The Telugu version of this Puiana in twelve JJsvasas and
1709 gadya-padyas is the work of Nandi Malliah and Ghanta
fiingaiah who belong to the 15th century. This has been edited
and published m 1904 A.D. by Kandukuri Veeresalingam Pantulu.
Another poet Han Bhattu who has been referred to above in
this paper, also gave a Telugu rendering to the Adikantfa of
this purapa. This is available in manuscript/8

,, JBhakta Kavi Potana (1450-1500 A.D) is
tfca author of this, purana in Telngu. Unfortunately the present
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i ,-J.LI *
" ""* -*-*- Just two

i^th by Veligandala Naraiah. These
are said to be Potana's disciples. Any how this Telm-
vatapur na enjoys a great relation in this region even _,

B.
Madikisingana (14th century) has rendered only the

DaSamaakandha f theBhagavata PurSna which isev,n' Jlowm
manuscript."

C. Sixth, eleventh, and twelfth skandhas of this pujjnahave been rendered into Telugu by Han Bhattu (15th century".*
1

D. A Teluga version of this purana in DvipSda metie

by Tekumalla Rangasai can be seen in manuscript,
1*

E. Sripada Krishna Moorthy, Sastry, the late poet-

laureate of Andhra Pradesh, has one Telugu Bijagavaiapui5'i.i
to his credit.

F. Janamanchi Seshadii Sat ma, a great scholar pctt of

this century, seems to have rendered the Dasamaskandha of

the purSna into Telugu as Tandavakrishna Bhagavatara.

G. Kokkireni Narasimha Raya Kavi has translated the

eleventh Skandha of this pur5na. Tbe author quotes the

original Sanskrit slokas and gives his translation in verse and

writes TStparya and explains it in detail This peculiar

translation has been published in 1914 (Madias).

H. llth and 12th Skandhas of the Bbitgavata Pur&rri

have been recently translated into Telugu by Minmkonti

Gurunadha Sarma of Guntur. This true translation with the

title Sri Madguru Bhagavatham has been published in l'J5J.

In his introduction to this work Durbha Subrahmnnya Sarma,

a scholar-poet of Nellore, has referred to two poets who

translated this Purana into Telugn, Kovuri PathabhitninMtih

(llth Skandha only) aud Sriumn Sampanmudhutnba Siiigai.i-

charya (1, 2, 3, 10, 11 and 12th Sfcandhas only) Siibrnfamanya

Sarma is doubtful whether Singaracharya has rendered the

remaining Skandha of the PurSna or not.
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We have a complete true translation of the Bhagavata
purana by Gandham Srirama Murthy and Irrinki Narsimha

MurtJiy who are known as Sri Rama Nrusiraha Murthy Kavulu

belonging to the present day. This version is published in

five volumes in 1953 A. D.

MATSYA PUR ANA.

A. Haribhattu's Telugu version of this purana is the first

of its kind. The late Manvalli Ramakiishna kavi has brought

this into light from Gadwal. This has been first published by
Oletivenkata Rama Sastry of Pittapuram in his magazine
KAVITA. It is believed to be an incomplete translation

limiting itself to the Visnudharmottara khanda. 47

15. Lingamaganta Ramakavi (1650 AD; is one that is

said to have translated this purana.
48

C, Kanadam Peddana of the 18th century the poet of

surapura (Gadwal ?) Sarnstan has also translated this purana.*
9

D. Manda Kamesvara Kavi is another name that is

associated with a Telugu version of this.
50

VAYU PURANA.

We hear of only one Oddepadi Peddana (1500 A. IX) as

having rendered Magham3hatmya" which is a part of this

purSna into Telugu.

GARUDA PDESN A.

Pmgali Surana of the 16th century said that he had

translated this pmana.** But not even a single manuscript of

this is to be found.

SlVADHARMOTTARA

The Telugu composition of this by Raja Malla Reddy of

the 16th century is in 8 cantos with 1167 gadya-padyas. This

has been published in 1913 A.D.

V5MANA PURXNA.

A. Yelakuchi Bala Sarsavathi and Lingamagunta Rama
Kavi (1550 A. D,) are said to have rendered this pur3na into
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B. A Telugu version of this purana in tea cantos by
Oubalakavi (1540 A.D.) is available in manuscript."

C. The present available Telugu version of this in print
is the work of Ramavajhala Kondaiah Sastry of this century.
This version is in twelve Skandhas with 4^3 gadya-padyas."*

K.URMA PtJRSNA.

A, Rajalingakavi of the 17th century has given a

complete translation of this purana in Telugu which is still in

manuscript,
8 '

B. Manda Kamesvara Kavi of the 19th century," who
has been referred to above, is also said to have rendered this

purana into Telugu of which we know nothing more.

LifiGA PURANA.

A. Without any concrete evidence, we aie being told"
8

that there is a Telugu version of this purSna by Tenali

Ramakrishna Kavi of the 16th century,

B. Of this Linga Purana we have a recent translation in

Teluga by Mulugu Chnndramouli Sastry which has been

published in two parts (purvSrdha and uttarardha or Bhaga) in

1929. We have a preface in prose by the author himself

published in the first part from which we can know something

new about the Sanskrit original. According to that there are

109 AdhySyas in purySrdha and 55 Adhyayas in Uttarardha.59

One more important point we have to note> as the author says, is

that the editors of the Linga PurSna Bombay edition have

dropped some stokas in the uttarSrdba which tell us about

Sivalinga Dlksha, Linga Dharma and Linga puja. Those slokas

are from Nandeesvara (Sailadi), Sanatkumara Samvada.

Actually they may have their place just after the exposition

of the Guru-Sisya Laksanas i. e. in the Siva puja Krama.

KALKI-PURANA

Chilakapati Raman uj Sarma80
is said to have given a

Telugu version of this purana in 1898 A. D, We have a prose

translation of this in Telugu by Pnvvada Balakrishna Raq

23
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which is published for second time in 1925 A. D. This Telugu
version gives the number of the Adhyayas of the Sanskrit

original as 35, and slokas as 1600. 'Anubhagavatatn' is the

additional title of this purana.

A. We are furnished with a palm leaf manuscript
61 of the

Telugu version of this purana by Kavuri Yallaiah of the 16th

century. This version has been described by Chaganti Seshaiah61

as having the stories of Parasurama, Balarama and Krsna in

six Asvasas, In the words of the author, his Telugu version of

this purana is 'Ardhapanchakavi jnana.'

B. Devangapvirana
81 in Dwipada metre by Bhadrakavi

Lingakavi of the 16th Century is based on the above puraija in

Sanskrit.

C. Mallnpurana**, the Telugu version of RfalVukulakrarna

of the above purana, is the work of Nudurupati Venkana

belonging to the 18th century.

D. The present Telugu version of the Brahman^a purSrja

we are having on hand is the work of Janamanchi Seshadri

Sarma, This version consists of Prakriya Anu^auga Upod-

ghat a and Upsambara padas and 6118 gadya-padyaa. The

author himself said of his translation that he had left some

adjectives here and there and added some wherever lie felt

necessary. He pointed out further that he had completely

the sixty first and sixty second adhyayas of the upodghatapadu
which are on gandharva (Music). The reason, as he says, is that

those two adhyayas are beyond his capacity of understanding.

The author of this Telugu version is also the above poet

Seshadri Sarma. In accordance with the Sanskrit text, this

Telugu version is also in 137 adhyayas (611 L gadya-padyas),

This is the last of all the puranas to he translated into

tt* Thfci Ig the work of Mudig-onda Nagaveeresvara
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of thu century, and has been published in the yeor 1947. There
are

Sristi-Satl-Parvatl-Kumara^Yuddh.-Leela-Li^vva 1

bhava-Urna~Kai]Ssa--VayavIva and Vidyelvura Kban^m this Telugu version. The author tells us that the Sanskrit
Oi-igmal of this puiana is divided into samhitas and ub-dhvlel
mtokhar^as, but he has dropped the word sarahita arM *!
only the word khanda. The parts known as SataruJia Saihbtla
and Kotimdra aamhitS in the original are named Ufakba^Hand Lmgavaibhava khanda in this Telngu version. Vidyisv'araSamln I a which is found in the beginning of the original has been
shifted to the end as Vidyesvaia khanda. The authoi a<l:r.':s

that he has enlarged the Parvatl, Kumara aud Lin3av. tihh:\a
khnndas and has abridged Lila, Uma, Kajlasii, VayavSyu :,::>]

Vidyesvara Khandas to some extent, while rcnJering the Sr'ft:,
SatT and Yuddha kbandas following the original vtiy c'o^cly.

Further he makes clear that he has dropped all sorts of repctitkr.s

in his TelugTi version, except the story of Brahma's Panch.ima

6irah Khandana which appears both in Lllakhartda anil UfigA-

vaibhava Khanda. One major change that the author has intro-

duced in his version is, as be says, instead of writing the story of

Upamanyu for a second time in VayavTya Khanda following

the original, he has replaced it by inserting the story of Mirkan-

deya taking from Padmapurana. The author has followed

the Bombay edition of the SivapurSoa for his translation. Any

how, if we -want to make a comparative study of this Tdngu

version with the original, now and then we lm-e to iwaicli

Skanda, Bbagavata, MahabbSrata, and JabSb, Kul3guifiiW

panishats too as has been suggested by the author in his pro*;

preface.

We have a Telugu translation of JaanasamhitS only

from SivapurSaa by Mantri Pregada Bbujanga K^y Kavi i::

In three asvasas and 441 gadya^padyas.
I am unuWe to oi

the date of its publication as the title page of Lke copy I

gone through is worn out.

DEVIBHXGAVATA PUR^-A

A. Mulugu Papayaradhya of the ISth century is
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first poet to translate this purana into Telugu. This has been

published and widely read.

B. Tripurana Tammaya belonging to the 19th century
is referred by his son Venkata Surya Prasada Raya Kavi65 as

the author of the Devlbhagavata puraria. Except this much
we know nothing of this Telugu version.

C. Dasu Sreerama Kavi (1864-1908) has also translated

this pur5na. It is said that he could finish the whole translation

(1100 granthas) in ouly four (sis ?) months". This is available

in print.

D. Tirupati, Venkata Kavulu, the epoch makers of this

century, have also a Telugu version of the Devlbhagavata to

their credit. Though the whole Telugu version goes by their

name, but actually some of the skandhas have been written by
their disciples. It is stated in the printed text.

E. We are having prose translations too of this puiaiia

by S. Visvanadha Sastry and Stanapati Rukminamma of this

century.

Janamanchi Venkata Subrahmanya Sarma has also recently
translated and published this Devlbhagavata purana,

BHAVI?YA-PURXNA

We have only some prose translations of this purana in

Telugu in this century. Brahmaparva of this purana has been

published along with the oiiginal (21-6 adhyayas) in 1939 without

giving the name of the prose translator by Vavilla Raraaswamny
Sastrulu of Madras.

We have one great puranic scholar Kalluri Venkata

Subrahmanya Deekshitulu, who has been referred to above in

Ihis paper, by whom we may say that all of the puranas have

been rendered into Telugu prose. There are of course others

too who gave prose renderings of all the purSnas in this century.

Because they were meant for laymen, it is but natural with

to be concise. Astadasapuranam by Oleti Venkata
i Narsimha Sarma may be mentioned in this respect. As
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a matter of fact the attempt to give the purSnas in Telugu
prose in this region goes back to Nineteentwenties when the

PurSna Grantha MStlika was started under the editorship of

Nadakuduti Veeraraju Fantulu at Pitapuram Siva, Brahma,
Varaana etc., have come out through that Granthamalika.

DATTABHXGAVATA

The author of this work is Tadepalli Raghavanarayana

Sastry of this century. This BbSgavata glorifies Daltadeva as

an Avatara of Visnu and contains some other stories like

Alarka, Kartavlrya, Kanchanamalini, Paiasuiama, Veim and

Nahusa etc. in twelve parts known as Gnchas with 2865 verse.

This has been published in the year 1955.

GARGA SAMHITX.

The Telugu version of this SamhitS, by Chivukuba Appaya

Sastry of this century, is named as GargabhSgavata. This

version is having ten Khandas namely 1. Goloka 2. Brundavana

3. Giriraja 4. Madhurya 5. Madhura 6. Dwaraka 7, Visvajith

8. Balabhadra 9. Vijnana 10. Asvamedha. According to

Sivasankar Sastry the pioneer of the modern Telugu, the

original GargasarhhitS is with 12,000 slokas.

BHARGAVA PURS^A,

We have Telugu version of this purS^a which bears

an additional title Nityasuricharitra dealing with the sui prising

stories of Butamuni, Maharrmni etc. in seven AsVasas by

KandurL Venkata Dasa kavi (19th century ?) In the year 1922

A. D. this purSna has been edited and published by Chelkani.

Lacharao of Chitrada. There is one manuscript with the name

by Rajabahiri Pamanayaka Bhupal (1751.1773 A, D.)
8T of

Surpura Samstan. This is in eight agvasas comprising

the stories of Alwars. As the author himself says, the first

canto of this Telugu BhSrgavapurSna contains the matter of

the fifth adhysya of the uttarafchaada of the original. Like

this the author has taken the necessary subject matter from

so many adbyayas bete and there that constitutes the uttar-



khanda of the Sanskrit BhSrgavapurana. So we catinot

consider this version as a complete translation of the original,

GANESA PURA^A

This Telugu purSna is the work of Sripada Krishnamurthy
Sastry

68 referred to above in this paper. As this is not available

now, we can speak nothing more of it.

VAISYA

Bhaskaracharya (16th century}
89 is the author of this

Telugu purSna which is in eight Asvasas only of which the

first four deal with the story of the descending of the Voisyas
from Kailasa and the second four with that story of VSsavikanya

ADI

Sarvadeva is said to be the author of this Telugu
Purana. The author may be placed at any time bafore 1500
A.D. We have only two stanzas from this purana in the Telugu
Academy at Kakinda.

ADITYA

This is to be the work of Elakuchi Pinayaditya
71 who is

supposed to be in the first quarter of the 17th century.

VXSAVAKANYAKX PURS^A

We have a prose version of this Parana in Telugu. This
has been, published along with the Sanskrit origional in Telugu

script by Arya Vaisya Yuvajana Sangham of Penugonda in

1951 A. D. According to the original this Parana in 60

AdhySyas and 3798 sloka is a part of Sanatsujata Sanahita

at Uttara Khanda of the Sfcantfa PurSaa (Iti Sri Skande
XJttara Khaijide Sanatsujata Samhitayana ...........J. This Sanat-

Samhita may be another name to Santkumara Sarahita.

VlSVAKARMA 'PUHANA,

, , We have a palm-leaf manuscript of this Telugu purSna by
'XrfSp VShfcataciiaryudii.

71 There is another paper manuscript
18

ftiifhorsbip which goes by the Visvabrahmapuraaa.
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Besides all this, there aie still some more texts in Telugu
which pass under the name of purana Manuvarnsapurana,

GaudapurSna, Sagarapmana etc., and Mahatmyagranthas i. e.

Sthalapuranas based simply on some purSnic stories enjoying

considerable reputation for their literary values, bet the premises
of my attempt in this paper concerns only the main pur5ras and

Upapuranas and some of their major sections for which we have

Telugu versions of the puranas one by one and discuss in detail

comparing with their originals which may add something to the

puranic studies. _
NOTES

1. If we are furnished with the Narasunhapuriya of Vcmulavada Bhima-

kavi (1100-1180 A. D.) that must have been the first Telugu version, among the

puranas.
2. AKT. Volume 3 page 167.

3. ALP. Serial No. 2319.

4. AKT. Volume 9 page 124.

b. We can take for example the Padminividya. This has been, rendered

in detail completely by Kameahwara Kavi whereas it has been condensed into

one stanza by Maraaa, I have compared this with the originals given by Dr.

V. S. Agrawala (Purana Volume 1. No. 2. page 183-197). But one interesting point

may be said of Kamesvara Kavi here. His translation of ^^^^ ^^^^. yff^,
I< 3^ correeponds exactly -with those of N, N. Dutta and Cham.

chandra Mukcrjce as poined out by Ghintaharan Chakravarti (Furapa Volume

3 No. 1 page 44).

6. AK.T. Volume 4 page 175.

7. Ramagiriaingna and Madikaeingana are one only. AKT. Volume
4 page 162.

8. AKT. Volume 6 page 33. As there is one MaghamfthBtnaya hi Va.yu-

purana also, we cannot without doubt, say, that this Pillamarri Pinavcerana'a

Magham&hfttmya is from Padmapurapa.
9. ARC. page 271.

10. Though Harivaihsa is called puraua now and thenj as it is not found

in the authentic list of purSuas, cither Yerrana's Harivaihsa or Nachana Somara'a

TJttara Harivaitisa is not mentioned in this paper.

11. NPU. first canto stanza 33.

12. MPM. Page 1-6.

13. ALP. aerial No. 1359.

14. AKT. volume 4 page 147. one VaistnavapurSna by Daaakavi by

available in manuscript in the Telugu academy, Kakinada.

15. TVS, volume 3 pge 1172.

16. AKT. volume 12 pages 192-194.

17. SST page 479.
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18. IVS. page 11.

19. SST. page 370.

20. SST. page 4B 2.

21 . AKT. volume 8, page 226.

24. ARC. page 265.

23. AKT. volume 8, page 226.

24 AKT. volume 1 1, page 57.

25. VSL. pape 103.

26. DOT. No. 197.

27. VSL. pape 115.

28. ALP. aerial No. 1738. This catalogue reads the author's name as
Pullaiah.

29 ALP. aerial No. 3281.

SO. VSL. page 193.

31. 5ST. page 379.

32. PKV. page 1.

33. VSL. page 189.

34. ALP. serial No. 3749.

35. TGM. R. No. 543.

36. DOT. No. 357 and 358.

37. VSL. page 155.

38. SST. page 481 and 527.

39. AKT. volume 6, page 33.

40. AKT. volume 8, page 233.

41. ALP. aerial No. 1310.

42. TCM. R. No. 86.

43. AKT. volume 8, page 170.

44. DGT, No. 307.

45. AKT. volume 8, page 172.

46. AKT. volume 19, page 75.

47. AKT. volume 3, page 176

48. AKT. volume 9, page 175.

49. KKS. page 235.

50. TVS. page 1197

51. AKT. volume 9 page 63. Andhramaghapuranam by Ramadasapra-
dhani is in manuscript in the Telugu Academy, Kakinada.

5J. AKT. volume 10 page 97. We have one more manuscript of this

Tclugn ptirana by Varadaraja kavi in the Telugu Academy, Kafcinada.

53. AECT. volume 9 page 175.

54. ALP. page 265.

55. This Telugu version is not divided into tv/o parts, and the author
haa not given any hint to infer that the original aa having purvottarabhi&aa
according tothe description given, in the Naradlya purana, chapter 105 (Purfoa
volume IV No, 1 page 187). The original Sanskrit followed by author 5 a the
edition of Vonkatofiwara Press, Bombay.

-

5.6, ALP. serial No,
635, 636, 37,
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57.

58.

TVS. volume 3 page 1172.
AKT. volume 8 page 26.

r. V. Ragh^an the por
nly 10B^W (*" volume 1 Jfe. 2 pageII No. .1 and J2 -page 229J.

PSL. page 24.

ALP. serial 'No. 1702.

AKT. volume 9 page 240.

VSL. page -199-201. A manuscript of Devanga Gharltra /No. 931 ^

of unknown authorship is In the Telugu Academy, Kakinada,
'

64. SST. page 30.

65. NKS. first canto, stanza 7.

66. AB.C. .page 91 aud 196.

MPM.,page 89-93.

ARC. page 214.

AKT. volume 9, page 306.

AKT. volume 9, page 123".

AKT. volume 12, page UQ.

ALP. aerial No. ^919.

AIsP. serial No. 29-23.

60.

61.

-6B.

63.

67.

68.

69.

70.

31.

72.

73.

AKT.
ALP.

ARC.
NPV.
MPM.
TVS.

SST.

IVS.

VSL.
BOT.

fiKV.

TCM.

PSI-

NKS.

23

ABBREVIATION" S USED.

Andhra Kavi Tarangini'by Ghaganti Seshaiah.

Av Alphabetical lodes of Teluju Mftituw^ipte in the Govt. :

Oriental Manuscripts Library^ Madras IU32 edition.

A-ndhra Rochaitalu by M, Satywnarayaaa SiMtry.

Naraimhaputana-Uttarabhagft hy.Ha.ri BhaUu.

MarugunapacUna Manikyalu. By Dr. B. Rarotwaju,

Tclugu Vij&yana Sarvaavam.

The Southern School in Telugu Literature-, By N. Venkai* Rao

(Second edition).

Introduction to Viahupurana (1939) of Surana b> Sfdh*dri

'Remana Kavulu.

Vceraaaiva Literaturu, By S. Ramatfishna f>a9tr5 .

A deaeriptKe catalogue of the Telugu Miauscriirti JH the

TanjorcMaharajaStfoji'a 5arato\vati Mahal Li ttf^ry C \iidhra

.TJniveraity publication '1933).

Pettika,m Kumarvijayftm by Mudigottda Veresalioga Sa.itr>-

(published in. 1950).

A Triennial Catalogue of Manuaipta ^pan 3 Telugu. GoM. :

Oriental Manuscripts Library, Madras.

iKkatecyaaaactiiilw dited by
r

c. M. Kawa *.

Purana Samalochana o theTrfugu Vnn-Pman
manchi Vaniata Sabrahaanya SrnMu

Nirvachana Kumara Saoibhwa
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A S'Ml J ! > I'M'! \ uj Tim MAtSVA PURAtfA TEXT
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:j i

TUMI j?f r-r? f <'f7nf ,{

.-a -!*t i H f H TiW
't

p
! r l^f-z

; Mat.-ya I'miiyn

*H

*I1. *

..0iv,. f?mn) MS,, Utkttl University, Cuttack.

:t,'^ S-\Vl\3tartft Ma,
No. 41/182 of Sarasvatl Bh

I.Tinuiv, rrl RitnmiiBar (Vnranaai).

. .|,t.::y.i.u (
MA 6749 ol Indla Offi e

.
.

^S, No. 44lof Scindhia Oriental

},MS,, NO. W6 of sc

,..-,
v -1> MS S'. *H-\6 of Uuivcrsily Libraiy, Bombay.

AsK MH.,' Nu. fit of tihounilal Gandhi VidyS Bhavana,

tu. , .

- U MS., No, U)S of WrHihU Museum, London.

I U MA. No. H. 3540 of IO Library, London.

~D MS,,No, 226 of BJMMuUtkM Oiicatal Research

.

ui: Ho. U9 o! 1884-87, H- H* * of BORI,
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* = D. MS., No. E 3548' of IO Libraty, London

* toD,MS., No. 340,,New No..35 of BORI, Poona

^ t&=.D. M S- No. 1306 of University Library,. Bombay.
fc Vt= D- MS - No - 38/182 of Sar-osvati Bhandara, Fort

Ramnagar.
^ ^,-D. MS., No. 228S'o Deccan College Post-Graduate

and Research Institute, Poona

^ *VE>'- MS., No - E 3550 of IO Library, London

^ U~t>- MS'i No. 10443 of New Des. Cat,, Sarasvati

Mahal Library, Tanjore.

^ ^ = D. MS., No. 10442 of New Des.Ca,t., S.M.L., Tatijore

^ ?\s =D. Ma, No- 10 140 of New Des. C*t,, S;M-.L fl Tanjore

^ \ti-D. MS., No. 10445 of New Des Cat., S-M L. ( Tanjore

^ ?^ = D. MS., No. D. 2254 of Govt. Oriental- Manuscripts
Library, Madras.

* ^o = D. MS., No. 10441 of New Des Cat , S.M-L , Tanjore
^ \\**'D. MS., No. 10444 of New Des. Cat., SM.L , Tanjore
^ ^=rD. MS,, No. 10446 of New Des. Cat., S.M.L., Tanjore

* ^ =D. MS., No. 10447 of New Des. Cat, S.M.L, Tanjoie
^ RY=D. MS., No. 10449 of New Des. Cat., S.M.L., Tanjoie
* ^X=D. MS., No. 10448 of New Des. Cat., S.M.L, Tanjore
S * sGrantha

(swr) MS., No. 402' of Palace Library Tri-

vandrum.

\_Hf.B. These abbreviations for tfie above-mentioned MSS.
are those given by Sri A.S. Gupta in his article 'The Manuscripts
of the Matsya Furna collated for its projected Critical Edition',

published in 'Purapa' Vol. I (1959) pp. 101-111. Fbi the detailed

description of these MSS. see the article,*]
The additional MSS. referred to, not noticed in Sri Gupta's

articfe, are given below :

$ ^=DevanSgari MS. of Oriental Research Institute,

Mysore
5T^ ^GranthaMS,, No. 2166 o O. R, I., Mysore
IT ^ *=TeIugu (^g) MS^No. 1791

ff

?t ^ - Telugu MS., No., 369
,

* la tft* arti'de, ^sfewsd^o, thsse manmseripts have been; arfanecd and
r tod mutual allfauws. Th< abljreviartona areSS2^w^5Cir Blt *1

!.
rity tod mutual allfauws. Th< abljreviartona

rfrtto ftr Kbtoarf fttto-ff ; e.g. D for Devatagarj, G for GraAtlia. M for JMalaySlN for Nevtfl, O for OiyB and g for gtiidi manuscript. A-S-tft
n*?*1
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ACTIVITIES OF

THE ALL-INDIA KASHIRAJ TRUST

The All India Kashiraj Trust has been carrying on

important literary and cultural activities with a view to

propagate the ancient Sanskrit learning and culture as

depicted in the vast encyclopaedic litei attire of the Puranas.

The first detailed review of the activities of the Kashiraj

Trust and its Puiana Department was published in the

inaugural issue of the 'Puiana' Bulletin. Since then we

have almost regularly been publishing periodical reviews of

the work of the Puiana Depaitment and other activities of the

Trust. The following is the further review of the activities of

the Trust cariied out since the publication of the review of its

work in the last issue of the 'PurSna' (IV. 1., Jan,, 1962)

CRITICAL EDITIONS OF THE PURSNAS,

1. Mattya Pttraya.

The critical edition of the Matsya Purana is being pre-

pared at Madras by Dr. V. Raghavan of the Madras University,

as has been announced already. The Matsya quotations and

readings therein have already been collected from more than

fifty Nibandhas. The following Nibandha-works have been

further used for this purpose : (i) Sastra-nirnaya, (ii) Agama-

pratnSnya, (iii) Sudra-kamalakara, (iv) Vratyata-pr5yapcitta f

(v) VidhSna-mala, (vi) Parasara-dharmasamhita, and (vii)

Vidhyukta-Vaivahikasastra-jijfi5sa. This completes the collec-

tion of the Matsya citations in Nibandhas. The work of collec-

ting Matsya citations, readings therein and the additional

Matsya verses found in the Sabdakalpadruma volumes has also

been completed. More-over, common matter in Matsya found in

all other Puranas and the Mahabharata has also been compared.

The collation of 34 MSS, and collection of readings and

allied data being completed, examination of the readings and the

editing of the text has now been taken up. A sample edition of

the text (Adh. I) has been prepared in the beginning, which is

beisg published in the present issue of the 'Parana* Bulletin. Cottt-

and suggestions from scholars will be greatly appreciated.
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The editorial work comprises not only the restoration of the

critical text and the writing down of the readings from all these

manuscripts and additional sources, but also the preparation of

textual notes, appendices, ndexes, several analyses of proper

names, subjects etc., besides the critical introduction and appara-

tus. The editor, Dr. V. Kaghavan, hopes that the whole of the

editorial work might be finished by 1964.

2. Vamana Purana,

The work of preparing its critical edition has been taken

up by Dr. V. S. Agrawala of the Banaras Hindu University.

Out of the sixteen manuscripts of the Vamana PurSna, procured

fiom the various places of India and abroad, eight manuscripts

{7 Devanagari, 1 Telugu) have already been collated. The
MS, of the Bengali Script procured from the Asiatic Society,

Calcutta, is now being collated, and will be completed shortly.

The description of these Vamana PurSna MSS. has been given
in the 'Puiana', Vol. Ill, No. 1.

The pada-Index of the Vamana-Purana-slokas has been

completed, and is now be ng revised and typed. This index

will be utilized for tracing 'he Vamana-purSna quotations from
the Nibandhas.

*PURAHA.' BULLETIN

The 'Putana' Bulletin of the Knshiraj Tiust has been

providing an exclusive fomm for the PuiSnic studies and
research. Indian and fore gn Indologists of fame have been

contributing their learned articles to this PurSnic Bulletin.

In this issue we are reprinting a learned article on Epic and
Pmanic cosmogony from the W-Z'KSO {a well-known Journal
of the Indological Institute of Vienna University) by the kind

permission of its Editor, Sri Erich Frauwallner, and, the Author
of the article, Sri Paul Ha ;ker, for both of whom we express
our sincere gratitude. This learned article will be forcnd

interesting and thoughtful on the textual and cosmogcHwhwil

aspects of the Santi Parvan and of some of the important Fufaquis*
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P5THA AND PtfAVACHANA

According to the scheme of Purana Pafta and Pravachana

as given in 'Purana' Vol. Ill, No. 2, pp. 401 f., recitations of

the KalikaPuiSna, Kurma Purana and Padraa Purana were

held respectively in the months of Magha (Feb.), Phalguna

(March), and Chaitia (April) last, in the morning; and dis-

courses on these Puranas were given in the evening.

VISIT BY DISTINGUISHED PERSONS AND SCHOLARS.

The Supreme Patriarch of Thailand visited Ramnagar on

April and met His Highness, the Maharaja of Banaras, Chair-

man of the Kashiraj Trust. He showed keen interest in the

activities of the Trust. He was presented the complete set

of the 'Purana 'Bulletin'. He was also good enough to present

to His Highness publications of the Buddhist Association of

Thailand. It is hoped that the Trust will be able to establish

contact with the cultural institutions of Thailand.

The Governors of Gujarat, Rajasthan, and Uttara Pradesh,

and Dr, Kailash Nath Katju were the guests of H. H. the

Maharaja of Banaras durirg their vi sits to Varanasi. Copies of

the 'Purana' Bulletin were presented to them. Scholars like

Dr. Hulk Raj Anand, .Dr. Miss Romilla Thapar of the Kuru-

kshetra University and Dr, Mehta Vatis^ha of the Govl. College,

Ludhiana also met the Chairman and acquainted themselves

with the activities of the Trust.

\Ve also offer our congratulations to our distinguished

Trustee, Dr. Sampurnanand, on his appointment as the Governor

of Rajasthan.






